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A BSTRACT 

This study questions conventional assumptions about what constitutes 

artmaking. and who is involved with it, by focussing on relationships which have 

previously been largely invisible in both sociological and art-historical studies : contacts 

between artists. paintmakers, art conservators. chemists and various other experts on 

art-technical matters. The aim is to stimulate further reflection on participants in the 

"service areas of art" and through this to better understand their reciprocally constitutive 

relationships with the artistic phenornena they help produce and preserve. 

The developrnent of a group of new art materials in 20th-century Nonh h e r i c a  

-- synthetic painting media-- provides a point of access for observing these 

relationships. The study uses qualitative methods drawing on work by French 

stnicturalists, Quebec-based critical theorists and symbolic interacrionists in an 

histoncal-comparative approach. Research is centered on a life story interviews 

supplemei. id by fieldwork and extensive arcliival research. 

Accounts by paintmakers and artists reveal a collective process which cuts 

across disciplinary boundanes. k i s t s  and small entrepreneunal paintmakers used new 

chernical products to create materials which satisfied aesthetic, political and economic 

preoccupations. Participants from the chemical industry, university research centers. 

museums. and government agencies as well as magazine wnters and handbook authors 

played signiticant roles in the development. spread and eventual regdation of these new 

materials in Canada, the U S .  and Mexico. 

The findinçs are organized in an anaiytical narrative progression of themes and 

case histories beçinning with a consideration of Mexican miiralists who interpreted an- 

technical issues in terms of socialist ideals. The study traces the emegence of technical 

issues as a means for ans administrators to control artistic production in state-hnded 

New Deal public art projects. This provided an impetus for research on new materials 



and efforts to set standards for art materials which continue to this day. Post-war 

enthusiasms for science and art led to the establishment of research centers on artists' 

paints and served efforts at professionalkation in art conservation and paintmaking. 

Technical advice columns in mass art magazines and artists' handbooks chart changes in 

ideas about normative practices in both high and popular culture. Case histones of 

paintmakers, conservators and researchers are presented. The place of pioneers within 

the reference population of artists' colour manufacturers provides a basis for cross- 

cultural cornparison. Finally in-depth oral history i n t e ~ e w s  with artists recognized as 

mernbers of the avant-garde in the 1960s indicate ways technical knowledge was 

embedded in high culture discourse. 

Thus this study presents new social dimensions of artmaking and a new 

perspective on the relations between art, technology and society in a particular socio- 

historical context. Oral testimony underlines the rich interplay of cultural practices in 

the appropriation of technical knowledge for the creation of individual and group 

identities. The findings provide insights into links between artistic practices, theories of 

art, other ideologies, economic preoccupations and more general social processes by 

studying the ensemble of art-technical work that helped the new paints and the art made 

with them achieve recognition as cultural innovations. 



Résumé 

Cette étude remet en cause les idées reçues sur ce qui constitue la pratique de 

I'art. Elle met i'accent sur les relations qui sont généralement invisibles dans les études 

sociologiques et en histoire de I'art, soient des contacts entre artistes, fabricants de 

matériaux d'artiste, conservateurs-restaurateurs de l'art, et d'autres experts techniques. 

L'objectif principal de l'étude est de provoquer une réflexion sur les participants dans les 

"aires de seMce de l'art" de façon à mieux comprendre leurs liens constitutifs et 

réciproques avec les phénomènes artistiques qu'ils aident à produire et à préserver. 

Le développement d'une nouvelle catégorie de matériaux d'artiste en Amérique 

du Nord au vingtième siècle nous ofie un lieu priviligié pour l'observation de ces 

relations diverses. Ces nouveaux matériaux -- les peintures aux médiums synthétiques 

à l'intention des artistes (comme les acryliques) -- sont fabriqués a partir des produits 

industriels modernes. Cependant, l'émergence de ces peintures en art ne semble pas être 

un cas d'imposition de la technologie par des forces commerciales externes. Au 

contraire, les représentations des fabricants de peinture et des artistes révèlent un 

processus collectif qui passe à travers des frontières disciplinaires conventionelles. Des 

artistes et des petits entrepreneurs se sont emparés des nouveaux produits chimiques 

afin de créer des matériaux d'artiste qui satisfaisaient aux préoccupations esthétiques, 

politiques et économiques des artists, des critiques et des mécènes. Des participants de 

l'industrie chimique, des musées, et des organismes Étatiques aux États-unis, au 

Mexique et au Canada ont une place importante dans le développement, la difision et 

la réglementation éventuelle de ces nouveaux matériaux. 

Même avant la production des peintures synthétiques spécifiquement à l'intention 

des artistes, des produits chimiques créés pour des utilisations industrielle ou 

commerciale ont été employées par des artistes- Ces peintures modernes sont 

profondément liées aux représentations de l'identité artistique et de la pratlque de l'art en 



Amérique du Nord à partir des années trente. Les représentations symboliques des 

couleurs d'artiste synthétiques sont multiples, mais le discours sur l'appropriation de ces 

materiaux en art les situent solidement dans le cadre des priorités artistiques des groupes 

concernés. 

Ces matériaux ont été employés par des artistes avec des objectifs esthétiques et 

idéologiques divers. En art, les peintures synthétiques sont souvent associées à I'art de 

la haute culture, notamment aux mouvements stylistiques des avant-gardes New 

Yorkaises pendant l'époque de l'essor de I'art américain sur le marché international de 

I'art suivant la fin de la deuxième guerre mondiale -- surtout les mouvements de 

tendances abstraites et le Pop Art . Moins connues sont les expériences antécédentes 

avec ces nouveaux matériaux par les muralistes populistes et socialistes du Mexique, des 

États-unis et du Canada. 

Cette étude met l'accent sur une lecture des représentations du travail avec ces 

matériaux surtout aux États Unis entre 1930 et 1965 (moment où l'appropriation des 

peintures synthéthiques est devenue une pratique moins novatrice). Les pionniers dans 

le développement et l'utilisation des ces peintures indiquent qu'il s'agit d'une époque 

importante pour la constitution des idées (théories de I'art, attitudes envers la 

technologie) et des structures sociales (réseaux de diffusion des connaissances 

techniques, cadres ins;itutionels, etc.) qui sont centrales pour la production et 

l'appropriation de ces peintures en art. 

Le chapître premier présente l'encadrement théorique et l'approche 

méthodologique qui en découle. Dans un premier temps nous expliquons les liens de 

ce projet avec certaines théories sociologiques de la production sociale de I'art, 

notamment le modèle de Pierre Bourdieu, et la théorie des mondes de I'art conçu par 

Howard Becker dans le cadre de I'interactionisme symbolique. Nous discutons 

également de l'apport des théories de l'esthétique de réception, ainsi que de la 

contribution des Études Cuturelles Américaines à une refomulation de l'idée de 
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subjectivité dans les théories de la production artistique. Ensuite nous passons a un 

examen de quelques thèmes spécifiques qui sont étroitement liés a notre sujet de 

recherche, entre autres, les recherches de Raymonde Moulin et Natalie Heinich sur 

l'évolution du statut social de l'artiste qui nous ofient des points de repère dans une 

considération de la place de la technique dans le discours de l'artiste. Une réflexion sur 

la notion de l'innovation et sur sa signification pour l'étude des processus sociaux nous 

mène à la stratégie de recherche. 

Notre méthodologie est axée sur une forme spécifique des histoires de vie -- les 

récits de pratiques. Cet approche s'inspire des études de certains sociologues critiques 

au Québec ainsi que des recherches ethno-sociologiques en France. Nous avons aussi 

receuilli des informations complémentaires par d'autres méthodes : entrevues courtes 

avec informateurs-clés, travail de terrain (observations dans les ateliers d'artiste et de 

conservation, dans les laboratoires, visites aux lieux de fabrication des peintures 

d'artistes, etc.), ainsi qu'un travail de recherche considérable dans les archives diverses 

au Canada, au Mexique, aux États-unis et en Allemagne. 

La majeure partie de la thèse présente les résultats des ces recherches sous forme 

d'une progression narrative de  thèmes et d'études de cas. Par le biais du locale nous 

espérons mieux comprendre les tendances plus globales observées dans les réseaux 

sociaux sous étude. 

Chapître 2 porte sur le premier exemple bien documenté de l'utilisation des 

peintures synthétiques par un artiste en Amérique du Nord -- le cas du muraliste 

Mexicain, David Alfaro Siqueiros. Son discours incendiaire sur la nécessité d'une 

appropriation des matériaux et des outils modernes lors de ses séjours aux États-unis 

pendant les années trente juxtapose les objectifs esthétique, pragmatique et idéologique. 

Ici aussi nous considérons la place de l'expérimentation technique dans le contexte 

révolutionnaire des programmes d'art public Mexicains. 

À l'instar des Mexicains, le Président Américain Roosevelt a mis sur pied des 



grands projets artistiques dans le cadre des programmes d'aide sociale appelés la "New 

Deal" [le "nouvel repart-" ou la "nouvelle main" dans le sens des jeux de cartes] 

pendant les années trente. Chapître 3 examine l'émergence des enjeux techniques en 

tant que moyens de contrôler la production artistique et analyse comment les discours 

sur !es matériaux dans le contexte du mécénat public ont monté le décor pour l'adoption 

éventuelle des mediums synthétiques par des artistes-peintres. Ces projets ont aussi 

donné l'impulsion aux efforts de standardisation des couleurs d'artiste ce qui a amorcé 

des contacts entre artistes, fabricants de peinture d'artiste, conservateurs-restaurateurs, 

chimistes et gestionnaires des arts avant la deuxième guerre mondiale, contacts qui se 

poursuivent jusqu'à présent. 

En même temps, la ville de New York est devenu un entre  artistique important. 

Mais tous les artistes aspirants n'ont pas pû vivre de leur art; certaines sont devenus 

fabricants de peinture pour artiste. Le chapitre 4 présente les cas de deux pionniers 

dans le développement des medias synthétiques pour les artistes-peintres : Len Bocour 

et Sam Golden. Leurs histoires provoquent une réflexion sur les rapports complexes 

entre les identités personnelles et professionelles dans un examen des relations entre 

fabricants et artistes. 

Après la deuxième guerre :~icndiale la confiance répandue à l'autorité de la 

science se manifeste dans la mise sur pied de deux centres de recherche voués au 

développement des matéraux synthétiques pour les artistes: l'un a l'Institut 

Politechnique à Mexico et l'autre à I'lnstitut Mellon à Pittsburgh (en collaboration avec 

la Galerie Nationale a Washington). Au chapître 5 nous étudions l'évolution de ces 

deux instituts qui démontre deux approches radicalement différents. Le premier, un 

atelier mené par l'artiste-chercheur-fabricant José Gutiérrez, a mis l'accent sur les 

projets d'artistes promouvant une diffision internationale des formules par le biais des 

réseaux d'artistes. L'autre, dirigé par Robert Feller, chimiste de formation, a misé sur 

des recherches fondamentales (sur les produits industriels de base employés dans les 



nouveaux matériaux d'artiste) dont les résultats étaient publiés dans les revues 

scientifiques. 

Au chapître 6, nous regardons de près le thème de la science, de la 

standardisation et des nonnes en matière de techniques artistiques sous différents 

aspects. Ce chapitre se divise en quatre sections. D'abord nous présentons le cas 

d'encore un pionnier dans le développement des peintures synthétiques pour artiste : 

Henry Levison, chimiste, fabricant. et chercheur qui a joué un rôle central dans 

l'instauration des normes de fabrication des couleurs d'artiste aux États-unis. Son 

travail est très lié aux recherches dans le domaine de la conservation de l'art où les 

premières expériences scientifiques avec des applications artistisque des matériaux 

synthétiques ont été entreprises. Dans une deuxième section nous traçons les grandes 

lignes de l'émergence des approches scientifiques en conservation de l'art par rapport à 

la professionalisation dans le champ qui sont intimement liés aux recherches sur les 

matériaux modernes. En même temps, on constate la prolifération des manuels 

d'artistes et des articles sur les techniques dans les revues d'art qui nous donne accès aux 

idées sur les pratiques normatives et novatrices. À la troisième section nous étudions les 

transformations du discours des "experts" en matière des techniques de I'art sur les 

matériaux modernes à partir d'un examen de quatre grandes revues américains et d'un 

corpus de textes pour artistes. Finalement nous examinons la collaboration de ces 

différentes catégories d'agents avec des artistes dans le cadre des associations 

volontaires vouées à l'établissement des normes pour les couleurs d'artiste. 

Chapître 7 regarde la place des fabricants de peintures synthétiques dans 

l'univers des fabricants de couleurs d'artiste. Nous présentons ici les critères retenus 

pour la constitution de la population de référence. Le chapître met l'accent toujours sur 

l'Amérique du Nord mais présente quelques autres profiles des fabricants de la Grande- 

Bretagne. de l'Europe ainsi que de l'Australie dans une étude comparative qui s'étend 

jusqu'aux années quatre-vingts. Tel qu'expliqué, notre attente du départ était de trouver 



les fabricants de peintures synthétiques dans une situation minoritaire. Or, ils font la 

majorité et, par conséquant, nos fabricants-pionniers constitutent en quelque mésure une 

avant-garde dans le champs de la fabrication des couleurs d'artiste. 

Au Chapître 8, nous regardons de près les représentations d'une sélection 

d'artistes consacrés par le marché de l'an international: Kenneth Noland. Jules Olitski, 

Larry Poons, Roy Lichtenstein, Guido Molinari, Claude Tousignant, Yves Gaucher and 

Alex Colville. Tous ces artistes ont employés les couleurs acqdiques d'aniste 

relativement tôt. Nous étudions aussi la réception critique des oeuvres faits avec ces 

nouveux matériaux, notamment en examinant le discours du critique Clement 

Greenberg. Les temoignages de ces artistes nous accordent un autre optique sur les 

modalités d'insertion des connaissances techniques dans les discours et dans des 

pratiques en art. 

Enfin nous présentons quelques remarques sur les réseaux de difision des 

connaissances techniques en art. sur la place du travail de l'artiste dans ces réseaux, et 

sur les implications du cas spécifique sous étude. Nous essayons de faire ressortir une 

vue d'ensemble du travail sociale du groupe qui a fait de sorte que certains matériaux et 

l'an qu'ils ont seM à faire soient reconnus comme innovations. De cette façon nous 

espérons provoquer une réflexion sur quelques nouvelles dimensions de la création 

artistique dans l'espoir de mieux comprendre les liens complexes entre la circulation des 

connaissances techniques, les pratiques artistiques. les théories de l'art. les autres 

idéologies, des préoccupations économiques et des processus sociaux plus 

généralement. 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 

"We must question those ready-made syntheses. those groupines that we 
normally accept before any examination, those Links whose validity is recognized 
fiom the outset; we mua oust those foms and obscure forces by which we 
usudly link the discourse of one man with that of another; they must be dnven 
out fiom the darkness Ui which they reign. And inaead of according them 
unqualsed spontaneous value. we must accept in the name of methodoloeical 
ngour. that. in the first instance. they concem only a population of dispersed 
events. " 

Michel Foucault. 

Owanizine Princides 

The guiding pnncipie of this study is to question the authority of conventional 

assumptions about what constitutes artmaking, and who is involved with it. Here the 

focus is on relationships which have previously been largely invisible in both sociological 

and art-histoncal studies : contacts between artias, paintrnakers, conservators. chemists 

and various expens on art materials or techniques.2 The research relies heavily on 

bioeraphical information about the activities of individuals in particular places and times 

and under specific socio-historical conditions. Discursive links provide connections 

amongst these dispersed events reveaiing patterns. smctures and processes which as 

I . II faut remettre en quenion ces qmthéws toute faites. ces groupements que d'ordinaire on admet 
avant tout e.uamen. ces liens dont la validité est reconnue d'entrée de jeu: il faut débusquer ces formes et 
ces forces obscures par lesquelles on a l'habitude de lier entre eux les discours des hommes: il faut les 
chasser de l'ombre ou elles règnent. Et plutôt que de les laisser valoir spontanément. accepter de 
n'avoir affaire. par soucie de méthode et en première instance. qu'a une population d'évènements 
dispersés." Foucault Michel. L 'archéologte du savoir. Paris: Gallimard 1969. p.32. Translation bu 
A.M.Sheridan Smith cited in Leja Michael. R e m r n p  Absrracr Expressionism. Subjectrvi. and 
Pa~ntrng rn the 1940s. New Haven. Conn.: Yale University Press. 1993. p. 18. 
2. References to such relations are few indeed. In sociological works we have not located more than a 
few pages ailuding to them. Howard Becker mentionsmaterial murces  in passihg and Alben Boime 
has briefiy treatzd dealen in art supplies. In art tiistoricai studies. aside h m  the famous example of 
Père Tanguy whose colour shop provided a meeting place for Post-impressionists in the 19th œntuy, 
selected instances of relations between artists and chemists or paintrnakers (notably in the cases of 
artists Yves Klein and Moms Louis) are covered primarily in the context of studies relateci to 
consenyation and restoration of artists' wotks and will be treated later in the text. Becker. Howard. .4rr 
Worlds. Berkeley: Universiîy of California Press. 1982, especially p. 7 1-76; and Boime. Albert. "Les 
Hommes d'Affaires et les Arts en France au 19e siécle". Acres de la recherche en sciences socrales (Les 
fonctions de l'art). no. 28. lune 1979, pp. 57-75. especiaily pp. 70-71. 



Foucault wams us mua constantly be critically interpreted as pan of a necessarily 

fia-mentary vision. Since this thesis represents the first construction of the histoy of 

this particular social network it risks occupying the dangerous position of ossifj,ing 

observations rather than provoking discussion of them. On the contrary. the hope here 

is to aimulate funher reflection on participants in the "service areas of an" and through 

this to better understand their reciprocally constitutive relationships with the anistic 

phenornena they help produce and preserve. 

The Particuiar Case 

The development of a group of new art materials in twentieth-century North 

Arnenca provides a point of access for observing these relationships. These new 

materials - synthetic painting media (such as acry1ics)- are themselves made using 

commercial products of the industrial age developed primarily in chemical research 

laboratories of large corporations. Iike Du Pont. Rohm and Haas. Union Carbide. and 

General Electnc."et the emergence of synthetic paints in art does not appear to have 

been an extemally-gene~ed imposition of technology on the anistic field by 

commercial forces; on the contrary, accounts by paintmakers and anias ponray the 

introduction of the new paints as an act of appropriation on their part. The 

development and difision of synthetic paints for artists was made possible by 

communications among several 'fields'. and reveals a collective process which cuts 

across conventionally defined disciplinary boundaries. Panicipants fiom the chemical 

). nie  t c m  "rynthetic paint" and "synthetic painting media" =fer here to paht using chernid 
materials such as ethyl silicates. vinyl acetate, polyvinyl chloride min, and acrylic rtsins which were 
developed primarily in the twentieth century. In addition, these tenns refer CO enamels made wiîh 
p_vroxylin (a semi-qmtbetic resin with a nitrocellulose base) which was discuvered during the 19th 
centu? but not widely used as a coating untii the twcntieth œntury. One of the largest categor-ics of 
synthetic paints used in an are the so-called "water-compatible" or "water-borne" acrylics. commonly 
refened to as "acrylic (polymer) emulsions" although strictly speaking they are dispersions. For the 
purposes of this study the qmthetic character is established by the medium. not the pigment. 



industry, university research centers. museums and govemment agencies (in the United 

States. Mexico and Canada) played si_&ficant roles in the development, spread and 

eventual regulation of these new rnaterials. Nonetheless, synthetic painting media 

specifically produced for artists appear to have emerged primarily due to the 

collaborative efforts of what Howard Becker has called "panicipants in art ~ o r l d s " . ~  

Anins and small entrepreneurid paintmakers used new chemical products to create 

materials which satisfied aesthetic, political and economic preoccupations of anists. 

critics and patrons. 

To be sure, even before synthetic paints were produced specifically for anistic 

use new chernical products created for industrial and home use were employed by 

anists. These modem paints are deeply bound up in representations of artistic identity 

and practice in Nonh Amenca, beginning at les t  in the 1930s. As the study will show. 

the discourse about syn~hetic painting materials represents them as having multiple 

meaninss within several different interpretative frameworks but firmly situates the new 

paints within artistic priorities for the groups concemed. 

Synthetic painting media were used by painters with varied aesthetic goals and 

political stances. Ï n  art, synthetic paints have frequently been associated with vanous 

high-culture Amencan-based stylistic movements which gained international recognition 

in the penod immediately following World War II. for example. abstract expressionism, 

color field painting and pop art, notably in the work of Jackson Pollock. Morris Louis. 

Kenneth Noland. Jack Bush. Roy Lichtenstein and Helen Frankenthaler. Less known is 

the earlier involvement of populist muralists from Mexico, the United States and Canada 

in the introduction of these new materials in painting, in particular David Alfaro 

Siqueiros and his followers. 

This thesis will focus on a reading of accounts of work with these new materials 

4. Becker 1982. 



conducted primady in the United States from the early 1930s to the rnid 1960s (when 

synthetic paims for artists began to be veiy widely used). In some instances the social 

networks extend to Mexico. Canada and Europe. Pioneer users and makers of the first 

generation of synthetic paints for artists represent this period as crucial for the formation 

of ideas (Le. theories of art. attitudes to technology) and social structures (i.e. 

information-sharing networks and inaitutional frameworks) central to the production 

and diffusion of these new paints. The aim here is to provide insight into links between 

artistic practices. theories of art, other ideologies, economic preoccupations and more 

general social processes by studying the ensemble of creative cultural work that helped 

the new paints and the art made with them achieve recognition as innovations. 

Structure of the Presentation 

The research wiIl be presented in the following marner. First, by means of 

introduction we will begin with a brief general discussion of some central theoretical 

issues which inform and motivate this study as well as attendant methodological 

choices. Fundamental notions in existing scholarship about the nature and structure of 

artistic endeavor provide a frarnework for thinking about anmaking. but also have 

posed bamers since they fi-equently imply that technique and materials are socially or 

aesthetically irrelevant. It will be argued that this situation may be largely accidental. a 

consequence of the acceptance of conventional wisdoms embedded in discourse 

reflecting histone stmggles by artists for recognition as an occupational group. After 

al]. even the study of mediation and reception as crucial processes for understanding an 

is relatively recent. The particular relevance of technicai innovation to twentieth century 

modemist painting in North America makes this a useful example for the reassessment 

of the place of instrumental knowledge in mistic practices. As a first extended 

examination of the area, the study uses qualitative methods, centered on a particular 



form of life story interviews known as accounts of practices? These are supplemented 

with a wide range of sources of information including topical interviews with key 

informants and observations made during visits to artists' studios. paintmaking factories. 

art supply shops, and conservation studios. As well the study relies heavily on a large 

variety of written sources, notably, archival collections of persona1 papers. Company 

records. governrnent archives, trade literature, an magazines, anists' technical manuals 

and publications in an conservation. 

The bulk of the text is consecrated to presenting findings of this ernpirical work. 

The findings are organized in an analytical narrative progression of themes and case 

histories highlighting local events in an effort to understand and explain the more global 

trends observed in the social networks studied. 

Chapter 2 treats the earliest well-documented use of synthetic media by a 

prominent anist in North Amencan painting. Here we consider the flamboyant 

juxtaposition of aesthetic and pragmatic goals with socialist claims regarding the 

emancipatory potential of modem synthetic paints in accounts by the influential Mexican 

muralist David Alfaro Siqueiros about his initial work with synthetic media in the 1930s 

during visits to the U.S.. His discourse is considered within the context of the socially- 

conscious an promoted by Mexican muralists who sought new matenals and techniques 

to bnng ari outdoors to the people. 

During the 1930s. inspired by the Mexican example, state-funded art projects 

were launched as pan of the so-called New Deal programmes in the U.S. to counter the 

effects of widespread economic hardship and social upheaval caused by the Great 

Depression. Chapter 3 discusses the emergence of technical issues as a means to 

control anistic production in these New Deal art projects and analyzes how discourse 

Bertaus. Daniel and Isabelle Bertaus-Wiame. "Life Stories in the Bakers' Tradetl. in Bertaw. 
Daniel (editor). Biograph-v and Society. The Li fe History Approach in the ,%cial Sciences. Beverly 
Hills: California 198 1. pp. 169- 189. 



about materials in the context of public patronage helped to set the stage for the 

subsequent adoption of synthetic painting media by anists. The projects provided an 

impetus for efforts at standardization and institutionalization of art materials which 

initiated contacts between artists. paintmakers. conservators, curators. arts 

administrators and chemists before the U.S. entered World War 11. 

Simultaneously in New York City. a vibrant art comrnunity provided an 

important milieu for early expenments with new media and the city attained 

international prominence as a center for innovative painting in the post war yean. Of 

course not al1 aspiring painters in the city managed to make a living from their art; some 

became paintmakers. Chapter 4 considers case studies of two pioneers in the 

development of synthetic media for artias with close connections to artists and 

multifarious involvements with art: Len Bocour and Sam Golden. Their stories raise 

questions about the place of paintmakers in the making of modem art and the intncate 

interplay of personal and professional identities in relations between artists and 

paintmakers. 

Post-war enthusiasms for the application of scientific methods to art were 

evident in the support for two research centers devoted to the audy of innovative new 

painting materials. one at the Polytechnic Institute in Mexico City and the other in the 

U.S.. The two centers evolved in radicr!!~ different directions but both served to 

enhance communications between artists. paintmakers, conservators and chemists as 

Chapter 5 explains. The workshop in Mexico City, led by the New-York-trained artist, 

researcher. handbook author and innovative paintmaker José Gutiérrez, gave 

precedence to artists' painting projects, promoting the international dissemination of 

formulas for synthetic paints through artists' networks. Robert Feller of the National 

Gallery of Art Project for the Study of Materials of the Ariist and Conservator at the 

Mellon Institute gave priority to fundamental research on industrial products used in 

new formulas which he presented in scholariy publications written for a specialized elite 



of scientifically onented technicians and conservaton. 

In Chapter 6 key figures and organizations related to the propagation of 

information about synthetic painting media and their eventual regulation are presented. 

As art by living artists became an increasingly valuable cultural and economic 

cornmodity interest grew in the quality of art materials and conservation techniques. 

Proponents of scientific method led the push towards establishing testing methods and 

standards for paint materials. Not incidentally many were also innovators in the 

development and use of synthetic painting media for a~? and in an conservation. since 

the search for new improved materials was part of the scientific research agenda at the 

time. The chapter begins by presenting a profile of pioneer paintmaker-chemist Henry 

Levison whose story diffen fiom the accounts in earlier chapters of other innovative 

artists' colour manufacturers because of his emphasis on science rather than art. His 

work was closely related to conservation concems about permanence. In art 

conservation. where the earliest research on applications of the new media to an was 

undertaken, the trend ta scientific approaches was intimately connected to 

professionalization of the occupation of conservator. Efforts to estabiish normative 

practices in anmaking based on scientific principles of conservation began to be 

communicated to living artists through technical advice columns in art magazines and a 

rising number of anists' manuals. At the same time the vogue for technical innovation in 

painting was manifest in rapidly changing studio practices of artists. In afi magazines 

and handbooks experimentation with the new media in artistic circles was reported and 

debated. The transformation of discourse about these modem materials in technical 

advice colurnns and artists' handbooks provides information about changing attitudes 

towards materials, at times echoing the concems of conservators but not always. The 

coverage of an-technical questions in art magazines and texts also provides insights 

about ways in which technical issues (particularly those related to the new media) were 

appropriated by artists for the constniction of their identities. Meanwhile, voluntary 



associations. mostly founded d e r  World War II. provided a place for information 

exchange and effons to bring about changes in art matenals in order to assure greater 

durabitity of the art produced. Ultimately suspicions about high technology and the 

negative effects of industrial chernicals on health and the environment provided a 

complementary impetus for collaborative effons of artists. paintmakers. conservators 

and chemists in setting basic standards for artists' paints. both traditional and new. 

Chapter 7 looks at how pioneers in synthetic paintmaking fit into the larger 

universe of artists' colour manufacturers. It presents an o v e ~ e w  of the reference 

population of other paintmakers dunng the period from about 1945 through the 1 980s. 

discussing sources and biases in the sarnple. Profiles of these paintmakers concentrate 

on other pioneers in the developrnent of synthetic media for artists' use in North 

America (Canada, the U.S. and Mexico), but cases fiom Britain Continental Europe 

and Austraiia provide a basis for cross-cultural cornparison. As we explain, the 

expectation at the beginning of the research was that synthetic paintmakers would 

constitute a relatively smîll fraction of a much larger body of manufacturers. This 

proved incorrect. They were the majority. putting the pioneers in the development of 

synthetic media in the position of being an avant-garde in artists' paintmaking. 

Finally Chapter 8 considers the views of highly successful artists consecrated by 

the international art market who were early partisans of acrylic paints made expressly 

for artists in the 1950s and early 1960s. It  is based on in-depth oral history i n t e ~ e w s  . 

with eight artists about the their techniques and use of materials: Kenneth Noland, Jules 

Olitski. Lany Poons. Roy Lichtenstein, Guido Molinari. Claude T ousignant. Yves 

Gaucher and Alex Coiville. As well, the early reception of the new paints in formalist 

a~? criticism is discussed through an examination of the place of critic Clement 

Greenberg in reception of the new media. The accounts of the artists provide another 

perspective on the ways technical knowledge and innovative use of new materials are 

embedded in (and abstracted fiom) high culture discourse about anistic practice. 



Thus the study of the development. diffusion and appropriation of synthetic 

paints for anists provides a means to examine new social dimensions of artmaking. 

Theoretical Undeminnines 

"The common character which unites the an of individuals at a given time and 
place is hardly due to a connivance of the artists. It is as members of a society 
with its special traditions, its cornmon means and purposes. pnor to themselves. 
that individuals learn to paint, speak and act in the current manner. And it is in 
tems of changes in their immediate common world that individuals are impelled 
together to modiQ their no longer adequate  conception^."^ 

Theones of the Social Production of Art and How this Proiect Fits 

Studies about who makes art must necessarily begin by considering who decides 

what is an. From our perspective, understanding the social processes and stmctures 

which define art is an essential first step in the study of a~tmaking.~ The recognition of 

art and artists is accomplished through collective processes of mediation and reception. 

Various models have been proposed in effons to formulate the relationships 

involved with the recognition of an and artists. The models themselves draw upon 

various assumptions about the nature of human social activity and divergent 

epistemological goals which are embedded in more general sociological theories 

(ranging From Marxist stmcturalism through symbolic interactionism and beyond)? 

6.  Shapiro. Meyer. "The Social Bases of Art1*. Shapiro. M. Sociol Reol;sm. Art as a Clenpon. New 
York: Ungar. 1973. pp. 120-127. 
7. The idea of the social production of art is a basic prernise in sociology of an. Zolberg provides an 
extensive survey of English-language literanire in the area to about 1989 and considers work in other 
languages as well. Zolberg. Vera. Construcring a SocioIogv ofthe Am Cambridge: Cambridge U. 
Press. 1990. See also Balfe. Judith. "Moving Toward a New Paradigm on Social Sciences and On 
Social Sciences and the Arts: Some Refledons on Conference Presentationsn. in Robinson. John 
(editor). Social Science and the Arts 1984: A State-o/-the-Arts ReviewfLom the Tenth Annual 
Conference on Social Theo., Politics and the Arts, Cotlege Park, U .  of Maryland College. October 
1984. New York : U. Press of Amerim 1985. pp. 5-16. 
*. For esample. Janet Woln presents a mhil application of Manüst-inspired analysis to anistic 
production. Wolff. Janet. The Social Production ofArt. Macmillan Education; Leeds. 198 1. 



Two of these very different sociological approaches to the study of art have been 

panicularly formative in the development of this study and have provided key concepts 

used throughout : the symbolic interactionist model of art worlds proposed by Howard 

Becker and the neo-strumralist formulations of the field of cultural production by 

Pierre Bourdieu. 

Becker's theory sets forth a view of patterns of cooperation amongst people who 

make art. He calls these people "participants" and uses the term "an worlds" as a way 

of denoting 
"the network of people whose cooperative activity organized via their joint 
knowledge of conventional means of doing things, produces the kind of art 
works that art world is noted 

A specific application of symbolic interaction theory, Becker's model focuses on the 

dynamic relations between people and the world. Syrnbolic interaction theory has its 

philosophical roots in Amencan pragrnatist philosophy which sees people as actively 

involved in the creation of their reality through the exercise of thoughtful choices based 

on experience and utility. In this model, peopie are able to think and interpret the social 

world and they can affect their own conditions. They develop both individua1 and 

persona1 identities through interaction with others, primarily on a cooperative basis. 

Becker's theory allows for the possibility that people do not funaion in just one social 

world but in many simultaneously. Furthemore in the case of art he considers the 

existence of more than one art world. thus including folk art. naive art and outsider an 

on the same footing with the art of "integrated professionals" (practitioners of high 

culture an). Through a system of conventions participants in art worlds define what is 

art within the context of the shared values and noms of that particular an  world. This 

is  not to Say that no conflict exists within art worlds about defining, labelling and 

making an. For example, as Becker has pointed out. confusion can occur between 

9. Becker 1982. p. s. 



market values and aesthetic values. I o  

Beckef s mode1 offers valuable concepts for looking at the relations between 

various types of participants in artmaking in tenns of their contributions to collective 

activity on a rnicroscopic level. It also provides a way to consider the activities of 

amateur painters and folk artists without ranking them on the same scale as artists who 

make work for major museums or the international art market. However. it is not much 

help in explaining inequalities arnongst the participants within ari worlds. nor does it 

corne firmly to terms with inequalities between different types of art. 

Pierre Bourdieu on the other hand provides powefil tools for looking at the 

formation of inequalities and boundaries. Bourdieu is a prolific author and the 

interpretation of his many works is hotly dispu A but to ignore his work here for fear of 

oversimplification would be to rnisrepresent the profound impact it has had on the 

evolution of this project. What follows must be considered a conscious simplification of 

a particular reading of salient points in his oclivre which are of interest for this study. 

in Bourdieu's accounts works of art are constituted as symbolic goods by 

"agents" in "the field of cultural production". l To understand anistic creation, he 

insists on the necessity of looking beyond the individual anist by studying the whole set 

of relations and stmctures involved in endowing art with cultural value. l 2  In this view 

the field of artistic production is a universe of belief with its own history and rules. ' 3  

Yet the position of the artist in the artistic field is not merely detemined by intemal 

I o .  Becker. Howard (tram. Isabelle de Lajarte). "La Confusion des Valeurs.'' Menger. P.-M. and 
Passeron. J.K. (editors). L'art de la Recherche. Essais en l'honneur de Ra~nonde Moulin. Pans: 
Documentation Française. 1994. pp. 1 1-27. 
' '. Bourdieu. Pierre. "La production de la croyance: contribution à une ticonornie des biens 
symboliques", Actes de la Recherche er; Sciences Sociales, 13. Febniary 1977. pp. 3 3 3 .  
12. Bourdieu. Piem. "Quelques propriétés des champs". and "Mais Qui a créé les créateurs?" 
Questions de sociologie, Paris: Minuit. 1980. pp. 1 13- 120 and 207-22 1. 
1 3 .  Bourdieu. Piene. (ed. Randail Johnson). "Field of Power. Lire- Field and Habitus" and " 
"Principles for a Sociology of Cultural Works" (trans. Claude Du Verlie). The Field o/Cultural 
Production. New York: Colombia University Press. 1993, pp. 16 1 - 19 1 



processes within the field (such as a division of labour) but also by the artia's habz~us 

and concomitant cultural capital. The interpretation of both these tems is again 

disputed but they have been used evocatively to analyze the construction of high culture 

institutions and the validation of cenain forms of artist expression as cultural capital. l-' 

The notion of habitus is particularly complex but central to understanding the 

individual's position within the larger field of power relations in society as a whole. For 

exampie. in the case of art. the individual artist's habitus is eaablished by a combination 

of the social conditions and attributes of the individual (such as family background and 

education) which are interconnected with the individual's position in the anistic field 

(and partly determined by how powerfùi the individual is within the anistic field). fi In 

other words. according to this model. people do not have limitless choices and are 

panly constrained to work within a set of structures and processes which both dominate 

thern and provide conditions of possibility for action. Yet, it is important to recognize 

that this model is not totally deterministic. Although people have predispositions 

towards practices by virtue of their hobitus their actions are never totally products of 

t heir habilus. 

Many of Bourdieu's works emphasize the ways in which structures. practices 

and processes create distinctions socialiy. l 7  In these works his analysis seems to 

implicitly accept the notion of a single cultural hierarchy in what is sometimes called a 

. See for esample. Fournier. Marcel and Michéle Lamont. "Présentation". Sociologie et Sociétés. 
La Culture comme Capital. volume XM. no. 2. October. 1989. pp. 5-8: and Fournier. Marcel and 
Lamont. Miclièle (editors). .~mbol ic  Boundaries and the ,\.faking of lnequality. Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press. 1992. 
15. Bourdieu. Pierre. "Habitus. code. et cmcationt'. Actes de Recherche en Sciences Sociales, 64, 
September 1986. pp. JO 44. 

1 6 .  Bourdieu. P. (trans. R Nice) Outfine of a Theov of Pmctice . Cambridge: Cambridge U. Press. 
1977. (Note this is a substantially revised version of the French-language original containing additional 
references to artistic practice. ) 
1 7 .  He has used these ideas to great eEfxt in studying tme. and in l i t e v  analysis. Bourdieu. Piene 
and Darbel. Alain (uith Dominique Schnapper). L'amour de l'art. Les musées d'urr européens et leur 
public. Paris: Minuit. 1969; and Bourdieu. Pierre. Les Règles de /'Art. Genèse et Structure du Champ 
Litteraire. Paris: Seuil. 1 992. 



"high culture model." The utility of such high culture models has been called into 

question by U.S. scholars in panicular because it seems gounded in a monolithic 

Eurocentric vision of class and race. which fails to take into account adequately the 

culturai diversity of expenence elsewhere in the world. l However, sociologist Paul 

DiMaggio has built on these basic ideas in historicai studies of how urban elites in the 

United States developed institutions that defined certain kinds of aesthetic culture as 

prestigious to legitimate their position in society and to reinforce their dominance. I g  

Serge Guilbaut has gone further to explain the success of certain styles of U.S. paintins 

as a manifestation of liberal ideology and its role in U.S. cultural imperiali~rn.~~' 

For our study, the high C U ~ R !  model and the distinctions that it implies between 

certain artists and others, or between them and paintmakers. for example, are useful in 

analyzing the importance of a highly visible elite for the validation of paintmakers' 

innovations and for the reception of new materiais by other artists. critics and publics. 

Bourdieu's theories thus provide a rnacro-level formulation for studying power relations 

and the processes through which art is consecrated by dominant cultural forces. Yet. in 

Our study, this high culture model is conceived as only one variant of the many different 

art worlds which CO-exist and which produce art. 

The issue of the interface between high culture. and other foms of culture 

related to an (popular culture, mass culture, folk culture and so fonh) cannot be 

dismissed without mentioning its connections with status distinctions. Much research 

has been devoted to trying to understand taste in art as a manifestation of class or status 

Fiske. John. "U.S. Cultures. European Theoriesn. Power Plays, Power Worki. London: Verso. 
1993. pp. 53. 
19. DiMaggio. Paul. "Cultural Boundarics and Structural Change" in Lamont and Fomier 1992. pp. 
2 1-57; and DiMaggio. Paul. "Cultural Entrepreneurship in Nineteenth-Century Boston: The Creation 
of an Organizational Base for High Culture in America". in Collins. Randail et al. Media Culture and 
Socrery. A Crrtrcal Reader. London: Sage. 1986. pp. 194-2 1 1 .  
20. Guilbaut. Serge (W. Arthur Goldhammer). How New York Stole the Ideo ojbh~dern Art- 
.4 bstract Expressionism, Freedom. and the Cold War. Chicago: U .  of Chicago. 1983. 



distinctions.21 The terms high-brow, middle-brow and low-brow. used to define taste 

cultures. refer to this tastdclass relationship but also indicate the observation that 

society, particularly in North America, is not aratified in such a way as to make an 

artforni totally the property of one aatus group alone. Thus people who have high- 

brow tastes (that is. taste for hi& culture art) are not necessarily in dominant positions 

in society and vice versa? Furthemore, tastes and an Vary according to their piace 

and time, as does the relative authonty of institutions and other factors in determinine 

fashions in both elite and popular art foms.23 These patterns observed in studying 

anists. their mediators (sallery owners, curators and critics) and their audiences 

(collectors and the public at large), show that distinctions between art foms and the 

taste cultures associated with them are not static. These observations by other 

researchers of changing patterns in the mediation and reception of art prompted us to 

look for similar transformations in relations between artists. paintrnakers. and 

conservators in our study. 

A problem in using the ideas of Becker and Bourdieu toeether is that they 

represent very diEerent views of human nature and society. On the one hand. Becker's 

voluntaristic vision depicts a participatory basis for social cohesion in a society based on 

cooperation and collaborative endeavor. On the other hand. in Bourdieu's model. 

power relations dominate as boundaries and inequalities are created by people within 

structures which partly define and constrain them but which they help to make. 

21. See for esample: Gans. Herbert. Popular Culture and Hi@ Culture. .-ln .-ina!vsis and Evaluation 
of Tasre. New York: Basic Books. 1975 and Halle. David. lnside Culture. Art and Class in the 
.Imerican Home. Chicago: University of Chicago. 1 993. 
22. Levine. Lawrence. Highbrow~~owbrow: ?he Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in Americo. 
Cambridge. Mass. : Harvard U. Press, 1988. 
23. Crane's study of changes in dite painting highlight vansformations in the social process of 
recognition over time. Blau's research has shown popuiar culture and mass cuiture are not as 
universally accessible (and by estension not so democratic) as previously assumed. Crane. Diana. The 
Transformation oJthe Avant-Garde. The New Ibrk Art World. 1940-1985. Chicago: University of 
Chicago. 1 987: Blau. Judith. The Shape of Culture. .4 Srudv oJContemporary Cultural Patterns in the 
United States. Cambridge. Mass. : Cambridge U. Press. 1 992 



Recent approaches in cultural midies and critical theory have sugeeaed a way 

out of the quandary posed by these apparently irreconcilabie differences. New 

formulations of subjectivity represent both collaborative work and conflict as inherent in 

the human and social condition? As well critical theory about distinctions of cultural 

croups has inspired applied research which clarifies how shared values and traditions are 
C 

maintained and transformed in specific socio-historic contexts.2' In other words. 

different pinciples for activity may apply in social relations dependin3 on specific 

circumstances. sometimes involving collaborative pmicipation and at other tirnes 

motivated by conflict and boundaries between groups. For example. in our study 

different patterns may be expected in observations of relations amongst paintmakers. at 

times cooperative and at others cornpetitive. depending on the specific configuration of 

events and circumstances. 

Thecries from sociology thus inform Our basic approach. Another major 

influence on Our way of looking at relationships in terms of "the social production of 

art" has corne out of theories of reception developed primarily for the study of 

l i t e ra t~ re .~~  Aithough they resemble sociological approaches because they depict the 

process of definition of the work of art as social, theories of the aesthetics of reception 

24. Jameson and Lyotard present t ~ ,  different views of the position of the individual in the 
postmodern condition. Cultural observer bel1 hooks [sic] places cooperative social irnpuises within the 
contes of a society dominated by a conflicteci and oppressive racist patriarchy. Grosskrg er al 
provides a selected of the application cultural studies in the politics of difference. Jameson. Frederic. 
Postmodernzsm or the Cultural Loplc ofLure Capitalism. Dmham: Duke U .  Press. 199 1: and Lyotard. 
Jean-François. Le posrrnoderne explique aux enfinrs. Pans: Galilée. 1988: Hooks. Bell. Ourla? 
Culrure. Resisring Represenrutions. New York: Routledge. 1 994: and Grossberg, Lawrence. Nelson. 
Cary and Treichler. Paula. Cultural Studies. London: Routledge, 1992. 
25.  See for example. Fournier, Marcel. L'Entrée d m  la Modernité. Science. Culture et Societé ou 
Québec. Laval: Éditions Saint-Martin. 1986; Couture. Francine (editor). Les Arts Cïsuels au Québec 
dans les Années Soixante. La Reconnaissance de la Modernité. Montfëal: VLB. 1 993; and Bernier. 
Léon and Perrault, Isabelle. "L'artiste et Iloeuvre à faire". Québec: Institut Québécois de Recherche sur 
la Culture. 1985. 

26. Bolecki. Wlodzimierr "L'espace socio-culturel et la lecture". Acta Ilniversitatis Wratisluviensis : 
Rommica fiutislaviensia. 635.  Wroclaw. 1983. pp.73-81; Juri. J. "Introduction". La rcceprion de la 
lirrérature par la critique journalisrique: lectures de Bernanos 1926-36, Paris: Jean-Michel 
Place. 1980, pp. 20-2 1 .  



reflea humanistic ways of looking at art, adding a refreshing perspective which is much 

more centered on looking at the work of an itselE2' A central notion in theories of 

reception is that the production of a work of art is only achieved through its reception 

and the successive interpretations and reinterpretations of the work over tirne? The 

work of art is thus to some extent an open entity, yet the reception of the work 

concems not only the expectations of the audience but also qualities which are inscribed 

in the workitself? For exarnple, certain foms of art c m  contain codes which 

comrnunicate to specific audiences. The point here which is important for our study is 

that reception is a necessary part of the creative process, but the art itself is not 

inconsequential to the process of reception. 

Al1 of these theones tend to emphasize symbolic aspects of the creation of an, 

such as its importance for social identities or its funaion in creating boundaries. 

However the technical or material aspects of the creation of objects or events which 

become identified as art also have social dimensions. 

The Place of Techniaue in Discourse about Art and the Social Position of the Artist: 
The Artist vs. Artisans 

Materials and techniques occupy an uneasy space in discourse about art.30 This 

has much to do with the history of ideas about the image of artists in Western ~ o c i e t y . ~ ~  

27. As wcll theories of reception draw heavily on communication theon. Cauquelin. Anne. L'orr 
contemporain. Que Sais-je? No. 267 1. Paris: Presses Universitaires de France. 1992. 
28. These changing interpretations can themselves provide insights into uansfomations in society. 
See for esample Akrich, Madeleine. "Le pl-vptique de Beaune : la constmction I o d e  d'un universel". 
Sociologie de l'art. ( r d .  Raymonde Moulin) Paris: La documentation française 1986. pp. 425432. 

29. Jauss uses the term "horizon of e.vpectationsn (horizon Gotrente) to indicate that the expectations of 
the observer are not limitless. Jauss. H. R "Esthétique de la réception et communication littéraire", 
Critique. 4 13 (ûctober 198 1). pp. 1 1 16- 1 130. 
-'O. Marontate. Jan. "The Sociology of Art Materiais. Materiais and Meanings". McKayLodge 
ronservafion Report. Issue 7 .  1994. pp. 1-16. 

l .  An exception is the exuernely well-documented hinoiy of discourse about the m u s  of the artin in 
France since the late 18th century. See for example. Heinich. Nathdie. Du Peintre u I'Artiste. Artisans 
et Académiciens à lüge Classique. Paris: Minuit 1 993. 



Raymonde Moulin and Natalie Heinich have analyzed changes in the social position of 

the anist in European traditions starting with the observation that painters in mainstream 

occidental art traditions worked as a group to abandon the aatus of anisans. insisting 

that their work fell within the definition of "learned culture" (culture s m l t r )  as a form 

of abstract thir~king.~~ 

In aide of this push for increased social status discourse on the aitist has tended 

to diainguish between the practice of art and manud (or instrumentai) aspects of 

making artworks. at least since the Renaissance. In France during the 17th century. 

artias repudiated the importance of the mechanical or manual character of painting; 

following the high culture mode1 of the Iiberd professions they fought for and won their 

nghts to a place in the French Academy with the establishment of the Royal Academy of 

Painters and Sculptors in 1648. The practice of art was not considered merely an 

manual activity, but an intelIectua1 one as well. Dunng this period there was a profound 

change in the social symbolism which reflects transformations in social status of the 

anist: the medieval anist was an artisan with the astrological sign of Mercury "patron 

of cheerfùl. lively men of action". whereas the Renaissance artist was "born under the 

sign of Saturn . . . contemplative, meditative. brooding, solitary. . . ". 3 3  

These group efforts to raise the social status of the artist continued and in 

France for a time they did result in the achievement of an institutionalized artistic 

profession with the power to desisnate who could be considered an artist. However 

this situation did not last. the power of the French Academy was eroded by changing 

socio-economic conditions which gave rise to new art markets making it possible for 

artists to suMve outside of the Acadernic f i a r n e ~ o r k . ~ ~  

32. Heinich 1993; and Moulin. Raymonde. "De I'artisan au pmfessionel: l'artiste". Sociologie du 
Travail 25. 1983. pp. 388403. 
33. Wittkower. R. et Wittkower. M. Born under Saturn: The Character and Conducr of.4rtists : A 
Documenred History Jiom Anriqui& to the French Revolution. New York : Randam House. 1963. 
". Moulin 1983: and White. Harrison C. et Cynthia A. White. Canvases and Careers: Institutional 



Thus in Western societies at least, artists fded to create a centrdized self- 

administered institution with the power to certiQ and exclude candidates for 

membership (in the mode1 of medical docîors for e ~ a r n p i e ) . ~ ~  As a result the 

occupational category of the artia does not fit standard definitions of institutionalized 

professions although t here are still regulatory bodies which panially control access to 

anistic practice. notably prestigious galleries. museums. critics. art schools and funding 

organizations which provide artists with reward stmctures and credentials to establish 

their professional status.36 Efforts to establish criteria for identifying "professional" 

artists have mn up againa serious obstacles since economic measures of the percentase 

of income fiom artistic activity fail to take into account the nature of the a~tivity.3~ 

Very few people who create art are able to make a living from it and many do other 

thinp for a living for at least pan of their working l i v e ~ . ~ ~  

These observations about the histoncal transfomation of the artists' position in 

society have certain specific applications in our study. First of a11 they point to 

difficulties in labelling who is an artist. which we will discuss throughout the text. In the 

second place. they indicate changes in the way artists leamed about techniques and 

materials due to social structural transformations. In medieval craf€ traditions painters 

entered their trade through apprenticeships in painting studios. Painters theoretically 

change in the French Painmg ZCbrld. New York: Wiley . 1965. 
35.  Freidson. Eliot. "The Theon of Professions: State of the Art". in Dingwall. Roben and Philip 
Lewis. The Sociologv ofthe Professions : Lauyers. Doctors and Others . London: Macmillan. 1983. 
pp. 19-37: Freidson. Eliot. "Les professions artistiques comme défi a l'analyse sociologique". Revue 
/rnnçuise de sociologie 27. 1986. pp, 43 14.44. 

36- Couture. Francine. "La professionalisation de l'art" in Wallon. Emmanuel (editor) L brriste. le 
Prince. Pouvoirs publics et créasion . Grenoble: Presses Universi taires de Grenoble. 1 99 1. pp. 123- 
13 1 .  See also Balfe. Judith. "Art Patronage: Perennial Problems. Current Complications" in Balfe. J. 
(edi tor). Pa-ying rite Piper. Causes and Consequences ofArt Patronage. Chicago: University of 
Illinois Press. 1993. pp. 306-323, 
3 7  Singly. Francois de. "Artistes en vue". Revuefimpise de sociologie 27 ( 1986). pp. 53 1-544. 
38. On the cenirality of ecanornic uncertainty in the veq definition of the anin ste: Menger. Pierre- 
Michel. "Rationalité et Incertitude de la Vie d'Artistew. L'Année Sociologique. Volume 39. 1989. pp. 
1 1  1-151. 



learned to make their own paints and it is often assurned they had p a t e r  knowledge of 

art materials than present-day artists. While artists' paints were cenainly made in the 

painter's studios by assistants and apprentices. it is not clear whether these helpers had 

equal access to becoming the master of a painting studio themselves (or whether they 

were essentially considered to be servants or practitioners of a different category of 

occupation). M e r  the breakdown of the artisanal tradition of apprenticeships. art 

acadernies took over the technical education of the artist. Debates raged in the 

acadernies regarding the place of technical training in art education. By the 18th 

century anists in France and England had begun to reiy on small entrepreneunal 

paintmakers known as "artist's coloumen". In the 19th and 20th century ari materials 

manufacturing business emerged and some large fims were established. Thus at least 

superticially there appears to be an historical trend towards increasing social 

differentiation between paintmaking and artmaking as occupations. Simultaneously as 

well. the occupation of an restorer becomes more evident. 

Over time. then. occupations emerged which handled manual tasks related to 

making art materials and p r e s e ~ n g  an. Whether social distinctions between people 

who undertook these activities were novel. or whether they reproduced pre-existing 

divisions of labour in studios is unclear. Questions aise as to what extent collaboration 

between people in these different occupational categories occurred and occurs now. 

Did paintmakers and conservators also undenake processes of "professionalization"? 

Were boundaries somehow created which isolated their practices fiom those of anists? 

One wonders also whether paintmakers and conservators are largely invisible in 

literature about art because of a lower status conferred on them by the manual 

associations of their jobs. 



. -  Innovation and Recomition of the Modem Artist 

With the transformation of the image and status of the artist came changes in 

depictions of the function of art in the West. In the 19th and 20th cenrury. theories of 

art increasingly stressed the artist/audience relationship? According to some analyses. 

the burden of proof of artistic value passed frorn the art objeb to the a n i ~ t . ~ ~  Anistic 

value of the work of an becarne inseparable fiom recognition of the anist as a creator in 

modem art." Increasingly the challenge for artists was to achieve renown as an avant- 

garde leader and to establish a new mode1 for others to fol10w.~~ Technical innovation 
C 

was a way for artias to attain recognition as rnembers of an avant-garde. Therefore. 

even though artistic discourse ovenly de-emphasized artisanal skills interest in new 

materials and techniques increasede43 

During the fira few decades of the twentieth century, modem art became 

associated with vanous modes of innovation, notably the use of "new" matetials. novel . . 

techniques and the rediscovery of old techniques." It has been argued that "for 

Modemins the subject of art was often the process of art".45 Despite the reluctance of 

39. Jaw.  198 1 : Jurt, 1980. Bonfait. Olivier. "Histoire de l'art et sciences sociales. 1976-1 987." .Innée 
Sociolog~que 39. 1989. pp. 59-79; and Castelnuovo. Enrico. "L'histoire sociale de l'art : un bilan 
provisoire." .;lctes de la recherche en sciences sociales. December 1976. pp. 63-75. 

'O. Moulin. Raymonde. "La genese de la rareté anistique". E~hnologie fionçaise 8. 1978. pp. 24 1-258 
and Moulin. Raymonde. LYrrisre, /'/nstiturion er le :Warche. Paris: Flammarion 1992. 

We use the term modem liere pointedly refemng to standard an-histoncal periodization of an 
made in European-based aesthetic traditions which appeared in the mid-19th centun (around the time . 

of Manet) and subsequent stylistic movements through to about 1935. After tliis time the tenn 
contemporary a n  is sometimes used. For the purposes of our discussion we have retained use of the 
term "modern" for the various abstract and pop paintings created in the 1950s and 1960s by artists in 
the study since t h q  place the work done in this period in the conteh? of modernist aesthetics 
t hernselves, 
42. Heinich. Natalie. "Peut-on parler de a m è r e s  d'anine? Un bref historique des formes de la réussite 
anistique". Cahiers de recherche sociologique. no. 16. 199 1 :43-54. For esample, Marcel Duchamp's 
use of "ready-rnadw". like the mas-produced porcelain urinal which he signed with a pseudonym and 
exhibited in 19 17 with the title Fountain. 
43. Heinich. l99la; Moulin 1983. 

Zolberg 1989. p. 19 1 ; Francastel. Pierre. Art et Technique aux AWe et .We siècles. Pans: 
Gallimard. 1956. 
45. Jencks. Charles. What 1s Posrmodernim? London. 1986 (revis& 1987). 



m i a s  to see their role defined solely in ternis of technique. expenmentation with 

materials and artmaking processes became a cornmon. perhaps normative practice in the 

creation of an for museums and the international arî market. One of the stnking aspects 

of the key works which signal the transition fiom nineteenth-century painting to 

twentieth-century art was the use of materials not traditional for art which transformed 

the formal qualities of the objects all the while bringing into question the relations 

between art. artworks, the artist, technology and society. This type of technical 

expenmentation opened the doors to a period of transformation in art forms without 

parallei in the known history of western art. Yet. whether this type of appropriation 

constitutes innovation in any profound sense is subjea to debate. 

Technical Innovation. Avant-Gardes and Social Patterns 

The idea of innovation and the related notion of the avant-garde both imply a 

discontinuity with past practices and the establishment of new reg~lar i t ies .~~ In other 

words an innovation breaks with the past but leads to future trends. By highlighting 

changes it allows use to see patterns or structures in practices. Similarly an avant-garde 

may be seen as a-structural phenornenon involving both regularities and singularities 

which are discemibie in the juxtaposition of claims to a collective identity (expressed 

through the demand for "supraindividual" significance) and demands for recognition as a 

singular indi~idual?~ Avant-gardes rnay be seen as mechanisms through which social 

change occurs in particular socio-historic settings. Another way of looking at both 

avant-gardes and innovations is to consider them as observation points which allow us 

46. Strauss. Anselm (Lajarte. Isabelle and Menger. Pierre-Michel. trans.). "L'influence rtkiproque de 
la routine et de la non-routine ciam I'action". in Menget and Passeron 1994. pp. 347-365. 
47. For a discussion of avant-gardes as both social and aesthetic phenornena see Leja. Michael. "The 
Formation of an Avant-Garde in New York". Repaming Abstrnci fipressionism. Subjeciivit-v and 
Painting rn the 1940s. New Haven: Yale. 1993, especialiy pp. 20-2 1; and Bürger. Peter (tram 
Uichael Shaw). Theocv of the Avant-Garde. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota. 1984 ( 1  974 
original). 



to see structures by making disruptions in them which foreshadow subsequent 

patterns48 It is in the latter sense that the terms are used in our study. 

The idea of innovation needs clarification when talking about technical issues in 

the arts, because here two categories of innovations are involved. Innovations in 

paintmaking are considered in this study to be technological innovations which do not 

necessady translate into changes in artistic practices or products even though 

paintmakers participate in art worlds (although they may). Both types are forms of 

cultural innovation but this does not imply that innovation happens in same way in both 

areas. since each area has its own set of intemal processes and history. Indeed. Thomas 

Kuhn has proposed that innovation occurs differently in an than science and technology 

because artistic and scientific practices are fundamentally distinct. although for our 

purposes such assumptions are not req~ired.~g In this study technicd innovations are 

taken to have both ernpincal and theoretical connotations, not just for developments in 

technology (or in art as the case rnay be) but in society.sO People designated as 

technical innovators here will be people who have been depicted in accounts as haiing 

inaugurated new practices or theories affecting later trends. 

*. On the position of singularity in studying social interaction and in making suuctural 
generalizations see: Javeau. Claude. "Singularité et Sociologie". Société. no. 6. Autumn 1989. pp. 229- 
24 1: and Canguilhem. Georges. "Du Singulier et de la Singularité en Épisternologie Biologique". 
Etudes d'histoire et de philosophie des sciences. Paris: Vnn. 1968, pp. 2 1 1-225. On the function of 
disruptions for raising consciousness see: Thom. René. "La controverse". Modèles rnarhén~arrques de 
la morphogenèse. Paris: Christian Bourgois. 1980. pp. 1 1 1 - 125. 
49. According to him artinic innovation involves finding a new problem to solve which is recogmzed 
as a valid problern in the arts. whereas in the sciences innovation occurs in problem solving and 
agreement must be reached on the adequacy of the solution. Kuhn, Thomas. "Comment on the 
Relations of Science and Art". The Essential Tension: Selected Studies in Scientific Tradition and 
Change. Chicago: University of Chicago, 1977, pp. 340-35 1. 
50. As well we consider inventions to be special ex?rerne cases of innovation. The relative place of 
individual psychology and cultural determinisms in theories of both technologicaI and artistic 
innovation depend on particular assumptions about the nature of human thought and action. McGee. 
David. "Making Up Mind: the Eariy Sociology of Invention", Technologv and Culture. October 1995. 
Volume 36. Number 4, pp. 773-80 1. 



Methodolow and Sources 

Theoies about what we are observing lead inexorably to methods. By 

studying innovators we are endeavoring to locate reference points to understand 

transformations which will allow us to see pattems of relationships between people. 

These then are the central features of our methodology: to describe. understand and 

explain? 

To do this we have relied heavily on a specific type of Me aory known as an 

account of practices. This approach was developed in an ethno-social fiamework by 

French structuralists and also draws upon work by critical theorists in Quebec.j2 

The method helps us to unravel patterns of relations underlying the processes which 

eventually lead to the creation of artists' colours and paintings. Life stories are 

crucial for understanding the logic of these pattems, making it possible to study their 

dynarnics through historical time. The voices of participants in art worlds inform us 

and help u s  understand the structures of interactions. This forces a consideration of 

the social-structural pattems, but also of the people who live them, maintain them 

and change them through time. Here then the representations and interpretations 

which constitute meanings are considered to be the result of processes in which 

subjectivity plays a part. The key to generalization in analysis is found in what 

Daniel Benaux tems the "process of saturation" -- the recognition of pattems 

through a search for negative cases and interpretative thinking? 

j l .  Granger uses these three wrbs to characterize the process o f  qualitative methodologt: "décrire. 
comprendre. expliquer" . Granger. Gilles-Gaston. "Les trois modes de description des formes" Pour la 
connaissance philosophique. Paris: Odile Jacob. 1986 pp. 109-122. 
52. Benauï and Benaux-Wiarne (1985): Bertaru: D. and Kohii. Martin. "The Life Stoq Appmach: A 
Continental Vîewn. Annual Review oflociology. volume 10. pp. 2 15-237; Houle. Gilles. "Le bon sens 
des sociologues". Sociologie du Sud-Est. Revue de Sciences Sociales. (Connaissance de I'Alterité. 
Méthode, Méthodologies et Concepts). No. 59-62. January-December 1989, pp. 17-68; and Gagnon. 
Nicole and Jean. Bruno. "Les histoires de vie et la transformation du Québec contemporain". Sound 
Heritage (The Canadian Aural/Oral Histow Conference, 197.1). Volume IV. Number 1. 1974. pp. 56- 
63. 
53- Bertaus and Bertaus-Wiarne (1 98 1). 



Information has been collected from a wide range of other sources too. We 

conducted topical interviews with key informants. in person and by telephone. and made 

observations during visits to artists' studios, paintmaking factories. an suppiy shops. and 

conservation studios. We attended meetings of associations and read everything that we 

couid find related to the use of synthetic media in the arts in Nonh America. The study 

also uses wrinen sources heavily. in particular archival collections of personal papers. 

Company records, goverrunent archives, trade literature, art magazines. anists' technical 

manuals and publications in art conservation. Detailed references are given throughout 

the text on sources in order to ailow the reader to reconstmct the logic of the 

connections and to allow for furthet research. The following bnef summary of the 

principle sources and information-gathering activities undertaken provides some 

technical details related to methods. 

PubIished Sources 

No single category of published documentation alone provides adequate 

information for the purposes of this project. Excluding trade literature and printed 

ephemer4 the main publications containing information about synthetic paints foi anists 

fa11 rouehly into four categories: 1) texts for artists on art materials and techniques 

(such as manuals on techniques. and technical advice columns in an magazines); 2) 

speciaiized analyses written for paint chemists and conservation scientists (for example 

in publications of the American Institute for Conservation, and the Federation for 

Coatings Technology); 3) art histoncal or critical writing which includes accounts by 

artists. historians. critics and art conservators on individual and group practices in the 

arts (usually found in art joumals, monographs or exhibition catalogues); and 4) 

publications in the hiaory of technology and material sciences (such as institutional 

histories of the chemical industry). 

Both historical documents of use as primary sources and more recent secondary 



sources were used. although in different ways since the first gives access to pan 

representations and the second to later interpretations. Of special int erest were 

publications which were available to participants in the development of synthetic paint 

media and early users in the period between 1930 and about 1965. For example, we 

assembled a corpus of artists' manuals and technicd articles in four major an magazines 

for this period which are analyzed in Chapter 6.54 Many of the publications were 

extremeiy difficult to locate. Even exhibition catalogues. well-known artists' handbooks 

and major conservation journals were routinely unavailable through university libraries. 

Libraries in museums, large art galleries and conservation facilities are often the only 

places where such specialized titles on art materials and conservation can be found? 

Many of these do not participate in interlibrary lending with university libraries and are 

not open to researchers without prior arrangements. Everywhere the collections tend to 

be very incomplete. in pari because many institutions did not start acquiring work in 

these areas until after the beginning of the period under study, in part due to budgetary 

constraints or lack of interest in the subject. 

Trade Literature 

Another important source of information for this study was trade literature 

distnbuted by suppliers and manufacturers of industrial products and of art matenals 

such as brochures and colour charts for distribution to dealers and artists. Also of 

. Tlie principal mass an magazines wrvqed were: The Alagaz~ne of Art. A rt Digest. ;lrr .Vew and 
.-I merican .-l rrist. 
:j. In Canada the folloving institutions had particularly useful collations in these areas : Canadian 
Conservation Insti tute (Ottawa). National Gallery of Canada (Ottawa), Canadian Heritage Consemation 
Laboratones (Dartmouth), and Queen's University (Kingston). In Washington. D.C. the following 
Srnihonian Institution collections are worth visiting: Museum Support Center Libraq, Conservation 
Analytical Laboratory Documentation Center. National Museum of American History Library and 
Archives. and National Museum of American Art and Portrait Gallery Library. Also in Washington 
the Library of Congress. the Iibrary of the Center for Advanced Studies in the Visual Arts and the 
Consemation Department Collection of the National Gallery of Art proved useful. In Germany the 
l i b ~  of the ForschungsInstitut of the Deutsches Museum von Meistenverken der Naturwissenschafl 
und Technik (Munich) had an escellent mverage of technical literatwe related to paintmaking. 



interest were technical bulletins and magazines published by chernical companies for 

paintrnakers.56 

This literature is avowedly centered on consumer-supplier relations, and as such 

gives access to changing representations of those relationships. Dating problems are 

fiequent though, since businesses often fail to date publications (presumably in the hope 

of presenting them to clients as recent for several years). Again assembling a corpus of 

such documents is fiaught with difficulty due to the scattered and incornpiete nature of 

collections. Historic trade literature (like catalogues or price lists) is difficult to obtain 

even from companies still in business where the focus is on produas currently 

available.5' Old colour charts and publicity pamphlets were routinely discarded when 

the "lines changed". Sometimes trade literature pertaining to larger companies can be 

found in libraries, but publications by art materials manufacturers are rare finds? Some 

trade literature about art supplies and related materials was located in collections of 

personal papers by people involved with art techniques. such as paintmakers. 

conservators and writers of art h a n d b ~ o k s . ~ ~  

Business Records. Institutional Archives and State Archives 

The record keeping habits of many of the early innovators appear to have been 

haphazâïd. Funhermore, organizational changes associated with transfers of ownership 

j6. Such as Resin Revier and the Rohm and H m  Reporter which were sent to anins' paintmaken 
wlio were clients by the Rohm and Haas Chernical Company. 
j7. Although happy to provide recent information when approached they were generally unable to find 
older publications. The Zora Pinney Papers at the Conservation Department of the National Gallery of 
Art (Washington) was an important source of art materials trade literature for this study even though 
most of the publications in it are relatively recent. 
58. For euample. the National Museum of Amencan History. Smilhsonian lNtitutio~ Washington, 
D.C. has selected documents of interest h m  the Rohm and Haas Chernical Company, Du Pont and 
Union Carbide. 
j9. SpeciTic cases are mentioiied throughout the tehi but the papen of paintmaker Len Bocour and 
artists' handbook author Ralph Mayer are particuiarly usefirl in this regard. Ralph and Bena Frank 
Mayer Papers. AAA; Ralph Mayer Papers. Yale University: Leonard Bocour Papers, AAA. 



have tended to obliterate these repositories of collective mer no rie^.^^ As far as papers 

available from companies still in existence. although rnany paintmakers are able to 

supply a brief (one or two paragraph) summary of company history on request. detaiis 

are often lost in the day-to-day activities of business. Business records and information 

about formulas are usuaily considered company secrets. and many documents of 

historical or sociological interest (for example conceming client orders) appear to have 

been discarded or lom when businesses changed hands. 

Large chernical companies maintain their own corporate archives which are 

sometimes open to scholars by arrangement and usually contain good general 

collections of trade literature.61 However. other sons of documentation on specific 

products is fiequently incomplete, missing or confidentid. Consider for example. our 

attempts to search for information about individual purchases by artists of selected key 

components in artists' paint between 1930 and 1960. The prnducts in question were 

produced by many different departments in several companies over the years. The 

depanments were merged with other units. sold off. or dispersed within the complex 

organizational structure. Even in cases when the relevant department was identified 

through research in artists' papers no information about small business matters (like 

purchases from individual artists) could be located through company records despite 

considerable effort. Presumably documentation about such srnall transactions has been 

discarded. 

Archives of art institutions were usefûl when specific information was soueht. 

They could not serve to generate quantitative data about the incidence or prevalence of 

the use of synthetic media in paintings in their collections because most art galleries and 

6C- Records located are covered in appropriate sections. See especially Chapters 4. 5.6 and 7. 
l .  For example. the Archives and OQrints divisions of the Hagley Museum and Library mn by the 

Du Pont de Nemours chemicai company in Wilmington Delaware provided an hospitable weicome for 
research on the earfy pyrosylin laquers sold under the trade name Duco which were popular with 
artists. 



museums do not have data bases with detailed enough descriptions of the materials used 

in al1 their amorks  for the needs of our study. This situation is chan_ein_e. Efforts at 

computerization of coilections and creation of more comprehensive conservation 

databases with information about art materials are undeway but still in formative 

stages.62 

Goverment archives were also used, particularly in conjunction with research 

on the New Deal projects. The lamentable practice by the U.S. National Archives of 

retaining a general record of aris administration policy but discarding technical 

information led to many disappointments as we will discuss. 

Personal Papers of Artists. Conservators and Paintmakers 

Personal papers of artists. conservators and paintmakers provided the richest 

sources of written information. Letters, newsclippings, old appointment books. visitors' 

books fiom an exhibitions and al1 manner of printed ephemera (such as posters for taiks 

or souvenir banquet programmes) yielded information about relationships and 

substantive concems. The biggest single repository of material for this study was found 

at the Archives of Amencan Art which is part of the Srnithsonian Institution in 

Washington, D. C . .63 Ot her important locations for pertinent archives are identified 

throughout the text. Archives were consufted in the U.S., Canada, Mexico and 

Germany. 

In-De~th Life Storv Interviews and Topicaf Interviews with Kev Informants 

Written sources alone were inadequate for this study. Conversations and 

62- For esample in Canada the Conservation Information Network has a computerized database on 
materials. but it was quite limited in its scope when the research for this study was k i n g  conducted. 
63. Some of the material is micmfilmed and san be borrowed through Interlibrary h a n .  but some 
requires a special appointment for Mewing. Most of the unmicrofilmecl material is in Washington but 
sometime materials are housed in one of the regional offices and care should be taken to confinri the 
location ahead of time. 



interviews done for this midy occupy a central place in our analysis. Hundreds of 

people were consulted dunng the course of the research: anists. paintmakers. 

conservators. curators. art supply dealers. research chemists and artists' handbook 

authon. Families. employees and former CO-workers of prominent figures in the 

history of the development of synthetic painting media for artists were also consulted 

where possible. Al1 of the major art materials manufacturers were contacted by 

telephone or in writing in efforts to locate key informants (ofien many times) as were 

chernical supply companies. Inquines were made by telephone at former workplaces of 

conservators and at schools of art con~ervation.~~ Representatives of voluntary 

associations concemed with art materials were contacted and art departments and art 

gallenes with possible connections to key people were canvassed for suggestions about 

how to locate them. 

In addition to these sons of conversations. three basic types of interviews were 

conducted: inteniews with key inforrnants who knew people involved with the history 

of synthetic media, interviews with key infamants about practices (in their field). and 

life story interviews with artists and paintmakers. Not al1 of the interviewees are named 

or quoted in the following t e s .  The reasons for this varies. For exarnple in the cases of 

several employees of larger companies undergoing management changes, direct quotes 

might jeopardize the careers of respondents. 

l n t e ~ e w s  based on the life story approach have proven particularly useful 

because the autobiographical narrative provides an anchor for cornparison and analysis. 

Here the focus was on manufacturers of synthetic artists paints and on highly visible 

artists who were early users of acrylic paints made especially for mists in the 1950s and 

early 1960s. In the case of art materials manufacturers. since only two of the pioneers 

64. This resulted in unexpected discoveries of written documentation as well. for example the archives 
of curator Rutherford J. Gettens at the Conservation Department of the Freer Gallexy of Art in 
Washington. 



in synthetic paintrnaking for artists colours were ail1 aiive at the beginning of the 

project. other paintmakers were also interviewed.65 As for the choice of anists. a lia of 

names of influentid artists who used products was generated by asking paintmakers. 

examining past interviews, trade literanire and published material about the new paints. 

The artists m u a  have tried acrylics during the period in which the new paints were being 

developed and introduced on the market (that is by the early 1960s). Practical 

conaraints made it impossible to interview ail of the artists named. Many had passed 

away before the research began. Two m i a s  died f ier  being contacted but before 

being in te~ewed (Paul Jensen and Sam Francis). One artia refùsed to be interviewed 

(Robert Rauschenberg); three artists did not reply (Fmnk Stella Philip Pearlstein and 

Alex Katz). One artist agreed in principle to the i n t e ~ e w  but scheduling problems 

intervened (Helen Frankenthaler). 

For both paintmakers and artists, the i n t e ~ e w s  were structured around their 

individual "life histories". focussing on accounts of practices. In both cases the focus 

was on the transmission and appropriation of technical information. Paintmakers were 

first encouraged to give a chronological account of their paintmaking practices (such 

how they leamed to do it, how they got ideas for i~ovat ions and how they continued to 

acquire technical information). They were asked to talk about their relations with 

artists. other paintmakers and with chemical companies, and to give their opinions about 

trends in tastes for anists' paints. Finally, general cornments about the place of 

paintmaking and innovations in art materials with respect to art were solicited. 

Artists were asked to give chronological accounts of their studio practices. 

tracing their use of various media fiom their earliest recollections in childhood to the 

present. They were asked how they had leamed about techniques and materials and 

invited to comment on their relationships with teachers, colleagues. paintmakers and 

65. Chapter 7 explains in detail how the lin of pntrnakers was generated. 



suppliers of materials. A second level of questions deait with the relationship behveen 

materials. techniques and their an. 

Each account took a different fom, depending on the particular itinerary and 

views. In the case of the artists, since they are al1 well-known figures they were al1 

experienced interviewees with certain set notions about their own presentation of self 

and way of talking about their work. In most cases they repeated ideas that they had 

expressed before to give a picture of their hiaory, sometimes refemng to past 

i n t e ~ e w s  or publications. Therefore written sources have been used to complete the 

pictures sketched dunng the i n t e ~ e w s  conducted for this project. 

Existing Oral Historv Records 

Many of the participants in the initial development of synthetic artists' colours 

are now deceased or very elderly. Therefore earlier interviews conducted by others 

have provided valuable insights. in particular those done with now-deceased key figures 

under the auspices of the Oral History Program of the Archives of Amencan ~ r t . ~ ~  

The program was started in 1958 with a series of taped interviews of anists who had 

been active at the begiming of the twentieth century. In 1963 the Archives undertook 

its first large-scale project -- over 300 interviews with artists and administraton who 

had been involved with New Deal art programs in the 1930s. Archives Offices (in 

Boston, New York. Detroit, Washington, Houston and San Francisco) have produced 

over 2.500 interviews with artists. critics, dealers, curators. museum collectors and 

others associated with the history of the visual ans in the U.S.. They also coliect tapes 

and transcnpts fiom individual researchers or as part of persona1 papers. Other oral 

documents in the collection include recorded symposia, lectures and panel discussions. 

66. Anonpous. The Card Co~alag of rhe Oral Hisiory Collec~ions of the Archives of -4 meriean Art. 
Wilmington: Scholarly Resources. 1984. 



To some extent. gaining access to these matends was like joining a large on- 

eoing data collection team. However. some caution was necessary in analysis : the 
C 

interviews were not done at the same time; the conditions and themes of the discussion 

differ; the interviewers Vary and so on. Yet, as will become apparent in the text. these 

variations have constituted an unexpected bonus since in several cases interviews done 

of the same individual at different times allow us to follow interpretations of events over 

a penod of time. 

Visits to Artists' Studios. Paintmaking Factories. Conservation Studios. Laboratories 
and Art SUDD~V S h o ~ s  

Visits were made to artists' studios, paintmaking factories. conservation studios. 

laboratones and art supply shops to tiy to find out more. Watching conservators do 

restoration and looking at their laboratory research raised questions about the nature of 

their work which inform us throughout our analysis. Observations at paintmaking 

companies made links with artists apparent. for example by overheanng phone calls 

while looking at art acquired through trades for paint. Art supply dealers gave help in 

locating art materials rnanufacturers and had considerable knowledge about taste trends 

in painting materials over the years. Visits to artists' studios prompted more questions 

about studio practices. As weil. other types of direct contacts brought more new 

insights and questions, in particular at various gatherings. such as conferences in art 

conservation. or meetings of paintmakers and conser~ators .~~ 

67. Among the meetings attended were the following: Modern Marerials Meeting. Department of 
Conservation. National Gallery of Art. Washington. D.C.. Febniary 1994; S m p s i u m  '91: Saving the 
Twentieth Cenr UT: The Conservation of Modern Materiafs, (Canadian Conservation Insti tu te and 
Communications Canada. Ottawa. September 15-20.199 1). sessions on " k t  History and Art 
Conservation" and "The Kingston Conference" (Universities Art Association of Canada 199 1, 
November 7-10. 1991); and the Gerxy Hedley Memonal Forurn:"Why Study Technique- Know Your 
Painting"(Queenfs University. Kingston. Ontario. April 23-25. 1992). 



Overview of the Sources 

Although the following text makes copious references to written documentation. 

these are offered as routes for further research and would have been inadequate in 

thernselves. The spotty nature of collections of written documentation makes it 

impossible to rely solely on such records. Furthemore, the documents themselves tend 

to emphasize disciplinary boundaries rather than relations across thern due to 

institutional factors governing their publication, collection and preservation. On the 

other hand. oral teaimony underlines the rich interplay of cultural practices in the 

appropriation of technical knowledge for the creation of individual and group identities. 

Direct contact with people involved with art materials and an-technical issues provided 

crucial elements for understanding how diEerent sorts of knowledge combine in their 

discourse. in their creative practices and in their relations with each other. 



CHAPTER 2 - Modem Paint and Socialist Ideals: Mexican Muralists and 
Technical Innovation durinp the Interwar Period - 

The earliest prominent. well-documented use of synthetic media in painting was 

by the Mexican muralist, socialist and self-descnbed "new realist" David Alfaro 

Siqueiros (1 896-1974) in the 1930s. This is of particular interest for the study of the 

political and aesthetic associations of the new media, since many Arnerican painten who 

later became known for their use of synthetic paints (like Morris Louis and Jackson 

Pollock) were quintessential "outsiders", artist-visionaries and abstractionists who in 

their socially-isolated mature periods became associated with an avant-garde elite of 

critically-acclaimed leaders in the high culture model.2 

%y contrast, Siqueiros was an outspoken revolutionary pariisan of the people 

who was often jailed or put under house arrest for his incendiary anti-authontanan. anti- 

fascist activities. He did some abstract paintings in his later years but most of his 

painting during the 1930s (with the notable exception of portraits) was representational 

work depicting socialist themes of oppression, resistance and class stnigsle (see Figure 

9). Although Siqueiros managed to maintain a lifestyle which was relatively prosperous 

given the precarious state of the economy during his tirne, throughout his life. even in 

old age, he repeatedly jeopardized his own cornfort and security to speak out against 

oppression. He was one of the most highly politicized artists of the century. He 

. Other anim began to esperiment with the new industrial and commercial paints at about the same 
time but Siqueiros stands out because of his enthusiastic proseiytizing for new materials and because he 
specifScally linked his adoption of the new materials to aesthetic and ideologicai dimensions of his 
artistic practice. Although Siqueiros' espressionistic work did not conform to Stalinist interpretations 
of social realism he himseif saw his art as an authentic espression of socialist commitments. He "used 
the term nuevo reolismo ("new realismn) later changed to neorealismo ( 195 1 )  which marked a new 
phase of his social realism. " Tibol. Raque1. David Al/aro Siqueiros, Mexico City: Empresas 
Editoriales. 196% and Goldman, S h i h  M. (foreword by Raque1 TiboI).Contemporary Mexican 
Painting in a Time ofchange. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press. 1995 reprint of 1977 
original. p. 102 
7 -. .4s we shall discuss later both Louis and Pollock had participated in Siqueiros' New York 
E.uperirnenta1 Workshop in 1936 where Siqueiros' innovative use of the new nitrocellulose @yro.@in) 
iacquers such as Duco m a s  legendary. 



analyzed, criticized, interpreted and (inevitably. it seems to readers of his work) justified 

the social, political and aesthetic implications of his own artistic practice in geat detail. 

His well-documented self-examination is exceptional in its subtlety and 

comprehensiveness though highly dogmatic : 
"[Siqueiros] belongs to that very small Company of artists whose power resides 
in persondly living out an ideological myth. He is the 20th-century epitome of 
the artist as political propagandist and activist. His a n  is pure visual rhetoric. 
intended neither to please nor :O inspire but to persuade. . . "3 

Yet Siqueiros can also be seen as theembodiment of the provocative. 

charismatic twentieth-century mode1 many scholars have discerned in leaders in the 

anistic fieid! In this sense. Siqueiros' discourse about his artistic practice may be 

considered somewhat emblematic of modenùst left-wing artistic discourse dunng the 

1930s. although it expressed his own panicular blend of politics and an? Much of the 

documentation on his views remains available oniy in limited-edition Spanish-language 

documents which have not been widely distributed; therefore Siqueiros' accounts of his 

discovery and reception of the new synthetic media merit detailed consideration here? 

3 .  O'Connor. Francis V. "The Influence of Diego Rivera on the Art of the United States during the 
1930s and After". in Hetms. Cynthia (ed.) Diego Rivera. .4 reirospecrive. Detroit Institute of Arts: 
Detroit, 1986. p. 159. 
4. On the topic of the paradosical nature of the avant-garde artist baiancing the impulsion for 
individual recognition and the need to be placed witlun a collectivity to establish relevance and 
autliority see: Leja. Mic hael. "Theories of the Avant-Garde". Refiaming Absrract Ekpressionism. 
Subjectivrty and Painiing in the 1940s. New Haven: Yale University Press. 1993. pp. 20-21; Heinich. 
Nathalie. "Peut-on parler de carrières d'anise?". Cahiers de Recherche Sociologque. 199 1. Numéro 
16. pp. 43-54: and Couture. Francine. "La professionalisation de l'art". in Wallon, Emmanuel. L'artiste. 
le prince. Grenoble: Presses Universitaire de Grenoble. pp. 123- 13 1. 
j. For a discussion of the period in which left-wing discourse peaked and deciined in U.S. an  circles 
see Guilbaut. Serge. (trans. Arthur Goldhammer) "New York. 193 5- 1 94 1 : The De-Marsization of the 
1 n tel Iigentsia". How Xew Iork Stoie the idea ofAlodern .4ri. A bsrract Expressionisnt, Freedom. and 
the Cold N'sr . University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1983, pp. 1748. 
6. The archives of Siqueiros' papers are located in pan of his former Mexico City home which is now a 
museum called the Sala del arte priblico Siqueiros . Important publications treating his discovery and 
use of the new materials include: Siqueiros, David Alfaro. Me Ilamaban el Coronelazo (Mernorias). 
Mesico: Grijaibo. I 977; S iquerios, David Alfaro. Como se pinta un mural* Cuernavaca: Ediciones 
Taller Siqueiros. 1979 (1  st edition 195 1); Siqueiros. David Aifaro. Mi respuesta.. Mexico: Arte 
Pubiico. 1960. Siqueiros. David Alfaro. No ha-v mas ruta que la nuestra. Mexico: no publisher, 1978 
(2nd edition). See dso: Tibol. Raquel, Duvid Aljaro Siqueiros; un mexicano y su obra. Mesico: 
Empresas Editoriales. 1969; Tibol. Raquel Siqueiros: introductor de realidades, Mexico. UNAM. 



Siqueiros and his foUowers S i e d  technicd innovation to their vision of the 

ernancipatory fùnction of art.7 These painten enderored to apply socialist ideals to 

their studio practices. notably with the appropriation of tools and matenals used by 

workers in factories to create new art for the masses. art which beionged to the 

workers. the peasants and the dispossessed.8 Their early discourse about the new media 

ponrays the use of these new matenals as a socially-conscious. political and aesthetic 

a a  to promote revolutionary change. 

Siqueiros claimed to have developed a new perspective on painting during stays 

in the United States (notably in California and then in New York) through contact with 

modem materials and tools (like the air gun) which revolutionized his artistic practice 

and that of his many students and followers. 

In this section we will consider Siqueiros' accounts of his discovery of the new 

painting media, his agonizing difficulties at recmciling the use of modem rnatenals with 

anistic traditions and his stories about contacts with paint chemists and with what he 

temed a "typical Yankee bureaucrat" in the chernical indu~try.~ In order to understand 

the subsequent impact of this expenmentation and the meanings which the new paints 

had for anists who worked in this vein it is necessary first to look at the context of the 

Mexican presence in North American anistic and ideological circles dunng the intenvar 

y ears. 

196 1; Instituto Nacionai de Bellas Artes(1NBA): Siquerros: el lugar de In uropia. Mesico: N B  A 
and Sala de arte publico Siqueiros. 1994. 
7. Siqueiros. (195 l)l979 and 1977. 
8. Siqueiros worked "direcily" with his materials. without preliminary sketches. and encouraged his 
students (cailed "corndes") to experiment. They threw paint across the room applied it with spray 
guns like reaI facto- workers. They burnt paint and let it drip. adding sand and anythng they could 
find to give it texture. Naifeh. Steven and White Smith. Gregory. "An Antidote to Regionalism". 
Jackson Pollock : An American Saga. New York : Harper . 199 1. p.286. 
9. He called the general manager of a Du Pont Company factory which he visitefltipico alto 
fiinctionario industrial yanqui". Siqueiros. 1979, p. 3 14. 



The Mexican Renaissance. the Political Role of  the Artist and Interest in New Art 
Techniaues 

During the 1920s and 1930s Mexican painters attained an exceptional status in 

Canada and the United States. l0 They were the first prominent group of living artists 

bom on this side of the Atlantic to be treated as full-fledged members of the 

international an world and as leaders of a modern avant-garde movement. The sense of 

inferiority felt by participants in U.S. and Canadian artistic circles at that time was 

panicularly apparent in the reception of painters working in modenùst modes: foreign 

painters were given shows at prestigious gallenes. American (and Canadian) modemists 

were treated as imitators "by definition". 1 Yet as early as 19 16, work by the Mexican 

painter Diego Rivera was being show in New York with French cubists. l2 

Mexican art provided an influentid, highly controversial and exuberant 

alternative to the habit of following European trend-setters, although many of the most 

prominent Mexican artias spent time in Europe: 
"Unlike marginal modernists of the 1920s. such as Edward Hopper. John Mann. 
Alfred Mauer. Charles Sheeler. and Max Weber, who were still trying to figure 
out what happened at the Armory show so they could imitate it. the Mexicans 
were busy misreading the Schooi of Paris, the Italian Renaissance. and their own 
indigenous culture within the ideological context of Mamism. That the 

Io.  This interen tvas rnanifested in a large travelling exhibition called Akxican Art Todqv which was 
organized in 1943 by the Philadelphia Art Museum and shown in Baltimore. Montreai. Toronto. 
Ottawa and PhiIndelphia. The show included over two hundred paintings. prints and drawings-bx 
dozcns of Mesican artists (56 oils. 53 watercolours and drawings and 138 pnnts). In Canada the show 
camed distinct ideologica1 overtones. In MontreaI it was shown at the Art Association of Montreal 
under the auspices of the Canadian Inter-American Association. The National Gallery of Canada and 
the Wanime Information Board sponsored the Ottawa show which was arranged after a cancellation in 
Boston. Apparently the militant. anti-fascist. populist messages evidenced in many of the titles of 
works in the show fit the ideological programme of the Canadian Government at the time. H.O. 
M c C w .  then director of the National Gallery of Canada wrote in a letter to A.S. Grigsby. curator of 
the Vancouver Art GaIlety that "We didn't feel that we could afford it but the Wartime Information 
Board for reasons which would be obvious to y o u  was anxious that it be heId." MBAC Archives. 5- 
5M "Eshibitions in Gallery. Mesican Art Today Exhibition. files 1 and 2. 
I I . For a discussion of the slow acceptance of American rnodernins see Rose. Barbara. .4rnerïcan Art 
since 1900: .4 Critical Histow New York: Praeger. 1972. 
1 2 .  Eshibition at the Modern Gallery. Painrings b-v Cézanne. Van Gogh. Picasso. Picabia. Braque and 
Rivera. New York. Februay 12-March 3. 19 16. 



Mexicans were influentid in the United States dunng the 1930s is not surprising; 
they filled a cultural and ideological vacuum."I3 

Socialiv Concemed Mexican Art in the U.S. and Canada 

During this penod in the U.S. a transformation was occurring as anistic 

discourse increasingly embraced a search for an authentically "Amencan" style of 

painting. The ongins of this nationalistic quest are many. Isolationist tendencies afier 

World War 1, anti-comrnunist "Red" scares. tightened immigration Iaws and the 

execution of the "Foreign subversives" like Sacco and Vanzetti in 1927 were 

representative of powemil forces in U.S. society at the tirne which had repercussions for 

an patronage. These repressive trends together with concems about the moral impact 

of industrialization and urbanization, led to support for "nostafgic depictions of mral 

scenes" favored by Arnerican Scene painten and Regionalists. '4 At about this time, 

socialist and cornunitarian movements began to prornote the use of art as a tool for 

social comrnentary and protest. 

Mexican artists provided inspirational leadership for Amencan (and somewhat 

later Canadian) anists. ' 5  They were highly politicized participants in revoiutionary 

activities in their country and had developed an avant-garde art that was nationalistic 

I ? O'Connor. Francis V. "The Infiuence of Diego Rivera on the Art of the United States During the 
1930s and after" in Diego Ril~era. W. W .  Norton. New York. 1986. p. 159. 

14. Cockrofi. EM. .'The United States and socially concerned Latin American an: 1920-1 970" in The 
Latin .-Inierrcan Spirit: .4rt and =lrtrsts rn rhe Unrted States. / 920-1 9 70. .Vew lork: .-l b r a m  1 988. p. 
189. 
15. According to Boyanoski interest in Mexico and Mexican an came via the American press coverage 
of the rnuralists in the 1930s. Canadian artists began going to Mexico in the latc 1930s and in the 
1940s. Thee of the best known Canadians to have been influenced by Mesican muralists were Arnold 
Beikin (who studied under Siqueiros). Frai Ross (who was infiuenced by Rivera) and Stanley Cosgrove 
(who worked as an assistant to Orozco). Chrisilne Boyanoski. "The Challenge of Social Responsibility 
and the Example of Mexican Art". a talk given at the Universities Art Association of Canada 1991 
Annual Meeting. November 7-10. Kingston. Ontario. For a discussion of othet Canadian artists 
infiuenced by Mexican artists see the e.xhibi tion catalogue: Christine Boyanoski. The A rtists' Mecca: 
Canadian Art and h4exico. Toronto: Art Gallery of Ontario. 1992. For coverage of the Mexican 
expenences of Stanley Cosgrove and Arnold Belkm sec: Cosgrove. Stanley and Robert Ayre. 
"Conversation about Orozco". Canadian Art. Vol. Vii. Number 2. 1949, pp. 60-65. Anonymous. 
"Young Canadian Mualist Recognized in Mexico". Canadian Art. Vol. X Number 2. 1953, p. 84. 



and modem yet intensely aware of Native American contributions and rights. They 

fiequently sojourned nonh of the border where they taught studio courses. gave 

demonstrations of new techniques. took on apprentices and executed commissions. 

During the period between 1 927 and 1934 the anti-communist Calles presidency in 

Mexico forced many Mexican anists into exile, arnong them the three muralists who 

later became known as los tres grandes (the three great ones) : Diego Mana Rivera 

(1 886- 1957). José Clemente Orozco (1 883-1 949). and David Alfaro Siqueiros. 

One way then that the Mexicans filled the cultural and ideological gap 

confronting many American and Canadian artists in the intenvar penod was by 

flarnboyantly proclairning a fierce nationalism and rnanaging to conduct successful 

international careers on their own tems. These Mexican artists used complex 

ideological arguments to insist on the value of their art as part of an international 

creative process of persona1 and collective emancipation a process which was both 

political and aesthetic in nature. The muralist movement addressed some of the central 

concerns of Nonh Arnerican intellectuals in the 1930s with its emphasis on a public an 

of social cornmitment bringing artists into meaningfbl contact with society at large. 

The Mexican Renaissance and Mural Painting as a Political Act 

Los tres grutzdes were the most prominent of many artists who had been 

associated with the Mexican Renaissance in art during the administration of President 

Alvaro Obregon in the 1920s. M e r  decades of violent stniggle the country had finally 

entered a penod of hope and optimism and the muralists becarne leaders of the cultural 

vanguard in revolutionary Mexico, producing socially conscious art for different kinds 

of sites throughout Mexico ranging fiom colonial churches, palaces, goverment 

buildings, schools. town halls. and museums. They flooded the walls with torrents of 

images. in a vanety of modes "presenting the many faces of Mexican society. its 



aspirations and conflicts, hiaory and culture". l6 

The dominance of the visual arts and the primacy of muralism in the cultural 

field has been attnbuted to the confluence of several factors. I 7  There was a 

philosophical bais and of course governent funding. Obregon's Minister of Education 

José Vasconcelos was a philosopher inspired by Pythagorean concepts and Comte's 

positivism. He believed that society had evolved through stages, the most advanced of 

which was the aesthetic stage, which revolutionary Mexico was about to enter. He held 

that in Mexico the visual sense dominated (rather than the musical or the literary). and 

believed passionateiy that Mexicans could only be totally won over to the revolurionary 

cause "if their aesthetic sensibilities had been aroused".18 In his view the visual arts 

were essentiai for the social well-being of society. Vasconcelos had instituted a vast 

programme of public art (favonng wall-paintings) and mral art education in open air 

schools. The murals involved many different jobs which could be coordinated (such as 

elaborate wall preparations. laying down the 'cartoon' (or drawing). mixing and applying 

the colours) allowing many artists and artisans to be part of a collective creative 

process. His approach was unusual for public art projects in that the painters were fiee 

to choose their subjects. and means of expression. He thus enabled muralists to take the 

lead in the cultural field. Although Vasconcelos resigned in 1924. and many strictures 

were introduced. succeeding govemments mostly continued to support public an. in 

panicular wallpainting. In the analysis of Octavio Paz: 
"Although they did not share his ideas, his successors perceived the political 
usefulness of them: the young revolutionary state had need of a sort of 

1 6 .  For a bief  introductory survey see Ades. Dawn. "The Mexican Mural Movement". in Ada. Dawn 
(ed.) An in Latin America. The Modern Em, 1820-1980. New Haven: Yale. 1989.pp 151-180. quote 
from p. 15 1.  See also a special issue on the movement in Cuadernos del Taller de Grujca 
~blonumenral "Movimiento A4uralista Mexicano ". Mexico: Universidad Autonoma Metropditana 
Unidad Xochilmilco, 1986. An oftenquoted source of biographical matenal in English is : Reed. 
Alma. The Mexican hïuralists. New York: Crown Publishers. 1960. 
". See Ades. pp. 151-153. - .  

1 8 .  Hennessey cited in Ades (1986) p. 152. 



legitimization or cultural consecration and what better consecration than mural 
painting?" ' 9  

Recent re-readings of the impact of the muralist movement daim it has been fetishized 

and point to the ultimate contradiction between the purportedly revolutionary goals of 

these self-described modemists producing artworks which were "commissioned. 

sponsored and paid for by a govemrnent that had never been MaKist and that had 

ceased to be revolutionary. "20 The muralist movement waned in the 1950s and easel 

painting regained sorne of its lost allure as thé thousands of artists trained in the first 

pan of the century sought creative out let^.^^ 

There was a long tradition of mural projects in Mexico dating back to pre- 

Columbian times and the mural projects offered an opportunity to work on ways of 

resolving conflicts between pre-Hispanic and European artistic tastes and practices. The 

first phase of the mural project received the enthusiastic participation of many cultural 

leaders, among them Dr. At1 (Gerardo Murillo Cornado, 1 875- 1 964)- painter. teacher. 

author and creator of "atl-color", a crayon which could be used on canvas, paper or 

even rock. Dr. At1 was sure that this crayon would revolutionize painting." Dr. Atl 

was mentor to many Mexican artists. and panicularly influential in the early 

development of Orozco and Siqueiros. He had attacked the academicism of the 

principal ari school (San Carlos) and, along with the well-known teacher Alfiedo Ramos 

19. Par Octaiio (trans. Helen Lane)"Re/visions: Mural Painting". Essaavs on .Ilexican .4rt. New York: 
Harcourt Brace & Co.. 1993. p. 133. 
20. Paz 1993. p. 132. 

According to Goldman "when one considers the fan that only 289 artists were involved in the 
creation of 1.286 murals between the years 1905 and 1969. it becomes apparent that commissions have 
not been difised among the growing artistic community. which wu estimateci at 12.000 in Mexico 
City aione by 1973." Goldrnan 1995, p. 15. 
22. "At1 color" is mentioned on the back cover of a cecent collection of works by Dr. AU Dr. AU. 
Cuenros Barbaros -v de Todos Colores, (edi ted by Jaime Erasto Cortés). Tercera Lecniras 7, Sene 
Mexicanas. Consejo Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes. 1990. However it was Tomas Zurian Ugarte. 
a conservator and the author of a work on Dr. Atl's infamous cornpanion (Nabi O h ) .  who explained 
that they were an impermanent student-grade crayon. Interview with Dolores (Lolita) R Feniande2 
and Tom& Zurian Ugarte by Jan Marontate. Mexico City, lune 15, 1994. 



Martinez. supponed militant art snidents in a 191 1 strike. (One of the many young 

students of Martinez was José Gutiérrez, who later became a pioneer in the 

development of synthetic paints for artists.) Dr. At1 encouraged artists to work with 

architects and artisans to produce a socially accessible art in public places. He called for 

a rnovement away from easel painting and toward monumental wall painting which took 

into account the powerful sources of Mexican traditions decades before the 

inauguration of the govemment-sponsored mural projeas.23 

Mural painting was by nature conducive to collective activity thus inherently 

appealing fiom a socialist point of view. However. applying Mancist modeis of society 

to the Mexican context was difficult, in part due to the codicts between a largely 

impoverished grouping of native peoples and a dominant Hispanic majority. There was 

for example no ciear-cut way to easily define the working class. since not al1 poor 

people were natives and not al1 natives were poor. In 1922, the "Declaration of Social, 

Political and Aesthetic Pnnciples" drafted by Siqueiros and signed by a11 the members of 

the Syndicate of Technical Workers, Painters and Scuiptors gave strong support to the 

native aesthetic. proposing a "fighting educative art for the Yet. disputes 

raged amongst artists about whether to promote a native popular art (confoming to 

debatable ideas about what constituted indigenous aesthetics) or a "people's an" (which 

fused European and indigenous sensibilities). The disagreements about these 

distinctions were never fûlly resolved and had an impact on discourse about choice of 

painting materials. 

23. Siqueiros. "Atl. the Political and Theoretid Pmursor" in Siqueiros. David Alfaro (uans. SyIMa 
Calles). Art and Rwolution. London: Lawrence and Wishart. 1975. pp. 68-72. This is a translation 
from an article in Siqueiros. D.A. "Ati. el precurso formai profesional" No ha-v m m  ruta que la nuestra. 
Inlportancia nacional e internacionol de la pintura mexicana modern. El primer brote de reforma 
pro funda en las artes plasticas del mundo contemporaneo. Mexico. private edition (2nd edition). 
1975. pp* 2944. 

24. This w a s  reprinted in a collection of English witings. "A Declaration of Social. Politicai and 
Aesthetic Principales". in Siqueiros. David Mar0 (tram. Sylvia Calles). Art and Revolution. London: 
Lawrence and Wishart. 1975, pp. 24-25. 



A seldom-mentioned factor which may have played a part in the hearty 

enthusiasm for wall painting of many Mexican anists may be in that it offered an 

opportunity for artists to engage in formalist concems dealing with scale that had bepn 

to emerge in European avant-garde circles. Several of the Mexican muralists (notably 

Rivera and Siqueiros) had spent time in Europe where modem anists associated with 

the cubist tradition like Fernand Léger had begun to paint on a lager scale. 

New Readines of "Traditional" Techniques and Practices: Indigenism and Rivalism as 
Motifs Rather than Methods 

In the 1920s and 1930s intense ideological debates covered al1 aspects of art- 

making in Mexico. including choice of materials and techniques. At first. the muralists 

stressed rediscovery and re-interpretation of old techniques. adapting indigenous 

practices and adopting traditional Italian fresco techniques. Some delved assiduously 

into historical treatises such as Cennino Cennini's and Leonardo's works on fiesco." 

Commentators on the movement have noted however that: 
"For practical purposes. though any 'tradition' really existed only in theory, and 
the young painters' claims to be staning from scratch were not just rhetorical. 
Their training had made no provision for mural painting, and their stories of how 
they set out to teach themselves ofien reach levels of high comedy. There was 
an early battle between the followers of encaustic . . . and true fresco. with the 
latter finally tnumphant. "26 

The Precolumbian murai tradition also provided an important source of 

inspiration. Political interests fueled a new interest in indigenous culture which had led 

to rnuch archeological excavation and the discovery of historic mural cycles. Rivera and 

Siqueiros had accompanied several archaeological expeditions to sites around Mexico 

City. in the isthrnus of Tehuantepec and the Yucatan in 192 1, just when work was 

Schmcckebier. Laurence E. .l/odcrn ,Ifexlcan .Art. Westpon. Connecticut: Greenwood Press. 197 1 
reprint of 1939 original. pp. 40-4 1 .  
26. Ades. p. 152. 



beginning on the first major mural project since the colonial period2' 

Mexican "indianism" or "indieenism" was essentially a "form of anti-rationalism 

and anti-intellectualism" superficially not udike the vogue for "primitive" cultures in 

Europe. However, 
"there was a basic difference between European artists who tumed to the 
"pnmitivism" of peoples outside their psychological and physical space and Latin 
Amencans who return to a culture infiised with lndian essence."28 

During the two decades between 1920 and 1940, there was a flowering of nativist. 

nationalist culture and history in Mexican art circles which involved sporadic efforts to 

rediscover and revive indigenous painting techniques.29 In Siqueiros' words 
"At the outset. the muralists met with a rnultiplicity of technical prob1erns.h was 
necessary to search for teachers arnong our indigenous crafismen and have them 
teach us their techniques of painting. We found them in the vicinity of Choiula. 
They taught us their methods, so pompously calledfresco since the beginning of 
Christian art. So, with the help of these simple anisans. using a methods dating 
back to the pre-Hispanic era, we were able to create our fira r n ~ r a l s . " ~ ~  

Indeed. some well-known Mexican artists atternpted to glean "studio secrets" 

fiom native people working in the decorative arts or as artisans. For example. in the 

famous series of rnurals done for the National Preparatory School in Mexico City in 

1922 
"Ramon Alva [de la Canal] went to the native mason and crafisman. It had long 
been the custom of the Mexicans to paint the walls of their adobe houses; this 
was done simply with ordinary earth colors mixed with water and painted 
directly into the wet plaster. . .One of these masons was working as Alva's 
helper, and it was from him that the artist learned the method. Menvards this 

27. This was at the National Preparatory School in Mexico Cip and involved man? muralists. among 
tliem Rivera. Siqueiros. Fernando Leal. Jean Charlot and Fermin Revueltas. It was begun just f i e r  
Fùvcra had relurned from Europe. Parce. Lu-. "Diego Rivera's Use of a Wax Medium in the 1920s". 
Zf:iMC itéHsletter, Voiume 16. Number 1. J a n w  1994, pp. 17-20. Other accounts of techniques of 
Rivera. Siquerios. Orozco and other prominent muraiists drawing on exhibition catdoges and Mexican 
art joumals appear with recipes in Suarez Orlando S. "Capitulo In: Technicas empleadas en el 
muralismo Mesicano." Inventario del .tluralismo Méxicano, Mexico: Universidad Nacional Autonoma 
de México, 1972. pp. 33 1-354. 
28. Goldman 1995 (1977). p. 7 
29.  See for esample. Goldman. 1995. p.9. 
30. Siqueiros. David ALfam. "Preface". in Gutiérrez. José and Nicholas Rouka. Painting with 
.4cryf1cs. New York: Watson-Guptill Publications. 1966, p. 8. 



same mason became one of Rivera's helpers. and it is probably from him that 
Rivera leamed the simple method of tme fiesco after his disastrous experiments 
in the nopal technique. " 3 1  

The so-called "nopal technique" or "nopal-fiesco technique" was apparently 

developed by Xavier Guerrero. Guerrero. an artist who eventually gained some 

recognition as an easel painter. was the son of a master housepainter with native 

ancestry.32 While an adolescent working for his father he began to paint decorative 

scenes and fnezes on walls. M e r  senring in the revolution Guerrero worked as an 

assistant to Roberto Montenegro. a painter and politican who became known for his 

promotion of popular arts. Guerrero clairned to have used his technical skills glesned 

fiorn housepainting and "his Indian knowledge of local materials" to develop the nopal 

technique for use by Rivera in his 1923 murais for the Court of Labor in the Ministry of 

Education (Secretaria de Edrrcacion Publica) building in Mexico City3) 
"In order to give the paint more body, Guerrero conceived the idea of combining 
the juice of the nopal plant (a type of cactus) with the powdered color and water 
to be applied to the wet plaster of the wall. as in tme fTesco painting. Guerrero 
insisted that this was the method used by the ancient Aztecs in their frescoes. 
The technique had the further advantage of a patnotic significance. since Mexico 
City had been founded on the spot where. as the Aztec priests had prophesied. 
the migrating tribes sighted an eagle with a serpent in its beak perched upon a 
nopal plant. "34 

This nopal fiesco technique was notoriously faulty. leading to rapid deterioration, and is 

unlikeiy to be representative of historical techniques used by successfül indigenous 

artists of the past. In fact. it is doubtful whether any of the artists could be said to have 

'. Schmeckebier. 197 1 (1939). p. 4 1. 

32. S tewm. Virginia. "Xavier Guerrero". 45 Contemporary hlexican Artists. .4 Twenf icth-Cemuyv 
Renaissance. Stanford California: Stanford University Press. 195 1 ,  pp. 4 2 4 .  
33. Acmrding to Schmeckebier. the resulu were disastrous because the nopal juice does not combine 
with the plaster. Instead of dping as part of the plaster, the mixture of pigment and nopal juice forms a 
Iayer on the surface. As the piaster dried the water penemted this glue-iike coating forming blisters. 
Sorne of the muds  have been repainted. There appears to be some uncertainty about the e.sact 
technique but there is a consensus that juice from nopal cactus was used. Schmeckebier 197 1 ( 1  939). p. 
118: and Catiin. Staton L. "Mural Census." Detroit institute of Arts. Diego Rivera. A Retrospecrive. 
New York: Detroit Institute of Arts and W. W. Norton. 1985, especially, pp. 24 1-242 and notes. 
34- Schmeckebier 197 1 (1 939). p. 1 18. 



strictly followed historical indigenous practices. in part because d e r  centuries of 

colonialisrn. in an era of modernization native artisans had adapted their practices to the 

context of the tirne, and in part because of the propensity of the muralists to combine 

techniques creatively. Indeed : 
"Much was made in the press and by the artists of the rediscovery of ancient 
techniques in 1923. during the first phase of painting of the Ministry of 
Education, but it seemed to corne down to little more than dipping the brushes in 
a bucket of water containhg nopal cactus l e a v e ~ . " ~ ~  

Thus even formulas the artists used for their paints carried with them ideological 

associations. For example. Jorge Juan Crespo's description of Rivera's encaustic 

technique provides a choice between lemon tree resin (a European material which 

Rivera may have encountered in Paris) and copal resin (an indigenous product). Cost 

was sometimes cited as a factor in the choice of native materials over imported ones. 

but post-factum analyses stress symbolic interpretations in the choice of materials: 
"Not only was copal more readily available and cheaper but it was an indigenous 
product still being used as a sacrificial incense by the Maya of the Yucatan. 
Indeed the very word copal is derived from the Nahuatl (Aztec) word copalii. 
which was their generic name for resins. It was used as a bumt offenng in 
Precolumbian Mexico. a fact which no doubt appealed to Rivera's exmerne 
nationalism "36 

Unusual combinations of modem tools and materials were common as well, sometimes 

with disastrous results for the conservation of the ~ o r k . ~ '  

Thus even at the very beginning of the Mexican renaissance. innovative new 

technical solutions -- like Dr. Atl's crayons for use in open-air schoois -- were supported 

on ideological grounds (in the case of the crayons because they made artistic expression 

more accessible). Dr. At1 was credited by Siqueiros with providing the first impetus for 

35. Ades. p. 153. 
36. Pearce (1994). citing Jean Chariot. "Xavier Guerrem. Aztec AnistN. Art hfakingfrorn Mexico to 
China. no publication information, in P e a m  (1994). p. 17. 
37. Rivera's encaunic technique used blowîorches to softcn a wax medium which had k e n  prepared 
using essential oi1s to slow drying and resins for tackiness. Problems with the work deveioped almost 
at once. Schmeckebier 197 1 (1939). p. 40 and Pearce (1 994) , pp. 17-20. 



research on new materials: 
"We owe to him Mexico's first dissatisfaction with traditional materials: he was 
the first person in a world which was fatally immersed in a mystical. re~essive 
love for ancestral. archaic methods, to search for a modem physical medium. . . 
it is relatively unimportant that his solutions were only partial and that he was 
unable to foresee the impcrtance of the tremendous chernical and mechanical 
discoveries of the contemporary world. Nevertheless, it was undoubtedly 
he who sowed the seeds of the immutable principie that an artist's matenal and 
tools determine the character of his work, whereas the academicians and the 
inteilectual pseudo academic and pseudo-classicd snobs of Europe believe it is 
detennined by the anis's sen~ibility.~8 

Siqueiros here was certainly overstating the cornmitment of the Mexican muralists to the 

primacy of materials. but painters did devote considerable enersies to the search for 

innovative ways to express themselves and comrnunicate their aesthetic and political 

visions of past and future. 

Intense rivalries developed amongst muraiists, especially amongst los tms 

grandes by the end of the 1920s which extended to disagreements over anistic 

matenals and techniques and general studio practices. The goal of the muralists was to 

bring art to the people and Siqueiros maintained that modem synthetic materials and 

industnal tools offered the rnost promise of expanding the possibilities for realizing this 

goal. Rivera's followers on the other hand were at times just as dogmatic about the 

attribut es of traditional fresco techniques. Indeed the animosities were such that 

Siqueiros' association with the new media may wel1 have spurred the initial avoidance of 

synthetic media by partisans of rivals. but Rivera's devotion to fresco and belated 

expenmentation with synthetic materials was also doubtless tied to his disastrous earlier 

technical expenmentation with encaustic in the early 1920s. Similarly. Orozco. Ruffino 

Tamayo and others were more cautious at adopting the new media although they 

eventually did use sorne synthetic media. 

38. Siqueiros. "Atl. the Political and Theoretical Precunor" in Siqueiros. David Aifaro (tram. Sylvia 
Caltes). Art and Revolution. London: Lawrence and Wishart. 1975, p. 70. 



ldeolow and Paintin~ Media: Siaueiros' Accounts o f  Discoverine the New Media 

One of the most articulate documents on the discovery of these new materials 

by any anis  of the period is the collection of autobiographical stories by Siqueiros 

called Me Ilamaban el Coronelnzo ("They called me the Zittle Colonel' "). which was 

published posthumously. It is a collection of mernoin dictated to by Siqueiros while he 

was in Lecumberri prison in 1960-64, completed with the collaboration of hiw wid0w.3~ 

These stories. are reconstmctions of earlier events which appear to have been ofien told 

by Siqueiros. They constitute an important shared memory for those interested in an 

matenals in Mexico. Pans of the stories were repeated in only slightly varied versions 

by MeGcan artias, conservators and paintmakers interviewed for this study about the 

history of synthetic materials in the arts40 The extent to which the stories may be 

considered folklore or fact is impossible to gauge. but the accounts provide a powerful 

depiction of the place of modern materials within Siqueiros' discourse which has become 

a salient feature of oral history legends about new art materials in Mexican art 

cornmunities at least . 

In his memoirs. Siqueiros proceeds with subtle detemination to build a 

passionate defense of his use of modem materials on political. aesthetic and pragmatic 

g r~unds .~ '  He manages to combine very serious issues in an entenaining and at times 
C 

humorous interpretation of events that culminate in his own triumph as an innovative 

anistic leader. issuing a few potshots at his rival Rivera along the way. These memoirs 

39. It was dictated to Julio Scherer Garcia. The title refers to a stoq about his service during the 
Spanish Civil War and a panel painting he did by the same name. Siqueiros. 1977. 
40. In panicular. nones about Siqueiros' contacts with cher ni^ and businesmen involved with the 
paint industry were retold in individual interviews conducted by the author by Francisco Pego 
Moscosso. former head of the [aller de ensa-w de los materioles de pintura -v pfisricos at the National 
Pol??echnical School. Luis Miro. director of Polytec Paint Company and Tomas Ugarte Zurian. a 
prominent conservator in Mexico City. 

I . M A .  1991: Cimet Shoijet Esîher. Movimiento Murufista A4éricano. Idéologie y produccion. 
Mésico: Universidad Autonoma Meuopolitana. 1992. especially pp. 49-9 1. 



provide accounts of early events in appropriation of synthetic media in California, New 

York and Mexico. Because of the importance of events Siqueiros describes in later 

discussions by other artists and due to the relatively inaccessibility of the mernoirs 

Siqueiros' accounts are excerpted extensively in the following pages. 

Debunking - the Paradox of Solidaritv with Peasants and Advocacv of New Technoloczies 

The first question Siqueiros addresses is the apparent paradox between solidarity 

with peasants and advocacy of new materials. This is accomplished by telling a story 

about a particular expenence. Siqueiros' recollections of his first experiences with 

synthetic paints are prefaced by a hi-dy-charged emotional account of a painting he did 

for peasant farnily while he was Living in political exile in Taxco. He thus reminds 

readers of his solidarity with a humble and righteous symbol of the Mexican revolution: 

poverty-stricken rural peasants. These peasants approached him with a request that he 

use modem technology (photography) to help thern cany out a ritual observance. They 

sent a boy messenger fiom their distant village who greeted him as follows: 
" Mister Photographer, Miaer Photographer. come with me. my father wants 
you to come to do a portrait of rny little sister who died yesterday. because 
tomomow they have to bury her. They put on her new dress and she is so pretty 
that it looks like she is still a l i ~ e . " ~ ~  

According to the tale. Siqueiros saddled up his horse and followed a boy a long distance 

to the outskirts of Taxco : 
"On amval at the house 1 could see the following spectacle: in a chair typical of 
the Mexican countryside. a multicoloured, decorated chair. was a cadaver of a 
girl of about two and a half years old. well positioned in natural posture and 
dressed in light green with a little pink bonnet or hat. And her small sister. a 
year and a half older. embraced the cadaver with the same naturalness that she 
would have had her sister been alive. Around them the family members gossiped 
calrnly about whether the father of the creature had done the positionhg well. 
Apparently al1 of them were waiting for me. And they al1 were thinking 1 would 

4 2  "Sefior fotbgrafo. sefior fotografo. venga usted conmigo. mi papa quiere que usted venga a retratar 
a mi hermanita. que se murio ayer. porque maiiana temprano tienen que enterrarla. Ya le pusieron su 
vestido neuvo yestii tan bonita que parece que estuviera viva." Siqueiros, 1977. p. 303. Al1 translations 
of Siqueiros' writings cited are mine unless othenvise noted. 



be a photographer. 1 told them that my procedure was more time-consuming. 
but better. "43 

Kis oil portrait of the dead child was exhibited in a show of Siqueiros' work in Los 

Angeles in 1930 and elicited a good deal of negative commentary about the practice of 

painting portraits of the dead. In 193 1 Siqueiros went to California where he felt called 

upon to defend not only himself as an artist but also Mexican peasant traditions in 

response to criticism of the portrait of the dead child. According to his account he 

defended the painting by countering with an anti-fascist condernnation of racist 

persecution in the southem U.S.. and newspapers later took up the insults saying that 

he had referred to lynchings of blacks in the southem U.S. in an atternpt to insult the 

entire country. When a few months later a scandai empted over the mural called 

Worker's Meeting or Meeting in the Street (Mm1 en la calle) because it depicted 

blacks and whites together in a public work of art, the newspapers repeated the criticism 

of the custom of making ponraits of dead children. 

With this story, Siqueiros establishes his solidanty with peasants and traditions 

yet ponrays peasants as open to new techniques. He shows that a prominent well- 

known artist can participate creatively in peasant practices. for example by painting a 

portrait of a dead child. T herefore, by extension, he implies that his adoption of modem 

synthetic materials and tools is not a betrayal of the peasant interests. but rather a 

natural outcome of the socio-historical context in tune with the best interests of the 

poor. 

43. "Al llegar a la casa convenida pude ver el siguiente especlanilo: en um siila de las habituales del 
campo mexicano. silla policromada y decorada. estaba bien colocada. en postura namral. el &ver de 
una niiia de dos aiïos y medio. vestida de verde claro. con una gorrita O sombrerito color de rosa. Y su 
herrnanita. de un aiio y medio mayor que ella abrazaba el cadaver con la misma natwalidad con que 10 
haria si su hennanita estuviera viva. En tom0 de ella los familares cornentaban tranquiiamente si la 
colocacion habia bien hecha por el papa. For 10 visto todos me estaban esperando. Y todos Io hacian 
pensando que yo era un fotografo. Les dije que mi procedimiento era m i s  tardao. pero mejor." 
Siqueiros. 1977. p. 303. 



Exveriments with New Materials and Tools in Califonùa 1932: Merm el fiescd 
meath to Traditional Fresco Te~hniaues!)4~ 

According to Siqueiros the revelation that "to a new society must correspond 

new matenal solutions" came in 1932 in California af'ter agonizing reflection on the 

adoption of modem industrial materials and instruments inaead of traditional fresco 

te~hniques-~s Siqueiros began expenmenting in earnest with new materials and tools 

made for commercial (rather than artistic) while working on an outdoor mural at the 

Chouinard School of Art in Los Angeles. He had been hired to teach a course in fresco 

painting: 
"As a repercussion of Mexican muraiism. the expression 'fresco painting' and 
'fiesco painter' had taken on certain proportions and a positively mystical sense. 
although no-one understood in reality what that literally r n e a ~ t . " ~ ~  

Siqueirris decided to teach "al fresco" painting by doing a mural assisted by his students. 

His class included severai artists who later attained prominence, for example Philip 

G ~ s t o n . ~ ~  

This mural posed many technical probiems: it was on a new concrete exterior 

wall exposed to harsh direct sunlight and rain. In Mexico at this time muralists worked 

on wails of brick, tile. or masonry generally in colonial buildings. not on concrete. 

Seeking substitutes for traditional fkesco materials he consuited architects and engineers. 

notably Sumner Spaulding and Richard Neutra.lR (Recall that consulting architects had 

. Tlie chapter of his autobiography devoted to his account of the abandomnent of traditionai fresco 
techniques for modem materials. like the cornmerical nitrocellulose Duco lacquers -Alcure el/resco +v 
nace el Duco - might be roughly translateci as "fresco dies and Duco is boni" but this would not 
capture the theauicaliry. pompousness and ultimately the humour of the phrase which uses the Spanish 
equivalent of the English-Ianguage constmction "The King is Dead. Long Live the King". 
. "a una nueva sociedad deben comesponder segunmente. nuems soluciones materiales. en todos O 

en la mayor parte de sus ordenes". Siqueiros. 1977. p.307. 
46. "Como repercussion del muraiismo meuicano. las e~rpresionesfi.esco painting -vfiesco pointer 
habian tomado unas proporciones y un sentido postiviamente misticos. aunque nadie entendiera en 
realidad Io que literalmente aqueHo queria decir." Siqueiros, 1977. p. 305. 
47- According to S h i h  Goldman. Siqueiros' assistants in Los Angeles included Millard Sheets and 
other rnembers of the California Watercolor Society. Dean Cornwell, Reuben Kadish. Mayer ShafFer, 
Philip (Goldstein) Guston. Sanford McCoy. and possibly his brother Jackson Pollock. Goldman 1995 
(1977). p. 6.  
48. Hurlbun. Lawrence P. The Mexican Muralists in the United States. Albuqurque: University of 



been encouraged by his mentor Dr. Atl.) Neutra, an architect of Austrian origin living 

in Califomia at the time. who explained that the traditional mixture of lime and sand 

used for fiesco would contract and expand in different ways than the cernent wall 

leading the mural to shatter. in Siqueiros' words his reaction to the architect's 

assessrnent that i: was impossible to use traditional fiesco techniques on this outdoor 

concrete wall were shocking: 
"Those &mations corning from an expert in materials hit me like a bomb. 1 
said to myself "Beloved Mexican mural painter, traditional Fresco has died and, 
has died for ever". Racked with pain 1 went out into the Street and repeated to 
everyone "Friends of mine. traditional fiesco is dead". 1 said this in conferences 
and in articles. My words caused a commotion in the anistic field. not only in 
Los Angeles, but in al1 of the United States. "Now it is not possible to continue 
painting on wall in the way which has been done since the Middle Ages and the 
Renaissance and possibly so lamentable a discovery will imply the disappearance 
of the genre of mural painting. "49 

These insights were a great disappointment to his students at the Chouinard School who 

had hoped to study fiesco painting. They also raised "the specter of hunger for my 

househoid" (since he would be out of a job unless he managed to teach a course in 

mural painting). Siqueiros recounts spending many sleepless nights asking himself if 

there weren't subaitutes for the traditional procedures used by Egyptians. painters of 

the Middle Ages and the Renaissance and in colonial Mexico. More consultations with 

the architect Neutra helped him to work out a plan to paint over a coating of cement 

and sand which was a significant departure from traditional fiesco technique. 

By bis own account the moment Siqueiros decided that the artists' materials 

- - -  

New Mexico Press. 1989. p. 207. 
49. "Aquella afirmaciones. y aquellas afimcions provenienies de un sabio en la materia me cayeron 
como una bomba. Me dije a mi mismo:«Querido pinto muralista rnexicano. et fresco uadicional ha 
meurto y ha meurto para siempre)). Después, transido de dotor. sali a la die. fui a todas partes, 
repitiéndome:q Amigos mios, el fresco tradiciodha muerto!)) La dije en conferencias y en articulas. 
Mis palabras causaron verdadera cornocion en el campo artistico. no solo de Los Angeles sino de 
todos 1s Estados Unidos. «Ya no se puede seguir pintando sobre paredes como Io han hecho ios 
hornbres durante varias decenas de siglos. como 10 hicieron en la edad Media y en el Renacimiento y 
posiblemente tan lamentable descubrimiento implica la desaparicion del género pintura mural.)) 
Siqueiros. 1977. pp. 306-307. 



should correspond to the artist's times. he became almost fienetic. causing a minor 

public disturbance: 
"Tmiy." 1 said almost shrieking, which obligated passersby to pause before this 
strange duo, " . . . to a new society surely must correspond new matenal 
solutions in al1 or in the greater part of its order. . .[sic]. If building matenals 
were different, concrete. glass, plastics, new metal alloys, one must find the 
correiated matenals in the direction of pictorial creation, of artistic creation for 
the media of the art of painting"50 

His search for new materials and techniques suitable for art on modem buildings hd 

only just begun. The cernent set very quickly and Siqueiros sought a new instrument 

that would allow for façter application of colours. When he suggested usine an air gun 

to apply the paints his class reacted with doubt. One of the students. an older English 

painter with some mural experience exclaimed: 
"The sensitivity of the plastic artist resides fundamentally -- 1 Say- in the ends of 
the fingers, in the tips of the fingers. How could it be possible to use repugnant 
metal instruments, then. for the object of plastic ~rea t ion?"~~ 

Another student apparently offered more resistance to the idea of adopting mechanical 

tools from industry: 
"The art of painting has always been an artisanal art and 1 do not believe that it 
can some day reach the point of being another thing. The artist needs to use the 
hands, to seize the plastic with his own touch and to create with the slowness 
which marks the veiy spirit of aesthetic emotion. "S2 

jo. "«De verdad - dije 3. casi gntando. Io que oblig6 a los transeiuites a detenene ante este e m i i o  
duo -. Artinas de un periodo de la historia en que los materiales y las herramientas habian Ilegado a 
ser esnipidamente verdaderos accidentes sin importancia en el fenomeno de la creacion, un fenomeno 
que parecia corresponder exclusivamente al ser creador mis alla de cualquier otra configuracion de la 
vida material. now nabimos perdido en los vericuetos de un problma que en el fondo tenia que ser 
perfecta y absolumente sencillo: a una nueva sociedad deben corresponder seguramente. nuevas 
soluciones materiales. en todos O en la major pane de sus ordenes. . . Si los materials de edificacion 
eran diferentes. el concretto. el vidrio. los piasticos. neuvas ligas metdicas. habria que localizar los 
matenales correlativos en la direction de la creacion pictorica. de la creacion anistica. por los medios 
del arte de la pintuml Siqeueiros. 1977. p. 307. 

- Note the publication contains a typographical error in the spelling of Dean Comwell's name 
(Corwell). "El primer0 en darle dalida a ni duda y disgusto por Io que ya podia implicar wi pmp6sito 
de mi parte. f ie  el pinto inglés Dean Convell. artista ya maduro. que habia pintado aigunos murales en 
su propio pais y uno en la misrna ciudad de Los Angeles. «La sensibilidad del artista plktico radia 
fiindamentaimente - dijo- en la punta de los dedos. en la yema de los dedos. &Corno sena posible usar 
repugnantes hemmientas metdicas. pues. para elobjeto de la creacion piastica?)) Siqueiros. 1977. p. 
308. 

j2. «El m e  de la pintura ha sid sirnpre itn ane artesanal y no creo que pueda algiin dia llegar a ser o t n  



By his account Siqueiros went home devastated. The students wanted to use traditional 

techniques which expeRs in matenals said were doomed to fail. Yet. once again he 

thought of a solution to his immediate problems which in later discourse he place in a 

more general context peninent to the use of modem techniques in art. Siqueiros 

explained that he countered the resistance of his students to the use of air guns with 

arguments that al1 art relies on the tools of its specific socio-historic context: 
"But when have there been manifestations of plastic arts without the use of 
machines?" Was not the use of a hard rock to scratch on a a softer rock - . . a 
mechanical procedure, [using] a mechanical tool? And paintbmshes of handles 
and hair . . .? And the utensils or molds used already by the first Renaissance 
[artists] when they wanted to copy for example the ornamental pans of their 
work tools, weren't they tools? . . . . 

In reaiity . . . never has it been possible to do plastic arts without the use 
of tools. And if [the tool] was out of aone. in prehistory, and of wood and hair 
later. this was due simply to the corresponding degree of evolution of technique 
and industry. And al1 those tools did not impede the circulation of plastic 
emotion throughout the entire body, passing through the hand and later by the 
fingers to arrive finally at the [finger]tip~."~3 

He finally convinced his students to try using the principles of an air gun. This initially 

led to disappointing work which Siqueiros described as "hideous". This brought him to 

another disputed point in arguments about the place of tools and matenals in art. 

Siqueiros maintained that tools and materials affect art, a view which many artists did 

not share. In his account the radical change in technique had spurred the realization that 

anists had to listen to the "voices" of their tools and materials, a theme that was 

cosa. El anista necesita meter las manos. agarrar la plistica con su propio tacto y crear con la 
lcntitutde que varca el propio espiritu de la emocion estéticm. Siqueiros. 1977. p. 308. 
j3. .iPero cuândo se han producido manifestaciones de m e s  plihicas sin el uso de maquina?» &NO 
fue acso procedirniento mechico. herramienta mecinica el uço de una piedra dura para rayar sobre una 
piedra mis  blanda? iY los pinceles de palo y pelos. de palos y peios multiples. de p los  de amellos. de 
pelos de cochino. de cerdas de toda clase de caballos. aristkratas y plebeyos? LY no eran acso 
miquimis los esténsibles O moldes qu usaban ya los primeros renacentistas cuando tenian que repetir. 
ejemplo. las paries ornamentales de sus trabâjo~?iY los cepillos. los rastrillos. los rodillos. . En 
realidad. . . mis ha sido posible hacer artes plasticas sin el uso de herrarnientas. Y si éstas fberon de 
piedra. en la prehistoria. y de madera y pelos mis tarde. esto se debio simplemente ai grado 
correspondiente del desarrollo de la tecnica y de la indusuia. Y todas esas henamientos no impidieron 
que la ernocion pljlstica circulando por todo el cuerpo y pasando por las rnanos y mis  tarde por los 
dedos llegara finalmente a las yemas." Siqueiros. 1977, p. 309. 



repeated twenty years later by proponents of synthetic media in the U.S. as though it 

was a new idea: 
" tools. iike materials. are not inen elernents in the hands of the creator of plastic 
art. but rather detemining forces in [artistic] manners and styles. The firn thing 
that the ania mua understand is that nothing can be achieved if one is not 
capable of Iistening to the generic voice of one's tools. as [is the case] with one's 
materials. . . .It is necessary then, to unravel from Our new tool its own voice. as 
well as the limitations of its functional utility. Its new and novel possibilities 
must be extracted. . . .What did this new instmmentation offer us? Little by 
little we began to wrea fiom its core its until then unknown gift~."5~ 

Using the air gun provided new challenges in tems of how the painting was 

executed. allowing long. uninterrupted gestural arokes and rapid coverage of large 

areas. But air guns worked best when used to apply the industrial coaiings for which 

they were designed. Siqueiros found that traditional artists' media (encaustic. tempera, 

watercolours and oils) were not suited to the air guns available in the 1930s and he set 

out on a quest for new painting media: 
"Naturally, speaking in general terms. to new instruments should necessanly 
correspond new matenals. . . . We have exchanged the instruments of execution. 
tools of artisanal origin, for tools of industrial origin and function; so we had to 
find materials of industrial ongin as we11."~~ 

Yet once again the students complained. asking: 
"How is it possible to create works of art with the crude painting materials 

produced by industry, also for cmde uses?" How are we going to paint works 
of art with the same matenals which are used to paint cars. which are wlgar. or 
refngerators. even more vulgar . . . even if there is a certain spirituality in 
airplanes?"j6 

5 4  "Entonces lüe cuando empecé a comprender algo que me parece de la mayor trascendencia: las 
henamientas. como los matenales. no son elernentos inertes en manos del creador de artes plisticas. 
sino fiierzas determinantes de maneras y de estilos pIasticos. Lo primer0 que debe comprender el 
artista de la plasticas es que nada podrit realizar si no es capaz de escuchar ia voz genenca de sus 
herramientas. corno de sus matenaies. . .Habia pues. que desentrakirle a nuestra nueva herramienta su 
propia voz. como las limitaciones de su utilidad funcional. Habia que extner de ella sus nuevas. 
novisimas posibilidades. . . 'Qué nos ofrecia el nuevo instrumental? Poco a poco comenzarnos a 
anancarle de las entra& su hasta entonces desconocida donancion." Siqueiros. 1977, p. 3 10. 
j5. "Naturaimente. a nuevas herramientas. habiando en términos generales. deben corresponder 
necessariamen te nuevos materiales. . . Habiamos cambiado las herramientas de ejecucion. las 
herramientas de origen artesanal. por herramientas de origen y funcion industrial: habia. por 10 tanto. 
que encontrar los materials de origen industrial. tambien." Siqueiros. 1977. p. 3 12 
j6. El planteamiento de este pmblema en el equipo hie una vez mis  motivo de gimoteos y llantos. 



Siqueiros claims to have experienced serious doubts hirnself at the idea of using 

commercial paints. Aithough commercial anists had used airbrushes. he had until this 

point distinguished himself as a "fine artist" by employing anists' quality paints. In his 

words: 
"Once again. though it was transitory, the old aesthete bom at the end of the 
19th century was rebom in me. With the air gun we had [experienced] real 
intoxication nonvithstanding the fact that for paint were were using different 
types of tempera, but tempera that had been used in the past to make interesting 
works of art. "What's going to happen now as we put together 'cmde materials 
and cmde instruments'?". Certainly poster painters had begun already to use 
small airbrushes and better-drying paints than the traditional ones. but they were 
just that. poster painters, and those materials were used to creare a minor an. a 
grotesque art. commercial advertising the poster. But for works similar to the 
Sistine Chapel of MichelangeIo, or the Academy of San Rocco of Tintoretto. for 
example. could these concoctions have equal or at least approxirnately the same 
utility?"S7 

Siqueiros' meditations brought him once again to an analysis of the issues raised by new 

materials which supported his decision to adopt them: 
"in the past, the master works of art and objects for more cmde uses were 
painted with exactly the same pictorial material. because there are no others."jR 

However. he did recognize that anists' colours traditionally were made with better 

materials designed to last than the paint made by essentially the same processes for 

objects in daily use: 

Una vez mas Dean Corwell [sic] y quienes padecian de los mismos escalofrios estéticos que é1. 
volvieron a la carga. «;Corno es posible crear obras de arte con los groseros matenales pictoricos que 
produce la industria. para fines groseros también? 'Corno vamos a pintar obras de ane con los misrnos 
materiales que se pintan los groseros automoviles y los mis  aun groseros refrigeradores . . . ya que en 10 
aeroplanos hay cierta espiritualidad'?» Siqueiros. 1977. p. 3 12. 
57. "Oira ver  aunque fiera rransitoriamente. rcnacia en mi el viejo esteta nacido a fines del siglo XU(. 

con la pistola de aire haciamos verdaderas <(jumaredas». no obstante que para pintar seguiamos 
empleando diferentes tipos de temples. pero de temples que habian servido en ei pasado para hacer 
obras interesantes en la plastica. ((~Qué iba a pasar ahora con el agregado .'matenales groseros a 
instrumentos groserosn?n CIaros que los pintores cartelistas habian empezado ya a usar 10s aerografos 
pequefios y pinturas de mayor secamiento que las tradicionales. pero ellos eran eso. carteIistas y quellos 
materiales seMan para hace un arte meno. un arte grotesco. anuncios cornerciales. el cartel. Pen, para 
obras similares a la Capilla Si-utina de Miguel Angel O a la Academia de San Rocco. del Tintoretto. por 
ejemplo. 'podtian tenet esos mep jes  utilidad igual O siquiera apro'iimada?", Siqueiros. 1977. p. 3 12. 
58. "- . . en el pasado. las obras maestras de arie y los objetos de uso mas groseros ese pintaban 
exactamente con los mismos materiales pictoricos, porque no habia otros." Siqueiros. 1977. p. 3 12. 



". . .Las Meninas [a famous 17th century Spanish painting] was painted the same 
as the camages in daily use and even the planks in the lavatones. The sole 
diference is rooted in that oil painting destined for art is more elaborare in its 
"concoction", . . . In the case of the work of art. the oiI . . . was more carefiiHy 
cooked and the pigments were from better locations. better washed and much 
better ground. but nothing more. Exactly the same thing is happening now." s9 

Siqueiros' enthusiasm for the potential of the new industrial materials and equipment did 

not blind him to the potentidly poor qudity of some of the new paints. He suspected 

that industrialists would tend not to use materials with the greatest permanence and 

durability. in order to increase demand for the coatings. These concerns resurfaced later 

but did not dissuade him fiom trying new industrial and commercial paints. He began to 

use commercial paints at this time although he appears not have adopted the new 

nitrocellulose lacquers (for which he becarne farnous) until later?O 

While in California Siqueiros compieted three murals. The first. Meeting in the 

Street (Mitzn in lu calte) for the Chouinard School of Art was completed in two 

weeks. The use of waterproof cernent. air guns and stencils were technical 

breakthroughs for Siqueiros foreshadowing further experimentation. Here too he began 

to try to use photographs in lieu of preliminary sketches although he did not fuliy 

incorporate photographic images into his working process until later. The mural 

depicted constmction workers taking a break fiom their labour to listen to a speech by a 

labour organizer surrounded by downtrodden black and white poor people who were 

meant to represent the subject of the speech. He also painted a mural entitled Arnerica 

5y. con 61eo. pintua de aceite . . . se pintaba Io misrno Las .Lfeninos que los wrruajes de uso diano y 
hasta las tablas de los escusados. La unica diferencia radicaba en que fa pintura al oleo destinada al 
ane era mis cuidadosamente elaborada en su «cocina». en su primario iaboratorio de entonces. En el 
caso de la obra de arte, elaciete de linaza or de nuez era cocido or mdjor cocido. y los pigmentos eran 
mejor localizados. mejor Iavados. y m i s  bien moiidos pero nada mh. Esamente los mismo pocha 
hacerse ahora." Siqueiros. 1977. p. 3 12. 
60. According to conservaton at the Getty Innitute of Conservation involved with the restoration of his 
mural America Tropical. Siqueiros used Pottinger Paints in 1932. Conservations with Michelle 
Demck (consemat ion scientist) and Francesca Piqué (consewator). Scientific Department. Getty 
Conservation Insùtute. Santa Monica, California. Apnl-lune 1994. Tom& Zurian Ugarte did a 
technical analysis of the painting in 1979. Interview with Tom& Zurian Ugarte and Lolita Femandez 
by Jan Marontate. Mesico City. June 1994. 



Tropical for the Plaza Art Center which is now being restored by the Getty 

Conservation Institute. and fornoir of Prtsent-Dcly Mexico for a private home in the 

semi-enciosed patio of the film director Dudley Murphey. a close fiiend of S.M. 

Eisenstein who had met Siqueiros in Mexico and is thought to have been infiuential in 

his use of photography in developing pictorial ideas for his murals61 

During his stay in California, he gave a talk at the Hollywood John Reed Club 

called "The Vehicies of Dialectico-Subversive Painting". based on the experiences of his 

team of painters -the Bloc of Mural Painters- (actually mostly a n  students in his class 

on mural painting). Siqueiros' discourse emphasized his experiments with new industrial 

technology, movie cameras, collective "team" painting, and revolutionary (Marxist) 

subject matter.62 

In the realm of political activism, Siqueiros was a vocal public figure. His 

strident criticisrn of racism, Amencan imperialism and Mexican politics in public 

speeches and in his murals brought about his deponation from California in November 

1932. T here was such strong opposition to the type of political imagery and social 

commentaly in art promoted by Siqueiros that a subsequent exhibition by the Bloc of 

Mural Painters was raided by the Los Angeles Police "Red Squad". "The police actually 

shot and bashed with rifle butts the figures of biacks in the paintings" .(j3 

The Birth of "11 Duco": Siaueiros' Passion for Synthetic Painting Mediums and The New 
York Experimental Workshor, 

Siqueiros spent 1933 in South Arnerica where he continued his technical and 

conceptual expetirnentation with mural painting. There he used photographs to develop 

dynamic large-scale compositions depicting various exaggerated angles of viewing, and 

61. Artists Luis Arenal. Rubin Kadish and Fletcher Martin also worked on the mural. 
62. Hurlbun quotes and gives a Englisb-Ianguage swnmary of the contents of the talk in "Appendix A: 
Technique of Fresco Painting". in Hurlburt 1989. especiaily pp. 255-256. 
63. Hurlburi. 1989. p. 216. 



he experimented with formulas for synthetic paint and commercial lacquers? He 

continued his practice of consulting experts on materials and apparently was given "a 

medium caIled silicate" by a German chernia in Argentina which he used in mural 

painting with the aid of the chernid5 Although he had tried commercial paints in 

Califomia he appean to have discovered new synthetic automotive lacquers (based on 

nitrocellulose and sold by Du Pont under the brand name "Duco") in Montevideo. 

Argentina "by accident" while looking for other paints. There he began to develop his 

passion for the Duco lacquers which he apparently used for the fira time to paint 

Proletarion Victirn. the image of a bound female nude (see Figure 9). He also used the 

these new media and techniques to do a large (200 square-foot) mural in the country 

home of a prominent newspaper editor which he called Ejerczcio PIastico (Plastic 

Exercise). He was again deported in late 1933 for political reasons. 

Siqueiros was allowed to retum to the United States in early 1934 where he 

championed the use of the tools of modem industry in art and criticized his rival Rivera 

for his "archeological" point of view -- referring both to the iconographie content of 

Rivera's depictions of indigenous history and his adherence to traditional fresco 

techniques?b His feuding with Rivera continued on in Mexico. Siqueiros retumed to 

M. Siqueiros ma? have used a formula credited to Adolph Keim. former president of a German group 
of painters. consenraton and paintrnakers devoted to "rational painting". Siqueiros. D. Que  es Eiercro 
Plasirco -v cornu fue realizado. Pamphlet published in Buenos Aires. Decembcr 1933 and cited in 
Hurlbun. 1989. p. 285. n.. 57. See also Mayer. Ralpli. The ,-lrrrsts' Handbook of .\laterrals and 
Techniques. New York: Viking Press. 1970 revised version of 1940 orignal. pp. 36 1-2. Lodge 
identifies the materiai used by Siqueiros as ethyl silicate nther than potassium silicate. however does 
not provide documentation. Since he identifies this as a medium developed by a "the German chemist 
Kaim" he rnay be basing dus on Gutierrez' description which also misspel1s Keim's name. The two 
may be confounding the chernical products. Lodge. Robert G. "A History of Synthetic painting Media 
with Special Reference to Commercial Materiais". American Institute for Conservation Preprints, June 
1988. p. 1 18. 
65. Gutiérrez recounts a conversation with Siqueiros about this stating that "the chemin called the 
silicate process "the KAiM processn after its discoverer". This probably was the method developed by 
Adolph Keim using poiash waterglass or potassium silicate not ethyl silicate. Gutiérrez Jose L. From 
Fresco to Plast~cs: New Xlarerrals /or Easel and lMurol Paintings, National Galle- of Canada. 
Ottawa. 1956. pp. 44-45. 

66. Siqueiros. D. "Rivera's Counter-Revolutionary Road". New Masses. May 29. 1934. pp. 16-19. and 



New York in 1936 as an official delegate to the First Amencan Artists' Congress and set 

up what came to be known as the "Siqueiros Expenmental Workshop - A Laboratory 

of Modem Techniques in k t "  .67 

This workshop in New York became a center for experirnentation with new 

materials that attracted artists fiom Latin Amenca as well as young Americans who later 

rose to prominence. like Morris Louis and Jackson Pollock and a bevy of lesser known 

artists. 68 

In the workshop Siqueiros continued to develop modem art techniques and to 

create "art for the people". including many posters and floats for the Cornmunist Pany 

Siqueiros' passion for the new industrial paints, particularly Duco. eamed him the 

nickname "II Duco". an affectionate if teasing wordplay used by his students which 

makes reference to Italian Fascist Benito Mussolini's nickname ("II Duce) even though 

Siqueiros was an adamant anti-fa~cist.~~ Siqueiros was fascinated by the new effects he 

could obtain with the synthetic automotive lacquers: 
"The absorption of the colors on the surface produced snails and conches of 
forms and sizes most unimaginable with the most fantastic details possible. But 
that accidental phenornenon could have plastic value only with the means in 
which we could coordinate. direct. and utilize it, that is. what we made using 
such a pre~nise."~~ 

The new materials and techniques fit into Siqueiros' program of "dialectical 

Hurlbun. 1989. p. 22 1. 
67. The workshop opened in April 1936 at 5 West 14th Street. For information based on inteniews 
nith workshop participants in the 1970s see Hurlburt. 1989. pp. 22 1-23 1 and Hurlburt. L.P. "The 
Siqueiros E~perimental Workshop. New York 1936" AH Journal. Spring. 1976. pp. 237-346. More 
recently interviews by Jürgen Harten with workshop participant Roberto Berdicio are reponed in an 
analysis of the relationsliip between S i q u e i g  and Jackson Pollock. Harten. Jürgen. "When Artists 
were still Heros". Siqueiros/Pollock Pollock~iquciros. Kunsthalle Düsseldorf and Dumont publishen. 
1995. pp. 43-57. 
68. The "initiai nucleus" of artists included Americans Jackson Pollock Sanford McCoy, Harold 
Lehrnan. Axe1 Horr (later Hom). George Cos, Louis Ferstadt. Clara Mahl (Izter Claire Moore). and 
Mesicans Luis Arenal. Antinio Pujol, Conrado Vaquer José Gutiérrez and the Bolivian Robeno 
Berdicio. Hurlburt, 1989. p. 22 1. 
G9. Gutiemz and Roukes. 1960: Siqueiros. 1979. 
70. Siqueiros in a letter to Blanca Luz Blum. June 9. 1936 uanslated and quoted in Hurlburt. 1989. p. 
224. 



methodology" which workshop participants explored using a "system" of "controlled 

effects" among them the exploration of "drips" in iarge-scale works which later became 

an essential feature of Jackson Pollock's abstract expressionkt work71 (See Figre 10.) 

The 1966 recollections of one of the workshop participants. Axel Hom, about his 

experiences there with artist Jackson Pollock demonstrate the profound effect Siqueiros 

practices and discourse had on the young artists in his workshop. In Hom's words: 
"Siqueiros. active revolutionary and naughty boy of Mexican art. came to New 
York. Jack and myself along with others of our group. became part of a 
workshop that Siqueiros aarted for the express purpose of experimentation with 
new technological deveiopments in rnatenals and tools. Paints including the then 
new nitro-cellulose lacquers and silicones. surfaces such as plywoods and 
asbestos panels and paint applicators including airbrushes and spraypns. were 
some of the materials and techniques to be explored and applied. We were 
going to put out to Pasture the "stick with hairs on its endt1 as Siqueiros called 
the bmsh. 

New art forms for the use and exposure to large masses of people were 
to be initiated. Our stated aim was to perfect such new media even though they 
might be comparatively irnpemanent. since they would be seen by hundreds of 
thousands of people in the fom of floats, posters. changeable murals in 
subways. multi-reproduced graphics. etc. "72 

Hom's memones provide insights into the appropriation of new approaches to studio 

practices which came to be seen as charactenstic of the New York avant-garde in the 

iate f 940s and 1950s: 
"Spurred on by Siqueiros. whose energy and torrential flow of ideas and new 
projects stimulated us al1 to a high pitch of activity everything became material 
for our investigations. For instance, lacquer opened up enormous possibilities in 
the application of color. We sprayed through stencils and fnskets. embedded 
wood. metal. and sand and paper. We used it in thin glazes or built it up into 
thick globs. We poured it. dripped it. spattered it, hurled it at the picture 
surface. It  dried quickly. almost instantly. and could be removed at will even 

71. The issue of whether Pollock was infiuenced by Siqueiros has been much debated. Cenainly 
Siqueiros' free-wheeling approach io the application of paint and his large-scale "portable murals" rnay 
be echoed in Pollock's later enormous "easel" paintings which exploited "controlled accidents" likes 
drips. However. Thomas Hart Benton. a former tacher of Pollock later claimed that the idea for using 
dripping came from eariier e.uperiences when Benton and Pollock worked together on glazing pottep in 
a money-making venture. Woody. R. interview by Jan Marontate. 1994. 

' 

72. Hom. Axel. "Jackson Pollock: The Hollow and the Bump". The Carleton A4iscello~v. volume 
VII. No. 3. summer 1966. pp. 80-87. Quote from p. 85. 



though thoroughly dry and hard. What emerged was an endless variety of 
accidental effects. Siqueiros soon c o n n ~ c t e d  a theory and syaem of 
"controlled accidents". 

1 rernember us secretly appropriating a Las, Susan from one of the tables 
in a neighboring cafeteria. Fastening pieces of plywood to it. we poured 
different colored lacquers on it as it was spun. The striking halations of color 
due to centrifical [sic] action that resulted were fonhwith introduced into Our. 
paintings. . ."'3 

The extravagant gesturai quaiities of this way of painting came to be associated with 

abstract expressionism or Action Painting. Yet the &dom with matenals. the 

abandonment of the bmsh and the adoption of synthetic media also resurfaced in other 

high culture stylistic movements. such as the Washington Color school under the 

influence of workshop participant Moms Louis. (See Figure I 1). Fu~hermore the 

cntical triumphs of Louis' work were imimately comeded with the development of 

synthetic paints for artists by New York paintmakers as we shall see. Another 

workshop participant was an aspiring but unknown Mexican artist named Jose 

Gutiérrez, who would later become an influentiai teacher, artists' handbook author and 

pioneer in synthetic paintmaking for artists. 

Contacts with the Chernical Industv and Other Experts 

In New York Siqueiros continued to seek technical advice from chemists. 

architects and engineers. Siqueiros and his disciples were in contact with chemical 

suppliers out of pnnciple (socialist solidarïty with the tools of the worker). out of 

economic interest (to obtain deals on paint in order to be able to afford to execute 

immense paintings) and to keep abreast of new materials and techniques. 

In his memoira, Siqueiros recounts that he and members of the New York 

Workshop conspired to befriend the chief chemist of a manufacturing firm which 

produced nitrocellulose-based industnai paints. They spent long evenings drinking with 

73. Hom. 1966. pp. 85-86. 



the chernist with the end in mind of wresting fiom him trade secrets about two technical 

issues: 1 ) how to improve the lightfàstness of the paints. and 2) how to make them less 

~hiny.7~ They were unsuccessfiil at obtaining technical details. even by plying hirn with 

large quantities of alcohol. According to Siqueiros. one day. the chemist was drivine 

with Siqueiros past a car dump. The chemia aopped. searched through the debns in 

the dump for a few moments and finally seleaed a piece of scrap. The metal had 

oxidized but the coat of paint remained integral. a totally intact film of color. The 

chernist explained that the longevity of the synthetic media constituted a disadvantage 

for commercial paint manufacturers who sought to make them more ephemeral in ordet- 

to increase sales. As regards the high gloss finish which ariists initially found difficult to 

handle. the chemist explained that this glossy finish had only been anained with a huge 

investment of t h e  and money since the paints were initially matte -- just what the 

Siqueiros and other artists wanted at that time. In other words, Siqueiros believed he 

had discovered t hrough the chemist that the large commercial paint manufacturers were 

deliberately sabotaging the characteristics of what could be a fine painting matenal for 

artists. 

In his ~ e w  York studio, Siqueiros started to use so rnuch of the new paints that 

he went to talk to an official at the Du Pont company, rnaker of the synthetic lacquer 

Duco which he so loved. He thought that the company would be flattered by his use of 

their matenal and would give him free paint. In his words: 
"1 believed this practice would give me unquestionable rights. so that the big 
paint-producing companies would hand out for free al1 [the paint] that 1 could 
need. 1 had set my sights on Dupont [sic]. the giant American empire 
manufacturing the famous Duco. And afier some days of effort. I obtained an 
i n t e ~ e w  with the general manager, a typical high-level Yankee industrialist 
bureaucrat. Once before him. I told him categoncally :"I am the first artist to lay 
daim to the use of painting materials with a synthetic resin base. And already at 

74. The cliemia was hom a company identified as "Nitro Valspar Valentine" described in the 
mernoirs as "la mejor fabrica americana de pinturas industriales a base de nitrocelulosa" (the best 
American manufacturer of ni trocellulose-based industriai paints). Siqueiros. 1977, p. 3 15. 



this moment there are at least some fi@ Amencan or Amencan-based painters 
who are following my example. What will happen when aII the painters of the 
world . . . grasp the convenience of using these modem materials. . .?" I didn't 
possess the least doubt that the reply to my statement. wouid be the following. 
pronounced with the greatest emotion: "Seiïor Siqueiros, fiom this moment on 
we offer you ail the support of the powerfbl Dupont Company of the United 
States. . . al1 the matenal that is necessary for you, for your New York studio. 
and al1 other sirnilar studios that will be founded anywhere as a result of your 
pioneering example. of your most valiant work." 75 

However, this was not the reaction of the "high official" of the Du Pont corporation 

who explained to Siqueiros instead that even if al1 the artists in the world al1 began to 

use painting materials in the Du Pont company's line. this would be of no commercial 

significance beside all of the lacquer used to coat cars, refngerators. airplanes and other 

machines. Furthemore. according to Siqueiros' account. the chernical company 

representative expressed concem that artists rnight jeopardize the monopoly of the 

paintmaking company by leaming how to make it themselves: 
"you artists intentionally or not could wind up discovering our industrial secrets, 

and that . . . would be a sign of tremendous stupidity on Our part for having 
allowed it: No. Sefior Siqueiros, he said, not only will we not encourage artists 
to use our materials. we will discourage them will al1 the means at our disposal. 
and for that we will count on the great experience of our world-wide advertising 
department" .76 

75. 'Cuando en mi tailer de Nueva York ampliando mis prictica de Los Angeles. pude darle mucho 
amplitud al use de pinturas a base de resinas sintéticas. créi que esta prictica me daria indcdable 
dereclio a que las grades compailias productom de pinturas de esa naturaleza me proporcionaran 
gratutamente todas las que a mi me podian hacer falta. Para el objeto puse la mira en la Dupont 
gigantesca ernpresa norteamericana fabricante del famoso Duco. Y después de algunos dias de 
esfuerzo. consegui unea entrevista con el gerente generai. tipico alto funcionario industrial yanqui. Ya 
frente a él. categéoricamente le dije: «Soy el primer artista pintor que reivindica el uso de materiales 
piconcos a base de resinas sintéticas. Y ya en estos momentos hay cuando menos unos cincuenta 
pintores noneamericanos. O radicados en los Estados Unidos. que esth siguiendo mi ejemplo. i,Qué 
sed cuando todos los pintores del mundo y entre ellos los sesenta y cinco mil que civen en Paris. 
comprendan la conveniencia de usar materiales modernos. en vez de los materiaies descubiertos hace 
miles de aiios. como es el cas0 del oleo, que arin siguen usando?)) No me cabia la menor duda que la 
respuesta a mi discurso, pronunciado con la emocion major de todas las ocasiones. en mi casa iba a ser 
la siguiente: «Sefior Siqueiros. a partir de este moment0 tendri usted todo el apoyo de la poderosa 
cornpania Dupont de los Estados Unidos. Y ese apoyo se traduciri en que mediante simples vales usted 
pode recoget de nuesuas bodegas todo el material que necesite para usted. su taller de Nueva York y 
todos los talleres similares que se funden en cauiquer parte. como resultado del ejemplo del pionero. 
obra valiosisma de usted)). Siqueiros. 1977. pp. 3 14-3 15. 
76. "Unedes los artistas. quenendolo O no. acabarian por descubrir nuestros secretos industriales y eso 



New York in 1936 as an officid delegate to the First Amencan Anists' Congress and set 

up what came to be known as the "Siqueiros Experimental Workshop -- A Laboraton, 

of Modem Techniques in Art" .67 

This workshop in New York becarne a center for experimentation with new 

materials that attracted artists from Latin Amerka as well as young Americans who later 

rose to prominence. like Morris Louis and Jackson Pollock and a bevy of lesser known 

artists. 68 

In the workshop Siqueiros continued to develop modem art techniques and to 

create "an for the people". including many posters and floats for the Communist Pany 

Siqueiros' passion for the new industrial paints, particularly Duco, earned him the 

nickname "II Duco". an aectionate if teasing wordplay used by his students which 

makes reference to Italian Fascist Benito Mussolini's nickname ("Il Duce) even though 

Siqueiros was an adamant anti-fasci~t.~~ Siqueiros was fascinated by the new effects he 

could obtain with the synthetic automotive lacquers: 
"The absorption of the colors on the surface produced snails and conches of 
forms and sizes most unimaginable with the most fantastic details possible. But 
that accidental phenornenon couid have plastic value only with the means in 
which we could coordinate. direct. and utilize ir. that is. what we made using 
such a premise. 

The new matenals and techniques fit into Siqueiros1 program of "diaiectical 

Hurlbun, 1989. p. 22 1. 
67. Tlie norhhop opened in April 1936 at 5 West 14th Street. For information based on intemiews 
uith workshop participants in the 1970s see Hurlburt. 1989. pp. 221-23 1 and HurIburt. L.P. "The 
Siqueiros Eqxrirnental Workshop. New York 1936" Art Journal. Spring. 1976. pp. 237-346. More 
recently interviews by Jürgen Hanen witli workshop participant Roberto Berdicio are reponed in an 
analysis of the relationship between Siqueir03 and Jackson Pollock. Harten. Jürgen. "When Artists 
were still Heros". Siqueiros,~%llock PollockS.tqueiros, Kunsthalle Düsseldorf and Dumont publishers. 
1995. pp. 33-57. 
68. The "initial nucleus" of anists included Americans Jackson Pollock Sanford McCoy. Harold 
Lehman. &.el Horr (later Horn). George Cos. Louis Ferstadt, Clara Mahl (later Claire Moore). and 
Mesicans Luis Arenai. Antinio Pujol. Conrado Vasquez José Gutiérrez and the Bolivian Roberto 
Berdicio. Hurlburt. 1989. p. 22 1, 
69. Gutiérrez and Roukes. 1960: Siqueiros. 1979. 

'O. Siqueiros in a letter to Blanca L w  Blum. June 9. 1936 translatai and quoted in Hurlburt. 1989. p. 
224. 



methodology" which workshop participants explored using a "system" of "controlled 

effects" among them the exploration of "dnps" in large-scale works which later became 

an essential feature of Jackson Pollock's abstract expressionist work71 (See Figure 10.) 

The 1966 recollections of one of the workshop participants. Axe1 Hom. about his 

experiences there with aftist Jackson Pollock demonstrate the profound effect Siqueiros 

practices and discourse had on the young artists in his workshop. In Hom's words: 
"Siqueiros, active revolutionary and naughty boy of Mexican a came to New 
York. Jack and myselfàlong with others of our group. became part of a 
workshop that Siqueiros started for the express purpose of expenmentation with 
new technological developments in materials and tools. Paints including the then 
new nitro-cellulose iacquers and silicones. surfaces such as plywoods and 
asbestos panels and paint applicaton inciuding airbrushes and spraypns. were 
some of the materials and techniques to be explored and appiied. We were 
going to put out to Pasture the "stick with hairs on its end" as Siqueiros called 
the brush. 

New art forms for the use and exposure to large masses of people were 
to be initiated. Our stated aim was to perfea such new media even though they 
might be comparatively impermanent. since they would be seen by hundreds of 
thousands of people in the form of floats. posters. changeable rnurals in 
subways. multi-reproduced graphics, etc. "'2 

Hom's memones provide insights into the appropriation of new approaches to studio 

practices which came to be seen as characteristic of the New York avant-garde in the 

iate 1940s and 1950s: 
"Spurred on by Siqueiros. whose energy and torrential flow of ideas and new 
projects stimulated us all to a high pitch of activity everything became matenal 
for our investigations. For instance, iacquer opened up enormous possibilities in 
the application of color. We sprayed through stencils and friskets. embedded 
wood. metal. and sand and paper. We used it in thin glazes or built it up into 
thick globs. We poured it, dripped it, spattered it, hurled it at the picture 
surface. it dried quickly. almost instantly. and could be removed at will even 

'I. The issue of whether Pollock was intluenced by Siqueiros has been much debated. Cenainiy 
Siqueiros' free-wheeling approach to the application of paint and his large-sale "portable murals" may 
be echwd in Potlock's later enormous "easel" paintings which exploited "controlled accidents" Iikes 
drips. However. Thomas Hart Benton. a former tacher of Pollock later clairned that the idea for using 
dripping came from earlier esperiences when Benton and Pollock worked together on glazîng patte- in 
a money-making venture. Woody. R. intenizw by Jan Marontate. 1994. ' 

72. Hom. Asel. "Jackson Pollock: The Hollow and the Bwnp". The Carleton A4iscellan-v. volume 
VII. No. 3. summer 1966. pp. 80-87, Quote from p. 85. 



though thoroughly dry and hard. What emerged was an endless variety of 
accidental effeas. Siqueiros soon constructed a theory and system of 
"controlled accidents". 

1 remember us secretly appropriating a Lazy Susan from one of the tables 
in a neighboring cafeteria. Fastening pieces of plywood to it. we poured 
different coiored lacquers on it as it was spun. The striking halations of color 
due to centrifical [sic] action that resulted were forthwith introduced into Our. 
paintings. . ."73 

The extravagant geaural qualities of this way of painting came to be associated with 

abstract expressionism or Action Painting. Y et the freedom with rnaterials. the 

abandonment of the bmsh and the adoption of synthetic media also resurfaced in other 

high culture stylistic movements. such as the Washington Color school under the 

influence of workshop participant Moms Louis. (See Figure 1 1). Furthemore the 

critical tnumphs of Louis' work were intimately comeaed with the development of 

synthetic paints for artists by New York paintmakers as we shall see. Another 

workshop participant was an aspiring but unknown Mexican artist named José 

Gutiérret, who would Iater become an influential teacher. artists' handbook author and 

pioneer in synthetic paintmaking for anists. 

Contacts with the Chemical Industry and Other Experts 

in New York Siqueiros continued to seek technical advice from chemists. 

architects and engineers. Siqueiros and his disciples were in contact with chernical 

suppliers out of principle (socialist solidanty with the tools of the worker). out of 

economic interest (to obtain deals on paint in order to be able to afEord to execute 

immense paintings) and to keep abreast of new materials and techniques. 

In his memoirs, Siqueiros recounts that he and rnembers of the New York 

Workshop conspired to befnend the chief chemist of a manufactunng fim which 

produced nitrocellulose-based industnal paints. They spent long evenings drinking with 

73. Hom. 1966. pp. 85-86. 



the chemist with the end in rnind of wresting fiom him trade secrets about two technical 

issues: 1)  how to improve the lightfaaness of the paints. and 2) how to make them less 

~ h i n y . ~ ~  They were unsuccessful at obtaining technical details. even by plyin_e hirn with 

large quantities of alcohol. According to Siqueiros, one day. the chemist was driving 

with Siqueiros past a car dump. The chemist stopped. searched through the debns in 

the dump for a few moments and finaily selected a piece of scrap. The metal had 

oxidized but the coat of paint remained integrai. a totaily intact film of color. The 

chemist explained that the longevity of the synthetic media constituted a disadvantage 

for commercial paint manufacturers who sought to make them more ephemeral in order 

to increase sales. As regards the high gloss finish which artists initially found difficult to 

handle. the chernia explained that this glossy finish had only been attained with a huge 

investment of time and money since the paints were initially matte -- just what the 

Siqueiros and other artists wanted at that time. In other words, Siqueiros believed he 

had discovered through the chemist that the large commercial paint manufacturers were 

deliberately sabotaging the characteristics of what could be a fine painting material for 

artists. 

In his ~ e w  York studio. Siqueiros staned to use so much of the new paints that 

he went to talk to an officia1 at the Du Pont company. maker of the synthetic lacquer 

Duco which he so loved. He thought that the company would be flattered by his use of 

their matenal and would give him free paint. In his words: 
"1 believed this practice would give me unquestionable nghts. so that the big 
paint-producing companies would hand out for fiee al1 [the paint] that 1 could 
need. 1 had set my sights on Dupont [sic]. the giant Arnencan empire 
manufacruring the famous Duco. And after some days of effon. 1 obtained an 
i n t e ~ e w  with the generai manager, a typical high-Ievel Yankee industrialist 
bureaucrat. Once before hirn 1 told him categorically :"I am the first artist to iay 
daim to the use of painting materials with a synthetic resin base. And already at 

74. The chemist was hom a Company identified as "Nitro Valspar Valentine" describecl in the 
mernoirs as "ta mejor fabrica arnericana de pintwas industriaies a base de nitrocelulosa" (the best 
American manufacturer of nitrocelMose-based industrial paints). Siqueiros, 1977, p. 3 15. 



this moment there are at least some fi@ American or Amencan-based painters 
who are following my example. What will happen when al1 the painters of the 
world . . . grasp the convenience of using these modem materials. . .7" I didn't 
possess the least doubt that the reply to my statement. would he the following. 
pronounced with the greatest emotion: "Seiïor Siqueiros. fiom this moment on 
we otyer you al1 the suppon of the powerful Dupont Company of the United 
States. . . al1 the material that is necessary for you. for your New York studio. 
and a11 other similar studios that wiil be founded anywhere as a result of your 
pioneering example. of your most valiant work." 75 

However. this was not the reaction of the "high official" of the Du Pont corporation 

who explained to Siqueiros instead that even if al1 the artists in the world al1 beean to 

use painting materials in the Du Pont company's line. this would be of no commercial 

significance beside al1 of the lacquer used to coat cars. refrigeraton. airplanes and other 

machines. Furthemore. according to Siqueiros' account. the chemical company 

representative expressed concern that anists might jeopardize the monopoly of the 

paintmaking company by learning how to make it themselves: 
"you artists intentionally or not could wind up discovering Our industrial secrets. 

and that . . . would be a sign of tremendous stupidity on Our pan for having 
allowed it: No, Sefior Siqueiros. he said. not only will we not encourage artists 
to use our materials. we will discourage thern will al1 the means at our disposal. 
and for that we will count on the great experience of our world-wide advertising 
department" .76 

'j- "Cuando en mi tailer de Nueva York. ampliando mis ptactica de Los Angeies. pude darle mucho 
arnplitud al use de pinturas a base de resinas sintéticas. crei que esta prictica me daria indudable 
derecho a que las grades compaiiias productoras de pinturas de esa naturaleza me proporcionaran 
gratutarnente todas las que a mi me podian hacer falta. Para el objeto puse la mira en la Dupont. 
gigantesca empresa noneamencana fabricante del farnoso Duco. Y después de algunos dias de 
esfuerzo. consegui unea entrevista con et gerente generai. tipico alto funcionario industrial yanqui. Ya 
frente a é1. categéoricamente le dije: «Say el primer artista pintor que reivindica el uso de matenales 
picoricos a base de resinas sinteticas. Y ya en estos momentos hay cuando menos unos cincuenta 
pintores noneamericanos. O radicados en los Estados Unidos. que estan siguiendo mi ejemplo. i,Qué 
seri cuando todos los pintores del mundo y entre ellos los sesenta y cinco mil que tiven en Paris. 
comprendan la conveniencia de usar matcriaies modemos. en vez de los materiales descubiertos hace 
miles de ailos. como es el caso del oleo. que aiin siguen usando?)) No me cabia la menor duda que la 
respuesta a mi discurso, pronunciado con la emocion major de todas las ocasiones. en mi caso. iba a ser 
Ia siguiente: «Sefior Siqueiros. a partir de este moment0 tendri usted todo el apoyo de la poderosa 
compaiiia Dupont de los Estados Unidos. Y ese apoyo se traduciri en que mediante simples vales usted 
podta recoger de nuestras bodegas todo el material que necesite para usted. su taller de Nueva York y 
todos los talleres similares que se funden en caulquer parte. como resultado del ejemplo del pionero. 
obra valiosisrna de usted,). Siqueiros. 1977. pp. 3 14-3 15. 
76. "Ustedes los anisas. quenendolo O no. acabarian por descubir nuesvos secretos industriales y eso 



And according to Siqueiros. that's what they did. Siqueiros went so far as to claim that 

the propaganda of the chemical companies was such that 
"il reached Mexico. and reached no less than my colleague Diego Rivera and his 
disciples. who later accused me of receiving'money from Dupont for advenisin_e 
synthetic colours . . 

Undeterred by unsatisfactory contacts with the chemical industry and occasional 

technical failures in his experiments with synthetic media. Siqueiros remained comrnitted 

to the new rnaterials. continued to consult paintmakers, architects, and technicians 

throughout his life. This practice was also adopted by other painters. especially after the 

war, in their search for new materiais. 

O v e ~ e w  of the Connotations of the New Media in Siaueiros' Discourse 

Siqueiros' accounts depict his quest for new rnaterials as driven by pragmatism in 

the beginning: they were a way of solving technical problems economically in order to 

achieve his aesthetic goals in specific projects. Subsequently, he claimed that the new 

painting media had profound repercussions for his working methods (for example. the 

quick drying paints required speedy application). for the formai qualities of lus art (the 

glossy surfaces were countered through the heavy use of textured grounds. increased 

scale was made possible by industrial application techniques), and even for its symbolic 

content (emphasizing modemity and the future in place of "archaic" historical 

techniques). 

Siqueiros' view that the modem artist must make use of contemporary means of 

production was grounded in an abiding faith in modem technology and in the idea of 

si que seria adexnis un cnmen. una prueba. por haberios pemitido. de nuestra tremenda enupidez: No. 
sefior Siqueiros - me di&. nosouos no solamente no vamos a animar a los artistas en el uso de 
nuestros materiaies. sino que los vamos a desanimar por todos los medios que esten a nuesvo alcance y 
para eso contamos con la experiencia superior de nuestro universal departarnento de publicidab. 
Siqueiros 1977. p.3 15 
TI. "Y su propaganda due tai. que llego hana Mexico y nada menos que hasta mi colega Diego Rivera y 
sus dicipulos. quienes despusés de haberme acusado de recibir dinero de la Dupont para propagar los 
colores sintéticos . . . parece que ellos fueron los que Io recibieron. desacrditando ni uso par obra de la 
propia Dupont." Siqueiros 1977, p. 3 15. 



progress:78 
"We shall establish the fundamental premise that ari rnovemwîs shonid a h q s  
develop in accor&nce with the trchnicai possibililies of therr a p .  " Modem 
technique and mechanics have made such enormous progress that they can 
enrich our creative capacity beyond Our wildest imagination. Iq9 

He insisted that artistic innovations were to be achieved by a scientific and matenalist 

approach to painting : 
"Our art must have a r d  scientz,fic basir. We rnust get ride of the rmpricism. 
and emotivism which have characterised the art movements of the world until 
today. For the first time in history. we shall find scientzjic tmths which can be 
proved. either physically, chemically. or psychologically. In this way we will be 
able to forge a strong co~ect ion between art and science. "80 

Siqueiros' revolutionary ideas about the modemkation of painting practices 

extended to other aspects of technique such as multi-media approaches. He promoted 

the dissolution of boundaries between artforrns: 
I l  We must develop apolygraphic ort which will combine both plastic and 
graphic an and provide a greater potential for artistic expression. Art rnust no 
longer be separated into units, either pure painting or pure sculpture. it must find 
a new. more powerful, more modem language which will give it much greater 
repercussion and validity as an art expression. 

We must use new, diaiectic forms, rather than dead, schoia-* 
mechunical ones."8[ 

For Siqueiros however. the ultimate goal of technical experimentation was to 

realize the emancipatory function of the aesthetic expenence, as his principal biographer 

and a close associate in his later years explained: 
"Technical innovations were of use. he said. only if applied with revolutionary 
proletanan conviction. at which time they would produce "transcendental 
aeahetic effects (social and intnnsic as in absolute works of an) that correspond 
to the present state of social struggle of the enraged classes. to the epoch of 
imperialism. last stage of capitalist rule. and to the affirmative stages of the new 

'*. Harten. 1995. p. 50. 
79. Siqueiros 1975. p. 16 
". Siqueiros 1975. p. 16-7. 
81.  Siqueiros. D. A. "Towards a Transformation of the Plastic Am" (Plans for a manifesto and study 
programme for studio-schools of painting and sculpture. winen by Siqueiros in New York. 1934) in 
Siqueiros. David Aifaro (uans. Sylvia Calles). Art and Revolution. London: Lawrence and Wishart. 
1975. p. 46 



society which is very near"." 

The impact of Siqueiros's views on others is difficult to ascertain. Siqueiros' 

proselytizing did not convince everyone of the virtues of plastics and his authority with 

US. artists waned panicularly as socialist discourse in the arts was subsumed by 

existentialist and formalist debates. Gaps in the uneasy alliance of liberais. Trotshyists 

and Stalinists in the "Popular Front" (an international alliance of intellectuals and 

revolutionaries devoted to antifascism) widened during the 1930s. Soon there was open 

hostility between different factions. 

Siqueiros' obsessive radicalism alienated many. By the end of the decade many 

artists looked to Trotsky as a way to reaffirrn artistic freedom and escape from Stalinist 

Social Realism. In this Siqueiros differed. Siqueiros remained a Stalinist politically. but 

he promoted an approach to art which is far removed from the rigid officia1 Soviet art in 

the 193 Os. This constitutes one of the nagging contradictions in his ideological analysis 

of "politically correct" artistic practice. Surprisingly. since he panicipated in an 

assassination attempt on Trotsky. Siqueiros' aesthetic position had much in common 

with that of Trotsky than Stalin whose regime he supponed unwaveringly. They both 

promoted the use of modem materials and team work in the portrayal of active. 

expressive scenes showing faith in the future.*' 

Questions were raised about his political and ethical behaviour on less dogrnatic 

grounds as well. In the words of Octavio Paz. a younger contemporary who fought 

with him in the Spanish Civil war: 
"He was a man of action, an adventurer, like Malraux. Like al1 adventurers. he 
was also an actor, a figure out of commedia dell'arte. a sort of swaggering 
braggan . . . capable. however. of canying out his swashbuckiing boasts. He 
was courageous: he took part in the Mexican Revolution and the Spanish Civil 

g2. Quotation fmm Raque1 Tibol in Goldman 1995 (1 977). p. I 1. 
83. Indeed. Siqueiros' expressionistic renderings were very far from the "socialist d i s m "  of onicially- 
sanctioned Stalinist interpretation of social realisrn. which Trotsky condernned. Trotsky. Leon. "Art 
and Politics". Partisan Revrew. il Literary Monrhl~v. Volume V. No.3. August-Septernber. 1938. pp. 3- 
10. 



War. Nonetheless. it is impossible to forget or forgive him for. cenain acts. such 
as the unsuccessfùl attempt on the lives of Trotshy and his farnily. which ended 
in the cold-blooded murder of a secretary of the revolutionary leader. That 
corpse casts a shadow over the memory of Siqueiros. Can a painter have 
bloodstained hands? . . . 

We were fnends in those days, but we broke with each other when 
Siqueiros directed the attack on Trotsky's life. . . Nor can I forget that Siqueiros 
was a Stalinist throughout his life: he was one of the very few who applauded 
the entry of Russian tanks into Prague. It would not be honest to hide the other 
side of the coin: he was a militant who served jail sentences and persecution for 
his beliefs. he was a passionate man and a narcissist; in his life and his painting. 
flashes of tmth and flashes of stage lighting abound. . . It is impossible to ignore 
him. "84 

Yet. Siqueiros' visits to the United States in 1932 and 1936. which were pivota! 

in his work with synthetic media occurred prior to the biner breakdown of communist- 

inspired artists' associations at the end of the decade, and participants in his New York 

and California workshops later emerged as leaders in innovative work with synthetic 

materials as later chapters will reveal. 

Concludinn Remarks 

The development of materials and techniques of application tc  satisS, aesthetic 

and ideologicai ambitions was a salient feature anistic practice during the Mexican 

Renaissance. Siqueiros was not unique in seeking new materials and technical 

information, but he provided a particularly eloquent plea for the appropriation of 

modem materials -- in panicular synthetic painting media -- as the embodiment of 

sociaiist pnnciples in artistic practice. Historical accounts stress the impact of Siqueiros'.' 

technical experimentation with new media on his many students in the U.S. and his 

revolutionary attitudes to studio practices on the course of dominant styles of painting 

in international art. Significantly, the social message and ideological implications for the 

adoption of the new media so present in Siqueiros' discourse about synthetic media and 

new tools were lost in the critical reception of Amencan painters he had taught. 

P a z  1993. pp. 155-157. 



For rnany, perhaps most a h a s  (including Siqueiros) "technique" referred to a 

broad range of practices and creative processes involvine fonnal. iconographie and 

representational dimensions in the 1930s. Although the new synthetic media were 

widely adopted later. use of synthetic painting matenals appears to have been relatively 

limited before World War II. Indeed, in the beginning, appropriation of synthetic media 

seems in some respects to have been almost an elite practice since the new materials 

appear to have been pnmarily used by artists who were recognized in high culture 

circles as we shail see. Dunng the 1930s and early 1940s there was si_hficant 

resistance on the part of other major Mexican muralists in the U.S. to wholeheanedly 

endorse the new synthetic media, notably on the part of Rivera and his students. Yet. in 

spite of doubts about the durability of modem paints, there was considerable interest in 

their potential for adaptation for artistic use spurred by both pragrnatic and anistic 

concems. From a practicai point of view in the U S  there were shortages of artists' 

quality matenals due to a huge increase in the demand for anists' paints with the 

inception of large-scale gcvemment-funded projects to counter the effects of 

widespread economic hardship and social upheaval caused by the Great Depression. 

The exampie of the Mexican muralists and Siqueiros' advocacy of attention to modem 

matenals and methods set the stage for an-technical experimentation in the U.S. by 

providing ideologicaland aesthetic arguments for adoption of synthetic media. 



CHAPTER 3 - New Deal Art Proiects: State Intervention and the Emernence of 
Technical Issues as a Means to Control Artistic Production 

In the United States during the Great Depression President F.D. Roosevelt's 

New Deal social programs included art projects administered at federal and state levels. 

Known collectively as the New Deal art projects. they were modeled on earlier Mexican 

experiences with state-funded mural decoration of public buildings as a means to 

communicate socio-political messages. Artist and arts adrninistrator George Biddle. in a 

key document for the inception of New Deal fùnding of the ans. wrote in 1933 to 

Roosevelt suggesting this rationale for support for anists: 
"The Mexican anists have produced the greatest national school of mural 
painting since the Itaiian Renaissance. Muralid] Diego Rivera tells me that it 
was only possible because pexican President] Obregon allowed Mexican artists 
to work at plumbers' wages in order to express on the walls of the govemrnent 
buildings the social ideals of the Mexican revolution." 

Interpretations of the New Deal Vary; it is depicted at times as a revolutionary 

social reorganization which made a major break with the past. at times as a socially 

conservative vehicle for liberal refonn in the service of corporate ~apitalism.~ Whatever 

the broader interpretations. the impact of this infusion of attention and funds on the 

growth of interest in art was remarkable. State patronage produced the first major body 

of public Arnerican art and made art accessible to a previously uninitiated public across 

the country. Artists became. if only temporariiy, govemment employees and with 

unions representing them a new professionalism emerged in discourse about aesthetic 

and technical standards. At the same time, art conservators, curators, dealers and art 

materials manufacturers became involved in the production and recefion of the works 

created. The United States government became the largest consumer of art materials in 

the world creating a demand for quality materials which far exceeded the supply. The 

. Biddle. George. iln Americm Ilrrist's Stow. Boston: Little. Broun and Company. 1939. pp. 268-9. 
l .  Melrose. Barbara. Engendering Culnrre. Manhood and Ib'omanhood in New Deal Public Art and Theufer. 
Washington: Srnithsonion Institution. 199 1. pp. 1 - 12. 



search for new, more durable, cost-effective materials resulted in innovative research on 

synthetic media. 

This section will present a surnmary account- of the general infiastmcture for the 

New Deal projects and some key incidents which brought art technical issues to the fore 

in debates between artists and bureaucrats. Technical research and experimentation 

related to synthetic painting media as weU as the inception of coordinated efforts to 

regulate mists' paints will be briefly considered. These efforts illustrate ways in which 

the New Deal projects engendered a new intimacy between politicians. ans 

administrators. conservators, paintmaken and anists in the U. S. with surprising 

outcornes for both discourse and activities related to art matenals and techniques. 

Art  Materials and the New Deal Art Proiects 

New Deal support for the arts covered a broad range of activities including the 

production of anworks for public buildings, travelling exhibitions, theatrical productions 

and films. an and craft education. and documentary projects. In the visual arts three 

main types of activities were undertaken: the production of works of arts and crafis. art 

education (including the establishment of comrnunity art centers) and research.' 

Administrative Infrastructure of the Proiects 

The New Deal projects were administered by a plethora of organizations at 

vanous levels of govemment beginning in 1933.4 The earliest projects were begun by 

3 .  Coordinated nation-wide rsearch e f f m  in the visual arts were principally devoted to the Index of 
American Design a massive study which aimed at wmpiling a pictonal survey of American decorative, useful 
and folk arts to 1890. 
'. Woodhull. Margaret. A Brief Guide to the New Deul and the Arts Project at the Archives oJAmerican 
Art. (Finding A d )  Washington: Archives of American Art. 1990: McDonald, William Francis, Federal 
Reltef,-ldniinistratian anri the Arts, Ohio State University Press, 1969 (written in 1946); O'Connor. Francis 
V-Federal Supportfor the fisual Arts: The ,h Deal and Now. A Repart on the Xew Deal Art Projects in 
New Iork Ci- and State with RecomniendationsJor Present-Day Federal Supportjor the bïsual Arts to the 
hrational Endowment jor the Arts, Washinpron. D.C.. October, 1968. Greenwich. Corn.: New York Graphic 



the Public Works of Art Project (1933-4) and the Treasury Section of Painting and 

Sculpture (begun in 1934 and renarned the Section of Fine Arts in 1938 and referred to 

as The Section). The Treasury Relief Art Project (TRAP) ran simultaneously with the 

projects of The Section and those adrninistered by the Federal Art Project (F.A.P.). 

The F.A.P. was ~anaged by the Federal Works Progress Administration (W .P. A.. 

renamed Work Project Administration) until 1939. The Reorganization Act of 1939 

made significant changes. notably with the inception ofmany state-run projects which 

continued some Federal Art Project activities in programs cornposed of a series of 

official state-wide project units under various administrations. The bulk of the projects 

supporting the ans were discontinued during the war effort although vestiges of New 

Deal arts programs could still be found in governrnent at the time of writing, for 

example in the Fine Arts Program run by the General SeMces Administration (which 

oversees the conservation of govenunent-owned public artworks, many of which date 

fiom the New Deal period. and mns competitions for government  commission^).^ 

Although initially emphasis was placed on the decoration of public buildings, 

very diverse projects were developed to ernploy anists and craftspeople. There was 

some overlap in the different projects, but an effort was made to establish distinct 

'~junsdictions". One way this was done was to develop mandates for embellishment of 

different categories of buildings. For example. the program estzblished by the Section 

of Painting and Sculpture of the Treasury Department (which was nin on a cornpetitive 

basis) was primarily devoted to producing art for new federal buildings. whereas the 

-- - - -  - - -  - 

Society, 1 96 9; Mecklenburg. Vuginla. The P ubfic as Patron, A History ofthe Treasul Department Mural 
Program. College Park. Maqland. University of Maryland Art Galley, 1979; Doss. Erica. Benron. Pollock 
und îlre Politics of  Modemisni: From Regionultsm îo Abstract Expressionhi. Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press. 199 1 .  
5 .  The current Art-in-Architecture P r o p m  run by the General SeMces Administration (GSA) was 
established in 1963 to commission worh  of art &om living Arnerican artists. The GSA allocates a nia'rimurn 
of 5% of the estimated cost of constructing or purchasin8 new Federal buildings or of the cost of completing 
major repair and alteration of existing buildings. "Genwal Services Administration &t-in-Archltecm 
Propmn.  in Art-in-Architecture Artist Siide R e . p s î ~  Fam. Document #20405. GS A. Art-in- Architecture 
Program-PGA, 18th & F Streets, N.W. Room 1300, Washington. D.C. n.d. . 



relatively small Treasury Relief Art Project (designed to give work to destitute artists) 

confined itself mainly to old federal buildings. The huge Federal Art Project dealt with 

non-federai public and quasi-public institutions (like schools and hospitals) and had 

many other diverse activities related to am6 

The most important activities for the development and use of new art materials 

appear to have been undertaken under the auspices of the Federal An Project # 1  which 

set up organizational structures by taking into account media and intended use of the art 

produced. Mural. easel painting. scuipture and graphic arts projects fell into the 

category of "creative pr~jects".~ These functioned relatively separately fiom the so- 

called "seMce projects" which included both art education and research, as well as 

activities in the "allied arts" such as the Poster Project. the Photography Project, the 

production of dioramas and other public sewice-oriented activities (such as creating 

relief maps and models for goverment agencies, schools and museums). A survey of 

the media and techniques employed by the "creative projects" lists the following 

categories : mural (fresco. fresco secco. oil on canvas and oil on plaster). easel painting 

(oil painting on canvas or panels. tempera paintings. water colours, gouaches. pastel 

drawings. monotypes). graphic arts (etchings including soft-ground and aquatints. 

drypoints. copper engraving. rnezzotints, wood engravings and woodcuts. and linoleum- 

cuts). and sculpture (cast and carved). 

Constant effons at administrative reorganization. decentralization and budget 

cuts occurred. Throughout. many of the senior administrators remained the same. 

although there were differences in the policies and mandates which the various projects 

were intended to represent. Thus there was also considerable continuity in the core 

6 .  The Feueral Art Project. lilie the Public Works of Art Projecc was a prirnarily desiped as a relief pmject 
intended to give work to needy people. and generally allowed various projects to employ a maximum of 10- 
25% non-relief personnel (depending on the project). although exemptions tiom this quota were sometimes 
requested in individual projects demandxng particular technical expertise. notably in mural projects. 
'. Federal Art Project Exhibitions: Purposes. Functionr. Techniques. AAA DCSO: 1 183- 1 20 1 . 



. . senior administrative staff. but great variation in the artists ernployed at any given time. 

since most anists were engaged for specific an  work on contraas or for iimited penods. 

Information about Art Materials in Records and Sumivine Art 

The New Deal art projects increased the demand for painting media in a variety 

of ways.8 Not only were materials required for work on the projects but the anists 

employed had income which they could use to buy supplies for work outside the 

projects. In addition new art and cr& education programs for the general public 

expanded the number of amateurs purchasing mat en al^.^ 

The exact nature and extent of art supply purchases for the art projects cannot 

be estabiished due to the loss and disposal of many records. For example. the 

centralized records of purchases of supplies and equipment by the Professional and 

S e ~ c e  Projects for the Works Progress Administration (W.P.A.) art programs. which 

could have provided a list of suppliers. have been destroyed. I o  Fominately some papers 

fiom divisions concerned with technicai issues do remain in the National Archives 

records on the New Deal projects but these were severely pruned by government 

archivists. The records they saved were selected to provide information on ans 

administration policies and accomplishments of interest for the insights they provide for 

Amencan political histoiy. not to document technical or substantive aspects of the an 

produced. 1 In addition oral history interviews with approximately 400 participants in 

Stemer. Frank. "The Recommended Commercial Standard for Artists' Oil Pa~nts". in Bell and Smith. 199 1 
(reprint of 194 1 original). pp. t 60-167.. 
. WPA Technical Series. Bihliopraphy o ~ i  Art m d  Art Tetachinp. Art Circular No. 2. Works Propress 
Administration. Division of Womcn's and Professional Projects. Federal Art Project. Washington D.L. 
Document # 13 103 6om RG. 69. Bos 15 "Technical Circularsn. National Archives. Washington D.C. 
I o .  Amrding to the fmding aid For the W.P.A. "General Subject Series" documrnts available for 
consuitation in the National Archives head office in Washington. D.C. Record Group 69, 2 10.1 5 "Supplies 
and Equipment 1935-39" was authorized for disposal by Job No. 345-330. 

l .  Panions of these mords and some material From State archives have been microfihed bv the Archives of 
American Art. Much of this matenal was re-organized with the assistance of Fnnces V. O'Connor beginning 
in the 1960s. O'Connor, Francis V Federal Supportfor the Cïsual Arts: The Ncw Deal and Now. A 
Rcseatch Project (Preltnmary Report ofclctrvitiw ond Accontplishnzenu wtth a Guide to New Dcol Art 



New Deal art projects conduaed by Dr. H a h n  B. Phillips for the Archives of American 

Art provide valuable if sparse information on practices. since here too rnainstream an 

histoncal and policy concerns were the focus of the study. 

The disposal of information on art materials and techniques is not surprising 

given that even the artwork funded by these projects was not carefully stored. 

Generally the works of art created under the auspices of New Deal art projects were to 

remain the property of the Federai governrnent which would then allocate them to 

institutions and public agencies supported in whole or in part by tax funds. In fact the 

easel paintings in particular were widely dispersed. As early as Apd 1944. the 

government had begun liquidating its holdings and many pictures were purportedly sold 

to a Long Island junk dealer for 4 cents a pound. Some of the paintings ended up in the 

possession of a second-hand shop owner in New York City. 13 Othen were sold as rags 

to a plumber who thought he could use the painted canvases to wrap heating pipes. l 4  

According to one account: 
"in 1944. a man in New York taking an evening stroll with his wife began 
frantically rummaging through a garbage can. What he had discovered was one 
of the most unique art finds of out era: original works by Jackson Pollock and 
Mark Rothko, abstract painters regarded by many art critics as among the rnost 
innovative American talents of this centuiy. The Pollocks and Rothkos had 
corne fiom U.S. Govenunent vaults where they had been stored since the two 
painters worked on Federal payrolls during the works Projecr Administration 
days of the thirties. Largely ignored, the paintings had been sold for scrap value 
during a renovation, and made their way to the trash pile when the contractor 
who bought them found the painted canvases unsuitable for pipe insulation" l 5  

Preservation problems were not limited to easel paintings. Murals and sculptures 

-- - - - -- - 

Projecr Documentation) Washington. D.C. Manuscript fiorn Archives of Arnerican Art, dated Sepiember. 
1968. n.p. ' 2 .  Federal Art Project Utihitions: Purposes. Functions. Techniques. AAA DC50: 1 1 83- 1 20 1. 
1 3 .  "End of WPA Artw. clippine of newspper or magazine aiticle G a n  unidmtified pubiication dated 17 
Apnl 1944, p. 44 in Karel Yasko Papers. Fine Arts Division, GeneraI Services Administration. 
14. Interview with Sam Golden by Jan Marontate, 199 1. 

15. News Reiease. General Senwes Administration, United States. Government handwritten date : Augut 
1 970. Y as ko Papers. Fine Arts Division. General Services Administration. 



suffered similar abuse and neglea. Many were destroyed when ownership of federd 

buildings was transferred. 

It wasn't until the 1970s that efforts at comprehensive inventories of New k a 1  

art began in earnest, in particular, the National Fine Arts Inventory Project begun by the 

General SeMces Administration in 197 1. This partial inventory (of survivine work still 

in the possession of the U.S. govemment) provides limited information on materials and 

techniques used. but only gives detailed account for works of an which have undergone 

conservation assessments and restoration. The inventory was conducted by a 

govemrnent employee named Karel Yasko who described himself as an architect by 

training and an architectural historian. Beginning in the early 1970s. he spearheaded a 

movement within the government to locate and protect New Deal art work. One of the 

most infiuentia: sources of information about the early history of synthetic media in 

Amencan painting is a conference paper by a conservator based on discussion with 

Yasko and pemsal of documentation in his notoriously disorderiy office. l 6  

Unfonunately, the paper does not include any bibliographic references and they are 

impossible to trace since few of Yasko's papers remain in the collection of the Fine Arts 

Division of the General Services Administration. 17 

Thus documentation about an matenals in the New Deal is fragmentary and 

interspersed amongst copious administrative documents in a complex and constantly 

changing organizational structure. information management efforts to reduce the 

volume of the New Deal archives had led to the loss of significant technical 

1 6 .  The paper lists dates of introduction of materials which have been adopted in 0 t h  authonrative words by 
conservators at the Conservation Anaiytical Laboratones of Museum Support Center of the Srnithsonian 
Institution in Washington. D.C. and at the National Gall- of Canada. Points of discrepancy with Lodge's 
dates will be discussed in later chapters. Lodge, Robert G. "A History of Synthetic Painting Media with 
Special Reference to Commercial Materiaka. AIC Preprim, 1 988. and Telephone interview with Robert 
Lodpe by Jan Marontate, October 1 993. 
17. ARer Yasko's death. his oflice was conserveci for some Ume but most of his p a p a  were apparentlu 
discarded in an effort at housekeeping. The Fine Arts Division Offices made availabie a srna11 box contatninp 
mostty press clippines made by Yasko but efforts by a co-workw to salvage Yasko's p a p a  failed. 
Conversation with Liza Kirwin. Novernber 1 993. Archives of American Art, Washington, D .C. 



documentation as will be evident in later discussions. Nonetheless. the surviving 

documents provide some fascinating insights into ways in which a n  matenals came to 

the fore in disputes between artists and administrators. 

Access to Materials: Purchasing: - Arrangements and the Ouatitv of Art S u ~ ~ l i e s  

Arrangements vaned regarding the procurement of an supplies for use in the 

projects and who would pay for them. In some New Deal-sponsored programs. for 

example those run by the Treasury Section of Fine Arts to commission an for post 

offices and counhouses. small contracts ofien stipulated that artists purchase their own 

supplies.I8 For many of the projects local sponsors were expected to supply funding for 

materials or at least to assume the cost of materiais which "ordinarily made necessary 

the securing of a great deal of preliminary public interest''. 19 OAen art materials 

suppliers were accorded contracts directly by govemment agencies which then dispersed 

the materials to artists.20 In these cases strict guidelines had to be foilowed but these 

miidelines had not been developed with artists' materials in mind. 
C 

The procurement of art supplies in sufficient quantity, of adequate quality and at 

reasonable costs was problematic. In many instances the purchasing process was 

blamed for difficulties with the quality of art supplies. According to Rutherford J.  

Gettens (whose work testing materials for the project will be discussed below) 

comrnenting on problems after the States took over management of the W.P.A. projects: 
"Purchasing was done by the state offices through the Procurement Division of 
the United States Govemment. The [art project] s u p e ~ s o r s  naturally wanted to 
supply the anists with first-grade materiais. but purchasing agents knew very 
little about artists' materials and hence could not buy them critically. Confusion 

*. Melrose. 1992. p.S. 
' 9. Governent Aid during the Depression to Profssionol. Technicol und Other Serv;ce Workers. Works 
Propss Administration. A report prepared by the Division of Professional and Service Projects and 
submitted to James T. Shotwell. Chairman of the American National Cornmittee on Intellectual Cooperation 
of the League of Nations by Ha- L. Hopkins of the W P A  May 18. 1938. Archives of Arnencan Art. reel 
DC-56. p. 23. 
20. McDonald 1969. pp. 377422. 



of trade names, lack of any kind of standard of quality, lack of uniformity in 
packaging ail made purchasing a most haphazard procedure. . . 

Artists themselves were untaught in these maaers and had no strong ' 
convictions about quality and sources of matenais. or if they did their opinions 
diEered widely. They would frequently ask for paints haMng most fugitive and 
undesirable pigments. 

The difficulties of purchase were greatly increased when the state 
projects received orders to buy artists' supplies on the basis of sealed bids fiom 
the lowest bidder. The purchasing agent could no longer place his order with an 
established and reputable house. It was found that the rnatenals supplied on low 
bids were cheap substitutes that masqueraded under names ordinarily used for 
better grade paints. This resulted in complaints from artists and -gief for the 
purchasing agent. "2  

Customary procedures for purchasing supplies which relied on a system of 

competitive bids based on specifications were hard to implement due to the difficulty of 

writing spesifications for an materials "becausa of their complicated composition. their 

specialized use and their ease of sophistication [sic]" -2 Generally. govemment 

regdations regarding supplies required special permission for ordering products using 

propnetary names. Records indicate that only three brands of artists' paints could be 

ordered by their proprieta. names.23 The administration's general policy was to give 

American suppliers pnority which was another source of complaints since many of the 

better quality anists' paints used by Amencan artists at the time were made in Europe.24 

Debates about Artistic Cornpetence: The Issue of Style vs. Technique 

Cornplaints about the quality of materials and techniques used in the projects 

?'.  Getlens. Rutherford J. "The Matenais of Art". Artfbr the b/illions: E s s ~ s f i o n i  the 1930s hy;lrtists m d  
.-ldniinistrators ofthe CVP.4 Federal ,-kt Project. (ed. Francis V .  O'Connor). New York k p h i c  Socien. Ltd. 
Greenwich, Connecticut, 1973. pp. 190- 19 1. 
22. WPA. AAADC79:1710 
23. A list of "domestic materials requisitioned proprietarym without further identification indiates that 
Schmcke,  Weber and Mar& were the oniy authorized brand names of artists' paints which could be ordered 
by their proprietary names. Shwwin & Williams paints and lacquers were the only ones were alIowed to be 
purchased by narne for silk screen work. Since these are listed as "domestic materiaIsm it must be assurneci 
that the Schmcke  coiors were those made by Grumbacher through special arrangement with the German- 
based Company during the 1930s (see Chapter 7). Record Group 69. Records of the W.P.A. Office of the 
National Director. General Records. 1935- 1 940. National Procurement Folder. n.d. Box 1 1. c n q  540. 
National Archives. Washington D.C. 
24. Lener bom Olin Dows to Urnberto Romano dated March 13. 1936. AAA DC57: 1068 



abound in documentation and these are interwoven with generai concems about artistic 

standards in the projects. 

Many studies have documented the frequently hostile reception accorded 

New Deal-sponsored artworks.25 Critickm of content and style was panicularly 

common in public assessments of large-scale works of art done for public buildings 

across the c0untry.2~ For artists and other participants in art worlds (critics. 

curators. gallery owners etc.). aesthetic and socio-political issues were at the core of 

the debate about standards. In particular, tensions were apparent in relations 

between social redists. regional populists and practitioners of various foms of 

abstract or "modem" painting as the new abstracting tendencies were sometimes 

called. Painters working in non-representational styles complained about 

discrimination in hiring and mounted a successfÙ1 campaign near the end of the 

program to redress past wrongs with a travelling exhibition of abstract easel 

paintings. 

Indeed there were federal restrictions affecting style and content. 

Administraton felt these restrictions were minimal and oflen displayed a profound 

ignorance of then-cument art trends. This is illustrated well in one repon proudiy 

boasting of the fieedom aven artists which shows a complete unawareness of 

abstraction in painting: 
"The only federal restriction was that the subject matter of these an works 
should be American, whether naturalistic. symbolic. legendary or hi~torical".~~ 

Even as early as 1936. in the Treasury Relief Art Project there was friction 

25.  Marling. Kwel AM IVd-[O-Wd ..In~cricmr: A Culrurd Hisrory ofPosr Oflm Murah in rlrc Great 
Depression, Mheapolis: University of Minnesota Press. 1 982. 
26. See for example. Marling 1982 and Doss 199 1 .  
27. Gowrnrnenr rliiiduring the Depression to Pro/ssionoL Technical and Orher Service Rbrkcrs. Works 
Progress Administration. A report prepared by the Di~ision of Professional and Setvice Projects and 
submitted to James T. Shotwell, Chairman of the Arnerican National Comminee on Intellectul Cooperation 
of the League of Nations by Ha- L. H o p h s  of the WPA, May 18. 1938. Archives of Amencan Art. reef 
DC-56. p. 23. 



between artists and administrators over the issue of whether abstract tendencies 

would be accepted. Throuehout the history of the New Deal projects protests by 

artists against discrimination on stylistic grounds were fiequent. In discussions 

about such issues. unions and other artias' representation organizations played an 

active role. Some of these were local organizations. while others. such as the 

Amencan Artists Congress. had a national membership. 

In 1936 one of these artists' organizations, the Artias Union and Crafi 

Locals. protested "any decision to limit the fi-eedom of expression accorded to 

artists on the project" and the "apparent discrimination against a school of painting" 

focussing on several specific cases involving dismissals.28 In one case an artist had 

been fired because his work was found "unacceptable on the grounds that it was 

"abstract" The director of the project had wrinen to the artist stating 

that: 
"Abstractions are impossible for us to use under this Project. I would suggest 
that you do no more abstractions like the one you sent in? 

A union representative sought to explain to project administrators the distinction 

between technical cornpetence and "style": 
"When an artist is accepted on the project. he undenakes to deliver competent 
work, but does not undertake to deliver work wfüch is in accordance with 
acadernic, or any other specific theory of an. . . Abstract painting is in 
accordance with a theory of art which is accepted by many artists and many 
cntics. It is obvious that if a painter who works in the "abstract" manner is 
forced to deliver realistic work. he cannot do justice to himself or reflect credit 
upon the project. Under such conditions. we feel that the project would not be 
fostenng the fkee development of art, but would be enforcing the delivery of 

28. Letters from the Artists Ilnion Protest Comminee (Lawrence L. Steinfeld. Susan Mandl. Louis Lozowick 
Sad Berman and Alex D o b h )  to Olin Dows, n.d. and from the Chievance Cornmittee (New York) Grievance 
Cornmittee (W. Walkeley. Schlemowitz. Bomed, Pandolfini and Mandl). October, 30, 1936. hW reel DC32. 
29. The anist in question was Igor Pandukoff. Letta from Hany Malinow. Chairman of the T.R.A.P. Artists 
Union and Craft Locals (New York. N.Y.), to O h  Dows. Director. Treasury Relief Art Project, October 12. 
1 936. Records of the Treastq ReIief Art Project. AAA reel DC3 2. 
'O. Letter from Olin Dows to the Artisis' Coordination Cornmittee. New York. Septernber. 1936. AAA Reel 
3 2. 



much worthless and "hack" production" .31 

But later. after protests by New York artists in particular the projea director 

reformulated his statement: 
"The use of "impossible" is an overstatement on my pan. The Project has 
difficulty in allocating abstract paintings and aithough we have accepted a 
number. individual painters have b e n  asked (when they work in both rncthods ) 
to submit their more objective work."32 pmphasis added]. 

Here the notion of "methodtl or technique is once more introduced by an 

administrator into a dispute about aesthetics (denoted by the administrator in his 

letter as "style" or "school of painting"). 

Public Accountabilitv, Hinne Practices and Artists' Oualifications 

For politicians and bureaucrats, questions about standards raised by voters 

were a rerninder that New Deal ari projeas used public funds. When art produced 

for the projects met with public disapproval as it fiequently did, accusations of poor 

standards and technical incornpetence were not uncornmon. These in turn brought 

publicized outcry about squandering govemment funds and suspicions of unfair 

hiring practice~.'~ Many members of the public reasoned that a "qualified" artist 

would produce acceptable art. 

Strict guidelines were developed to enforce fair hiring practices of 

"qualified" artists and to avoid favoritism. Artists had to satisfj various criteria for 

eligibility on the projects. Most of the projects were relief projects, put in place to 

help qualified needy workers eam enough to live, although sorne awarded 

commissions solely on the basis of anonymous competitions. In theory. relief an 

)'. Malinow to Dows. op cit. 

32. Letter tiom Olin Dows to the Artists' Coordination Comrnittee, November 6. 1936. AAA Reel32. 
33. Cornplaints about hiring practices on the basis of political affiliation also made referaice to technical 
qualifications. See. for exampie cornplaints that jobs in the art music. theater and writers projects were 
swongly Iinked to rnernbershp in the Cornmunist Party and sociaiist workers' alliances. Letters frorn the 
Esecutive CounciI of the National Civic Federation to President F.D. Roosevelt July 7 and 16, 1937. 
Archives of American Ari, Reel #DC89-722. 



projects were to be mn in precisely the same marner as New Deal projects in other 

fields. notably by hiring needy workers according to their qualifications. (A quota 

system which allowed for the hinng of some non-relief employees meant that 

established artists who were not destitute could be engaged to assume artistic 

leadership in some projects. ) 

Effons were made to establish hiring procedures which would be politically 

defensible by developing a classification system for mists according to their 

technical skill. For example. the Federal Art Projea established four categories for 

the skill classification of non-supe~sory personnel. They were as follows: 
-pro ferssional and technicd; this included expenenced artists "capable of 
producing creative work of a high standard of excellence" rated as professional. 
-skilled; artists "able to produce work of recognized ment, but not of a quality 
equivalent to that of the above classification" and "who are qualified by training 
and experience to take part in any of the various activities of the Federal Art 
Project. under supervision"; 
- intemediate; a group of less skilled and experienced artists. craftsman and 
apprentices who need supe~s ion  and guidance 
- s e d  "personnel such as gallery attendants. handymen. messengers and 
oflice boys"? 

Assessrnent of professional ability was based on information furnished by the 

anists and o n  samples of work submiaed to administrators. A questionnaire on the 

artist's personal situation (including questions regarding marital status and 

dependents) also covered details about general education. art training. exhibition 

records and collections in which the anist's work was to be found. Detailed 

information about "experience in various media and techniques" was also colleaed. 

It should be noted that women were hired. although the wording of this 

description of quaiifications might appear from todayls perspective to presume that 

artists would be male. Some historians have portrayed the New Deal as a tuming point 

for female artists claiming "the arts projects were, by and large, immune as institutions 

3J. Federol Art Pmject MmtuoI, October 1935. document #7 120. in Records of the W.P.A. Record Group 69. 
AAA reel DC57, pp. 4-8. 



to the poison of semal discrirnination".35 By ernploying women ariists New Deal art 

projects appear to have sanctioned the gains of a century of women's stmggles for 

access to training. and for professional rec~gnition.!~ However, fia-mentary statistical 

data suggest that women were less successful even in anonyrnous juried cornpetitions 

and that they were given less lucrative and less prestigious 

The classification system of artists superficially provided assurances of equitabie 

hiring practices. but judging anistic qualifications was a thomy issue. Artists are a 

notoriously difficult occupational group to identiQ. in part due to the fact that only a 

small percentage of people who create art actualiy wind up making a living corn their 

art.38 Fu~hermore there was no single system of accreditation which wouid allow 

officiais to identify qualified individual artists and rank them. 

Artists' Unions and Administrative Blunders: Political Freedom. Aesthetics and 
Techniaue 

In some States anists' organizations became powerful authorities. providing 

letters of accreditation for artists and acting as representatives in the adjudication of 

disputes over artistic qualifications.39 Lively and at times acrimonious debates 

35 Meirosr. 1991. p. 22 1. For a lively discussion of the place of wornen artisu and the data avaiisbie on 
pantcipation in the New Deal generally and in the Section specifically see " Women Artists and the Section: 
The Lixmts of Piuralrsm". pp. 220-228. 
36. Marling. Karal AM. "American Art and the Ameriw Woman". in Marling. K.A. and Helen A. Hamson 
(ed. )-7 .-Direricm llonren: The Depression Decode. Poughkeepsie: AIR Gall-. 1976. p. 14. -- 
37. Around 19% of the 832 anis& cornmissioned by the Section were women, however the? generally received 
smaller commissions. In a 1935 study cited by Mariing 4 1% of artists on relief in New York were women but 
m 1936 the New York L i e  Federal Art Project women represented 23% of ariists employed. Women were 
more likely to be hired as art insmctors than they were to be engaged to create art. The figures are ditficult to 
evaluate since there is no cornprehensive survey of women anists in Amerïw during the thmies. Melrose 
1992. p. 220-228. 
38. S a  on this subject: Moulk Raymonde avec Pascaline Costa. L'mriste, f'institution et Ie marche. Pais. 
Flammarion (Série "Art, Histoire. Société"). 1992: Freidson, Eliot, "Les professions artistiques comme défi à 
l'analyse sociologique". Rewue fimçaise de sociologie 27 ( 1986). pp. 43 1-444: and Couture. Francine. "La 
professionnalisation de l'artn. in (dir. E. Wallon) L'artiste. le prince. Pouvoirs publics et création, Grenoble 
et Québec/ Presses universitaires de Grenoble et Musée de la civilisation du Québec, 199 1. pp. 123- 13 1 ; 
Singlu. François de. "Artistes en vue". Revue fiancaise de sociolonie 27. 1986, pp. 53 1-544: and Mengcr. 
Pierre-Michel, "Rationalité et incertitude de la vie d'artisten. /innée Sociologiay= 39, 1989, pp. I 1 1 - 15 1. 
39. For a thought-pmvokmg discussion of the social politics of Arnerican anists orpmations during Le 



about aesthetics and the social role of the artist led to dissension in many anists' 

organizations dunng this highly politicized period of American intellectual and 

artistic Iife. but not when it came to budget cuts and firings. According to 

paintrnaker Len Bocour, who at the tirne of the New Deal was also an aspiring 

artist. there was a consensus about the need for fûnding. He recailed: 
"See in those days. dunng the projea period you couldn't get three artists to 
form an organization based on aesthetics. but you could get a thousand of them 
based on economics . . . 

But you know, that was a period that was al1 . . . communal work and 
communal projects. We would al1 get to paint . . . . 

You mustn't take it out of context. . . in the '30s we were in a big 
depression here and, you know. capitalism seemed to be falling apan and 
everybody was looking for a new solution and the art reflects the period. . . 

They had a WPA show recently here . . and it was al1 evictions. cops 
hitting stnkers on the head with clubs . . . "40 

The power of artists' groups varied. In the nonhern New England States 

organized labor insisted on strict requirements for certification of artists. The New 

England regional director blamed the union for making it necessary to hire anists of 

dubious c~mpetence.~ 

The case of Frank Sterner, who was State Director of the Works P ropss  

Administration projects for Massachusetts. provides an interesting example of the 

evolution of concems about technique and materials dunng this penod. Sterner 

became embroiled in a dispute over public remarks he made about the alleged 

incornpetence of one of the artists working on the Easel Project. The artist in 

question was James Pfeufer. the executive secretary of the Artists Union of 

period of the "de-MaKization of the American inteHigentsiaW see Guilbaut. Serge. ( M u r  Goldhammer, 
tnns.) How .Vtw York Stole the ldcn owodern Arl. Absrract Exptessionism. Freedom and the Cold Wur, 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago. 1 983. especially Chapter One "New York 1935- 194 1 : The De- 
Ma-tion of the Intelligentsia". pp. 17-48. 

Lm Bocow Interview. Moms Louis Estate Pnprs. Archives of Arnerican Art, Washington. D.C. 
unpublished transcript done by Withers Reporting Service. February 10, 1979 p.25 and 46 
jl. The director was Richard C. Momson. "Conference of Regional Directors of Federal Art Projeet'. 
Thursday Septernber 17, 1936, Willard Hotel, Washington, D.C., Archives of Arnerican Art reel DC56: 955- 
1 120. 



Massachusetts. 

Pfeufef s name is not imponant. but the outcome of his case had a direct 

impact on research into art materiais which outlasted the New Deal projects. 

Pfeufer had been dismissed from the Art Project in Boston in 1936 "on the grounds 

of incornpetence and lack of professional standing".42 The project administrator. 

Stemer. had been quoted in the press as not only criticking Pfeufer's work but also 

making negative cornrnents about the Artists' Union apparently stating that there 

were: "one hundred members in Artists' Union but five are a ~ t i s t s . " ~ ~  

The American Artists Congress led by Stuart Davis and other prorninent 

artists demanded the reinstatement of Pfeufer as a class A (professional) artist 

clairning his dismissal had been "based on considerations which are beyond the 

power of the project authorities, namely, arbitrary esthetic j~dgements" .~ The case 

was brought before the Labor Relations Board of the W.P.A. in Boston and in 

Washington which mled in favor of re-instating Pfeufer as an artist in the project in 

spite of not having seen the w0rk.~5 However. the Massachusetts administrators 

countered by consulting "twenty-five art men who had been promised not to have 

their names divulged so that they would not be bombarded in jus1 [such] a matter".46 

42. Transcription of a letter h m  the Artists Union of Massachusetts to Holper Cahill. Apnl 22. 1936. Federal 
Art Project, Record Group 69. "Regional and Sate  Correspondence File. Massachusetts, Jun-Augus t. 1 936". 
A U  reel 61: c. 780. 

42.  T e l e p m  ~ v i t h  quote from unidentified press articles sent by Artists Umon of Massachusetts to Holpr 
Cahili. Apd  22. 1936. ihid.. 

Letter h m  Stuart Dans. National Executive Secretan of the Artists8 Congress to HoIger Cahill. May 26. 
1936. Federal Art Project. Record Ciroup 69. "Regional and State Correspondence File. Massachusetts. Jun- 
August. 1936". AAA ree16 1 : c. 800. 
45. See comspondmce behveen Holger CahiIl (Federal k t  Projeci). Richard C. Momson (Regional Director 
of Art in New England) and Francis Henry TayIor,Chairman of the Worcester Art Museum. Federal Art 
Project, Record Cioup 69, "Regionai and State Correspondence File. Massachusetts. Jun-August. 1936". AAA 
reel61: 551-81 1 .  
' h .  The group included Francis Henry Taylor, chairman of the board of the Worcester Art Museum and 
Charles S a y e r  of the Addison G a l l q  at Andover. Memorandum to R.C. Branion and Bmce McClure 6om 
Retrecca Hounvich Reyher re: "Report in regard to the Artists Union Protest in Massachusetts". May 8. 1936. 
FederaI Art Project. Record Ciroup 69, "Reponal and State Correspondence File, Massachusetts, Jun-August. 
1936". AAA reeI 6 1 : c. 790. 



The consultants were adamant in their rejection of Pfeufer's work and wrote a 

conspiratorial letter to the head of the Amencan Artists' Congess. assuring him that 

he too would have found the work indefensible had he been able to see it.-" Pfeufer 

was reinstated by the board. Although the project administrators did not oppose the 

board's decision they maintained 
"we shall not. however. alter our opinion in regard to Mr. Pfeufer's cornpetence 

as an artist. It is unfortunate that the political and social issues aroused by this 
incident have obscured the art problems i n v ~ l v e d . " ~ ~  

The nationally-publicized dispute raised questions about the role of 

organized labour in New Deal projeas and about how the "an value of the product" 

could be distinguished fkom labour relations and policy issues. The state-based 

Artists Union had claimed that "before anyone could join their union they passed 

upon their qualifications, and therefore membership in the union indicated ability; 

consequently the dismissal of any union member was an attack on the union''.49 

Funhermore the Artists' Congress supponed the union nationally maintaining that 

this matter "established a precedent against freedom of expression of the Art 

project" 

Here two issues, aesthetic fieedorn (of professional artists) and political 

freedom (expressed in the form of organized unions) became intertwined. Spirits 

were tunning high. T rotskyists and Stalinists debated different approaches to the 

role of art and anists as anti-Communists began to cornplain about the domination 

of a n  projects by socialists. 

Organized labour won the battle for the reinstatement of Pfeufer but this 

". Lener h m  Francis H e n q  Taylor to Stuart Davis. June 16. 1936. AAA m l 6 1  :678. 
48. Letter from Francis Henry Taylor of the Worcester Art Museum to Holger Cahill, lune 16. 1936. AAA reel 
6 1 : 0676. 

Memorandum to R.C. Branion and Bmce McClure from Rebecca Hounvich Reyher re: "Report in regard 
to the Artists Union Protest in Massachusetts", May 8, 1936. Federal Art Project. Record Group 69, "Regionai 
and State Correspondence File. Massachusetts. June-Aupst. 1936". AAA reel6 1 : c. 790. 
50. Letter 6om Stuart Davis to Holger Cahdl. June 12. 1936.Record ûroup 69. Rccorcis of the Work Projects 
Administration. Central Correspondence Files 193244, Massachusetts. 65 1.3 15 Art Propm,  1935-1 94 1. 



brought national attention to the potential power of artists' unions and appears to 

have inadvertently weakened the role of unions in the context of the New Deal an 

projeas by producing a political backlash. Up until this point administrators had 

relied on union accreditation as a way of simplifling hiring. Reactions by F.A.P. 

administrators to the controversy over the union's wideiy-publicized involvement in 

the Pfeufer case were swifi. Memoranda from the Washington office emphasized 

that union membership was not obligatory and coercion of employees to join any 

"political organization" would be sufficient cause for immediate dismissal. although 

employees were fiee to join organitations. 

The idea of establishing standards through carehl selection of artists 

according to qualifications was de-emphasized in administrative discourse thereafier. 

Scientific Research on Art Materials and Techniaues as a Solution to Problems of 
Administrative Control 

Questions remained as to how exactly to define and develop "standards" for 

New Deal-sponsored an. "Scientific" research on materiais and techniques for 

enduring art offered hope to bureaucrats and art administrators of providing a basis 

to establish authority and control over artistic production. Rather than engage in 

prolonged arguments about aesthetics, taste and favoritism in hinng practices. some 

project adrninistrators tried to exercise control by focussing on more concrete issues 

such as deficiencies in the an supplies themselves or specific technical problems 

which might affect the longevity of the art produced in their projects. 

The specific events in Boston illustrate this trend clearly. Continued tensions 

between art project administrators and artists led to the transfer of Frank Stemer. 

(the administrator whose comments had aggravated the union). He was appointed 

to the National Co-ordinating Project for Art in Massachusetts in July, 1936. where 

he was to devote his attentions to unspecified technical matters. Sterner had 



audied in the Department of Fine Arts at Yale and had done graduate work and 

taught "Methods and Processes in Painting" at the Fogg Art Museum. at Hantard 

University51 During the 1930s the Fogg was a leading international center for an 

conservation research.52 Stemer apparently spent the following months drawing up 

a project for investigation into the quality of artists' supplies in consultation with 

Rutherford J. Gettens. then head of the Chernical Research Department at the Fogg 

Museum. Stemets superior couched the proposal as follows: 
"Unending deiays in obtaining artists' materials fiom the Procurement Division 
made me wonder if this slowness was not caused by Procurement purchasing 
officers untrained in this field. Carefiil investigation revealed that not only were 
the Procurement people ignorant of the quaIity of artists' supplies but that the 
anists and we ourseives knew very little about them. Inquiry into the Bureau of 
Standards and every other agency where such information should be available 
brought us no additional knowledge. Convinced finally that some standard must 
be set; 1 instruaed Mr. Stemer to launch a project to find out the information we 
need. "53 

By Apd of 1937. the State Co-ordinating Unit (as it was then known) 

received permission to engage Gettens as a part-time Consultant Chernist." Out of 

this collaboration grew two major projects concemed with standards of art 

materials: the Boston Paint Testing and Research Laboratory which hnctioned 

fiom 1937 until 1942 and the Recornmended Commercial Standard for Artist's Oil 

Paints. 

Before discussing these projects it should be noted that concems about the 

quality of an materials were also being expressed by artists. 

* l .  Letter h m  Richard C. Morrison to Arthur G. Rotch. Administrator. W.P.A. Boston, December 1 6, 1 936. 
AAA. DC 79: l3 l l .  
52. See Chnpter 6. 
53 Letter 60m R. Momson to Colonel MeDonou&. Admuusvator Works Progres Adminisuauon. Apd 7. 
1937. AAA DC79: 1708. 
". Letter to John J. McDonough lrom Ellm S. Woodward. AAA.. DC79: 1706. 



Artistst Dissatisfaction with the Oualitv of Materials and the Demand for Research 

Elsewhere discourse on dissatisfaction with specific projects also eventually 

focussed on cnticism of materids and techniques. For example. in late 1939 and early 

1940, an inquiry was conducted by the American Artists' Congress into possible 

mismanagement of the Southem California art project.Ss In this case it was anists' 

representatives who expressed complaints. In particular the mural unit was criticized 

for failing to ensure that work was executed with materials of sufficient quality to 

ensure its durability and permanence: 
"As a means to cut production costs. the project is now manufactunng its own 
pigment and preparing canvas used for murais, etc. This rnight be a 
cornmendable undertaking if these materials were equal in quality to tested 
commercial produas. However, since the manufacturing of permanent pigments 
requires the research of experienced chemists, and protracted periods of 
experiments. etc., it is open to serious doubt whether the materials now in use 
will withstand the action of light and foreign matter to which they will be 
subjected. "56 

Interestingly here it is an artists' union rather than an arts adrninistrator bringing fonh 

arguments for judging art on the basis of matenals and techniques. 

Thus both anists and administrators appeared to accept the principle of the 

enforcement of standards regarding the quality of materials. 

Research Laboratories and Technical Units 

Numerous technical units were eventually put in place to provide some technical 

support for various projects. Advice was available from the Washington office of the 

WPA and technical laboratories or cornminees in some of the Iarger States and 

regions?' New York City and Massachusetts had the most prominent technical units 

5 5 .  See in particular. the letter i?om Edward Bibaman. rnmiber of the exautive cornmittee in Los Anples to 
Holger Cahill, June 6 1940 transrnittinp the report. Record Group 69, Works P r o p s  Administration. 
Central Files : State (1  935- 1944). Catifornia 65 1.3 15, box No. 0943, National Archives, Washington. D.C. 
56- "Report on Southem California Art Project: Report of the S p i a l  investigating Cornmittee" compiled by 
the Los Angeles Branch of the American Artists' C o n p s s  and submitted to Hoiger Cahill. Director of the 
Projec t by Edward Bi berman of the Executive Cornmittee wi th a letter dated June 6. 1 940. 

57. These w m  in Massachusetts. New York City. Illinois. Floda.  Ohio, Michigan. Iowa. New Jersey. 



serving fine ans. By 1940 projects had also been set up in Illinois, Florida Ohio. 

Michigan. Iowa, New Jersey and Wisconsin and were planned in North Carolina. 

Mssoun and Oregon, primanly to advise crafls p r o j e ~ t s . ~ ~  In addition to developing 

tests for adulteration and durability of a wide range of materials. some of these units set 

out guidelines for techniques and worked on the development of synthetic media 

applications for vanous projects. 

Several centers appear to have been involved with investigations of synthetic 

painting mzdia: the Washington Technical Services Laboratory. the New York City 

facilities, the Boston Paint Testing and Research Laboratory and the Southern California 

an project. An examination of remaining documentation reveals how heavily the burden 

of bureaucracy and administration weighed on these technical units. 

The Technical SeMces Laboratop: Cnteria for Establishine Standards in Art 
~ a t e r i a l s ~ ~  

A "special slülls" division was established in Washington to deal with practical 

questions confionting anists and craft~rnen.6~ This became the Handicrafl Laboratory in 

Washington, D. C. and was renamed the Technical SeMces Laboratory in 193 8 .61 It 

was disbanded in 1 93 9. 

The laboratory conducted tests of materials and fielded technical questions fiom 

projects nationwide with the goal of improving standards and responding to requests for 

technical information fiom vaned craft activities. The unit developed an approach 

Southern Calihmia and Wisconstn jnReport on the Accomplishments of the WPA Art Proprn. June 30. 
1939- June 12. 1940". submitted to Mr. C.G. Triggs by Holger LahiII, June 18, 1940. Records of the WPA. 
Record Group 69. WPA General Subject Series, 2 1 1.53 . AAA DC501. 
58. interestingly many of the crafts projets appear to have been efforts to sûrnulate artisanal production of 
i terns for daiiy use. like lümihire and woven fabric. 
59. See for example Prospechls of rhe Teclmicol Services Laborarory (October 1 .  1938- April 1. 1939. 
Record Group 69, W.P.A.. Centrat Files: General, 1935- 1944.237.4 0ct.-Dec. 1938, Box No. 0630. 

It was probobly in existence by 1936 although the exact date is unclear. McDonald 1969. p. 459. 
61. It kvas headed by Adnon Dombush. "Memorandum nom Hany L. h e a r  to Su-sors of Chef Clerk's 
Ofice. November 8. 1930. Records of the WPA. Record Group 69. Central Files. General 1935- 1944.237.4. 
AAA. Box no. 0630. 



which transcended the purely mechanical application of scientific method to the arts. In 

its definition of what constituted "standards". the laboratory specifically tried to take the 

experience of the artia (or artisan) and of the user (or viewer) of the product into 

account. Standards were defuied by the unit as: 
"the interplay of ali the innumerable factors and influences that condition the 
making of anything: the matenais. the tools and the ski11 of the crafksman: the 
needs that supplied the impulse to produce, and the degree of satisfaction of 
those needs expressed in the use of a product when made. Thus the 
development of standards must be a naturai process of redefinition and growth . 
. . And the word "standards" should not in any way imply an effort to 
"standardize". in the sense of regimenting production or performance according 
to fixed principles. 

This definition which dates from 1939, f i d y  ensconces "standards" for 

materials and techniques as part of a forward-looking creative process in tune with the 

misan and the intended audience. The statement provides an almost uncanny 

anticipation of theories of reception (in which the receptor is part of the creative 

process) which emerged forty years later. Interestingly, the statement explicitly 

denounces the use of "standards" as a constraint or means of controlling the fieedom of 

the creator. 

One the targeted areas of study was plastics. The plastics research was begun 

primarily to seek durable, Iightweight and inexpensive materials for Museum Extension 

projects. (that is. for travelling exhibits). Part of its job was to study the adaptability of 

different plastics to artistic uses. including use in p a i n t ~ . ~ ~  The plan was to consuli 

creators (craftspeople and artists) as well as commercial plastics rnanufacturers and 

researchers. a 

62. Adnan Dombush director. Technical Srnices Laboratory. "introductionn. Prospectus of the Technical 
Sentices Lohorafoy (October 1 ,  1938- April 1, 1939. Record Group 69, W.P.A., Central Files: General, 
1935- 1944,237.4 0ct.-Dec. 1938, Box No. 0630, p. 4 .  

63. Technicd Services Lahora to~  Rcstwrch Problen fôr Wotnen's and Pro/euional Division: Plastic 
materials for ,Mmtim Extension Projects, Records of the WPA. RG 69.237.4 AAA, National Archives, 
Washmgton. D.C 
M. Dombush also undertook consultations with governrnent representatives working in the a m  of plastics. 
notably at the National Bureau of Standards and in the Department of Agriculture. They were. in the National 



The planned research on plastics at the laboratory was hampered by lack of 

appropriate equipment and difficulties obtaining materials. The Laboratory tned to 

obtain technical information and samptes of  plastics from major chernical manufacturers 

like Rohm and Haas, Union Carbide and Du Pont, but the manufacturers were, of 

course, interested in se lhg  their produas, not giving them a ~ a y . ~ ~  However U.S. 

govemment purchasing regulations prohibited ordering specific brands. The head wrote 

to a superior explaining how purchasing regulations were impeding research on 

synthetic media: 
"At present it is necessary that any item not appearing on Government schedule 
be purchased through cornpetitive bidding regardless of its c m .  In this way the 
specific articles needed for experimental work are often impossible to obtain. 
When an item bearing the sarne general title as a specified item is found on 
Govemment schedule, it is impossible to get the specified item, regardless of 
basic differences which may exist between it and the item on ~chedu le . "~~  

Bureaucratie procedures appear in this case to have stymied progress. 

Another fiinction of the Laboratory was to review al1 technicd instruction 

bulletins prepared or p l a ~ e d  by state programs. The correspondence of Adnan 

Dornbush indicates that many technical publications were received by the lab and 

reviewed, for example in one month alone a report States that 47 technical bulletins sent 

by the Education Division were reviewed, yet t~or one of these or other technical 

bulletins mentioned in the correspondence has been found in the archives of the 

Bureau of Standards (Mr. Wells. Plaster Section. Mr. Kline, of the Division of Organic Plastics) and the U.S. 
Department of Apculture (Dr. Iuught, Bureau of Chemistry and Soils and Dr. O.E. Reed, D a q  Bureau). 
Dornbush made arrangements to use a laboraton. in the Organic Plastics Section of the National Bureau of 
Siandards to conduct research on plastics. 
65.  He ,te for inloxmation on 'Ple~glassn (made by R o b  and Haas). "Plaswcele" and various synchetic 
wetting agents like "Gardinol" which was also know as "Duponol" (made by 1. Du Pont de Nemours and 
Company). 
6 6  "Mernorandum" from Adnan J. Dombush to Margaret Stephenson, Apd 3. 1939. Records of the WPA. 
RG 69,237.4 AAA. 
67. Progress Report: Technical Services Laborotory . Records of ihe WPA. RG 69.237.4 MA. National 
Archives, Washington , D.C. 



The New York Citv Technical Units and Ex~erimentation with S-wthetic Media 

In New York City two main units were concemed with technical issues and both 

of them were actively engaged in working with synthetic media. This is not surpnsing 

given the large an cornrnunity in the city which was quite receptive to the idea of 

explonng new painting materials, according to Siqueiros' accounts of his 1936 

Experimental Workshop there. 

The Design Laboratory was a school set up in 1935 for instruction in design 

technique and experimental studies in crafts p rod~c t ion .~~  The cumculurn focussed on 

industrial design issues for mass production instead of a hand-craft economy. The 

cumculum was unorthodox. combining instruction in elementary physics and mechanics, 

and in drafting and rendering with lectures in social science, basic notions of 

merchandising and visits to factories in the New York area to study manufacturing 

conditions. Students at the Design Laboratory experimented with a wide range of 

synthetic materials but no clear connections have been found with fine arts applications. 

At the same time a technical unit had been set up to assist in vanous art projects 

such as prepanng panels and walls for murals. restonng works of an for sponsors, 

managing supplies, fiaming, and doing chemical analyses. By the end of the decade the 

unit was known as the Restoration, Installation and Technical Service Division and 

headed by Raphael D ~ k t o r . ~ ~  The unit actively engaged in the search for new media. 

In addition to working on simple tests for artists' colours and canvases the unit also 

68. It opented as a Gee school open for students unable to pay tuition and aRer the withdrnwal of federal 
support in 1937 continued as an independent venture under the auspices of the Federation of Archirects. 
Engineers, Chemists and Techcians for a few years. Gilbert Rohde and Josiah P. Marvel were directors of 
the Design Laboratory School in 1936. McDonald pp. 46 1-2. Rohde. Gilbert. "The Design Laboratory". 
The .&nericm ~Lhgmine of Art. Vol. 29. 1936 p. 638-643.686. 
69. Dohor was bom in Massachusetts and raiseci in Indiana. He attended ihe Art institute in Chicago and îhe 
Corcoran School of Art in Washington and participated in the New York Art Students Leape. He studied 
under the painter Leon Kroll. See in particular "Northem indiana Artists to have Exhibit in Club". The South 
Bend Tribune. Tuesday Eveninp, JuIy 14, 1942, p. 6. Dohqor Papers. M. 



developed new synthetic painting materials notably a casein gesso and a product called 

"Glyptal Resin Emulsion." Both were water-borne synthetic materials which had been 

deveioped in a search for new media for mural painting.7o Somewhat like the water- 

borne acrylics which were to appear 15 years later, the Glyptal painting medium could 

be thinned with the addition of water to a glazing consistency, yet when dry it formed a 

water-proof coating. 

Technical bulletins x d  short papers were written on other materials and 

techniques by stafat the New York City W.P.A. Federal Art Project, notably on the 

silk screen process, on plastic magnesium cement and on different artists pigments.71 

The unit also apparently put out a textbook on various media and materials for use by 

a r t i ~ t s . ~ ~  The formulas developed by the unit were probably tried in an projects. For 

example, it is possible that the Glyptal formula publicized by Doktor's technical unit was 

used by James Brooks for the mural Lronardo da Vinci: FIight (1 93 8- 194 1. now 

destroyed).') However a conservator has speculated that the use of this particular 

synthetic painting medium (Glyptal) in New Deal art originated through the work of the 

Boston Paint Testing and Research Laborator-y.74 

Information about research done on materials by the unit was disseminated to 

interested artists beyond the confines of the F.A.P.. The head of the technical division 

70. One of the components ofthis +rithetic emulsion was Gl>-ptal which was based on a s!mthetic resin of the 
giycerine ph>.thalic acid bpe cornmonly known as rtlkyd m i n  produced by General Electnc Company. 
Formula for 'Glyptal Resin Emulsion". Doktor Papers. AAA. 
7 1 .  'Plastic Magnesiurn Cernent" is defined as a chernical compound formed as a results of interaction of 
calcined magnesite and magnesium chloride of hi& concentration. It has also been called artificial Stone. 
ox--chloride cernent. Sorcl cernent. etc.". Because of "its strength plasticity (it can be stuck with a harnmer 
without breaking). its work and "feel', it was seen as a goud material for flooring but also for modeling. 
casting, tile and mosaic. An unpublished typed copy of Gutoffs manuscript can be found in the Raphael 
Do k o r  Papers. See also DoC-tor, Raphael. Technical Prohlems ofthe .Irtist: Canvar Adhesives , Federal Art 
Project, Works Progress Administration. n.d.(c. 1 93 9) 

72. Transcript of tape recorded interview with Michael Lenson by Harlan Phillips. Nutley. New Jersey. 
October 30, 1964. m. 
73. Art conservator Alan Faranct has apparently docummted the use of Glyptal in this case as well as in the 
case of a work by the artist Cy Fogel although t h s  has been disputed. Lodge 1988. p. 12 1 .  
". Lodge 1988. 11 1. 



gave public lectures on techniques and matenals in New York City.75 He also 

participated with an aR conservator in a radio broadcast on the technical problems of 

the artist. 

Another research effort on synthetic painting media for art associated with New 

Deal was underway in New York City at the time, notably a project to decorate the 

subway using a silicon ester painting medium, which never reached f n t i t i ~ n . ~ ~  As well 

several art projects participated in the 1939 New York World's Fair. 

The Boston Paint Testing and Research Laboratory 

By 1937 a Paint Testing and Research Laboratory was set up in  ost ton.^^ 

Frank Stemer was appointed director having been re-assigned afier the nationally- 

publicized uproar over his termination of an artists' union member on the grounds of 

in~ompetence.~~ Rutherford J. Gettens, a trained chemist and conservation scientist 

working at Harvard University's Fogg Museum, was appointed part-time technical 

consultant. Gettens was a well-known researcher in the field of conservation science 

and founding editor of a scholarly journal of international prominence in the field of 

conservation and restoration.'g Stemer and Gettens led an active research program 

until the laboratory was closed on June 30, 1941 due to curtailment in the W.P.A. 

75 .  One of his talks WBS on the "P ipen t  of the Painter" with color rnixing demonstrations at the Ameriwn 
Salon GaIIcry at 1 10 East Fie-ninth Street in November 1950. Clipping, !Vew lork Tinies. November I 1. 
1940. n.p. Doktor Papers. AAA. 
76. This Subway Art project represented a colIabontion of îhe Public Use of Art Cornmittee and the Artists' 
Union of New York and is also rnentioned in Chapter 5. See for example: Mayer. Ralph. "Techniques of 
Subway Art". Art FVork. .-I h4agazine for Commercial Artists, Carfoonists and Fine rlrtists, Volume 1. June 
1938, pp. 10- 13.20; Ralph Mayer Papers. AAA reel 2 12. 
". WPA. AAA DC79: 1706- 17 18. 
78. WPA. AAA DC6 1 : 55 1-8 1 1 
79. The journal wos Technicol Sfudies in the Field of the Fine Arfs. For lis& of Gettens' publications see : "Li 
Memoriam: Rutherford John Gettens" Ars Orienfalis ,K i 975. pp. 194-205, "Rutherford John Gettensv. 
Inteniational lnstitute for Conservation News supplernent to Studies in Conservafion, Vol. 19. No. 3. A u p t  
1974. pp. 1-6. 



The aims of the laboratory were to avoid the purchase of infenor products for 

W.P.A a n  and to further knowledge about art materials by putting together a corpus of 

informati0n.~1 Furthemore. the idea was that the laboratory would Save costs by 

conducting economical tests of samples (mandatory in competitive bidding) which had 

been done by commercial laboratones for high fees. In a letter requesting permission to 

hire Gettens for $1 5 a day for ten days each month the economical features of the 

project were stressed: 
"Right fiom the start we will Save much money in Massachusetts and throughout 
the nation. for example, we cannot purchase a tube of paint on competitive bid 
without having the contents of each tube analyzed. This analysis costs $10.00 
per tube (govemment price) and if ten companies compete we pay $100.00, plus 
the cost of the paint. for our first S.50 order?2 

In addition to the director and the technical advisor, the staff of the Paint T esting 

and Research Laboratory eventually compnsed 19 empl0yees.~3 Gettens and Stemer 

ernphasized the scientific orientation of the iab proudly publicizing details about the 

modem equipment of the lab.84 This was to be a state-of-the art facility combining 

scientific expertise and ingenuity with knowledge of artistic praxis. 

The laboratory analyzed artists' materiais on the basis of composition. working 

qualities and performance. The staff tested paint contributed by manufacturers. This 

Letter tlom Fnnk W. Stemer io Holger Cahill. June 23. 194 1. Federal Art Roject. Archives of Arnencan 
Art. reel DC8O-302. In this letter Stemer requests that the laboratos. equipment and records be transfwred to 
the Passive Defense Project. In a letter to Mr. Reynolds of the NationaI Bureau of Standards he esplains that 
he bad hoped in so doinp to keep the data accumulateci by the laboratoq intact. 
II1.  The a i m  was not as Lodge stated to produce paint. See the proposal for a state testinp and research 
laborato- attûched to a letter fiom Richard C. Momson, Assistant to the National Director of the Federal Art 
Project and former director of the New England regional projects to Colonel John U. McDonough of the 
Federal Art Project in Massachusetts dated A p d  7, 1937. WPA, APLA, DC 79: 1708- 17 18. 
82. Letter lrom Richard C. Monison to Colonel John J. McDonough dated April7. 1937. WPA 
DC79: 17 17. 
II3. Sterner, Frank W. and Rutherford J. Gettens, "A Standard for Artists' bfaterialsn. The Magazine of Art. 
Vol. 32. No. 9, Septernber 1938. pp. 5 18-520. 

&1 They mentioned a chernical balance. a microscope. centrifuge, a drying ovni. special apparatus for the 
phy sirxi1 testinp of paints. and a humidity and temperaturecontrolled room. Sterner and Gettens, 1 93 8. 



practice of soliciting donations was probably made necessary by the govemment 

prohibition of requisitioning specific brands. It later led to cornplaints that the project 

would only purchase paints for artwork From manufacturers who had donated samples 

to the Laboratory for t e ~ t i n g . ~ ~  Although Gettens and Sterner recognized that their 

observations were in part subjective, they tned to make them as "scientific" as possible 

by basing them on "carefully planned uniform procedure". They were also industriously 

generating revenue by testing other commercial and industrial paints for a fee.86 

Stemer and Gettens took their mandate of publicking the results of their 

research senously. They attended meetings with artists in New England and New York, 

which required special permission fiom Washington since the laboratory was technically 

a state-administered project seMng the State of Massachusetts. (See Figure 3 .) They 

organized exhibitions (at the Fogg and at the Whitney in New York City) to present 

their findings publicly. With artist George Holt, they founded The Boston Painters' 

Workshop. which was "a school for the practical study of methods and materiais in 

painting". Both day and evening classes were held for a two years but the program was 

disrupted by the outbreak of World War 1 1 . 8 ~  In 194 1 Gettens, Sterner and Holt 

travelled to Canada where they presented technical data and recipes for artists at the 

194 t Conference of Canadian Artists held at Queen's University in Kingston. Ontario. 

Transcripts of their demonstrations were published with formulas for paintersRg 

8s. Mernonndum to Jay du Von h m  Wilfred de St. Aubin for Holger Cahill. Records of the Federal Art 
Project. Record (iroup 69. AAA. DC79: i 36748. 
86. Letter from Richard Morrison to Thomas Parker. Assistant Director of the W.P.A. Fedenl Art Project for 
Massachusetts dated March 28, 1939. AAA DC80:207. 

The course of study offered by the Workshop beginninp in 1940 was "designed for professional painters 
and advanced or graduate art students. . . for ihe Workshop will in no way attempt to duplicate the work of the 
professional o n  school but rather to complement it." The Painters' Workthop. A School for the Stu& of 
.Liethods and ,liaterials ofPainring. Prospecrus Jar 1 94 1-U. Ralph Mayer Papers. Archives of Amencan 
Art, Srnithsonian Institution. reel D2 12: 896-8. The 1942 prospectus can be found in Gettens' archives. 
Sterner" folder. Gettens Archives. Department of Conservation. Freer G a l l ~ ,  Srnithsonian Institution. 
Washtnpton. D.C. 

The technical demonstrations done for the Conference of Canadian Artists were published fint wiih the 
conference proceedings in 194 1 and in a separate brochure entitled "Technical Proceedings". On the 50th 



Results fiom research conduaed at the lab were published in varied types of 

joumals serving different sectors of the artistic field, such the bulletin of the National 

Society of Mural Painters, art magazines, Technical S~udies in the Field of Fita Arts 

(aimed at conservators. curators and archaeologists), and even a journal of the paint 

industqcR9 Gettens was active in conservation and museum organizations as well as in 

chernical societies. 

Gettens only worked part time for the laboratory and it is difficult to distinpuish 

between his production for the New Deal art project and in the context of his job at the 

Fogg Museum. It is probable that the large stafTat the laboratory participated in some 

of the more general research that Gettens was carrying out during this period. notably 

for the preparation of an encyclopedia on painting materiakgO In the 1930s Gettens 

was an innovator in using synthetic vinyl resins for fixing and adhesive purposes for art 

conservation but no records have been found to document any contact between him and . 

artists on applications of the new media for ~ainting.~'  

Of al1 the vanous efforts made to disseminate information about paint materiais 

and develop better ones, none was as well-publicized as the work towards the 

establishment of recommended commercial standards for artists' paints which the 

Boston laboratory initiated. 

anniversac of the confience an annotated reprint was produced. Bell. Michael and Frances K. Smith (ed.). 
T / J ~  Kjnpston Conference Proceedinps, A p e s  Etherington Art Gallery. Queens Universiy. Kingston Ontano. 
1991 (1941). 

89. Sec for example : "Testing Pigments for Use in Fresco Paintingw. News Letter [sic]. National Sociey of 
Mural Painters, December 27, 1939. Note, this is erroneously dated 1940 in the .-ln Orientalis bibliopphy 
of Ciettens' publications. See also National Society of Murnl Prtinters Papers. Archives of Arnerican Art D- 
?SOA:72- 103 and unrnicrofilrned matenals in storage, Srnihonian institution, Washington, D.C.; and 
Gettens. Rutherford John and Frank Stemer. "Cornparison of Effkct of Suniight and Carbon Arc Light on 
Artists' Oil Paintsn. ..lntericm Point Journal, vol. 23, p. 16. 
90. It was CO-authored with George Leslie Stout, one of his supervison at the Fogg and published fvst as a 
series of journal articles in Tedtnicaf Studies in the Field of lire Fine Ar& Gettens. Rutherîbrd J. and George 
L. Stout. "keface to the Onginal Edition". Painting hfaterials. A S h r t  Enqdopedia. New York: Dover 
( 1  966 reprint of 1942 publication). pp. v-vi. 

9 1 .  For more details on t h s  work see "Early Use of Synthetic Media for Art Conservationn in Chapter 6. 



The First Recommended Commercial Standard for Artists' Paints in the U.S. 

The Boston Paint Testing and Research Laboratory is perhaps best rernembered 

for its role in promoting the collaboration of artists, paintmakers and other concemed 

groups to become involved in setting standards for artists' paint~.~2 Gettens had 

suggested at the 1935 meeting of the American Museum Association the formation of a 

"Commission for the Standardization of Artists' Materials" patterned after the 

Commission for the Standardization of Biological Stains? In a similar vein, artists' 

paint manufacturers like Henry Levison, who was later to become a pioneer in synthetic 

paintmaking and paint testing methods, had suggested in 1937 that the government 

procedure of buying on specifications include mandatory testing to be fair to al1 

manufacturers since: 
"it is long practice in the general paint industry . . . to bid on exact specifications 
and supply materials with no regard to the specifications or quality. . . the best 
that can be done. in our opinion, is to require that the colors be among the ones 
surely and generally know to be absolutely dependable . . . that trade naming of 
colors be disregarded and exact proper narning (true chernical narnes where 
possible) be requiredYg4 

The Boston laboqtory had become increasingly concemed about the standardization of 

artists' paints as their test results accumulated. The idea of instituting some form of 

"scientific" control, rather than relying on the opinions ofanists. appealed to arts 

administrators. as is apparent in a letter proposing the idea: 
"From the examination of a large number of specimens by such means it has 
been found that a few American manufacturers, in spite of strong competition 
and modem methods of merchandising, are striving to produce paints of good 
quality and fair permanence. There are othen however who are marketing a 

92- Gettens. Rutherford John and Frank Stemm. "Sponsor's Notes on the Commercial Standard for Anists' Oil 
Paints". clrt is~ OiI Paints. Comntcrcial Standard CS 95-42. U.S. Govemment Printing Oficc. Washington. 
D.C.. 1942, pp. 1 1 - 13. 
93. AAA DC79: 1706- 17 18. 

94. In an untitled document attached to Letter bom Richard C. Momson (Assistant to the National Director of 
the Federal AT? Project) to J o h  H. McDonou& Federal Art Project for Massachusetts, A p d  7, 1937. WPA. 
AAA DC79: 17 10. 



product which had no place on the palette of an artists who is sincerely 
interested in craftsmanship and technical perfection. It is difficult, unfortunately. 
for the average artist with Iimited technical training to distinguish between 
rnatenals for permanent painting and those of non-durable nature. "9j 

lnitially the standard did not exclude formulas using synthetic media. In fact. by 

the 1930s conservaton were becorning aware that "the comrnon ternis "fi-esco", "oil". 

"watercolor". "tempera" and "encaustic" had a Iimited ~tility."~6 New methods of 

describing paint were being developed by technicians in the field of art.97 The 

laboratory hoped that the standards would cover a wide range of issues related to the 

manufacture and marketing of artists' paints ranging from the relatively simple 

requirement of making sure containers were properly filled. through questions of 

developing cornrnon nomenclature for pigments to the more difficult task of deciding on 

standards for permanence (which involved developing tests acceptable to both scientists 

and rnanufacturers). Eventually. however, the scope of the project of wnting a first 

commercial standard was narrowed to oil paints for the sake of simplifjmg the complex 

negotiations amongst manufacturers. artists. conservators and other concemed parties. 

The laboratory approached the National Bureau of Standards for assistance. 

The resulting first Recommended Commercial Standard for Artists' Oil Paints (CS98- 

42) which was adopted in 1942 by a prestigious list of supporters. was the first 

concerted effort to establish clear nomenclature and criteria for chernical composition 

and performance of artists' paints in North A r n e n ~ a . ~ ~  It was developed in consultation 

". ibid. p. 520. 
96. Ciettens. Rutherford John. "A Quarter Century ofTechnical Research in Art at Hanard". unpublished 
h'pescnpt, "Fogg Museum -- Techrucal Researchn folder. Gettens Archives. Department of Consemation. 
Freer Gallery. Smithsonian institution. Washington D.C. p. 14. 
97. See for example. Rawlins, F. lan G. and Stout, George Leslie. 'Bnef Methods of Describing Paint". 
TechnicalStudies in !ire Fieldof the Fine .-fris, Volume XI. Nurnber 1, July 194 1. Volume X, Number 1. pp. 
37-46. 
98. Copies of this fint recommended standard and related correspondence can be found in both Gettens' 
Archives at the Conservation Department of the Freer Gallery of Art and in the Mayer Papers located in the 
Archives of Arnerican Art. see in panicular the microfilm AAA D2 13. See also Stemm. Frank. "The 
Recommended Commercial Standard for Artists' Oil Paintsn. in (Bell, Michael and Frances K. Smith. ed.) The 
Kirigston ConJerence Proceedinps. Agnes Etherington Art Gallery, Queens University. Kingston, Ontario. 
199 1 (reprint of 194 1 original), p.p. 160- 167. 



with manufacturers and representatives of artists' organizations (which were carefiilly 

contacted in light of Stemer's earlier problems with artists' unions). Public meetings 

held at the Fogg Museum in Massachusetts (in 1939) and at the Museum of Modem Art 

(in 1940) provided a fomm for exchanges between artists, research chernists. paint 

rnanufacturers, chernical suppliers, conservators. arts administrators and museum 

curators. 

New Deal Technical Publications Related to Synthetic Media 

The difficulties of establishing regulations for even cornparatively simple 

materials. like artists' oil paints, may have hampered development of synthetic paints for 

use on the vanous New Deal projects, but formulas for artists which use them did 

circulate. Technical circulars for artists and artisans give evidence of considerable 

interest in developing new painting media. For example, according to a 1940 report on 

the activities of the Federal Art Project: 
"A series of brochures dealing with technical problems of the artist have been 
planned and are b&ng prepared with the assistance of the various state art 
projects. Manuals on Fresco Painting and on Carborundzim Prim have been 
completed. Bibliographies for use in the conducting of art center activities and 
on art and craft subjects, hobby activities and film and visual aids are in final 
form. 

T echnical bulletins on sculpture, entitled The Use of Dextritz and 
Mugivacite for Casting, Use of Latex for Mol4 (Ise of the Scziiptor's Ejzlargirtg 
Scak and PatinÎrzg are in preparation by the New York Art Project. 

Manuals on Petrachrome, Terra Cotta. Mosaic. and the Techr~iqzre of 
( 'aseirr Tempera on Cuz~stic Plaster and Emz~lsiorzs as Painting Mrdizcms are 
being completed by the Southem Califomia Art p r ~ j e c t . " ~ ~  

This list suggests a coordinated effort to cover a range of diEerent topics. particularly 

related to the use of new synthetic painting materials. It is however probable that most 

of these publications did not appear since an extensive search of governrnent document 

holdings and archives have only located five of those mentioned in the above citation, 

99. "Report on the Accomplishrnent of the WPA Art Program, June 18. 1940. pp. 4-7. rnimeopphed repon 
Record Group 69,WPA "Geneml Subjectn series. 2 1 1.53 "Reports". 1939. Reel 50. 



none containing information about use of synthetic artists' paints. loO 

The lack of reference to synthetic painting media is somewhat curious in the 

Handbook on the Use of Fresco . It was prepared by the president of the National 

Society of Mural Painters who was also an arts adrninistrator in New Deal projects. l o i  

This was a technicd handbook for artists (not arts adminiarators) intended to be a 

"practical manud for the use of fresco painters and not merely another discourse on the 

beauties of the medium."102 The author had written to fresco painters across the US. 

asking for information about techniques. formulas, materials and vendors. 1°3 The 

completed bulletin gives a brief description of the process and mentions specific 

authorities for technical information identifjmg them at times only by their last names. 

The authonties appear to fa11 into two categories: authors of artists' handbooks 

produced in Gemany, England and France (Iike Max Doerner, Gardiner Hale. R. La 

Montaigne St. Hubert) and muralists active in the United States and Mexico such as 

Diego Rivera and José Clemente Orozco. As well the name of a certain "Gutiérrez" 

appears. Gutiérrez is probably a former participant in Siqueiros' New York workshop 

'Oo .  In addition to chedüng publication records For govenunent documents a this search was conducted frst 
by esarnining the microfilmed records of FederaI and Siate projects at the Archives of t h e n c a n  Art. 
Subsequently the actual rernaining records for the Federal documents were esamined in the National Archives 
in Washington. A visit to the State archives in Southern Califomia and New York City might uncover other 
e\idence. ' . His name was Geo frey Norman. Fresco Painting: .4 cirarlm presentirrg the technique of Fresco 
painting includinp prc para tion of tire wu fi. niixing and applicatiorl of the mortar, prcparation of cartooris. 
grindi?~g of pipent  a d  notes on puinting, W.P.A. Techrucal Series. Art Circuiar No. 4. September IO. 1940. 
Federal works Agency. Work Projects Administration. Llivision of Professional and Smice  Projects. # 1509 
Archives of American Art. DC 57: 3 16-34 1. 

' O 2 .  Letter to James Michael Newell of the National Society of Mural Painters in New York City from 
Cieofiey Norman dated Januaq 8. 1940. Fed&l Art Pmject. General Subjecr Series "Making of a Fresco". 
Archives of American Art, reel 50: 1427 ff- 
I O 3 .  He seems to have tailored the questions to ask questions about the practices of individual artists but 1 have 
k e n  unable to locate a complete list of those surveyed. In his letter to James Michael Newell dated January 
8. 1940. he asked six questions beginning witb an inquiry about Mr. Newell's practice of using two mortar 
coats which Mr. Norman felt was a departure tiom the more comrnon practice of ody using one rough coat 
and procceding with questions about techniques For insuring correct tensions between the coats. He asked the 
artist to itemize his palette. for the names of prefmed vendors. whether it is possible to use only dornestic 
coIors and get the same brilliance. and about the proportion of lirnewater to be usai in wetting down the wall 
before piastering. Archives of Arnerican Art. reel 50. 



known for his innovative research on synthetic materials. (See Chapter 5). 

This failure to mention synthetic media is especially surprising given the interest 

in modem media at the Washington technical unit which prepared it. A possible 

explanation may be that reviewers made suggestions for changes.]" One of the 

reviewers was an assistant to Orozco. who was at that point was still resisting the use of 

synthetic media in the a d 0 5  Thus, the omission of synthetic formulae could be 

related to rivdries amongst the three most prominent Mexican muralists. los tres 

g~andes (Orozco, Rivera and Siqueiros) and their followers. 

New Deal Art Proiects and the War Effort 

The bulk of the New Deal art projects came to a halt dunng World War II. 

Dunng wartime painters and paint chernias participated in a variety of projects related 

to the war effort some of which used their artistic and technical skills. Many artists 

were employed as war artists or even portrait painters. but the connections between 

wartime work and pre-war involvement in art worlds were occasionally surprking. (For 

example. conservation scientist Gettens was eventually assigned to the Manhattan 

Project to work on studies of plutonium related to the developrnent of nuclear weapons 

at Los Alamos.) 

Even before the officia1 U.S. involvernent in World War II in December, 194 I 

young Arnericans eager to join in the fight had been leaving to enlist in Spain and 

Canada. At home citizens submitted projects to aid in the war effort to the U.S. War 

Depanment and various advisory boards Iike the American Defense Research Council. 

-- 

lm. Letter to AiFrrd Crimi fiom Gmfiey Norman for Holga Cahill July 9. 1940.Federal Art Roject, General 
Subject Series "Making of a Frescow, Archives of American Art. ree150: 1427 K In an pubfished interview 
Crimi aIso conspicuously omits mention of Siqueiros while citing the importance of Rivera and Orozco for 
mural painting. Anonpous. "Alfred D. Crimi Pnints a Fresco". .-fmerÏcan .-lrtist, Volume 5. October 194 1. 
pp. 5-8. 

los. His narne was Lewis Rubenstein and he assisted Orozco on fiescos for the Museum of Modem Art in 
1940. 



One proposa1 generated by a team of New Deal art project employees concemed an 

interdisciplinary research project dubbed "The Passive Defense Projed". 

The Passive Defense Project was developed in consultation with members of the 

Boston Paint Testing and Research Laboratory. It was approved by the Secretary of 

War and fully sponsored by the A m y  Engineers War Department but run by the 

W.P.A.. The fim phase of the project was called "Design for Camouflage 

Expenmentation". However, the project took on considerable importance for a brkf 

penod just prior to the U.S. engagement in the war because the War Department made 

this project 
"the sole medium for making plans for the design, construction, protection. and 
concealment of military and industrial installations" ' O 6 .  

The project was located at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (M.I.T.) and 

consisted of six basic administrative units at its inception in December 1940: a physical 

measurements laboratory, a photography laboratory, a model-making shop. a 

depanment of camouflage design, a chemistry laboratory. and a department of industrial 

installation. IO7 

The advisory committee included a multidisciplinary team of scientists. 

technicians. artists and designers. Scientists, scholars and rniiitary engineers from the 

U.S. h y .  fiom W.P.A. projects and fiom M. I.T., and Harvard University were 

recruited. IOR Artists and technicians in physics, chemistry, engineering, photography, 

model making, and architecture were solicited. The contributions of artists and 

designers was deemed crucial to the project: 
"The Art Project personnel is the first natural store to feed this program, and 
speed in transferring necessary workers is essential, so that these people rnay be 

'O6. Letter fiom Fred Rauch, Acting Commissioner to Denis W. Delaney. Works Rojects Admintstrator, n.d. 
PPLA DC8025 1 .  
'O7. Memonindm from Loren S. Green to Holga Cahill on the subject of the *Massachusetts Camouflage 
Project" Qted December 9. 1940. AAA DC:253-264. 
l o s  The personnel included professors of architecture. chemistry, pychology, physics. enginee~g. of aenal 
photopaphy and maps, as well as museurn curators and conservators, including Edward W. Forbes and 
George Leslie Stout of the Fogg Art Museum. 



"cleared" by the h y  Intelligence or the FBI."1*9 

In the summer of 194 1. the Passive Defense Project took over the Boston Paint 

Testing and Research Laboratory equipment and some of its staff. l l0 The Paint Testing 

and Research Laboratory appean also to have contnbuted "paints, new experimental 

materials. resins, dyes. testing mediums, . . . etc." l 

The exact nature of the painting media investigated remains unclear due to 

rnissing documentation. Initially arrangements were made to transfer al1 the technical 

documentation from the Boston Paint Testing and Research Laboratory to the Passive 

Defense Project, in order to keep the technical information intact and usable for relate4 

research. rather than sending it to governrnent archives. l2  However the outbreak of 

World War II led to confusion about the storage of specimens and files which 

apparently had not been permanently transferred to M.I.T.. l-' A second set of 

negotiations was undertaken which again Ied to official approval for the transfer of the 

materials to M. I.T.. j3  No record of the documents has been found at M.I.T. l 5  In 

log .  Untitled document describine Project W.P. 22242 "Design for Camouflage Experimentation". probably 
attached to letter from Fred Rauch, Acting Cornrnissioner to Denis W. Delaney. Works Projects 
Administrator. n.d. A . h  DC80:252-26 1 .  

I o .  WPA. M DC79: 1308- 1368 and DCSO: 302-308. 
' ' l .  ibid. DC80: 26 1 .  

12. The records were to accompany equiprnent and specimens with some of the personnel which ivere 
tnnsîèrred to the Passive Defense Project at M.I.T. . See in particular the letter from Frank Stemer to the 
National Bureau of Standards (with copies sent to Holger CahiIl and R.C. Morrison) of June 23, 194 I. and 
Letter tiom Lawrence J. Bresnahan. Deputy Admnistrator of the W.P.A. for Massachusetts to Howard O. 
Hunter. Action Commissioner of the W.P.A. in Washington. Records of the W.P.A. Record Group 69, AAA 
reei DC80: 303, 305. 

l 3.  These papers and specimens apparently remained for some time in the possession of Frank Stemer. 
former head of the Paint Testing and Research Laboratory. Stemer wote to Holger Cahill on April 4, 1942 
usine letterhead 6om the Painterd Workshop. a privately-run school. that "Due to the constant tossing around 
that the former Paint Testing and Research Laboratory has taken in the last year. specimens. files. and records 
have taken a rather sad beaten [sic]. It would be my plan that the material be reorganized and established so 
that it could be turned ovm to an appropriate agency sotnetirne before JulyN(AAA DC79: 1308). Records of 
the W.P.A. Record Group 69, Central Correspondence FiIes for Massachusetts (65 1.3 1)  AAA reel DC79, 
1308- 1368. 

14. See in particular the May 1942 conespondence between Whitney Atchley and D e ~ k  W. D e l a y .  
Records of the W.P.A. Record Group 69. M A  reeI DC79: 1368. 
' 5 .  Neither the M.I.T. Archives nor the Center for Materials Research in Archeolop and Ethology were 

able to locate any trace of the wïtten records. 



195 1 specimens and documents fiom the laboratory were purponedly left at the Fogg 

Art Museum at Harvard University in the custody of a conservator. but most of the 

written documentation appears to have subsequently been misplaced (or perhaps 

discarded). l l 6  

Concludine Remarks: The New Deal and Social Structures for the Pursuit of Art 
Technical Concerns 

Near the end of the W.P..4. Federal Art Project, the largest New Deal art 

project. one administrator wrote that the primary purpose of the project had been to 

allow artists to maintain and perfect technical skills and knowledge. In his account the 

goal of the project had been 
"the conservation of the skills and talents of American artists. . . In this 
objective the art program has striven to make the skills and talents of these 
artists of the greatest value to the cornmunity. This has meant a continued 
insistence on high professional standards of performance and an orientation 
toward cornrnunity needs. 

The employment of creative artists by the public has secured outstanding 
examples of conternporary American art. The project has heiped to create a 
broader national art consciousness through an extensive program of public 
participation activities, particularly through the cornrnunity an centers. Through 
research projects . . . it has helped to clan@ the native American background in 
the arts. . . " 1 7 .  

' 16. ARer tahng a new position at the Freer Gallery in Wasbgton  Gettens ivrote: "1 fuinlly decided to leave 
al1 of the Federal Project material at the Fogg. I really will have no place to store it especialiy since 1 will have 
no opportuniv to do research in that field. It is now temporarily in the custociy of Dick Buck who will perhaps 
remain at the Fogg for the winter. 1 put al1 Lhe record note books with the correspondence in the wooden file 
which still stands ne\? to my former desk. The specimens are of course scattered in various dnwers and files. 
The tinting strength standards. the set 1 took to N. Y. are hanging on a wall. The most valuable specimens 1 
think. are the protective coating series which hang in h m e s  in both the chernicd lab. and in the paint lab. 
These grow more vaIuable each year and 1 am especially interestrd that they be prcservcd. If ?ou get near 
Cambridge this winter 'ou might take a look at al1 that material. The Mellon institute might be interested in 
some of it. 1 will speak to Feller about it the next t h e  1 see him." Letter fiom Rutherford J. Gcttens to RaIph 
Mayer, October 2. 195 1. "Mayer Correspondence to '6 1" folder, Gettens Archives, Department of 
Conservation, Freer Gallery, Smithsonian institution, Washington, D.C.. Dick Buck, who is now deceased, 
became head of the Intermuseun Conservation Laboratory at Oberiin College. The Oberlin Archives 
Deparulient, and the intermuseurn Conservation Laboratory have been unable to locate any of these papers. 
Sirniiarly there is no record of the papas at the Fogg Museum or at Harvard although some of the specimens 
and panels remained in the custody of the AnaIytical Department of the Fogg Museum Consmation 
Departrnent in 1995. ' 17"~eport on the Accomplishment of the WPA An Program June 18. 1940. p.24. r n h e o p p h e d  report. 
Record Group 69.WPA "General Subjectn series, 2 1 1.53 "Reports". 1939. Reel 50. 



Thus by the end of the projects, some administraton considered that the works of art 

produced by New Deal projects were secondas, byproduas of the pnmary social and 

political goal of maintainhg a trained body of technically skilled artists by giving them a 

chance to work. Yet defining artistic cornpetence and technical skills as applied to fine 

arts was fraught with difficulty, prompting administrators to channel their regdatory 

urges into work on developing permanent art materials and modem techniques for 

enduring art with the aid of scientific research methods. 

Although research on standards for artists' paints appears to have been promoted 

by arts administrators and bureaucrats as a means of establishing authonty and control 

over artistic production in public art projects, interest in improving art materials suited 

the goals of other participants in art worlds. Work on standards was wholeheartedly 

endorsed by artists' unions customarily opposed to any institutional constrainrs on 

artistic freedom. Prominent rnanufacturers of art supplies in the United States 

panicipated in the process of defining standards, even though this collaboration might 

appear to compromise their fierce cornpetition in the art matenals trade. By a11 accounts 

the development of the First Recommended Commercial Standard for Artists Oil Paints 

was a public relations triumph. It remains one of the lasting accomplishments in 

discourse about the New Deal art projects, illustrating the importance of state patronage 

as a catalyst in collaborative efforts in the fields of science, art, technology and business. 

The impact of the standard on the actual manufacture of art materials is however 

debatable and it served no purpose as an administrative device for controlling artistic 

production as later discussion on the enforcement of the standard will show. Rather it 

had a serendipitous effect of actually promoting interdisciplinary research on issues 

relevant to artistic practice. The standing cornmittee continued work on revising the 

standard until the 1960s. Work on commercial standards for artists' paints and related 

products continues to this day. although the institutional configuration has altered. (See 

Chapter 6.) 



Discourse about artists' paints and techniques in the context of the New Deal art 

projects reveals ways in which bureaucratic constraints. economic preoccupations. 

theories of art. other ideologies and more general social processes are embedded in the 

historical interface between artistic practice and arts administration in the U. S.. The shift 

of focus from aesthetic and ideologicd debates about style and subject to a focus on 

technique and materials was way of resolving conflicts. The confildence in scientific 

testing and new technologies shared by both government officiais and artists' 

organizations allowed them to reach a consensus on a limited range of an-technical 

matters and established a basis of support for the appropriation of synthetic painting 

media in the arts where the new media were heralded by many as a manifestation of the 

cultural benefits of science. 



CHAPTER 4 - Paintmakine and the New York Art Scene: the Case of Len 
Bocour and Sam Golden 

Synthetic paints were closely associated with various high-culture New York- 

based styiistic movements which gained international prominence in the period 

immediately following World War IX. Rising stars in the international an market were 

early users of the new media. Two pioneers in the development of synthetic painting 

media for artists -- Len Bocour and Sam Golden-- had a small artisanal paintmaking 

business in the hean of New York City with close ties to the emerging avant-garde at 

mid-century. Bocour and Golden developed what appears to be the first commercially- 

available line of acrylic resin paints for professional artists. Like another pioneer 

paintmaker. Mexican José Gutiérrez, they had been active in the New York an scene in 

the 1 930s. but in slightly different circles than the Mexicans. 

The story of their work raises questions about the place of artists' paintmakers in 

the making of modem an. It provides insights into artistic practices of members of an 

elite in American painting in the twentieth century. In addition, Bocour and Golden 

were the only survivors of the first generation of pioneers in the manufacture of 

synthetic paints for artists who were still alive at the time this research project began. 

Their first-hand testimony underlines the complex interplay of persona1 and professional 

identities in relations between the artists. paintmaken and chemists. 

Paintmakinp and Artistic Asnirations: Bocour Artist Colors 

The history of Bocour and Golden's involvement in making anists' colors begins 

with stories about Bocour's early cornmitment to art and contact with artists dating fiom 

I .  The author spoke with Leonard Bocour on using acrylic paint in the 1980s and had telephone 
conversations with him about this particulas research project in 199 1 and 1992. Unfortunately Bocour 
was il1 at the tirne. He passed away before the author could arrange a visit to New York to conduct an 
intensive interview. The research on his papcrs was conducted while the author helped to prcpare them 
for donation to the Archives of American Art and the National Gallery (which took the portion of the 
papers containing technical information on paintmaking). 



bis youth in the 1920s. 

Bocoufs Backmound and Love of Art 

Born and raised in New York City, Leonard Bocour (born Bogdanoff. 19 10- 

1 993)2 was the youngest child of an immigrant blacksrnith who made wrought iron 

architectural accoutrements.3 Bocour described his trajectory this way: 
"1 was always interested in art . . . my fiend [Invin Lefcourt] and 1 . . . used to 
go to the Metropolitan Museum when 1 was like, fifieen or sixteen; and in Our 
block it was a little unheard o f .  . So one day he came and told me about an art 
school that was for fiee -- the National Acaderny . . and . . we were accepted. 
That was in 1926. . . My mother was outraged when she discovered what I'd 
done. I said 'Don't worry Marna . . . I'm going to be a commercial anist and 
they make a lot of money' "4 

Soon Bocour transferred to the Art Student's League. Organized by rnembers 

of the National Academy of Design's Art School in 1875 when the school had closed 

ternporarily, the League was a centre of progressive art education? It had no set 

cumculum. students were included in decision-making and it was a hospitable place for 

women. both as students and as teachers. Many of the foremost painters in twentieth- 

century America were involved with the League at some point, as students or teachers? 

By the late 1920s. when Bocour began to attend classes there. battles were raging 

7 -. He was always known as Len or Lennie escept to his nife. Inteniew with Steve Steinberg. New 
York Central Art Supplies. May 1995. 
3. He was born at 2 17 East 98th Street and lie died at his Upper West Side home at 89th and Riverside 
Drive. Altliough only a few blocks away. this represents significant upward mobilih in tems of socio- 
economic status. 
. Interview with Leonard Bocour by Paul Cummings. June 8. 1978. AAA. Tape 1 Side A. pp. 2-3 of 
transcnpt. 

Paschal. Robert. "A Little An Histoiy: Art Student's League". ARTialk. Volume 2. No. 7. p. 1: 
and Pisano. Ronald G. (with Beverly Rwd). "A Brief History of the Art Students League". The Art 
Students League. SelecfionsjFom the Permanent Collection. New York: Gallery Association of New 
York State. 1987. pp. 7-1 4. 
6 .  For esample. well-known teachers included William Memtt Chase. Thomas Eakins. Robert Henri. 
Everett Shinn. George Bellows. John Sloan. M a  Weber. Ham Hofmn.  and Stuart Davis. Among the 
students who became famous artists were Jackson Pollock. Georgia OXeefe. Louise Nevel~on. David 
Smith and Audrey Flack. 



amongst abstract anists, social realists, and proponents of Amencan scene painting. 

Teachers at the League led their students in radically different directions. Later in the 

1930s and 1940s. the League became a stronghold of various realist or representational 

artists. Thomas Hart Benton being one of the most prorninent. Yet some students from 

this period became leaders in abstraction, notably Jackson Pollock. one of Benton's star 

pupils who evennially abandoned representational painting in favour of an all-over style 

of gestural abstraction dubbed "abstract expressionism" and "action painting". While 

studying at the Art Students' League Bocour began to meet artists and art students. 

When Bocour was about eighteen he recounts his first meeting with a practicing 

anist outside of the classroom, Emil Ganso: 
"1 want to tell you that it was very exciting. He had a studio, you know. a 
walkup on Sixth Avenue. . . and we were real bobbysoxers -- cveryihittg was 
wonderfùl at that time. It was the greatest - 1 tell you. . . He was the first artist 
I'd met outside of school -- you know, teachers you dont consider "artists". He 
had a scrapbook, he'd had exhibitions. . . I  sort of hung around."' 

Bocour swept the floor and made himself usefùl to the older artist in the studio. Ganso. 

who had studied in Europe, taught him how to gnnd artists' colors by hand. According 

to Bocour, Ganso was a "great German technician" using "recipes, he never called them 

formulas" leamed in Europe in art classes and adapted fkom an original German- 

language copy of Max Doernefs book on art materials (which appeared in English 

translation in 1934)? Ganso may have studied under Doemer in Munich prior to 

immigrating to A m e n ~ a . ~  For several years Bocour continued to take night classes in 

'. ibid. pp. 4 4 .  

Bocour and Cummings InteMew. 1978. See also Doemer. Max. The Materials of the Artist and 
their Lise in Painting with Notes ofthe Techniques ofthe Old Masfers. (Neuhaus. E. trans.). New 
York: Harcourt. Brace. and Worid. 1962 (reprinting of 1934 translation). The first German edition 
appeared in 1 92 1 .  
'. Bocour assened that Ganso had midied at the "Doerner Instituie". a name which was laier given to a 
different institute in 1938. however information about Ganso's education in Europe is not included in 
standard bibliographic sources. If Ganso did study with Doerner it  could not have been for very long 
since Ganso (1895-1 94 1) immigrated to the U.S. from Germany in 19 12, when he was around 18. 
Cumrnings. Paul. A Dictionary ofContemporary American Artists. New York: St .  Martin's Press. 



art and fiequent a growing number of acquaintances who were stmggling to become 

self-sufficient artists. Then in his words: 
". . . To corne to the great moment . . .this is 1932. 1 was working at an 

advertising agency not doing anything that had to do with art . . . very 
monotonous stupid work. . . And I got fired . . . it was . . . the Depression . . . 
The future looked very bleak. There was no unemployrnent insurance. none of 
the social seMces. 1 went to see my spiritual leader Ernil Ganso . . And it was 
he who suggested that I make paint for artists. And nobody [could go] into a 
surer thing . . . [because] "If you don? sel1 it we c m  always use it." 

Bocour oflen retold this story, situating his decision to make artists' paints fimly in the 

context of his early love of art and artists. In his accounts his paintmaking career was 

bom of economic necessity but it was also a creative way of staying involved with art. 

Small Entre~reneunai Paintmakers and the New York Art Scene in the 1930s 

Bocour set up shop in partnership with Invin Lefcoud l They made hand- 

ground oil paints which they first called "Lefcourt", because the name sounded French 

and Paris was still the leading international art center as far as most of the potential 

clients were concerned. Soon they created a business name -- Bocour- by combining 

elements of each of their last names (Boqdanoff and Lefcourt). Bogdanoff later 

changed his narne to the name of his Company and wil1 be referred to by his adopted 

name here for the sake of simplicity. l 2  

Io .  Bocour and Cummings Inteniewv 1978. Tape 1. Side A. Transcnpt p. 6. 

I I . Invin was an old fnend from public scliool. Tliey started business in November. 1932 but t h e  
didn't make their firzt sale until Febniav of the fotlowing year. According to Bocour "we really went 
into action on February 14th. 1933- Saint Valentine's Day and 1 guess it's Our saint -Love -and weke 
always Ioved the art." Handwitten transcript. undated. Bocour Papers. counesy Mrs. Ruth Bocour. 
New York City. 
12.  There was a considerable tirne-lag between starting the business and completing the legal 
papenvork for the business and name changes. "Bocour" was not registered as a trade mark until 
December 14, 1942 (Registration Cenifiate No. 40 177 1). Bogdanoff obtained a certifïcate for 
conducting the business "Bocour Hand Ground Artist Colors" undcr an assumed name in 1949. He did 
not change his name legally until 195 1 at which time he changed the names of his wife at the time. 
actress Carole M a q  Wheeler. and son Pcter (witnessed in City Court of City of New York. New York 
County. M5302). Bocour Artists Colors was incorporated in the State of New York in 1954. Bocour 
Papers. AAA. 



Initially Bocour did not intend to abandon his aspirations of becoming a self- 

supporting artist but saw paintmaking as a way to aay in touch with aR while making a 

living. In Bocour's words: 
"Calling it a business was a joke. The idea was very simple. 1 p l a ~ e d  to make 
paint for three days and paint for three days. On the seventh day 1 would 
rest."13 

The partners rented a tiny studio at 2 West 15th Street. in the heart of an area 

teeming with artists' studios on the outskins o f  Greenwich Village. The studio had a 

desk which they used for grinding colours but was so small that if he stretched out both 

hands Bocour could touch the opposite walls of the office. Eventually they were able 

to afford a larger space in the same building which they described as a "factory-loft" and 

they stayed there until afier the war. The studio was in an old mansion that had been 

converted to light manufacturing except for the top floor of the building had which had 

skylit anists' studios. One of the artists in the building was William Zorach. Zorach. 

who taught at the Art Student's League, was a Greenwich village resident and member 

of a circle of bohemian taste-setters. In nearby Greenwich Village key figures like 

Marcel Duchamp and the Baroness Elsa von Freytage-Loringhoven "fused modem art 

and modem life" re-inventing themselves through psychoanalysis. feminism, fashion, 

revolutionary politics and unorthodox sexual relationships. Around the corner on 

14th Street were other studios with rising stars in the New York art scene like Yasuo 

Kuniyoshi, just back from France. l S  Nearby too was a hub of artistic activity centered 

on Union Square, a forum for radicalism and site of open-air rallies. where soapbox 

orators exercised the right to free speech as shoppers hunted for bargains in what was 

sometimes called "the poor man's Fifkh Avenue1' (a reference to New York's most 

3. Busa. Chnnopher. "Leonard Bocour 'Miner Aqua-tec'". Provincetown Arts. 1990. p. 4 1 .  
4. Watson. Steven. Strange Bed/ellows. nie  First Americon Avant-Garde. New York: Abbeville 

Press Publishers. p. 7. 
. Goodrich. Lloyd. "Yasuo Kuniyoshi". in Bauer. John (editor) New Art in Arnerico. Fi/N Pointers 
of the 20th Century. New York: Praeger, 1957. pp. 157-159. 



expensive shopping district). l 6  In this location Bocour made important contacts with 

artists who talked with him about their work and what charactenstics they wanted in 

their paints. He later referred to this studio as "the spiritual home of Bocour Colors" 

maintaining that 
"everybody who was anybody came, passed through those doors. de Kooning 
and Rothko and Morris Louis and lots more."17 

Bocour peddled paint fiorn studio to studio. making his first sale to painter Leon 

Kroll. an older established painter who had studied in Paris. He developed a srnail 

clientele of fairly established artists as early steady cus to rne r~~~  and soon many painters 

began to corne by to his convenient location as the reputation of his hand-ground paints 

grew. Bocour also appealed to cash-strapped younger mists because he was willing to 

give credit or barter and he also gave sarnples of paint away: 
"1 had what 1 now refer to as the Bocour Bread Line. You see, we used to gnnd 
paint. . . by hand. . . And you could not make just the right amount of color to fit 
the tube. There would always be a little bit of paint lefi over, and if it was 
enough to fil1 half a tube, 1 would put it in a tube. But if it was not enough then 
I would put it in a piece of wax paper and throw it in this basket. 

And Moms Fouis] was a constant visitor to . . . pick up paint. . . it was 
there and it was for free and anybody could help themselves. because to throw 
away paint was like throwing away food. You know people were staMng and 1 
just couldn't see myself doing it. " 

Bocour's imaginative arrangements for solving the dilemma of surviving the Depression 

with little cash are legendary, for example: 
"There is a story that Leonard needed some printing done for his business. and 
the printer was willing to swap the job for some art. but al1 he would accept was 
a Raphael Soyer. So Lennie went to ask Soyer to swap a painting for some 

1 6 .  Among Bocour's customen were memben of the so-called "Fourteenth Street School" of painting 
(Reginald Marsh, Moms Kantor and Raphael and Moses Soyer) who were sometimes seen as a revival 
of the Ash Can School. painted scenes from Union Square. Brown, Milton. Aniericnn Painr;ng/rorn the 
Arrnoq~ Show to the Depression. Princeton. New Jersey: Princeton University Press. 1955. pp. 182- 
186. 
17. "Inteniew with Leonard Bocour". 1985. Morris Louis Estate Papen. AAA. Transcription of Tapes 
30. 3 1 .  32. 33. p. 3. 

le .  Some of his early regular custorners included: Joseph De Martini. Seymour Fogel. Ining Marann. 
9. " InteMew with Leonard Bocour". Moms Louis Estate Papen. AAA. Transcription of Tapes 30. 

31. 32, 33. p. 3. 



paint. Soyer said he didn't need any paint at that time. but his pal Cikovsky did. 
Soyer needed a jacket. so Cikovsky gave a jacket to Soyer. Soyer gave the art 
work to Bocour and Lennie gave a nack of hand-made paints to Cikovsky. and 
thus got his printingm20 

These were important years for forging contacts in the expanding communities 

of artists. Political battles raged and Bocour attended meetings of the artists' groups. 

and went to social events and gallery openings. Yet it was an insecure existence 

economically. Lefcourt decided to leave when he was offered a position as pnnt curator 

at the Srnithsonian Inst i t~t ion.~~ In the late 1930s Bocour invited his nephew Sam 

Golden (who was only four years younger) to join him grinding paints.22 Golden had 

no background in art or chernistry but quickly leamed the basics of making hand ground 

colours from B o ~ o u r . ~ ~  The Great Depression was in full swing at this time. In 

Golden's words: 
"things were not good [but] you had the WPA. Artists at least now were able to 
survive. The WPA brought the art world to New York. Because now the 
artists were able to . . . to paint and eat. It took the art world to the U.S. 
Because now the artists could p r o d ~ c e . ~ ~  

Shortly afler the paintmaking Company was set up, the New Deal art projects 

had begun and this infusion of cash into artmaking activities had made it possible for 

Bocour to stay in business. The small regular income from the projects meant that 

anists had a bit more money to buy paints for their own projects. Bocour also made 

paints for the Treasury Relief Art Project and later mentioned participating in a project 

as a coiour ~onsul tant~~.  but he does not appear to have been directly hired on any of 

1°. "Leonard Bocour Named to NAMTA Hall of Farne". Art dlateriol Trade Xews. reprint from June 
1971. n.p. Bocour Papes. AAA. 

2 i .  Lefcoun later owned an an galler). on 7th Avenue in New York City. Ruth Bocour Intewiew 1993. 
InteMew with Sam Golden by Jan Marontate. July 1. 199 1. 
12. Sam Golden was boni in New York City on May 20. 1914. Sam Golden InteMew Tape #6. 

15. Golden's father ran a small dairy Rore in Brookiyn where he had attended high school and a year 
of college. 
24. Golden refers here to the best-known group of New Deal art projects. those organized under the 
auspices of the Work Project Administration. later renamed Works Progress Administration (W.P.A.). 
Sam Golden Interview. 199 1 .  
25.  A drafi of his ~ r n c ~ h t  vitae in his papen indicated that he was a "color consultant to the 



the New Deal art projects as an artist. 

As in the case of the Mexican moralists and their entourage, many New York- 

based artists becarne involved in the search for new techniques and the rediscovery of 

old ones. Theories about the forma1 qualities of art objects and rnethods of working 

originating in cubism surrealism and dada acted to extend the range of matenals used in 

fine an. Yet, at the same tirne, cost and craftsmanship were issues. Before World War 

II Bocour and Golden concentrated on high-quality hand-ground colours because there 

was a demand for supplies made using European artisanal techniques and this set 

Bocour Artist Colors apart fiom Iarger Arnencan paintmakers, like Grumbacher or F. W. 

Weber who used mechanized production techniques. Bocour and Golden were not 

unique though. Golden recalled: 
"in those days hand-ground colors were in vogue. . . every time you tumed 

around there was a guy setting up a business. "26 

With the appearance of the English version of Doemef s book in 1934 and later, the 

1940 publication of an artists' handbook by Ralph Mayer. other small entrepreneurs had 

access to fomulas for painters and several apparently set up businesses to make paint by 

hand too. No evidence has been found that any other of these small New York-based 

entrepreneurs fiorn the 1930s stayed in business very long, although as we shall see 

another small artists' paintmaking Company set up at about the same time by Henry 

Levison in Cincinnati fl0urished.2~ [José Gutiérrez' interest in research on paintmaking 

dates from activities he undenook in New York City during this period although he did 

not begin commercial production of artists' painting media until he was established in 

Mexico City in the 1950s.I 

In the 1930s this artisanal paintmaking in New York City might almost be 

Treasury Relief Art Project" in 1937. Bocour Papers. courtesy Mrs. Ruth Bocour. New York City. 
26. Sam Golden Interview. July 199 1. Tape 3. 
27. These were ofien aspinng artins who made paint for a few rnonths and then moved on to other 
occupations. Golden InteMew 199 1 .  



descnbed as seasonal employment. Important shows at galleries and museums were 

held during the principal cultural season from September through May and that is when 

most painters were at work in the city. Before the advent of air conditioning most 

wealthy New Yorkers fled the steamy city streets during the surnrner. Artists also 

moved to surnmer communities, notably in Provincetown on Cape Cod and in East 

Hampton. For several years before the second World War Bocour would take the 

summers off to travel from one artists' colony to another roarning from California to 

New Mexico to Woodstock to Provincetown. When war came he was declared 

physicaliy unfit for service (4F) purportedly due to an injury sustained when he was 

stmck by lightning while modeling for artists in Gallup. New Mexico. 

During the war, Bocour kept the paintmaking studio but drastically reduced 

production of paints due to shortages of mate rial^.^^ Golden worked at other jobs. 

Bocour's studio becarne a stop-over for servicemen-artists on leave, many of whom had 

heard about him through mutual acquaintances. New artists starting out in the city also 

gathered at the studio for parties and life drawing sessions, sometimes with undraped 

models (see Figure 2). Jack Levine, an artist who he met dunng this penod recalled: 
"Back around 1945 1 used to sleep off hangovers on an old leather couch in 
Lenny's 15th Street shop where he made hand-ground colors for artists. 
Towering over a ground-glass topped table he would create huge appetizing 
mountains of cobalt blue and rose madder. Already the Bocour hand-ground 
colors were well-known and popular with a growing circle of anists. 

On the Sabbath. the tables were cleared for action and the regular 
Saturday afternoon crap game would take place. 

But more than al1 this, the bnlliant rnounds of color, the crap games. the 
hot pastrarni sandwiches from the 5th Avenue Delkatessen- more than al1 this 
there were always pretty girls. drawn to Lenny as by a magnet."29 

Golden recalls with amusement: 
"We called it the sex maniacs' club." 

28. Sam Golden Interview. 199 1 .  
29. A quote from Jack Levine on the occasion of a presentation at a National Art Materials Trade 
Association (NAMTA) annual convention, May 1974 cited in "Lemard Bocour Narned to NAMTA 
Hall of Fame", Art Material Trade News. reprint from June 1974. n.p. Bocour Papers. AAA. 



The subsequent development of Bocour Artia Colors was marked by these sociable 

contacts with artists during the early years of the paintmaking studio on 15th Street. 

Throughout his life Bocour never ceased making Fnends with artists, attending openings 

and corresponding with them about their ~ o r k . ~ O  

Becornine a Viable Business: the Im~act of Crafi Products 

Dunng the war the U.S. economy started to recover from the Depression and 

middle-class collectors began to buy art. Demands for art and crafi materials increased 

as well. After the war Bocour decided he should become a more serious businessrnan in 

order to try to make more rnoney. This decision to concentrate on business and to 

abandon his aspirations of becoming an artist represents a significant transition in 

Bocour's discourse about his identity. After a dozen years as a paintmaker specialinng 

in hand-ground artists' colours, Bocour faced the fact that, though he loved art and 

artists, his Future was as an entrepreneur, not a painter: 
"It was kind of a romantic idea. this artist thing -- the paint for artists. . . 1 don't 
know what it was. And certainly there was no money in it. 1 enjoyed the Iife. It  
wasn't until after the War that 1 decided . . . You know, it's very difficult to 
make up your rnind about sornething. . . Now either you're in business or you're 
kidding yourself " 

The decision to try to transform the small paintmaking operation into a profitable 

business was not an easy one in his recollection: 
"1 wrestled with rnyself for many years. The idea of becoming a businessman 
was most repelling. 1 was handicapped by the adolescent idea that anyone who 
works merely for money is wasting his life. The big dream of al1 artists is to [ive. 
sooner or later, from the sale of their paintings. This was a bit utopian. 1 was 
poor, al1 my fnends were poor. I knew that to stay alive 1 had to sel1 more 

30. His correspondence with anists reveals warm relationships with both unknown and prominent 
figures in painting. Sometimes the correspondence was related to gifts of paint, for example to Oskar 
Kokoschka. But often it  concemed the artists' work. He had an affectionate, though very decorous 
correspondence with Helen Frankenthaler whose work he particularly admired. She wrote to ium in 
1988 "Dear Lemy. You really "get" me and my work! And your fan notes give me a wondefil feeling: 
I'm grateful to you for writing and for telling me what my work "means" and means to you!. Hugs. 
The Bronze Screens took a lot out of me - 5 112 years and I'm proud of them." Letter to L. Bocour 
from W. Frankenthaler, 9 Apnl 1988. Bocour Papes, AAA. 



paint. "3 l 

He continued to paint in his leisure time but after the war he gave up tIying to make a 

living from his painting: 
"1 decided it was hard to be both an artist and a businessman, so I paint now 
only for pleasure. and so do not consider myself a professional or exhibiting 
artist. "32 

Throughout his life however, he always depicted himself as having tried to become an 

artist.3" 

Golden rejoined him in 1946 in an expanding business which continued to grow 

for the next two and a half decades. (Golden officially became a partner in the I9SOs.) 

During this period Golden was "the inside man" handling the paint manufacture and 

managing production. Bocour was "the outside man", meeting with artists. visiting art 

suppiy deaien and lecturing to art students about ~ a i n t . 3 ~  

Bocour's new cornmitment to business was of course timely. Post-war 

prosperity and a heightened interest in art increased the demand for anistç' paints in al1 

price ranges. Bocour and Golden started to significantly expand the range of paints they 

made, manufacturing different grades of artists' oil paints, watercolours. casein and. 

eventually acrylic resin paints for artists by the late forties3j The move to more 

contemporary materials may have been partly motivated by shortages in fine-quality 

Bocour cited in Dusa 1990. p.4 1. 
3? Anonynous. "Leonard Bocour- Artin and Colorman". Aratjonuf Art .Lluterial Trade Seu~s. 
November 1 S 8 .  pp. 20-22. 
33. The stories of his Depression yean were told rnany times in liis lectures and interview. See for 
esarnple: "Depression-era artist paints himself a bright fbture". Sundu-v Joumal-News, Rockland 
County. N.Y.. March 27. 1977. p. 1C. 9C: and Crosby. Denise. "Pioneer in acrylic paint industry is 
artist at hcart". The Sunday Journal, Kankakee. III. . October 6. 1985. p. 34: Gollin. Jane. "New Media 
Inspire Artists". Art Voices Volume 4. Number 3, Summer 1965. pp. 48-50;"The Story of Bocour Artist 
Colors Incorporated". reprinted from the 15th rlnniversuv Banquet Program. New York: Art Material 
Club Inc.. November 3. 1962. pp. 20-2 1, Bocour Papers. AAA: "Bocour Artists CoIors is 50 Tius 
Month". reprint from Art Material Trade News, Febniary 1982, Bocour Papers. AAA. 
34. i n t e ~ e w  with Tom Golden by Jan Marontate June 199 1. 
35. The exact date for the introduciion of the acrylic resin paint Magna is uncenain. Bocour claimed 
different dates at différent times. settfing on 1947 or 1948 in later accounts. The first advcrtisements 
found for the brand in national art magazine were in American Artist, March 1953, p. 1; and Arts 
Digest. March 1953. p. 68. Dating problems will be discussed in more detail Iater. 



supplies from European sources who were ail1 recovering from the war, but appears 

primarily to have been a response to specific requests fiom artists according to their 

accounts. Bocour and Golden recalled that they could not keep up with the demand for 

white and for gesso to prepare canvas. They began to mechanize the paintmaking 

operation. first with the acquisition of a coconut cmsher to grind colors. Later Golden 

worked with a tool and die maker in a barn outside the city to design custom machines 

suited to the needs of artists' paintmaking.36 They gave the machine-made oils a 

different name (Bellini) to d!ow connaisseurs of their products to distinguish them from 

the top quality hand-ground line of oils intended for professionals as opposed to 

students and amateurs. Some of the innovations they made were simply marketing and 

packaging ideas which responded to changing artistic practices. Bocour was 

panicularly proud of his leadership in producing pound-size tubes to accommodate the 

increased consumption of abstract expressionist artists painting large-scale works in 

heavy impasto. He recalled that: 
"afier the war, scale took off in painting. Like, if you went to art school you did 
a 12x16, or 16x20, or 18x24 -- a big canvas. So, a painting 3 feet by 5 feet was 
a small canvas. Not only was there larger scale but thick painting. 1 used to get 
complaints: one guy said. "Oh Lennie, 1 can't afford your paint any more." And 
1'11 never forget. this fellow made a wonderfil gesture, like he's squeezing a tube 
of paint: "you go like this and it's a dollar!" 37 

In  addition to their regular lines of paint, the paintmakers made special custom orders 

for artists. They also made paint for other labels, like the large Depanment stores, 

Macy's and Gimbel's. Occasionally they picked up work supplying paints for hobby kits. 

36. The dates for mechanization of the production are uncertain. According to Bocour the paints were 
al1 hand-ground until 1952. however he dso  clairns that he purcitaseci his first mill before his rnarriage 
to Carole Wieeler who he wed in 1947. Bocour and Cummings Inteniew 1978, p. 25. New i'ork 
Tintes. March 18. 1947. 33:3. According to Golden they first used the mil1 to make gesso. therefore 
Bocour's two statements may not be contradictory since the paint rnay still have ken hand-ground after 
the acquisition of tlie mill. By tlie early 1950s they appear to have been making at least three Werent 
qualities of oil paints for artists. The Bellini brand name was coined for the machine-ground paints. 
Bocour and Cummings Interview 1978. p. 32. 
37. Bocour and Cununings lntewiew 1978. p. 32-33. 



The most remarkabie event economically for the future of the business came 

unexpectedly fiom one of the hobby kits. In 1954. the paintmakers had supplied small 

pots of paint for "paint-by-nurnbers" sets. These sets were painting kits consisting of a 

drawing on a piece of canvasboard, pots of oil paint and a paintbmsh. The stenciled 

drawing divided the surface of the canvas into small patches which were labelled with 

numben. Corresponding to each number was a pot of paint. The idea was to colour in 

the patches to produce a painting. ofien an image of a landscape or ail1 life. Technical 

problems in keeping the paints moist until they were used had plagued some of the early 

manufacturen of the kits. Golden developed a way of keeping the paints fiom drying 

out. The "paint-by-number" kits became very popular quite suddeniy. In one account 

of the phenomenal success of the paints made for these kits, Golden's son Tom recalled 

that Golden and Bocour had closed the paintmaking studio for the 1954 Christmas 

holidays. When they retumed in January sacks of mail fiom the post office awaited 

them, full of orders fiom large toy manufacturers eager to keep up with the demand.38 

The paintmakers made a great deai of money very quickly supplying paint for the kits. 

In Sam Golden's words: 
"it was like an oil well. 1 was making paint for about ten different o ~ t f i t s . " ~ ~  

Golden explained that they liad no significant competition from other artists' 

paintmakers in this area because the larger paintmaking companies expected this would 

be a short-lived fad and did not want to bother with it. Yet, the vogue for these crafl 

kits lasted long enough to give the partners financial security and funding to pursue 

development of their fine art paints. 

The Company did not advertise its connections to the craft trade, although it 

used profits fiom this activity to subsidize work on innovative products for artists 

38. Tom Golden Intenleiv. June 1991. Tape 1 .  
39. Sam Golden Inteniew 199 1 Tape 1. 



working in high-culture idioms." Later, paint-by-number paintings becarne collectors' 

items for amateurs of pop-kitsch however during the 1950s and early 1960s they were 

a fad for low-brow h~bbyists.~' Bocour preferred to stress the fine-art connections of 

his company, maintaining that the success of the business was due to his ability to 

anticipate artists' needs because he himself had started out as a " s t a ~ n g  artist". Indeed. 

regardless of the important share that crafts products had in rnaking Bocour Artist 

Colors a successfù1 business economically, the company is best known for its 

contributions to high culture forms of painting at mid-century due to its pioneenng 

work in the development of synthetic media using artists' quality pi-ments. 

The Develooment and Earlv Reception of the First Acrylic Resin Artists' Colours 

Bocour and Golden worked to produce paints that responded to the 

preoccupations of their customers and it was an artist that first brought synthetic media 

to their attention. Artists made many special requests for custom paints from the 

beginning, ofien involving fairly simple adjustments: for example. they might ask for a 

very thick paint or a thin one or a special hue." On one occasion an anist brought 

them "a jar of liquid that looked very much like honey, thick and ~ i s c o u s . " ~ ~  Asked to 

40. Ille company produccd other craft products. such as colors for fabnc painting and Bocour wen 
Iatcr established a Iine called "Bocour Decorative Arts" which %as "marketed in the craft field" by PIaid 
Enterprises. Inc. "Sales Agenq and Marketing Agreement". December 14. 1977. Bocour Decontive 
Arts folder. Bocour Papers. AAA. 

' . The idea for the first paint-by-nurnber kit lias been attribut4 to Richard Hess. At the age of 18 he 
apparently created the kit for the Palmer Paint Company of Troy Michigan in 1952. MichaeI 
O'Donoghue. a prominent teIevision screenwiter. celebrated the 40th Anniversas of "Paint-by- 
Number Sets with an eshibition drawn from his large collection held at the BridgewaterILustberg 
Gallery in New York City in 1992. "Revival for Old-Style Pop Art". New lork Times "S[vie Section", 
Sunday. April26, 1992. p. 47: and telephone conversation with Paui Bridgewater. May 13. 1991 and 
with the Palmer Paint Company. April 1993. 
42. Moms Louis' relationship wvith the paintmakers is well-documented and will be discussed below. 
Not al1 of their attempts to please their clients succeeded however. Philip Guston hated the thick paint 
they made especially for him. The point here is however that the paintmakers did tq to produce 
materials suited to the preoccupations of artists. 
43. Letter from Leonard Bocour to Diane Upright 2 1 September 1972. quoted in Uprighl Diane. "The 
Technique of Morris Louis". Morris Louis: The Cornpiete Paintings. New York: Abrams. 1985. p. 49. 



make it into a pigrnented paint the paintmakers first tried to work with the resin using 

the techniques they had leamed for oil paints and mixed up a batch of whiteu: 
"And we put the white out on the table and we began to mu11 it around and it 
was like mbber cernent. It was like putty. It didntt bmsh. But when you put it 
alongside the oi! white, and the oil white looked quite yel10w."~~ 

Although very sticky and diffcult to handle. this "goo" (as Golden later characterized it) 

dried very clear, perfectly preserving the hue of the The "goo" was 

identified by their artist-fiend as an " a ~ r y l i c " . ~ ~  The paintmakers were fascinated by the 

possibility of using the new synthetic medium to make artists' colours because of the 

clarity of the medium: 
"The thing that got me was the white. the white was so startlingly white. In fact. 
we used to make jokes about it, called it "jet white", you know, like jet b l a ~ k . " ~ ~  

However Bocour and Golden did not begin developing the new paint 

immediately.Jg It was not until d e r  the war that they started to investigate the 

possibilities of using synthetic media to make artists' paints. They rapidly found the 

*. The s t o ~  of the anis bringing a pot of acrylic resin to the paîntmakers was told and retold many 
times snd there are some variations which occurred in the telling. In particular the name of the artist 
varies. Bocour mentioned the name "Tony" in one interview but genenlly did not idenw the artist in 
his retelling of the events. Golden maintained the sample was brought to thern by Michael Lenson. a 
painter who had worked on many New Deal mural projects and who might have had contact with 
research being canied out on new media by the Federal art project. In the only oral histop interview 
on this period found of Michael Lensen. the painter does not mention this event. Bocour and 
Cummings Interview 1978. p. 34: Interview with Michael Lenson by Harlan PhilIips. October 30. 
196-1; AAA: and Interview uith Sam Golden by Jan Marontate. May 199 1. 
". Bocour. Leonard. "Paint. Painting and Painten". unpublished mnscript of lecture given at the 
University of San Francisco. Febniary 7. 1985. Bocour Papen counesy Mrs. Ruth Bocour. New York 
City.. p. 7. 

46. Sam Golden 199 1. Tape 1. 
47. I t  was probably a rnethacqhte ener polyrner (an acrylic resin). 
j! Bocour and Cumrnings Intewiew 1978. p. 38. 
49. Both painunakers initially recollected that this fim experience of m n g  to incorporate pigment 
into acrylic took place before World War II. and recalled that their delay in pursuing investigations of 
qnthetic media had been due to the war, although Bocour iater said it could have been after the war. 
As we discuss in the section on art conservation Rutherford Gettens had begun to e.uperiment with 
polymers for coating frescos in the early 1930s. The first U.S.-produced acrylic product trademark, 
Plexigum. was registered by Rohm and Haas in 1929. Rohm and Haas began producing Acryloids for 
inks and coatings in 1934. Hochlieiser. Sheldon. "Appendk B: Rohm and Haas Company 
Trademarks". Rohm and Huas. History oJa Chernical Company. Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press. 1986. pp. 2 15-220. 



properties of the new media unsuited to the traditional formulas they were accustomed 

to using. They searched for a supplier to help them contacting advertisers in paint 

joumals, and according to Golden 
"it took me two years to find a company like Rohm and Haas. . . everybody has 
a cure-al1 . . . but it's not for artists' use."5* 

Bocour visited the Rohm and Haas Company in Philadelphia for help in developing a 

formula for artists' paints: 
"After the War 1 went down to Rohm and Haas - they make the acrylics, 
they're the biggest supplier. I told them what I wanted to do. 1 wanted 
something compatible with linseed oil because 1 knew artists were using it. And . 

. . they were very helpful to me. They came out with this paint."51 

The chemical company worked with them to adapt formulas suited to the special needs 

of artists? Bocour recalled : 
"1 . . . met the director of their research and development. He was very 

sympathetic. . . A young chernist was assigned to help me. Since we were al1 
oil-trained, I wanted a resin that would be miscible with oiI. I did not want a 
resin that would require special training in its use. It took quite a while to 
formulate 36 colors. By 1947 we were ready to go? 

The new paint produced with this resin was cailed Magna? It was compatible 

with oil and could be thinned by adding more acrylic medium and turpentine or other 

solvents. At first it was a thin, soupy mixture. 

The close contacts between the paintmakers and artists made them aware of 

qualities of paint sought by artists. Bocour gave samples of the new paint to artists 

jO. Sam Golden 1991. tape #5.  
. Bocour and Cummings InteMew 1978. Tape 2. Side 1. Transcript p. 35 

j2. Accounts by Bocour and Golden of Rolim and Haas's involvement in developing the formulas for 
acrylics may in fact be refemng to the water-borne acryiic emulsion paints they developed fater. Other 
testirnony by Golden indicates that the earliest supplier of a c ~ l i c s  was a firm named Morningstar 
Paisley which was later purchased by Warnef S. Sam Golden 199 1, tape# 1 and tape #S. 

j3. Busa 1990. p. 43. Allhough Bocour claim the paint was fim produced in 1917. 
54. Magna colors consisted basically of a pigment. an acrylic m i n  vehicle and t h i ~ e r .  According to 
Rudenstine :"The acrylic m i n  used is a methacrylate ester polymer, Rohm and Haas Acryloid F-10 
(40% m i n  solids in mineral thinner and Amsco F at a ratio of 9 to 1). The thinner used is turpentine. 
Magna colors are oil-compatible paints." Amsco F is an aromatic solvent which was made by 
Amencan Uineral Spirits Company. Rudenstine. Angelica. "Moms Louis' Medium". in Morris Louis. 
Boston: Museum of Fine Arts. 1967. p. 79. 



asking for their comments. According to him Barnett Newman, Ad Reinhardt, Jackson 

Pollock, and Moms Louis were early users who responded favorably to the handling 

characteristics of the early version of the formula for ~ a g n a . ~ ~  But some artists found 

the thin, flat quality of the paint unsuitable for their way of working. At mid-century 

many painters favoured heavy impasto for strongly gestural expressionistic modes. The 

paintmakers sought to adapt their new paint to this way of working, making it thicker 

by adding beeswax and other products. Another feature of Magna was that it was 

"reversible". that is it could be redissolved in solvent after drying. This was an 

advantage for conservators, who sought a removable pigmented paint for inpainting in 

restoration work. Magna became very popular with paintings conser~ators.~~ But 

some artists found this reversibility annoying. To counteract this effect Golden 

developed a coating to isolate the different layers for painters who wanted to rework the 

surface with successive coats.57 Another quality of the medium was that the paint "took 

to illustration board and paper without leaving the messy rings that oil does"; this was of 

interest for painters who were working on raw canvas.58 In addition. the acrylic paint 

could be applied directiy to raw canvas without affecting the longevity of the fibers, 

whereas oil paints applied to unprimed canvas tended to hasten rotting. 

Bocour explained the importance of understanding artistic practices to the 

j5. Upriglit 1985. p. 50. 

j6. By the 1990s. Magna was not longer being manulactured and consematon began to contact Bocour 
and art dealers to find old stock. Consenlator Margaret Watherston wrote to Bocow suggesting he 
arrange to have it manufiictured again: "We love Magna for retouching and . . . 1 was getting very 
nervous about our supply of colors. . -1 wonder if you could interest a Company that rnakes materials for 
consenation in preparing smail quantities of Magna color. Of course. used in restoration. it lasts 
forever so 1 suppose it wouldn't be worth their while. We will d l  just have to leam to grind our own." 
Letter from M. Watherston to L. Bocour. May 7. 1993. Bocour Papers. AAA. 
j7. F-IO and 8-67 were the chernicals in the vamish Solwar w d  to fix many of the early works done 
in Magna before subsequent research by conservator Robert Feller pointed to problems with the 
physicai chemistry (cross-linking) as these materiais aged. See the second section in Chapter 5 on the 
Center for Research on Materials of the Artist and Conservation at the MeIlon Institute in Philadelphia. 
Mark Golden InteMew 199 1. Tape M. 

j8. Letter from Leonard Bocour to José Gutiérrez and Nicliolas Roukes cited in Gutiérrez and Roukes. 
1966. p. 26. 



development of the new paint: 
"You see Itm not a chemist by early training. but rather much more interested in 
an. [The chernists at Rohm and Haas] were very helpful. But they had no idea 
what 1 wanted. 1 wanted something with viscosity, something that could 
simulate oil. And they thought in tems of house paint, something that was very 
loose and liquidy and very, very flat. However. with a few trips they did help me 
and 1 did have a paint that was very, very good, you know that was really what 1 
wanted. "59 

Bocour and Golden modified the basic formula developed by Rohm and Haas to give 

Magna more body in order to approximate the handling characteristics of traditional 

artists' oils. According to Golden, it was a aruggle to adapt the formulas developed for 

commercial use to correspond to artists' requirements at the time: 
"You have to understand that nothing, nothing to this day is made for artists' 
use in chemical houses. Chemical houses make a house paint. They want the 
dam brush to go into the can and . . . [not] show a brush mark. . . [They want 
the paint to] smooth out and cover good. Nothing is made for artists' materials. 
You've got to fight to bring in body to the paint, to give a little feel so the bmsh 
marks wiII show." 60 

Some of the early users. preferred the earlier thin version which the paintmakers 

continued to produce by special order for artists, notably for Moms Louis into the 

Although Bocour and Golden maintained that Magna was first produced around 

1947. it does not appear to have been distributed on a wide scale until about 1953 .61 

Golden explained that they did not try to patent their formulas because they wanted to 

keep their innovations a secret fiom other paintmakers: 
"You see once you patent something you've got to tell them what it is. So [your 
cornpetitors] change it around a little bit and they have the same thing. . . 

They began to advertise Magna as "the first new artist's paint in 500 years". 

comparing their innovation to the "re-discovery by the Van Eyck brothers of oil 

59. Bocour InteMew 1985. p. 6. 
60. Binden such as bees\ia.s were added to keep the pigment in suspension. Golden 1991. 

I .  Bocour InteMew 1985. p. 9. 
62. Sam Golden Inteniew 199 1 .  tape#S. 



painting" during the Northern ~ e n a i s s a n c e . ~ ~  (See Figure 4.) Furthemore they 

became convinced that synthetic resins were superior to natural resins because "when 

they age they don? discolor-- according to scientific tests."64 Touted as permanent. 

fast-drying, versatile, brilliant and intense they first called it aWplastic paint". The 

paintmakers later said that using the terms "synthetic" and "plastic" was "like the kiss of 

death". Although sorne artists were keen to try anything new. other more conservative 

customers associated the tenns with artificiality, phoney imitations and cheap substitutes 

.65 

"the resistance was enormous. . . the word acrylic now is in the ianguage 
There's nothing strange about it, it's not for~ign - . . [but at first] artists would 
say "Acrylic -- whatts that?" I'd Say, "It's a synthetic resin. " "Oh. I don? want 
that shit, 1 want the real stuff." And 1 handed out, literally hundreds of sets. . . . 
66 

In Golden's recollections, Magna was never a huge success economically for the 

~ o r n p a n y . ~ ~  The oil and turpentine compatible paints were too difficult to handle for 

most amateur painters who constituted a large portion of art materials consumers. 

Conservators and some highl y-regarded artists did however become devoted u sers. 

". This theme was repeated in trade literature and advertisements distributed by Bocour Artins' 
Colors beginning about 1957. for example the brochure Discover ,Wagna. Bocour Papers. AAA. The 
earliest advertisanent we have located in a mass art magazine is also headed "Discover Magna. Plastic 
Anist Paint". .-?merican =Irris~ March 1953. p. 1; and .-lm Digest. Marcli 1953. p. 68. 

"I. Chaet. Bernard. "Studio Talk. The Permanent Palette: Intewiew with Leonard Bocour". .-lm. 
Febmary 1958. p. 62. 

65. Sam Golden I n t e ~ e w  199 1. tape#l. 
66. Sets consisted of h ~ e k  small tubes. 
67. Sales figures have only been located for 197 1-72 and indeed at this point sales of Magna only 
amounted to US$ 5.694 as compared to the best-selling Bocour product. the acrylic emuIsion paint 
Aqua-Tec witli sales of USSSJ 1.6 14.00 of total sales of around one million dollars a year according to 
3 report prepared by Swidler and Company. Certified Public Accountants. Letter from Z. Suridler of 
New York City to Joseph Dison Crucible Co. of Jersey City. November 17, 1972. Miscellaneous 
Correspondence Folder. Bocour P apers, AAA. 
68. When production of Magna stopped in the 1980s artists and consemators began buying up 
remaining stock and contacting Bocour. Conservator Margaret Watherston wrote to Bocour of her 
diffIculties obtaining i t "To my great surprise, New York Central said that they had a few tubes of 
Magna colors left. Last Saturday. 1 swooped down on them and acquired a great treasure (6 one pound 
tubes of Magna White). Being a noble soul. I left one tube for someone else". Letter from M. 
Watherston to L. Bocour. May 7. 1993. Letter from conservator Louis Pommerantz to L. Bocour. May 
13. 1985. Bocour Papers. AAA. 



The development of Magnq the first artists' anylic resin paint. established the 

reputation of Bocour Artist Colors. The Company became known as a innovator in the 

high culture art world of critics and connoisseun who saw in the work of several 

prominent users of the paint a symbiosis of material and form. In the 1950s artists 

associated with "post-painterly abstraction" and "color field painting" found Magna 

suited to the types of problerns they were explonng in their work, in particular, Moms 

Louis, Ken Noland, Helen Frankenthaler, Barnett Newman and Frank Stella as did other 

artists such as pop artists Roy Lichtenstein.69 Testimony on the use of new synthetic 

media by artists will be explored in more depth in Chapter 8 but the well-known 

collaboration of the paintmakers with artist Morris Louis will be discussed here brkfly 

because Louis' mature work has been very closely associated with his use of the acrylic 

resin produced by Bocour and Golden (Magna). The discourse on Louis' painting done 

with Magna introduces an irnponant dimension to the study of the impact of synthetic 

paints by bringing into focus links between the new media and formalist concerns in 

Amencan painting at mid-century. 

Moms Louis' Colour Field Painting and Bocoufs Synthetic Paint 

Morris Louis. Kenneth Noland and Helen Frankenthaler are important figures in 

the avant-garde reaction to abstract expressionism and action painting in the 1950s and 

1960s. They developed a new approach to non-objective painting using bnght hues and 

stained canvases which came to be known as Color Field Painting.70 The technique of 

69. Some. like Lichtenstein and Stella even continued to use Magna afler Bocour nopped producing 
it. ln late 1983. upon notification by art supply dealer Lou Rosenthal that Magna would be 
discontinued. v t is t  Frank Stella purchased most of the pint-sized Magna paints in stock at New York 
Central Art Supply, one of the major art supply stores in Manhattan. M e r  a 40% discount the bill was 
$7000. "Miscellaneous Supplies. 1984". Frank Steila Papers. M A .  Interview with Roy Lichtenstein 
by Jan Marontate, Februaq 1994. 

The technique of naining refers to the application of paini on raw. unprimed canvas. somctimes 
lightly primed canvas was also used. Usually the canvas was placed in a horizontal position and often 
it was unstretched dunng application of the paint. The fabric absorbs the paint. producing a stained 
effect. The temue of the fabric remains visible in the coloured areas allowing for the incorporation of 



Louis and his close colleague Kenneth Noland (b. 1924) exploited the characteristics of 

the new acrylic resin paints developed by Bocour and Golden. notably the intense 

colours and suitability for staining  technique^.^] 

The itinerary of Moms Louis (born Moms Louis Bernstein. 1 9 12- 1962) brought 

him into contact with early experiments in the use of synthetic paints in art. He studied 

art in Baltimore before moving to New York City in 1936 where worked in New Deal 

art projects. He pmicipated in Siqueiros' expenmentîl workshop in 1936 using Duco 

(pyroxylin enamels) and found the workshop important enough to mention it in his 

Ciirrictrlrrm vitae even 20 years 1ater.n In 1940 Louis lefi New York City to live in 

Baltimore and Washington but remained in touch with some of his contacts in New 

York among them paintmaken Bocour and Golden. He purportedly began using the 

acrylic resin paint Magna around 1947 or 1948 &er being given a sample by B o ~ o u r . ~ ~  

Magna was the only medium he used from 1954 and the only acrylic paint that he ever 

used. 74 Speaking of Louis' use of Magna, Bocour later recalled : 
"A lot of fellows said "1 tned it and it's no good." Moms [Louis] on the other 

unstained and stained areas in the painting. Artists' oil paints oflen left an oily halo around the 
pigrncnted areas. took a long tirne to d q  and caused the untreated canvas to deteriorate. AcqIic resin 
paints did not. 
'l. Discussions of the links between acrylic artists' paints and treatment of colour occasionall~ fail to 
realize tlie signifiant differences between the oiIcompatible acrylic resins and the latçr water-borne 
-.stems developed using acrylic emulsions. Gage confounds tlie two types of artists' acrylic paints in 
tiis discussion of Louis and Noland's use of Bocour colours. Gage. John. "Art Materials and 
Abstraction." in "Chaptcr 14: Colour Without Theory: The Role of Abstraction". Colour and 
Culture. Pracrice and .lleaningjiom .4nriquity ro -4 bsrroction. London: Thames and Hudson, 1993. p. 
267. 

72. "Biography" folder. Moms Louis Papen. Bos 1. AAA. p o t e  the Morris Louis Papers and the 
Moms Louis Estate Papers are two distinct sets of documents in the Archives of American Art. The 
later may oniy be consulted with special wrinen permission from his widow which was obtained by the 
author in 1993. Letter from Mrs. Brenner's lalwer Ann M. Carfinide to Jan Marontate. November 21, 
1993.1 

73. Art histonan. curator and dealer. Diane Upright gave panicular attention to Morris Louis' pain&. 
It was Bocour who arranged her introduction to Louis' widow. Upright, Diane Headley. "The 
Technique of Morris Louis". in Upright Morris Louis. The Compfete Paintings. New York: Abram. 
1985. p. 50. See also the lctter of introduction Upright ivrote to Brenner on Febmary 14. 1975. Morris 
Louis Estate Papers. AAA. 
74. Upright. 1985. pp. 49-58. 



hand tried it and he found himself. And he said, 'Part of rny thesis is that 
materials infiuence form'. "75 

In faa. Louis' discovery of the potential of acrylic resin for his painting involved a 

complex process of negotiation and interpretation. Fellow-painters. crîtics. curators 

and collectors participated in the insertion of Louis' work into battles over the future of 

painting that were raging during the 1950s. Critic Clement Greenberg became a 

powerfbl partisan of the new way of painting which emerged with Louis' early work in 

synthetic media. The assessment of Louis' contribution to art was hastened by his death 

only a few years f i e r  he had begun to develop his mature style. 

In Washington Louis became an art instnictor at the Washington Workshop 

Center at around the tirne he met painter Kenneth Noland. In 1953 the two teaching 

colleagues visited New York City for the weekend. Noland introduced him to critic 

Clement Greenberg who took them to visit the studio of Helen Frankenthaler where 

they saw her painting Mountuzns und Sen. a large stained canvas. Moun~uins and Sea 

had a profound effect on the subsequent course of Louis' work, prompting him to 

destroy most of his recent paintings and embark on a new direction. His new way of 

working eliminated painterly surfaces and the gestural quality associated with the work 

of abstract expressionists like Pollock.76 Instead Louis and Noland began to work in 

thin layers of richly nuanced intense hues which were close in value and tone. (See 

Figures 1 1 and 12.) According to art historian Kenworth Moffett 
"Frankenthaler was using Grurnbacher student grade colors, oil paint thimed 

with turpentine, and occasionally. commercial enamel paint, such as Pollock had 
also used. In 1953. Louis and Noland began working with al1 of these materials. 
Louis, who knew Bocour. was the first to use Magna, and Noland soon 
followed suit. "77 

In 1954 Louis produced a series called Veils al1 done with Magna. Greenbergts 

'j. Bocour and Cummings Interview 1978. p. 35. 
76- Elderfield. John. Morris Louis. Exhibition Catalogue. October 6. 1986-January 4. 1987. New 
York: Museum of Modem Art. 1986. Especially pp. 27-3 1 .  
". Moffen Kenworth. Kenneth Noland. New York: Abrams. 1977. p. 101. 



interpretation of the paintings stressed the centrality of Louis' innovative "facture". his 

way of making the painting which stressed the optical qualities of the matenals: 
"The crucial revelation he got corn Pollock and Frankenthaler had to do with 
facture as much as anything else. The moreclosely colour could be identified 
with its ground, the freer would it be f?om the interference of tactile 
associations; the way to achieve this closer identification was by adapting water- 
colour technique to oil and using the thin paint on an absorbent surface. Louis 
spills his paint on unsized and unprimed cotton duck canvas, Ieaving the pigment 
almost everywhere thin enough. . . for the eye to sense the threadedness and 
woveness of the fabric underneath. But "undemeath" is the wrong word. The 
fabnc. being soaked in paint rather than merely covered by it. becomes paint in 
itself, colour in itself . . The effect conveys a sense not only of colour as 
somehow disembodied, and therefore more purely optical. but also of colour as 
a thing that opens and expands the picture plane."78 

In the beginning Louis used Magna as it was produced by Bocour Artist 

Colours, diluting it with a synthetic medium made by the Rohm and Haas Chernical 

Company and turpentine.79 However. new formulas developed for Magna in tubes had 

a paste-like consistency because of the addition of beeswax. Louis kept extensive 

records of his art supply purchases from the 1950s until his death. He wrote Frequently 

to Bocour requesting materials and commenting on the quality of the paints. For 

example. in 1960. Louis asked Bocour to have Golden produce a thinner. more finely- 

ground preparation in larger quantities. Bocour's shop produced gallon cans of paint in 

special orders for Louis and Noland.go M e r  1960, Louis stopped mixing his colors. 

using the specially ordered hues straight from the can. The stnking intensity of later 

78. Greenberg. Clement. "Louis and Noland". Art internoiiond. Vol. IV/5. May 25. 1960. p. 28. (pp. 
26-29 for bibliography ). 
79. The medium was Acqloid F-IO. The receipts and portions of his correspondence with supplien 
are in die Moms  Louis Papers. AAA. 

He ivas particularly perturbeci by the quality of the grinding (since coarsely ground paint produced 
unwanted effects), the freshness of the preparation (given that the pigment tended to settle out of the 
medium) and contamination with other pigments (since later in his career he used the paints d i r d y  
from the containers without rnixing them). Conservators have found that the granular surface of some 
of his canvases is due to a combination of factors : grains of pigment floated to the surface when large 
amoun ts turpentines were used wi thout enough medium. an effect esaggerated by coarsely-ground 
colon (which he cornplained vehernentty about in notes to Bocour). These eff'cts were on occasion 
esaggerated by the use of prepared canvas which resisted absorption. Morris Louis Papers and Golden 
199 1. See also Upright 1985. p. 56. Rudenstine 1967. p. 79. 



works like the senes known as Unfurie& highlights the transparency of the acrylic 

medium, which is as transparent as dl but the highest grades of optical ~ las s .*~  

Yet their techniques are not merely straightfonvard applications of the 

properties of the new materials. In particular. Louis' techniques of pouring the paint 

ont0 huge canvases (at least by the standards of the period) betray a remarkable mastery 

of the medium, which transcend routine expectations of its handling.g2 It is extremely 

difficult to rnaintain control over areas of saturation in such large canvases. Bocour and 

Golden tned to irnitate Louis' deceptively simple-looking technique and despite 

considerable effort. the paintmakers were unable to duplicate the effects Louis 

achieved.83 

In the work of Moms Louis. critical reception stressed the symbiosis between 

the properties of the medium and the characteristics of his marner of working. Louis' 

medium (and the related techniques of application he developed) has been deemed 

crucial for creating the conditions which allowed him to emerge as a leading innovator. 

His work was seen as both a refutation of abstract expressionism and a bridge between 

it and later forms of abstraction. However. discourse about Louis' practices do not 

claim that acrylic paint determined his stylistic evolution, but rather that the synthetic 

media provided him with new possibilities to explore in his art. Furthermore. Louis's 

involvement in the process of detennining the characteristics of his materials -- through 

his special specifications to manufacturers and suppliers -- illustrates the involvement of 

artists in the conception of new materials. Bocour and Golden discussed their paints 

with other artists too, among them Louis' close colleague Noland whose views on the 

81. In addition the paint bleeds into the cloth and does not leave a yellow oil nain. On the optical 
qualities of the resin see: Genens. Rutherford J. and George L. Stout. "Preface to the Original Edition". 
Painting ~Lhierials. A Short Encyclopedia. New York: Dover ( 1966 reprint of 1942 publication). p. 3. 
82. The size of lùs paintings was cited in correspondence witii cntic Clement Greenberg as a hindrance 
for some collectors, often ranging to around 250 s 400 cm. Letter to Moms Louis from Clement 
Greenberg. May 3. 196 1 .  "Bos 1 : Correspondence- 196 1 ". Morris Louis Paper, AAA. 
83. Upright 1985. p. 57 and Bocour and Cummings Inteiview 1978. 



place of the new paints in his art are presented in Chapter 8. 

The Paintmakers' Ex~enments and Other New Media 

The critical success of work by Louis, Noland and other early users of the 

acrylic resin paints made by Bocour Artist Colors may well have contributed ta the 

increased interest in new media by other paintmakers. Bocour and Golden themselves 

continued to experiment with new chemical produas. in part because of the increased 

demand for synthetic paints. particularly water-borne syaems being developed by their 

competitors in the 1950s and 1960s. 

In the early days of making synthetic paints for artists much of the discovery 

process was trial and error. Neither Bocour nor Golden had scientific training. Their 

procedures for studying the new materials were, like those of Gutiérrez, intuitive rather 

than scientïfic at first. Asked about how he developed the new paints and innovative 

new products for use with acrylics (like mediums and modeling paste) Golden 

characterized his methods as follows: 
"It has been a fight al1 the way down the line. You keep trying. 1 was never a 
chernist. Never claimed to be a chemist. So 1 stayed up nights, [wondering] 
"How to do it. How do you do it?". . . You just stay up nights. Hit and miss. . 
. 1 tried different [things]. I made paint with honey. 1 made paint with dioxin. 1 
made paint with asbestos. 1 made paint with - you name it and I'm still alive 
[knocks wooden table twice with fist]. Lucky. And you try. 1 mean . . . when 
there's no information. you can't go to the library and pick up a book on acrylics. 
. . Edison didn't find out how to make a light bulb -- you had to experiment, you 
had to play with it, and corne up with sornething that you felt was good. Now 
the acrylics-- to this day, it's cailed Magna the one we made-- had its drawbacks. 
But a lotta guys used it and loved it."84 

Some of Goiden's early experiments went dramatically wrong. For example he tried to 

use alurninum tubes due to post-war shortages and they exploded (because of gas 

produced in chemical reactions with the paint). He almost burned down the factory 

expenmenting with polyester resin. Although the Company did send paint samples out 

84. Sam Golden 199 1. tape # 1. 



for testingg* Golden also conducted his own weathering tests. painting his home and 

even his car bumper bright colours to test new pigments and the acrylic medium.86 

Dunng the 1950s the paintmakers continued to rnodiq the formulas for rnany of 

their paints taking into account new pigments. They tned a variety of other new 

synthetic media.87 Eventually, in the early 1960s. they produced a line of water-borne 

acrylics which they cdled Aqua-Tec. Here too the exact date is dificuit to e s t a b l i ~ h - ~ ~  

They had considerable difficuky developing these paints, in part because of poor quality 

control by suppliers of their raw rnaterials, but with the assistance of a technical 

representative from Rohm and Haas they solved their formulation p r o b l e m ~ . ~ ~  

Although Bocour and Golden were not first to produce water-borne synthetic 

paints for artists, they did make some innovations with this type of paint for artists, 

notably in response to a request fiom painter Helen Frankenthaler (b. 1928).~O 

Frankenthaler had begun to move away fiom thin staining (which Ieft a fuuy edge 

where the paint stopped bleeding into the canvas) to a harder edge and began to use 

water-borne acrylic paints at the end of 1962 but "did not like it and went back to oil. 

". They sent products to Gimbels Bureau of Siandards in Philadelphia in tlie early 1950s and later 
they aIso used the U.S. Testing Laboratories. See for exarnplc. Sumey B-1267 by Gimbels Bureau of 
Standards. Decembcr 2 1, 195 1 in "Tests and Standards" folder. Bocour Papers. AAA. 

". Golden's son Tom recalled the unconventional e.vperience of being a teenager living in a bnghtly 
painted cobalt blue house located in a conservative Hillsdale suburb dunng the 1950s. Tom Golden 
Intenieu. 199 1. 
R7. These included a polyester rcsin made bu Du Pont. Sam Golden I n t e ~ e w  199 1. tape #6. 

R8. Using advenisements to date the introduction of the new rnatenals. they would appear to have been 
scheduted for distribution around 19634. None of the key informants \vas able to supply an esact date 
for actual production. 
89. Tliey were used products made by 2 Company cdled "Morningstar Paisley" but changes in the 
production due to transfer of operations to a different plant resulted in failure of the formulas t h q  were 
using. An agent by the name of Ed Lamy (phonetic spelling) proved helpful to them and also worked 
with other paintmaken at this time. Efforts to locate Lamy through the Rohm and Haas Company have 
proven unsuccessfbI to date. The formulas used AC-33. a product developed by Rohm and Haas. Sam 
Golden Interview 199 1. Hayes InteMew 1994. Ruth Bocour Interview 1995. 
90. Hen- Levison. head of Permanent Pigments had produced the fint hl1 line of acrylic emulsion 
patnts around 1954. His work is discussed in Chapter 6. By the 1960s. several other companies were 
also bringing out similar lines of new water-borne paints. mostly based on p l -mer  emulsions as weH 
and they are covered in Chapter 7. 



then tried it again and continued using it".91 She later recalled: 
"1 changed to acrylics for a number of reasons. One, 1 was told that they dry 
faster, which they do, and that they retain their original color. which they do. 1 
would Say durability and light and the fact that one can use water instead of 
turpentine: ail that makes it easier given theabstract image. In the way that 
sound echoes sense, the materials come dong that are called for within the 
nature of the aesthetic. As painting needed less and less drying time. depth. and 
so forth. the materials came along that made that more obvious. "92 

She said the quality of the new synthetic paint: 
"cm be scratchy, tough, modeni. once-removed - not as involved in métier. 
wrist. or medium as is often the c a s e h h  oil. At its best, it fights the 
painterliness for me. . "93 

She had difficulty getting the acrylic to absorb into the canvas at first. Bocour told the 

story of a new product developed in response to requests from Frankenthaler: 
"Helen Frankenthaler is an old old fiend and customer . . [when we began to 
make] Aqua-Tec 1 told her about them and she said, "oh send me a quart each of 
al1 the paints". . . So. 1 sent her up a quart of each paint and about two or three 
days later [she] called me up very angry. very testy, "what kind of junk did you 
make here. 1 can't use the paint". 1 said, "what happened?" [She replied] "It 
rolls into balls". I said "wet the back of the canvas, use a little more water". No 
matter what 1 said . . . every hour on the hour she'd cal1 me to tell me how 
temble it was. So finally . . . 1 went up to her studio. . ."94 

The paintmakers developed a product to help her do washes or stains which they called 

WTB (Water Tension Breaker)? By 1963 Frankenthaler was using the tendency of 

acrylics "to flood laterally across the surface, absorbing less quickly than turpentine- 

thinned oil" in large open areas of sofily modulated p a i r ~ t . ~ ~  During the 1960s the 

Company also produced other products to use with the paints (synthetic mediums. 

- Given tlie date Bocour's acrylics may no( have been her fim. Elderfield. Jolin. Helen 
Frankenfhaler. New York: Abnrns. 1989, p. 166. 
92- Transcnpt of 1972 îïlmed inteniew of Frankenihaler in De Antonio. Emile and Mitch Tuchman. 
Painters Painting. New York: Abbeville Press. 1984, p.82. 
93. Frankenthaler quoted in Elderfield 1989. p. 166. 

Bocour 1985. pp. 32-34. 
95. It was modeled on the osgall solution used for wash techniques by English watercolounns. 
Recently. at a Triangle Workshop for artists attended by Golden's representatives. Frankenthaler 
purportedly jovially chided Golden for fading to share the profits from WTB with her. since it was. 
after d l  her idea that generated the product. Mark Golden Interview 199 1 (untapai) 
96. Eldefield 1989. pp. 166-7. 



vaniishes, retarders. rnolding pastes and gels). 

Bocour's discussions display an ambivalence about the water-borne acrylic 

emulsion paints. which handled very differently fiom the artists' oil paints of his an 

school days. Although he was proud of the company's pioneering work in the 

development of artists' acrylics. in his later years he began to express his mistrust of 

synthetic media: 
"when we made Aqua-Tec, the polymer emulsion, 1 painted out post card size 
slides and sent them out to the U.S. Testing Laboratory . . . so 1 feel very. very 
good but in al1 honesty, these acrylic colors, the resin or emulsion. have not had 
the test of time. . 

Golden on the other hand. after an initial struggle with the new technologies imposed by 

the modem rnatenals, became an ardent proponent of water-borne acrylic media for 

artists. Above al1 he valued their versatility and the speed with which they dried. which 

he felt gave the artist more creative freedorn. In his words: 
"You could make acrylics behave as a watercolor. You could make them 
behave as an oil paint, you could make them be shiny you could make them be 
matte, you could make them be thin washes. It gives you a whole wide. wide 
area to work in. Not only that, but it extends your painting life by at least ten 
years because you can finish a painting. You don? have to wait for it to dry. . 
so that the life of the artist, his painting life is extended. . . t t98 

Bocour Artist Colors Reaches Maturity: Growth of the Com~anv and Involvement in 
the Art Materials Trade 

The paintmakers did not just fùnction in the world of the New York art elite. but 

endeavored to spread word about their products and to develop markets across the 

county as their business expanded. The Company grew slowly at first, from a two-man 

operation to a small finn employing only a few workers and a secretary in the 1940s. 

Bocour and Golden eventually hired more staff, mostly blue-collar labourers who 

leamed the craft of paintmaking on the job. The stafïeventually un ion i~ed .~~  The 

97. Bocour 1985. p. 16. 

98. Sam Golden 199 1 tape#5. 
99. They joined Local 8 IO of the Steel Metais. Alloys. Hardware Fabricaton and Warehouse Men. 



Company moved several times (from 15th Street to 16th Street to a factory-loft on 42nd 

Street and then a Iarger space on 52nd Street). By the 1970s Bocour had a staff of 

about 35-40 people and he had also apparently hired at least one c h e r n i ~ t . ~ ~ ~  Farnily 

members intermittentiy heiped with the business as well, and many pursued careers 

related to the a d o 1  Bocour's wife Ruth who had training in both art and science 

participated in the development of a new Iine of acrylic emuision paints. lo2 In the early 

1970s they were forced to move again because of re-zoning and the company lefi 

Manhattan for a larger building in Gamerville, New York.lo3 The suburban location 

meant that fewer artists came to visit but many artists were Ieaving the city as well. 

During this period new avant-garde stylistic movements from outside New York City 

emerged (like pattern-painting) and some observers have noted a trend towards 

aEiliated with the International Broîherhood of Teamsters according to a report prepared by Swidler 
and Company. Certifïed Public Accountants. Letter from Z. Swidler of New York City to Joseph Dison 
Crucible Co. of Jersey City. November 17. 1972. Bocour Papers. M. 
loci. Bocour's CO-author on an article about the manufacture of acrylic paints for anists. Kenneth 
Nelson is identified as "chief chernist". Bocour. Leonard and Nelson. Kenneth. "Howv Acqlics Are 
Made". .-lmerican Arrisi. Volume 38. Issue 385. August 1974. pp. 4649.67. The numbcr of employees 
varicd slightly. but by the early 1970s the size of the full-time staff had stabilized at about 36 plant 
workers. 4 office workers and about 2 senior staff members in addition to Bocour and Golden. Bocour 
and Curnmings Interview 1978. p. 37. 
l o l .  Golden's sons Tom. Steve and Mark Bocoufs son Peter and step-sons Paul and Chuck Hinch al1 
pursued careers related to the arts. although only one becarne a fitll-time paintmaker. Tom Golden. the 
eldest of Sam Golden's fmr children, wvas an actor for a few years before resuming l i s  studies to 
became a pqchologist. Steven Golden worked for Bocour Artist Colors in the 1960s and later became 
founded his owvn business as a colour consultant. Mark Golden founded Golden Artists Colors with his 
wife Barbara and father Sam. Tom occasionally works for the newer company as well. Intewicu. 11th 
Tom Golden lune 199 1. Peter Bocour is an free-lance artist and designer who has worked for 
international design companies like Laura Ashley. Paul Hirsch works in the film industry and won an 
O s ~ q r  for his technical contributions to the film "Star Wan". Chuck Hirsch taught film studies at 
universities in New York and California before becoming a therapist. Interc.ieurs with Peter Bocour. 
December 1993 and Ruth Bocour. 199-1-1 995. 
l m -  Ruth Schindler Hinch Bocour. Bocour's third wife. now retired. was a modem dancer who had 
snidied in New York (under Martha Graham) and in Paris before rnarrying Leonard Bocour. She also 
had some University-level training in chemistry. Prior to becoming a dancer she had studied in a pre- 
medical programme at the University of Pennsylvania. worked as a laboratory assistant at Temple 
Medicat School in Philadelphia and p d u a t e d  from the University of Pennsylvania in 1934. She had 
considerable knowledge of art and had made many contacts with artists in New York and Paris during 
her first mamage to painter Joseph Hirxh. Interviews with Ruth Bocour. December 1993-May 1995. 
lo.? Anonynous. "Bocour Goes Bucolic. Artists color factor). doubles space in move to Hudson River 
town". Art  .\!alerial Trade News. September. 197 1. p. 20.42, 



geographical decentralization of a h t s  in America. lo4 Bocour handled most of the 

outside contacts, tounng the country to give lectures and demonstrations on the paints, 

and meeting with artists to keep up with the latest trends in conternporary painting. 

Bocour also authored a nurnber of beginner's instruction manuals for the company 

dunng this period. lo5 

The paintmakers were also involved in organizations concemed with quality 

control, and business aspects of the art materials trade. Bocour represented the 

company at meetings on the development of recomrnended standards for artists oil 

paints before the war and the company was an acceptor listed in the publication of the 

first voluntary commercial standard for artists' paints. IO6 In 1960 he was made a 

member of the Standing Cornmittee for the preparation of the revised Commercial 

Standard of Artists' Oil Paints produced in 1962 and with other art materials 

manufacturers contributed funds for publication of the standard.lo7 As soon as the war . 

ended. the manufacture, distribution and sale of art materials expanded rapidly. New 

On the ~ b j e c t  of the increasing geograplUcal dispersion of practicing anists and the decreasing 
importance of New York City see Crane, Diana. The Transformation of the .-hani-Garde. The .Vew 
lhrk .-kt Itorld 19-10- 1985. Chicago: University of Chicago Press 1987. In a study of census data 
Judith Blau emphasizes the relatively even distribution of institutions for tlic fine arts across the 
country. indicating that the consumption of high-culture art forms is widespread although "art 
suppliers" tend to be conccnmted in larger art communities. Blau. Judith. The Shape of Culture. .SI 
Stu& of Contemporarv Culturai Patterns in the United States. New York: Cambridge University 
Press. 1992. 

Io'. Bocour. Leonard. Let's Paint. Learn to Paint with Leonard Bocour. Garnemille. N.Y.: Bocour 
Anist Colors. Inc. n.d. and Bocour. Lconard. Let's Drap. Learn to Drmv with Leonard Bocour. 
Gamenille. N.Y.: Bocour Artist Colors. Inc. nad. 
H'6. His name (Leonard Bogdanoff at the time) appears on the list of those present distnbuted to 
membcrs of the first standing committee in the "Condensed Record of General Confcrence on Artists' 
OiI Paints". Museum of Modem Art. New York Cie. Febniary 9. 1940 frorn the office of F. W. 
Reynolds. National Bureau of Standards. document #TS-2836 in Ralph and Bena Frank Mayer Papers. 
AAA. reel D213:33-37. See ais0 U.S. Department of Commerce. National Bureau of Standards. 
rlrtists' 011 Paints. Commercial Standard CS98-42. Washington: U.S. Govcrnnient Printing Office. 
May 10. 1942. 

Io'. Note thai the inclusion of synthetic media in the standard was hoîiy debated at the time. Inteniew 
with Joy Turner Luke. May 1996. See dso  U.S. Department of Commerce. OfTlce of Technical 
Services. Comrnodih Standards Division. Cornntercial Standard CS98-62. A rrcorded voluntaty 
standard of the trade pubfished b-v the US. Department ofCommerce. Washington: US. Govenunent 
Printing Office. November 1 5.  1 962. 



professional groups were fonned by people involved with the manufacture. distribution 

and sale of art materials. Bocour and Golden joined organizations founded to promote 

business like the "Chowder Club," a group of manufacturers and whoiesalers (which 

becarne the Art Materials Club of New York in 1947 and was later renamed the Artists 

Materials Manufacturers A s s o c i a t i ~ n ) . ~ ~ ~  They also became members of the National 

Art Materials Trade Association (NAMTA) which included dealers as we11. IO9 Bocour 

was naturally more outgoing than Golden. He held several elected offices in NAMTA 

over the years and was named to the NAMTA Hal1 of Fame in 1974. l '"e initiated a 

series of instructional booklets published by NAMTA for distribution by dealers as part 

of an educational outreach programme to stimulate amateur interest in painting. I l  

Even though the Company became active in voluntary associations related to the 

art materials trade, Bocour maintained close ties with artists, and art students through 

his lecturing and art collecting activities. Teaching and lecturing about art became a 

central feature of his promotional activity for the new media. 

Teaching and Lecture Tours 

Just after the war Bocour began to teach first with a course on Technics [sic] 

and Media at the Brooklyn Museum Art School in 1945. which by 1947 had been 

renamed "The Bocour Workshop" (presumably to promote his paintmaking Company 

since at this time Bocour was still listed by his birth name Bogdanoff in the school 

log .  The 1947 date was given in a facsimile reprint of pan of the 15 year Banquet Celebration held in 
1962. 1949 is given as the founding date for the Artist Materials Manufactwers Association in "How It 
Began". -4 H i ~ t o p o / N . ~ - 1 : .  The First 25-wars. Hasbrouck Heights. N.J.: National Art Materials 
Trade Association, 1975. p. 6. 
log. " 1707-National Art Materials Trade Association". Enqvcfopedia o f  .4ssociations. Part 1 (Sections 
1-6) Entries 1-10323. Detroit: Gale Research Inc.. 1992, p. 17 1 1 
I I o .  "Leonard Bocour Named to NAMTA Hall of Fame". reprint from Art Material Tmde Yews. June 
197 4. Bocour Papes. AAA. 
I l I . Only one bookiet from the series has ben  located. namely: Folb. Jay. Start. Hasbmuck Heights. 
New Jersey: National Art Matenals Trade Association. 1969. 



prospectus). In 1946 he joined the faculty of the Skowhegan School of Painting and 

Sculpture where he taught a summer course on materials and techniques until about 

1 956. His two-week workshop was called a "paint laboratory" : 
"in which al1 the essentiais of the artias' craft will be taken up. The students will 
participate in his dernonstrations of the basic principles and methods of color 
grinding. the preparation of grounds, varnishes. mediums etc.. also the 
preparation of canvas for oils, panels for tempera, types of oils. function of 
gouache and tempera, and the preservation of pictures. " l l2 

The idea of his courses was not merely mastery the craftsmanship of painting but also 

economy. The course descriptions prornised that "the tubes of paint made by the 

student will result in a saving many times the amount of the laboratory fee". l 3  At 

Skowhegan he kept in touch with early contacts from the New York art scene and 

strengthened his ties with many younger artists who were beginning to make a name 

after the war, like Alex Katz, and Robert Indiana. l l4 Dunng the 1 960s Bocour also 

taught short summer courses on artias' matenals (usually about three weeks) at the 

Yale summer school in Norfolk. He was appointed for a six-year tenn to the Board of 

Visitors in the School of Visual Arts at Boston University in 1977, (a consultative 

position similar to that of visiting faculty member but without teaching 

responsibilities). l l 5  

Bocour was also a fiequent guest speaker in art schools. He travelled 

extensively lecturing in universities and colleges throughout the U.S. and Canada. He 

demonstrated painting techniques to studio art classes and gave talks to amateurs of an  

in clubs and societies. typically speaking at between 100 and 150 different places each 

I IZ. ibid. p. 8.  
13 .  Course Description of " 17A: The Bocour Worksliop. Instmctor: Leonard Bogdanoff'. Spnng 
Term 1 9-1 7. B r o o i p  Museum .4rt School. n, p. ' 14. An undated prospectus for the school lis& the following faculty and visiting artists for July and 
August: Henry Varum Poor. Willard W. Cummings. Sidney Simon. Anne Poor. Milton Hebald. 
Leonard Bocour. (Faculty) and (artists) Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Russell Cowles. William Zorach, Marguerite 
Zorach. Karl Knaths. Bartlett H. Hayes, George L.K. Morris. This was certainly before 1953. the year 
of Kuniyoshi's death. Bocour Papers. courtesy Mrs. Ruth Bocour. 

S. Boston Universi- Boards of Fisitors. Boston: Boston University. 1977. p. 190. 



year. 14 

Bocour's representation of himself and his motives for lectunng vaned. At times 

he emphasized his deep involvement with art and artists. revelling in descriptions that 

portrayed his multiple roles as "raconteur, artist, collector, teacher and paintmaker." 1 I 7  

Yet he also expressed a firm cornmitment to business and would sometimes stress 

economic imperatives: 
"1 don't go to hear myself talk. 1 hope to seIl paint. . . " I l 8  

Bocour was not the oniy representative of a paint company to lecture in an 

schools. Russell Woody. employed for many years by Permanent Pigments company 

(which had developed the first water-borne acrylic artists' paint) and Ron Hayes, (who 

developed a brand called New Masters paints) began travelling across the country 

speaking at art schools in the 1960s. Hayes laughingly evoked the spirit of jovial 

entrepreneurship he felt dunng the early days of travelling the art school lecture circuit 

at the same time as Bocour: "we were Iike two snake-oil ~alesmen."~ l g  Hayes and 

Bocour did definitely combine education about art materials with an interest in sales. 

Bocour distributed sample sets of paints, in particular acrylics. and took orders at an 

supply shops near his speaking venues during his travels. Woody, however. maintains 

he not sel1 paint during his lectures but rather saw his lectures as fulfilling a more 

1 6 .  This estimate is based on records which summarize his visits to schools during the p e n d  between 
September 1982 and Febmry 1987. It may underestimate the number of talks overall because he may 
have given more than one lecture in each institution and he is likçly to have been more active when he 
\vas younger. Bocour did not keep detailed records of al1 of his arrangements but there is a large body 
of material in his papers pertaining to his travels to art schools. notably in the form of news clippings 
from local publications. agendas. road maps tracing routes. witten correspondence with his hosts and 
contacts. and printed ephernera about his Msits (programmes. posters and announcements). Bocour 
Papers. AAA. 

17. ûften articles based on intewiews with Bocour would appear in local p a p n  or  in small art 
magazines and bulletins. "Leonard Bocour to speak on "The Age of Acrylics"". North Shore Art 
League, Winnetka. Illinois. Volume 23. Nurnber 4. January, 1976. p. 6. "Press Clippings". Bocour 
Papers. AAA. 

1 8 .  Bocour and Curnrnings Interview. 1978. 
' 19. Hayes did not continue to work as a paintmaker but b e r n e  an art professor al Massachusem 
College of Art where he was still teaching at the time of this writing. His research on artists' acrylic is 
discussed in Chapter 7. Hayes Interview with Jan Marontate 1994. 



general educational fùnction, in particular by teaching students and faculty about new 

synthetic matenals. lZ0 

Bocouf s talks were not simply sales pitches. He spoke on three basic themes : 

new developments in artists' materials (which he cailed one "The Age of Acrylics"); 

traditional materials. pigments and grounds (cailed "The Permanent Palette") and finally 

his involvement with artists dunng the 1940s. 1950s and 1960s emphasizing "the 

tuming away fi-om form and content to. . . space and color and the non-figurative 

idiom" which he called "Paint. Painting and Painters".Izl He also spoke about the 

Bocour art collection when it toured. Liberally seeded with stories about his 

expenences with artists and art, Bocoufs lecture provided a bjghly persona1 gossipy 

account of his intense involvement in and affection for the New York art scene. 

The Bocour Art Collection and Donations of Art 

When Bocour was listed in U/ho's Who in American Art, it was as a collector of 

contemporary paintings and lecturer, not as a paintmaker. 122 

Bocour became an avid art collector. fi-equently trading paints for paintings: 
"Sorne of the paintings in my collection were gifts, some were purchased. but 
most were swaps" 123 

The collection grew so rapidly that when Bocour and Golden moved to a large 

building in Gamersville. they planned to establish a gallery. Visitors to the plant 

commented that there were paintings everywhere, even in the manufacturing areas. 

IZo. Woody Interview with Jan Mamntate 1991. Tape # I .  
121. Although the talks and dernonstrations appear to have covered roughly the sarne matenal 
according to press coverage, he does not appear tu have read them from prepared copy. There is a 
transcnpt of one of the Iectures which had been videotaped. Lecture. Pnint, Painting and Puinters, 
University of San Francisco. February 7. 1985. Bocout Papers. AAA. 
'22. Gilbert. Dorothy B. (editor). IVhols Who in Americm Art. New York: R-RBowker Company. 
1966. p. 44. 

i23. Busa. Chrinopher. "Leonard Bocour 'Miner Aqua-tec'". Provincetown Arts. 1990. p. 40. 



Both of the partners' homes were literally covered with original art. 124 By the 1960s 

word of the collection had spread and they began to share their artwork by lending it for 

shows. The collection was a remarkable reflection of Bocour's contacts with artists 

over the years and also a testimony to the craflsmanship of the paintmakers. Almost al1 

of the artwork in the collection was done with paints made by Bocour Artist Colon. 

The first travelling exhibition of selections fiom the Bocour Artist Colors Collection 

toured the US. under the auspices of the Amencan Federation of the Arts in 1966- 

1973. 126 The show featured works by 6 1 prominent artists including painting by Helen 

Frankenthaler, Philip Guston, Alex Kat% Jacob Lawrence, Moms Louis. Kenneth 

Noland. Jules Olitski, Philip Pearlstein, Mark Rothko and Raphael Soyer. 12' It travelled 

to 47 art galleries and museums in the United States and Canada. 

When Bocour and Golden ended their partnership, they divided up the 

collection. Golden's portion of the collection was largely dispersed by the end of the 

1970s although he subsequently began to rebuild a collection. 128 BOCOU~S portion of 

the company collection and his private collection were still quite large (estimated at over 

700 large paintings and uncounted numben of small ones) and continued to grow. He 

and his wife Ruth loaned work fiom their private collection for exhibitions at university 

art galleries across the country. I z 9  

. 'Celebnting the "wedding" of Bocour and Zipafone at Lenny's [sic] Rn~erside apartment. It was 
breathtaking! Paintings on every square inch of wall . . . 50 years of Amcrican art! In addition. donn 
a fiallway. !ou passed a Rouault in the kitchen \vas a Chagall. You met Picasso in the batliroom. . . " 
.-l rt .\ larerial Trnde iVe\t*s. August 1 982. p. 60. 

125. Bocour insisted al1 of the paintings in the collection had b a n  done with colon he made but it is 
iikely that somc of the works were in fact done with other brands, The paintings were however 
generaliy done by artists who had used Bocour's paints. 
126. Anonymous. "Bocour Collection paintings on an extended national tour". Art Materials Trade 
.Léw January 1967. p. 36 
12'. A complete list of the aorks in the exhibition and the locations is in the Bocour Papers. AAA. 

'28. He sold some of the more important pieces. including work by Morris Louis. to finance the nea  
paintmaking company lie founded with his son Mark in 1980. Interview with Sam Golden, 199 1. 
12'. Steiner. Raymond. "Profile: Leonard Bocour". Art Times. June 1987. p. 17. 



Bocour was available to lecture on his collection and became a vociferous 

advocate of purchasing art fiom contemporary artists: 
"If you love art you have an obligation to support the living artist. buying 
paintings is as essential to the perpetuation of art as buying books and records is 
to Iiterature and music." l3O 

The Bocours began to donate work to universities and colleges, stating that they had 

corne to realize that many an students did not have enough exposure to original work 

by contemporary painters. They favoured institutions which were not near large 

museums or an gallenes. Bocour also began a practice (which has been continued by 

his widow Ruth) of trying to place afi in collections which are advantageous for the 

careers of artists in his c0llection.l3~ The emphasis in the collection was on supporting 

work by living artists. In Bocour's words: 
"I'm a big believer in the contemporary artist, the living guy. " 132 

Of course there were also financial advantages for both the artists and the paintrnakers 

by exchanging art for paint. As it tumed out, some of the artists in Bocour's collection 

became very successful in the art market. 

The Partnershi~ Ends 

In 1972 the partnership between Bocour and Golden was dissolved. Bocour 

continued to mn Bocour Artist Colors until 1982 when he sold the Company narne and 

formulas to a manufacturer of commercial house paints called Zipatone which 

subsequently re-sold the formulas for the paints. 1 3 3  He stayed on for five years as 

I3O. Quoted in a publicity brochure for The Leonard Bocours Collection. Tampa M Innitute. n-d. 
Courtesy Mrs. Ruth Bocour. New York City. 
l 3  l .  This is an elaborate pmcess in the case of Iarger institutions with strict accession policies 
involving consultation with the artists if they are living. 
132. Bocour and Curnmings InteMew 1978. Archives for Amencan Art. Smithsonian Institution. 
Washington. D.C.. Tape 2. Side 2. Transcript p. 56. 
i33. They were apparently sold to Duro Art Industries of Chicago in late 1993 or early 1991. 
Conversation with Jay Kmeger. Conservator of Modem Paintings. National Gallery of Art. 
Washington. D.C. and conversations wïth Duro Art Industries Inc.. May 1994. 



nominal director of the company. Before his death Bocour had retumed to the area in 

Manhattan where he had established his first paintmaking studio. taking an office on 

18th Street. There he had an office in the brushrnaking factory of an old fnend and 

fellow aspinng arti~t.13~ He worked as a color consultant, organized exhibitions of his 

art collection and lectured on art until shortly before his death in 1993. 135 Golden 

retired bnefly and then in 1980. with his wife Adele, son Mark and daughter-in-law 

Barbara, founded Golden Artists Colors. 136 

Golden Artists Colors: the Science of Makine Svnthetic Artists' Colours 

Aithough it was founded d e r  the period under study, Golden Artists Coiors will 

be considered here because it is, to some extent, the spiritual heir to the small artisanal 

company established in 1932 by Bocour. Golden's new company built on the man). of 

the practices and skills that he and Bocour had developed together during their lengthy 

partnership. Like Bocour Artists Colors, Golden Artists Colors began as a small 

paintmaking company specializing in high-quality artists' paints and custorn-made 

painting media for anists. However. Golden's company was founded to specialize in 

high quality acrylics for artists, rather than hand-ground oils. 

The new company was situated in upstate New York outside of a small village 

called New Berlin, not in downtown Manhattan. It was started by Sam and his family in 

the barn of his retirement home in the summer of 1980. (See Figure 8.) At the age of 

67. Golden invested al1 of his life savings. sold vinually al1 of the imponant works in his 

a n  collection and borrowed fiom everyone he knew to go back into business at the 

134. This was the Robert Simmons B m h  Company which Iiad made a line of synthetic hair bnishes to 
use wvitli acqlic paints in the 1960s. 

135. He had an office in the faciory-loft of the Sirnmons Bnish Company. a family-run business which 
begun by artist Bob Simmons. a fnend of Bocour. Simmons had developed a Iine of synthetic liair 
paintbrushes which were compatible with Bocour's acrylic paints. 
I J 6 .  The fim employee in the company. Chuck Kelly became a f i f i  partner. 



urging of his wife in order to rediscover his identity as a paintmaker. l 37 Mark Golden, 

the youngest of Golden's children, was bom in 1954 the year the paint-by-nurnber fad 

brought prosperity to his family. He and Barbara were both university graduates. unlike 

the Depression-poor generation that went before thern.138 Prior to becornine a 

paintmaker, Mark had a strong background in science, having begun doctoral-level 

studies in physiology and he also had experience in commercial applications of art 

through work in graphic design with an advertising fim. 

Artisanal Methods Meet the Laboratory 

The Goldens set up the new company to make acrylic paints for artists according 

to Sam's specifications. Sam began to teach his son how to make paint using an 

artisanal approach. Mark worked at his side like an apprentice and recalled : 
"There were months and months of just looking at the paint coming off the roller 
mills. He would Say "Do you see? Do you see? And 1 would say . . . "1 dont 
see anything Pop. I know something of what you're talking about. I know the 
quality you're talking about but 1 dont see it yet.". . . [He knew] the materials 
like the back of his hand. He could just teIl. 

Mark's training in science prevailed and he soon decided it was imperative to dernystify 

the process of paintmaking by setting up a small research laboratory to seek answers 

when things went wrong: 
"because we were dealing with clients that were pretty important . . . instead of 
the art of making paint we were into the science of making paint. [The idea was 
] that it didn't have to be shrouded in mystery. . . it was too fightening. 
especially the first three years. It was very. very  cary.''^^^ 

137. Sam Golden will be refened to by his first name in the section to avoid confusion with the rest of 
the famil'. Hc was spending sis months in Florida and six months in upstate New York. In Florida he 
says that his main activity \vas going to the dog races but he finally reaiized that nobody he met at the 
races knew he was a paintmaker. Golden Interview. June 1 99 1, Tape # 1 .  
13*.  Prior to beginning the new Company Mark had worked in advertising and Barbara was a 
schoolteacher. She continued to teach while working for the company part-time for several years to 
Iielp fund tlie family during tlie early yars  of the new company. InteMew with Barbara Golden June 
1991. 
39. Mark Golden Interview June 199 1 .  TapeMi. 
I4O. ibid. 



Mark descnbed the company's research process as a two-way exchange of ideas 

and inspiration between artists and their paintmakers but some of the ideas for produas 

and processes corne fiom research done by the company using scientific sources. Many 

of the employees are well-educated. Several staff members have strong backgrounds in 

the sciences. arnong them Jim Hayes who has a Master's degree in chemistry and Ben 

Gavett, with a background in agriculture and a strong interest in toxicity and labelling. 

As a consequence, the company has tried to-develop safe hygienic working conditions 

and environmentally-sound practices. notably a state-of-the art system for waste 

treatment . 

In addition to membership in art materials trade organizations, Mark Golden has 

prornoted increased contacts with researchers in conservation science and polymer 

chemistry. Members of the Company attend short courses in polyrner chernistry and 

meetings on advances in materials science. Ben Gavett was head of the Sub- 

Cornmittee on Artists' Paints and Related Matenals of the American Society for Testing 

Materials in 1994 and 1995. a prestigious position which illustrates the confidence 

artists' groups have in the new company since in the past cornmittee members have 

preferred to elect consumers (like representatives of artists' groups) since they mistrust 

producers. The company's laboratory even sometimes communicates its research 

findings through scholarly channels. For example staff at Golden Artists Colors 

discovered the phenornenon of "support induced discoloration" white they were 

assisting researchers in the Art Conservation Department at Buffalo State Coilege on 

treatment problems relared to a 1970 acrylic painting by Robert Goodnough. This 

resulted in a paper CO-authored with the college professors.14~ The company sends 

l4 . Hamm. James. Ben Gavett. Mark Golden. Jim Hayes. Charles Kelly. J o h  Messinger. Margaret 
Contompasis and Bruce Suffield. "The Discoloration of Acrylic Dispersion Media". in Gratton. David 
(editor). Savinp the Twentieth Century The Conservation of Modern hIaterials. Proceedings O/ 

Svmposium '9 1. A con ference held in Ottawa, Canada, 15-20 Septernber 199 1.  Ottawa: Canadian 
Conservation Institute. 1993. pp.38 1-392. 



representatives to art conservation meetings and panicipates in research on issues 

related to synthetic media. IJ2 

The Goldens subscribe to many scholarly joumals in the areas of coatings 

technology, engineering and materials science. Sometimes ideas for new products corne 

From this literature. For exarnple they read about a Company that had developed a 

technology for producing coatings fiom flaked metals : 
"They do aerospace coatings and most of the coatings probably go to bombs and 
missiles . . .but we said "do you think we could incorporate that into acrylic 
paint?" We knew you couldn't use aiurninum in acrylic paint because it gasses. . . 
but we thought we'd like to have a metallic paint using stainless steel. 

As a matter of fact we went fûrther. It was a silly thing but it's f û ~ y .  
We said "we have the technology to do a flaked stainless steel. could we do a 
flaked gold?". . . we needed it so fine that you could make like a gold leaf That 
way you could paint on gold leaf and actually burnish it which would be a neat 
way to gild. So we had to buy five ounces of gold and we made the first tlake 
and we looked at it and we said "it looks like cheap glitter" . . . We sent it back 
to the plant [to] make it finer" . . . It gilded the media and the inside of the 
container. So we had to have them melt down al1 the media [used in the 
grinding process] so that we could get the gold back. Now we have these gold 
nuggets. Sometimes things just don't work. . ."i3' 

Even with al1 the modem technology available. developing new media for artists still 

resembles the same trial and error processes followed by Sam Golden in the early days 

of synthetic media for artists. 

Ln addition to concerns about the tactile and visual qualities of working with the 

materials. there is increasing interest in using scientific testing to ensure longevity of 

materials adapting products made for other uses to the special needs of artists. Mark 

pointed out that 
"we really do take the advances fiom the technology fi-om that is out there 
because I'm sure Sam told yov that nothing is made for artists' paints. . . [For 
example] in our new work we're doing in the lab in learrûng more about 

I d 2 .  See for esample Golden's discussion of causes of cracking in pigmented acrylic systems. Golden. 
Mark. "Acrylic Paint Cracking". McKa-v Lodge Conservation Report. c. 199 1-2. p.4 and 14. Clipping 
from Tliea Burns. Professor of Paper Conservation. Department of Art Consenation. Queen's 
Universi&. 
I d 3 .  ibid. 



surfactants, you won't find anything in the [art] literature, in the Doemer book 
about how to deal with it. And you won't find it in the literature from the 
manufacturers that make these matenals. 

What you have to do is do the best research you can. trying to find out 
what wouid be appropriate for your system, deaiing with al1 the variables. You 
know it has to be stable and lighdast. Not lightfast for ten years. it's got to be 
light fast for five hundred years. . . in gallery conditions. So you want to make 
sure that al1 the properties will be ensured whether its with the defoamers, or the 
preservatives. or the coalescing agents or the fieeze-thaw stabilizers or the 
surfactants or any of the other materials will pass those. . . conditions. . ." 

Within a few years the laboratory began to develop increasing sophisticated materials. 

such as a timed gel that allows an artist to work for several minutes with very thin paint 

before it begins to thicken, which is especially designed for working on a slant. The 

Company established quality controls and record-keeping procedures to ensure that 

there is a complete trail throughout the entire production process allowing them to 

locate errors and to recreate serendipitous effects. According to Mark: 
"Those products that dont tum out well, we record what happened. . . if the 
paint cracked maybe someday someone will cal1 up and ask for a paint that 
cracks a certain way. 1 mean we have paints that crack like the Mojave 
Desert" l4 

Leaming from unexpected results is an important component of the research 

done at Golden Artists Colors. Mark points out that 
"when Sam describes [his early work on acrylics] he downplays what he did 
because he says 'J didn't know'. But a lot of things that happened were because 
he didn't know" 

citing the example of making alizarin water-borne acrylics, which should not have been 

possible because the pigment in question is water s01uble.I~~ The spirit of discovery 

through inspiration and trial and error still reigns as the paintmakers store ideas in 

anticipation of artists' requests. Also. in spite of the new emphasis on getting quicker, 

more accurate results using scientific methods. the paintmakers still look to artists for 

guidance. 

Mark Golden Interview 1991 tape #5. 
IJ5. Mark Golden Interview. 199 1 tape #5. 



New Artistic Paradiems and the ArtistPaintmaker Relationship in Contemporarv 
Artmakinq 

The company tries to maintain contacts with mists in a variety of ways. It still 

sends samples of new products to well-known artists who have known Sam since his 

New York days asking for comrnents. 146 It publishes a journal for artists called Jzrst 

PU& which is designed to present information about new products and recent research 

on issues like toxicity and permanence of art materials (pmicularly acrylics) in accurate 

but fairly simple language. 14' 

Like Bocour's recollections of his first customer Leon Kroll, the Goldens' 

accounts of the history of the new company stress the importance to their business of 

the support of a well-known artist. For the Goldens this was Jules Olitski. who became 

one of their first major clients. 

The first few years the company had difficulty selling its products. Dealers and 

distributors, even old contacts who had known Sam Golden for years. were reluctant to 

list their paint because the name "Golden" was unknown to customers.14 In the mode1 

of Sam Golden's earlier years with Bocour, the paintmakers sought to keep the company 

afloat financially by producing paint for other brands, for example a fabnc paint for 

screen pnnting t-shirts. 'J9 Aso. like his great-uncle Leonard Bocour, who had travelled 

with a small cardboard briefcase to studios in the East Village so many years ago. Mark 

decided that to gain recognition: 

IJ6. In panicular to Jules Olitski and La. Poons. See Chapter 8. 
14'. The publication appears irregularly. It is a curious hybrid presenting well-researched articles of 
scholarly interest in a format which resembles conventional trade litenture (occasionally failing to 
provide crucial information for schotars like date of publication of each issue). 
148. This situation has changed although the company is ni11 srnail by indu- standards. See for 
esample "Profiles. Golden Artist Colors. Inc.". Pen, P e n d  and Point. National Artists Equity 
Association. Volume 1. Number 4. Summer 1994. pp. 5-6. 
14'. Barbara Golden pointed out that these paints were very succesfil in part because the company 
had used veay high quality pigments since they had used their stock of artistst grade pigments rather 
than the cheaper ones that other manufacturcrs purchase for this paint product. Barbara Golden 
Interview 199 1. More recently the company made materiais for animation backgrounds for the Disney 
corporation. 



"1 had to go through artists. I went artist to artist with a satchel of paint visiting 
clients . . ." 15O 

Selling the paints direaly to artists in their studios brought Mark into close 

contact with new problems contemporary artias were encountering with materials: 
"New York is such a meeting ground. 1'11 never go in without meeting 
sornebody new. You know somebody who is visiting another artist who'll Say 
"oh. can you do this. Fm painting on whatever. I'rn painting on slate. Itm 
painting on marble. I'rn painting on shower curtains. . .on foamcore. I'rn 
working on Saran wrap. . . It's always some new kind of challenge. Somebody 
wants to do something. . . . you Say "you tell me what you want and 1'11 make it 
for you". Many times the things seem silly. . . Lamy Poons phoned up and . . . 
he said " c m  you make a paint called "oink" paint" . . . Hockney wanted to be 
able to pnnt in crayons so the printer said "can you do something with these 
crayons so that we can print with them?". . .so [we did]. . . and Hockney could 
do a series of drawings that have the child-like quality of being done in crayon. 
The idea is that we want to be part of that creativity and we are. We get so 
many ideas from artists just wanting to do some of the silliest things that tum 
out to be some of the most wonderful things. . ."151 

The custom work done by Golden Artists' Colors increasingly reflects the eclectic 

nature of modem an and many of the paints they make are coatings for work which 

transcends the traditional categories of painting. Special requests for custorn products 

came from both artists and curators, for example, coatings to keep the smell of rotting 

fish down during a month-long installation at a gallery.lS2 Other projects have 

including matching the colour of chocolate synip for a giant Claes Oldenburg sculpture 

and developing a product using temperature-sensitive crystals that change colour for 

Frank Stella. Mark Golden pointed out that not al1 artists are interested in specific 

characteristics of materials but instead seek particular effects, for example in his view: 
"Stella's not interested in acryiics at all. He's interested in how far you can push 
materials. Sometimes [looking for] thuse answers kind of put you out al1 over 
the place. " 1 53 

lSo. ibid. 
l5I. ibid. 

'j2. Golden. Mark. Tom and Sam. Untitled and unpublislied written surnrnaxy of thc Iiistory of Sam 
Golden's paintmaking prepared for Jan Marontate. July 199 1, p. 4. 
L53.  Mark Golden 1991. 



Each time an artist makes a request the company keeps information on the 

research and formulas. This has resulted in a proliferation of products developed by the 

new company. By the early 1990s the company was producing new products so quickly 

that they had not had time to list them in their product descriptions. or even find names 

for them: 
"we develop more products faster than we can think up names and so we 
decided to stay as generic as -possible . . .[for example] there's Jenkins Green. 
We made this paint for Paul Jenkins and it was aiways calied Jenkins Green. We 
never sold it to anybody else for four years. . .we do get some flack for that. like 
you know "you should have called it something different". but you know at that 
point it was Paul's. . ." 1s4 

By their accounts the impetus for this experimentation in the realm of 

paintmaking has to do with fundamentai ideas about the nature of artistic creativity that 

the Goldens share. In their discourse the paintmakers express deep feelings of respect 

for artists and art. The paintmakers portray artists not merely as clients but as 

visionanes. Mark evoked this sentiment in his description of his early days as a 

paintmaker: 
"part of my job was to go visit studios and when I'd go sometirnes they would 
just be people 1 wouid be in awe of .  . . 1 remember visiting Frankenthaler or 
Stella. . "IjS 

Ultimately the Goldens maintain that it is artists who decide what qualities they 

want in their materials. The paintrnakers have developed a clear sense of the limits of 

their role in artmaking. Sam explained: 
"We did not teach the artist how to paint. We just gave them the tools to paint 
with. . . . We make different tools to get different effects. We make 19 
different gels. Why? Everybody else has one. An artist suggests I want 
something that is very heavy, very thin-- We make a gel, a sofi clear gel that if 
you put it on the canvas you would swear it was an oil painting, high gloss. 
lacquered. . .the material [is] wide open. We have opened up the matenal. . 
1'1 56 

i54.  ibid. 
j5. Mark Golden Interview 199 1 .  Tape M. 
56. Sam Golden Interview 199 1.  Tape#6. 



The Golden's discourse represents a shift away fiom Bocour's idea of knowing what the 

artist wants because he had tned to be one. Mark Golden clearly saw his job as that of 

a facilitator in the service of the artist. He placed his idea about his work in an historical 

perspective: 
"it was a concept that although it did take a lot of time it really worked because 
axtists really do need that help. . . .they really do want that expenise. It's a 
throwback to the Renaissance, to the early days of making oil paints. To have a 
paintmaker at your side with the ability to do things as just as simple as matching 
colour. We do that al1 the time. Or changing texture. . .Any property of the 
material. . . can be changed." 

Yet there is aiil a sense of creativity which was conveyed by Sam in his discussion of his 

products: 
"Like L said we don't make paint, we make tools that the artist works with. 
What they corne up with God knows. Ifs a whole expenence. . . .Itls a whole 
new concept of painting. . . the aciylics they can do anything . . . whatever 
[artists] want we'll make. Sornething that will adhere to metal and fish. . 
. whatever." 15' 

By the end of the first decade in business the company was ernploying almost 40 people 

and in 1996 Mark Golden was named small businessman of the year for the State of 

New York. 

Concludin~ Remarks: The Technical Knowledee and Social Identitv in 
Paintrnakers' Stories 

The early history of the Bocour company highlights the importance of New 

York City as an artistic center at mid-century and illustrates points about the special 

qualities of the city which helped to establish its cultural leadership. As the urbanist 

Daniel Latouche has noted. New York City's architecture and urban configuration 

provided a special mix of the necessary conditions to satisQ the needs of anists which 

not every urban center could offer.158 There were factory-lofts with cornmodious and 

15'. Sam Golden Interview 199 1. Tape#6. 
l j8. See for example: Latouche. Daniel. Dansereau. Francine. Germain. Annick. Formes et Lieux 
d'Expression Culrurelles: Problématiques et Concepts. No .  872-6395. Montreal: Institut National de 
Recherche Cul~relle-Urbanization. 1988: and Latouche. Daniel et al. Les Équipentents Culturel~es a 



affordable spaces which were ideal locations for making large-scale works of art. The 

lofts were also well-suited for paintmaking, and they were in mixed use 

neighbourhoods. 159 Nearby there were hardware stores and art supply shops, and. not 

far away. gallenes. Artists were drawn to New York from other places. to visit galleries 

and museums, to meet with other artists. and to buy supplies. For the paintmakers. 

daily contacts with artists in the same building as their factory made them aware of 

changing aesthetic preoccupations. As well, sources of chernical supplies and advice 

about them were not far away. 

Bocour's accounts stress his strong identification with New York City and the 

artists who lived there. For him paintmaking was a way to remain involved with an 

even though he was unable to make a living as an artist. Bocour's desire for recognition 

in the arts is particularly evident in his portrayai of the new paint developed in his 

company as the first new medium since the rediscovery of oil painting 500 years ago by 

the artist brothers Van Eyck. This put him in the company of famous painters who had 

introduced new materiats. 

In Sam Golden's discourse. technical skill and ingenuity were also central but 

with a different emphasis. He placed bis innovations with synthetic media in the context 

of great . hencan  inventors like Thomas Edison. He too went to artists' openinys and 

collected works of art even though he had never actively pursued a career as a painter. 

Asked why he had decided t~ resume his work as a paintmaker after retiring to Florida. 

Golden explained that there "nobody knew 1 was a paintmaker." His developrnent of 

- - - - - - - 

.\lontréal: Déploiement Géographique et Insertion Spatiale, No.  872-63 96. Monireal: 1 nstitut 
National de Recherche Culturelle-Urbanization. L 990. 
Ij9. The centrality of the New York City location in the mincis of an materials manufacturen is 
observable in a pattern noticed in studying trade literature h m  about 1930-1970. Dunng this period 
New York manufacturers listing their address usudly only give the sueet number and name. They 
frequentiy do not identitj. the city. American paintrnaken from elsewhere always mention the name of 
the city in the addresses they give in their mde literature. 
60. Sam Golden Interview 199 1 .  



artisanal skills was specifically linked to artists' paints and he handed his skills down to 

his son. 

The company founded by the Goldens built on the combination of artiaic 

sensibilities and technical skills developed over decades in New York City. But the 

dispersion of artists, and changes in transportation and communication networks made it 

possible for the company to maintain contacts while located in a rural community. New 

artistic paradigms intensified the search for novel painting materials. Using scientific 

research methods, the paintmakers continued to develop and change their produas in 

response to artists' requests. 

The accounts of Bocour and Golden's work as paintmakers describes processes 

of diffusion of technical knowledge in the arts, documenting exchanges amongst artists. 

paintmakers and chernists. They show ways in which technical innovation (theirs and 

that of the artists who used their paints) combined with artistic concems and socio- 

economic considerations. As weil. in the discourse of these paintmakers a sense of 

"disciplinarity" begins to emerge, a notion of the field of artists' paintmaking which 

cleariy delimits their daims on the art produced but places them as important 

participants in the artmaking process. Above a11 Bocour and Golden's stories show that 

the appropriation of technical knowledge (about paintmaking) was a key feature in the 

construction of their persona1 and social identities allowing them to participate in 

creative cultural activity. 



CHAPTER 5 - Research Centers on Svnthetic Media: Artistic and Scientific 
Paradiems 

Discourse by artists and paintmakers reveals a deep-seated (but not universal) 

acceptance of the author@ of science in "technical" matters, which coexisted with a 

fascination in the cultural power of art. At times, in matters regarding studio practices 

artists assumed the mantle of resistance to technological domination by insisting on their 

right to spontaneity. At other times they embraced an aimost mystical faith in scientific 

method. In the decade following World War II broad debates raged about the 

hegemony of modem technologica! values in culture which were interpreted 

syrnbolicalIy in art, but confidence in scientific methods for improving art materials went 

virtually unquestioned. 

This postwar enthusiasm for applications of science to art was evident in the 

support for the study of innovative new art materials. Two centers founded in the 

decade following the war, one in Pittsburgh and another in Mexico City. are remarkable 

manifestations of the interest in the new painting media. They illustrate two very 

different directions which technical research applied to the arts took after World War 11. 

Both centers concentrated heavily on research about synthetic painting media. Both 

centers were associated with scholarly institutions which were nominally devoted to the 

development of technical knowledge about modem industrial products and techniques. 

However, here the resemblances cease. 

The two research centers evolved in radically different directions. In one, a 

workshop for the study of new painting materials at the National Polytechnic Institute in 

Mexico City, artists' painting projects took precedence. Led by José Gutiérrez, the 

workshopts activities were geared to promoting experimentation with new matenals and 

shanng information directly with artists and art students. The other, a U.S-based 

I .  Note that research uas also h e d  out at laboratories serving rnuseums and at institutions training 
consemators but none of these appear to have had the development of new materials from modern 
synthetic products as there primary goal. 



project for research on materials begun by National Gallery of Art at the Mellon 

Institute was headed by a chemist narned Robert Feller. There prionty was eventually 

given to fundamental research presented in scholarly publications written for a 

specialized elite of scientificaliy-onented technicians and conservators. 

Considered together, these two research centers are almost polar opposites in 

their approach to technical issues in the arts, yet they provide a richly textured picture of 

activities relevant to painting which are oeen hidden fiom view in conventional accounts 

of the history of art and artists. Their activities were remarkably influential in the 

difision of technical knowledge about synthetic painting media to artists and art 

conservators respectively. 

El tdler de ensnve de materinles de ~intura v ~ l d c o s  at the National Polvtechnic 
Institute in Mexico City and José Gutiérrez 

The "workshop (or studio) for the study of modem painting materials. especially 

plastics" (El talier de errsaye de n~a~erioles de pirrtura y plrislicos ) at the National 

Polytechnic Institute in Mexico City sought immediate artistic applications for new 

matenals. It was initiated at the request of a group of Mexican anists including José 

Clemente Orozco and Dr. At1 (Gerardo Murillo). who approached then Minister of 

Education Jairne Torres Bodet on the matter in 1945. The workshop was conducted by 

José L. Gutiérrez, an artist by training, and Manuel Jiménez Rueda, who is described as 

a chernist2 Information about the exact date it began is hazy; it rnay have functioned 

from about 1945-46 and was certainly in full operation by 1948.3 In 1955, Francisco 

2. Rueda's name appean in Alma Reedk biography of Gutiérrez and in one article in Gutiérrez' press 
clippings where he is referred to as C h e m i n  Manuel Jiménez Rueda". Philip Stein. a workshop 
participant. indicaies that the workshop was begun by Gutiérrez with an assistant who was a chemist. 
Reed 1960. p. I I 1: Stein. 1994. pp. 154-55; and Heydon. Doris. "A Revolution in Mexico . . . in 
Painting". PCICE'I' travel Club Bulletin (1Cfexico City) . Volume X. Number 208-A. May 1. 1950. pp. 
2-6. 

3 .  The 1946 date given in a recent publication by Stein iq a possibility. The exact date of the founding 
of the workshop has not been confirmed. Gutiérrez mentions in his te.utbook of formulas that it was 
founded after his return to Mexico in 1945 but his use of dates is not particularly reliable since he gives 



Pego Moscosso. also an artist. became an instmctor at the workshop and was 

appointed head afler Gutiérrez' death in 1968. The workshop was discontinued in 

Augtist 1992 when Pego Moscosso retired! 

Although the workshop was norninally founded to provide "scientific and 

industrial" support for painters, Gutiérrez ran his "research center" like a studio an class 

not like a scientific laboratory.5 Former students in the workshop depict a lively. 

almost chaotic atmosphere characterized by free-wheeling artistic "expenmentation" 

rather than rigorous scientific testing procedures.6 The Taller holds a peculiar place in 

the history of synthetic media. The work of the Taller was influenced by Gutiérrez' 

open approach to sharing information and his eciectic manner of collecting it. Formulas 

developed by Gutiérrez md his colleagues was difised intemationally by the large body 

1928 as the date Siqueiros began to use Duco. fully four years before any confirmed use. Alma Reed 
retains 1915 as a date in a biographical tehl but Francisco Pego Moscosso believes that the date may 
liavc been later. perhaps in the early 1950s. since he thought it hiid only been finctioning for about 4 
years before he anived in 1955-56. A 195 1 newspaper article about a series of lectures given by 
GutiCmz at the University of Mesico identifies him as a summer school teaclier at the University of 
Nuevo Leon and does not mention any connection to the Polytechnic Institute but this may have been a 
simple omission by the reporter. Arnold Belkin maintaincd lie attended the workshop in 1948 and 
painted a mural with the group which is now destroyed. Interview with Francisco Pego Moscosso by 
Jan Marontate. Mesico City. June 18. 1994. Tape One. Stein. Philip. Siqueiros: His Life and CVork. 
New York: International Publishers. 1994. pp. 154-155; Gutiérrez. José L. From Fresco io Plasrics: 
.Vew .\.faterials for Easel and ,\fural Painrings. National Gallec of Canada. Ottawa. 1956. p. 7. and 
Reed. Alma. The .lfexican .\.luralists, Crom Publishers. New York. 1960. pp. 1 10- 1 13. Anonymous. 
"Entusiasmo por las conferencias que sustento el Maestro José L. Gutiérrez en la E. de Venno". I ïda 
Cnivers~taria. Wcdnesday. August 10. ! 95 1. p. 6: .-irnold Belkin. 33 aiics de producciûn arfisfica. 
Mesico: CENDIAP/MBA, 1989. p. 137. 

No records about the founding and histoq of the workshop were found at the Polytechnical Institute. 
According to Pego Moscosso. this is not surprising since the workshop w,as frequently forced to reiocatc 
and each move disrupted record keeping. According to Pego Moscosso. the teclinid researcli 
conducted by the workshop is covcred in the posthumous publication of Gutiérrez' recipes and 
instnictions. Gutiérrez. Jose. Delfresco a los niateriules plasticos. Mexico City. Instituto Politécnico 
Naciond. 1986. The catalogue of the Siqueiros Archives at the Sala del arfe ptiblico Siqueiros lists an 
article from a Polytechnic Institute journal on the workshop dated 1918 but the article could not be 
Iocated in the Archives, nor could the journal be found in Polytechnic Institute Libtary or other major 
libraries in Mesico City. The listing is as follows: "TaIler de ensaye de materiales de pintura y 
plasticos" [sic], Revista Ph: Mexico 1918. 8p. 
5. interviews by Jan Marontate witli Francisco Pego Mosc~sso. Russell Woody and Nicholas Roukes. 
1994. 
6. Woody Interview 1991 and Roukes I n t e ~ e w  1994. 



of participants who visited the workshop or read publications based on work done 

there. Yet Gutiérrez was both very modest in its claims insisting that it was merely 

adapting products not inventing them. This was not surprising given Gutiérrez' 

background and interests in painting. 

Gutiérrez' Backmound 

José Lopez Gutiérrez (1 900-1 968) was bom to a family of modest rneans in 

1900 in Miacatlan, a town in Mexico not far from Cuernavaca-- an important centre of 

militancy dunng the revolution. As a very young child he recalled that "folk painters" of 

the village ailowed him to dabble with paint7 Overall though there appear to have been 

few pleasures during his childhood; accounts of his stories of his youth depict early 

years marked by war and severe economic hard~hip.~ His father died when he was a 

young child and he was raised by relatives who participated in the agranan uprising led 

by Emiliano Zapata. His uncles were executed for their political  conviction^.^ He 

moved to Mexico City. then travelled alone to California where he made a living as a 

migrant fann laborer. There he s u ~ v e d  the notonous influenza epidemic of 19 18. 

which killed thousands, fighting for his life alone in a strange county 

The second decade of the 20th century was a period of rising social 

'. Heydon 1950. p. 3. 
? Telephone interviews by Jan Marontate ivith Gutiérrez' daughten. Josephina Mintzer of Sunnpale 
California. May 14. 1995 and Eleanor Zwerdling of Doylestown. Pennsylvania May 13 1995. Some 
of the records conceming Gutiérrez' work which had b e n  stored at his house in Cuernavaca. were 
probably lost or destroyed in confusion surrounding the settlement of the estate aAer the death of his 
widow in 1992 although his daughter Josephina and son-in-law Herbert Mintzer rnanaged to salvage 
some records and paintings. Josephina and Hexbert Mintzer provided copies of newsclippings and 
relevant biograp hical records from Gutiérrez Papers and Scrapbook. 
9. The accounts Vary as to the precise conditions for the killings and exactiy who was murdered. In 
another version: "His family. for reasons which later escaped the grown Gutiérrez. supported 
Victoriano Huerta. the traitorous friend and betrayer of President Francisco Madero. consequently. 
when an anti-Huertista faction ravaged Miahuatlin [sic] - the home of Gutiérrez - it butchered the 
whole family escept young José and a sister." Note that L-vnch misidentifies Gutiérrez' birthplace. 
L-vnch. James B. "Unsiing Artist of the Mesican Renaissance". Américas. volume 22. Number 6. June 
1970. pp. 35-39. 



consciousness amongst U.S. intellectuals. as writers and photographers began to 

document the hardships of poverty-stricken workers. In California Gutiérrez met one 

such joumalist, who worked for the New York Times and wanted to wrïte about hobos 

by living with them. Travelling with the joumalist across the country, he made his way 

to New York City where he worked in a restaurant and leamed to speak some Greek. 

He retumed to Mexico City in the 1920s. perhaps several times, where he leamed to 

type. was mamed and made a living as a chauffeur. I o  

Gutiérrez' Earlv Art Career in New York Citv and Return to Mexico 

Gutiérrez' career in art began slowly, as a part-time activity. On one of his 

sojoums in Mexico City he purponedly studied art under Alfiedo Ramos Martinez, a 

hero of the revolutionary reform of the system of art education in Mexico. l l He 

retumed to the New York City area in the early 1920s and spent most of the next two 

decades there. where an active community of artists and art associations provided 

further opportunities for part-tirne study. He took classes at the Pratt Institute. the 

Greenwich Settlement House. the Art Students' League (which provided free art 

instruction) and possibly at an an institute in Harlem. l 2  He eventually taught art in 

Brooklyn. During his sojoum in the New York area he painted murals in schools. union 

halls, and in Bellevue Hospital, an institution for "the insane". I 3  

During these years he worked in restaurants and in manufacturing companies but 

no record remains of exactly which ones. Sources indicate that he may have worked in 

Io .  There are some discrepancies between the biographical information given in the posthumous 
publication of his last book and that given by his daughters. 

. Anonymous. "Nota biografica". in Gutiérrez 1986. p. 5. 
12. He claimed to have graduated frorn the Pratt Institute with a B.A. in 1929 and to have done 
"advanced study at the Brooklyn Art SchooI and Harlem Art Insitute" according to his credentiais listed 
in a Mexico City College roster of professors. but this is not commody mentioned in i n t e ~ e w s .  nor 
could it be confirmeci by his farnily. Mexico City College Announcernent o/Courses. 1952-53, p. 13. 

3. Anonymous in Gutiérrez 1986. p. 5 .  



the chernical laboratory of a large commercial paint manufacturer in New Jersey lJ, or at 

a Westinghouse plant15 or at an aeronautics company16, any of which could have given 

him contact with synthetics and recently developed modem plastics. 

By the end of the 1930s he had managed to rent a studio, but it wasn't until he 

was hired to paint in the New Deal art projects that he was able to work full-time as an 

artist. In the 1930s he also appears to have been increasingly involved with art 

organizations and prominent socialists like artist Ben Shahn. One of his contacts was 

Alma Reed. who he recailed meeting for the first time in 1932 at a conference on the 

work of Orozco held in a Welfare Office in Greenwich Village. Reed was a tireless 

promoter of Mexican art both ancient and new and had impeccably lefi-wing political 

associations (as the former lover of the assassinated Yucatan revolutionq Felipe 

Camllo Pueno). l 7  She provided access to the New York art scene for many Mexican 

artists, notably Orozco. helping them find commissions and writing about their work. 

In the 1920s she had worked as a free-lance journalist, often contributing to the 

influential Nrw York Times. and it was in this capacity that she first visited Mexico. 

covering an archaeological expedition to the Yucatan in 1923. After several years of 

travels she opened the Delphic Studios, an art gallery in New York. Later in 1935, 

Gutiérrez attended the First Amencan Artists' Congress seated next to her and wrote a 

eulogy of he 30 years later.I8 Although Gutiérrez expressed solidanty with socialist 

principles through his approach to sharing technical information, he does not appear to 

1 4 .  Anonymous in Gutidrrez 1986. p. 5. This ma' have been in 1939-1940. Lynch 1970. p. 36. 
. Interview by Jan Marontate rvith Luis Miro. Gutiérrez' former partner in the artists' paint 
Company. Poiitec. lune 1994. 
16. This may have been Kaiser Aeronautics. where his daughter d l s  they rnanufactured explosives. 
Interview with Josephina Mintzer, May 1995. Recall the chernical sirnilarity of guncotton used for 
esplosives and pvoxylin or nitrocellulose used to make Duco-type lacquers. He also apparentiy 
worked for a Brewster Aeronautics Corporation on Long Island as a tool designer during the war. 
Lynch 1970. p. 37. 

7. See Gutiérrez' homage to Reed. Gutiérrez. José. "La inolvidable Perepino". Selecciones del 
Reader's Digest. November 1968. pp.4 1-48. 

8. Gutiérrez 1968. p. 45. 



have joined any political group. The traumatic events of his childhood were thought to 

explain his subsequent rejection of specific political affiliation. l9 He did however 

participate in many political demonstrations throughout his life. joining students in a 

protest march against repression one month before his death.20 

Records about the two and a half decades Gutiérrez spent in New York are 

sparse. He seems to have been modestly active in New York art circles by the mid- 

1930s. He was apparently a member of the New York-based Amencan Society of 

Mural Painters21 Members of the society were sent a questionnaire about materials and 

techniques for a manual on fresco in the context of the New Deal art project.2' He is 

almost certainly the "Gutiérrez" cited as an authonty in this manual although. as is the 

case with may "how ton books for artists, the manud fails to provide complete 

documentation about sources.23 He later claimed that his formulas were used in 

W.P.A. art projects, but no record of this has been found in govemment archives. 

Gutiérrez was a key figure in the difision of information about synthetic 

painting materials because of his intense contacts with artists throughout his life. notably 

with Siqueiros who he appears to have met in New York City. Gutiérrez participated in 

Siqueiros' Expenrnental Workshop there in 1936, when Siqueiros' wild enthusiasm for 

synthetic iacquers devel0ped.2~ Interestingly Gutiérrez claims to have been working 

20. Belkin. Arnold. "Presentacibn". in Gutiérrez. José. Del/resco a los n ~ t e r i a l .  p l t i .  .Vuevos 
nrateriales para pintura de caballete -v niural. Mexico City Editorial Domés, 1986. p.8. 

l .  Some later records from the society are in the Archives of American Art. Smithsonian Institution. 
Washington. D.C. but these do not contain information about the 1930s. The society does not currently 
possess them. National Society of Mural Painters Papers. AAA reel D-250A; and Conversation with 
Everett Molinari. President of the National Society of MuraI Painters, 1994. 

22. WPA. AAA DCSO and DCS7:3 16-34 1. 
23. Fresco Painting. 4 circular presenting the technique O ffresco painting. . . . W. P. A.Tec hnical 
Series. Art Circular No. 4. September 10. 1940, Federal Works Agency. Work Projects 
Administration. Division of Professional and Service Projects. Washington. D.C. A 1509. p. 12. AAA 
reel DC57:3 16-34 1. 
24. Hurlbun 1989. p. 207 and Hurlbun 1976. pp. 237-346. 



with synthetic media before this time, which is not inconceivable since Siqueiros himself 

later wrote a respectfùl introduction to a handbook by Gutiérrez in which Siqueiros 

credits him as a source of information in early expenments with new media. 

"Expenments" at the New York workshop appear to have been creatively anarchistic. 

and did not follow a ngorous methodology possibly providing a mode1 for Gutiérrez' 

management of his Talier. Gutiérrez remained in touch with Siqueiros throughout his 

life. According to a former student. when Siqueiros was imprisoned in the 1960s: 
"José would go to visit hirn in prison and bring him paints and the story was that 
[Siqueiros] also used the acrylic paints [made by Gutiérrez ] to paint the inside 
of his jail ~ e 1 1 . " ~ ~  

Gutiérrez travelled to Havana in 1944 to paint a mural for a military hospital. 

perhaps on the recommendation of Siqueiros who had been in Cuba just b e f ~ r e . ~ ~  In 

1945 Gutiérrez returned to Mexico City where he helped found the workshop at the 

National Polytechnic Institute which he led until his death in September 1968. 

Gutiérrez the Artist 

Throughout his life Gutiérrez continued to paint and to exhibit his art although 

his work on the development and diffusion of synthetic paints overshadows his efforts 

to be recognized as an artist. In addition to rnurals in the U.S. and Cuba. and to his 

work as an assistant or technical advisor, he did some murals at the National 

Polytechnic Institute (now de~troyed).~' In Mexico in the 1940s he concentrated on 

easel paintings for his own work. usually sornewhat representational in style. Near the 

end of his life he sometimes did what were descnbed as "pure abstractions (conveying) 

25 .  Roukes Interview 1994. side one. 
26. Lpch 1970. p. 37. 
27. This was cailed simply Deportes (Sports). It was done in ethyl silicate on the Stadium of the 
National Polytechnic Institute in Mesico City in 1945 and destroyed when the stadiurn was dcmolished. 
Suarez. Orlando S. Inventario del Muralimo ~tféxicano, Mesico: Universidad Nacional Autonoma de 
Mésico, 1972. pp. 362. 



moods of psychedelic fanta~y"?~ He used curved panels for shaped canvases and 

vanous texturai effects in his later works. 

In the early 1950s he had participated in many group exhibitions in the U.S. and 

his work was represented in several major museums.29 M e r  his return to Mexico he 

had a one-man show. he regularly oganized shows of work done by students and other 

artists invoIved with the T u b  and had a few shows of his own in New York 

Galle1ies.3~ In the  1960s his work was shown in a number of group exhibitions in the 

US. in solo exhibitions at the Pratt Institute, in a private gallery in San Francisco and in 

a group show in New York? He also did graphic design.32 

Some of these shows were obviously intended as didactic presentations of the 

results of research done at the National Polytechnic Institute. For example, in 1965 he 

gave a closing address at one of his solo exhibitions in Mexico on "The Revolution of 

Plastics in Mural and Easel Painting."33 However it he took his art very seriously and 

tned to promote it. 

It is clear that Gutiérrez considered himself an artist, and wished to be 

28. Lynch 1970. p. 39. 
29. In intewiews he mentioned participating in group sliows st the Metropditan Museum . MOMA. 
Brooklyn Museum and Riverside Museum. and mentioned that his work was part of permanent 
cotlections in the Museum of Modem Art. the Brooklyn Museum and the Cleveland Museum. 
'O. His fim recorded solo show in Mesico was at the In& Amor Gallery in Mesico Cih. He also had a 
sliow at the Newton Gallec in New York sponsored by the Me'cican Government Department of 
Tourism. April 26th- May 15th. 1954; and was part of group exhibitions at the Carnegie Endoument 
International Center (April 12-21. 1954) and at the Lynn Kottier Gallery in New York (June 6June 16. 
1955). He also had an eshibit in Ecuador in 196748 according to his daughtcr. losephina Mintzer. 
Correspondence with the author. October 1995. ' ' . "Mat 's  New In Art". The .Vew York Times. Sunday. March 19. 1967. n.p. Counesy J. and H. 
Mintzer. The joint show was of "Paintings in Acrylic with Op effects" with sculptor Ray Hitchcock in 
April 1967 at XXth-Centuq West in W C .  The .1RTgallery Maguzine. California Issue. Apnl 1967, p. 
27. The San Francisco show was in April 1966 at the San Francisco Art Center. Lydon. Kay. "José 
Gutiérrez Replies to OP". CVestart. San Francisco. April 15. 1966. n.p. Courtesy i. and H. Mintzer. 
32. M e r  his death his graphic work was reproduced in a greeting card by the Unitarian Universalia 
Senice Cornmittee. "Holiday Cards Bear Gutiérrez Design", The ~Veus. Mesico City. Saturday. 
November 15. 1969. 
33. "La Revolucion de los Plkticos en la P i n m  Mural y de Caballete". This was a show sponsored by 
"El Institut0 Mesicano Norteamericano de Relaciones Cu1tudes" in Mesico City 



considered as such. In press coverage he is usuaily identified, presumably at his own 

behest. as an artist conducting research rather than as a researcher or technician. 

Interviews in magazines and news stories about him-appear prirnarily to have been done 

because of his role as technician, teacher and technicd researcher on an materials. His 

work never attracted the attention of intluential critics or comoisseurs. Bamng some 

unforeseen reappraisal of his work it is doubtful that he will remembered for his painting 

alone. However, perhaps his work as an artist did give him some visibility with scholars 

since he is the only one of the pioneers in synthetic paintmaking to be included in the 

McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Art where he is identified as a painter and teacher known 

as "a pioneer in the application to painting of industrial compounds such as vinylite. 

silicones of nitrocellulose [sic], and a~ry l i c s" .~  

Chronolow of Gutiérrez' Early Research on Modem Media: Corrimunications with 
Chernical Companies and Artists 

It is in the area of technical experimentation that Gutiérrez' contributions to the 

arts were most recognized during his lifetime and after. His innovative work on 

techniques illustrates a remarkable capacity to obtain information from chemists. 

chernical manufacturers and other anists about technical matters. His accounts provide 

insights into the unexpectedly creative potential for collaboration between chernists and 

artists. 

Gutiérrez appears to have experimented with synthetic materials prior to his 

contacts with Siqueiros in New York? He recalled that: 

34. Gutiérrez may have known the editor of this dictionary. A favorable review by editor of the 
volume. Bernard S. Myes  (an art professor and critic) was quoted in Gutiérrez' publicity for one of his 
shows. Myers. Bernard S. hlcGraw-Hill Dictionary ofitrt . Volume 3. Toronto: McGraw-Hill Co.. 
1969. p.33. 
35. In the fim edition of his handbook of formulas and techniques for painten which he was written in 
1949. he daims to have begun work with synthetic materials 15 years beforehand. Lodge retains this 
193 4 date but provides no documentation. Lodge. Robert G. "A History of Synthetic painting Media 
wi t h Speci al Reference to Commercial Materials" . American imtitute for Consenmrio~ Preprinfs. June 
1988, p. 1 18. Gutiérrez 1956, p.4. 6. 



" M e n  he decided to begin his technique investigations, the New York Public 
Library was his first scho01."~~ 

Significantly Gutiérrez did not consider himself an innovator, but rather. more 

modestly. an artist sharing knowiedge with colleagues, which may explain his generosity 

with technical information: 
"Al1 I've done is apply industrial materials for use in the plastic arts. . My 
investigations consist in getting to know thoroughly industrial materials . . and 
them turning them over to my fellow-artists in a slightly new fonn. or in the 
sarne forrn but with new uses. "37 

As far as his itinerary as regards research on synthetic media his earliest 

encounter with the new painting media was probably through the new Duco-type 

automotive lacquers. He remembered using these pyroxylin (nitrocellulose) lacquers in 

1932 and then trying vinylites (vinyi acetate resins) for easel painting in 1 934.38 

Though not impossible, this is a very early date for use of vinylite by an artist since the 

earliest mention of it located to date in American art magazines does not occur until 

1939 in an exhibition of paintings at the gailery run by a fiend of Gutiérrez : Alma 

Reeds' Delphic Studios in New York City.39 

Gutiérrez also became a proponent of the use of a controversial synthetic 

medium for mural painting (ethyl silicate). a modification of a technique which the artist 

Siqueiros had leamed from a German chemist in 1933. during his search for a modem 

36. Heydon 1950. p. 3. 

37. Heydon 1950. p. 2. 
38. Gutiérrez 1934. p. 73. 

39. A show of paintings by Lue Osborne at the Delphic Studios claimed to be the "fim one man show 
of canvases executed in a new medium : synthetic resins". Osborne and her husband Cordray 
Simmons used polyvinyl acetate resin in solution as a medium. Lodge States that they had been in 
contact with Du Pont about possible inclusion of paintings using synthetic media in the New York 
WorId's Fair and also had contacted Wdcraft Laboratones about selIing a begimers' kit for painting 
with synthetic resins. They aiso purportedly contacted Robert Feller at the Mellon Institute about their 
experiments with synthetic media. The source of this materiai commonly mentioned by Gutiérrez at 
the time was not the Du Pont Company but the Union Carbide Corporation which marketed the resin 
under the trade name "vinylite". Anon-mous. "A Successful Practitioner in a New Medium: Lue 
Osborne". The Art News. June IO. 193 9; and Lodge 1989, p. 123. 



painting media suitable for use on outdoor concrete ~ a l l s . ~ ~  The technique was 

controversial because paintings made with it detenorate rapidly udess very strict 

procedures are f ~ l l o w e d . ~ ~  On the other hand. one its' appeals was its potential for use 

with concrete, which was a common building material for architecture by the 1930s. 

The path of the diffusion of information about this particular medium illustrates 

the importance of collaboration across disciplinary boundaries for artistic practices. 

Consider some key moments in the difision of ethyl silicate in the arts in North 

Amenca. Gutiérrez credits Siqueiros with introducing him to "a medium called silicate" 

for mural painting, probably around 1934-36 in New York City42 The medium and the 

technique of applying it was referred to as the Keim process, a modified version of 

"stereochromy" wall painting which had been developed by German chernists in the 

19th century.43 The process was named for Adolph Keim who was active in the late 

19th century as president of a German society of artists, conservators and paintmakers 

dedicated to "rational" painting  technique^.^ In New York during the 1930s other 

See Chapter 2. 
-!I. Handbook writer Russell Woody \vas so concemed about the propensity for failure using ethyl 
silicate that he devotes an entire (short) chapter to "warn the artist of its disadvantagcs". Woody 1765. 
p. 139. 
J? Gutiérrez 1956. pp. 44 47. Mayer's papers contain numerous articles and formulas for using ethyl 
silicate in painting which appear to have k e n  sent by a representative of the Union Carbide Company 
and wiiich may be the same as tliose sent to Gutiérrez. See in particular Mayer Papes. AAA. reel 212: 
1198-1401. 
'? The methad called "nereochroi-" whicli \vas first initiated by the chernist J.N. von Fuchs in the 
early 1800s used a chernical closely relateci to ethyl silicate and this technique is mentioned in the first 
Engiisli translation of infiuential artist's liandbook by Mau Doerner whicfi appeared in 1934 in the 
U.S.. Even thougli the 1921 original German edition \vas used by some artists. like Bocour's mentor 
EmiI Ganso. the Engiish version would have had more impact on New York art circles. Gutiérrez 
spoke English fluently by this t h e .  . Doerner. Mau (trans. Eugen Neuhaus). "Minera1 Painting 
[stereocliromyl". The Materials ofthe Artist and iheir üse in Painting with Notes on the Techniques of 
the O!d hfasters. New York: Harcourt. Brace and World. 1934. p.3 1 1-3 14. 

". See the section called "Models. F o r e m e r s  and Influences. . ." in Chapter 7. Adolph Keim 
developed Keim silicate (potash water-glass or potassium silicate) as a substitute for sodium silicate. 
Note Lodge identifies the medium developed by Keim (whom he refers to as "Kaim") as ethyl silicate 
rather tlran potassium silicate however does not provide documentation and may be confounding the 
modem formula with its historiai roots. Mayer, Ralph. The .4rtist's Handbook of Techniques and 
Alaterials. New York: Viking 1970 (1940 original), pp. 36 1-2: and Lodge 1988. 



artists and researchen had been investigating the use of silicates for mural painting too. 

notably an authonty on art materials named Ralph Mayer? Dunng the New Deal art 

projects attempts were made to develop the technique for a mural decoration project 

plan for the New York ~ubway.~6 Ralph Mayer was involved in the subway mural 

project and Gutiérrez may have been too, since h e  was active in mural painting circles at 

the time although detailed records with the names of al1 the collaborators have not been 

found. Both were in contact with the Company that manufactured the chemical 

products used in painting medium (Union Carbide) which supplied users with basic 

formulas for the use of the materials in coatings. There is however no written record of 

contacts between Mayer and Gutiérrez until 1948, &er Gutiérrez had retumed to 

Mexico. Mayer then received a paper by Gutiérrez on his research through a contacts at 

the chemical company.47 In the paper Gutiérrez reported on his assistance with  the use 

of ethyl silicate for a major outdoor mural completed in 1947-48 by the farnous Mexican 

painter José Clemente Orozco.48 

In this example of the difision of technical knowledge. information about a 

synthetic medium flowed from a chemist to an artist (Siqueiros) and from the artist to 

his student (Gutiérrez) who subsequently contacted a chemical manufacturer (Union 

Carbide) exchanging technical advice related to the use of new materials in art (by 

Orozco). Simultaneously an artist-chemist (Mayer) worked with artists (on the New 

Deal project) on applications. The chemical Company diffised information about the 

work by Gutiérrez in Mexico to the New York researcher (Mayer). Gutiérrez was an 

'j. Mayer uied for decades to develop a marketable artin's paint based on silicates but  as 
unsuccessfiil. The earliest records on his investigations date Born 1932. M p h  Mayer Papen. "Silicon 
Esters. 1932-105 1". AAA. reel D 2 12: 1095-1289. 
46. See "Subway rnurals. 1937-1938". Ralph Mayer Papen. AAA. reel D 212: 14-43-1574. 
47. An ernployee of the Carbide and Carbon Chernicals Corporation sent Mayer a uansiaiion of a 19-48 
paper by Gutiérrez. (Letter from Ralph Mayer to E.B.Newton. March 15, 1949. Ralph Mayer Papers. 
AAA reel D2 12: 1 132-33.) Gutiérrez. José. "A Revolution in Mural Painting Techniques". typcscnpt. 
dated September 1948. Ralph Mayer Papers. AAA, reel2 12: 124449. 
48- The mural was Notionol A Ilego- done at the Escudo Nomol para ~Iacstros in Mexico City. 



enthusiastic proponent of ethyl silicate for outdoor murals. and taught the process in his 

Mexico City Taller and in lecture tours in South America, Canada and the US..  

Gutiérrez published the formulas which were widely quoted and re-used in well- 

distributed artists' handbooks in the 1 9 6 0 ~ . ~ ~  

Thus Gutiérrez kept in contact with U.S. chemical manufacturers d e r  his return 

to Mexico, corresponding in particular with chernical companies based in the Eastern 

U.S. near his former New York home. He read about a new acrylic resin preparation in 

a publication of the Rohm and Haas Company.jo In his words: 
"in the mid-1950s 1 read in Rohm and Haas's magazine Resin Rrvirw about the 
development of an emulsion vehicie for paint. I got shiveq. This is what 1 was 
looking for. 1 asked for a sample, began to formulate and after two years of 
experimentation introduced a paint 1 could offer to artists as something really 
new. 

You see, paints for artists must have a variety of characteristics. They 
must -- according to the immediate needs of the artists- be thick, thin. very thin; 
capable of being applied with bnish or air bmsh; offer textures for special effects 
and bas relief, or be as smooth as glass. "s 

He began to produce water-compatible acrylic paints on a srnall scale. clairning that 
"In 1955, research information was received from the Rohm and Haas Company 
in the United States which eventually led to the development of an acrylic (water 
based) paint formulation at the Polytechnic Institute. This paint. perfected in 
1956. was labeled poli te^"^^ 

49. For esample. Jensen bases mucli of Iiis handbook on Gutiérrez work. Jensen. Lawrence. .5)mheric 
Painting Media. Englewood CliflS, N .  J. : Prentice-Hall. 1963. The practice of seeking assistance from 
chemical rnanufacturers is recommended in more recent publications. Gottsegen. Mark Daid. 
"Esperimental Esterior Paints (Silicate Paints)". The Painter's Handbook. New York: Watson-Guptill. 
1993. p. 259. 
jO. This was probably in the June 1953 issue. Anonymous. "New vehicle for water paints. Rhoples 
AC-33 is fast dcing. has little odor. scmbs well". Resin Review. March 1953. pp. 3-6. Subsequent 
issues gave dctailed formulas using Rhoples AC33 and a dispersing agents for pigments suspended in 
water called Tamol. The two related articles appearing in later in 1953 were : Anonymous. "Deep tone 
wall paints. Rhoplex AC-33 and Tamol 73 1 team up to five deep tone formulations for new paint 
vehide". Resin Review. June 1953. pp. 3-5; Anonymous. "Rhoplex AC-33 in Primer-Sealers". Resin 
Review. September 1953, pp. 9-10. Courtesy Henry 1. Gambino. Advertising SeMces Manager. Rohm 
and Haas Company. Philadelphia. Pennqlvania. 
. Anonynous. "Mexico . . . Land of Murals". Rohm and Hoos Reporter. Volume XXVI. Number 6. 
November-December 1968. pp. 4-8. 
j2. Gutiérrez. José L. and Nicholas Roukes. "Pioneering Plastic Paints". Painting with Ac~vlics. New 
York: Watson-Guptill. 1966. pp. 2 4-27, 



The first articles appearing in the trade magazine. Reszn Review. were published in 

1953. Though difficult to locate in libraries, Resin Review was a technical magazine 

widely distributed to customers of the Rohm and Haas company providing information 

for applications of the chernical produas. Gutiérrez may have been refemng to these 

articles or to specific technical bulletins on the product received subsequently from the 

company . j 3  

Meanwhile in the US, Henry Levison had also begun to examine samples of 

Rohrn and Haas's new acrylic emulsion and later maintained he brought out the first 

complete line of acrylic paints for artists in 1954-55. By this time Len Bocour's (oil and 

turpentine compatible) acrylic resin Magna was purportedly also in full production. 

(These are the three main pioneers in the manufacture of acrylic paints for artists, 

however priority claims of others will be treated later in Chapter 7.) 

Testine Techniques in the Taller: Artists. Scientists, and Eneineers Join Forces 

Accounts of the workshop emphasize an atmosphere of chaotic creativity. Pego 

Moscosso recalled the disapproval of more conservative colleagues at the National 

Polytechnic Institute, especially the professors of science and engineering. who shook 

their heads at the apparent lack of classroom discipline on inspection visits. The heady 

atmosphere of artistic discovery was at the heart of Gutiérrez' research Although in one 

of his books he mentions scientific techniques to simulate testing and the use of 

specialized rneasurement tools by paintmakers, he also points out that 
"as a supplement to laboratory testing, artists are called on as consultants. They 

53. The Rolun and Haas company produceci many publications to advertise and esplah its products 
with the end in rnind of encouraging their use. Ofien bulletins covering a broad range of products were 
sent with suggestions to clienls that more detailed bulletins were available ofi request. The detailed 
pamphlet on the materials used in acrylic resins and emulsions for artisis was: Acryloid and Rhoplex- 
.4crylic Ester Resins and Emufsions. Philadelphia: Rohm and Haas Company/Resinous Products 
Division. 1953. A more g e n e d  bulletin covering a wider range of products. undated but stamped 
received by the Bureau of Public Roads in February 1955 from about this lime is: *thetic ResinsBr 
Coarings. Rohrn and Haas Company. n. d. (before 1 955). Trade Literature. B ranch Library. National 
Museum of American History, Smitlisonian Institution. Washington. D.C.. 



are asked to experiment with the new media and to offer their opinions on the 
practicd problems of painting with them. Thus, the artist. the scientist. and the 
engineer join forces . . . in the unmercifûl testing given to the new plastic 
media"54 

The testing techniques employed in the Taller were generally not meticuiously 

monitored laboratory experiments but more closely resembled exuberantly expressive 

artistic experiences for those involved. 

Frequently the workshop executed murals as a way of expenmenting with new 

rnatenals. One participant recalls draining a public swirnming pool which a local officia1 

had tumed over to the workshop : 
"we painted a mural [on the wails of the empty pool] that came out looking 
pretty much like a Miro and when we filled it with water al1 these colours and 
the forms just kind of bobbled around. The idea was to see how long the paint 
would withstand the rigors of the chlorine and just the water. . . and the mural 
actually stood up quite well. . . based on that 1 think he actually changed the 
formulation of some of the colours. . . 
it was kind of fi~n.''~5 

Another almost cornical testing technique was described as follows: 
"we would paint on 4 by 8 sheets of plywood or canvas and strap it to the top of 
our cars. And we drove around in Mexico for that year with the sun and the 
water and the rain racing down. We did Our own sort of tests. So he had his 
own way of testing the paint, trying to subject it to the ngors of the 
environment. . ."j6 

This resembles Sam Golden's testing of new paints by applying brightly coloured 

mixtures to the outside of home much to the consternation of some neighbours.j7 

Gutiérrez' tests appear to have been quite haphazard, though he subjected the 

new materials to ngors which would far exceed the normal punishment idicted on 

indoor mwork (or even partially proteaed outdoor murals). Above ail he seemed 

intent on encouraging artists to explore and enjoy modem materials and innovative 

techniques as new means for creative expression. 

jJ. Gutiérrez and Roukes 1966. p. 21. 
55.  Roukes i n t e ~ e w  1994. 
j6. Roukes Interview 1994. 
57. Tom Golden InteMew 199 1.  



Collaboration bv Gutiérrez and Members of the Taller with Muralists and Other 
Practicine Artists 

Gutiérrez was often consulted about technical problems. In the words of one of 

his students: 
"he became the technical guru for the whole group of people painting in the 
Mexican muralist movement as well as a lot of the other painters. like Tamayo. . 
. He was disserninating al1 sorts of different matenals to al1 these different - 
well-known now -- Mexican artists. [They came to him at the Polytechnic 
Instinite] or he would go to them as well. 

It was an open society in that the artists comunicated well and they 
werentt hiding things. . . the more the years go by the more secretive artists have 
become. . . They dont want to give out their formulas and so on. In those days 
eveiybody gave information to everybody else. "58 

For example in 1946 Gutiérrez went to San Miguel de Allende to supervise the 

preparation of a grotto-like room to be painted by Siqueiros and his students as pan of a 

program of instruction in mural painting? In spite of sporadic efforts to bring in 

leading artists, San Miguel de Allende was: 
"considered a magnet for, uh, artists who were not major. In other words they 
were artists who painted scenes and decorative works and things of that nature 
but not leading edge artists. 

Siqueiros had been called in at the last minute to give classes at the provincial art school 

there which had begun to attract a colony of U S .  art students. In 1946 the art 

instructor had decided to leave just as forty-six U.S. war veterans with G.I. Bill grants 

to cover expenses and tuition began to arrive.6' Siqueiros' first wife, who was living 

there at the time. contacted hirn to corne to teach at a new schooI which had been 

j8. Woody Interview 1994. 
j9. Among tlic nudents identified by Siqueiros who panicipated in this mural are: William Hammill. 
Amy Middleton. Violet McCluskey. Vivian Harryman. Mary Reardon. Ted Appleby, Ernest de Soto. 
Jack Baldwin. Heman Greissle. Jeff Sulzer. Ra-vmond Brossard. Leonard Brooks. David Barajas, Bert 
Snelling. Eddie Coriaty. Lester Smith. Phi1 Stein, George Reed, Car1 Young. Eugene Massin. John 
Roberts (photographer). Howard Jackson (photognpher) and Enrique Cemantes. Siqueiros. D.A. 
Conio se pinta un murai. Cuernavaca: Ediciones Tdler Siqueiros, 1979 reprint of 195 1 original. p. JO. 
60. Woody April 7. 1994. Tape 1. side 1.  
6 1 .  The private school called the "Escudo Universituria de Belfus Artes" was founded in 1938 by the 
Peruvian artist Felipe Cossio del Pomar and Sterling Dickinson, a student of Mexican culture from 
Chicago. Stein. Philip 1993. especially p. 165. 



founded to replace the old one. 

The Veteran's AfFairs attaché at the U.S. consulate in Mexico City hindered 

approval of the new school because of Siqueiros' political affiliations and accused 

Siqueiros of trying to conven the veterans to cornmunism. This was the beginning of 

persistent efforts by U.S. officiais to impede contacts between Siqueiros and U.S. art 

students. particularly veterans receiving govemment fiinding. As a result. U. S. veterans 

began to attend Gutiérrez' workshop as a substitute. A few years later. Russ Woody, a 

Korea veteran studying art in Mexico on the G. I.Bi11 States: 
"1 also met Siqueiros but didn't have much to do with hirn because . . . of the 
G.I. Bill. Right d e r  1 had first gone down to meet hirn . . . somebody came by 
From the American Embassy saying that if 1 associated with people like Siqueiros 
they would pull my G.I. Bill because he was a known active -- very active (and 
he had been al1 his life) -- Comrnunist. And. . . you know there was the 
Communist scare in the United States. . . so they prevented me fiom having 
associations with some of the Mexican muralists that way. . . but I did talk a lot 
with José Gutiérrez and went d o m  to his scho01."~~ 

The technical assistance provided by Gutiérrez to muralists involved an 

increasingly vaned range of materials by the 1950s. For example, Gutiérrez assisted 

Siqueiros on a mural for the For the CompIete Social Seczirity of All Mexicat~s in the 

Hospital de la Raza in 1952-3 using a vinylite-based In 1957 he used a new 

fiberglass cloth surface (Celotex) with an acrylic primer for a mural called From 

Porfirismo to the Revoltrtioti which was finished by Juan O'Gmnan (since Siqueiros 

temporarily stopped painting after the death of Rivera).@ His influence spread outside 

of Mexico but documentation of his many contacts is difficult. For example. Canadian 

painter York Wilson. may have consulted him in Mexico pnor to using a formula like 

the one recommended by Gutiérrez for a vinyl acetate medium in a large mural for the 

62. Wood? Inteniea 1994. tape 1.  
63. The primer rvas based on vinylite beads dissolved in methyl isobutyl ketone according to Stein. 
Stein 1994. p. 212. 
64. Stein 1994. p. 242. 



Imperid Oil Company completed in Canada65 

Beginning in the 1950s. acrylic resins became an important matenal for use in 

murals. Siqueiros1 enormous unfinished PoIvforurn CulturaI Siqueiros begun in 1965 

was dedicated to the heroic theme "The March of Humanity in Latin Amenca". It is a 

monumental octagonal public building with a meeting room area which incorporates an 

and architecture in drarnatic expressive forms, featunng heavy relief work painted with 

custorn-made colours based on Rohm and Haas products and finishes developed for 

high-tech indusrry.66 The building was a massive demonstration of esadtopiin~~~ra 

(sculpturopainting), Siqueiros' appellation for his new approach to artmaking which was 

dedicated to going beyond the bounds of the picture plane, incorporating sculpture. 

painting and architecture. AIthough Gutiérrez did not produce the paint or çrounds for 

this specific project, Siqueiros credited him for his contributions: 
"He has broken the single-technique control of traditionai painting that 
dominates not only the academic but the pseudo-modem snob approach. by 
accumulating different easy modem processes . . . 1'67 

Gutiérrez' efforts to make information about techniques and materials accessible to a 

broad range of artists, both famous and unknown, was legendary. In 1950 he is quoted 

in an interview with a joumalist as saying: 
"Why. in the past rwo years six murals have been executed in Mexico using 
methods discovered in rny investigations workshop. Murals completed and 
those in progress are one by Luis Arenal in Chilpancingo, another by Garcia 
Bustos in Temixco, three commercial murals in Mexico City done by students of 
the workshop. Gonzalez Camarena's work in one of the Social Security 
buildings, a large wali in the School of Fine Arts in San Miguel Allende, being 

. 

painted by David Alfaro Siqueiros and his pupils. and a project in the near future 
for Monterrey. 

65. Brooks. Leonard. Oil Painting. Tmdifionol and New. New York: Reinhold. 1959. p. 139. 
66. These solvent-based coatings were made by the Carboline Company of St. Louis Mo. ussing 
Acryloid resins frorn Rohm and Haas. The Company produced tliis finish primarily for use by off-shore 
oil rigs and space launcli towers. Anon_vmous. "Mesico . . . Land of Murals". Rohm and Haas 
Reporter. Volume XXVI. Nurnber 6. November-December 1968. pp. 4-8. 

67. Reed 1960. pp. 110-113. 
68. Heydon 1950. p.2. 



He continued to teach and provide technical advice throughout his life and: 
"Only days before his death, he had conferred with the young muralist Salvador 
Almark who was using acrylics for his series of murals in the Palacio de 
Bovierno of lrapuato. Guanajuato. "69 

In addition to providing technical advice to working artists. Gutiérrez and his 

workshop learned fiom them. The members of the workshop were active in art 

community events, participating in exhibitions, protests and of course simply observing 

other people working. Artmaking was a public event for many of the muralists. One of 

the workshop participants recalled the thrill of watching the progress of a mural by 

Siqueiros: 
". . . 1 was there [in Mexico City] when he [Siqueiros] was doing Chapultapec 
Castle and he did it al1 with an air gun. The whole thing was knocked in with an 
air gun initially. And it was the most gorgeous abstract painting I've ever seen. 

Then he came back in and put this veneer of social realism over top. But 
he was one of the best abstract airbmsh artists I've ever seen, or air gun 
artists. "'O 

Thus communications between participants of the workshop and working artists 

occurred in diverse ways. 

S~reading the Word 1 : Gutiérrez' Lecture Tours and Handbooks for Artists 

In connection with research conducted at the workshop. Gutiérrez began to 

lecture at an gathenngs after his retum to Mexico in the 1940s. He was invited to many 

art schools to lecture on plastic materials and sometimes also spoke on other artistic 

concems. such as "The Dynamics of Mural Comp~sition".~~ He never abandoned his 

hope of attaining recognition as an artist even though his invitations to lecture were 

clearly prompted by interest in his technical expertise. In addition to talks and courses 

69. Robbins. Ted. "Conceming Maestro José Gutiérrez". A-dexico Quorter(v Review. -Volume 3. No. 3. 
1969. pp. 57-59. 
'O. WOOdy Inten~ew 1994. Tape 1 .  
71. This ws one of two lectures he gave ai the University of Puebla's School of Plastic AN in 1963. 
The other was on plastics as a materiai in painting. Anonymous, "Around the Town". The News 
Lbfexico Ci-. Tuesday, June 4. 1963. p. 9. 



in Mexico. he travelled to the U.S. on many occasions. to Canada in 1956. and in Latin 

America in the late 1950s or early 1960~.~2 His trip to Canada was particularly 

important for the difision of information about the techniques and materials he had 

been studying. 

Gutiérrez was invited by the National Gallery of Canada in collaboration with 

the National Industrial Design Council to give lectures and demonstrations of the new 

techniques with synthetic media in the fa11 of 1 9 5 5 . ~ ~  The invitation came at the behest 

of the then-new gallery director. Aian J ~ M s . ~ ~  An article in Canadiat~ Art magazine 

States that the goal of this invitation was to enable architeas and artias to use the new 

techniques to "embellish the finctional forms of contemporary  building^".^^ He spoke 

in Ottawa, Montreal, Toronto. Calgary. Regina, Winnipeg and Vancouver where 

museums. art schools and architects' societies helped organize one or two sessions in 

each place.76 Gutiérrez had arranged for a two-page pamphlet called "Formulae for 

Mural or Easel Painting" to be reproduced in Ottawa for distribution during his lectures 

and sought assistance in locating Canadian suppliers of the materials he required for his 

demonstrations. A technical representative of a subsidiary of Union Carbon and 

72. Correspondence from Josephina and Herbert Mintzer. October 1995 
73. Donald W. Buchanan. one of the organizers. was aflïliated with bot11 institutions at the time (as 
secretary of the National Industrial Design Council and Associate Director of the National Gallec of 
Canada). 
74. Letter from D. W. Buchanan to José Gutiérez. June 15. 1955. "Outside Activities/ Organizations. 
7.4-G.- Gutiérrez. José (Iectures)". National Gallery of Canada Archives. Ottawa. 
75. "José Gutiérrez cornes from Mexico to Lecture on New Techniques in Mural Painting". Canadian 
.W. Volume XII. No. 1. auturnn. 1955, p. 212. photo of Gutiérrez p. 3 13. 

76. The list of contacts provided to Mn.  Gutiérrez after the tour by the galle- was as follows: 
Montreal (John Bland. School of Architecture. McGiII University and John Steegman. Montreal 
Museum of Fine Arts). Toronto (Sidney Watson of the Ontario CoIlege of Art), Winnipeg (J.A. Russell, 
School of Architecture. University of Manitoba). Calgary (A.F. Key. Calgary Alliai Arts Council. 
Coste House and Illingworth Kerr. institute of Technology and Art): and Vancouver (Red A. Amess, 
Vancouver School of Art. and B.C.Binning. Fine Arts Gallery. University of British Colombia). Letter 
frorn D. W. Buchanan. Associate Director of the National Gallery of Canada to Mrs. Gutiérrez. 
November 28. 1955. In addition. he also spoke in Regina at The School of Fine Arts. Regina College. 
University of Saskatchewan. Letter From Kenneth C. Lockhead. Director of the Schwl of Fine Arts to 
Donald Buchanan. Outside Activities/Organizatiom. 7.4-G.- Gutiérrez. José (lectures)". National 
Galleq of Canada Archives. Ottawa. 



Carbide Company helped the gallery locate suppliers? The requisitions for materials 

and the formulae provide some evidence of what materials and techniques Gutiérrez 

might have demonstrated. He appears to have shown artistic applications of ethyl 

silicate and vinylite on different types of grounds (concrete, masonite) adding various 

substances for special textural effects (diatomaceous earth, glass beads. marble grits). 78 

He had also planned to demonstrate the use of pyroxylins but there is no record of 

purchases of either the nitrocellulose lacquers then available or ingredients to make 

them. Although he later said that he had begun to use acrylic emulsions and begun to 

formulate water-borne artists' acryiics by this time. no mention is made of either acrylic 

resins or acrylic emulsions in the records of his visit to Canada. 

Attendance reports sent to the National Gallery from Calgary indicate that 

several hundred people (125-250) were at each of his two talks there. If attendance was 

comparable in other locations he could have reached well over a thousand anists. 

architects and art students. but it is unclear how many people in total attended his 

lectures and the figures may be much lower. At any rate follow-up correspondence 

indicates that organizers felt the lectures were well-attended and reactions to his 

lectures were mostly enthusia~tic.~~ Recent research has indicated that one of the major 

effects of Gutiérrez' lectures on artistic practices in Canada may to stimulate the use of 

house paints and industrial p r o d u c t ~ . ~ ~  

". The galle5 had written to the New York o f k e  and the ofice referred their request to H M .  Rees. 
Technical Representative of the Carbide Chemicais Company in Montreal. Rees provided the names of 
sevcn difkrent suppliers for the various solvents. resins nd tlre ethyl "Cellusolve" requested. Letter 
from H.M. Rees to D. W. Buchanan. August 1. 1955 "Outside Activities/Organizations. 7.4-G.- 
Gutiérrez. JosC (lectures)". National Gallery of Canada Arcluves. Ottawa. 
78. Several different resins (VMCH-2. vinylite resin. VYHH-4 vinylite resin and Gelva V-15) were 
purchased from Canadian Resins and Chemicals Ltd. in Montreal. 
79. One exception was Fred A. Ames. Principal of the Vancouver School of Art who criticized 
Gutiérrez' command of the subject and his English. Letter from Fred A.Amess to D. W.Buchanan. 
November 29. 1955. "Outside Activities/Organizations. 7.44.- Gutiérrez. José (lectures)". National 
Gallery of Canada Archives. Ottawa. 

Barclay in conversation with artist Douglas Morton leamed that Gutiérrez' 1955 in Regina 
coincided with the opening of the Intemathna1 Paints" factory there "allowing him to buy Rhoples to 



It is impossible to assess the impact Gutiérrez' tour on Canadian painting 

practices. but certainly the veq  fact that this lecture tour took place is in itself evidence 

of a growing interest in plastics for painting dunng the 1950s. Almost a decade Iater art 

consenrator Nathan Stolow conducted a survey of Canadian artists about changes in 

their techniques, particularly the introduction of synthetic media in the 1950s. The 

responses to the questionnaire supported the hypothesis that dunng the late 1950s 

artists were abandoning oils and other traditional media in favour of synthetic media 

either commercial products (lacquers. etc.) or acrylics made for artists (resins and 

emulsions) and that they often used rnixed techniques.81 

M e r  the lecture tour the National Gallery of Canada received requests for more 

copies of the pamphlet containing formulae which Gutiérrez had distributed during his 

demonstrations.82 At the time of his trip to Canada Gutiérrez was actively seeking a 

publisher for the English-language version first handbook on mural painting which he 

had written in 1949. He wrote to the Gallery after retuming home asking for assistance 

from the gallery in seeking funds from UNESCO for a publication. (There was also 

apparently a Spanish-language version scheduled for publication by the National 

make his own paints. " However it should be noted that there is no mention of Rhoples in Gutiérrez' 
pamphlet. Barclay in Leclerc. Denise. Crisis of.4bstracrion in Canada. Ottawa: National Galle- of 
Canada. 1992 p. 209. 

l .  Stolow's sumey of Canadian artists was conducted in 1963. He questioned the artists about 
changes in t heir painting techniques before and after 1 958 taking into account " newer (non-traditional) 
techniques" involving syntlietic media. Of the 400 artists contacted 195 completed the mail-in 
questionnaire. The natistical resdts published show drops in al1 tnditional techniques. the highest 
k i n g  oils (-27%) and wvatercolours (-18%). -1ncreases in the use of synthetic media. including media 
not intended for artists' use were also noted. The metliodology for reporting the results rnakes the 
changes difficult to assess in part because 14 categories of new techniques are compared to 7 categories 
of old ones. The results are published in connection with curator Marion Barclay's technical essay for 
an exhibition catalogue. "Technical Appendis A: Techniques of Canadian Painters before and after 
1958 by Nathan Stolow." in Leclerc t 992 p.228. 
82. See for esample. a covenng letter sending 25 copies to Kennetb Loclihead at the University fo 
Saskatchewan from Mary Macaulay of the Design Centre. November 9. 1955. "Outside 
ActivitiedOrganizations. 7.4-G.- Gutiérrez. José (lectures)". National Galle- of Canada Archives. 
Ottawa. 



Polytechnic Institute in Mexico in 1956. but no trace of this has been f ~ u n d . ) ~ ~  In the 

same year the National Gallery of Canada produced a mimeographed version of the 89- 

page manuscript called From Fresco to Plastics. New Materials for h l  and Mural 

Puit~~ings.. which appears to be the tint officiai publication of Gutiérrez' formulas 

although rnimeographed sheets of instructions had been in use by his students for years. 

In fact this is a modestly-produced 89-page Nmeographed booklet not a full-fledged 

typeset bound volume, but it has had a remarkable and continuing impact on knowledge 

about synthetic media and is a reference in most subsequent artists' handbooks on 

synthetic media. 

Gutiérrez begins his exposition with a few pages of discussion of the interest in 

using industrial products in modem art bringing up rnany of the themes touched upon by 

Siqueiros and some new ones: keeping up with the times and avoiding stagnation. 

enhancing creative potential. producing work that lasts, working rapidly. saving rnoney 

and bucking the establishment (by using "revolutionary m e t h ~ d s " ) . ~  Over a third of the 

book covers traditional Fresco techniques and painting. Then synthetic media are 

introduced and Gutiérrez presents the artistic use of ethyl silicate, pyroxylin lacquers 

and synthetic resins (vinyl acetate and vinyl chlonde acetate resins), discussing the 

preparation of grounds. application techniques and. of course, formulas for preparation 

of the pigmented media. 

A second book, also in English, was wrïtten with CO-author Nicholas Roukes 

and published by Watson-Guptill (the publishers of Arnerïcan Artist Magazirie) in 1966 

called Painting wiih A c r y l i c ~ . ~ ~  Roukes had been an art instructor teaching at a high 

83. Letter from José Gutiérrez to D-W-Buchanan, November 19. 1955. "Outside 
Acti\ities/Organizatiofl~~ 7.4-G.- Gutiérrez. José (lectures)". NationaI Gallery of Canada Archives. 
Ottawa. 
". Gutiérrez 1956. p. 7. 

85. Gutiérrez José and Roukes. Nicholas (Preface by David Alfara Siqueiros). Painting with .-Ic~vlics.. 
New York: Watson-GuptilI. 1966. 



school in Hayward, California interested in writing about the Mexican muralists. In 

1964 he travelled to Mexico City on a sabbatical where he met Gutiérrez and 

participated in the TaIIer at the Polytechnic Institute. Roukes later recalled the 

circurnstances leading to the second boo k:86 
". . It was a very informal kind of arrangement, you know 1 just went over to 
talk to him and he invited me to have a corner in the studio there and he gave me 
some of the formulas to expenment with. 

1 wmted to do a little story on José Gutiérrez so 1 sent in this biography 
to the American Artist Magazine in New York. . . it was rejected. The editor at 
the time said to me: "This is not a story. This is a book. This is really hot 
matenal! Can you get Gutiérrez to CO-author the book with you?" 

So 1 asked Gutiérrez about that and he said "sure". José came to the Bay 
area where 1 continued to t e a ~ h . " ~ ~  

Roukes eventually settled in Canada where he taught in the Art Department of the 

University of Calgary until he retired in the early 1990s. 

This second book contained a foreword by Siqueiros, who was in prison for 

sedition at the time they wrote the book. Including an endorsement fiom Siqueiros was 

an audacious gesture for a book intended for mainstream Amencan audiences. It is 

somewhat surprising that the fairly conservative publisher agreed to publish the 

foreword. Yet. it may have been part of an attempt to appeal to youth culture trends in 

the 1960s. Watson-Guptill's flagship magazine. Arnerican Artist, was by this time 

endeavoring to expand its target audience with blatant appeals to young anists and 

counter-cultural trends. showing fetching young women in mini-skins and psychedelic 

art alongside its usual features geared to a core audience of Sunday painters committed 

to representational art. In his preface, Siqueiros produced a brief glowing description of 

the discovery of synthetic materials by Mexican muralists mentioning pragmatic. 

political and artistic dimensions of efforts to modemize techniques and pompously 

86. Intciview with Nicholas Roukes by Jan Marontate. May 2. 1994. 
87. By this time Roukes was teacliing at the University of California at Hayward. Roukes L n t e ~ e w  
1994. side one. 



praised the contributions of Gutiérrez : 
"We found that the tirne-honored methods of working in fiesco - and also in oil 
paint- were not suitable for surfaces exposed to the ravaging elements of sun. 
rai& and constant climatic changes. . . So it was that our Mexican anists rnoved 
. . . to the industrial knowledge of the United States. We sought to modemize 
our techniques through consultation with laboratories which were researching 
plastic materials . . Out of these experiments were bom the practical theones 
and formulas of José L. Gutiérrez. . . his book will make a valuable contribution 
to the artist's vocabulary, not only by docurnenting the early expenments and 
formulas (which are still the finest to be compounded for the artist) but also by 
challenging the creative artist with the enormous possibilities of the 
revolutionary plastic p a i n t ~ . " ~ ~  

This second book contains a bief history of the development of plastic paints. seven 

different formulas using a variety of synthetic media,89 a description of commercially 

prepared synthetic paints, studio tips and a series of chapters about how to paint 

different subjects or in different genres (still life, portrait, landscape, collages etc.). The 

earlier chapters on mural painting and paint manufacture are obviously intended for 

senous anists or advanced students. However the second half of the book clearly 

endeavors to provide formulait inspiration for hobbyists and amateurs as well. The 

discussion of commercial brands and the list of suppliers make this a valuable historic 

document which was probably quite useful as weil at the time since many books on the 

new media avoided brand names. Overall though, the effect of the book is somewhat 

confûsing since it is neither in the genre of a "traditional" artist's handbook for serious 

painters (which in the late 19th and early 20th century did not customanly include 

instructions of what to paint), nor does it follow the expectations of a wlganzed "how 

to" book for rank amateurs (because the first part of the book treats the readers as 

potentially accomplished artists with serious interests and commitments to developing 

advanced technical skills). It is thus a curious hybnd. (See also Chapter 7 and Tables 

88. Siqueiros in Gutiérrez and Roukes 1966. pp. 8-9. 

89. They were identified as follows in the book : emulsified polyvinyl acetate (white glue). Wnylite. 
vinyl chloride. ethyl silicate. acrylic resins, polyacrylic esters and pyroylin. 



1 1 - 13 in Appendix B). 

Gutiérrez' third book bears the same name as his first but in Spanish--Drlfi.esco 

a los materiales plasticos- and was published posthumously under the auspices of the 

Polytechnic Institute. Published in 1986, it is the first Spanish-language edition of his 

formulas to our knowledge. It is however. essentially a translation of the first shon 

book published in Canada, which it should be recalled was written in 1949.~~ Two 

short chapters (five pages in dl) on acrylic resins and acrylic emulsions have been 

added. The one on acrylic resins is essentially a translation from the corresponding 

chapter in the second book with some rninor changes but giving the same basic 

ingredients. 

The final chapter on acrylic resins differs from the preceding publications. 

principally by recornmending the purchase of the brand of paint Gutiérrez developed. 

arguing that special laboratory conditions and techniques were necessary for successful 

manufacture of acrylic emulsions. Also in the conclusion a paragraph has been added 

cautioning readers to choose paint made with permanent pigments. These comments on 

permanence may have been inspired by concerns of the technical editor. Tomas Zurian. 

a weil-known con~ervator.~l 

A shon introductory essay by the Canadian-born muralist Arnold Belkin. who 

had been a student of both Gutiérrez and Siqueiros, provides a highly-charged note to 

this othenvise disappointing work since no significant new rnatenal is presentrd on 

recent research by Gutiérrez. Was this lack of new matenal in part because the 

publication of technical information on formulas might compromise sales in the 

paintmaking business he had staned which continued to function afler his death? Or 

90. The tmslators names are not listed on the title page but with the publishefs information. perhaps 
to dowvnplay the fact. They were Helen Backal de Soriano and Federico Ménez. 

l .  Z w i h  denied any responsibility for the contents of the book. maintaining he had merely proof-read 
it for technical misprintsi. Interview with Tom& Z u n h  Ugarte and Lolita Fernandéz by Jan 
Marontate. June 1993. 



could it be that in his papers there was simply nothing new in written form available to 

add? Pego Moscosso stated unequivocally that the book provided a clear picture of the 

activity undertaken by the workshop. Yet it is surprising that the formulas remained 

unchanged in thirty-seven years (or even in the 17 years between Gutiérrez' draft of the 

manuscript and his death), particularly given the many modifications of synthetic 

products and the introduction of new ones by the chemical industry during this penod. 

This last book then is best considered as a slightly revised reprint of an histoncal 

document. 

The impact of Gutiérrez' formulas is clear in other publications on synthetic 

media. although it is difficult to assess whether the publications or contacts with him 

and the Talier were most important to other authors. (It should be noted here that 

most of the handbook authors also mention two other pioneer paintmakers. Len Bocour 

and Henry Levison.) Some of the authors were former participants in the Talier . for 

example, Leonard Brooks who published Oil Painting. Truditiorta[ and N m  in 

1 95gg2 and Russell O. Woody J r e 9 3  Lawrence Jensen's 1964 classic S'r~hetic P a i ~ ~ t i r ~ g  

Media cites Gutiérrez' From Fresco to PIasrics fiequently combining it with i n t e ~ e w  

matenal and correspondence with other prominent paintmakers. Other publications 

which do not even acknowledge Gutiérrez' work appear to have somehow corne in 

contact with his instructions (perhaps inadvertently through other sources). For 

example, a chapter on anists' techniques in an authontative 1972 inventory of Mexican 

muralism gives some recipes for synthetic media which are identical to those in 

92. Brooks was bom in London. England in 19 1 1. came to Canada as a child. and after studying an in 
Canada and travelling in England taught art in Toronto. He served as a war artists in the Royal 
Canadian Naw and in 1947 l en t  to Mexico wliere he stayed at least until 1959. From the back flap of 
the dustjacket of Brooks. Leonard. Oil Painting. Traditional and New. New York; Reinhold, 1959. See 
also. Brooks. Leonard. "A Canadian Artist in Mexico". Canadian Arr. 7 .  Spring 1950. pp. 94-98. 

93- Woody Ir.. Russell 0. and Levison. Henry W. Painring with Svnrhetic Media. New York : Van 
Nosuand Reinhoid Co., 1965. 



Gutiérrez' 1956 book.94 

S~readine the Word II: Partici~ants of the Tulier 

Hundreds of students fi-om al1 over the world participated in this workshop. 

coming from Canada, the U.S.. Central America South America, Europe (Eneland. 

Czechoslovakia, Poland. Estonia, Nonvay), Australia and India. This international 

interest was a source of nationalist pnde, emphasized in assessments of the 

accomplishments of the workshop, such as reviews of the periodic exhibitions organized 

by workshop participants : 
"representing one more dernonstration that Mexico has made a genuine cultural 
contribution to countries from every latitude."95 

The purpose of the Tahr was not oniy to investigate new materials but to spread 

knowledge of painting techniques, especially new ones developed for modem materials: 
"The dozen American pupils, who are al1 veterans, and the others, will take their 
new knowledge and techniques back to their home cities, where they will in turn 
teach more artists anxious to keep up with the latest developments. 

The system of the Taller is modem, dernocratic, in rhythm with today's 
world. Here there are no speciaily-privileged "geniuses", no secret formulas. 
Formulas are ffee for the asking, and plenty of people do a ~ k . " ~ ~  

Gutiérrez taught many students over the years both in the workshop and in other 

courses. In addition to a core student body he welcomed casual visits from artists and 

students from other institutions. Also in the early 1950s. Gutiérrez was an associate 

professor of mural techniques at Mexico City College, which drew many Arnericans and 

some Canadians He did teach other courses as well as s e ~ n g  as a guest lecturer in 

". See for e . w p l e  the formulas for vinyl acetate resin paints. Two obvious esplanalions for bis 
f ~ l u r e  to credit Gutiérrez and the Taffer might be that he obtained the recipes from someone who 
failed to credit Gutiérrez. or that he obtained them from the same source as Gutiérrez. Suarez 1972. 
"Capitula Ill: Technicas ernpladas en el muraiismo Méxicano", pp. 333-354. 
95. ((Este aconiecimiento cultural y anistico. . . representa una demostracion mas de que Mexico esta 
aportando pan los paises de todas las latitudes. una verdadera contribucion cultural.>i Mayo. José. 
"México: La gran capital del mundo de las mes plasticas". Unidentified Newspaper clipping dated 
Sunday. Novernber 30. 1958. p. II. from Gutiérrez Papers. J. and H. Mintzer. 
96. Heydon 1950. p. 2. 



studio classes.97 Asked to identiQ Canadian students on the occasion of his lecture tour 

in Canada in 1955. he responded: 
"At the present time 1 have no Canadian students. Those who have studied with 
me previously are: Leonard Brooks, Gloria Jefies, Arnold Belkin. a portrait 
painter named Les, a Mr. Foster whose first names escape me a the moment. 
Two others, one from Toronto and one fiom Vancouver came a year ago asking 
advice. 

When at Mexico City College 1 had four Canadian students, but. . .- I do 
not have records of their n a ~ n e s . " ~ ~  

No cornplete record of his students exists. 

Several artists who participated in the Talfw subsequently became authorities 

on art matenals, producing widely-distributed artists' handbooks. such as Russell 

Woody. Nicholas Roukes and Leonard Brooks. Many probably taught at an  schools. 

the financial mainstay of artists who are not able to make a living selling their work. 

Some. like Belkin and a new generation of Mexican muralists, took on apprentices and 

assistants whom they instructed in the new techniques. 

Woody's trajectory and experiences in Mexico provide insight into conditions at 

the time for expatriate art students in Mexico City and indicate some ways information 

about experiences with Gutiérrez and the Taller were difised throughout the U.S. by 

participants. 

Russell O. Woody Jr. attended Wake Forest University in North Carolina before 

serving time in the army and air force in Korea ( 195 1-53). M e r  the war he resumed his 

studies at the University of Miami where he studied joumalism and art, obtaining a B.A. 

in 1957. During his studies in Miami he becarne very interested in art matenals. inspired 

by a large art supply store in Coral Gables and by his university contacts but he recalls: 
"1 was a starving student in those days. I was using anything 1 could get. In 

97. For esample lie taught at the University of Nuevo Léon. Anon-mous. "Entusiasmo por las 
conferencias que sustento el Maestro José L. Gutiérrez en La E. de Verano". Vida hiversiraria. 
Wednesday August 1 O. 195 1 .  Gutiérrez Papers counesy Josephina and Herbert Mintzer. California. 
98. Letter from José Gutiérrez to D. W.Buchanan. Juiy 2 1 .  1955. "Outside Activitied Organizaûons. 
7.44.- Gutiérrez José (Iectures)". National GalIery of Canada Archives, Ottawa. 



fact, Leonard Bocour came through and gave a lecture at the colleges through 
the whole area and lectured at the University of Mïarni while 1 was there. And 
at the end of the lecture I went up and talked to him and he gave me a whole 
bunch of paint and so that's how 1 got started on Bocour. . . he lectured al1 his 
life. . .It was held in the ciassroom. In fact it was a design course I was in and 
he came in and talked on materials. . . at that point. . . he was very interested in 
his oils. the premium oils especialiy. "99 

One of Woody's professon. Eugene Masson, had studied in Mexico with Siqueiros (at 

San Miguel de Allende alrnost ten years earlier, where Gutiérrez had provided assistance 

in preparïng a wall for a mural painted by Siqueiros and the students). Masson had 

decided to return to teach at Mexico City College where there was a Master's 

programme in painting and graphics with American accreditation. Woody followed 

Masson to Mexico where he met art professor Toby Joysmith who he credits with 

further stimulating his interests in materials. loO In Mexico. Woody had his own small 

studio, which was basically an enclosed garage where he often painted with acrylic resin 

automotive lacquers diiuting them with volatile solvents. 

Health problems caused by art materials spurred Woody's involvernent in 

research on new media which he undertook for his Master's thesis: 
"Now the reason 1 did that was 1 was alrnost killed by using the lacquers 
because 1 was in this little studio -- there was very little ventilation -- and I was 
breathing lacquer fûmes ail day. . . And so I became very dl. In fact at one 
point they thought I had leukemia and they basically said you know "you got 
about three months to live". It had stopped up a lung completely and 1 had to 
have that pumped out and they put me on oxygen and antibiotics. It took me a 
long time to get my health back. But as a result of that 1 became allergic to any 
solvents. And so the thesis was done basically to find out what was toxic and 
what wasn't. What 1 could use and so on. So that was the impetus for 
investigating materials. 

But 1 was a very. very sick person there for quite a while fiom using the 
lacquers. You know the first year 1 was using them 1 was very happy too. You 
know it was like sniffing glue al1 day long. I was just floating al1 over the place. 
But in those days you didn't think. You know. everybody was using this stuff 

99. Interview with Russell Woody by Jan Marontate. Apnl 7. 1994. Tape 1. side 1. 
loO. Joysmith taught a course on materials and methods of the OId Masters based on information 
compiled from artists' handbooks and miscellaneous sources drew on Rai ph Mayer and Mas Doerner as 
welI as using a recipe by Maroger. He also was an avid user of the new spthetic mateAs. 



and nobody thought about the toxicity of most of the matenals. Gutiérrez didn't 
really give that much caution. He said you know "well this can bother you a 
little bit" but you know well nobody cared you see." [ O 1  

Woody researched the topic by writing to paintmakers and chernical 

manufacturers, like paintmakers Henry Levison and Len Bocour, and of course the 

Rohm and Haas chernicd Company. Woody retumed to the U.S. in 1960 where he 

taught high school in Virginia and lectured locally to artists on synthetic painting media. 

Eventually as a result of contacts with Levison he was hired as a consultant by the 

paintmaker. His master's thesis forms the basis for his first book on synthetic paints 

Painting with Syllhetic Meda, published in 1965 which had a technical appendix by 

Levison. He began touring the U.S. lecturing on synthetic media at colleges, 

universities and to vanous art groups in 1963. (His work for Henry Levison will be 

discussed in a iater section.) Woody's career in art education is just one of the types of 

paths followed by participants in Gutiérrez' classes. 

The career of another Taller participant shows a different path which was also 

instrumental in diffbsing technical knowledge generated in the Taller. Arnold Belkin 

( 1930- 1993) a Canadian-boni artist read about the Mexican muralists while taking 

eveninç classes at the Vancouver School of Art when he was a teenager. IO2 In 1948. 

when he was still seventeen. he travelled to Mexico City to study mural painting.lO-' 

Belkin enrolled in Lu Esmeraldu (The National School of Painting and Sculpture of the 

National Institute of Fine Arts) in 1948. He was also a student with Gutiérrez at the 

National Polytechnic Institute and attended lectures at the National Institute of 

' O i .  Woody Interview 1994. 
' O 2 .  Belkin was bom in Calgaq. Alberta to a family which had immigrated from Russia. 
I O 3 .  Belkin. Arnold. "Cronologia". Contra la Amnesia. Textos: 1960-1 985. Mexico: Editorid Domés. 
Universidad Autonoma Metropoliiana. 1986. pp. 249-252. 
Io? Tliere he studied under Carlos Orozco Romero. Andrés Sinchez-Flores and Agustin Lazo. 
Anonymous (preface by Emilio Alvarado Badillo). .Arnold Belkin. Obra ithral, 1960-1 990. Mexico: 
Campus Estado de México. 1990. Belkin Archives, courtel Patricia Quijano Ferrer, muralkt and 
widow of Arnold Beikin. San Bernabé Ocotepec. México. D.F. 



Anthropology and History by the renowned anthropologist. and expert on primitive art 

Miguel Covanubias. Belkin became an assistant to David Alfaro Siqueiros for mural 

projects and officially registered as a professional artist in Mexico in 1950. In the 

eariy 1950s he began to do set and costume designs for modem dance productions. 

some of which were produced for television and continued intermittently to do some 

design work. 

Belkin was intellectually inclined and he threw his energies into confrontational 

public disputes about new directions in contemporary art. During this decade (the 

1950s) Mexican muralism came to symboiize the "Establishment" frorn the point of view 

of younger painters vying for recognition as members of ascendant avant-gardes. First 

of a11 then there was a rebellion against "official political art" and small gallenes began 

to offer venues for struggling young artists. There were also growing hostilities 

amongst ernerging groups, notably between vanous foms of abstractionisrns (tachism. 

informalism. etc.), figurative painters and proponents of other foms of art (installations. 

found art, and so on). Belkin remained primarily a figurative painter developing a 

nuanced but sometimes strident philosophical and political approach to his art and 

action which he referred to as "neohumanism". In 196 1. Belkin co-authored a manifesto 

in a publication called La Nwva Presencia (The New Presence) which he put out with 

Francisco Icaza and was a founding rnember of the group called "the Lnsiders" (Los 

N~trrioristas) .lm The name was taken from a book which had appeared just after a 

particularly bitter series of confrontations over the irnprisonment of Siqueiros and the 

inclusion of eight artists, all but one abstractions for the planned 196 1 Sao Paolo 

'O5 .  Beikin worked on the old cunoms house in Santo Domingo and the Fine Arts Palace. Suarez 
OrIando S. "Incorporacion anual de artistas. Relacion de Nombres", Inventario del Muralismo 
Mexicano, Mesico: Universidad Nacionai Autonoma de México, 1972. pp. 386. Beikin 1986. p. 239. 
IO6. Other artists in the group. some of hem much betrer known chan Belkin at the tirne. were: 
Francisco Corzas. J.L. Cuevas. Leonel Gongora. Rafael Coronel. and Nacho Lopez. Goldman. Shifra. 
Contenrporcxry Mexican Painting in a T h e  of Change. Albuqurque: University of New Mesico Press. 
1981. 



Biennial. IO7 The book posits: 
"the opposition of two types of artists throughout history: non-lnsiders, who are 
concemed with ideation, syrnbolisrn, abstraction. and formal problems. and those 
"exceptional non-conformists" who de@ the climate of their time and initiate 
change: the Insiders." log 

The group was short-lived but illustrates the multi-dimensional character to debates 

related to the practice of an at the time. 

Belkin was exceptionally successful as an artist in Mexico, as a muralist, easel 

painter. graphic artist and stage designer. he himself put it, he succeeded beyond his 

wildest dreams: 
"when 1 first came to Mexico. one of the first things I saw at the Palace of Fine 
Arts was a 50-yr [sic] retrospective of Diego Rivera. . .forty years later. there 1 
was, having this show at the Palace of Fine Arts, and 1 kept thinking. not bad for 
a Jewish boy from V a n c o u ~ e r . " ~ ~ ~  

Although he developed his own artistic persona he was strongly influenced by Siqueiros 

whom he considered a mode1 of the politicized artist. Belkin may be considered in some 

respects a descendent of Siqueiros. 

Belkin taught mural techniques intennittently at various institutions in Mexico 

City and New York City beginning in about 1953. when he apparently took over a class 

from Gutiérrez at Mexico City College. l I o  During the 1960s and 1970s he spent much 

time in the U.S., residing in New York for about 8 years. where he participated in the 

"people's art" movement encouraging outdoor wallpainting in poverty-stricken areas. 1 1 

One of the murals he did during this period commemorated a student protest at Kent 

State University which had resulted in tragedy afier the National Guard attacked the 

IO7. Rodrnan. Sheldon. The lnsiders: Rejection and Rediscovery of Mm in the Arts ofOur Tinte. 
Baton Rouge: Louisiana State Press. 1960. 
108. Goldrnan 1981. p. 42. 
log .  Pringle. Heather. "Stealing Fire." Equinox. pp. 5 1-6 1.  The eshibition took place in 1989. ' Io .  Goldman 1981.p.70. 
' ' l .  Belkin. Arnold. "Public Art and People' Ad'. n.d. mimeograph. 4p. Bocour Papers. "Selected 
Correspondence with Artists c. 1 970s". Archives of Amencan Art, Smi thsonian Institution. 
Washington. D.C. (Most of the Bocour Papers are in the New York City Storage). 



students. He did a number of rnurals in the U.S. sometimes working with imer city 

youth. He also remained very rnuch involved with art circles, exhibiting and obtaining 

artistic honours. M e r  his New York sojoum he settled definitively in Mexico where 

his work increasingly emphasized humanitarian, revolutionary and biblical themes. His 

shared his artistic vision and the technical skills with many colleagues, students and 

assistants over the years, increasingly stressing the collective aspects of mural 

painting. 1 l 2  As for his preferences in techniques and matenals, Belkin, like many of the 

younger generation, eschewed the more toxic earlier formulations of synthetic media 

and became a devotee of the water compatible acrylic emulsion paints for artists made 

by Gutiérrez and others beginning in the mid- 1950s. In New York he met paintmaker 

Len Bocour and used his paints too. l l 3  

Gutiérrez as Paintmaker: Po[itec Internacional S- A. 

The new acrylic emuision paint developed by Gutiérrez and others using Rohm 

and Haas' products and technical advice had such potential for use in an that Gutiérrez 

began to actively seek investors. He found Luis Miro who joined him as a partner in 

1960. l l 4  Miro describes himself as an investor and businessrnan, not an artist. The 

name chosen for the company -- Politec- was a word play refemng to the workshop at 

the National Polytechnic Institute (where the paint was developed), the fact that many 

different techniques could be executed with it, the family of chernical products 

(polymers) used to make the new paint, and of course to indigenous civilizations living 

in the area now occupied by Mexico City (Aaec). One of the employees was José Luis 

l 12. Including his widow. the rnuralist Patricia Quijana Ferrer. who is henelf a muralist. Quijana 
Ferrer InteMew 1994. 
l 3. B e k n  used Bocour's Aquatec acrylic paints for his murai Against Doniestic C'oloniolism in New 
York City (between 9th and 10th Avenues on 46th Sueet). ibid. 
. Interview wifh Luis Miro by Jan Marontate. Mexico City. June 1994. The early records about the 

company were apparently rnisplaced during renovations and none could be located at the tirne of the 
author's visit to the company. 



Gurdubay. a painter interested in the quality of artists' colours who conducted tests and 

later founded two paint companies of his own which produced synthetic anists' colours 

(Indart and then Evoart). 15 Afier Gutiérrez' death, his widowi l 6  and his partner Miro 

continued to mn the company with the help of chernical engineers. Miro and his sons 

continued to own and operate the company to the date of this writing. 

The company was founded to produce "plastic paints" but did not lirnit its 

production to water compatible acrylic emulsion paints. l  l 7  producing an oil-compatible 

acrylic resin, various vamishes. painting mediums, modeling paste (to build up textures) 

and, eventually. a range of traditional oil paints and watercolours in different grades 

(for artists and school children). 

Widespread Exoerimentation with New Media in Mexico 

As explained in Chapter 2, in Mexico interest in new techniques of painting 

using modem materials is closely aligned with discourse developed in the context of the 

muralist movement beginning in the 1920s. The desire to bring art to the people by 

moving it outdoors made technical innovation imperative since traditional artists' 

painting media could not withstand environmental change. But aesthetic preoccupations 

also surface in accounts of the search for new ways of painting, panicularly after World 

War II. Prominent artists like Rivera, Orozco, Ruffino Tamayo, and a whole generation 

of new painters began to try synthetic paints and to experiment with recipes using new 

media developed by José Gutiérrez and others in the workshop. I l 8  Whether the anist 

15. Interview with Luis Filcer. an artist and partner with Gurdubay in a Company producing primed 
artists' canvas for acrylics by Jan Marontate. Mesico City. June 1994. 
' 16. Gutiérrez' widow by his second mamage. Ruth Semple Gutiérrez was an Amencan-born artin 
and art tacher  from Philadephia who died in 1992. Miro Inteniew 1994. 

1 7 .  Acnüilly. Gutiérrez is thought by some to have produced a qnthetic paint using vinylite before 
recising his formulas to mâke a more standard acryIic emulsion paint. Interview with Ron Hayes. May 
1994. ' 18. Discussion of use of qnthetic media by Rivera and Orozco follows. Tamayo apparently used 
acrylic paint made by José Gutiérrez for painting done for the UNESCO building in Paris. Gutiérrez 



sought bnght colours or dull ones, shiny or matte surfaces, thin veil-like glazes and 

stains or heavy impasto, there were new materials which offered promise. No 

comprehensive detailed list of al1 the different combinations used has been made or is 

likely to ever be produced. A superficial assessrnent of techniques conducted during an 

inventory of wallpaintings considered part of the Mexican muralist movement up to 

1969 found that an enormous number of techniques had been employed: one hundred 

and forty seven (147) different techniques were enumerated in the 1286 murals 

studied. 

Although some of the early paintings done in Mexico with synthetic materials 

have survived quite admirably. occasionally painters exceeded the limits of the new 

media. For example, in 195 1 Rivera executed an expansive sculptural and mural 

programme in watenvorks located in a Mexico City large parkland. The River Lerma 

waterworks (Curcamo del Rio Lerma ) cornbined mosaic-encmsted earth sculptures, . 

painted reliefs and flowing water in an unconventional decorative project for the public 

utility. This work referred to Pre-Columbian earthworks and anticipated later h e n c a n  

earth sculptures. Rivera used a synthetic resin (p0lystyrene)l2~ as a medium for partially 

1986. p. 5. Interviews with Patricia Quijana Ferrer. a muraiist and the widow of Arnold Belkin. by Jan 
Marontate in Mesico City. June 1994; Conversations with Sylvia Pandolfi. museurn director. and 
curators Edgardo Ganado Kim and Juan Cortes. of the Museo de Arte Alvar y Carmen T. de Carrillo 
Gil. Institut0 Nacional de Bellas Artes. Mesico City. 17 June 1994. 

l 1 9 .  This tabulation only used a gross classification of media (failing for esample to distinguish 
between acelic resins and emulsions) and grounds. The definition of a "technique" was the specific 
combination of materials used. In the case of paintings this would normally include a general categon 
of media (acrylic. pyro~~l in  etc.) and a type of support (masonite. cernent. fiberglass etc.) but murals 
done using tiles. g las  mosaics. and other materials are also included. The classification system is 
ultimately rather loose due to unevenness in the degree of detailed specifications used for the definition 
of each technique. Even so the results of the survey indicate that e.uperirnentation with materials and 
techniques was a widespread practice. Suarez Orlando S. Inventario del Muralismo ~tïéxicano, 
Mexico: Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mésico. 1972. especiaily pp. 33 1-354. 
I2O. Javier Vazquez . a conservation scientist who participated in the analysis of the frescos describes 
this as a styrene-acxylic copolymer. Vazquez Javier N. and Maria Teresa Hernandez Y. "Chernical 
Study of Materials Used to Construct the Mural paints " Water Origin of Life" painted by Diego Rivera 
in 195 1 ". unpublished manuscript, CNCRPAM-NA. San Ildefonso 60, Centro Historico. Mexico. 
D.F. Interviews with Javier Negrete Vazquez of the National School for the Study of the Conservation 
and Restoration of Cultural Property (ficuela Nacionai de conservaciéon, Restauraciéon -v 



submerged frwcos in an open cistem which he believed would never be eroded by the 

constant flow of water. I2l However, moId and the action of the chemicals used in the 

water purification process almost completely erased the submerged portion of the 

frescos until a recent restoration. This was predicted by Gutiérrez. as reported in a 

widely distnbuted Amencan newsmagazine: 
"Mexican Artist José Gutierrez [sic], an instructor at the National Polytechnic 
Institute, has expenmented with every kind of medium fiom ordinary house 
paint to the newest plastics to determine which cm best withstand the eiements. 
Last week Gutierrez made a gloomy prediction about Diego Rivera's latest 
mural in the water distribution chamber of Mexico City's new water system . . . 
Gutierrez' forecast: with 140 million gallons of water rushing past it every day 
the submerged part of Rivera's mural will completely disappear within ten years. 
Diego's comment: "Tell him to go to hell." 12' 

Also, some of the new media required very meticulous laboratory-style 

conditions for successfiil use. Severe restrictions on the formulation and execution were 

not suited to the working styles of rnany artists. Painters tended to ignore technical 

çpecifications leading to disastrous results. In particular. murals done using ethyl 

silicate tended to deteriorate rapidly because "a slight variance in the mixing procedure 

will cause the medium to fail". 123 Gutiérrez and Orozco were fiends and eventually 

Orozco tried the new media. seeking advice &om Gutiérrez and Rueda on formulas. lZ4 

Orozco's 1946 mural National Alkgory, for the Mexico City Teachers College ( h e l a  

.\luseop'ajïa ',\fanuel del cas fil!^ ,t;eRrete ') in Mexico City by Jan Marontate. June 1 994. 

l 2  . C a t h  Staton L. "Mural Census." Detroit Institute of Ans. Diego Rivera. .4 Refrospecfrve. New 
York: Detroit institute of Ans and W. W. Norton, 1985. p. 327. 
122. Anonymous. "Wet Blanket". Tin~e- The Weekf-v Newsnqpine. June 18. 195 1. n.p. José 
Gutiérrez Papen, courtesy Josepiuna and Herbert Mintzer. Sunnyvale. California. 
lZ3. See Russ Woody's inventory of pitfalls in the use of the silicates for mural painting. "Chapter 11 
Ethyl Silicate". in Woody. 1965. p. 139. 

24. Heydon 1 950. p. 4: and InteMew uith Josephina Mintzer (daughter of José) by Jan Marontate. 
May II. 1994. This collaboration appears to have occurred only in the late 1940s just before Orozco's 
death spite of the fact chat Gutiérrez and Orozco had met in New York City in the 1930s. At the time 
of his retrospective at the National Institute of Fine Arts in Mesico City in 1947. Orozco credited the 
following sources for his technique: Cennino Cennini's treatise on painting (a 15th-century itaiian 
book of precepts and techniques called Libro dell'arte ). Mezcican masons. the e.umination of ancient 
Mexican frescos. and direct esperience. Suarez 1972. p. 344. 



Nonnul para Maestros) is one of the best-known examples of the use of ethyl silicate. 

Orozco did not use Gutiérrez' usual recipe. but consulted the professors at the Tailer 

about mixing metal with the silicate (aluminium, stainless steel and brass).lZ5 It is held 

up as a example of the longevity of this medium in the book Gutiérrez wrote in 1949 

(which was published 7 years later). However, within a dozen years of its execution 

visitors who went to view the mural claimed that "very little of the paint could be 

seen". 26 

The risk of technical failures using the new media though an important 

preoccupation. was not the sole factor cited in resistance to using synthetic media in the 

arts. 

Resistance to Svnthetic Media in Mexico 

There was resistance to adoption of synthetic media in the arts in Mexico. 

Arguments stressed not only the potential for irnmediate technical failures and the 

danger of trying to second-guess the permanence of the new media without first hating 

them run the test of time. Also the new media often demanded profound changes in 

working methods: 
"There were a couple of different groups in Mexico at that time and one group 
wanted to stick with the old ways of working with oil and contemplating and 
being more cognitive about the way they approached things. And then there 
was this younger group that was doing al1 the murais headed by Siqueiros who 
wanted everything down immediately so that they could work fast and it would 
dry in five minutes and at the end of it was 

Another problem with the new paints had to do with social statu. In the late 1940s and 

early 1950s in an schools, many professors emphasized the historical roots and prestige 

of artists' paints pointing to the lowly connections of synthetic paints with a~isanal 

housepainters. To counter these objections, Gutiérrez pointed to the "newness" of the 



produas which could only be used by innovative, knowledgeable artists and implied that 

elitist tendencies might be at the root of criticism about using a product made by the 

masses : 
"No art supply stores sel1 these products. They are so new that they must be 
acquired from factories making plastics or chernical products. Perhaps that is 
why they are attacked so much. 1 recall that when I arrived in Mexico. Antonio 
Ruiz, the director of the Esmeralda, said: 'These materials are good for painting 
doors, but we continue to use oil in the tradition of the Venetians." 1 could 
demonstrate that with the paints "for doors" and "for boilers and submarines" 
have excellent plastic qualities, magnificent textures, glazes and luminosity that 
is not possible to obtain with oi1." 12* 

At this time. just before he began to produce his own brand of the new paints. Gutiérrez 

was working hard to promote interest and acceptance of synthetic media. He repeatedly 

made connections between the new media and oil paints, stressing that the fact they had 

not yet been commercialized as artists' media should be ignored as an artistic 

consideration. In his words: 
"Mer  all, oil paint was not put into tubes until about 200 years after its 
invention. During al1 this time it was stuffed into bull's intestines and squeezed 
out of these as needed. " 129 

Nthough Gutiérrez was enthralled by the broad possibilities of the new media. 

he increasingly made it clear in his later years that synthetic paints should augment 

rather than replace traditional artist's painting media. In an i n t e ~ e w  with a reporter 

from the Rohm and Haas chernical Company just before his death Gutiérrez sang the 

praises of plastic paints but reminded readers of the pleasures of traditional media: 
"1 do not suggest that plastic paints are a complete replacement for traditional 
media such as oils. They do represent, however, a new dimension in paints, a 
source of new exciternent and ideas. Acrylic paints rnake possible 'accidents' of 
color and texture that are virtualiy impossible to achieve with slower drying, less 
flexible paints. My purpose in making these paints available has been to arouse 
the interest of the artist in the vast possibilities of these 20th century 

128. Bambi. "Obras de Ane a pmeba de Bomba H. Duran mis de cinco siglos." Excelsior. IO-B. 
Monday September 28. 1953. n.p. Gutiérrez Papen. courtesy J. and H. Mintzer. 
' 2 9 .  Heydon 1950. p. 3. 



materials." 130 

As for the acceptance of the brand of paints-Politec- which Gutiérrez developed. 

Roukes conunented: 
"A lot of the anists in Mexico were a little dubious about the quality of materials 
that were produced in Mexico. You know they thought as we do that a genius 
must be at least a hundred miles away."lgl 

Yet Politec was and is still widely-used in Mexico. It was never well-distributed in the 

U.S. or Canada, although there was for a time an Arnerican distributor based in 

California. 132 

Concluding Remarks about the Talfer and Gutiérrez 

Gutiérrez' research was centered on immediate applications of modem 

materials in the art. His methods were those of an innovative artist with an interest 

in techniques, not a scientist, for which he made no apologies. During his alinost 

25-year sojoum in the New York City area he studied art and initiated contacts with 

chemical companies which he maintained f i e r  retuming to Mexico. He 

participated in the Siqueiros Experimental Workshop in New York and stayed in 

contact with Siqueiros who remained an outspoken proponent of modem materials. 

Siqueiros' studio practices appear to have served as a mode1 for Gutiérrez' own fiee- 

wheeling style of investigation which made him popular with the many artists and art 

students who participated in the Taikr de rnsaye de materiaies de pirrtzua y 

plasiicos in Mexico City. 

Gutiérrez' story provides a glimpse into ways information was obtained and 

difised about technical matters in the-arts during this active penod of innovation. 

30. Anonymous. "Mexico . . . Land of Murais". Rohm and Haas Reporter. Volume XXVI. Nwnber 6. 
November-December 1968. p. 8. 

l .  Roukes InteMew 1994. 
132. Some Amencan and Canadian anists w d  it however. among lhem Keith Boyles. Nathan 
Oliviera (of Stanford), and Claude Blain (an artist who participated in the Mexico City TaIlet- and 
expatriate Frenchrnan who apparently settled in the Montreal area). Roukes Interview 1994. 



He shared information fieely with artists and art students from many countnes at 

least until near the end of his life when he became a paintmaker. 133 Several of his 

students wrote influential artists' handbooks on the new media. 19 Through lectures. 

travels and his many consultations with artias he cornrnunicated an unbounded 

enthusiasm for the new materials but always with the voice of an artist. 

The Center for Research on Materials of the Artist and Conservator at the 

Mellon Institute in Pittsburgh 

The Center for Research on Materials of the h i s t  and Conservation in 

Pittsburgh, founded in 1950 contrasts starkly with the artistic orientation of Guiiérrez' 

Talkr. At the centre, highly specialized scientists undertook advanced research on art 

materials using state-of-the-art-equipment. 

Origins of the Center: the National Gallerv of Art (Washington) Proiect 

The Center began as a project commissioned by the National Gallery of Art in 

Washington. D.C.. 13j The project staned modestly when John Walker. then chief 

curator (and later director) of the gallery approached the Mellon Institute in Pittsburgh 

about establishing a research laboratory to facilitate the development and introduction of 

new materials in the field of art. 

Walker had consulted eminent expens in the field of conservation. like 

conservator Rutherford J. Gettens and artists' handbook author Ralph Mayer, while 

developing the idea for the position. According to Gettens the initial idea was to set up a 

laboratory at the Mellon Institute "for the study of artists' materials which might also 

133.  His fornulas of acrylic paints for artists produced by his Company Pofitec have not been Hidely 
difhsed. 
134 . Though infiuential the formulas and practices advised have been subjected to criticism by 
conservators as questionablc for the longevity of the painting. See "Discourse on New Media in 
Technicai Advice Columns and Artists' Handbooks" in Chapter 6 and Table 1 1. 
I 3 j .  Interview with Robert L. Feller and Ruth Johnson Feller. April 27. 1994. 



serve later as a consulting laboratory for the National Gallery in conservation 

problems" 136 

- -  Robert Feller, a recent Ph.D. graduate in physical-organic chernistry fiom 

Rutgers University, was awarded this fellowship in 1950. The Art Research Project 

became the Research Center on the Materials of the Artist and Conservator, with long- 

term grant support. !)' Feller was appointed Senior Fellow in 1963 and remained there 

until his retirenient in 1988.138 Over the years the institutional context changed when 

the institute became part of the Carnegie Mellon University. The Project became 
"the longest continuous research effort in [the United States] directed 
specifically toward the development of new materials and techniques for the 
artist and the museum conservator" . 39 

The Institutional Context: Focus on Science and Industv 

Although this project was undertaken at the behest of the National Gallery of 

Art, the context provided by the Mellon Institute was important for Feller in his 

accounts. At the Institute the focus was on participation in science and industry as 

central forces in the production of knowledge and wealth. Asked to comment on the 

history of the project he began by explaining the founding principles of the Mellon 

Institute for Industrial Research: 
"The Mellon hstitute took contracts to do research for people. . . The Mellon 
Institute was almost the fira . . . industrial research laboratory in Amerka. . . 

It grew out of an idea [at the time of the £kst world war] that if 
industries wanted to make sornethïng out of motor oil or if they had waste 

36- Leiter from Ruthedord I. Gettens to Ralph and Bena Mayer. April 10. 1950. "Feller-Gettens. 
1950-1958" Folder, Gettens ArcIhs. Freer Gailery of Art. Smithsonian Institute. Washington D.C. 
13'- Initially this was funded wiîh grants h m  the Old Dominion and Avalon Foundations. Gettens. 
"Teaching and Research in Art Conservation", Science, Volume 133, No. 3460. 196 1. p. 12 13 
i38. Dr. Paul Whitmore.replaced hirn. InteMew with Dr. Robert L. Feller and Ruth Johnson Feller. 
Febniary 10. 1994 and April27th, 1994 
139. Feller. Robert L. "Combining Art and Science: The National Gallery of Art Research project in 
Artists' Materials". Rutgers Alumni Monthly. Reprint from November 1965 n.p. Archives Center. 
Conservation and Analytical Laboratory. Museum Support Center. Smithsonian Institution. 
Washington, D.C. Document #7029. 



matenal fiom their process and they wanted to know if they could make a profit 
out of their waste matenal . . . that we should apply full-fledged scientists, 
academically-trained scientists to these problems. 

And this was a very unique idea in its time. The Germans were doing it 
.. but it had not been practiced in Arnenca." 140 

The Institute emphasized both basic research and applications, although by 1950. at 

least in this art project, it would seem that immediate applications were not an issue. 

When Feller started he recalled that there were about thirty-five other research 

fellowships. some sponsored by companies producing chemical products used in art 

(like Union Carbide) which put him into direct contact with industry. The Institute 

provided laboratory equipment and technical assistants making it possible for an 

organization to commission research and start immediately without the worry of 

outfitting a laboratory. According to Feller, the choice of the Mellon Institute as a 

location for research on art materials was partly a consequence of the fact that the 

founder of the Mellon Institute, Andrew Mellon. was also the principal benefactor of 

the National Gallery in Washington. 

Defininn a "Field of S~eciaiization" for Technical Studies of Materials at the Center 

The Institute fostered a sense of membership in the scientific community in 

vanous ways, notably by providing an institutionai context where both pure (or 

fundamental) research devoted to the advancement of knowledge and applied research 

cohabited. There Feller developed a strong sense of his own "field" of research. that of 

research chemist in matetials science and "conservation scientist". He later described 

himself as a member of a small group of scientists following in the footsteps of 

Rutherford J. Gettens and George Leslie Stout who, as mentioned in the earlier 

discussion of New Deal art activities, had begun a programme of technical studies in 

conservation ptior to World War II, but whose work had been intempted by the 

l 4O.  Interview with Robert Feller by Jan Marontate. ApnI YI. 1994. 



war. 14 1 

Beyond the Mellon Institute, Feller participated in a comunity of scientists and 

conservators. He was an active member of the Amencan Chernical Society, and soon 

joined associations for conservation science in Amerka as well. These organizations 

and the part they played in the development and diffusion of knowledge of synthetic 

media in the arts are in Chapter 6. 

Feller seldom had any personal contact with artists. and particularly in matters 

which directly concemed his research. As he put it when discussing his studies of 

artists' vamishes: 
"1 look upon my job, not to recomrnend any particular vamish or resin, but to 
describe the various types. The more we seek to measure and describe their 
properties, the better the artist will be able to make a selection to suit his own 
needs. " 142 

Feller's discourse stresses his commitment to scientific methods. He emphasizes 

a sense of distance from art and artists, stressing the differences between artistic and 

scientific preoccupations. He appears to have preferred to concentrate on clearly- 

defined research questions rather than the less systematic concems raised by artistic 

practice. In his words: 
"1 didn't work with artists. . . That's a whole other field you might Say. The 
practicing artist has other problems on his mind in a way. And you see 
because there was the Arnerican Institute for Conservation and the International 
Institute for Conservation there were people interested in the problem I was 
working with so that you had sorneone you could work with and talk to 
professionaiiy. 

If you worked with artists, each artist has his own needs you might say 
and so it's much more difficult to get on with your research. . ."143 

Yet he did have some contact with artists indirectly Ma conservators and in 

l 4  ' . According to Feller there were very few people s M n g  his approach when he naneci. He that 
there was somewhat in Califonria also engaged in related studies named Charfes Muscovitch in 
California (who he d l e d  may have been at UCLA at Davis.) He also rnentioned Nathan Stolow. a 
canadian consemator trained in England with whom he later collaborated. Felter Interview 1994. 
142. Feller quoted in Chaet, Bernard. "Studio Taik: The Problems of the Final Varnish: InteMew 
with Andrew PetrynH, Arts. Volume 3 1. October 1975, pp. 62-63. 
143. Feller Interview 1994. 



rnultidisciplinary settings. For example, activities in the Inter-Society Color Council 

(ISCC) brought Feller into communication with representatives of vanous artists' 

organkations and paintmakers, notably artist Joy Turner Luke, who represented 

National Artists' Equity Association and paintmaker Henry Levison. Luke commented 

that Feller was very open to discussion of technical rnatters with artists like herself and 

would take the time to explain details but "his was not a name that would be known in 

the art field."IJ4 As time passed he was sometimes sought out for expert advice by arts' 

organizations. 145 

Ruth Johnson (Iater Johnson Feller), another trained scientist joined the research 

laboratory at the Center and was very active in the development of testing techniques 

for artists paints, working closely with artists and paintmakers in the 1970s. Id6 Johnson 

was a chemist who specialized in colour measurement, and becarne involved with issues 

related to tmth in labelling of artists' materials as a results of contacts with Luke in the 

ISCC. 

Overall. however, the Center appears to have had few direct contacts with users 

or makers of artists materials per se. By way of explanation of lack of contact with art 

materials manufacturers Feller explained: 
"We were doing research, we were not trying to manufacture anything" 14' 

Even in its research, the center did not undertake extensive analysis of materials 

made specificaiiy for artists, reasoning that industnally-produced products were the 

basic components used by artists' matenals manufacturers. Therefore by studying 

industrial products they intended to produce findings which were applicable to a wider 

Interview with loy Tumer Luke by Jan Marontate. May 28. 1996. 
145. For example he wrote and explanalion of stages in drying of polymer emulsions (dispersions) used 
in water-borne acrylic paints for the jounial of the ColIege Art Association. Pomerantz. Louis. Goist. 
David C., and Feller. Robert L. "Conservators Advise Artists", Art Journal, XXXVn. Fdl 1977, 
pp.35-39. 
146. She is credited by Luke with rolving a measurement problem reAated to tinting strengths. 
InteMew with Joy Turner Luke, April29, 1994. 
14'. Feller Interview 1994. 



range of cases. Feller was not interested in the practices and problems of small artists' 

matenals rnanufacturers: 
"No artists' materials Company ever made any of these polymers. They go to 

'- Rohrn and Haas and they Say "what've you got that we can sell" . . . and so even 
the manufacturer - the artists' matenals Company- doesn't know exactly what 
the chemistry is of the resin they're selling." 148 

Thus the scientific culture prevaient at the Mellon Institute appears to have 

dorninated decisions regarding the way the Center functioned. 

Feller did remain in contact with conservators at the National Gallery, and 

required their approval for his different projects. In this respect too, however, Feller 

directed the research at the Center towards problems which were conducive to 

following routines of scientific laboratory investigations. His studies were of interest 

to a growing coterie of researchers in materials science and conservators with some 

knowledge of chemistry. 149 His work appears to have become increasingly geared to 

producing publications for an audience of conservation scientists and students of an 

conservation who were adopting the relatively new "scientific" approach to 

conservation. He also published in joumds of chemistry, and matenals science. 

Above all, he considered himself a scientist and hoped to communicate with others who 

shared his assumptions about the basis of scientific knowledge and practice: 
"One way scientists d u e n c e  people is to publish and let other people read and . 
. . that's your influence. You can't sit down . . . and tell people how to run their 
business. . . So you publish and let the world know about it."150 

Interestingly, in spite of his insistence on his identity as a laboratory scientist, 

Feller produced a number of expository texts accessible to the general public (based on 

hiaoncal research or on compilations of specifications provided by others) as ppposed 

to reports of laboratory findings done at the Center.lS 

14* .  Feller Interview 1994 

149. See Chapter 7. 
lS0. Feller InteMew 1994. 

. For example: Feller. Robert L. Color Engineering. Novernber-Decernkr 1 966. pp. 20-23 : Fe ller. 



Focus on Modern Materials 

The research programme undertaken at the Center appears to have been driven 

by Feller's concepiion of what constituted a valid, publishable problem in the chemistry 

of art and materials science. From the beginning the accent was on applications of 

scientific research to the practice of art and an conservation. Indeed initially the 

purpose of the fellowship was purportedly to seek 
"new-materials and techniques for use in the fine arts, both for original work 

and the conservation of museum objects". ' 52  

But the investigations followed the logic of fundamental research on materials. At first 

the emphasis was on modem rnateds: 
"Besides improving methods, today there also exists the wondemil possibility of 
creating new materials. Modem chemistry is able to synthesize entirely new 
substances: synthetic fibers, plastics, special glasses, artificial rubber. and the 
like. Perhaps the most uncultivated area of aii in the application of science to 
problems in the fine arts has been in this matter of introducing new matenals. In 
painting, for instance, most of the materials in use today have been tradition for 
hundreds of yean. " lS3 

Feller defended his insistence on conducting in-depth studies of the basic 

components in artists' matenals (for example, industrial products and pigments) , 

explaining that it was necessary to assess modem materials from the point of view of the 

requirement for permanence if they were to be used in art: 
"The development of a new and usehl substance is always a difficuit task. With 
artists' materials there is the added restriction that they must possess great 
durability. There is also the problem of handling quality. By this is meant the 
facility with which an artists cm paint or came in his medium. . .Whereas 
scientists are able.to recommend very durable substances that rnight be tried by 
the artist, these are generally found to be difficult for him to use without special 
modification. Industry is constantly seeking new materials, but seldom with the 

Robert L. "Scientific Examination of Artistic and Decorative Colorants", Journal of Paint TechnoIop. 
volume 44. Number 566, Match 1972, pp. 5 1-56. 
152. Feller. Robert L. "The Consecvation of Paintingsn. photocopied reproduction of unidentified 
publication. no date. pages 370-373. Archives Center, Conservation and Anaiytical Laboratory. 
Museum Support Center. Smithsonian Institution. Washington, D.C. Document # 7 148, p. 370. 
153. Feller. Robert L. "Science SeMng the Fine Artsn. photmpied reproduction of unidenliried 
publication, no date. pages 46-50. Archives Center, Conservation and Analfical Laboratory. Museum 
Support Center, Smithsonian Institution Washington, D.C. Document #7 149, p. 46 



artist in mind". i54 

Feller's research on modem materiais was significant at the time since in the words of an 

artia active in research about the permanence of modem art materials: 
- - 

"a lot of conservators are just simply not interested in modem materials and 
when we were getting started he was one of the few people who were 
knowledge other than the manufacturers but he was willing to take time."15j 

Feller introduced another research concem very early in his career, namely; the 

investigation of traditional materials which he defended as necessary in order to 

understand and create new ones. 

Conservation Issues and Research on Svnthetic Coatinas at the Center 

Due to the institutional context and his own inclinations, Feller's orientation was 

well suited to an conservatorial concems, where scientific methods were increasingly 

being applied at mid-century. Even though, the Center does not appear to have 

specifically undertaken the development of artists' paints, ground-breaking research was 

done on vamishes and pigments. 

The first major research project undertaken by Feller was the study of protective 

coatings with the goai of developing an artists' varnish based on synthetic resins that 

would not crack or yellow as readily as do vamishes made with natural resins. 

Vaniishes, the protective coatings applied as the last step in the production of a 

painting, concemed both conservators and artists. From the point of view of 

consewation vamishes can provide the first line of defense in exhibited work or the 

death kneii for the painting (if they cannot be removed when necessary). The varnish 

problem had been suggested by conservator Rutherford G. Gettens as a matter of some 

urgency for the field of conservation. lS6 

154. ibid. 
Is5. Luke Interview 1996. 
L56. Letter from R Feller CO RI. Gettens. June 12. 1952, "Gettens-FelJer 1950-1958" Folder. Gettens 
Archives. Department of Art Conservation, Freer Gallery of Art. Srnithsonian Institution, Washington 



Concems raised by curaton and conservators about drarnatic colour changes in 

recent paintings in the National Gallery of Washington's collection had also prompted 

Feller-to investigate whether the changes were due to impermanent pigments or other 

factors. like yellowing of vaniish. '5' For some types of painting varnishes may merely 

be a protective coat which barely changes the physical appearance of the work but in 

many cases the application of a vamish changes the look of the painting, the quality of 

the surface and the perception of depth and colour. Feller studied both traditional and 

new matenals, comparing their characteristics (examining, for example, viscosity. the 

effect of application techniques on their appearance and factors controlling brittleness). 

He concentrated on the study of spirit or "solvent type" varnishes, consisting of a resin 

dissolved in a solvent, seeking a coating which would remain easily rernovable, colorless 

and tough. 58 

His study of synthetic media was prompted by this widespread interest in the 

potential of new materials for providing safe reversible treatment options for painting 

conservation. The principle of "reversibility" in conservation is a complex one since: 
"the term is used . . . in the sense that a conservation method can be reversed . 

. so that the object can be recovered in its original ~tate".l5~ 

Synthetic media (especially polymen) offered tantalizing possibilities as protective films, 

adhesives and so on. 

In addition, as Feller observed, the choice of polymers in varnishes as a research 

topic wits advantageous because varnishes posed a conceptually simp!e problem to 

investigate by cornparison with some of the more complex formulations used in 

pigmented painting materials and an urgent one given the expanding use of synthetic 

D.C. 
15'. Feller. Robert L. "Color Change in Oil Paintings". Carnegie Magazine (reprinr). ûctober 1954. 
pp. 1-6. Archives Center. Conservation and Analytical Laboratory. Museum Support Center. 
Smithsonian Institution, Washington. D.C 
15*. Feller. 1969. page 2 (uruiumbered) 
59. ICOM. Svnthetic .bfareriols Useci in the Conservation of Culturd P r o p e r ~  International Centre 

for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of CuItural Property, Rome. 1963. p. 13. 



media: 
"People were womed about synthetic vamishes in those days. They didn't 

know what they were and they didn't known whether they were safe to use and 
they didn't know whether they could be improved. . . From a scientists' point of 

'- view 3's a fairly simple problem. Picture vamishes only consist of a solvent, and 
they consist of a resin. That's dl. And to start out to do research you might as 
well pick a simple problem." 160 

in 1957 Feller participated in a conference of conservators held at the 

Intemuseum Conservation Laboratory in Oberlin, Ohio on protective coatings. As a 

result of that conference Feller CO-authored a book, with Nathan Stolow (then at the 

National Gallery of Canada), and Elisabeth H.Jones called, On Picture Vaniishrs ami 

Their Solvents . Published in 1959, it became a landmark text in conservation science 

and is still a required reading in most art conservation programmes. 

Feller continued to condua research related to synthetic media for some time, 

producing numerous articles for conservators. Often these were sirnplified explanations 

of the physicai and chernicai propenies of new media, such as the (acrylic) polymer 

emulsions. 162 Feller's research lead to the development of a new picture varnish. 163 It 

I6O. Feller Interview 1994. 
I6l. The preliminary edition was published by the lntennuseum Conservation Association. but it is the 
revised second edition published in 1971 by the National Gallery in Washington which reached a wide 
international audience. 
162- These tend to be literaaire reviewr of research in applied polymer chemistry rather than reports of 
original researcb. See for example Feller. Robert L. "Polymer Emulsions". Bulletin ofthe .-lmerican 
Group of the International Imitute of Conservation. Volume 6. Number 2, 1966. pp. 24-26; Feller. 
RL. "Polymer Emulsions II", American Institute of Conservation Bulletin. 1 966. pp. 18- 1 9. Phot ocop? 
from Archives Center. Conservation and Analytical Laboratory, Museum Support Center. Smithsonian 
Institution, Washington, D.C. Document #7280: and Feller. R L. "Polymer Emuisions III". photocopy 
from American Instihrte of Conservation Bulletin, 1969, p. 1 5- L 7. Archives Center. Conservation and 
PLnalytical Laboratory. Museum Support Center. Smithsonian Institution. Washington, D.C. Document 
#728 1. 
16). He recommended the replacement of the problem-prone ingredienis with Acryloid 8-72 a 
thennoplastic acryIic ester m i n  and the polyvinyl acetates. He first developed a p i c m  varnish which 
he began sending to conservaton for teçting in Iate 1953. ''baseci on isoamyl polymethacrylate dissoived 
in naphthenic petroleum solvent". By December of 1955 he had becorne aware of cross-linking 
problems with isobuîyl. soamyl and several other methacrylate polymers. Untitled draft of press release 
with handwriaen date "October 1954" and Letter from Feller to Gettens, December 13, 1955. "FelIer- 
Gettens Correspondence" Folder. Gettens Archives, Freer Gallery of Art, Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, D.C. 



is discussed further in Chapter 6. 

The Studv of Photochernical Deterioration of Svnthetic Media and Research on 
Piments 

This first subject of investigation (synthetic resins) led to the second major area 

of investigation of the center at the Mellon institute- photochemical deterioration of 

synthetic materials. (See Figures 5 and 6.) These investigations were partially inspired 

by suggests of administrators of the National Gallery, notably Emest R. Feidler who 

encouraged Feller to tum its attention to photochemical damage in museurns. l" 

Many of the new synthetics media were valued by artists and conservators for 

the clarity of the paint film they fonned when first applied, allowing artists to exploit the 

hues of the pigments and the reflectivity of grounds. But as some contemporary 

paintings aged, changes were observed. 

While studying the aging of varnishes Feller had noticed that certain 

methacrylate polymers had a tendency to become insoluble due to the effects ultraviolet 

radiation (which was then thought by Feller to be a resuit of a chernicai change in the 

polyrner tenned "cross-linking"). '65 In other words coatings which are reversible at the 

start cm become irreversible due to the effects of light. This presents a problem if the 

polyrner is to be used as a protective coating which could be removed, because the 

insolubility renders the coating difficult or impossible to remove without damaging or 

destroying the 0bje~t.l~~ (This is exactly the opposite effea desired since the intention 

164. Feller 1965. 
165. Feller. R L. "Early Studies on the Cross-iinking of Polymen" in Feller. R L.. Stolow..N. and 
Jones. E.H. (editors). On Picture Varnishes and Their Solvents. 2nd edition. Cleveland: Case Western 
University. 197 1. pp. 195-20 1; and Feller. R L. "Problems in the Investigation of Picture Varnishes" 
in Brommelle, N. S. and Smith, P. (edi tors). Conservation and Restoration of Picturia! Art, London: 
Buttenvorths. 1976, pp. 137-134. 
166. Studies have shown that al1 of the variants of sorne types of polymen (acrylates) cross-link on 
ultraviolet exposure but the ones more cornmonly used in acrylic paints for artists (rnethacrylates) 
e.uhibit differing behaviour which is aEected by temperature and oxygen too. In other words varnishes 
made with them probably will not al1 become impossible to remove. Horie. C.V. Materialsfor 
Conservation. Organic Consolidants, Adhesives and Coatings. London: Buttemorths. 1987. pp . 10 3 - 



in applying reversible varnishes is that when the varnish becomes dirty or yellows. it can 

be removed with no effect on the paint coating or ground below.) In particular Feller's 

research showed problemc with the use of a specific type of acrylic which was used in 
"a Du Pont product that was very popular and that was being used by a number 
of companies to make a picture vamish . . . And we discovered cross-linking 
somewhat by accident as many scientific [discoveries] are done. Basically we 
realized the importance of this phenomenon and no-one had reaily realized at the 
time that these varnishes would become insoluble in tirne."167 

Industrial laboratories were primarily interested in toughness and adherence of 

coatings and hadn't investigated the conservatorial repercussions of this characteristic of 

the chernical product. Feller's research made conservaton aware of problems with 

specific polymers used in art conservation and in painting materials (although there is 

still some debate about the interpretation of his findings). 

Also of concem to curators and conservators was the possibility of fading of 

pigments caused by natural and artsciai light. This was indeed a major research area at 

the Mellon center for many years and Feller becarne a respected expert on artists' 

pigments, editing an influentid text for conservators in this area. 

Concludina Remarks About FeIler and the Center 

The Center for Research on Materials of the Artist and Conservator in 

Pittsburgh under the leadership of Feller investigated questions of color measurement, 

permanence of pigments, spirit vamishes and cross-linking phenomena in methacrylate 

polymers (a major category of synthetic media used in mists' paint). This type of 

research had a powerful h p a d  on discourse about the definition of the field of 

conservation science notably within a growing body of laboratory scientists as we shall 

104- 

16'. This was normai butyi methacrylate. ' 68. Feller. Robert L. (editor). Artists' Pigments. A Hondbook of their History und Chorocteristics. 
New YorkAVashington: Cambridge University Press /The National Gallery of Art. 1986. 



see in the following chapter. Feller's work was highly technical and more accessible to 

readers trained in science than to artists, therefore its effects in the arts were felt 

through networks of chemists and conservaton rather than begin irnmediately translated 

into artmaking practices by painters. It also has had some practical repercussions for 

the hands-on consemator regarding choices of specific products and because of 

conservation concems his findings have been followed by paintmakers. 169 His work has 

inspired some other subtle but crucial changes for the conservation of paintings as well. 

For example, his observations on photochernical damage led to the use of filters for 

lighting in art galleries and museums. 

Conclusion Com~arinn the Two Research Centers 

Aimost like C.P. Snow's depiction of the distance between arts and sciences in 

his book Two Cultures -- so extreme were the differences of orientation which 

developed in these two centers. 170 Gutiérrez' and members of his Tulier appear to 

have been highiy infiuential in difision of information about new media and in the 

propagation of their use in painting. Through his free-wheeling attitude to artiaic 

"experimentation" he evinced a deep cornmitment to the emancipatory potential of 

creative activity and M e  interest in scientific rigour as a process of discovery. Feller 

on the other hand was a key figure in an emerging scientific orientation within art 

conservation. Although Feller's discourse reveals an apparent immersion in a set of 

Farly rigidly-defsned knowledge claims, as Bmno Latour, Steve Woolgar, Karin Knorr- 

Cetina and others have argued, the scientific knowledge and practice is "constitutively 

social to its core". l7' Indeed the highly specialized scientific discourse adopted by 

169. In partidar his work pointeci to the potential for pmblems with varnishes made with Du Pont 
products based on normal butyl methacrylate. 
170. Snow. C.P. ï7ze Two Cultures and the Scient* Revofution. Cambridge: Cambridge U. Press. 
1959. 
'l. As many midies have shown this may be considered merely a stage in the hinorical pattern of an 



Feller. formed within the context of the Mellon Institute, was indicative of  attitudes 

which had also begun to be appropriated, understood and shared by a growing n e ~ o r k  

of art -conservators and paintmakers. 

area of investigation. See for example: Pickering, Andrew (editor), Science as Practice and Culture. 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992. 



CaAPTER 6 - Endurin? Colours for the Artist: Paintmakinn, Conservation and 
Standards 

As modem art became an increasingly valuable cultural and economic 

commodity interest grew in the permanence of art materials and in conservation 

techniques for recent art. The push to set standards for art materials began to emerge in 

the iate 1930s. with efforts spearheaded by govemment bureaucrats. artists' groups. 

rnanufacturers and conservators. Concern by collectors about the permanence of their 

purchases was certainly an important issue but there were other non-aesthetic enabling 

conditions for the rise of interest in standards related to art materiais. among them: the 

sense of artistic professionalism fostered by New Deal art projects. public questions 

about the quaiity of materials used in educational programs and manufacturers' 

cornplaints about unfair practices of competitors. 

Artists, paint manufacturers and art conservators in major museums had begun 

to work in collaboration with the U.S. National Bureau of Standards on the 

development guidelines for the regdation of artist's paints during the New Deal art 

projects. These efforts continued after the war. Professional and trade associations 

were founded which provided a forum for information exchange and the promotion of 

standards, in the United States and intemationally. In the case of the art materials trade, 

organizations also provided an arena for competition. Discourse on standards covered 

behaviour and practices as well as products, both traditional and modem. 

These efforts to establish organizations in areas of activity concerned by 

technical practices in the arts (notably in conservation and paintmaking) provided a 

context for discourse on new media in painting. When like-minded "experts" in their 

respective fields gathered, finding out about new techniques and materiais was on the 

agenda. One conneaion of synthetic media to general concems about quality and 

standards appears almost simple-minded in retrospect: confidence in standards implied 

trust in "objective" scientific testing methods and the new media were associated with 



this type of technological progress because they had been developed through scientific 

research. Indeed, modem materials were viewed positively by many and avidly 

investigated by prominent conservators for their potential to provide solutions to 

technical problems (in restoration in particular). Sirniiarly. innovative paintmakers 

concerned with matters related to permanence also began examining new media for 

possible appropriation in making artists' colours. Of course, not al1 proponents of 

"quality" art materials favoured the adoption of new materials and ths is reflected in the 

evolution of work on standards as we shall explain. 

Several major figures involved in discourse about 'plastic' paints, and in the 

development and difision of synthetic paints for artists (or idormation about them) 

worked actively on standards for art materials. This section introduces some of these 

prominent figures and the institutional structures which they helped to create. 

First the contributions of pioneer paintmaker Henry Levison to the deveiopment 

of synthetic paints for artists and his research on testing procedures for use in the 

establishment of standards will be discussed in comection with organizations founded to 

address these issues. 1 Levison's preoccupations with the application of scientific 

practices to artists' paints were closely related to the synchronous transformation of 

interests and practices in art conservation as "art scientists" gained increasing authority. 

Next. this trend towards specialization in art conservation will be considered in 

comection with the contributions of art conservators to the knowledge and use of 

synthetic media. A third section treats the work of independent (largely self-taught) 

technical experts on art materials and techniques will be bnefly focussing in particular 

on h t e r s  of technical handbooks and advice columns in mass art magazines (like 

l .  Here we will consider bolh business and rieotific connenions thmugh the National Art Materials 
Trade Association, the Standing Cornmittee of the Recommended Standard for Artists' Oil Paints. the 
Inter-Society Color Council and the Sub-Cornmittee for W s t s '  Paints and Related Materials of the 
Amencan Society for Testing and Matends. 



Ralph Mayer and Fredenc T'aubes) who made effons to bridge the gap between 

scientific investigators and art students. Though not always accurate in their science 

and sometimes dciwnright emotional in their caveats, they cannot be ignored. They 

were outspoken and iduential in the assessrnent of quality, participating in the drive for 

improved standards in artists' materials and promoting updated education about 

technical practices in the arts. Key social organitations and issues involved in the 

establishment'of standards for artists' paints will be briefly reviewed since they give 

evidence of emerging concems, demands and doubts on the part of artists, conservators. 

paintmakers and other which add a new dimension to our consideration of the place of 

new materials in artistic practices. 

Henrv Levison Permanent Pigments and Water-borne Acrvlics for Artists 

Henry Levison (1906- 1988), a pioneer in the development of water-borne 

acrylic paints for artists, was a prominent figure in initiating efforts to develop standards 

for art materials based on scientific testing.2 He was the only one of the early 

innovators in synthetic paintmaking for artists to hold a degree in chernistry. His 

characteristic blend of scientific method, business acumen and determination to improve 

the quality of modem art materials guided his development as a businessman and later as 

a researcher cum activist in the field of aitists' paints. The story of Levison's work on 

paints and testing procedures must be placed within the context of his many years as an 

entrepreneurid paintmaker. 

2-  LRison was probab1y the first paintmaker to produce a complete line of of water-borne acrylic 
paints for artists. The issue of priority is somewhat sensitive and there are disparities in documentation 
about the dates. Levison and Gutiérrez were apparently working with the sarne Rohm and Haas acrylic 
emulsion product (Rhoplex AC-33) in 1953-54 which had b e n  sent to hem by the chernical company. 
However it appears that Gutiérrez was trying to use some form of vinyl in combination with the acry lic 
emulsion at first which led delays in formulation. Norman Gulamerian of Utrecht Linens ciaims that 
he was the first to produce a water-borne artists' acrylic in about 1957. Conversation with Norman 
Guiamenan by Jan Marontate, May 18, 1994: Interviews with Russ Woody by Jan Marontate. April 7 
and 14. 1994; and Gutiérrez. José L. and Nicholas Roukes. "Pioneering Plastic Paints", Painting wrth 
.4c~fics.  New York: Watson-Guptill. 1966, pp. 24-27. 



Levison's Backaround and the Genesis of the Idea to Make Artists' Paints 

Henry W. Levison was bom in Cincinnati. Ohio. He eamed a Master of 

Arts degree in chemistry fiom the University of Cincinnati, graduating in 1928, just 

before the devastating stock market crash which heralded the Great Depre~sion.~ 

Upon graduation Levison worked for a short time in printing inks and then joined 

his father and brother in the family business in Norwood, a munipicality adjacent to 

Cincinnati. Within a few years he was bored and not making much money. In his 

words: 
" d e r  receiving my Master's Degree in chemistry in 1928 . . .I . . . went with the 
farnily Company, the Amencan Lacquer Company. . . But . . in 1933 the 
commercial manner of making lacquers got to me and since we didn't have any 
business anyway I started Permanent Pigments Company making artists' colors . 
. . 11 4 

The idea to rnake artists' paints appears to have been inspireci by the confiuence of 

several factors: entrepreneurid drive, inteiiectual curiosity, contact with a chemistry 

professor interested in art, and the prompting of friends who were artists in 

Cincinnati. Levison recalled that at the time: 
"A lot of my friends were artists, young artists in Cincinnati. . . 1 knew them 
before they became artists . . . and I'd demonstrated the making of cadmium 
and so forth to them."j 

Levison was profoundly iduenced by Dr. Martin Fischer. a professor at the 

university who lectured and published on the need for artists to work with colors 

that would not change.6 Indeed even the name of the Company reflects Fischer's 

influence. echoing the title of one of Fischer's best-known popuIarizations of 

3. Anonymous. "Untitied Biographicai Note." in Levison, Henry W. Artists' Pigments. Lighr/asfness 
Tests and Ratings. Hallandale Florida: Colorlab. 1976. [endspiece. n.p. 1 
4. Interview with Henry Levison by Bert Marshall. November 30. 1986. Courtesy Bert Marshall. 
Consemator, Hillwood Museum. Washington D.C. (Tape transcribed by Jan Marontate. 1 

Levison and Marshall. 1986. p. 1. 
6 .  Fischer held a doctorate in medicine and dso taught introductory physiology at the Universi- of 
Cincinnati but was also known as a "chemist, lecturer. artist, biographer and philosopher". 
Anonymous. "Martin H. Fischer. 1879-1962". Bufietin ofthe Amencan Group. International INtitute 
for the conservation of Historic and Artistic Works, volume 3, No. 1, October 1962. pp. 2-3. 



chemistry for artists. called The Permanent Palette. which had been published in 

1930.' Levison's intention was to make oniy permanent colors, although in his 

words- "1 made a couple of mistakes because I followed Dr. Martin's Fischer's 

book. Levison eventually noticed that some of the pigments charnpioned by 

Fischer were not permanent. However at first Levison's battles about quality in 

artists' paints were fought with cornpetitors vying for bids on the New Deal Art 

Com~etition With Other Artists' Paintmakers in the 1930s and the Issue of Ouality 

As it happened, Levison's timing was excellent for beginning a new painting 

materials company, coinciding with the inauguration of the New Deai art projects. 

Levison's determination to produce high-quality artists' paints immediately brought 

him to the attention of larger manufacturers of artists' colours. Levison had used 

European artists' oils as his model, conducting chemicai analyses on products made 

by various companies and trying to make a superior p rodu~t .~  European-made 

products were only occasionally permitted in the governrnent-funded programs. 

This gave Levison's new company a better chance at winning contracts, but put the 

few Amencan manufacturers in direct cornpetition with each other in bidding on 

various projects. 

'. Several of Fischer's books on artists' pigments were published by the National Cornmittee on 
Technic [sic] of the American Artists Professional League, Inc.. Fischer. Martin. The Permanent 
Palefie. New York: American Artists Professional League, 1930: and Fischer. Martin (edi tor Margery 
Ryerson). Kirtts to Artist-pain fers eigments). A Collection o/Excerptsfi.om the Writings and Lectures 
on Permanent Pclinting Given by Martin Fischer under the Auspices of the Arnerïcan Arfists 
Profesional League and the Fine Arts College o f  New York University at New York in 1 93 1 .  New 
York: American Artists Professional League, 1940. 
8. "1 made a couple of rnistakes because 1 followed Dr. Martin's Fischer's book. . . And he listed zinc 
chromate for instance. zinc yeiiow, as one of the permanent colon. . . it tunieci green although it was 
perfectly light-fast as a diIuted tint with white. So 1 eliminated strontium and zinc yellow eventually 
from the list." Levison and Marshall 1986. p. 3. 
9. He recaiied modeling his fim line of oil paiats d€er a Dutch brand which was available in the U.S. 
during the 1930s but couldn't recall the company name during an interview. This may have been 
Taiens' Rembrandt. Levison and Marshall 1986, p. 3. 



During the 1930s there were local and regionai conventions attended by 

manufacturers of artists' materials which provided an opportunity for manufacturers to 

meet and discuss issues related to quality and business practices. Some manufacturers 

also made contact at the meetings of the Federation of Paint and Vamish Production 

Clubs. Levison recalled meeting Walter Gnirnbacher, scion of the medium-sized an 

matenals company by the same name at one convention in about 1936 and "he advised 

me not to make the colors too cheap" (refemng to the price not the quality). l0 Indeed. 

recollections by manufacturers of early efforts to discuss issues of quality seem to 

revolve around business issues related to price-setting and discounting practices rather 

than the actual composition of the paints. l The actual link between quaiity and price 

was to a great extent a private discretionary matter within each company. Asked 

whether p~ntmakers were interested in permanence qualities at this time Levison 

replied: 
"No. They were selling a 66 a pound pigment for $1.60 a tube. . . They were 
only interested in making money. . . some of them made good colours. " l2 

Similady, Levison found that art suppiy dealers and the goverment were interested 

primarily in the "bottom line" economically. 

Within a few years, Levison had begun what would be a life-long crusade for 

standards to ensure permanence in artists' paints in conjunction with his efforts to 

enforce fair play amongst paintmakers on bidding to supply paints for New Deal an 

projects. Levison suggested in a letter to the National Director of the Federal Art 

Project in 1937 that changes should be made in the way that govemment bidding was 

done. l 3  At that time there was great confusion about govemment requirements for 

Io. Levison and Marshall 1986. 

l . In discussions of cheir involvement with various rnanuf.acturenl groups Bocour and Golden also 
mention the cenvality of discussions about prices and discounting practices in their exchanges with 
other manufacturers. 
12. Levison and Marshall. 1986. p. 6 .  
3. As the earlier section makes clear. these concem were a factor in the decision to iùnd Rutherford 



artists' paints and art supplies were often ordered using the same specifications which 

had been developed for commercial and industrial paints. Therefore. one level of 

problem concemed the fact that governrnent purchasing agents had little knowledge of 

what to look for in artists' paints. On another level, Levison implied that some art 

materials manufacturers were careless and perhaps not totally honest. In a carefùlly- 

worded request Levison suggested that the governrnent procedure of buying on 

specifications include mandatory testing to be fair to al1 manufactures. He sofiened the 

cnticism by stating that paintmakers had been following general paintmakmg standards 

rather than respecting the special need of artists for permanent materials. He suggested 

as part of the new procedures that the government require manufacturers to adopt the 

use of standardized chernicd names to identity the pigments used in their colours (not 

trade names). Joy Turner Luke, an artist and later participant in the fight for truth in 

labelling described the situation as follows: 
"In the 1930s there was chaos in the Iabeling for artists' paints. Paint containing 
the sarne pigment was sold under different names and under the names of 
obsolete pigments. Even the best lines of artists' paint contained pigments 
known to fade badly. There was no way for artists to know what they were 
buying. " l4 

As noted in the discussion of the New Deal, Levison's strong support for the 

establishment of scientific testing and standards was used to justiw funding the work of 

Rutherford J. Gettens and Frank Stemer of the Boston Paint Testing and Research 

Laboratory in the Federal Art Project for Massachusetis dunng the Work Progress 

Administration. It was through these contacts that Levison became a mernber of the 

Standing Cornmittee working on the development of the first Recornrnended Standard 

J. Gettens and Frank Stemer's work at the Boston Paint Testing and Research Laboratory of the 
Massachusens Art Project. Correspondence between Levison and the National Office was quoted in an 
untitled document proposing the laboratory attached to Letter fiom Richard C. Monison (Assistant to 
the National Director of the Federai Art Project) to John H. McDonough. Federal Art Project for 
Massachusetts, April7. 1937. WPA. AAA DC79:1710. 
14. Luke. Joy Turner. "Heroes: Henry W. Levison". Pen, P e n d  & Point. National Artisîs' Equity 
Research Cornmittee. Fa11 1993, p. 3-4 and 6 .  



for Artists' Oils in 1942 and subsequent revisions. This cornmittee and later related 

effons with other organizations interested in testing and standards wiii be discussed in 

more detail below, following a bief synopsis of Levison's work as a paintmaker. 

Levison The Paintmaker: Earlv Innovations and the First Line of Artists' Acrvlics 

Permanent Pigments, Levison's artists' paints company, shared the building 

space and some of the staff with his father's laquer company which he continued to 

work for as weil. Levison's business grew in the 1930s and his brother David helped 

with business matters related to artists' paints. During this period Levison staning 

putting the guaranteed composition of each colour on the tube. Others were inspired by 

the practice, notably the M. Grumbacher Company which used this idea to bring out a 

line of "pre-tested" paints. As well, even before the war, Levison was also 

experimenting with new products related to painting media (not ody to pigments), such 

as high quality artists' oil paints made fiom sun-thickened oi1, a laborious product to 

make which was too expensive for artists at the time. Balancing quality with price was 

aiways a concem. 

After the war, there was an increased demand for both student-grade and artists' 

quality supplies. Levison developed a painting material called Tri-Tec based on an 

emulsion and a film former giving a choice of a "triple technique" of oil colour, tempera 

or water colour work which became popular in schools and with hobbyists. l 5  

Aware of developments in the general paintmaking industry, Levison kept 

looking for new ways to improve paint formulas and cut costs, experirnenting with 

sarnples of products sent by chernical companies. Levison appears to have followed 

the research being done in Mexico by Gutiérrez or muralists during the late 1940s and 

1950s. stating: 

5 .  Telephone interview with Tom Vonderbrink Development and Services Laboratory. Binney and 
Smith. Winfield Kansas. April 21, 1994. 



"Pemanent Pigments continued on with oil colon and watercolors until after the 
war when Rohm and Haas became large and the Mexican ariists were messing 
with . . .various types of emulsions. . . They were painting murals in swimming 
pools or water systems and so forth. . . . "16 

In the early 1950s Levison was buying resins from Rohm and Haas for the lacquer 

Company. As part of its customer relations poiicy the chemical Company sent him 

various samples of matends but he had not been satisfied with any of them in particular 

the vinyl emulsions favoured by Gutiérrez. But eventually he became interested in a 

new acrylic emulsion. As he put it: 
"the vinyl emulsions lasted maybe nine months or so and then they solidified. 
And that was the trouble with the Mexican stuff . . They would just solidi@ in 
the jar. . . 

Whereas I had a cracked jar of acrylic emulsion that didn't solidify even 
though the lid was cracked. It was there for close to a year so 1 decided that this 
was stable enough to makes artists' colors out of So 1 formulated a cornplete 
line. . . in the early fifties. I experïmented with it considerably and made jar 
colors at tint and later on got into the oil tube colors as a result of thickeners 
and so forth . . . . 1 fonnulated the first complete Line. gesso, mediums the 
whole works in emulsion colors, acrylic emulsion colors, which was the Liquitex 
line. " '7 

Liquitex, the new water-borne acrylic paints were based on a synthetic polymer 

emulsion made by the Rohm and Haas Chernical Company. l 8  It is likely that Levison 

received technical information about formulas for making water-borne acrylic house 

paints from the Rohm and Haas Company too since at this time the chemical Company 

routinely sent clients a magazine which in1 953 featured three articles on the use of the 

new chernical product for coating. l g  This magazine was where paintmaker Gutiérrez 

16. Levison and Marshall 1986. p. 2. 
17. Levison and Marshall 1986, p. 2. 
8. Technically the paints are a suspension based on an acrylic exnuiion. They were first based on 

Rhoplex AC-33, an acrylic emulsion which Rohm and Haas began to produce in 1952. Hochheiser. 
Sheldon " R o b  and Haas Company Trademarksn,Rohm and Hnas. History o fa  Chernical Compuny. 
PhiIadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press. 1986, p. 2 19. 
1 9 -  Three relateci articles appeared in 1953: Anonymous. "New vehicle for water paints. Rhoplex 
AC-3 3 is fast drying, has little der, scmbs well", Resin Review, March 1953. pp. 3 -6; Anonymous. 
"Deep tone wall paints. Rhoplex AC-33 and Tamol 73 1 team up to five deep tone formulations for new 
paint vehicle". Resin Revieb, June 1953, pp. 3-5; Anonymous. "Rhoplex AC-33 in Primer-Sealers". 
Resin Rwiew, September 1953, pp. 9-10. Courtesy Henry J. Gambino, Acfvertising SeMces Manager. 



first heard of the new media. 

Levison quickly went to work developing formulas for the new acrylic paints. 

and the first shipments of his new line were ready in late 1954 or early 1955 .20 Levison 

later reminisced about some early problems with the first formulations, for exarnple 

having his first shipment fieeze due to faifing to add the proper freeze-thaw stabilizers.2' 

By 1957 the relatively inexpensive, odorless, fast-drying and easy-to-clean paints were 

featured in an article about their production and use in mural painting pubiished in 

another magazine sent to clients of the Rohm and Haas chemical ~ o m p a n y . ~ ~  The 

article stressed the specid properties of the Rhoplex resin used to make the paints for 

artists : color stability, a non-yellowing-film chemical resistance (to free alkali in 

plaster of masomy for example), excellent adhesion to various surfaces (like concrete 

blocks in new constructions), speed of drying, modification of effects using using special 

medium and so fonh. Levison kept working with new products made by the Rohm and 

Haas company, modifjang the Liquitex formula and adding products made with other 

members of the same "family" of acrylics in the manufacture of gels, modeling paste and 

gesso.23 Part of the impetus for change came directly from the chemical supplier which 

from time to time made changes to available products and added new cher ni cal^.^ 

Ro hm and Haas Company, P hiladel phi% Pennsy lvania. 
20. A recent pamphlet on company history gives 1955 as a date for the development of the Liquitex 
line but this may refer to the date after miut ion of early technical problems with the formulation. 
"Fact S h k t  The History of the Liquitex Product Line". Trade Literature Courtesy Binnq and Smith 
Inc.. Eastos Pennsylvania 

l .  Acording to muservator Robert Lodge. anin Paul Arnold of Oberlin Ohio ordered the first batch of 
Liquitex h m  Levison and it was ~ n e d  by freezing during shipment. Conversation with Robert 
Lodge by Jan Matontate, October 1993. 

22. A murai proje* by painter Garo 2. Antreasian at Indiana University was shown as an example of 
applications in the article. Anonymous. "A Modem Medium for Fine Arts. Cincinnati Producer of 
Ariists' Supplies Uses Rhoplex Acrylic Ernulsion in the Manufacture of New Line of Artists' Colors". 
The Rohm and Huas Reporter. volume XV, Number 5,  September 1957. pp. 12- 16. 
". In particular. they were based on products in the Rhoplex "family". a registered trademark of a 
group of acryiic resin products made by the Rohm and Haas company. 
". For example. the history of Solwar, a hirpentine soluble rnethyl methacryate vamish made by 
Permanent Pigments which was based on chernicals produçed by Rohm and Haas. In a response to an 
artist's query the chief chemist at Bimey and Smith (then the parent company of Permanent Pigments) 



Liquitex was the first widely-distributed acrylic for artists and the brand name 

was so well known in some circles that artists ofien used it instead of the generic term 

"acrylic paint " -25 As we have already mentioned, water-borne acrylic paints attained a 

following of devoted professional a r t i ~  relatively quickly, although the phenomenal 

expansion of the market for acrylic paints did not occur until the rnid-1960~.'6 As far as 

the student and craft market was concemed, though, expansion was slower. On the one 

hand, the paints dned very quickly and were easy to clean up, making them attractive 

for student use but, on the other hand, some painters had difficulty handling the new 

media until retarders, different types of painting medium and gels were made available. 

The early water-borne Liquitex paints were sold in pots until 1963 when the company 

developed a technique for making thicker acrylic paints with a consistency similar to oil 

~a in ts .2~ These heavier tube colours contained a gel which made them easier for artists 

to handle and demand for the new paints grew. 

In 1964, shortly after the company developed new formulas for acrylics in tubes. 

wote: "The history of Solwar is as follows. Originally it was actyloid F-10. then it was felt a better 
product was possible with B o 7  and B47 replaced F- 10. Rohm and Haas (rnanufacturers of the 
acryloids) later changed manufacturing procedures for the B-67. This resulted in a Merent moIecuIar 
weight distribution and had some side en' un B47's properties. In order to maintain the quality of 
Solwar. it was reformuiated using a blend of B-67 and F-10. This combination yielded a superior, 
easily removable varnish that couected much l e s  dust than prwious varnishes. and was tack free." 
Letter from Richard J. Kaiser. Chief Chemist, Bimey and Smith, Kansas to A. W. Rajar, Kansas. 
October 16. 198 1. Zora Piriney Papers. National Gallery of Art. Washington. D.C. 
25. This may have in part b e n  to avoid confusion with the turpentine-compatible acrylic r a i n  paint 
Magna made by Bocour and Golden. OriginalIy "Liquitex" referred only to the Iine of water-borne 
acrylics made by Levison. However. the Liquitex name was so well-known that the parent company 
(BUuig, and Smith) which purchased Permanent Pigments eventuaiiy decided use the name for d l  of 
the fine art and graphic supplies products. Beginning in 1979 ail of the fine arts products made by 
Binney and Smith were repackaged under the Liquitex brand name. Anonymous. "Leaders in Visual 
E.upression". Rohm and Ham Reporter. Volume L. Number 4, Winter 1992, pp. 13-17. 
26. As we shall see in the indepth i n t e ~ n v s  of early artists who used acrylics. many of the fint users 
of Liquitex were younger painters developing new approaches. However. one very prominent early user 
was regionalist Thomas Hart Benton who completed the murallndepndence and the Opening of the 
West for the Hany S. Tnunan Mernorial Library in Independence, Missouri in 196 1 at the age of 72. 
Levison was invited to the opening. Mrs. H. Levison and Marontate. 1994. 
27. The Story of Paint. Easton. Pennsylvania: B i ~ e y  and Smith. n.d.. n. p. Courtesy Bimey and 
Smith 1994. 



Levison and his brother sold the company to Bimey and Smith, a crd-supply company 

which made Crayola cray0ns.2~ When Levison sold the Company it was a still relatively 

srnaIl,--family-run with six managers (counting Levison and his brother) and about 75 

plant workers. plus a few people in sales and advertising (including three artists)? It 

was however one of the major art-material manufacturing companies in the U.S., having 

carved out an important niche for itself in the fine art trade. Indeed it was Permanent 

Pigment's reputation with anists which led to the sale. since a famous artist apparently 

recommended purchasing Levison's ~ o r n p a n y . ~ ~  

Levison remained with the company after he sold it, developing more new 

products and ideas, such as a system for colour mixing called "Modular Color" which 

was introduced in1971, the year Levison finaily retired corn paintmaking.31 After this 

time he becarne very active in materiais testing establishing a non-profit research 

foundation, Colorlab. 

Artists in the Paintmaking Companv as Consultants and Educators 

Unlike the other pioneers in synthetic paintmaking for artists. Levison was not an 

artist, either by training or by inclination. Instead he relied on advice from artists about 

28. B i ~ e y  and Smith had begun by manufacturing crayons and was well-known for it's Crayon brand 
of pigmented crayons used in schools. In 1984, both companies were purchased by Hallmark Cards. 
Inc. a large greeting c d  manufacturer with many subsidiaries. 
29. In 1 %4 the management team consisted of a president (Henry Levison). a Mce-president (David 
Levison), a sdesmanager, an accountant, a plant manager and a person in charge of quality insuance. 
Tom Vonderbrink a graduate in chemistry from the University of Louisville. joined the company a few 
months af€er it was purchased and worked closely with Levison until he retired. Tom recalled with 
amusement that the manufacture of artists' paints held a surprising combination of high-tech and very 
menial jobs. He remembered that his first job in the Company was a vexy dirty Iow-tech task of 
" d n g "  the copal which involveci heating the tropical resin to about 338-349 degrees to cook off 
impurities. Vonderbcink and Marontate April 1994; and Levison 1975, p. 11. 
30. The art& was apparentiy a well-known pinter  but Levison could not remember the name of the 
artist at the time he was telling this story. Levison and Marshall 1986. ' . The plant manufacturing the fine art p d u c t s  of Permanent Pigments. Inc. was opened in 
Winfield, Kansas in 1966, although the Cincinnati office was not closed until 1979 when the balance of 
the Liquitex operations were moved. 



what characteristics they wanted in their paints. Sometimes he did this infonally. for 

exarnple by giving samples of products he was testing to dealers or artists to try. and then 

asking for their 0pinions.3~ 

On other occasions, artists were paid for their services. working as pan-tirne 

consultants or full-time ernployees. For exarnple, he produced formulas developed by 

anist Frederic Taubes who was a well-known advice coluninist and an author of many 

artists' handbooks. Permanent Pigments rnanufactured "Taubes' Copal Painting Medium" 

and "Taubes' Copal Vamish" based on formulas using a hard natural resin for use with oil 

paints which Taubes maintained were re-creations of the matenais of the "Early 

M a ~ t e r s " . ~ ~  Taubes also authored several short pamphlets on painting techniques 

distnbuted by Permanent Pigments through de~ilers.3~ 

Another noteworthy collaboration occurred b e ~ e e n  Levison and Boston-area 

artist Nathaniel Jacobson who had developed an application of color theory based on the 

Munsell systern.35 This system, which the company called Modular Colnr ailowed anists 

to use an ingenious diagram called a "color map" to figure oict how to mix a given colour 

using Permanent Pigment p a i n t ~ . ~ ~  By 197 1, each tube of Liquitex paints began canying 

32- An employee who joined the company in the mid-1960s recalied visiting all of Laison's clients 
and finding that many of the dealers and artists were asking for products that she had not evcn heard of 
yet which they had had been trying out before the company brought them into production. 
Conversation with Barbara Benton. Bimey and Smith, M a y  1994. 
33. Taubes maintained tbat "Congo Copal". a hard min found in nature in what was once the Belgian 
Congo was probably used by Flemish painters based on evidence fiom manuscripts and the e.&nation 
of pictures. His claim was miroborateci by research in conservation in the 1 950s. This daim will be 
discussed in the context of Taubes' work bdow. Hine. Diane Casella. "Fredenc Taubes. A 
Retrospective". ..imen'cm Artist, Volume 38, Issue 384. July 1974, pp. 30-3 5. 65-66, especially p. 65. 
34. For example: Taubes. Frederic. T d e s  on Painting Media (th& u e c t  on the nature of paints and 
the permanence of pintings) and Vamishes 8 Vamishing. An instructive treatise. Cincimati: 
Permanent Pigments. 195 1.  

Conversation with Mn. Henry LeMson, May 1994. 
36. ï h e  Company p r o â u d  a great deal of literature on uing the system and a .dm on this topic 
featuring artist. Much of the material was for sale rather than fnx. Russell Woody: An Introduction to 
Color Mixing with Russell Woody, The Art Video Series. Volume 1, Easton. PA.: B i ~ e y  and Smith. 
1987. See also Art Materials Division, Binney and Smith How to Mix and Use Color with the Liquitex . 
.-lcryiic and Oil Colour Mapm and Mixing Guide. Easton, Pa.: Bimey and Smith. 1980, revised 1982. 
Binney and Smith Foider, Zora Pinney Papes. Conservation Department, National Gallery of 



identification of its position on the color map (its Modular Color number). In addition 

the tubes carried the identification of the pigments in each paint mixture, and its Munseil 

notation (numbers used for assessing tinting strength standards). The Munsell system 

was favoured by the Inter-Society Color Council and used in paintmaking standards for 

industry which Levison had worked to estab1ish.J7 

Levison also hired some artists as full-tirne employees to work in sales. 

advertising, to evaluate products, to produce instruction manuals and to lecture to artists' 

groups.38 Artist and author Russell Woody claims to have been the first artist to be 

hired to work full-time for Levison in the capacity of an artist. Woody worked closely 

with Levison and remained with Permanent Pigments from 1963 until about 1990.39 

Woody had first corne in contact Levison in around1959 by writing the 

paintmaker to request information about acrylics for a Master's thesis on the new media. 

At that time Woody was an art student at Mexico City College suffenng from bad health 

due to reactions to solvent-based paints. He was seeking safer alternatives by 

investigating the new water-borne acrylics and other synthetic painting media." In 

- - 

Washington D.C.. 
37. This synem of color notation is based on the idea that color variations take the shape of an 
elliptical solid (son of like a squashed ball) representing hue. value and chroma. The solid is cmed 
into 267 blocks, and each block represents a color name. Various relationships can be studied by 
looking at the blocks h m  dinerent angles. The Munseil system forms an atlas of charts (that is a £lat 
diagram of the 3-dimensiona.l model). It shows intervals between different blocks. Each position can 
be labelled and this makes it possible to describe a color in a way which can be cornmunicated and, 
under set conditions, reproduced The method was recomrnended by the Inter-Society Color Council 
and was adapted by the National Bureau of Standards for use in the second Recommended Commercial 
Standard for Artists' Oil Paints (CS98-62). For a concise explmation sec Moms. William (editor). 
"Color-Explanation of the Color Dennitionsn. The American Heritage Dictionary ofthe English 
Language, New York: Houghton Mi£Eiin Co. 1973 and The ISCC-NBS Method ofDesignaring Colors 
und a Dictionary ofColor Names, Washington: National Bureau of Standards Circular 553. See also 
.Irtistsl Oil Paints. A recorded voluntary standard of the (rade published by the US. Department of 
Commerce. Washington: U.S. Governent Printing Offia. 1962, p. 13. 
38. In 1964 the artists ernployed were Bill Ryan in sales. Nelson Rohsheim in advertking and Russell 
Woody as a consultant and lecturer. Vonderbrink and Marontate 1984. 
39. InteMews with Russell Woody by Jan Marontate. April7 and 14 1994. 
40. WOOdy's background is prcsented earlier in connection with ihe activities of JO J Gutiérrez' 
research on plastic paints at the Polytechnic Institute in Mexico City. 



1958- 1960 Woody sent many letters to paintmaken recalling that: 
"1 corresponded with al1 of these people, with Henry Levison and with Leonard 
Bocour and with Rohm and Haas people and so on. . . And Henry Levison 
would always respond. Bocour sometimes would and sometimes not. But 
Levison would write me six or seven single-spaced pages to a question. 1 mean 
he would respond with volurninous letters. You couldn't believe what he would 
give you. He was just very happy that somebody was interested because most 
artists weren't [interested] in the technical end of it."41 

M e r  graduating Woody retumed to the U.S. where he taught high school and began to 

lecture locally to artists on water-borne acrylics which he believed were excellent, 

relatively non-toxic alternatives to traditional media. After the lectures people would 

come up to hirn and ask where they couid buy the new paint and would go to buy it. 

Woody was stiil in contact with Levison and decided to write hirn saying: 
"'L,ook, I'm selling a whole lot of this paint here just by lecturing. How about us 
getting together and making use of this kind of thing?'. And . . . he had no artist 
on the staff and he just used local artists in Cincinnati. . . And he said 'because 
we don't know what artists reaiiy want we've been thinking about hiring an 
artist'. And he sent me a tickets to fly out and talk to hirn and so 1 flew out to 
Cincinnati and I was hired as a consultant to go around and talk to people about 
acrylics. lq42 

Woody began in the summer of 1963 giving lectures in Cape Cod, a popular artists' 

surnrner colony where Leonard Bocour often stayed as well. Vanous artists taught 

courses in Provincetown and Woody lectured at the Provincetown Artists' Association 

where he also met vacationing artists who were teaching at art schools elsewhere. 

Through these contacts Woody obtained invitiations to conduct demonstrations and 

lechires ail across the country at universities, colleges and art associations. J3 As he 

described it: 
"in those days nobody knew anything about acrylics. They had no idea what 
they were. And so I'd go in and I'd do an hour or so of explanation of what 
acrylics were . . .Al1 the different techniques fiom watercolor wash, wet-in-wet 

Woody and Mamniate 1994. 
42. Woody and Marontate 1994. 
43. W d y  continua to lecture on painting materials and techniques throughout the United States. 
After leaving Birtney and Smith he was employed briefly by Colart (a Iarge multinational company). 
At the tirne of the interview in 1994 he was working as a consultant and lecturer for Gmbacher. 



up to sculptural mass. . . .What 1 did is I used the Liquitex acrylics but that was 
it. . . . 1 didn t do any selling at dl..  . . It was educational function and that's 
what I've always done. I've never sold paint by any rneans. I've always gone in 
as an educational fiinction. " 

At the same time, other paintmakers were already reaching out into art schools. Len 

Bocour had been lecturing to students for years, although he did not talk exclusively 

about modem materials. Soon others, like artist-paintmaker Ron Hayes, who developed 

the New Masters line of synthetic paints would begin. Woody maintained that his style 

was markedly different from Bocour's" 
"Bocour . . .wanted sell his paint. And Bocour's presentation was a lot different 
from mine because he was deaiing with his personality and artists' connections 
and things of that nature and mine was stnctly technical. "44 

During this time Woody continued to consider himself an artist above d l ,  and continued 

to paint but he explained: 
"1 don? sell much. But that's why 1 do the other stuff It's hard to make a living. 
My work is huge double-sided pieces that hang from the ceiling or are bolted to 
the floor and they dont rnove that ~ e l l . " ~ ~  

In addition to speaking to groups, Woody also tried to spread knowledge about 

the new media through publications for artists and students. In addition to pamphlets 

and trade literature put out by the Company, he authored artists' handbooks on synthetic 

media. This began almost accidentally due to an unexpected opportmity which 

illustrates the cross-disciplinary communications which occured amongst individuals 

interested in art materials. Around 1963, just after Woody had begun to lecture for 

Permanent Pigments, Levison had been asked by a publisher to be technical reader for a 

book on synthetic paints for artists by Lawrence Jensen, an art p r o f e ~ s o r . ~ ~  Jensen 

decided to change publishers at the last minute and Levison knew this left a hole in the 

@. WOOdy and Marontate 1994. 
j5. His work was featured in an article in American Artist in Febniary 1982. 
46. Jensen was a painter who taught at the Castleton State College An Department in Vermont. His 
book is very heavily based on the 1954 publication of a 1949 manuscript by Gutiérrez which had k e n  
cheaply repmduced in Canada and was not widely available. Jensen, Lawrence N. Syntheric Painting 
Media, Englewood Clas: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1964: and Gutiérrez, José L. From Fresco to Phstics: 
Xew bfaterials for Easel and hfural Paintings, National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa. 19%. 



publisher's schedule. He told Woody to send in a manuscript based on his thesis. They 

added a technicd appendix by Levison and it was published in 1966 as an artist's 

handbook on the new media called Painting with Synthetic Media. 47 

This book contained a bnef history of paint media and a discussion of different 

kinds of synthetic media48 but the bulk of the t e a  was devoted to ways of using water- 

borne acrylics to achieve vanous effects with many illustrations of works by different 

artists. Woody aiso included a survey of brands of synthetic paints made for artists in 

1966 when the book finaily appeared. Aithough intended for use by artists and students 

at the time, this survey of the field constitutes the most comprehensive historical 

account of early producers of synthetic media located to date including information on 

the pioneers in synthetic paintrnaking for artists and the generation of synthetic 

paintmakers for artists which followed them, as we will see in connedon with the 

histories of other paintmakers. Levison's technical appendix treated two of his 

favourite topics: pigments and testing procedures. He wrote a clear, informative 

chapter on new pigments explaining the general categories, how they Iooked. how they 

felt and why they were important for art. On the topic of why new materials were 

important he made some points which were relevant to media as well as pigments. In 

the first place he stressed that many of the colors used were simply used out of habit. 

not because they were the best available. Second, he argued that new materials could 

broaden the range of possible effects and third he pointed out that shortages in raw 

materiais used for traditional artists' colours were making the raw materials increasingly 

scarce and expensive, therefore new alternatives needed to be found. Levison finished 

his appendix with a bnef exposition of testing procedures, complete with close-up slides 

47- Woody Jr., Russell O. (with a technical appendix by Henry W. Levison). Painting with svnfhetic 
Media. New York : Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1965 
48. These included the water-borne acrylics for anim called here "polymer emulsions". paints based 
on acrylic resin (like Magna). various other preparaîions made with polyvinyl aceete, vinyl resin. and 
ethyl silicate. pyroxylin laquers and so forth. 



of accelerated ageing tests, thereby i~tiating the reader to sorne basic concepts related 

to paintmaking and to conservation concems. 

- -  Later Woody wrote a second book devoted exclusively to ways of using water- 

borne acrylics. This book, Polymer Painting and Related Techniques was presented 

as a course outline geared to art educators? The books were published independently 

of the company but certainly enhanced the authonty of Woody and Levison. and 

enhanced as well the general reputation and credibility of the educational thmst of the 

company's work with art teachers in particular.jO 

Other more technical publications were also produced by the company. For 

example, even d e r  his retirement Levison apparently continued to collaborate on a 

series of technical treatises on permanence in painting which was published by the 

company.jl For many years Levison produced a monograph called Enduring Colors 

for the Artist in which he endeavored to explain basic principles about permanence, 

scientific testing and to describe the basic chernical composition of various cornponents 

of paint manufactured by Permanent Pigments, discussing tlieir reliability for use in art 

and how they were tested. Over the years the length and content of the bookiet 

changed drarnatically.52 It is a fascinating socio-histoncal document juxtaposing tables 

J9. In it Woody acknowledges his intelieaual debts to tris teachers in Mexico: José Gutierm and Toby 
Joy Smith, as weii as to Henry Laison and a prominent figure in the field of art education &orge 
ChavateI who was himseifan author of a "hot-to" book for art educators on acrylics. Woody Ir.. 
Russell O. Polymer Painting and Related Techniques. with course outline and work ofirominenr 
artists. N e w  York: Van Nosirand Reinhold Co., 1974; and Chavatel, George. kploring with Pol.bmer. 
A Guide to MW Mediafor Young Adults. New York: Reinhold Publishing Corp. 1966. 
50. More recently the company made videos of Woody's detnonstrations of ways of working with the 
new media as weil. For e a p l e :  R Survey of Acrylic Techniques with Russell Woody. Art Video 
Series Volume II, Easton, Pa.: Bimey and Smith, 1988. 

l .  Anonymous. Enduring Colors jor the Artist, A treotise on permanence in painting. Cincinnati. 
Ohio: Permanent Pigments, 1975. Trade Cataiogue Collection. National Museum of Arnerican 
History. Smithsonian I~stitution. Washington, D.C. 
52. In 1952. the earliest version located to date is a small formar short (36-page) pamphlet. It includes 
an introduction to the use of the scientific rnethoâ for studying permanency and the application of 
science to color manufacture. The paints made by the company (oil. water colors and casein) at that 
time are discussed. Dr. Fischer's choice of pigments for a "permanent palette" is presented and 
technical practices to k avoided are mentioned. By 1975 the 48-page book includd much technical 



of results f?om scientific tests and hard-nosed chemical terminology with critical prose 

written for the non-scientific reader and potential customer - the artist. 

- -  Thus aftists participated in Permanent Pigments' paintmaking and publicity 

operations in various capacities. but most importantly as a link between the paintmaker 

and users, providing advice on trends in art and diasing information about new media 

and ways to use them in art classes throughout the country. 

Levison as Industry Watchdog: Private Research on Testinn and Advocacv for Tmth in 
Labellinq 

The big thmst of Levison's final years was a continuation of his longstanding 

crusade for tmth in labelling, an interest dating from his early involvement in work on 

establishing standards for painting materials. It was through this advocacy that Levison 

exercised considerable authority in efEons to study and regulate artists' paints. 

Although Levison appeared to have had little social contact with artists during his adult 

mamed life, he came into contact with representatives of an associations increasingly in 

his later years as an authority on technical issues related to artistic concerns. In the 

words of Woody: 
"He was the man who really made the fine art industry honest."j3 

Levison had conducted research in applied chemistry throughout his career as a 

paintmaker but documentation about this work is sparse.54 One noteworthy project was 

an eight-year-long investigation of the use of a particular chemical to keep oil colors 

information as weU such as photographs color testing equipment tables and charts presenting test 
resuits and even a few references to scholarly publications. Bimey and Smith Folder, Zora Pimey 
Papers. National Gallery of Art, Washington D.C. and Bocour Papers, courtesy Mis. Ruth Bocour, New 
York City. 

3. Woody and Marontate 1994. 

54. Most of the company records were pmbably transferred with the subsequent sales but only ment 
trade literature was available from the large corporation which now owns the company. Historic 
records could not be iocated. Inquiries with family and former colleagues about possible locations were 
f'ruitless. It is likely that sbme of the materials about more recent research were discardeci or dispersed. 
given by Lwison to collaborators working on related problems when he was no longer abIe to rad .  



from separating in the tube.js Levison communicated results in scientific papers 

presented at meetings of learned societies and sometirnes in published ~ a p e n ? ~  

- -  M e r  retiring Levison set up a laboratory which he called Colorlab to conduct 

tests on pigments and media near his retirement home in Florida. In 1976 he published a 

book on his research on lightfbtness tests and ratings of artists' pigments.j7 The 

findings reported in the book focussed on pigments, but in fact, Levison was conducting 

comparative tests of oils and acrylics at the same time. At this time Levison was 

embroiled in an on-going dispute with Raiph Mayer, a prominent expert on art 

matenais. The two men had been disagreeing for decades about the ments of synthetic 

media and Levison was determined to illustrate the strengths of the new materials 

through systematic testing.58 Levison also becarne a 'watchdog' for the artists' 

paintmaking industry, purchasing pigments which were advertised as being lightfast, 

forrnulating them into paints and conducting lightfastness tests on them. 

Levison's testing techniques themselves were significant contributions to the 

field of materials testing procedures.59 He worked on developing mew methods of 

testing materials used in paint which were used on later standards. By 1979 Levison 

j5. Aluminium stearate was routinely used by paintmaken to hold pigment in suspension in tubes of 
artists' oil colours. Otherwise the colours tend to produce stnngy or sticky gnnds in oils. Levison 
noticed that there was a dearth of published information on t h s  practice and conducted a study on its 
effects. Stucjlng the effect of srnall amounts in paint mixtures (2%) he found that aluminium stearate 
had a beneficial effect of retarding brittleness without interfering with dqring or film hardness, and that 
it perfonned a usefui function for brushing qaulity and stability without affecting color strength. 
j6. The rmtlts of the research on duminium stearate were published in a peper of the Oflcial Digest. 
Fedetation of Paint and Varnish Production Clubs, November 1948, p. 826 cited in Anonymous. 
Enduring Colors for the Artist, A treatise on permanence in painting. Cincinnati, Ohio: Permanent 
Pigments, 1975. Trade Catalogue CoUection. National Museum of American Histo N. S m i  thsonian 
Institution, Washington, D.C.. 
j7. Levison. Henry W .  Artisrr ' Pigments. Lightjismess Tests and Ratings. Hall andale. na. : 
Colorlab. 1975. 
58. Interview with loy Tumer Luke. May 1995. Tape 1. 

j9. Th- involveci an ingenious combination of cornpGsons berneen naniral light sun exponrres and 
e.uposure to high-intensity daylight florescent illumination. Luke, Joy Turner. "Henry W. Levison: A 
Personal Tribute", Leonardo. Joumai of the international Societv for the Arts, Sciences and 
Technologv, 22:2. 1989, p. 265-266. Luke 1989, p. 266. 



had decided that the paint testing methods he  had been using were deficient and began 

testing al1 over again, this time with the cooperation of art-rnaterial companies. He 

reckened that he should have exposed his paint specimens longer and in the new tests he 

included more pigments and used four different light sources to test each material. He 

also studied other matters related to the durability artists' paints such as adhesion and 

the phenornenon of yellowing of various media. He collaborated with employees of his 

former paint Company and with other paintmakers on some of these projects60 

Levison's laboratory research was cut short by failing vision. The tests for 

permanence rely heavily on visual readings. By 1985 Levison was legally blind and 

ceased his laboratory research activities, sending his lab equipment to former colleagues 

still working at Permanent Pigrnents.6' 

Until shortly before his death in 1988 Levison remained active in various 

organizations. In the fields of chemistry and chernical engineering, he was a fellow of 

the American Institute of Chemists, a longtirne member of the American Chernical 

Society, a member of the Federation of Societies for Coating Technology and of the 

Engineef s Club of Cincinnati. He was also a member of the Inter-Society Color 

Council and the Amencan Society for Testing Matenals. He was named to the Art 

Material Hall of Fame of the National Art Materials Trade Association. He was also a 

fiequent participant at meetings of conservators and mentioned working on a paper to 

be presented at a meeting of the Amencan Institute of Conservation in an interview two 

years before his death.62 

60- His findings on some of the tests concerning comparative yellowing of oils. varnisha and resins 
during dark storage and their subsequent recovery in daylight were published an article in the j o u d  
Color Research and Application. He ais0 CO-authored a paper on with F. Sutil and E-T-Vonderbrink 
cailed "Lightfastness of Pigmented Hancimade Paper" w hic h appeared in Color Research and 
Application. Tom Vonderbrink did some of the e.uposure tests for him in Norw006 Ohio and iater in 
Kansas at the Bimey and Smith plant there. Gmmbacher apparentiy also colIaborated with k m  on 
later testing as well. Luke 1989 and Levison and Marshall 1986, p. 4. 

Levison and Marshall 1986. 
62. Levison and Marshall 1986. 



Levison's contributions to the development of commercial standards will be 

considered in more detail in the context of the social and professional organizations set 

up to -deal with issues related to standards in art materials. The development of 

standards was also dependent on the work of art conservators, who were a key group of 

participants in the drive for improvement of knowledge about artists' materials. 

occasionally working in collaboration with Levison on issues of mutual concern. 

Trends in Conservation and Research on Svnthetic Media 

Conservators were interested in modem painting materials for use in 

conservation of historic and artistic works. However until relatively recently ody a few 

had much interest in materials for living artists, since working on rare pieces of historic 

an was more prestigious than the conservation of artwork made by conternporarie~.~~ 

Nonetheiess, studies conducted by conservators on materials, testing procedures and 

techniques often fulfilled several functions sirnultaneously. Conservators were also 

well-suited to providing Links between manufacturers, artists and curators. Many 

conservators had considerable artistic training and thus a good knowledge of 

contemporary artistic practices which facilitated communications with artists. who 

sometimes sought their advice on technical matters. In addition, by mid-century 

discourse in art conservation increasingly emphasized its affinities with science. As 

regards technicd matters, unlike chernists working in collaboration with manufacturers 

conservators did not usually have a vested interest in defending particular products, 

although a few instances of couaboration between conservators and manufacturers in 

the developrnent of new products have occurred. This combination of scientific and 

63. This situation persisted well into the 1970s accordhg to Joy Tuner Luke. an active researcher on 
permanence in art matenals. the representative of National Artists' Equity on the Inter-Society Color 
Council and the fm chairperson of the Sub-Cornmittee on Anists' Paints and Related Materials of the 
Amencan Society for Testing and Materials. interview with Joy Turner Luke by Jan Marontate. Apnl 
1996. 



artistic know-how with neutrality gave conservators considerable authority in debates 

about standards for art materials as we shalI see. 

-- The vogue for scientific research as a style in conservation practice combined 

with efforts to improve conservation materials to stimulate research relevant both to 

work on standards for contemporary painting materials and to the development of new 

uses for synthetic media related to the arts. (See Figures 5-7.) In order to understand 

the complex role art conservators and conservation scientists have played in the field of 

art, particularly with reference to the diffusion of information about synthetic media it is 

helpful to consider the transformation of notions about art conservation and the 

development of sub-specialities in conservation. 

'Art Scientists' and the Cominp: of Aae of Art Consewation in North America 

Art conservation underwent a dramatic transformation in the twentieth century. 

As in the case of art, North America became an important center for conservation for 

the first time. Beginning in the late 1920s. the emigration of European restorers seeking 

refuge fiom persecution swelled the ranks of experienced practitioners in the new 

~ o r l d . ~ ~  Some brought with them knowledge of recent research on art matenals on the 

continent. such as the recently-published handbook on art materials by Max Doemer 

that paintmakers were using. Concumently, Arnencan trends in scientific research began 

to penetrate conservation practices. Practices were however in a state of flux in the 

William Suhr who went to Detroit was one of these rehigees. Rutherford J. Gettens and George 
Leslie left many fint hand accounts of changes in the practice of conservation c. 1920s - 1970s. See in 
particular, Stout. George and Karlstrom, Pad. "Tape Recorded Interview with George L. Stout". 
Transcripts # I and #2, March 10, 1978. Archives of Arnerican Art, Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington- D.C. especially transcript # 1, pp.9- 10; Stout, G. L. "Thirty Years of Conservation in the 
Arts: A Summary of Remarks to the I.I.C. American Group in New York. June 1963". Studies in 
Conservation, Vol. 9, No. 4, November 1964, pp. 126-129; Stout. George L. "Changes in Attitude 
Toward Conservation in the Arts", American Instifute of Conservation Preprints, 29 May- June 1. 
1976, pp.20-22; and Gettens, Rutherford J. "A Quarter Cenhiry of Technical Research in Art at 
Harvard". unpublished manuscript 1952. Technicd Research Folder, Gettens Papers, Department of 
conservation. Freer Gallery of Art, Smitlwnian Institution, Washington, D.C. 



inter-war years. In 1930 the International Museums Office established by the League of 

Nations called an international meeting in Rome in response to 
"perturbations in the Art World due to the reckless treatment of paintings being 

-' sold in the United States. European restoren in the United States could not 
resist pressure from dealers to make pictures easier to sell. . . This had led to 
quackery and illqualified restorers. . . ."65 

Art historians had also raised their voices in the cal1 for regulation of restoration 

practices arousing feus of the destruction of cultural heritage and raising complex 

issues about the interpretation of works of art in their changing socio-historical 

c o n t e ~ t ? ~  About 150 people representing 20 countries attended the conference which 

rnarked the beginning of effotts in international collaboration on developing standard 

practices for the conservation of paintings. From the perspective of American 

conservators the list of insights provided by the conference was as follows: 
"exposed antiquity of methods used in some European museums; revealed 
differences of methods in dinerent countries; established contacts; accepted the 
prominent part the laboratory should play in restoration; use of the word 
"conservation" for the first time. "67 

In this case international interest in coordinating efforts and support for scientific 

methods was linked to concems by art historians about safeguarding cultural hentage. 

But perhaps more significantly from the socio-political point of view, these effons at 

regulation and "modernization" of practices were made in response to worries by 

investors about econornic effects on the art market of "restorations" by unregulated 

65. Packard 1979. p. 87. 
66. Stout mentioned that art historians had expressed concems about the treaûnent of paintings in 
particular at the tirne o f  the 1930 meeting. Picture4eaning controversies have been a particularly 
thorny issue in relations behween art historians and conservators. Fundamental questions are raised 
about the signrficance of works of art in their changing sio-historical context, the artist's inient and 
the history of the reception of the artwork when cleaning and restoration is undertaken. See for 
e.uample Keck Sheldon. "Some Picture-Cleaning Controversies: Past and Present", Journal of the 
American Institute of Consentution, Volume 23. Number 2, Spring 1984; and Keyser, Barbara. 
" Saving the Significance". A4useum Management and Curatorship. VoIume 13, 1994. pp. 13 0- 159. 
67. Packard 1979. p. 87 and Stout 1964. A manual was published subsequently: International 
Museums Office. Manual on the Conservation of Paintings. Paris: International Institute of 
Intellectual Cooperation, 1940. 



practitioners. Thus arguments for the development of more "rigorous" procedures in 

conservation drew on a broad range of appeals (fiom the disinterested aesthetics of 

scholars in art history through the hard-nosed balance-sheets of investment counsellors). 

The inception of New Deal art projects in the 1930s made issues related to the 

care of art a public affair and conservators were consulted in various art projects. 

Here. as previously discussed, the cal1 for the application of scientific knowledge to the 

arts fulfilled an additional fùnction : that of conveying the illusion of bureaucratie 

control over artistic production supported by public fùnds. The Boston Paint Testing 

and Research Labcratory provided a high-profile example of the involvement of 

conservators in research on materials for living artists working on public art projects. 

not just in restoring historic works. Leading spokesmen for the appropriation of 

scientific knowledge in conservation, like Rutherford J. Gettens from Harvard, reached 

beyond the confines of conservation circles, sharing technical knowledge with 

paintrnakers and painters and lecturing to artists' groups, locally and even 

internationally.68 Gettens and other conservators were actively involved in working on 

the establishment of standards for the manufacture of a n  materials in collaboration with 

artists, manufacturers and bureaucrats at the National Bureau of Standards. This civic 

participation of the conservator-scientist not only brought conservation into the public 

eye, but it also subtly shifted the range of activities considered part of the conservators' 

job and brought attention to partisans of scientific methods. 

68- For example Genem was invite- with two colleagues to a national coderence of Canadian h s t s  
sponsored by the Carnegie Foundation the National Gallery of Canada and Queen's Universi'y in 
Kingston Ontario in 194 1. The theme of the conference was the role of the artist in society, with special 
ernphasis on the artist's responsibility in wartime. Gettens. George Holt and Frank Sterner gave two 
halfday lecture demonstrations on materials and techniques. They discussed work towards the first 
recommended cornmerciai standard for artists' paints ihen underway. Part of the proceedings were 
broadcast over national radio. The proceedings were published and a separate bound document with 
the formulae and techniques presented was printed. Bell. Michael and Frances K. Smith (editors). The 
Kingston Conjërence Proceedings. A Reprint of the Proceedinns of the 194 1 Kingston .4rtists' 
Conjërence. Kingston: Agnes Eiheringtoa Art Centre, Queen's University, 199 1. 



Aithough he later specialized in metallurgical problems related to Asian art, 

Gettens was particularly polyvalent in his approach during much of his life, presenting 

his own expertise as that of a scientist rather than specialist on a type of art or period. 

His efforts to promote scholarly habits and scientific procedures were significant for the 

emergence of the prestigious "conservation scientist" as distinguished From the hands- 

on "working" conser~ator.6~ 

The power of scientific culture and belief in its potential for resolving problems 

in art conservation and authentication brought scientific practices to the backrooms of, 

museums, particularly in North Amenca. Soon methods fkom laboratory sciences were 

appropriated by working conservators as standard techniques in routine treatment 

practices as well. By mid-century great changes were underway in approaches to caring 

for an according to Gettens: 
"Except for refinements of lighting or display, art gallenes still look much as 
they always have. But behind the scenes great changes have been taking place in 
the last 50 years. The old atmosphere - part curiosity shop and part ivory tower 
-- has been swept away, and the working area of alrnost any large rnuseum today 
is a complex laboratory manned by a varied group of scientists, researchers and 
technicians. Since many of the important modem collections were established 
after 1900, it is not surprising that scientific method should have found its way 
into the art gallery."70 

Gettens outlined the fundamental activities of the "art scientist" : investigation of the 

methods and materials of school and masters, repairing, restoring objects and protecting 

them, although he admitted that many of the day-to-day activities were not particularly 

drarnatic and that 
"Science is applied to art with most spectacular results when it is used to 

69. The use of the terms "conservatorl' and "consemition scientist" to distinguish those who work with 
art fiom those who tend not to touch art is one which was repeatdy emphasized by hands-on 
conservators. the "artistsn of art conservation in discussions at art conservation meetings, where the hvo 
"types" mingle. We will use the term "conservator" as a generic term covering both types of practices 
for convenience in this te= endeavouring to use modifiers when distinctions between the Qpes are 
important. 
'O- Gettens. Rutherford I. "Science in the Art Museum". Scientijic Americon. vol. 186. No. 1. July 
1952 pp. 22-27. 



authenticate a disputed masterpiece or to expose an ingenious f~rgery."~I 

As for paintings, both visual examination and chernicai analysis had made considerable 

use of new techniques. By mid-century, visual techniques used x-rays. ultraviolet light 

and various microscopes, spectroscopes and other optical instruments. (See Figure 7.) 

Myriad chemicai and physical tests camed out on small samples taken from the work of 

art combined with visual examination permitted evaluation of the painting's "condition". 

diagnosis of its structural weaknesses and methods. Gettens saw the introduction of 

scientific techniques as instrumentai in the transition of the restorer's trade into the 

profession of the art conservator: 
"In the early 20th century chernists and physicists began to invade the field of an 
restoration. They developed methods of rnicroscopic analysis of pigments and 
mediums, and study of layered structures. They learned much from x-ray 
analysis of paintings. - . Slowly a whole new corpus of knowledge began to 
build up. It soon came to be reaiized that scientists, restorers and curators 
needed ways to exchange information among themselves. 

The chemical literature was hl1 of fresh ideas and descriptions of new 
products unknown and inaccessible to restorers. In addition, new points of view 
began to invade the field. . . [For example] rather than rnake more attempts to 
rescue and restore objects that had suffered fiom vicissitudes of time and 
unfavorable environment it was believed better to try to correct the environment 
itself . . The term "conservation of cultural heritage" came into use and 
restorers began to cal1 themselves "conservators". Preventive medicine came to 
be appreciated as rnuch as thera~y."'~ 

The scientific approach brought with it many new ideas, however the artisanal 

tradition did not vanish and hands-on work was still fiindamental. In some instances 

representations carefuiiy limited the purview of scientific activities to "diagnosis" .73 Yet 

Gettens. 1952. 
n. Geaens. Rutherford I. WC. An International Association of Conservators". .Cfuseum !Véws. June 
1969, pp. 11-14. 
73. This was paRidarly the case in England where a strong artisanal tradition of restoration 
persisteci. For example in response to an artide about scientific techniques at their gallery, two 
conservators pointed out that "The pictufes are cleaned and restored, not by the the scientific staff as 
you state, nor even under the supervision of scientists. but by trained restorers using maidy traditional 
methods and materiais. Science enters d y  in three minor, though not negligible respects. . .the use of 
special photography such as infra-red and x-rays. . when overpaints, aiready show by visual 
examination to be earlier testorers' work can be readily proved by chemical anaiysis to be accretions. . 
and in testing and grading of the materiais used in the restoration." Copy of letter from N. Bromrnelle 



the enthusiasm for the authority conferred by the aura of scientific expertise was 

contagious. Indeed, even many hands-on conservators with little scient& training 

appropriated aspects of the new discoune and participated in the social construction of 

the field of scient~fic art conservation adopting metaphors fiom the experimental 

sciences and the Iiberal professions to describe their acti~ities.'~ 

Although the scientific approach was avowedly modem, conservators 

constnicted a disciplinary history of the use of scientific methods in conservation which 

served to promote a sense of shared group identity and to reinforce claims for the social 

recognition of conservators as a professional group -- as twentieth-century descendents 

of great men of science.'S Gettens for example traced the historicai roots of his work as 

an "an scientist" to 18th century foundations in work on Greek and Roman artifacts 

conducted in England, France and Germany, which he believed fonned the foundations 

of "archaeological chemistry" .'6 Other conservators joined in this construction of a 

historical tradition. According to standard accounts in conservation publications a new 

approach to art conservation began to emerge in the 19th centuryT7 By the 1960s 

- - - - - - - 

and A. Lucas of the National Gallery to the editors of Chemistry and Indusfry. "Feller-Gettens 1950- 
1958" Folder. Gettens Archives. Freer. Lucas. A. and Brommelle, N."Letterç to the Editor", Chernisr- 
and lndushy. December 19. 1953. p. 1363. 
74. For example, the term "pnvate practicen is used ta refer to free-lance consmaton who are not 
employed in government or institutions; paintings, like patients, undergo " treatment" and so forth. 
Training of hands-on conservators increasingly relied on basic scientific principles as is evident for 
e h p l e  in Science/or Conservaton textbooks in the Consenation Science Teaching Series of 
pubiications by the Conservation Unit of the Museums and Galleries Commission of Great Britain in 
conjunction with Routiedge béginning in the late 1980s. 
75. No female heroines in the 19th-cennuy accounts of preçedents for the application of scientific 
methods to conservation have yet been found in the Merature. 
76. A.H. Churcb's 1890 Chemisiry of Paint and Painting was cited by Gettens as a gmundbreaking 
work in the application of science to technical problems in the field of art. Also in the late nineteenth- 
century E. Raehlrnan in Germany and A.P. Laurie began the scientific studies related to art using 
rnicroscopic and microchemical methods. Churcb A.H. The Chemistry o f  Painfs and Painting. Seeley 
and Co.. London, 1890.- 

Pasteur. L. "Notes pour des leçons de physique et de chimie appliquées aux beaux-arts". Oeuvres de 
Pasteur-Tome WI-Mélanges Scientifiques et Littéraires, Paris, Masson. pp. 224-262: and Faraday] 
"Report ffom the Select Cornmittee on the National GdIery together with the proceedings of the 
committee, minutes of evidence, appendix and index", London, House of Commons. 4 August 1853. p. 
382, Minute No. 5547. Cited in Stolow. Nathan. "Conservation and ScientSc Research at the National 



vignettes mentionhg the names of eminent nineteenth-century research scientists like 

Pasteur and Faraday were standard f a e  in historical accounts justifjing the inevitable 

rise of scientific approaches to art con~ervation.~~ 

The appropriation of scientific metaphors aqd methods also served to bolster 

arguments for increased tünding and the creation of employment in the area of 

conservation. Not incidentally, the expansion of discourse about scientific method in 

conservation occurred roughly simultaneously with the establishment of permanent 

conservation units in many major museums and art institutions. Until this happened. the 

treatment of works of an, especidly of paintings, even in many of the major museums 

had ofien been carried out principally by conservators in private practice rather than 

staffemployees. Many of these "were men of the old carver-gilder, picture-cleaner, 

craftsman typeY79 The new trend in art conservation and restoration in the post-war 

yean was to increasing specialization and division of labour with the addition of a new 

category of participants in conservation : trained scientists ofken with little background 

in studio art techniques, aesthetics or art history. 

Infiastructure for Scientific Conservation The Establishment of Research Laboratories 
in Art Institutions 

The newer "art scientists" or "conservation scientists" established themseives in 

prominent positions, constituting to some extent a relatively isolated technocratic elite in 

the institution. At mid-century hands-on conservators still held an arnbiguous position 

in the hierarchy of museums and art institutions with a status below that of curators and 

Gallery of Canada. ". Reprint from Professional Public Service. Febniary 1963. Vol. 42. No. 2. pp. 4-7. 
Document "Stolow DOC/CLWTn, National Gallery of Canada Archives. Ottawa. 
78. Even recent papers will frequentiy include a brief historical review of "key figures" in the 
pantheon of the history of scientific approaches : Stoner, Joyce Hill. "The Impact of Research on the 
Lining and Cleaning of Easel Paintings," Journal of the American Institute ofConservation. Volume 
33 .  1994, pp. 13 1-140. 
79. Boutead, W. T h e  Conservation Depanment of the New South Wales Art Gallery. Austdia" 
Studies in Conservation, no. 5 ,  1960, pp. 12 1 - 13 1. 



head administrators.80 In contrat conservation scientists often held post-graduate 

degrees in science (frequently in chemistry) at a time when none were offered in art 

conservation; and they required expensive scientific instruments which added to their 

cultural capital. 

There were in fact very few fùnctioning centres with modem equipment for the 

practice of scientific approaches to art conservation until rnid-century. Officiais of some 

of the larger European museums were the first to establish museum laboratories, one of 

the earliest being in ~erlin.*I Between the first and second world wars major museums 

in Europe began in eamest to set up lab~ratories .~~ 

In the United States, interest in introducing scientific methods to the 

examination and treatment of art had already was already evident in the 1920s, with the 

fairly independent work of a small number of conservators scattered about the 

countq?3 Edward Waldo Forbes, Iegendary patron of conservation, organized the 

leading center for scientific approaches to the study of art in Amenca in the intewar 

Discoune about possible sources for the disparities cite a varieîy of factors. among hem: past 
prejudices formed in the era of the restorer-tradesman when working with han& was thought to be 
lower cIass. the lack of a clear systern of accreditation. and the lack of a Ph.D. until recently. On 
another level, the statu of conservators can be seen as rnerely a manifestation of pervasive identity 
problems of museum workers imbedded in the socio-historic context of rnuseums and art institutions 
theniselves. Teather, J. Lynne. "The Museum Keepers. The Museums Association and the Growth of 
Museum Professionalism". Museum Management and Curatorship volume 9 ,  1990. pp. 25-1 1. 
* l .  It was set up at the State Museum in Berlin (in 1888). 
82. The laboratory of the British Museum for research in conservation was instailed in 19 19 under 
Alexander Scott and later Harold S. Plenderleith. In a similar vein, the Museum of Antiquities in Cairo 
was set up. In 192 1 the British Museum in London established a laboratory. In 1925 a Iaboratory was 
established at the Louvre. in Europe in the 1930s scientific laboratories were esîablished at the 
Courtauid uistitute. University of London and the National Gallery. London ( 1934). Nso in the 1930s 
the Centrai Laboratory of the Belgian Museum (later, I'lnstitut Royal du Patrimoine Artistique de 
Belgique) was founded under the director of Paul Coremans. In the early 1940s the Istituto Centrale 
del Restauro was set up in Rome. 
83. For ~~~ple. Alan Bunoughs began x-ray work at the Minneapolis Museum prior to going to 
Cambridge where he joined the technical sta£fof the Fogg Museum to continue the study of the 
technique of making x-rays of painting and to build up a collection of x-ray shadowgraphs fro the 
study and cornparison of artists' methods. Gettens. Rutherford J. "A Quarter Century of Technical 
Research in Art at Harvard", unpublished typescnpt. dated 1952. Gettens Archives. Deparunent of 
Conservation. Freer Gallery of Art Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.. p. 3. 



years at the Fogg Museum at Harvard University in Massachusetts. ffiown first as the 

Department of Technical Research, and later called the Department of Conservation, 

Getteas and his colleague George Leslie Stout produced major publications which were 

still being used as standard texts in university c~rt-icula in the 1 9 9 0 s . ~ ~  With funding 

from the Chernical Foundation Gettens and Stout also produced the short-lived but 

highly influentiai scholarly journal, TechnicalStudies in the Fieldof the Fine ~ r t s . ~ ~  In 

the 1930s more technicd laboratories were set up in U.S. museums notably at the 

Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, and the Metropolitan Museum of An. New York? 

The National Gallery of Art in Washington opened in 194 1 with a conservation staff 

which was keenly interested in following new trends in the field. 

Wartime disruptions stalled expansion and interrupted research, although 

according to Stout efforts to Save art collections. archives and historic monuments in 

war zones drew attention to problems of the environment and transport which Iater 

became key elements in conservation as the "travelling exhibition" became more 

c0mmon.8~ 

M e r  the war more conservation scientists were hired by major institutions to 

assist in analysis and treatment of artworks.88 In North America dunng the 1950s many 

84- Gettens. Rutherford J. and George Leslie Stout. Painting Materiols. -1 Shorr Eric-vclopedia. New 
York: Dover, 1966 reprint of 1942 publication. 
85. This is discussed in more detail in the section on the New Deal. See also the notes and 
correspondence in the papers of George Leslie Stout for e.uample : "Early Years of Consewation at the 
Fogg Art Museum", George Leslie Stout Papers, Archives of Amencan Art, Smithsonian Institution. 
Wasbgtoa D.C. microfilm reel 1424: 763-773. 
86. Gettew Rutherford 1. "Teaching and Restarch in Art Conservation" Science. April2 1. 196 1. 
pages 1212-1216. 
87. Stout George L. "Thirty Y- of Conservation in the Ans: A Swnmaiy of Remarks to the I.I.C. 
American Group in New York June 1963". Studies in Conservation, Volume 9. Nurnber 4. November 
1964. pp. 126- 128. For an evocative description of the conditions for field operations the American 
military's group of speciaiists (including Stout) m n g  to arrange protection for artistic and historic 
works in war zones, see: Flanner. Janet. " Annals of Crime. The Beautifid Spoils", The New Yorker. 
March 8. 1947. pp. 38-52. 
88. English and American amunts of conservation history in the two decades after the war tend to 
lack refefences to German conservators and laboratories after World War II. This lacuna must be at 
least partly ascribed to lingering hostilities fiorn the war, since Gerrnan work in the field continued. for 



new centers for scientific research applied to art began to a p p e ~ . * ~  Budget cuts and 

administrative changes caused a massive exodus of prominent s t 8  from the Foggg0 

The Freer Gallery of Art inaugurated its laboratory for Technical Studies in Oriental Art 

and Archaeology in 195 1, hiring Gettens who abandoned his work on 20th-century 

materials to devote the bulk of his remaining career primarily to technical problerns in 

Asian art, but who rernained active in the conservation cornmunity. The Intermuseum 

Laboratory in Oberlin, Ohio, supported by several museums of the Midwest. began to 

function under the leadership of Richard D. Buck9! This trend was apparent elsewhere 

in North America and many other important conservation centers began to emerge in 

the decade and a haif after the end of the ~ a r . ~ ~  

For example, in 1957, the National Gallery of Canada hired the young scientist 

Nathan Stolow to head a department of conservation and scientific research focussing 

on paintings.93 Stolow was sent on a tour of U.S. conservation laboratories before 

- -- - - - - - 

e.uample in Munich, which had been an important center for research on materials since the end of the 
19th cenhuy. 
89. A 1960 study listai 133 institutions in 38 couutries with conservation labontories or restoration 
workshops. At this tirne, which was a period of transition in conservation methodology the facilities 
could not be easily classified according to their use of scientific methods for reseatcb analysis and 
treatment. Répertoire des Laboratoires de hfusée et .-lfeliers de Restauration. Centre International 
d'Études pour la Conservation et la Restauration des Biens Culturels. UNESCO-ICOM Rome. 1960. 
274pp. 
90. Among them Stout who became Director of the Worchester Art Museum in Massachusetts. 
Gettens. who took up a position at the Freer Gallery in Washington and Horowitz a paper consemator 
who went to the Morgan Library. A few years later Richard Buck leA to head the lntermuseum 
Conservation Labontory based in Oberlin. Ohio. Technical researchers at the Fogg had b e n  plagued 
by chronic shortages in funding h m  the beginning, often working as part-tirne instmctors and 
supplementing their incorne with "outside work". Mer World Wax II, the situation worsened notably 
when Edwatd Forbes, director of the Fogg and the driving force behind conservation at Harvard retired. 
InteMew with George L. Stout by Paul Karistrom, Archives of Amencan Arf Srnithsonian Institution. 
see especially. transcript #2 pp. 17- 18. 
9 f .  RD. Buck, "An Expcriment in Cooperative Conservation". Studies rn Conservation. No. 4. 1959. 
pp. 140-145. 
92. Including those at the Walten Art Gallery in Baltimore. the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum in 
Boston. the Department of Art of Yale University. the Brooklyn Museum. the Philadelphia Museum of 
Art. the University of Pennsytvania Museum. the Art Institute of Chicago. the Detroit Institute of Arts. 
and elsewhere in the mid-west (for example in Kansas and Cleveland), See Gettens, 196 1.  
93. Stolow held a B.A. in Chemisiry from McGill University. an M.A. fkom Toronto and a Ph.D. from 
the Courtauid Institute in London, England. Pearl McCarihy, "National Gallery Research Unit to 



setting up the new facilities at the gdlery; his reports to the National Gallery of Canada 

director provide a Iively account of conservation research and facilities in the 1 9 5 0 s . ~ ~  

- -  The issue of centraiization and regionalkation of services arose as smaller 

centers began to demand access to state-of-the-art equipment, since sharing expensive 

equipment and highly-specialized personnel appeared to be a cost-effective solution. In 

the U.S. up until the early 1960s one of the principal govermnent-sponsored prograrns 

for conservation (which vjas not centered in an individual museurn) was camed on by 

the National Park Service, which cared for historic sites, notably in ~ a s h i n g t o n . ~ ~  

Another prominent center for conservation science, the Conservation Analytical 

Laboratory (now part of the Museum Support Unit), was set up by the Smithsonian 

Institution to serve the museums of the Smithsonian network. Increasingly in the 1960s 

and 1970s conservation centers s e ~ n g  more than one museum were created to share 

highly-specialized staff and expensive hi&-tech equiprnent.96 Generally state-funded. 

such centralized laboratories were established in several countries with the goal of 

fostering longer-tenn research projects. However, funding'uncertainties, bureaucratic 

complications and changing political priorities plagued researchers who complained of 

- --- -- - 

Safeguard An". The Globe and Mail, June 8. 1957. Frorn " Stolow. DocICL WT". National Gallery of 
Canada Archives. Ottawa, Ontario. Canada. Pnor to setting up the laboratory at the National, Stolow 
was sent on a six-monfh tour of Amencan and European Centers of restoration and conservation of 
works of art to study state+f-the art equipment and procedures. Folder 1.3 -S "Restoration of Paintings. 
S tolow, Nathan (restorer)", National Gallery of Canada Archives and S tolow. Nathan. "Conservation 
and Scientific Research at the Nationai GaiIery of Canada", reprint h m  Profissional Public Service. 
Vol. 42, No. 2, Febniary 1963, pp. 5-7, h m  "Stolow. DOCKLWT". National Gallery of Canada 
Archives. 
94. See for example. letterliom Nathan Stolow to Alan Jarvis, Director. National Gallery of Canada. 
March 22. 1957. Folder f -3-S "Restoration of Paintings. Stolow, Nathan (restorer)". National Gallery 
of Canada Archives. 
95.  In Washington during the mid-1950s studies peninent to conservation science were also k i n g  
undertaken at the Dumbarton ûaks Research Centre and the Gardner Research Laboratory. 
96. The Intermuwwn Conservation Laboratory in Oberiin, Ohio was an early fore-ninner of the trend. 
Such centralized conservation laboratories serving several rnuseums were established in Europe. in 
Mexico City (for the Instihito Nacional de lus Bellas Artes), and in Canada (the National Conservation 
Research Laboratory of Canada which was founded in 1964 and expanded to become the Canadian 
Conservation Institute in 1972). 



having to continually modiQ their projects due to outside pressures.97 

Although modem conservation iaboratories do conduct what might be 

considered "basic" research (as distinct from problem-solving research seeking 

immediate applications), for most the primary fùnction has been to assist in maintenance 

and treatment of coilections. [The National Galleiy of Art in Washington's longtime 

subsidy of a research chair prirnarily dedicated to fundamental research at the Mellon 

Institute discussed earlier is an exceptional project.Ig8 Cut-backs meant that many of 

the conservation units created after the war were chronically understaffed and 

ovenvorked almost from their beginnings. As a palliative, some institutions continued 

the historic habit of making contractuai arrangements for specific treatment projects 

rather than hinng full-time pemanent staff, a practice which does not favour long-term 

research projects. 

Nonetheless, in spite of uncertain support, there is considerable evidence of 

increasing research activity in conservation given the proliferation of papers presented in 

specialized joumals and at meetings. Many conservators employed in govenunent, at 

major institutions and the  growing ranks of conservators in private practice became 

involved in research projects done with minimal funding and often without direct 

remuneration as publications and conference papers came to be seen as a means of 

97. Stolow. Nathan. "Centraiization and Decentraiization of Conservation and Rescrrch Prograrns. A 
Discussion of E.uperiences of Four Couniries". American Institute for Conservation of Historie and 
Artistic Works Preprints, 7th Annual Meeting, Toronto. Canada 30-3 1 May and 1 June 1979. 
Washington, D.C.: American institute for Conservation of Historic Workds. 1979. pp. 132-38. 
98. More receniiy the work of the Getty Conservation institute fiuided by the I. Paul Getty Trust based 
in Santa Monica. California fias undertaken a number of ambitious projects. The trust was created in 
195 3. Funding of international conservation activities and research was eaupandeci in the 1980s. One 
project involving mernbers of the Scieiitific Department of the Getty Conservation M t u t e .  HZ the 
creation of a referençe bank for infrared spectroscopie analyses of various materiais used in art 
(incIuding artists' materials and other ingrediants such as different kinds of eggs which might be used 
in egg tempera painting techniques). This is king done with a group of participants fiom many 
institutions cailed the the F i ï R  Fourier Transform InfraRed Spectroscopy] Users' Group. Other work 
on analytic techniques has dso been conducted at the Getty. See for example: Derrick Michele R.. 
Eric F. Doehne. Andrew È. Parker and Dusan Stulik. "Some New Analytical Techniques for Use in 
Conservation", Journal ofthe American lnstitute of Conservation. 33 ,  1994, pp. 17 1 - t 84. 



enhancing professional credentials. 

Conflicts erupted over differences between hands-on conservators and 

consemation s~ient i s t s ,~~ and between Amencan and European styles. IO0 Yet both so- 

called scientific and aesthetic approaches to conservation found cornmon ground in 

support of effons to establish professional associations. 

Professionalization: Associations and Traininq 

The new conservation units participated in a lively scholarly community. In 

addition to participating in various scholarly associations in science and the arts, 

associations specifically for conservators were formed. l o l  These associations provided 

opportunities to discuss work on the treatment and care of collections at meetings and 

in articles published by a growing number of scholarly journals. Short courses on new 

techniques were sometimes offered. Some of these organizations launched efforts to 

control and regulate access to the occupations associated with art conservation. 

developing standards, systems of accreditation and educational programs to reflect 

increasing specialization in areas of expertise. 

99. For e.xample. Harvard-trained educaton and prominent conservaton Caroline and Sheldon Keck 
promoted the need for collaboration between conservators with scientific and artistic orientations. With 
funding fiom the Rockefeller Foundation the Kecks organized a 1959 meeting on the application of 
science to conservation problems at the Brooklyn Museum. Keck Carohne K. "The Position of the 
Consewator in the Last Quarter of the Twentieth Centuxyn, Journal ofrhe American Institute of 
Conservation, Volume 18. 1978, pp. 3-7. 
lm. Weil gives insights into the debate fonissing on criticism which claimed that "American art 
conservators have neglected aesthe tic CO nsiderations in a narrowly scientjfïc concept of their 
professional rote" and emphasizes the need for a humanistic component. Weil, Phoebe Dent. 
"'Visually Uliterate' and 'Histocically Ignorant': The Need to Re-E.&e Art Conservation's 
Humanistic Foundations". American Institute B r  Conservation of Hisroric und Artist Works Preprints 
of Papers Presented ut the Twelfth Annual Meeting. Los Angeles, Cali fornia . 15-20 May 1 983. 
Washington: AIC. 1 984. pp.86-93. 
'O1. The College Art Association and the Amencan Chemical Society sornetimes have sessions 
devoted to conservation issues and occassionally produce publications relevant to this area. Cottington, 
James and Maryan Ainsworth(editors). Conservation and Art History. (Thematic Issue). Art Journal 
(Published by the College Art Association). Volume 54. No. 2, Summer 1995; and Baker. Mary T. 
(organizer) . "Pol p e r s  in MuseumsN . Polymer Preprints. (Paprs Presented ut the Washington. D. C. 
Meeting of the American Chemical Society). Volume 33.  Number 2. August 1992; pp. 635465.  



One of the key professional organizations in the history of North American 

conservation was the Art Technical Section of the American Association of Museums 

(AAM) which organized sessions on technical matters related to conservation. IO2 

Beginning in 1935, a group of North American rnuseum professionals met and presented 

papers some of which were published in Musetcm News. The k t  Technical sessions 

ceased shortly after 1967 when the International Institute of Conservation's Arnencan 

Group began to meet separately h m  the AAM. I M  

Arnericans were active in promoting international collaboration. In 1950 the 

International Institute for the Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works (called IEC) 

began to meet. The Institute was incorporated under British law and had headquarters 

at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London, England but several Arnericans were 

founding mernbers.105 The purpose of the LIC was to set professional standards in art 

conservation and to promote diffitsion of knowledge of conservation methods. 

principally through its journais. The main publication of the IIC was the quanerly 

journal Studies in Comerva~ ion .~~~  A second major publication was Art anri 

lo2. This included participants £hm Canada and Mexico. In fact the 1934 meeting at which the 
proposal for the Art Technical Section sessions was approved was held in Toronto. Canada. 
IO3. Packard Elisabeth C.G. "Conservation Goes Public. George Leslie Stout and the Art Technical 
Sections". The American Institute /or Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works Preprints. 7th 
Annuai Meeting. Toronto. Canada 30-3 1 May and 1 June 1979. Washington, D.C. : American 
Institute for Conservation of Historic Works. 1979. pp.86-93. 
IO4- Anonymous. "History of the MC. Statements of Purpose. and Actuai ActiMties". .4lC Sfraregic 
Plm. Washington, D.C.:American Institute of Conservation, 1990. pp. 3-5. Courtesy lay Kmeger. 
Consemator of Modem Paintings and Member of the AIC executive. National GalIery of Art, 
Washington, D.C. 
los. It was directed by Norman Brommelle. Founding memben included George L. Stout (fint 
President). F.1.G Rawiins of the British Council for Care of Churches, Dr. Harold J. Plenderleith (who 
later became Director of the International Center for the Study of the Presemtion and Restaration of 
Cultural Property in Rome). Sir Wallace K. Akers. former President of the Imperia1 Chernical 
Industries. Helmut Ruheman a conservatoi with attachments to the Nationai Galles. of London. W.G. 
Constable a fomer curator at the Boston Museum of Fine k î s ,  Richard D. Buck, then at the Fogg. who 
later directeci the Intermuseum Laboratory in Oberlin, Murray Pease. head conservator of the 
Mettopolitan Museum in New York. Paul Coremans. director of the Institut Ro-val du Patrimoine 
.4rtistique . Brussels. Arthur Van Schendel. who became director of the Ri~ksrnuseum in Amsterdam 
and Rutherford J. Gettens. 
'O6 .  Gettens considend that this new journal had basically continuai the work of the defunct 



Archrrrobgy Technicd Abstracfs ( formerly IIC Abshacts of the Technicaf Litwufticrr 

in Art und Archaeology). This was a survey of international publications related to 

conservation which appeared twice a year. Less formal communications were made in 

the IIC Nrws. Many of the publications of the thematic proceedings of IIC meetings 

were so informative that they have become standard technical reference works in 

conservation laboratones. Another important international group, the International 

Cornmittee for Conservation of the International Council of Museums (ICOM) was 

forrned in 1967 and publishes a triennial series of papers fiom its 26 working groups. 

Regional groups of the IIC began to fom at various locations around the world, 

beginning with the creation in around 1958 of the lIC American Group (IIC-AG) which 

aimed to provide more frequent contact arnong members in the U.S. and Canada taking 

into account the problems and conditions peculiar to conservation there. lo7 The 

organization concentrated on continuing education of its members in conservation 

concems leaving broader issues of the museology to the AAM. In particular, efforts 

were made to propose standards of practice in the field of conservation. lo8 In 1967 

there was a large increase in membenhip which attributed to increased interest in 

conservation issues stimulated by the 1966 floods in Florence (site of major monuments 

in dominant readings of the history of Western art and architecture). log A major change 

- - - - - -- - - 

Technical Studies in the Field ofthe Fine Arts, which he founded but which ceased publication in 1 9.12 
when the United States entered the second world war. 
Io'. Although Gettens (1969) indicates the IIC-AG was founded in 1960 the American Institute for 
Consewation of Historie and Artistic Works' strategic pian indicates that IIC-AG was founded in 1958. 
It is likely h t  Genens was indicating an appmximate date. Excerpt from the AlC S~utegic Plan, 1990. 
p.3. ' 08. The IIC-AG publis hed guidelines for practices in he U. S. notably. Stundards of Practice and 
Pro/essionui Reiutionshipfor Conservators ("The Murray Pease Report") adopted in 1963. and Code 
of Ethicsfir Conservators, adopted in 1967. The cornmittee was named for its chairman who died at 
the time that the report was completd It also included RJ. Gettens, Sheldon Keck Dudley Easby and 
Henri Courtais. The Murray Pease Cornmittee. "The Murray Pease Report". Studies in Conservation. 
Volume 9,  Number 3, August 1964, pp. 1 16- 12 1. 
log. It is ni11 a relatively small organizaiion with 2,609 paid individual mernberships in 1988. .îIC 
Sb-ategic Plan. 1 990. 



occurred in when 1970 fùnd-raising efforts related to the organkation of an lIC 

international conference raised legal issues: UC-AG's international status made it 

impossible to arrange for tax-deductible donations from Americans. The Amencan 

Institute for Conservation ( M C )  grew out of this fiscal need for "a separate, legally 

independent, free-standing American organization". l l0 Initially the AIC's activities and 

goals remained largely similar to those of the IIC-AG except for its mandate to solicit 

funds and its involvement with certification of members. It also began to publish the 

Nrwsletter and a scholarly journal, Journal of the American Institzcte for Conservation. 

Many other conservation organizations were founded to serve special interests 

and needs. Sometimes, they were relatively informa1 groups which met for talks. like 

the Washington Region Conservation Guild which was forrned in 1967 "to bring 

together conservators, scientist, museum curators and others interested in conservation 

for informal talks". l 1 Others, like the Western Association of Art Conservation 

pubiisted widely-read bulletins featuring short research articles and news of the 

profession. l 2  

Professionalization fias been an constant theme in conservation literature. 

Increasing emphasis has been placed on formal training, with the establishment of 

graduate-level degrees and internships. l l 3  For exarnple, the American Institute of 

Conservation modeled its system of accreditation on the medical sciences envisaging a 

combination of formal training at a recognized institution with experience working in 

the field. (Unlike in medicine. such accreditation is still not a legally-sanctioned 

prerequisite for practice however.) There are three categories of membership and 

eleven different classitications of specialization, most of which are for "hands-on" 

O. .UC Strategic plan; IWO. 
I '. Its hundred memben met monthly. usuaily at the Museum of History and Technology (now the 
National Museum of American Histoty) at the Smithsonian Institution. Gettens, 1969. p. 14. ' 12-  Twenty-five regionai organizations were aniliated with the MC in 1990. ' 1 3 .  Until recently only bachelor's and manef s level degres were conferreci in the field. 



conservation defined according to the type of artwork or artifact treated. l4 By 1990 

there were Nne institutions in Canada and the U S  offerhg degree programmes in 

conservation associated with the MC. l 5  In addition scientists (usually holding 

graduate degrees, frequently with doctorates in chemistry) who work in conservation 

laboratones are considered for membership on an individual basis. Educators and 

administrators similarly may be  exempted f?om the requirement of a degree in 

conservation. 

Efforts by various associations to establish professional standards for the 

practice of conservation served to emphasize the conservator's responsibilities and 

control over the care and treatment of artistic and histonc works. Major rnuseums like 

the National Gallery of Washington have an on-duty conservator on the premises for 

possible emergency treatments whenever the museum is open. Many institutions have 

strict rules about the qualifications required for handling works of art and they 

frequently send conservators as couriers accompanying important works. In insurance 

investigations in the case of damage, consenrators' "condition reports" function 

sornewhat like medical reports as authoritative professional statements. Thus the drive 

towards professionalism has brought with it increased responsibilities in the form of 

socio-professional duties as well as in the imperative to conduct research. 

An important outcome of the transition from artisanal approaches to a concept 

of professionalism has been that organizations have promoted communication amongst 

14.  The membership categories in increasing order of prestige are : Associate. Professionai Associate 
and Fellow. The mas of speciaiization are : architectural materiais, archaeological objects. books and 
paper. ethnographic objecîs. natural science. objects, photographie rnatenals, paintings, sculpture. 
te.xtiles and wooden artifacts. 
* I S. These were at Harvard University. Columbia University. New York University. Queens 
Univenity, S tate University College of Buffalo. University of DelawareBClinterthur. University of Texas 
at Austin. and hvo at the Srnitfisortian Institution's Conservation Analytical Laboratory. In Mexico. the 
leading training center is the Escuela Nacional de Conservacion, Restauracion y Mirseografia "Manuel 
de Casrillo Negrete" (Ex-convento de Churubusco). ûther training programs at colIege level also exist 
and provide Iower-Ievel credentials for entry into some positions as technicians. 



conservators. Rather than following the traditions of secrecy of skilled tradespeople. 

the new discourse about the scholarly "professional" or "scientific" approach favoured 

an openness, alIowing for the relatively rapid diffusion of information about 

expenmentation with new media and techniques. The infiastmctures provided by 

professional associations have also served to promote information exchange with ut 

materials rnanufacturers who often send representatives to meetings. Some. like 

paintmakers Henry Levison and a group fiom Golden Artists' Colors. have even 

presented research at meetings and in conservation periodicals. l6 

Earlv Use of Synthetic Media for Art Conservation 

Some of the earliest documented uses of synthetic media in art are to be found in 

the work of museum conservators soon after the new chemical products became 

available. Accounts of eager experimentation with new media permeate discourse about 

the promise of scientific methods for resolving practicai problems in the care of art. 

For example, by1930 at the Fogg Museum, Gettens and Stout had begun using a 

synthetic resin as a fixative in the transfer of the paint film of wall paintings to new 

grounds. l7 The resin was used to bind the particles of the fiable surface together. 

1 6 .  See for example Golden's dixussion of c a w s  of cracking in pigmented acrylic qstems. 
Golden Mark. "Acryiic Paint Crackingn, ,C1cKaLIv Lodge Conservation Report. c.1991-2. p.4 and 14. 
Clipping fkom Thea Burns, Pmf-r of Paper Conservation, Department of Art Conservation. Queen's 
University; and Hamm, James, Ben Gavett, Mark Golden Jim Hayes, Charles Kelly, John Messinger. 
Margaret Contompasis and Bruce Suffieid. "The Discoloration of Acrylic Dispersion Media", in 
Ciratton. David (editor). Saving the Twentieth Cenntry: The Conservation of Modem Materials. 
Proceedings of Sppsiurn'9 1. A conjêrence held in Ottawa, Canada, 15-20 Seplember 199 1 .  Ottawa: 
Canadian Consewation Institute. 1993. pp.38 1-392; and Levison. Henry. "Artists' Vehicles: 
Accelerated Tests on Distensibility, Fiexibility and Adhesion between Paint Coats", International 
Slmposium on the Conservution of Contemporary Art. Abstracts. Ottawa: National Gallery of Canada. 
7- 12 Juiy 1980, p. 5. 

' 1 7 -  They fim îried a polymerized vinyl ester. They presented a report on this at the 1930 Rome 
Conference of the International Museum Office established by the League of Nations and an wrote an 
article which was published two years later. Packard 1979, p. 87: and and Stout, G.L. and Gettens. 
RJ. "Transport des fresques orientales sur de nouveaux supports". Mouseion. Janvier-Avril 1932. 17- 
18. pp. 107-1 12. See also Gettens, Rutherford J. "Chernical Problems in the Fine Arts". Journal of 
Chernical Education, vol. M. No. LI, November, 1934, pp. 587-595. esp. pp. 59 1-92. 



Already at this time (that is slightly before the artist Siqueiros began using synthetic 

media in his painting) conservators had begun to test a variety of new media especially 

artificial resins and plastics. l 8  

According to Gettens most of the early literature on the new synthetic 

compounds was confined to joumals of pure and applied chernistry and to the 

publications serving the paint and varnish trade. Gettens mentioned that he learned of 

one important category of the new materials (polyvinyl acetate) in an article in the 

Joz~rnaf of PhyszcuI Chemistry and then he obtained a circular on the new materials 

from the American Paint and Varnish Association. l g  Similarly, Gettens appears to 

have leamed about other media notably plastic media like acrylics through literature in 

the field of chemistry and engineering, although contact with archaeologists and 

architects at conferences also appears to have been a source of information on new 

matenals. I2O Beginning in the 1940s. trade publications for clients of chernical 

companies sornetimes carried stories about uses of new chernicals in conservation. in 

much the sarne way that they covered innovative use of their chernicals in anistst 

paintrnaking slightly later. 121 

l 18 .  These include various preparations of nitrocellulose (with ester gum damar and paranin). 
cellulose acetate. polymerized vinyI esters, polyvinyl acetal. and commercial lacquers (nitrocellulose- 
p h d  formaide hyde lacquer and giycerol-p hthalic anhydride laquer). Gettens, Rutherford J. and 
Elizabeth Bigelow. "The Moisture Permeability of Protective coatings", Technical Studies in the Field 
of the Fine Arts. Volume 11, No. 1. July 1933, pp. 15-25; and Gettens, R J. "Preliminary Report of the 
Measurement of the Moisture Permeability of Protective Coatings", Technical Stndies in the Field O/ 

the Fine Arts, Vol. 1, No. 2, October 1932. pp. 63-69; and Gettens. R J. "Polymerized Vinyl Acetate 
and Related Compounds in the Restoration of Objects of Art". Technical Studies in the Field ofthe 
Fine Arts, vol. IV, No. 1, July, 1935, pp. 15-27. 

19. Aaording to Gettens the circular was written by H.A. Gardner on the bais of infomtion 
available from the patent literature. BancroR W.D., "The Displacement of Equilibriurn by Light" 
J o u d  of Physicai Chemisrry, X .  ( 1 928). pp. 529-572; and Unyl Resins, Circular No. 337. 
American Paint and Vaniish Manufacturers Association, 1928. Mentioned in Gettens. 1935. p. 16. 
lZo- His inuoductory anicle to the use of methyl methacrylate (later to be the basis for many artists 
acrylics) which was sold beginning in 1936 under the trade narne Lucite by Messrs E.1. du Pont de 
Nemours and Company mentions a wide range of technical literature. Gettens. R I. "The Use of 
Methyl Methacrylate in the Preparation of Polished Specimens of Friable Material". Technical Studies 
in the Field ofthe Fine Arts, Vol. K. No. 2. ûctober 1940. pp. 1 13- 1 16. 
I2 I .  For example. the Rohm and Haas magazine which featured stories on Liquitex also presented the 



New Aporoaches to Conservation and Ouestions about the Reversibility of S-mthetic 
Coatinns 

M e r  the war the appropriation of synthetic media for use in conservation 

accelerated in many areas but concems were raised about their re1iabi:ity. One well- 

publicized project investigating synthetic media used in vaniishes (which has already 

been discussed in the context of research institutes) was begun in the eariy 1950s by 

Robert Feller. then a young conservation scientist with the National Gallery of Art 

Fellowship at the Mellon Institute. Feller was a key figure at a 1957 conference on 

protective coatings which led to the publication of a landmark text concerned with both 

traditional and synthetic media used in art. 122 Concems about the new media were also 

evident in international circles. The International Council of Museums felt that 

"techniques of preserving and restonng works of art were in the process of being 

profoundly affected by the use of synthetic materials" and appointed a working group to 

study the matter. n3 

Innovative use of new materials was occurring rapidly in al1 areas of 

use by conservators in Vienna of an acrylic resin (3-72) in conservation. Anonymous. "Acryloid Helps 
Preseme Art Treasures. Decorative Art from the Famous Vienna Collection. Now on Tour in Amerka. 
1s Protected fiom Tarnish and Soi1 by Acqdic Coating," The Rohm and Haas Reporter. Volume W. 
Nurnber 3,June-Jufy, 1950, pp. 14-15. 
l x .  The Eli Lilly Endowment sponsored the conference which was hosted by Richard Buck at the 
Intermuseum Conservation Laboratory in Okrlin. Ohio. The publication was prepared by Robert 
Feller (National Gallery of Art FeUow at the Mellon hstitute in Pittsburgh). Nathan Stolow (Technical 
Advisor at the National Gallery of Canada), and Elizabeth HJones (a consemator at the Fogg Museum 
at Harvard University). Feller. R Stolow, N. and Jones, H. On Picture Varnishes and Their Solvents . 
Washington: National Gallery of Art, 197 1 (2nd edition). The prelirninw edition was published by 
the htermuseum Conservation Association in 1959. 
123. The worlring gmup, fomed in 1959 under the chairmanship of A. Van Schendel of the 
Ri&rnwum in Amsterdam included R FeUer of the Mellon Institute. The group prepared a survey of 
the principle materials, their trade names, and an index of producers and manufacturers which is a 
valuable. though incomplete source for information about practices at the time. It covers thennoplastic 
varnishes, transparent sheets, adhesives and consolidants, ultraviolet absorben. moulding or 
embedding materials, and te'ctiles. Unfortunately it does not cover any of the propnetaq brands of 
paints used by conservators but is nonetheles informative since it provides some general information 
about the chernical composition of products by trade name which is oRen diftïcult obtain without 
undertaking tests. International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and the Restoration of 
C ultwal Property. Synthetic Materials Used in the Conservation o/Cuitural Properly, CVorh and 
Publications V. Rome: Intemationai Council of Museums, f 963. 



conservation practice. Many publications appeared on techniques and problems. 124 In 

the area of painting conservation synthetic media had been introduced in the 1930s and 

by the 1950s they were widely used as paints, coatings, adhesives, in stretchers. packing 

and as alternatives to Linings. However, the use of synthetic lacquers and paints in 

picture conservation had become controversial. As discussed in conneaion with the 

work at Mellon Institute, concerns arose when it was found that the expected 

characteristics of some synthetic coatings changed with aging and Feller had developed 

alternatives using synthetic media which he believed were safer for protective coatings 

(like varnishes) although not al1 researchers agreed with his interpretation of his 

findings. 125 

As mentioned in the discussion of Magna paints made by Bocour and Golden, 

commercially prepared acrylic resin paints made for anists (particularly Magna) becarne 

popular for the restoration of paintings by the 1960s because these spirit-soluble paints 

were theoretically reversible, that is they could be redissolved and removed fi-om many 

124. Howie. Francis. "Materials Used for ConwMng Fossil Speciments since 1930: A Revïew". in 
Brommelle. N.S.. Pye. Elizabeth. Smith. Perry and Garry Thomson (editors)Adhesives and 
Consolidants. Preprints of the Contributions to the Pans Congress, 2-8 September. 1984. London: 
international Institute for Conservation of Historic aad Artistic works. 1984, pp. 92-97; Allen, N.S.. 
Edge. M. and Horie C.V. Poi'ers in Conservation, (Proceedings of an International Conference 
organized by Manchester Polytechnic and Manchester Museum). London: Royal Society of Chernim. 
1992; Horie, C.V. Materials /or Conservation. Organic Consolidants. Adhesives und Coatings. 
London: Buttenvorths. 1987; Werner. Anthony. "Synthetic Materiais in Art Conservation". Journul of 
Chernicol Education, Volume 58. Number 4. april 1981. pp. 321-324; and De Witte. E. Resins in 
conservaiion: Introduction to their Properties and Applications," in Tate. J.O.. Tement. N.H. and J.H. 
Townsend (edito~).Proceedings of the Symposium "Resins in Conservation held ut the L'niversi~ of 
Edinburgh. Ma-v 1982. Edinburgh: Saittish Society for Conservation and Restoration 1983. pp. 1 - 1 - 
1-6. 
125. FeUer alludes to some of the history of the controversy dating h m  a 1953 paper by English 
conservators Arthur Lucas and N o m  Bromelle of the National Gallery in London on the failure of 
qnthetic materials in p i c m  conservation. According to Feller. "the paper containeci ceRain errors 
and was not technid". .Feller, in the capacity of  Fetlow of the National Gallery of Washington 
e.uplained that his support of the use synthetic resins in the publication of the monograph on varnishes 
rnight "appear to be the f o d  m e r  to Messrs. Lucas and Brommelle". Letter from R Feller to R. J. 
Genens. March 24, 1955. "Feller-Gettens Correspondence" Folder, Genens Archives, Freer Gallery of . 
.W.. Smithsonian Institution. Washington, D.C. For references to more recent technicai articles on the 
matter see Horie 1987. pp. 103-104. 



types of surfaces. Thus in principle the object could be recovered in its "original" state 

(at the beginning of the conservation treatment) in the event that opinions changed 

about-the treatment. However in practice sometimes stnicturai changes at a rnolecular 

level (called cross-linking) made acrylic resin coatings impossible to remove without 

damaging the work as in the case of vamishes. 

The search for reversible coatings was part of a radical reorientation of 

conservation and restoration practices in the twentieth century with broad social and 

epistemological significance for the practice of conservation and for the relations 

between conservators and artists. Past practices had involved deep cleaning, varnishing 

with hard resins and "oiling out" canvases by covering thern with a tacky iayer of linseed 

oil which picked up dirt, mold spores and fonned a tough skin over paintings which was 

almost impossible to remove. 126 

By mid-century, trends in conservation were leading away from such invasive 

practices. For example, even the need for heavy inpainting (for example, to fil1 in gaps 

in partially damaged works) and overpainting was disputed.12' At issue was not merely 

the integrity of the artist's original vision, but the increasing awareness that multiple 

interpretations of works of art in successive historical periods or in different cultural 

conteas could lead to very different decisions about the treatment of art objects. 

especially in cases where damage was due to "naturai" deterioration frorn ageing.128 

12% Barnead 1960 pp. 121-131. 
12'. There was alsg diversity of opinion about Be proper methods and materials for inpainting. 
Michacls, Peter (chair), Packard, Elisabeth, Feller. R and Pornmerantz, Louis. "In Painting : A Panel 
Discussion". Amen'con Insitute /"or Conservation of Artistic and Historic Works Preprznts, Deaxborn 
Meeting, 29 May- 1 June IW6, Washington: American insîitute for Conservation 1976. n.p. 
lZ8. AIC. Inpainting: A Panel Presentoti~n~ American Institute for Conservation Preprincs. Dearbom 
Michigan 26 May4 June, 1976. For a discussion of the importance of changing interpretations of the 
socio-symbolic meaning of a painted altarpiece and the impact of these readings on its ueatment see: 
Ahch-, Madeleine. "Le polyptique de Beaune : la construction locale d'un universel". Sociologie de 
l'art. (réd. Raymonde Moulin) Paris: Docu~fleniation Française, 1986. pp. 425-432; Akrich. 
Madeleine. " Ze Jugement Dernier? Une Sociologie de la Beauté". L'Année sociologique. vol. 36. 
1986, pp. 239-277. 



The oldtime practice of rnatching the materials and application techniques of the original 

to create a permanently altered artwork was being questioned as conservators became 

aware-that their own values were developed in a particular socio-historical conte-. In 

other words, conservators increasingly recognized that attitudes towards restoration 

and conservation of objects vaiy. Awareness of differences in cultural expectations 

regarding the reception of works of art have underlined the realization that there is no 

simple absolute "truth" which couid serve as a guideline for care and treatment of works 

in every situation. Furthemore, the notion of allowing the historical life of the object to 

rernain visible (including the damage it had sustained) became an is~ue.12~ For example. 

some co~oisseurs and curators began to demand that art objects be displayed in such a 

way as to show which portions of the object are the "original" and which ones the work 

of conservators. In addition the idea that the efEects of aging are part of the history of 

the artistic and historic work became intertwined with ethical concerns about the 

intentions of the creators, notably that artists may have anticipated change as part of the 

intended "life" of the work. 

129. Intereningly, although scientific rnethods had been initially proposeci as a means of avoiding 
overIy invasive treatments they came to be viewed by some as destructive in calls for a re-introduction 
of aesthetic and ethical elements in a "philosophy of action". For e.uample. "heritage-conscious" 
saféguards to protect the "layer of obscuration and patina" acquired by works over the centuries were 
invoked to prevent "the danger of harm throiigh scientific cwiosity and subsequent ignorance". 
Altbofer, Heinz. "Historical and Ethicai Principles of Restoration", 20th Century Painrings. ICOM 
Preprints, 6th Trienniel Meeting. Volume II. Rome: International Council of Museums Cornmittee for 
Conservation, 198 1, n.p. (section 8 11 1 11 1). 
30. Further complications arise in the interpretation of ethical and aesthetic issues in the care and 

treatment of recent works which are not necessarily predicated on the notion of a permanent art object. 
As wnservator Bmy Briggs pointed out the issue of the hand of artist and the original work is not 
always relevant to contemporary artworks since the artists' intention may involve deterioration of the 
physical object. The controversiai dress made of raw mat by artists Jana Stehak is an e.uample of a 
work which was planned to be replaceci by new versions fabricated by conservators. In many cases the 
type of damage is crucial, for example, graduai deterioration of the art object may be acceptable or even 
e . ~ t e d  but if the object is vandalized tepairs would be expected. Briggs, B w .  "Changing 
Conservation Methodology: Bridging the Gap Between Materials and Meanings in Contemporary 
Art". Art History and Art Conservation Session, University Art Association of Camda Meeting. 
Kingston. Ontario, November 7-9, 199 1 ; Davcnport. Kimberfy. "Impossible Liberties: Contempory 
Artists on the Life of Their Work over Time", A r t  Journal, Volume 54, Number 2, Surnmer 1995. pp. 
40-52. On this matter in the 19thantury see: Carlyle, Leslie. "The Artists' Anticipation of Change as 



Papers in conservation joumds increasingly stressed caution, noting also that 

knowledge of materiais is imperfect. Some past treatments irretrievably damaged works 

of art-and, even new materials thought to be safe have proven harmfbl or unsatisfactory. 

Discourse about the use of new materials gradually abandoned the positivistic 

assurances of partisans of modem science. A more mitigated interpretation of the 

potential of any material emerged. This new trend toward relativism about aesthetic 

values. was marked by an enhanced sense of the limits of applications of science and 

new materiais in conservation. In the words of Ross Merrill, head of conservation at the 

National Gallery of Washington: 
"We're beginning to mature in the application of science to the museum field. 

Ail we have are remnants of the past, and everything we do to conserve thern is 
a compromise. Their perfect preservation doesn't exist, and their perfect 
restoration cannot exist. " 13 

From the point of view of one manufacturer of synthetic media for artists and 

conservators who ofien confers with conservators on technical matters, this caution and 

concem with removability on the part of conservatixs may be perhaps a bit excessive: 
"They are in such turmoil right now as 1 see it. They're so &aid of doing 
anything, anything that's not totally reversible. . .theyld rather see something rot 
than have to do a treatment that rnight impart their hand ont0 the work as 
opposed to the artist's." 132 

Issues in the Conservation of Art made with Synthetic Painting Media; 

Doubts and questions about the durability of synthetic media had begun to 

appear in conneaion with their use in conservation well before there was much concern 

about the use of synthetic paints in art. Although artists began trying out new media as 

soon as it was available, it was not until the 1950s that artists' appropriation of new 

Discussed in British Nineteenth Cenhuy Instniction Books on Oil Painting", Conservation Today 
(United Kingdon Instiîu te of Conservation), 1 988, pp. 62-67. 
I 3 l .  Ember. Lois R "Science in the Service of Art", Chmicol and Engineering News (Anerican 
Chernical Society). Decernber 3, 1984, pp. 13-23. 
32. Interview with Mark Golden by Jan Marontate. July 199 1 Tape #4. 



media skyrocketed. Not until later stiU, in the1 970s, did conservation issues related to 

the use of these materials in painting attract significant attention. 133 (The status and 

mark@ value of contemporary painting was on the nse and most conservatorial work in 

the two decades after the war was still on historical pieces, simply because that's what 

collectors would pay to have done. As in any profession, interest had tended to focus 

on active areas where there was a demand for work.) 

There are many different types of problems in the conservation of 20th-century 

paintings made with synthetic media. The identification of media has constituted an 

important line of investigation. l 34 Artists used many different types of synthetic 

matenals in the form of commercial paints, lacquers, artists' colors, and various chemical 

products they purchased and prepared themselves. The precise identification of media 

cannot be done with any accuracy with the naked eye, especially in the case of mixed 

media. Yet laboratory tests can be costly, time-consuming and are often 

inconclusive. 135 Constant modifications, complex formulas and secrecy on the part of 

paintmakers and chemical manufacturers made even cornmon proprietary brands 

difficult to identiQ. 136 Artists further complicate the conservators' chore with eclectic 

133. Publicity about deterioration of modem arts and about the impennanence of sorne -thetic media 
have appeared h m  time to time in the popular press. Wyer, E. Bingo. "Flaky Art. Modem 
Masterpieces are Crumbiing", New York Magazine, January 25, 1988, pp.4248. 

34. Developments of new testing techniques has been intense suice the 1950s. The FïïR spectroscopy 
User's Group mentioued above is one exampie of a project which aims to facilitate the identification of 
media by mting a sort of data base of identified rnaterials. Recently efforts to develop low-tech tests 
have k n  undertaken by conservators at the Conservation Analytical Laboratory. Smithsonian 
Institution. Klein, Efyse, Jia-Sun Tsang and Mary Baker. "Non-Instrumentai Techniques for 
Charxîerization and Identification of Artist's Acryiic Paint". in Baker. Mary T. (organizer). "Pol~mers 
in Museums", Polymer Preprints. (Papers Presented ut the Washington. D. C. Meeting of the American 
Chemical Sociev). Voiume 3 3, Number 2, August 1 992; pp. 65045 1 ; Plesters, Joyce. "Cross-sections 
and Chemical Analysis of Paint Samples." Studies in Conservation. Volume 2. Number 3, April 1956. 

35. Unfortunately tw some of the elaborate testing has b e n  done on undated samples limiting the ease 
of applicability of the research to treatment problems. 
136. The interaction of the Merent chernicals used in various formulations also adds to the complexity 
of analysis and may affect the longevity of the material. Williams. Scott. "Commercially Prepared 
Artists' Varnishes and Media", Why Study Technique: know Your Painting. Gerry HedIey Memonal 
Forum. April 23-25. 1992. 



studio practices often using a staggenng number of materials in a single work. This 

diversity of products and practices prompted efforts by conservators to devise systems 

to collea information about materials at the moment of acquisition of recent works. It 

has also stimulated projects aimed at reconstructing and documenting the recent history 

of artistic practices. 137 Better initial infornation about materials and techniques allows 

conservators to narrow down the range of possibilities when deciding on testing 

procedures and treatment 0ptions.13~ But even in the case of relatively recent works 

done by living artists, the artists themselves do not always know or recall what materials 

they used. There has also been a tendency in the p s t  to simpl@ technical data, for 

example, identifjmg an oil-compatible acrylic resin with the monniker "oil paint", since 

distinctions between synthetic paints and traditional preparations were not well 

established when the new media emerged on the art scene or were acquired by 

collectors. Thus, for example the mention of "oïl on canvas" does not exclude synthetic 

media compatible with oil and turpentine (like the acrylic resin artists' paint Magna or 

the pyroxylin automotive lacquer Duco). Lack of standardization in tems contnbuted 

to the confusion. Slippages with regard to the precise dates for the introduction of new 

materials and constant tink2ring with formulas by paintmakers have presented additional 

obstacles to the study of the impact of introduction of synthetic paint on painting. 

Studies on the treatment and aging of art made with synthetic paint media used 

by artists burgeoned as demand for care of modem paintings increased. Some of the 

experiences in using spthetic media for conservation have been usefil in anticipating 

problems with art. However, the requirernent for art c m  be quite different. For 

13'. Weiss. Karen and Stoner. Joyce Hill. "Docwnenting Contemporary Ar? Collections: A Survey". 
ICOM Cornmittee for Qnservation, 6th Triennial Meeting. Ottawa f 98 1. Working Group on 20th 
Century Paintings. Volume II. Lmdon: ICOM. 1 98 1, pp. 8 1/61 1 - 1 - 1 -7. 

138. The infhential, though not M y  documented work on the history of  the use of synthetic media in 
painting by conservator Robert M g e  has been used by many conservators as a rough guide to dating 
"first" appearance of dinerent media Lodge. Robert G. "A History of Synthetic Painting Media with 
Special Reference to Commercial Materials", AIC Preprints, 1988, pp. 1 18- 127. 



example, the tendency of some synthetic resins to become insoluble with age rnay 

actually be an advantage in art because it makes paintings less less likely to be altered by 

solvents during cleaning. 139 An early well-publicized paper in this area concemed the 

cleaning of color field paintings by artists like Helen Frankenthaler, Kenneth Noland and 

Moms Louis.i40 The paintings were cleaned in preparation for an exhibition and the 

anicle by the conservator was published in the exhibition catalogue (even though 

exhibition catalogues were nonnally the temtory of curators, art historians and critics). 

It thus reached a wide public. This and other articles by conservators on the materials 

and techniques of painters which began to be appear in exhibition catalogues at about 

this time constitute important sources for knowledge about specific artistic practices, 

and about the history, and characteristics of synthetic media used in art. 141 These 

articles point to a heightened interest in materiais and techniques beginning in the late 

1960s as well as to a possible rise in the status of the conservator who was admitted as 

a participant in authoritative discourse about art. Significantly these publications are 

39. Tsang. lia-suri, Martine Barras and David Erhardt. "The Medium is Our Message: Modem Paint 
Media. 1 ts Comrnercialization and Conservation". Saving the Twentieth Century. Symposium '9 1 
.-ibstracts. Ottawa: Canadian Conservation Institute, September 15-20, 1991, p. 24. 
lqO- It in fact focusses more on the diûiculties of cleaning raw or Lightly primed canvas and describes a 
rather low-tech but laborious technique. Originaily given as a paper at a meeting of the tnternational 
Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artists Works (American Group) in Oberlin Ohio. June 
1971. the paper was included in the exhibition catalogue for a 1974 show of paintings for which the 
techniques were developed called The Great Decade of American Abstraction: -4Aodernist Art 1960 to 
1970. The paper was fint published in 1972 in a collection of conference proceedings. Watherston. 
Margaret M. "Problems Presented by Color Field Paintings. Cleaning of Color Field Paintings", 
Conservation o/Paintings and the Graphic .4rts, Preprints of Liston Congres, October 1972. London: 
Inteniational lnstitute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works, 1972, pp. 830-84 1. It was so 
popular uiat it was repriuted in a bound version for separate distribution. Watherston. Margaret M. 
The Cleuning ofCoior Field Paintings. Houston: Museum of Fine Arts, 1974. Leonard Bocour Papers. 
Courtesy Mrs. Ruth Bocour, New York City. 
l4 ' . For example: Rudenstine. Angelica "Moms Louis' Medium". in Morris Louis 1912- 1962. Boston: 
Boston Museum of Fine Arts. 1967, pp. 79-80; Upright. Diane Hedley. "The Technique of Moms 
Louis". in Morris Louis. The Cornpiete Paintings. New York: Abram, 1985, pp. 49-58; Barclay. 
Marian. "Materials Used in Certain Canadian Abstract painting of the 1950s." in Lecierc. Denise. 
Crisis oJAbstraction in Canada, Ottawa: National Gallery of Canada, 1992, p.228; and Webster- 
Cook. Sandra. "A Short History of Pyroxylin-Based Paints". in Boyanoski, Christine. The Artists' 
Mecca. Canadian Art and Mexico. Toronto: Art GalIery of Ontario, 1992, pp. 59-52. 



accessible to historians, artists, art smdents, dealers, collectors and the general public 

thereby reaching beyond the disciplinary boundaries of conservation and fulfilling a 

broad-er educationai fùnction than publications in specialized journais. 

Conservation issues related to the water-borne acrylic paints made specifically 

for anists have been of particular interest to artists, manufacturers and coIlecton 

because these paints have been (and stili are) very widely used. (The water-borne 

acxylic artists' paints which are sometimes called "synthetic po lymer emulsions" or 

"acrylic emulsions" by artists and paintmakers are usually referred to by conservators as 

dispersions, which they feel more accurately reflects their p hysical chemistry. l j 2 )  The 

composition of the different brands, has changed over the decades, therefore even paints 

of the same brand Vary over time. Certain disappointing patterns have emerged given 

the initial claims of manufacturers about their clarity, resistance to yellowing and general 

permanence, notably regarding discoloration and bnttleness of certain mixtures. ld3 

Various conclusions have been drawn about prospects for longevity of these media 

ranging from pessimistic to cautiously optimistic as a result of studies of aging using 

accelerated tests and simple observations. For example, researchers who examined 

142. According to Howelis an emulsion is a mmbination of two liquids whereas a dispersion consists of 
particles in liquid. When applid the "wetn water-borne acrylics consist of disperseai molecules in 
liquid (water usually) which "driesn by the evaporation of the water. The particles in suspension corne 
together (coalesce) to fonn a film in ideai circumstances. However, the acrylic film thus formed never 
reaily h m e s  a rigid solid in that it actually tends to behave like a thick liquid at cornmon ambiant 
rwrn temperatmes. at t h &  sagging and moving perceptibly depending on its e.xact composition. 
Howeiîs et al. 1984, p. 36 and Krueger 1992. 
143. See for example the discussion of nippon induced discoloration in Hamm et al 1993. Some of 
the issues raised in coanection with synthetic media are of course related to more general problems in 
conservation such as for example mechanical and structural aspects of easel paintings. Keyser. Barbara 
Whitney. "Restraint without Stress, History and Prospects: A Literature Review of Paintings as 
Structures". Journal ofthe American Instirttte for Conservation, 24, 1984. pp. L - 1 3. 
14. Howells. Rachel, Bumstock, Aviva, Hedley, Geny and Hackwy. Stephen. "Polymer Dispersions 
Artifkially Aged", in Brommelle, N.S., Pye, Elizabeth, Smith, Peny and Thomson, Gany. Rdhesives 
and Consolidants, Preprints of the Contributions to the Paris Congress, 2-8 September 1984. London: 
International Institute for Conservation of Hïstoric and Artistic Works, 1984. pp. 3 6 4 3 :  and Whitrnore. 
Paul and Val Colaluca "Natural and Accelerated Aging of an Artists' Acrylic Paint Medium". Baker. 
Mary T. (organizer). "Polymers in Museums". Polymer Preprints. (Pupers Presented ut the 
CVashington, D.C. :Meeting of the American Chernical Society). Volume 3 3, Number 2, August 1992. 



the body of acrylic paintings in the collection of the Museum of Modem Art in New 

York concluded that 
"they are in quite good condition, unless they have been rnishandled or subjected 

- -  to extreme environments. Of course, they have ody been in existence for less 
than a half a century and we are unable to observe their long-term natural 
degradation. " 145 

According to conservator lay Krueger. "variations in the formulation of the paints, in 

usage, and especially in subsequent aging" have proven problematic for conservators. 1 - 1 ~  

Paint layers that were applied in adverse conditions (such as very low humidity, very 

high or very low temperatures, or with excessive thinning) can result in an open porous 

film that accumulates stains, grime and pollutants. Furthermore, according to Kmeger 
"these films are effectively liquids at or near room temperature, and dust, grime 
from careless handling, or marks and stains can become imbibed into the resin 
matrix. The problems of surface tack or cold flow are compounded by the 
electrostatic character of the polymer and the possibility of attracting airbome 
particulate matter to this delicate surface. " 147 

Paintmaker Mark Goiden echoed this concern: 
"The major problem of the acrylic today for the conservator is the softness of the 
materials. They gather dust. Dust cm become embedded in the surface and for 
the conservator it's very difficult to get it 

Research by conservators alerted artists. paintmakers and chernical suppliers to such 

degradation problems, encouraging modifications in the formulations of products to 

eliminate the use nsky polymers in mists' rnaterials. However, even very rneticulous 

paintmakers like Golden have pointed out with some humour that the exacting scrutiny 

- 

pp. 652-3. 
145. Stringari Carol and Pratt, Ellen. "The Identification and Characterization of Acrylic Emulsion 
Paint Media". "Saving the Twentieth Century: The Conserwtior; of Modern hlaterials, Proceedings of 
a Conference. Ottawa: Canadian Conservation Institute, September 15-20, 1993, pp.4 1 1437. 
146. Kmeger. Jay. "Material Dilemmas: The Artist's Interest in Polymers", in Baker. M ~ N  T. 
(organizer). "Polymers in Museums" . Polymer Preprints. w r s  Presented ut the Washington. D. C. 
Meeting of the Americon Chemical Society). Volume 33 .  Number 2, August 1992; p. 645. 
14'. Kmeger. Jay. Material Dilemmas: The -4rtist's Interest in Polymers", 'pescript of talk given at 
" P o l p e n  in Museums" Symposium. Pol'er Preprints. @pers  Presented ut the Wmhlngton. D. C. 
Meeting of the American Chemical Sociep). , August 1 992, p. 5. Courtesy Jay Krueger. Conservator of 
Modern Painting, Department of Conservation National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. 
14*. Interview with Mark Golden by Jan Mamntate. July 199 1 Tape #4. 



to which acrylic paints have been subjected by conservation scientists is unprecedented 

in the history of painting materials. ln his words: 
"The same niles dontt appiy to oil paintings. We've talked about it. One of the 

- -  conservators said if they just tried to introduce oil paints right now it would 
probably never go. Because the stuff cracks and it goes yellow . . . " 149 

Conservators. Art Education and Art Materials 

Conservators with a penchant for scientific method, iike Gettens. may have 

provided a point of entry of new materials into the various art worids in the North 

Eastern U.S. dunng the New Deal era and &er through their contacts with both 

rnanufacturers and artists. Conservators interact with artists and representatives fiom 

artistst groups in various contexts, notably: at meetings on standards for art materials, 

in consultations about treatments done on works by the artists or because their advice is 

solicited. They also sometimes &te technical articles for scholarly journals or in art 

magazines such as Americm Artid or they are involved with meetings related to studio 

art or art history. 150 For example in 1977, three conservators were invited to discuss 

synthetic painting media in a publication of the College Art Association, a US. society 

of professon of studio art and art history. 

Many an conservators have studied in studio art or art history programs and 

some even continue to lead "parallel" careers as part-time artists. 1 5 1  Hands-on art 

conservaton have an excellent knowledge of artistic technique and materials making 

them ideal sources of technical information. Indeed, in the past a few a n  conservation 

prograrns have stated that one of their goals was to share their technical knowledge with 

149. Mark GoIden Interview 199 1 .  
lS0. Sornetimes conservators also organize sessions in meetings of arîist or art hiaorians such as the 
College Art Association or the Canadian University Art Association. Pommerantz. Louis, Goist. David 
C.. and Feller, Robert L. "Conservators Advise Artists", Art Journal. XXXVII. Fa11 1977, pp.35-39. 

. For example, Ross Merriil. head curator at the National Gallery of Washington was recently 
feahued in article about his work as a painter. Doherty, Stephen, "Expert Advice on Landscape 
Painting" . .4merican Art* 60, Apd 1996, pp. 22-29.68. 



artists. lS2 For example. when he discussed the hiring of Gettens in 1928 (the first 

chernist to work on conservation at the Fogg Museum) Stout rmphasized on the 

impor&mce of educating living artists and developing reliable materials: 
"Our hope was to benefit the painten who were practising and wanted to leam 
how to prevent some of their mistakes by knowing a linle more about what they 
were using. There was redy a big gap in the whole sequence of art instruction. 
Materials were highly ignored and very little was done about them in art schools 
and with the exception of Edward Forbes' course [called "Methods and 
Materials of Painting" offered in the Fine Arts Department] at Harvard at that 
time I dont know of many others in this country that paid much attention to 
them. "153 

Testimony by artists about trends in art education indicate that many programs 

continued not to provide in-depth training in materials and techniques. 

There are records of occasional lectures to artists about technique by various 

expens, including conservation scientists like Gettens. Gettens' example points to 

possible lirniting factors in communications between artists and some types of 

conservators (particularly "art scientists"). Gettens' scientific rather than artistic 

orientation may have limited the effectiveness of his contaas with artists, of which there 

is very little evidence in his correspondence. It is questionable to what extent he was 

able to comrnunicate useful information to non-scientists given his propensity to depict 

his work with art as primarily a speciality in applied chemistry which he felt devolved 

from the chernical basis for physical existence of aii art objects. In his words: 
"That there should be a relationship between chemistry and fine arts can easily 
be realized when one stops and considers that the pictonai and plastic artist 
expresses hirnself in substances and materiais which are made ffom chernicd 
elements. The artist selects his materials primarily for their physical propenies. 
among which are color, texture, hardness, toughness, and working qualities. 
The more carefùl artist takes into account the chernical properties of his 
materials; that is, he considers their compatibility ivith other materials and their 

lS2. R d 1  for exampie the scated purpose of the National Gallery FelIowhip at the Mellon Innitute in 
1950. 
lS3. Transcript of interview with Gearge Stout by Paul Karlstrom recorded at Stout's home in Menio 
Park, California, March 10, 1978. Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. Washington. 
D.C. Tape #1, pp. 3 3 .  



chernicd stability to the agencies of tirne. Unfominately. many artists have 
given little or no attention to the chernical properties of their working materials. 
. . l' 1 54 

Of course moa anists neither know nor are interested in studying chernistry. By 

extension the highly technical nature of many studies in conservation of synthetic media 

and the fact that many are written in turgid prose make sorne types of research by 

conservation scientists effectively inaccessible to artists. In addition much of the 

research done by conservators on synthetic media is recent and therefore conservators 

generally probably had little direct effect on the early use of synthetic media by artists. 

Indirectly however. the opinions of conservators about the new media did certainly filter 

through charnels to reach artists by the 1960s. notably through contacts between 

conservaton and art educators and writers of technical widely-distributed advice 

colurnns. One oppominity for contact was through work on commercial standards of 

artsts' paints which will be discussed at the end of this chapter 

In spite of occasional contacts, some conservators cornplain of isolation. The 

lack of regular oppominities for communication with other categones of people 

involved with materials and techniques has been bernoaned by conservator, author, 

histonan and educator Barbara Keyser. Keyser recognized that the problem of advising 

the artist about modem materials is inherently difficult : 
"First, many of the materials available now are high-technology manufactured 
products. Their exact composition is not known, and even if it were, these 
produas do not iend themselves to modification by non-technical persons. 
Second, there is still rnuch that is simply not known about the behaviour and 
aability of paintings as complex physical and chernical systems. . . 

Last, rnuch of the problem is a lack of interdisciplinary 
communication. " 155 

Nonetheless Keyser maintained that the modem conservator has only weak iinks, if any. 

IS4. Gettens. Ruthertord J. "Chernical Problems in the Fine Arts". Journal ofChemicol Educotion. 
vol. M .  No. Il. November 1934, p. 587. 
lS5. Keyser. Barbara. "Encyclopedias of Ignorance: A Critical Look at Twentieth-Centuty Artists' 
Manuals" International Spmposiurn on the Conservation of Contemporary Art. A bsrracts. Ottawa: 
National Gallery of Canada, 7- 12 M y  1980, pp. 42-43. 



to the various categories of people involved with techniques and matenals of the artist 

(see Figure la and lb). In particular, according to her historical schema there is a 

dearth of contacts between conservators, art educaton and artists. In Keyser's schema. 

medieval artists were direaly involved with the preparation of their own materials as 

part of their crafk. whereas by the 19th century artists' colourmen made artists' paints. 

These colourmen had variable but relatively weak contacts with academic training, 

manuals and artists. By the twentieth century, industrial manufacturers and 

conservators became part of the schema but without finn connections to other networks 

involved with the development and diffusion of techniques and matenals. lj6 indeed as 

Keyser depicted the situation, contacts between producing artists and art educaton are 

virtually non-existent. In Keyser's ideal schema finn lines of communication would 

connea dl participants in the development and use of artists' materials: artists, art 

educators, art materiai manufacturers (like paintmakers), industrial material 

manufacturers (like chemical companies), authors of artists' manuals and conservators. 

One of the principal sources of information about conservation concerns for 

practising artists has been through technical advice colurnns and artists' handbooks 

on techniques and materials. Authors of these books, some of whom were also 

practicing art restoren, were active in discourse about standards for art matenals 

and comprise an important group for understanding the diffusion of information 

about synthetic media in the arts. 

156. Some authors have nressed the impact of changes in induNial products on art materials at a 
much earlier date. For example Cailen has discussed changes in oils and rnechanization of canvas 
manufacture with respect to the materials and techniques of the French Impressionists in the 19th 
centwy. Cailen, Anthea. Techniques of the Impressionists. London: Orbis. 1982. 



Discourse on the New Media in Technical Advice Columns and Artists' 

Handbooks 

.. Writers of technical advice columns for artists and authors of artists' handbooks 

were actively involved in the difision of information about synthetic media. Some of 

these authors were avowedly interested in establishing normative practices and openly 

tried to exercise their influence on the reception of modem techniques and materials 

(both pro and COR in difEerent ways at different times). These advice-givers engaged in 

lively debates about " C O K ~ ~ ' '  techniques and reliable matenals basing their authonty on 

varied appeals to tradition, expenence, academic credentials, scientific research, 

aesthetic and ideoiogical arguments. Their publications covered a considerable range. 

some were highly specialized treatises for comoiseun. historians and collectors, while 

others were lcearly intended as studio cornpanions for practicing artists and many were 

apparently conceived as guides for amateur hobbyists. Conservators and paintmakers 

read thern too and sometimes were consulted by the authors during preparation of the 

manuscripts. 

Models. Forenimers and Influences: English and German Handbooks for Artists in Use 
in the 1930s 

In Nonh America until the 1930s, rnost of the standard English-language 

reference books on artists' techniques were 19th and early 20th century works by British 

authors which of course treated only traditional and historic matenals. ls7 In the mid- 

i 57. GeUens included the British authors Church, Eastlake, Laurie and Mefie ld as current references 
in his 1941 bibliography for the short course on materials he gave to Canadian artists at the Kingston 
Conference in 1941. Laurie was a professor of chemistry at the Royal Academy in London Eastlake 
was the 19th-century translater of Goethe's book on colours, Mrs. Merrifield had done a translation of 
Cennino Cennini's Libro del'arie. Church, Sir Arthur. The Chemisw ofPaints and Painting. 
London: Seeiy. Senlce and Co. 19 15 (4th edition); Laurie, A.P. The Materials of the Painter's Craft. 
Philadelphia: Lippincott. 19 Il; Eastlake. Charles L. Materials for a History of Oil Painting. 2 
volumes, London: Longrnans, 1847 and 1869; and Merrifiel& Mrs. Original Treatises on the .Art of 
Painting. London: Gilpin, 1849. In addition they included references to works by Daniel V. 
Thompsoh Ralp h Mayer and F. Weber as well as the journal he edited, Technical Studies in the Field of 
the Fine Arts. See also Carlyle, Leslie Anne. A Critical Anulysis of Artists' Handbooks. Manuals and 



1930s Daniel Thompson, a Yale professor educated at the Courtauld Institute in 

England, also produced several carefùlly-researched works on historic painting 

techniques; and his work on tempera in particular becarne a popular artists' reference 

Paintmakers, conservators and artists also refer to contacts with German 

authorities, in particular Max Doemer (1 870- 1939), and other members of the "German 

Society for Rational Painting Methods" (Deatschr Gesellschc@fir rationelie 

Malverfaahren) , as well as chemist Alexander Eibner and conservator Helmut 

Ruheman 159 The Gennan authonties on art techniques were surprisingly conservative 

in their appropriation of modem materials given the fact that many of the new synthetic 

media had been developed by German chemists, notably by specialists in polymer 

chemistry. However, accounts by paintmakers and artists stress the importance to them 

of the systematic approach to technique of German experts on art materials. 

There was a strong tradition of interest in the study of art matenals in Germany 

and there were important precedents for the collaboration of artias, paintmakers and 

other interested parties in the development of standards. 160 The German Society for 

Rationai Painting Methods had long provided a forum for vanous individuais interested 

in painting materials and techniques. In 188 1 the chemist and art lover Adolph Keim. 

Treatises un Oil Painting Pub fished in Britain between 1800-1900: with Refirence to Sefected 
Eighteenth Century Sources. Ph.D. Thesis. Courtauld Institute of Art, University of London 199 1. 

58- He also did a translation of the 1 Sth-cen~ry artists' handbook by Cennino Cennini. Thompson. 
Daniel V. Morerials of Medieval Painting. New Haven: Yale University Press. 1936; and Thornpson. 
Daniel V.(with a foreword by Bernard Berenson). The Practice of Tempera Painting. New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1936. 
159. Fim callad the "German Society for the Pminotiqn of Rational Painting Methods" (Deutsche 
Gesellschaft B r  Belgrdenmg rationeller Malverfahren). 
16*- Chemist Alexander Eibner (1862-1935) in partidar was an intemationally recognized authority 
on chemistry as applied to art and an important mode1 for American conservation scientist Gettens. 
Gettens Archives, Fteer Gallery of Art, Smithsonian Institution. Eibner's best known work was a text 
for artists, housepain ters, laquerers. manufacturers and merc hants. Eibner, Aie.uander. 
lMalmaterialienkunde als Grundlage der Maltechnikjllr kunststudierende. krinstler, Ma fer, Lackierer. 
Fabrikanten und Hdndler. Bertin: Springer, 1909. 



known for his development of a mineral-based mural painting technique, founded a 

research center for the study of painting materials. Five years later in 1886 the Society 

was founded. 161 - Board members of the institute eventually included art educators, 

representatives of artists' unions, and members of the association of colour 

manufacturers and dealers. 162 Early activities of the society included the preparation of 

a list of approved colours (Normaljarben) and control of trade materials to eliminate 

unreliabie mate~als. For example in 1905 the Society held a congress in Munich on 

adulteration and falsification of artists' paints. 163 Offshoots of the Society pursued its 

aims on a national scale, involving schools. govemrnent officials, art materials 

consumers and producers in various projects to improve standards. 

A tradition of "transdisciplinary" collaboration on efforts to improve art 

matends was thus well-established in Germany before comparable efforts began in 

Nonh America. Yet, by the 1940s. influences were clearly being felt in both directions 

between Arnerican and German researchers in the field. For example, the German 

society had long published a journal which during wanime appeared almost to mimic the 

style of the influentid English-language quarteriy which had been put out by Gettens at 

the Fogg Museum. lM Nonetheless there is evidence that German work on art materials 

I 6  l .  Keim adapted a method called nereochromy. Siqueiros leamed Keirn's technique From a German 
chemist in South America in 1933 and an adaptation of this technique using ethyt silicate was 
advocatd by Gutiérrez. See Mayer. Ralph. The Artists' Hondbook of Materials and Techniques. New 
York: Viking Press, 1970 revis& version of 1930 original, pp. 36 1-2. Huriburt. 1989. p. 2 19. 
62. Anonymous. "Ueberblickn. Technische Mitteilmgen F r  Malerei. Volume XXIV. number 18. 

MUncben. 15 March 1908, pp. 162-163. Reprint. courtesy Dr. Johann Koller. Doernerlnstitut Munich. 
163. Doerner 1934, p. 93 and 94. 

la. The journal which w& renamed several times was caîiexi, in chronological order: Technische 
Mtteilungen Pr Malerei (c. 188401842), Deutsche Zeitschriftflr Maltechnich (during World War II), 
Maltechnik (after World War ïI), MaltechniWRestauro and Restauro . It changed its typeface and 
format to more closely resemble Technical Studies in the Field of the Fine Art.  in 1942. According to 
conservator Koller it was not until after the second worid war, when Kurt Wehlte was editor of the 
j o d  that the publication began to be interested in modem media. Wehlte authored a compendious 
textbook on painting materiais which was translated into English in 1975. Wehlte, Kurt. (Ursus Dix 
tram.). The Materials and Techniques of Painting. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold 1975 (of 
1967 German original). Conversation with Dr. Johann Koller by Jan Marontate, DoernerInstitut. 
Munich. Juiy 7, 1994. 



and techniques was followed closely in North Arnerica until at least the 1930s given its 

presence in library and archival collections. For example, one of the relatively few 

widely-distributed Arnerican authors of artists' handbooks in the early twentieth century. 

paintmaker F.W. Weber, had copies of the journal published by the German society 

dating fiom the late 1890s. 165 

Doerner appears to have been by far the most widely-read of the German 

Society's members, at least by artists and paintmakers. A handbook by Doemer which 

appeared in English translation in 1934 was Frequently mentioned in i n t e ~ e w s  and oral 

history accounts as a source of information about paintmaking and zbout art techniques. 

Some of the pioneers in synthetic paintmaking recalled using the earlier German edition 

when they fint began to make artists' c o l ~ u r s . ~ ~ ~  

Doerner was an artist by training with linle forma1 education in chernistry. He 

had studied painting at the Munich Academy of Fine Arts and had worked as a 

landscape and portrait artist. '6' Ln 19 1 O he joined the German Society for Rational 

Painting Methods and he soon made a narne for himself as a crusader for improving the 

techniques of living painters and art conservators. He becarne an professor of painting 

techniques at the Munich Academy where he undertook research on past and current 

techniques in collaboration with both academic and industrial chemists. 168 Doerner had 

165. "F. Weber and Company. hc. Collectio~ 1870-1967". prelimioary catalogue of the collection. 
Ianuary 18, 1995. unpublished typescript, Ge@ Conservation Indtute, Santa Monica, California p. 6. 
Weber also Iectured at the Art Students League in New York and the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine 
Arts in Philadelphia. Weber, F.  W .  Artists' Pigments. Their Chernical and Physical Properties, New 
York: Van Nostrand, 1923. 
166. Bocour, Golden. and Levison al1 referred to Doerner's book. Doerner, Mau. The Materiais of the 
rlrtist and their Use in Painting with Notes of the Techniques of the Old ,Martem. (Neuhaus. E .  
tram. ), New York: Harcourt Brace. and World. 1962 (reprinting of 1934 translation). The first 
Gerrnan edition appeared in 1921. By 1939 the book was intemationally k n o m  and translations had 
been published in England. the U.S.. Pofand and Japan. 
67. Czerny. Siegnied. "Professor Max Doemern. Tedinische Mitteilungen P r  Malerei. Zeitschrtjl 

der "Deutschen Gesellschafljûr rationelle Malverfahen " e.v. in Milnchen (Adoff Wilhelrn-Keim- 
Gesellschoft). Volume 55,  Munich: Georg D. W. Callway. pp. 34-38. Reprint courtesy Dr. Johann 
Kol Ier, conservation scientist, Doerner-Institut Bayerische S taatsgeddesammlungen, Munich. 
16? One of his collaboraton was the chemist, Hans Wolf. who was an employee of  1.G.Farben. a 



a well-publicized conflict with govemrnent-funded restorers about practices which he 

insisted were detrimental but he eventually became an important figure in German 

restoration as well due in large pan to politicai changes in the organjzation of 

restoration in the 1930s. Nonetheless his research had a mixed reception arnong 

chemists and conservators, both in North America and in Germany. Cntics of his book 

pointed to insufficient treatment of hinorical methods and a lack of scientific evidence in 

support of Doerner's claims. '69 Under the Third Reich, the Arts Council Administration 

(Verwattungsbeiral der Reichshmtkmmer) founded an institute for painting 

technique in charge of conservation, restoration and testing art matends which was 

named after Doemer, led by him and installed in a prestigious new building in Munich 

shortly before his death. l m  In his Iast years Doerner was working on colour testing for 

the formulation of a law about artists' colours. His handbook for artists continued to be 

revised after his death. 

Doerner's impact is difficult to estimate in pafi due to strong anti-German 

sentiments in North America which may have contributed to the suppression of 

references to his and other Geman contributions to the study of art matenals and 

techniques during and after the war for ideological reasons. 1'1 tndeed it is surprising 

that his work was mentioned so frequently aven the historical context. Yet his 

handbook was an extrernely popular best-seller in spite of its critical reception by 

conservation scientists. It appeared in American bookstores just as the New Deal an 

- - 

chemical manufachrring company which became notorious for its coliaboration with the Nazis. 
169. Sonneaburg, Hubemis von Max Doemer's (1870-1 939) opvoftingen over hisforische 
schildertechnieken in he t licht van hedendaagse inzichten. n. p., n.d. p. 7. Typescript. Courteq 
lohann Koller, DoernerInstitut, Munich. 

'O. The DoernerInstitute was located in the Haus der Deutschen kunsr in 193 8.  
17[. We have noted earlier the neglat of Ge- research on conservation in accounts of the histow 
of scienufic conservation by Genens for exampie. There were some justifications for suspicions about 
Dmmef s possible anti-semitism based on accounts of his dispute about book royalties with a Jewish 
editor. and the fact that for a time the Doernerïnstitut was located in a house taken from a Jewish 
citizen who had fled the Nazis and had stolen works of art in its possession. 



projects began to airnulate broad-based demand for information about art techniques 

and was still mentioned in art magazines as a standard reference work for artists in the 

1960s: 

Increased Demand for Information about Art Making: - Hierhbrow and Middlebrow 
Tastes 

Dunng the 1930s and early 1940s. research on art techniques and materials was 

conducted to develop guidelines and products for use by professional artists. in crafts 

projects and in art education in the govenunent-funded New Deal art projects. At this 

same time there was a gradua1 increase in the coverage of art techniques and materials in 

widely-available national art magazines. In the two decades following the war in the 

U S .  there was a ventable explosion of "how-to" books and magazine articles on art 

techniques. Some of these publications began to incorporate "scientific" approaches to 

new technology while appealing as well to the burgeoning interest in art in Arnenca. 

By the end of World War II rniddle-class collectors, neophyte co~oisseurs. art 

students who had delayed their studies because of the wu, and other aspiring artists 

swelled the ranks of art lovers, and created a demand for information about art and how 

to make it. The impact of middle-class involvement in art was debated by critics. art 

patrons and artists even at the tirne.'" Some lamented the tastes and lack of knowledge 

of this new group of art buyers, while others saw the broadened based of support for the 

arts as a symbol of the vitality of post-war culture in Nonh America. Whether this 

movement towards appropriation of art by middle-class Americans could be considered 

"democratization" is debatable, since the boundarîes between an elite tastes of 

connaisseurs capable of recognizing and appreciating the avant-garde and the 

172. See for example the debate between anis& Stuart Davis (former head of the Artists Congress) and 
George Biddte (New Deal arts administrator) in June-December 1943. Biddle. G. "The Victory and 
Defeat of Modemism: Art in the New World". Harperk. 187.. Iune 1943. pp. 32-37 and Davis. S. 
" What About Modem Art and Democracy?", Harper's. 188, December 1943, p. 37. 



middlebrow or lowbrow tastes of newcomers continually shifted. keeping stanis 

distinctions dive. 1'3 

lnterest in techniques of execution had been associated with lack of erudition and 

"low-brow" or "middle-brow" tastes in Europe, the implication being that an obsession 

with fabrication was the mark of a manual laborer or working class mentality. 174 Yet 

discussions of art techniques and materials in North Arnerica were also undertaken in 

avant-garde circles by intluential artists (like the Mexican muralias and the surrealists) 

and by critics (notably Clement Greenberg). In the late 1940s and early 1950s modem 

art in America particularly abstract expressionism (and later post-painterly abstraction) 

challenged received notions about technique and representation. It stimulated 

widespread discussion about meaning which often included heated debate about art- 

making techniques. In New York School paintings in particular the act of painting came 

to be seen as expression of the psyche of living artist-visionaries, like Jackson Pollock 

who (like Picasso before him) was h e d  in the act of painting on glass to give viewers a 

more intimate view of his creative process. i75 A new paradigm of the artist-visionary 

had emerged to replaced the workmanlike cornrade-emancipator of the New Deal art 

projects. The mass press obliged its readers with details of the studio practices of 

173. DiMaggio has shown how in the pcrfonning arts the reslassifïcation of opera. little theatrer and 
the dance wifhin high culture canons served to legitimate the statu of certain interest groups while 
maintaining inequalities. Levine has discussed the emergence of highbrow and loubrow taste cultures 
in the context of literature in America. DiMaggio. Paul. "Cuiniral Boundaries and Stmctural Change: 
The Extension of the Wgh Culture Mode1 to Theater, Opera, and the Dance, 1 900- 1 940". in Lamont. 
Michele and Fournier, Marcel (editors). Cultivating Differences. Symbolic Boundaries and the Making 
oflnequalifies, Chicago: University of Chicago P m ,  1992. pp. 2 1 -57: and Levine, Lawrence. 
Highbrow/ Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in America, Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard 
University Press, 1988 
174. In studies of the reception of works of art Akrich &d Heinich have both used the art-viewing 
public's interest in technique as an almost comical manifestation of their lack of knowledge or 
understanding of aesthetic issues, and a mark of tow status. Akrich 1986 p.2734; and Heinich, 
Nathalie. "Errance. Croyance et Mécréante: Le public du Pont-Neuf de Christo". L'écrit-voir. Revue 
d'histoire des arts, numéro 1 1. 1988, pp.3- 18. 
17'. Photographer HatiJ Namuth producecl hundreds of photographs of the painter at work as well in 
1950. The pictures were published in the popular press. in mass magazines like Art .Vèws. 



farnous and not-so-farnous artists, proffering intimate insights. "Experts" provided an 

initiation into the secrets of the Old Masters and to the studio practices of living 

visionwies. 

National American Mass-Circulation Art Magazines and Coverage of Art Technioue 

Large-circulation national an magazines provide clues about studio practices 

both new and conventional.176 They constitute a major forum for the diffusion of 

information about new products, though not al1 nationaily-distnbuted art magazine 

canied much information about materials and techniques. i77 AS previously suggested. it 

is likely that some of the technical matenal in these art magazines in the 1930s and early 

1940s represented state-of-the art information about very recent innovations used in New 

Deal art projects since so many artists and paintrnakers were involved with the 

pr0jects.1~~ Yet, none of the articles published in the 1930s which have been located to 

date give details on synthetic paints. '79 In the 1940s the coverage of techniques 

intensified with the inception of technical advice columns, but M e  detailed information 

appears about synthetic painting media until the 1950s. and there was not much press 

coverage of acqlic paints for artists until the 1960s. 

176. In this section tshnicai coverage will be considered primarily from four magazines which did ai 
least cany advertisernents about art supplies: The Magazine of Art, Art Digest. .4rr News and 
.-irnerican R rtist. 

In. Indeed in i n t e ~ e w s  some early users of synthetic painting media like Claude Tousignant and 
Yves Gaucher. mentioned hiving learned about the new materials by reading American art magazines. 
Interviews with Claude Tousignant and Yves Gaucher by Jan Maroutate. A p d  1993. 
17*. There are noteworthy circumstantial connections between idormation appearing in the magazines 
and information missing fiom New Deal records in the National Archives. As noted in our discussion 
of the New Deal art pmjects, rnuch of the technical information generated during the projects (such as 
recipes and stepby-step instniccti0n.s on techniques) appears to have been discarded by information 
management specialists. 
179. Regarding painting materials, several articles appeand do give formulas or detaiied instructions 
on traditional h o .  tempera and casein painting, and recipes for the Maroger Medium for oi1 painting 
developed by an expatriate French conservator Jacques Maroger. Sorne also mention the use of 
industrial paints. Kirstein for example describes Siqueiros' use of synthetic automotive laquers. 
Kirstein. Lincoln. "Siqueiros: Painter and Revolutionary", Magarine of Art, Volume XXXWI. 
January 1944, pp. 22-27, 34. 



Discourse on techniques and materials emerged gradually, couched in broader 

rhetoric about cultural trends. Sometimes the connections were made through simple 

juxtaposition of themes. For exarnple, an early series of feature articles in the Magazitze 

of Art on the topic of fine art techniques. called "Tools and Matenals". appeared 

following a review in the same magazine of Louis Mumford's book Technics mid 

Civiiization which discussed the sociological and historicai dimensions of instrumental 

knowledge in the cultural context. lsO 

Otten authors expressed enthusiasm for modemism as the driving force in 

technologicai innovation in the arts. For example, the Magazine of Art. published 

monthly by the American Federation of Arts, which had little coverage related to any 

technicd rnatters at ail before the mid- 1 930s.181 gradually began to include articles 

extolling the virtues of new media (at first in the area of design rather than fine art). lg2 

In 1932, a reviewer of a show of contemporary American industrial art charnpioned 

synthetic media: 
"In this day of invention, of chernical magic, of breath-taking mechanical 
advance. science and technology have added immeasurably to the resources of 
design. Not only have tools themselves achieved an uncanny automatism in the 
forms of power-dnven machinery, but in the laboratory synthetic chernistry has 
made, indeed created, new materials with new and unbelievable qualities, to 

180- The series which appeared sporadicaiiy in the Mogmine ofArt for several years beginning in 
Decemkr 1934 did not touch upon synthetic media but is emblematic of a change in attitude toward 
technique. The articles in the series treated prirnarily printmaking techniques (offset, woodcut various 
etching techniques, lithography). xulpture (clay modeiing, ceramics. and caiving), gouache and 
watercolour painting. 
181. The American Federation of the Arts alx, produced an annual publication calleci the American Art 
Annual which included a List of advertisers in the magazine cIassified according to their products. In 
1934, art materials manufacturers began to be Iisted in a "Buyefs Guide" section of the annual 
publication which ceased appearing in 1948, before any ads were placed for synthetic artists' paints . ' 82. In 1930 the magazine had no adveniwments for art rnatenals. By 1934 the magazine was 
canying advertisements which became increasingly eiaborate. In one actvertising campaign the 
paintmaker Grumbacher ran a series of photos of Merent painters at work each month with a shon 
biographical sketch and an endorsement of Grumbacher paints. The magazine ceased publication in 
1953, too soon to be a major source of specific information about proprietary brands of synthetic paints 
for artists but was an important early trendsetter in its coverage of materials. (Note between 1909 and 
19 15 the magazine was calleci Ar t  and Progress. It was named the American Magazine oJArt in 19 15- 
1937.) 



offer the designer dways fresh opportunities to express the needs of today in the 
produas of today. 

These synthetic materiais are like territory unexplored and the study of 
their potentialities has been a venture into a rich but unknown land."I83 

-' Another venerable art magazine dating from the tum of the century, A n  News, 

published linle information specifically about art materials until mid-century, but its 

extensive coverage of art exhibitions makes it an occasional source of news on 

techniques in vogue. Writing about what has been touted as the earliest show of 

synthetic media for easel paintings in the U.S. a reviewer stated that an exhibition by Lue 

Osborne at the Delphic Studios constituted: 
"the first one man show of canvases executed in a new medium: synthetic 
resins. The artist and her husband Cordray Sirnrnons have worked together in 
an attempt to find a material for painting which would be dürable, clear and 
unafEected by light . " 

A different current in discourse about the appropriation of new media in the arts 

was overtly linked with efforts to capitalize on an emerging broad-based audience of art 

educators. students and hobbyists. The magazine Americm Artzst, a leading proponent 

of popularization, gave much attention to techniques as a means of access to art. 85 

From its inception, the magazine showed an eagemess to explore new trends but was 

geared to popular tastes and had less coverage of elite art scenes than the other major 

national a n  magazines. 11 t a s  particularly conservative regarding abstract art, with 

Ig3. Bach Richard F. ''Materials Achiewe New Values", Maguzine ofArt. Volume XXIV. Apnl 1932. 
pp. 27 1-274. 
Iw. Of course this claim ofpriority is doubthil given the large number of midents and disciples of 
Siqueiros experimenting with new media beginning in the eariy 1930s. D.B. "A Successfut 
Practitioner in a New Medium: Lue Osborne", The Art News, June 10, 193 9. Lodge discusses claims 
by Osborne and Simmons that their innovative use of new media was the first and that it had been 
overfooked. Lodge, 1989. 
i85. It was first called Art Instruction. A monthly magazine ofpractical instruction /or artists and 
studenrs. Art Instruction . published k m  April 1937 until Decernber 1938. was followed by American 
Artist which does not appear to have been widely distributeci until Volume 4, Number 1 in 1940. It 
was founded by Ernest W. Watson and M u r  L. Guptill, at a time when the New Deai art projects 
began to seriously e.xplore technicai issues in painting. Watson and GuptilI smn became well-known 
publishers of an extensive series of artists' handbooks. 
186. It favored pieces on local anis& in creative settings, painting murais for schools. doing portraits 
and landscapes. oRen in modest rurai, s d l  town or suburban settings. In a single issue there were 



an editorial policy which strongly supported various forms of realism. Despite its "low- 

brow" and consemative tendencies Americm Artzsî managed to maintain a large and 

varied- readership, in part due to coverage of art schools, employment opportunities for 

art instruc?ors. cdls for submission to exhibitions, and possibly as weil because of its 

extensive coverage of a wide range of technical information. 187 

Since experimentation with synthetic media was at first undertaken by a reiatively 

small coterie of avant-garde artists and because the new media were associated with 

abstract painting, American Ar?ist was slow to provide extensive coverage of the 

synthetic paints although it did carry brief references to them in the 1940s. For example 

in 194 1. Herbert E. Martini wrote a senes of short articles on tempera painting. lg8 

Martini was an artist, a paintmaker and a member of the Standing Cornmittee of the 

Recommended Commercial Standard for Artists' Oil Paints. 189 Aithough he emphasized 

historical techniques, Martini suggested using modem materials with traditional ones. Ig0 

More references to the use of synthetic media in painting began appearing in the 

1 950s. particularly in profiles of artists. These writings offer insights into how technical 

often several articles on " technic" as it was called in the magazine in the first few years. among them 
four continuing series on painting and sketching techniques: "Art Instruction Sketchbook". "Arthur's 
Round Table," "Media and Methods", and "Technicd Hints fiom Artists' Studios. " In 1 93 8 there was 
also a year-long series by My10 Marcelli called "Tmls and Materiais of the Painteis Craft" but none of 
the articles treated synthetic media. In 1942. there was a three-part series devoted to the therne of 
"plastics in art". w hic h however focusseci on techniques for producing threedimensional objects. no t on 
the use of plastics in paintings. This was a topic which had been e.up1ored by the Handicraft Laboratos 
of the WPA in Washington D.C. and by the New York Design Laboratory a few years eariier. 
Morteiüto, Domenico. "Industxy's Challenge to the Artist (3 parts)", American .4rtist. Volume 6 .  
Januaq 1942, pp. 10-1 1,27,30: Febniary 1942, pp. 26-28; and Apnl 1942, pp. 32-34. 
18'. Kent Norman. "Editorial: You Have Been Counted". American Artist, September. 1968. p. 5. 
188. The five-part series treated the following themes: "Historiai Background "(Januas: p. 2 1). 
Chemisüy and Physics of Tempera Emulsions" (February, p. 28-29), "Preparation of typical Tempera 
Painting" (Marck p. 26.33). "Suitable Surfaces for Tempera Painting" (April, p. 11. 29). and "Glazing 
with Oii over Tempera Underpainting" (May. p. 30-33). American .4rtist, Volume 5 .  194 1. 
189. His Company was Manini Anists Color Laboratories. 10-1 5 43rd. Ave.. Long Island City. N.Y. 
Artists' Oil Paints, Commercial Standard CS98-42, National Bureau of Standards. U.S. Department of 
Commerce. 1942, p. 10. 
lgo. In fact the new media were only mentioned in passing. The author mmrnended the use of 
"nitroceilufose or synthetic resin" as a varnish to protect gum arabic emulsions. Martini also presents 
casein tempera, which began to enjoy a revival at about this tirne. 



innovation was imbedded in artistic discourse. One of the earliest articles wtuch 

mentioned synthetic painting media appeared in 1952 and discussed Karl Zerbe's use of a 

a watobome synthetic paint formula deveioped by one of his students at the Boston 

Museum School. 191 Zerbe's innovative use of polymen is portrayed as an expressionistic 

liberation corn old habits which reiterates themes fiom his dramatic personal hstory. 19* 

M e r  an emotional description of Zerbe working on a painting the author concludes: 
"the general impression was one of complexity and quandary. Yet you felt a 
new philosophic depth for this very reason. Questions seemed to anse which 
had never obtruded themselves before. If there was no loss of facility, there was 
an abandonment of an old facile view. The concentration was just on . . . a new 
language which carried a new meaning."193 

The idea that a new medium is suited to the expression of new ideas echoes reflexions by 

Siqueiros twenty yean earlier, yet it was still considered pan of avant-garde discourse 

about painting in the 1950s as testimony by painters in later sections will illustrate. 

The magazines were fairly slow in covering use of the new media in their longer 

articles however.194 One of the earliest surveys treating new paint materials was 

. published by An News in 1952.195 In rather dry, "facnial" exposition (which was 

positive in tone) it covered changing artistic practices including among its sources 

l9 l .  Zerbe, who had vained as a chemist and had studied art in Munich demonstrated the use of a 
polyvinyl acetate formula developed by Aifred Duca. Duca called his paint "polymer tempera". Wight, 
Frederick. "Zerbe Paints a Picturem, A r t  News, Volume 5 1. 1952 pp.26-29, 53-54. See also. Chaet, B. 
"P.V.A. Emulsion Tempera- Alfred Ducan. Artists at CVork. Cambridge, Mass.: Webb Books. 1960. 
pp. 3 1-36 

92. He spent hs youth in Paris. Mn studied art in Munich where he won a prize which allowed him 
to îravel to Italy. 
lg3. Wight 1952, p. 54. 
94. Arts was the earl ia  canying inteMews with artists about innovative use of new materials 

notably in the series "Studio Talkn by Vincent Longo and Iater Bernard Chaet which is discussed 
below. Not untii the 1960s did American Artist begin to regularly include mention of the new media in 
the context of Ralph Mayer's advice column. The earliest feature article in Art News on an artist using 
a proprietary brand of acrylic paints we have located clhi not appeared until 1966. It showed Boston 
Coior School painter Gene Davis using the acrylic resin paint Magna. Nordand. Gerald. "Gene Davis 
Paints a Picture", .4rt News, Volume 65, April 1966, pp. 4649.6142 
Ig5. It treated bath modem media and the rediscovery of the "Iost formulas of the masters". Seckier. 
Dorothy Gees. "Changing means to new ends: Surveying the Enormous Range of New Materials 
Developed by Grtists and Scientists in Painting in the Last Fifty Yearsn, Art ~Vews, Summer 1952. pp. 
67-69. 89-9 1. 



interviews with art professon and manufacturen who pointed to recent developments in 

the use of synthetic resins in painting, and concluding with an assessrnent of the 

conse-nation issues raised by the new media. Ig6 

Several of the magazines caried a regular anonyrnous column with news about 

tools and materials in the fonn of short press releases. 197 In Art Digest the column 

sometirnes departed from this format to feature a short article on materials or techniques. 

For example,- in 1954 it treated new developments in "plastic painters' materials", 

discussing types and characteristic of the new media and mentioning leading 

manufacturers in the "plastics field". 198 The column was not always up to date on the 

latest products though. It did not publish news releases on Bocour's acrylic resin paint 

Magna and Levison's water-borne acrylics Liquitex until 1957, several years d e r  both 

paintmakers had introduced their respective products. 1g9 In 1959 an article on vamishes 

also covered new synthetic vamishes and another gave tips about what kinds of media 

and bmshes to use with the new water-borne acryl ics .~~~ Modeiing pastes, extenders and 

other brands were not featured until the 1960s. 

196. A lin of the compQuies and the innovations in materials their representatives mentioned follows: 
Devoe and Raynolds (nitrocellulose laquer). W insor and Newton (synihetic pigment). G m b a c  her 
(synthetic pigment), Dorland (synthetic wax medium for encaustic). Torche (qmthetic wa.. medium). 
Noberna @aints for use on glas). and C.Roberison (none, rejection of modem "shmts"). Several of 
these products were cuvered in the "New Sources. New Materials" column in November 1952. 
Researcher Charles Seide and conservator Sheldon Keck of the Brooklyn Museun! were also 
interviewed. Seide later founded a paintmaking Company called Museum Art Supplies. 
lg7. In An Novs the col- head was "New Souras, New Materials*. In Art Digest there were two 
regular columns, "Artists Bazaar" and "Arfists' Materials Briefs" featuring notes on recent 
annoul~cements h m  manu£acturers or representatives of new materials and tools for the artists. In 
Arnericm Artist the comparable column was called "The Art Mart" . Beginning in January 1956. 
American Artist also began publistiing an annual "Buyefs Guide", listing suppliers for artmaking 
tools and materials. 
Ig8. The article disùnguished betwan four "types" of plastic: aciylic. vinyl. alkyd and styrene. It 
mentioned the following companies: Bocour (makers of Magna), C.V.H. Laboratories (makers of a 
thick tube color for he* relief work) and Museum Art Supplies (maken of various plastic binders. 
emulsions and "a highly recommended ground called "Quick-On Gesso"). "New Sources, New 
Materials", Art Nms. Volume 53. March 1954. 
Ig9. "New Sources. New Materials". Art News. Volume 56. April 1957. p. 7 1. 
lm. "New Sources. New Materials", Art News. Volume 58. ûctober 1959. p. 67 



In spite of the occasional reference to uses of synthetic materials in art, little 

detailed discussion of synthetic painting media occurred before the rnid- 1950s- when 

advice. columnists and writen of technical series began to write about the appropriation 

of the new media in painting. This was two decades afker avant-garde painters like 

Siqueiros ana Pollock had started experimenting with synthetic materials. Major anicles 

about the use of proprietary synthetic paints made specifically for artists do not appear 

until the 1960s. Even as late as the mid- 1960s- water-borne acrylic paints for artists 

which had been in existence for a decade (and which had been advertised in the 

magazines for years) were just being introduced to readerships, ofien in comection with 

discussions of well-known artists who used them?*l Finally in 1974 American Artis~ 

magazine devoted an entire issue to water-borne acrylic paints with articles clearly 

intended for hobbyists and students on types of plastics, safety rneasures, vanous ways to 

paint with synthetic media and specific step-to-step instructions for p r ~ j e c t s . ~ ~ ~  

Advertisements placed by paintmakers are slightly more timely in their listing of 

new products. Yet there is a considerable lag between the dates manufacturers began to 

make synthetic painting media and the dates advertisements for them appear, even 

though the sarne manufacturers were advertising their traditional products in the 

magazines already.203 One possible reason for the delay in placing advertisements about 

201- Taylor mentions six manufactures of acrylic painc listing well-known artists who used them. 
Taylor, Brie. "Towards a Plastic RevoIution." Art News. Volume 63, March 1964. pp. 46-49: Betts. 
Edward. "Painting in Polymer and Mi.& Media". timerican Artist. Volume 28: 8, Issue 278, October 
1964 pp. 34-39; Gross, Earl. "Earl Gross Discusses Polymer Color in Depth". .4merican Artist. 
Volume 3 1 :  5,  May 1967, pp. 28,6243 ,  68; Tobias, Abraham Joel. "A M d  Painting for Science and 
Technologyn. American Artist, March 1969, pp. 46-52 
202. " S pecial Issue: Acrylicsn, Americon Artist. Volume 3 8. June 1974. 
203- For example the ear l ia  advertixment located for the oil-compstible acrylic -in p i n t  Magna 
made by Len Bocour and Sam Golden ran £ive years after the 1948 date commonly accepted for their 
first production. AmeNcan .Irtist, March 1953, p. 1; and Arts Digest. March 1953, p. 68. Similarly 
the first ads located for Liquitex water-borne acrylic paints. produced by Henry Levison's Permanent 
Pigments appeared in 1958, over three years after the date given for full production of the line by the 
Company. " American Artist 3rd Annual Buyer's Guide of Selecteà Art and Craft Materials", American 
Artist, January 1958. separate pagination from magazine. p. 11. 



the new media is that paintmakers did not wish to invest in advertisements until they 

were reasonably sure of their ability to produce reliable products in sufficient quantity. 

Another might be a hesitancy to invest or to nsk the Company image on synthetic media 

without pre-testing the reception by artists. 

Representations of synthetic media Vary in the advertisements. giving an 

indication that there was some uncertainty about how to present the new media. Indeed 

paintmaker Len Bocour commented on the "image" problem of acrylic paints. M e r  an 

initial campaign stressing the novelty of his acrylic paints Bocour decided that calling 

them "plastic" was "the kiss of death" as far as sales were concemed. 204 Thereafter he 

begin to place the paints in the historical tradition of great art innovations and touted 

Magna paints as "the first new painting medium in 500 years" refemng to the legendary 

discoveiy of oil painting by contemporaries of Van Eyck during the Northern 

Renaissance. Permanent Pigments' early advertisements for Liquitex water-borne 

acrylics were coidly unmetaphonc, providing crisp, direct promises of good technical 

perf0mance.2~5 Later in the 1960s as the number of manufacturers grew the range of 

approaches expanded with counter-culture themes, endorsernents by artists and dramatic 

colourfitl artwork. 

Thus coverage of the new media in magazines was spotty. In particular, feature 

articles, news releases and advertisements did not address various points of contention 

regarding the adoption of the new media by painten. The moa heated discourse 

appeared instead in technical advice columns in the same magazines. 

2W. Bocour 1985. p. 9. 
20s. The listing read as follows "Permanent Pigments Liquitex Arîists' Colors. Acrylic-base line of 
artists' colors. vaniishes, mediurns, modeiing (hpasto) paste, gesso, cleaner. alkali compatible 
pigments for murals, concrete walls, easel painting: transparent, ready to use. durable. dry quickiy." 
"Amencan Artist 3rd Annual Buyer's Guide of Selected Art and Craft Matenals". American .-lrtrst. 
Jmuary 1958. separate pagination from magazine. p. 1 1 .  



; 
Figures in Debates about New Painting Media in the 1950s 

Magazine articles about technique and materials sometimes zppeared in the form 

of series or technicd advice columns, in which authors answered readers' queries. 

Regular writers of these colurnns on technicai matters were presented as prominent 

authority figures by the magazine editors. These columnists participated actively in the 

diaision of information about techniques but several were decidedly cool towards 

synthetic media and new ways. Their articles about the new media provided an unusual 

point of contact between artists, conservators and manufacturers who came into contact 

with' the writers. 

In particular, four columnists wrote about techniques in widely-read national art 

magazines dunng the 1950s when synthetic paints for artists were being introduced. 

They were Frederic Taubes Ralph Mayer, Bernard Chaet and Vincent Longo. Al1 

described themselves as artists, and al1 had taught art classes.206 Mayer and Taubes were 

also already authors of books about art techniques when they becarne magazine writers. 

Mayer worked as a restorer, a consultant on scientific questions applied to art. he 

conducted technical research and was an active participant in the development of 

standards for art materials. Taubes developed formulas for new painting materials which 

he promoted actively. 

Fredenc Taubes' long-mnning technical column was known as "Taubes' Page". 

and ran from 1943 to 196 1. It often focussed on so-called "studio secrets" but gave little 

attention to new media or innovative techniques.207 Taubes was an artist. teacher and 

lo6. Chaet and Longo were bill-time universicy art professors at Yale's School of Fine Art and 
Bennington College in Vermont respectively. Taubes taught non~redi t  studio art regularly particularly 
in his later years when he taught courses at vacation spots in Mexico and New Mexico. Mayer taught 
private classes and occasional courses on technique at the Art Students' League. Columbia University, 
New School for Social Research, Parson School of Design and Si!vermine College of Art. 
207- Occasionally he discussed more general issues. Iike the use of slang expressions. For example. in 
his articie on a vogue for the use of the word "plastic" in art he only treats metaphoric uses of the t e m  
not new materials. Taubes, Fredenc. "Taubes' Page: Have You Got Plastic Significance. Brother?". 
.-lmerican Artist, Volume 10, June 1946, p. 32. 



writer who estabiished hirnselfas minor authority on art technique on the basis of a 

rather brief formal education. Taubes spent his early years in Eastern Europe and 

Gemany endeavo~g  to avoid repressive rnilitary and politid r e g i r n e ~ . ~ ~ ~  He claimed 

to have studied for about a year in the Academy of Fine Arts in Munich under Max 

Doemer. Taubes quit the Academy &er about a year to study with the renowned 

colourist and modemkt Johannes Inen at the Bauhaus. an academy for nonobjective art 

then located in Weimar. He does not appear to have graduated frorn any institution of 

higher leaniing. In 1933 he moved permanently to the United States where he made a 

living as an artid and writer. His first book 7he Technique of Oil Painting, was 

published in 1941 and presented the techniques of the Old Masters which he claimed to 

have leamed fiom Max Doerner. Taubes was a prolific author, claiming to have 

pubiished over 40 books. By his account, he came to the attention of the editors of 

Amerzcan Artist magazine because of the success of his popular 1942 book cnticizing 

modem art called You Don't ffiow Whar You Like.. 

Taubes' column did not advocate modem matenals and techniques. but instead 

promoted his own version of "traditional" techniques. Although he was initially 

suspicious of synthetic media, he eventually authored a manual on acrylic techniques 

when the popularity of the media was well-established.20g Taubes' name was also known 

to artists because he developed the basic recipes for commercidly-availabie painting 

produas : "Taubes' Copal Painting Medium" and "Taubes' Copal Vamish" which he 

claimed recreated formulas of the Old Ma~ters .~ l0 

208. Born in 1900 in Poland he moved with his family to Ausrria &ter the 19 IJ Russian siege of the 
city. His famiIy lived in Austria and Germany and he travelled in the Balkans before immigrating to 
the U. S. in the 1930s. Cummings, Pad. A Dictionary of Contemporary American Artists, S t .  Martin's 
Press: New York, 1966, p. 286; Hines. Diane Casella. "Frederic Taubes. A Retrospective". .her ican 
.?rtist, Volume 38, Issue 384, July 1974, pp. 30-35,6546; and Watson Ernest W. "Taubes: An 
Interview". American Artisf, Volume 7 .  Januaxy 1943. pp. 14-20. 
'O9. Taubes. F. Acrylic Painfingfor the Begrnner. Wa~n-Gupdl: New York. 197 1. 144 p. 
2i0.  In conducting the research for his Bm book, Taubes apparenrly kgan to work on the idea of using 
a cornrnon hard resin. like "Congo Copal" h m  the BeIgian Congo. instead of a saft one. for varnishes 



Ralph Mayer (1 895-1979) another well-known technical authonty, also wrote 

advice colurnns for many years.21 Mayer studied chernical engineering at Rensselaer 

Polytechnic Institute, taking a special course in industrial paint technology. Mayer's early 

education in applied science had been governed by the idea that he would join the paint 

manufactunng firm of his uncle, Maximilian Toch, who funded his studies.212 His uncle 

was a very successful businessman with strongly developed interests in both art and 

science. Toch was a prominent international authority on industrial coatings, a professor 

of industrial chernistry at the Cooper Union (a New York City school known for its 

strong design program), an amateur photographer, art conservator and a prolific author 

of technical texts related to paint.213 Mer rnilitary service, Mayer worked for his 

for oil paintings. He claims to have bas& this analysis on the characteristics of Old Master vamishes. 
But in order for a resin like Congo mpal to be used it would have to be dissolveci in a solvent like 
mineral spirits. which were thought to have been developed Iater. Research conducted by Paul 
Coremans, director of the Laboratoire Central des Musées de Belgique, working on a testoration of van 
Eyck's Ghent Alterpiece apparently established an earlier date for turpentine (mid-1300s). Taubes 
consuiteci with Coremans in 1952 on bis idca about hard resins and published his findings conceming 
hard resins and the painting medium of the masters in The ~tfzstery of Oil Painting, in 1953. Copal 
varnis h and painting medium based on Taubes' formulas were manufactured b y Henry Levison's 
Company Permanent Pigments. 

* l .  Fim called The Art Digest. The .News hfagazine of Art when it began to appear in 1926. it was 
renamed .4rts Digest. in 1954, became The Arts in 1955-56 and then Arts ~Cfagcltine. 
212. The papen of Ralph and his wife Beoa Mayer were donated to several institutions and then 
wi thdrawn apparently because of disagreements related to Mrs. Mayen' demands. Some materials 
were aven to the Archives of American Art (and are still in storage there) where microfilms were also 
prepared of papers later taken eIsewhere. Subsequently arrangements were made to give them to the 
University of Delaware, îhen the Art Students' League and finaliy Yale University where they now are 
held. Delaware conservation professor Hilton Brown wrote an rnonograph on Mayer for an ezdiibition 
related to the donation there '@rior to its retraction). The Ralph Mayer Center for Artists' Techniques 
at the University of Delaware was short lived. Brown. Hilton, Ralph Mapr. On the Material Side. 
The Art and Archives of Ralph ,Mayer . Exhibition Catalogue. University Gallery, University of 
Delaware. April 29-May 26, 1984; Brown, Hilton. "On the Material Side-Raiph Mayer's 
Contribution to Our Understanding of the Technology of Art" (Part 1 and 2), .4merican Insdtutefir 
Conservation oJHistoric and Artistic Workr. Preprints. 1 1 th Annual Meeting, May 1983. pp. 8- 16; 
and 12th Annual Meeting, May 1984. pp. 1 1 - 19. 
213. Toch later became.Prof-r of the Chemistq of Ani% painting at the National Academy of 
Design. Toch published numerous books on both industrial and artists' paints. Brown suggests that 
Mayer's collaboration to his uncie's research may not have been fûily acknow Iedged. The 1925 edition 
of Toch's book on paint technology acknowledges Mayer's assistance. Brown 198 4, pp.9- 1 1.3 1. Toch. 
Mauimilian. How to Paint Permanent Picfures. New York: Van Nostrand 1922; Tocb Mauirnilian. 
The Chemistry and Technology of Points, 3rd Edition. New York: Van Nostrand 1925. 



uncles in the Toch Brothers' finn for ten years leaming about the manufacture of coatings 

and chemjcals used in paint and vamishes. 

- -  Mayefs involvement with art developed relatively late. When he was almost 

thirty years old, in 1926, he began to study painting at the An Students' League and 

decided to become an artist. Mayer quit his job in bis uncle's h and tried various ways 

of making a living using his knowledge of chemistry in applications related to the arts 

(such as helping his brother set up an artists' paintmaking business and working as an 

"artist-chemist consultant").2l4 He also tried to deveiop formulas for using synthetic 

media in the arts, notably for a subway art project.21j During the 1930s his principal 

source of income came tiom art restoration projects and he started wrïting articles about 

the care of paintings.216 He also taught private classes on art techniques and was invited 

to lecture at established art institutions.217 In 1939 he became involved with the 

development of recornrnended standards for artists' materials d e r  reading about it in an 

art magazine? l8 

Mayef s magnum opus was The Artist's Handbook of Materials and Techniques, 

. At fim he advised manufadurers on chemicai probkms (for example reiated to etching 
processes). In 1930 Mayer and his younger brother Herbert set up the Durex Art Company at E. 15 th 
Street only a few blocks h m  where Len Botmur's started making paints in 1932. He used this 
description of his occupation in a by-line for an article he wrote on moving and storage of art. Brown 
1984, p. 13. Mayer, Ralph. "Handle with Care", The Furniture Warehouseman, 1939. pp. 9- 10. 
clipping from RaIph Mayer Papers, AAA. reel D2 12. 
215 .  He conducteci research on the use of ethyl silicate and other silicon esten in mural painting and 
art conservation. He aiso developed a formula for silk-screen printing. See for details "Silicon Esters. 
1932- 195 1" Mayer Papers, microfilm especially reel D2 12: 1095- 1506. 
16. "Conespondence and Records Relating to Mayer's Conservation and Restoration of Paintings". 

Mayer Papers, AAA, reel D2 12. 
217. He gave a series of five lecnires on the chemistry and techmlogy of tempera painting at the Art 
Students League in 193 1. The Mayers were i n t e ~ e w e d  on their reminiscences of expenences during 
the Depression and the New Deal. Interview with Bena and Ralph Mayer by Harlan Phillips. 
1964. 63 page transcript. 
218. Mayer wrote to Geîtens a e r  reading about his work with Stemer on the development of an 
standard for artists' paints. Mayer and Gettens corresponded until Gettens' death in 1974. See Mayer 
Papers. AAA. reels D2 1 11 and 0 2  13; and "Ralph Mayer Folders (2)". Gettens Archives, Freer Gallery 
of kt. S m i h n i a n  Institution. The article Mayer read was: Stemer, Frank W. and Rutherford J. 
Genens, "A Standard for Artists' Maîerials", A4aguzine ofArt, Vol. 32. NO. 9. September 1938. pp. 
5 18-520. 



first published in 1940, then reprinted and revised three times by Mayer.219 This text 

cemented his reputation as an expert on art matenals. He joined the faculty of Columbia 

University (as a part-time lecturer) and became almost a celebrity, invited to speak across 

the nation. Many artists sought his advice on technical matten and he began charging a 

fee for his s e ~ c e s . 2 2 ~  He later set up a non-profit research center called the Artists 

Technical Research ~ns t i tu t e .~~  

Mayer's career as a columnist began with thematic articles in Arts Digesr. 

Response was overwhelming and he eventually devoted much space to answering 

questions from readers. In his monthly column "On the Material Side" (from 1949 to 

1954) Mayer prornoted "the study of the matenals and methods for rational painting 

techniques". He resumed writing for American Artist in 1962 ( d e r  T'aubes ceased to 

write his regular column for that magazines). In his "Technical Page" there Mayer 

continued to give advice on materials and answered readers' questions about art-making 

problems. Articles credited to him were published for a year afler his death in 1979.222 

His readership appean extremely eclectic: many of his correspondents were amateurs, 

but amongst the thousands of letters on technical questions in his papers are the names of 

well-known artists and conservators. 

From the beginning Mayer's advice columns made fiequent mention of synthetic 

9- Mayer, Ralph. Ihe Artists' Handbook ofiZIIateeriafs and Technques. 1st edition l93O. 2nd edition 
1937 and third edition 1970, New York: Viking Press. A posthumous revision was curieci out in the 
Iate 1980s by Stephen Sheehan, an art professor at Yale University. 
220. His standard rate per respowe in the early 1950s was $25. an amount which was at the time about 
the equivalent of half of the weekIy saiary of a schoolteacher. 
22 l -  Mayer. Ralph. "The Artists Technical Research Insùhite". Art Journal, Volume 34. Number 4. 
1974, pp. 3 16-3 19. City University of New York art professor and paintmaker Herb Aach took over as 
president of the Institute when Mayefs heaith failed. Herb Aach Papers. AAA. unmicrofilmed. 
222. Mayer died in August. 1979 but the Technical Page" continued to be published under Ralph 
Mayer's name through August 1980. The posîhumous column was apparently based on Mayer's 
collection of notes and produced by his widow Bena with assistance h m  the painter and educator 
Herb Aach and the consetvator Gustav Berger. Brown 1984, p. 33; Other technid writers for the 
magazine after Mayer's death include Clin Chieffo, an art professor at Georgetown Universi-, 
Washington D.C. and professor of conservation Barbara Keyser of Queen's University, Kingsto. 
Ontario. 



painting media which he often endeavored to dissuade artists fiom u ~ i n g . ~ ~ ~  Mayer 

rehsed to endorse the use of synthetic media in art for many years. Typicaily he would 

express doubts about the new media based on observations of failed techniques and 

emphasize the lack of scientific research in the area: 
"Despite their laudable efforts to pioneer in the development of new materials. 
some painters have rather over-reached themselves in adopting unproved 
methods too hastily: without benefit of the expert guidance which should be 
made available to them. I saw an exarnple of this recently, where, without the 
usual 15 to 20-year interlude, a 1950 prke-winning picture at a national 
exhibition was actually flaking to bits and falling fkom the c a n v a ~ . " ~ ~ ~  

His column is inconsistent however, since sometimes he appears to change his mind. For 

example in 1952 Mayer appeared to grudgingly accept the use of synthetic media in art: 
"Acrylic picture vamish is apparently faultless. If it has any point of infenority 
to damar, it may be a tendency to attract and accumulate dust and dirt rather 
more rapidly - but this is merely an impression which will take some tirne to 
confirm. t'U5 

In spite of apparent wavering on this question., he generally maintained a negative 

assessrnent of the new media in the 1950s. The following admonition is typical of the 

message in Mayer's early colurnns: 
"Paints, varnishes, enamels and lacquers, including the water-miscible polymers 
or dispersions, which consist Iargely or entirely of resins (hard, soft or synthetic) 
are too susceptible to embrittlement to be classed as 'permanent'."226 

He also complained that artists' paintmakers were not forthcoming about their 

formulations: 

223. Surprisingly he endorsed the use of ethyl silicate for outdoor murals, claiming to have been 
"instnunental in introducing it in this country both to the artists and to the makers of the raw 
materials". This method bas proven questionable due to stringent quirernents for procedures which 
artists often do not follow closely enough to ensure permanenœ. Mayer, Ralph. "On the Material Side: 
Fresco Paintingn, Art Digest. Volume 24, pp. 16-25. 
224. Mayer. Ralph. "Material Pmgressn. Arts Digest, Volume 26. November 1. 1951, p. 53.63 . :  and 
Mayer. Raiph "Artists' Oil Paints: Part III", Arts Digest, Volume 25, Januaq 1. 1951, pp. 26-27. 
especially p. 26. He sometimes made very concrete criticisms detaiting problems with specific media. 
For exampie he mentioned that vinyl dispersions did "not have a good reputation for permanent 
adhesion and penetration into gesso or piaster surfaces". Mayer, Raiph. "On the Material Side". 
Volume 26, July 1, L952, p. 22. 

Mayer. RalpC October 15, 1952. p. 2. 
Mayer. Ralph. "On the Material Siden. Art Digest, Volume 28. Ianuary 1, 1954. p. 27. 



"None of the commercial "plastic paints" has yet been offered with a staternent 
of contents or even a hint as to the class of resin that it contains (except an 
occasional clear pimre vamish made of one or another of the acrylics). In this 
connection 1 am not too happy about the use of the term "plastic paints". . . The 

- -  term "plastic" used in this sense rneans practically nothing. Very likely, it is 
good merchandizing to take advantage of the public's high regard for the 
valuable properties and the modemity of these materials we cal1 plastics; but in 
view of the expected future development of the so-called "plastic paints" we 
should be given some inkiing as to what class of matenal they contain. . . 

1 do not want to give the impression that 1 oppose or am cnticai of 
improved paints made of modem materiais. . . however 1 am not enthusiastic 
about the premature adoption of materials . . .which have not had adequate 
scientific research and testing under the specific requirements of the anist- 
painter. "2' 

In private consultations with artists his assessment of synthetic media was however often 

less critical of artists' paintmakers. For example in correspondence with artist Josef 

Albers, he explained that detailed identification of the ingredients of a synthetic vamish 

"are not withheld for reasons of secrecy, but because of occasional changes and 

developments in available solvents, and new types and sources of acrylic r e ~ i n s " . ~ ~ *  

Mayer's conservative taste revealed itself frequently in a variety of attitudes 

relevant to innovative techniques for exarnple in discussions about the appropriateness 

of materials and in diatribes against technical liberties which he associated with abstract 

trends.229 Generally however he endeavored to maintain a distance from aesthetic 

doctrines in his column, presenting his opinions as cold, technical interpretation of 

proven " fact " . 

Mayer's imate resistance to unsystematic artistic innovation was however 

counterbalanced by an avid interest in the use of modem science to improve materials 

227. Mayer, Ralph. "On the Material Side: Question and Answer". Arn Digest. Volume 27. June 1. 
1953, p. 22. 
228. Albers had requested information on the cornpositon of "Mn varnish a solution of pure 
methacrylate resin (acqlic acid esters) according to Mayer. Letter fiom Ralph Mayer to Josef Albers. 
January 2 1, 1956. Mayer Papes, AAA. reel D2 1 1.  
229. Mayer, Ralph. '*The Material Side: Appropriateness of Materials and Techniques 1. I I  and I I I " .  
Art Digest, Volume 24, May 1, 1950, p. 28-2,June 1, 1950, pp. 22-23 and Juiy 1. 1950. pp. 25-26; and 
Mayer, Ralph. "The Material Side. No Uncertain Terms", .Art Digest, August 1 .  1950 



and studio conditions for the artists. In 1952, well before the health-conscious craze of 

the late 1960s, Mayer wamed artists of hazardous materials and p r a c t i ~ e s . ~ ~ ~  Mayer 

was a-cutely aware of the health hazards of volatile solvents used with many traditional 

and modern material. Yet, on the subject of synthetic resins his confidence in the 

professionalism of chemical manufacturen inadvertently Ied him to be used as a 

spokesman for prornoting the safety of the new painting materials for artists. A 

paintmaker purponedly reprinted 10,000 copies of one of Mayer's columns in which he 

larnbasted artists for exposing themselves to dangers by tsring to make their own paints 

from synthetic media. Mayer condemned artists for: 
"careless and haphazard experimentation with industrial raw materials that were 
never intended to fall into their hands, but were produced to be handled 
exclusively by trained and qualified industrial personnel under controlled 
industrial conditions. This is an entirely diierent matter than buying or making 
real mists' materials, that is items that are designed specifically for artists' use." 

The article went on to describe the process of collaboration between chemical 

manufacturers and artists' paintmaken in the development of artists' paints as ultimately 

much safer for the artist: 
"The manufacturer of a new resin would be the first to introduce it to the artists' 
material people if it were suitable for their purposes, and the artists' material 
manufacturers, being highly competitive are constantly on the lookout for low- 
coa materials with desirable properties. They investigate al1 Iikely resins and 
have so far rejected dl but a very few, on the grounds of toxicity or 
impermanence, yet some artists wili presume a superior technical know-how and 
attempt to discover them for themselves. Not al1 of the newer materials made 
for painters and sculptors have been proven, by thorough tests or experience to 
be positively equal to traditional standards for permanent adhesion and film 
stability but that are htended to meet artists requirements of longevity and 
safety, and so are preferable to the industrial products for the experimentally 
minded artists who seeks effects beyond those obtainable fiom the older 
rnaterials. "23 l 

230. Mayer,' Ralph. "On the Material Side: The Hazards of the Trade 1 and II". Arts Digest. Volume 
26. March 15, 1952, April 1, 1952, p. 33 
231. This colwnn was rcsponding to a question fiom a reader prornpted by an article in another 
magazine on the harards of volatile solvents and fumes h m  synthetic rnaterials used in sculpture. 
According to a note by Mayer in his files these were reprinted by Grumbacher without Mayer's 
knowledge. "Ralph Mayer's Technical Question and Answer Page" Reprinted fiom American Arrists. 



Thus Mayer's confidence in scientific method and, by extension, its products 

occasionally prevailed in his discourse about new media. 

Another theme in Mayer's discussions of modem versus traditional materials was 

connected to his rivalry with his competitor Taubes. Mayer's promotion of the idea that 

systematic research on new materials could lead to improvements was expressly framed 

as a refutation of the kind of mystification about artists' studio practices which Taubes 

encouraged. Specifically Mayer opposed the use of Taubes' painting medium and 

varnish based on copal resin which Taubes claimed was a rediscovery of lost histoncal 

techniques. Mayer objected to Taubes' formulations refemng to Taubes both directly 

and indirectly.232 Mayer's disparaging remarks about the search for lost techniques of 

old masters can be read as an expression of opposition to the retrograde themes in 

Taubesf ideas about techniques which were being published in a competing magazine at 

the time.233 

Even later in the 1970s Mayer continued to emphasize nsks of impermanence 

and lack of knowledge about synthetic p a i n t ~ . ~ ~ ~  Nonetheless Mayer fiequently 

-- 

December 1963. Ralph Mayer Papes, AAA, reei D-2 1 1 .  ibid. See also. Mallary, Robert. "The Air of 
Art is Poisoned. A Disthguished Avant-Garde Sculpter. Drawing fiom His ûwn Experiences and 
Adducing Other Cases, Warns of the Dangers Inherent to the Studio Use of Certain New Materials". 
=Ir1 :Vews, VoIume 62, Number 6. October 63. pp. 34-37.60-6 1. 
232. Squabbles erupted between the two writen over the use of resin in painting media and questions 
about the durability of different materials and their tesistance to cleaning. These technical disputes 
may also have been intended to stimuiate readership in the two magazines. Mayer. Ralph. "Hard and 
Soft Resins: A Reprise", Art Digest. VoIume 26, July 1952. p. 22. Mayer's denunciations of the search 
for the "iost secrets of the old masters" appear also to be intended as a direct assault on Taubes' daims 
about the new painting medium he developed which Henry Levison's Company Permanent Pigments 
began to produce int he mid-1950s. Mayer, Ralph. "On the Material Side: About Legendary 
"Secrets"", Art Digest, Volume 28, October 1953. p. 32. 
233. Mayer was also highly critical of a book by the American-based French restorer Jacques Maroger. 
Mayer. Ralp h. "Maroger. Jacques. The Secret Formulas and Techniques of the ,Wasters. New York: 
Studio, 1948." Magmine o f l r t .  November 1959. p. 272-273. See also Jacques Maroger Papes. AAA. 
microfiirning in progress at the time of writing. 
234. He often nressed embrittlernent and "the very doubtfui permanence of adhesion bemeen the two 
different layersn. See for example his comments on "1s PoIymer Permanent?" and "Will 1 Like 
Polymer?" in Mayer, Ralph. "Rafph Mayer's Technical Question and Answer Page", Arnerican Arrist. 
May 1969, p. 12; Mayer, M p h .  "Technical Page: Al1 About Acrylic Polymers", Arnerican .-irtisr 
(Special Issue on Acrylics). Volume 38. Issue 383, June 1974. p. 47. 



mentioned synthetic media, making thousands of readers aware of their use by artists 

and conserva tors.^^^ Hïs column thus provides insights into technical concems related 

to the-appropriation of new media by the art students and artists who wrote to Mayer 

for advice at the tirne. 

However there were other trends in discourse about the new media in magazines 

during the penod when synthetic artists' paints were being introduced, notabiy expressed 

in enthusiastic articles about the potential of new matenals in relation to varied aesthetic 

preoccupations. After Mayer stopped writing for Art Digest, the magazine began to 

publish a new series on technical themes caiied "Studio Talk" which represented a change 

of orientation from Mayer's rather stum "scientific" approach. In the 1950s two 

university art professors wrote stoties for the series, Vincent Longo and Bernard 

Chaet.236 The writers tended to highiight recent work by young artists and often 

focussed on new techniques using synthetic media and modem tools. Their articles 

frequently included reflections on how specific techniques related to expressive or 

fonnalist goals in art. Longo mentioned rnany specific applications of the new media to 

painting: as fixatives for casein, as a painting medium to hasten the drying of oils, as 

varnishes and in acrylic gessos to prepare painting gr0unds.23~ Chaet was the first to 

235- Mayer. Ralph. "On the Matenal Side: Recent Trends in Painting Mediums". Art Digest. Volume 
24, March 1, 1950, p. 22; Mayer. Ralph. "On the Material Side: About Resins (two parts)". Arts 
Digest, Volume 26, September 1. 1952, p. 24: and October 15, 1952, pp. 23-24 
236. Longo wrotc s few stories in 1956: Chaet wrote a series of articles published between 1956 and 
1959 which were reprinted in book form. He Iater authored a second book on studio techniques. Chaet. 
Bernard. Artists at Work Technical Means and Personai fision in Painting, Sculpture and Graphics. 
Cambridge. Mass.: Webb, Inc. 1960. 156 pp.; and Chaet, Bernard. An Artist's Notebook Technique 
and Materiais", New York: HoIt Reinhart and Winston. 1979. 
237. For example. on the topic of the preparation of painting grounds Longo intervieweci art i m c t o r  
Charles Seide who made the acrylic based "Quick-On Gesson. Seide gave instmctions for the 
preparation of grounds using the new medium and new tools like the staple gwi. Longo. Vincent. 
"Plastics in New Art Materials: InteMew with Charles Seiden, Arts. Volume 30. M a y  1956. p. 62-3; 
Longo. Vincent. "Studio Talk: Improvement in Tubed Casein: Interview with Ted Davis". Arts, 
Volume 30, August 1956. p. 29: Longo. Vincent. "Studio Talk: Notes on Still Me Painting. . . New 
Materials Facilitate Fast-Drying Oil Technique", Arts, Volume 29. October 1955. p. 62. 



give detailed instructions for the use of synthetic paints per se?'* In bis articles he often 

included descriptions about how to prepare pigmented media using chemicai products. 

Chaet. frequently suggested that artists contact art materials manuûcturers or chemical 

suppliers like Rohm and Haas and the Du Pont Company for more information.23g His 

articles provided up-to-the minute news about developments in an mateials. For 

exarnpie he treated current conservation issues. raising questions about the concems of 

conservators with new vaniishes at almost the same time that these issues were being 

investigated.Z4O He also covered other dimensions of art materials, for example in 

articles about ~aintrnaking.2~ 

Chaet and Longo were enthusiastic about innovative technical processes and the 

potential for the use of many types of new media in art. Yet both were carefùl to 

emphasize that technique was only part of the creative process, exhibiting an awareness 

of debates raging amongst critics at the tirne about the place of technique in formalist a.id 

existentialist approaches to modem painting. They stressed that becoming a "serious" 

artist was not merely a question of technical know-how or novelty. In Chaet's words: 
"The last twenty-five years have seen the introduction of many new methods and 
materials -- perhaps more than any other period. New rnatenals, originally 
created for industry, both have made traditional concepts easier to manage fiorn 

238. In fact before taking over the series Chaet was i n t e ~ e w e d  by Longo on his use ofpolymer 
tempera a pigmented "emulsikd polyvinyl acetate minn.  Longo, Vincent. "Studio Taik. Techniques 
for Polyner Tempera: Interview with Bernard Chaet" Arts. October 1956. p. 67. 
239. Chaet. Be-d. "Studio Tak: Lucite Plastic with Oil: Gabor Peterdi's Eqeriments". .4rts. 
Volume 3 1. March 1957, p. 67; Chaet, Bernard. "Young Artists E.uperiment-Rhoplex: An Acvlic 
EmulsioC Arts. Volume 3 1, September 1957, p. 63; Chaet. Beniard. "Studio Talk: The Concept of 
Space and Expression: an InteMew with James Brooks", Arts. Volume 33 .  Januaxy 1959. p. 67: and 
Chaet. Bernard. "Studio Taik: Pastel Used in Conjunction with Plastic- An Interview on Mised 
Technique with Arnold BittIeman", Arts, Volume 3 1. March 1959, p. 67. 
240- One article on pictue varnishes and the new media was based on an interview with the 
conservator of the Yale University Gallery; It refers to pioneenng work by Gettens and Stout as well as 
the ~ s e a r c h  of Feller appeared at the time of the ground-breaking meeting of consewators on varnishes 
in Oberlin, Ohio. Chaet, Bernard, "Studio Talk- The Problems of the Final Vaniish: Interview with 
Andrew Petryn", Arts. Volume 3 1, October 1957. 
24 '. Chaet Bernard. "Studio Talk: Interview with Leonard B-ur", Arts, Volume 3 2. Febniaiy 1958. 
pp. 62-63; and Chaet, Bernard. "Studio Talk: A Tour of the Grumbacher Factory: The Production of 
Oil Paints and Bnishes", Arts, Volume 33 ,  1958, p. 64. 



a craf€ standpoint and inspired new experiments. . . 
Al1 of these inventions, new media, and experiments were activated by 

personal vision; the medium rernains the medium [Chaetfs emphasis] -- that is, 
the transmitter of a concept. Technical virtuosity for the sake of "crafty" effects 

- is not the concem of these artists. But, finally, the artist (in any medium) 
imagines his future work in terrns of this technique or method or matenals. The 
marriage of concept and technique is then ~ornplete."2~~ 

During the late 1950s and early 1960s acrylic paints for artists gradually became 

more widely distributed but the early discourse about synthetic media in art magazines. 

particularly in technical advice columns shows that appropriation of the new media 

presented instrumental and aesthetic challenges to artists. Kealth concerns and worries 

about permanency were also issues in the early reception of synthetic painting media. 

By publishing hard-to-obtain news about new materials and suppliers, and by being 

basically the only regular printed sources for up-to-date information in this area outside 

of trade literature in art supply shops, mas-produced art magazines maintained a 

readership interested in technical information about art-making throughout North 

America. Soon, artists' handbooks treating the new media began to appear. 

Artists' Handbooks and Svnthetic Painting Media 

Best-seller author Max Doerner has been quoted as saying that 
"Leaming the technique of painting from a book is just as impossible as leaming 
to swim on a sofa.If243 

In spite of suspicions by many artists that the only way to leam to paint is by doing it. 

many instruction manuds and treatises on painting technique intended for practical use 

were published in the US. d e r  the end of the W-orld War II. Selected handbooks 

which describe and precnbe painting practices using synthetic media published or sold 

242. Chaet classifieci the approaches in three categories: an approach in which choice of a medium 
with specific limitation deliberately affects the final work. another approach involves individual 
adaptations of a traditional medium and a third category avails itseif of new materials to devetop 
radically new eff'ts. Chaet 1960, p. 14. 
243. h4a.x Doemer quoted in Wehlte 1975. p. 27. 



in the United States after the war are presented and concisely anaiysed in Appendix B. 

Tables 1 1- 13. 

. These books are central socio-historic documents to the study of the diasion 

of technical knowledge which present practices, beliefs and participants in the 

development of synthetic paints for artists. Many of these handbooks have been 

considered elsewhere in comection with their authors and users. therefore they will be 

considered ody bnefly here. Of course the texts Vary greatly and rnay be categorized in 

many diRerent ways like any piece of literature. In particular. the background and 

socio-professional activities of the authors sornetimes appear to lead to obvious biases 

(such as only mentioning a particular brand of artists' paint in some cases of affiliations 

with rnanufacturer~).24~ Manuals also diEer according to intended readerships (for 

example, connaisseurs, historians, conservators, " professional" artists. students or 

amateurs), anticipated uses (art historical scholarship, studio class teaching aid, 

authentication or practical applications), period (historical, modem or combined), type 

of technique treated, range of techniques, arnount of detail,. level of technical difficulty, 

and so 0 n . 2 ~ ~  

The precise place of such handbooks in artistic practice and discourse is difficult 

24. Severai of the handbooks are based on re~eafch conducted in partial Mllment of university 
degree requirements. Hayes ( 1970) and Woody ( 1965) based their books on work done for their 
&mer's theses at Tufts University and Mexico City College respectively. However Hayes' thesis is 
quite different than his book, focussing on technical experiments with different media. Jensen ( 1964) 
based his book on his Ph.D. Dissertation in art education at Columbia University. Torche wrote 
another dissertation on applications of spthetic media ta art for a degree education fiom the same 
institution. Hayes, Ronald Wesley. The Development of a Synthetic Resin Point for Artists. Master of 
Fine Arts Thesis. TLIfts University. 1962; and Torche, Judith Helene. Akw Developments in .lqueous 
Art Media. Ph.D. Dissertation in Educrttion. Tacher's College, Columbia U. 1965. 
245. Theones of literary communication advanced by Jun and Jauss stress the readefs reception as part 
of the process of creation. Bolecki goes M e r .  emphasizing the complex interplay of various 
categories of readers and the form and content of the work itself. Jurt, J. "Introduction". La Réception 
de la Littérature par la Critique Journalistique. Lectures de Bernanos, 1926-1 936. Paris: Éditions 
Jean-Michel Place. pp. 349: lauss. Hans R "~stheti~ue de la réception et communication littéraire". 
Critique. no. 4 13. October 198 1. pp. 1 1 16-1 130; and Bolaki, Wlodzimierz. "~Tspace socio-culturel 
et la lecture". La Réception Littéraire. Acta Universitatis Wratislaviensis, No. 635, Warsaw : 
Romanica Wratislaviensia XX. 1983, pp. 74-8 1.  



to ascertain. Handbook authors fiequently state outnght that their goal is to influence 

their readers. Yet the books camot be read as an indication of the incidence or 

prev&nce of praaices since even publications which sold thousands of copies could 

well have sat unused, propping up a window in a stuw studio. Some interviews with 

artists do contirm that certain texts like that of Ralph Mayer were owned and used, not 

only by beginners and amateurs but even by highly successful avant-garde artists at the 

time of their expenmentation with synthetic media.246 However, the meanings ascribed 

to the handbooks fonn part of complex notions about the place of technique in art 

which vary greatly kom one artist to another. Minimally handbooks can be read as 

sources for information about the concems and state of knowledge of their authors (and 

editors) who were sometirnes very active participants in the development or promotion 

of new materials Although rnost of these handbooks were written by people who 

descnbed themseives as artists, almost al1 of them appear to have earned a living in 

some other activity related to the arts, paintmaking and teaching. A few texts have also 

been wrinen by conservators. As well, the texts fiequently refer to mists. paintmakers 

and other sources. providing funher insights into practices and trends in discourse about 

materials at different times. 

Manuals on synthetic painting media in the arts begin with Gutiérrez' text on 

techniques and fornulas for mural painting, written in 1949 and published in 1956 

which has been extensively discussed. By 1959 a handbook which included proprietary 

brands of synthetic paints for artists had been p ~ b l i s h e d . ~ ~ ~  These early monographs 

were necessary because broad-scope artists' handbooks at the time generally contained 

nothing about the new media. In the 1960s many handbooks which treat synthetic 

media appeared. Sometimes synthetic paints were included in manuals treating a wide 

246. Roy Lichtenstein. Yves Gaucher. and Alex Colville in panicular mentioned owning The .lrrisr's 
Handbook (Merent edi tions). 
247. Brooks. Leonard. Oif Painting . . . Traditionol and .Vw. New York : ReinholQ 1959. 



range of topics, or they were added in revisions. In addition more monographs on the 

new media appeared, ranging from relatively authoritative texts written in collaboration 

with pioneers in synthetic paintmaking for artists (like Levison and Gutiérrez) to shoddy 

how-to books for amateurs and ~hildren.2~8 

The potentiai impact of artists' handbooks on artistic practices and on standards 

for art materials has worried some conservators, although these texts are comrnonly 

used by conservators themselves as references and sometimes recornmended to 

a r t i ~ t s . ~ ~ ~  Conservator Barbara Keyser referred to twentieth-century artists' manuals as 

"encyclopedias of ignorance" in a critical evaluation of selected manuals (see Appendix 

B. Tables 11-13). She explained that this expression was not meant as a cnticism of 

authon but intended to stress the difficulty of making recornmendations to artists about 

modem materials because 1) th4 exact composition of many high-technology products 

used in modem materials is not known and even if known cannot be modified by non- 

technical persons; 2) not enough is known about the behaviour and stability of paintings; 

3) there is a lack of interdisciplinary communication which leads to authors being 

unfarniliar with research in materials sciences "which conservators take for granted" .250 

Keyser points to a particular danger with handbooks: the repetition of misinformation 

over many decades transrnitted From one authority to another. 

Some authors of artists' handbooks have also been active advocates of 

"interdisciplinary cornmunication" about technical issues related to the arts, particularly 

in order to given artists and paintmakers better access to scientific research about 

modern materials like synthetic paints. Indeed, many of the authors wore several hats, 

personifjmg interdisciplinarity in their multiple social roles in the arts. A few of these 

248. Woody (with Levison). 1966; and Gutiémz and Roukes, 1966. 
249. Keyser (1980) has critically aaalyzed thern. Goist, a consemator at Oberlin CoUege gave them as 
references in a series of short articles pubtished under one title. Pommeranu. Louis, David C. Goist. 
and Robert L. FelIer, "Conservators Advise Artists". Art Journal, XXXVII, Fa11 1977. pp.35-39. 
250. Keyser 1980b. p. 42. 



writers have been very prominent participants in the developrnent of standards for art 

materials in the U S . ,  in Germany and in France, notably, Max Doerner, Ralph Mayer. 

Mark.-httsegen, Kurl Wehlte, and of course Gettens and Stout, who wrote an 

encyclopedia of art materids intended for conservators but used by artists too. Interest 

in the quality of art materials has thus obscured distinctions between artists, 

paintmakers, conservators and other categories of users and producers, providing a 

shared focus for collaborative efforts.25 ' 

Deveio~inn Standards for Artists' Paints: Some Kev Oreanizations 

Efforts to organize and regulate the manufacture of art materials began in 

earnest in North America at the time of New Deal art projects as previously discussed. 

New scientific approaches to testing materials had been endorsed by arts administrators 

as a politically acceptable means to establish a basis for controlling artistic production in 

publicly-funded prograrns. Thereafter, conservators, artists and art matenais 

manufacturers became actively engaged in developing standards related to anists' paints 

with little input fiom arts administrators. Various initiatives to control and improve the 

quality of art materials continued sporadically for decades until more systematic work 

was begun in the 1970s. Respecting standards has remained a voluntary matter except 

for government regulations conceming labelling hazardous products, and more recent 

truth-in-labeiling laws. 

The discourse on standards for art materids was undertaken in comection 

with activities of a variety of diEerent organizations. In this section the focus is on 

organizations specificdly concemed with paintmaking standards, rather than on 

25 l .  This type of collaboration has tended to oaur primarily at a national or regional level al though 
there have been occasional calls for international cooperation. Sanchez-Posada de Arteni, Myriarn and 
Stefan C. Arteni. "Painter. Manufacturer of Artists' Materials, and Cotiservator. Historical and 
Aesthetic Signrficance of îhe i r  RoIe in the SuMvat of a PaintingWJCOM Committeefir Conservation. 
6th Triennial Meeting, Ottawa 1981, CVorking Group on 20th Centwy Paintings. Volume II. London: 
ICOM, 1981. pp. 8111112-1 - 2-9. 



artists' organizations. Some key organizations involved in the early work on 

standards in the U.S. are show in Appendix B. Table 2. Although these are 

American-based groups many have a large Canadian membership and sometimes 

meet in Canada but have few Mexican participants therefore are not completely 

North Amencan in their p u ~ e w .  

Paintmakers Tackle the Issue of Oualitv and Fair Practices 

Professional organizations concerned with the art materials trade in North 

Amenca are pnmarily a 20th century phenornenon where artists' paintmaking is a 

relatively recent full-tirne occupation. Records remain of a few individuals who 

combined careers as artists (usually portraiture), artists' colourmen and storekeepers as 

early as the late 1700s but artists depended heavily on European imports of materials 

during colonial times and long after.252 (Along with tea, artists' paints were among the 

luxury items which the English crown decided to tax heavily in one of the key events 

leading to the American Revolution.) Manufacture of artists' paints in North Amenca 

appears to have developed in concert with the expansion of the numben of practicing 

artists around the rniddle of the nineteenth century. Highly idiosyncratic habits of 

manufacture and labelling persisted until the mid-twentieth century. Paintmakers relied 

heavily on endorsernents of their produas by artists and artists' organizations and 

continued to do so even in relatively recent advertisements for synthetic media.253 

One such organitatiori, the National Cornmittee on Technic [sic] of the New 

York-based American Artists Professional League actively promoted improvement of 

the quality of art materials. Paintmakers like Henry Levison participated in the 

252. KatJan, Alexander W. American Arfists' Materiois Suppliers Directory. :Vineteenth Centuv. 
Park Ridge. N. J.: Noyes Press. 1987, pp. 1-3 3. 
253. Endorsewnts by artists were a regular feature in advertisements. "Art. Box 1 1 ". Arts and Crafts. 
Box 1 ". and "Paints. Box 12". Warshaw Collection, National Museum of Arnerican fistory Archives. 
Smithsonian Institution. Paintmaking companies continued this practice into the 1970s in 
advertisements for acry lic paints in mass magazines like American Artist. 



cornmittee's meetings about developments related to artists' paints. The League 

published short technical pamphlets as a seMce to artists.254 It aiso gave its starnp of 

appro-val to certain art matenals, allowing some manufacturers to use its logo on their 

trade literature (such as Levison's Company Permanent Pigments dunng the 1950s). 

Artistst paintmakers could participate in some of the many paint and vamish 

clubs but eventually several informal regional groups began to meet during the 1930s 

(notably in Chicago and New York).25S These represent early attempts to organize 

participants in the art matenals trade. In New York City for example, there was the 

"Chowder Club", which becarne the Art Materials Club of New York in 1947 and was 

Iater renamed the Artists' MateriaIs Manufacturers' Association. It included 

manufacturers and wholesalers 0nly.256 

In the 1950s the first meeting of the National Art Materials Trade Association 

(NAMTA) took place. NAMTA included dealers. distributors, wholesalers and 

manufacturers from across the nation in its rnernbersl~ip.~~~ NAMTAts activities 

included: the development of techniques for a business statistics survey (because art 

materials aren't listed systematically in federal statistics), efforts to obtain discounts for 

member on freight charges and insurance rates, dissemination of information about 

legislation such as the Federal Hazardous Substances Labeling Act, interfacing with 

consumers associations like the National Art Education Association and the College Art 

Association, promotion of professionalism (using sales manuals and video tapes). public 

254. For example, Fischer. 193 1 .  
255. In Europe many artistst paintmakers beiong to the Confedérution européenne des associations de 
fabricants de teinture. d'encre d'impression et des couleurs d'artiste (Eumpean Confede ration of Dye. 
Printing Ink and Artists' Colour Manufacturers Association). 
256. The 1947 date was given in a facsimile reprint of "The Story of Bocour Anist Colon 
Incorporated". reprinted. fiom the 25th Anniversas, Banquet Progrm. New York: At Matenai Club 
Inc., Novernber 3, 1962, pp. 20-21. 1949 is given as the founding date for the Artist Materials 
Manufacturers Association in "How It Begann, A History of N M A .  The First 25 years. Hasbrouck 
Height, W.: National Art Materials Trade Association, 1975, p. 6 .  
257. " 1707-Natioaai Art Materials Trade Association". Encyctopediio oflssociotions. Part 1 (Sections 
1-6) Entries 1-10323. Detroit: Gale Research Inc., 1992, p. 171 1. 



relationdmarket expansion, regional serninars (primarily airned at dealers with exhibitors 

£tom the wholesalers and manufacturers group), and training and education (with 

certifi-cates of completion). NAMTA also developed an award system featuring the 

annual Art Award (for non-members such as famous art colledors like Joseph H. 

Hirshhorn and art technologist Ralph Mayer), and appointment to the Hall of Fame for 

members (like Henry Levison and Len Bo~our ) .Z~~  NAMTA also published magazines 

and bulletins to keep in touch with rne1nbers.25~ The association's national conventions 

held twice a year feature hundreds of exhibitors and smaller regional shows are also 

held.260 These trade shows allow manufacturers, dealers and distnbutors to exchange 

information and are sometimes attended by conservators and artists although they are 

not generaiiy open to the public.261 

Most of the Amencan-based pioneers in synthetic paintmaking for artists were 

active members in NAMTA, notably, Henry Levison, his brother David, Len Bocour, 

and Sam Golden. Asked whether they shared technical information about their 

innovations at NAMTA meetings, Sam Golden replied emphaticaily "no". the 

paintmakers each were trying to be the first with new p r o d ~ c t s . ~ ~ ~  Once new trends 

became established however NAMTA cornmittees did prepare training manuals to 

inforrn dealers and salespeople about new matenals and their uses. Technical manuals 

258. A History o f NAUTA. n e  First 75 pars. Hasbmuck Height, N.J. : National Art Materials Trade 
Association, 1975, pp. 63-70. 
259. Two major publications are Art Materials Today. Ine Retailer's Guide to Success (9  issues 
annuaüy), and a monthly magazine d e d  Art Material Trade News. 
260. The 1994 exhibitor prospectus listed 628 dinerent exhibitors. Most of these were manufacturen 
or distributors of artists' matenals, tools and related equipment (like carrying cases). "E'diibitor 
Prospectus". NAMTAts 44th Annual International Convention and Trade Show, Chicago. Illinois. May 
18-2 1, 1994. Courtesy NAMTA head office. 
261. The meetings are sometimes held at the same t h e  as meetings of the Sub-Committee for Anists' 
Paints and Related Materials of the American Society for Testing Materials to aUow exchange of 
information between the two groups. 
262. Sam Golden Interview. 199 1.  



on synthetic paints for artists begin appearing around 1960.263 NAMTA was concemed 

with issues related to standards primady inasmuch as they related to business concems 

and a particularly vocal participant in negotiations about labelling of new paints 

during the 1960s and 1970. 

Another organization of art matenal companies. the Art and Cr& Materials 

Institute (ACMI) was founded in 1936 as the Crayon, Watercolor and Craft Instinite "to 

encourage the use of art materials and to certify that children's art supplies were 

For four decades the primary activity of the Institute was to conduct 

toxicology tests in order to decide whether to cenify products for use by children. It 

also worked on commercial standards for materials for children's art education in 

schools. The Institute was not particularly involved in the use of synthetic materials for 

adult art supplies until 1982 when it expanded its activity to include a non-toxicity 

certification program for adult art materials. Different levels of certification have been 

developed as well as special waming labels for materials which are somewhat toxic 

under certain conditions. Products which have been certified are allowed to use the 

appropriate ACMI seals. Because of the popularity of water-based paints in school 

settings and the resulting trernendous market, some makers of synthetic paints for anists 

were also memben of this group and more joined in 1982 when toxicology wamings 

becarne mandatory for artist' paints.26' 

263. Whai is pmbably the fim manual tmting water-borne acrylia appeared in 1960. A n o n ~ o u s .  
"Polymer Emulsion Colors", Aqueous Medium. Sales Training .Lianual #3. Hasbrouck Heights. N. J.: 
National Art Materiais Trade Association. April 1960. pp. 12- 13. See also Anonymous. Rcrylics 
Pol-mer Emulsion Colors). Sales Training Manual Number 12. Hasbrouck Heights. N. J. : Nationai 
Art Materials Trade Association. n.d.. Bocour Papers, Courtesy Mrs. Ruth Bocour. New York City. 
264. Anonymous. "The Crayon. Water Color and Crafi Innitute. Inc.: A History". rnimeographed 
sheet. 2 sides. dated November 1982. Endosure in letter h m  Laurie A. Doyle, associate director. Art 
and Craft Materials ~nstitbte, to Jan Marontate, May 3, 1984. Luke, Joy Turner. "Tackling the 
Alphabet Soup: ACMI", Pen. P e n d  and Paint. Washington: Nationai Artists' Equity Association 
Materiais Research Cornmittee, Spring 1994. pp. 1-2. 
265. The innitute publishes an annual membenhip list available from their head office in Boylston. 
Massachusetts to the public and potential consumers 



The National Bureau of Standards and Artists' Paints 

Work on voluntary commercial standards for artists' paints continued after the 

development of the first recommended commercial standard for axtist paints in 1 

These commercial standards were developed in collaboration with the U.S. National 

Bureau of Standards (NBS) which had become involved in artists' paints in 1939 as a 

result of the initiatives of the Boston Paint Testing and Research Laboratory. part of a 

New Deal art project. The NBS mandate regarding such standards was to coordinate 

communications between producers (in this case art materials manufacturers) and 

consumers (artists and art institutions) by explaining procedures. cuculating written 

proposals and issuing the final p~blication.26~ It did not enforce the standard and 

increasingly restricted its budget for helping prepare standards. By the 1960s most of 

the cost of developing standards was assumed by industry, not the government. Nine 

artists' paintmakers contnbuted to the printing costs for publication of the 1962 

The Standing Cornmittee on the Recommended Commercial Standard for 

Artists' Oil Colors was reiatively inactive after the publication of the 1942 standard tintil 

the 1950s when members began to consult about revisions. The original cornmittee had 

included conservator Rutherford Gettens, artists' handbook author Ralph Mayer, and 

paintmaker Henry Levison among the 22 participants.269 Hundreds of others had 

266. For example, a standard was developed by the Crayon Watemlor and Craft Innitute for 
schoolchildren's art supplies in 1943. 
267 nproced ure for Establishment of Commercial Standards", What They Say About Commerciaf 
Standards. #367 13 Washington: U.S. Department of Commerce (08ice of Technid Senices. 
Commodity Standards Division). In Ralph Mayer Papers. AAA. ml D-2 13: 544. 
268. Bocour. Craftïnt. Gnunbacher. Permanent Pigments. Sargent An Materials, Shiva A ~ ~ M s  Colon. 
Taiens. F. Weber and Winsor and Newton: By 1980 al1 costs were to be assumed by industry. including 
administrative charges, leading to a re-assessrnent of the usefulness of affiliation with the National 
Bureau of Standards in this matter. 
269. The cornmittee included 10 representatives of artists' organizations (which included Ralph Mayer 
as a representative of the Arnerican Artists' Congres and Frank Stemer of the Boston Paint Testing 
and Research Laboratory), 10 manufacturers, with Gettens as chairman and a representative from the 
National Bureau of Standards as secretary. Artists Oif Paints. Commercial Standard CS 98-42. U.S. 



attended meetings including paintmaker Len Bocour. There were approximately three 

hundred acceptors in the list of signatories published in the first standard (representing 

artistsl organizations, educationd institutions, distributors and rnanufacturers). By 

contrast, the 18-member cornmittee which produced a new standard for artists' oil in 

1962 was substantiaiiy dinerent with fx fewer artists in attendance. It was composed 

of only 2 representatives of a single artist association (Artists' Equity), 10 manufacturers 

(this time including both Bocour and Levison plus a NAMTA representative). and six 

researchers or conservators (including Gettens. Feller, Mrs. Mayer). Only 52 acceptors 

appeared in the second published standard. 

Interest in the commercial standard flagged in part because it was seen as 

ineffectual. The oïl paint standard had covered niles about nomenclature, paint 

composition and Light-fastness testing methods but negotiations amongst cornmittee 

members had led to a far less stringent set of guidelines than some members had sought. 

Paintmaker and chernist Levison was particularly concemed that the standard was 

meaningless and stifling progress in the application of scientific methods to artistst 

paintmaking since 
"the way the standard was written any Company that was reasonably honest 
could pass. . . "2'0 

The 1962 standard for oil paints still did not include synthetic media to the 

chagrin of Levison who was also ardently lobbying for major changes in light-fastness 

testing proced~res.2~1 By the early 1970s Levison had decided to take matters directly 

to the government bureau but he found the combination of bureaucracy and the lack of 

Goverment Ptinting Ofnce, Washington, D.C., 1942. pp. 9-10; "Condensed Record of General 
Conference on Artists' Oil Paints, Febniary 9, 1940, M k u m  of Modem Art, New York City," Rafph 
Mayer Papers, AAA reel D2 13: 33-37. 
270. InteMew with Joy Turner Luke by Jan Marontate. April29 1994. 
271. Extensive correspondence about the development of the two standards, including some of 
Levison's pmposals, nray be found in the Ralph Mayer Papers AAA reels 2 11-2 13, and in the 
Rutherford J. Ckttcns Archives at the Freer Gallery of Art in Washington. Some additional 
documentation on the 1962 standard is also in the Herb Aach Papers. AAA. 



technical expertise of government officials insurmountable obstacles. In his words: 
"1 didn't know the ins and outs of the Bureau of Standards. They'U take 
sornebody from brassieres and move them to artists' colors you know. . . Joy 
Luke who was a member of Artists' Equity in Washington . . . knew the 

-' Washington climate. And she stepped into the breach. . . 

Revision of the NBS standard did not appear viable. partly because the whole 

method for communicating relied on written correspondence rather than face-to-face 

meetings.2'3 Luke, a representative of National Anists' Equity, researcher and advocate 

for the improvement of the quality of artists' materials spearheaded the creation of a 

cornmittee on artists' paints in the powerful Arnerican Society for Testing and Materials 

where at last work began on standards related specifically to synthetic painting media in 

the arts.Z74 

Health-consciousness. Ouaiitv and Arnerican Societv for Testine; and Materials 

Other issues besides questions of permanence marked discourse about artists' 

paints at this time. Beginning in the 1950s and mounting throughout the 1960s 

concems about health issues began to mount. The Federal Hazardous Substances 

Labelling Act, enacted in the early 1960s, required that art materials be labeled for 

possible health hazards. This labelling requirement posed particular problems for 

makers of synthetic artists' paints, since many of the materials were so complex that 

even paintmakers themselves did not know the exact composition of the chernical 

produas on which they were based. Yet the relatively new water-borne acrylic paints 

(which many companies were starting to produce in the early 1960s) at least offered the 

advantage of not requiring volatile solvents for use. Many experts on matenais. 

272. Leblson and Marshall 1986. 
273. Interview with Joy Turner Luke. May 1996. 
274. Luke NN a small non-profit research laboratory called Studio 23 1 where she conducts tests on art . 
materials and she produces the quarterly Pen, Pencil and Paper . Interview with Joy Turner Luke. 
April 1994. 



including even Ralph Mayer, initially felt they might provide a relatively healthy 

alternative to oil paints and spirit-soluble synthetic paints but uncertainties mounted as 

medical research began to reved possible carcinogenic effens of plastics.275 

Health-consciousness and increasing concems about toxicity brought the issue 

of regdation of artists' paintmaking to the attention of the public and politicians in 

1970s.~'~ Even though political support for tmth-in-labelling was grounded in health- 

consciousness it served other purposes as well. By this time. two key areas of concem 

emerged in discussions about standards for artists' paints: toxicity (or safety) and 

quality (particularly with reference to permanen~e).2~ For decades critics of shoddy 

products had been calling for tmth-in-labelling about pigments as a way of stopping 

manufacturers from rnixing cheaper fugitive pigments with more expensive permanent 

ones and then only mentioning the latter. Many consumer advocates (including art 

supply dealen as well as artists) became involved in a nation-wide carnpaign for 

legislation regarding labelling. 

Some of the core participants in the establishment of the Sub-Cornmittee on 

Artists' Paints and Related Materials of the Amencan Society for Testing and Materials 

(ASTM) had met through involvement with the Inter-Society Color Council (ISCC). 

The ISCC was initially composed of representatives of heterogeneous national 

organizations interested in some aspect of color, such as in dentistry (for matching false 

teeth), automobile manufacture, advertisement, art and so f0nh.2~8 People interested in 

art materials at the ISCC included conservation scientists, paintmaken, academics. 

275. See the previous discussion about Gmbacher's use of Mayer's technical amice column. "Ralph 
Mayer's Technical Question and m e r  Pagen Repnnted from American Rrtists. Decernber 1963. 
Ralph Mayer Papen, AAA. reel D-2 1 1. 
276. McCano. Michael. Heolfh Hczzards Mmual/or Artisfs. New York: Foundation for the 
Community of Artists, 1975; and McCann, Michael. Artist Beware. New York: Watson-Guptill. 1979. 

InteMews with loy Turner Luke 1994- 1996. 
278- The council dinuwd state-of-the art scientifk -ch findings about methods of testing and ideas 
of perception a s  well as information about socio-ntliurai variations in tastes and habits. 



conservators and artists. 

At the ISCC Luke and Levison met principle contacts interested in developing 

standards for artists' paints such as consumer advocate, artist, gallery owner and art 

supply dealer Zora Pinney.279 Luke worked in close collaboration with Levison for 

many years and also undertook tests with other trained chernists of vanous products 

including artists' acrylic paints focussing heavily on Iight-fastness tests.280 Luke's deep- 

seated interest in testing an  materials for permanence sternmed in part frorn observing 

the detenoration of artwork done by her father who was a carioonist. She was a key 

figure in the establishment of the Sub-Codttee on Artists' Paints and Related 

Materiais of the National Society for Testing Materials (ASTM). Luke was the first 

chairperson of the cornmittee, followed by art professor and handbook author Mark 

Gottsegen and then by a member of Golden's paintmaking Company, Ben G a ~ e t t . ~ ~ ~  

The ASTM committee on artists' paints officially began to meet in 1978. First 

artists, conservators and rnanufacturers concentrated heavily on the complex question of 

labeling for toxicity and safety related to legislation and governent pressure.282 

Various testing procedures were refined Standards were also developed regarding 

composition, physical properties and performance requirements for various types of 

279. Luke mentioned several contacts at the ISCC including paintmaker Levison, professor of art 
conservation (and biographer of Ralph Mayer) Hilton Brown, art dealer Zora P i ~ e y  and many others. 
Pinney donated a large collection of contemporaq artists' materiais and related documentation to the 
NationalGallery of Art in Washington in 1993 which is the first major study collection of  its kind. 
Luke 1994. Luke, J.T. "Heroines: Zora Sweet Pimey". Pen. P e n d  and Paper. Volume 1. Number 3. 
Spring 1994. p.3. " Zora Pinney," video, National Gallery of Washington, 1995. 
280. Luke, joy turncr, Fred W. Billmeyer. Ir.. Treva Pamer and Rornesh Kumad Pamer. /denriJFcarjon 
ofPigmenfs in Artists' Paints, 1977-1980. Princeton, N.J.: Inter-Society Color Council. 1990, 1994. 
Treva (Chemistxy Department. Jersey State College). "Summary of Some Results of Tests on &tistsl 
Acrylic Emulsion Paints". Sponsored by Artists Equity Association and the Inter-Society Color 
Councii. mimeograpb n.d.. Courtesy Joy Turner Luke. 
28 '. Luke chaired the committee for 12 y-. Gottsegen took over in L990 and again in 1996. Gaven 
chaired between about 1994 and 1996. 
282. Investigations of rnislabeling of artists' paints were undertaken by the Federai Trade Commission 
in 1979. The Environmental Protection Agency and amenciments to the Federai Hazardous Substances 
Act to include chronic illness related to specific identification of products and disposal procedures also 
affecteci artists' paints. 



synthetic painting rnedia.283 Once again most of these are voluntary standards which do 

not legally have to be respected although some ASïM standards have been used as a 

bais for govenunent regulations and legislation (notably about t o X i ~ i t y ) . ~ ~  

Although this work of the ASTM falls outside the time period covered by this 

study. it has been included here because it illustrates the continuation of collaborative 

trends begun half a century ago. It also shows the continuing participation in the 

development of standards by pioneers in research and development of new media for 

artists. 

Concludine Remarks on Standards and Artists' Paints 

Standards concern both social control and cooperation as efforts to institute 

normative practices for the protection of certain segments of society, sometimes to the 

determinant of others, offering the possibility of assigning blame or responsibility. In 

the case of artists' paints, early proponents for setting standards came from within the 

ranks of paintmakers. Therefore histoncally in the U.S. there is not a clear developed 

antagonism between manufacturers and consumers (artists and conservators) which 

might be expected in discussions about regulating the quality of artists' paints, although 

certainly there have been instances of fiction between different groups, notably on the 

subject of labelling. 

Discourse about srandards at first relied heavily on the authoritative aura of 

science. Scientific methods of analysis began to penetrate art worlds in the 1930s, 

notably for authentication, conservation and in materials testing. The use of scientific 

283. These include the following standards: Standard Specification Jor .4rtistf Oil, Resin-Oil and 
.-1l-d Paints. ASTM D 4304. Philadelphia: Amencan Society for Testing and Materials; and 
Standard Specification Jor A rrists' Emulsion Paints . ASTM D 5098. P hiladel p hia: American Society 
for Testing and Materials. 
2e4. For example a 1988 amendment to the Federal Hazardous Substances Act requires the use of the 
ASTM "Standard Practice for Labeling Art Materials for Chronic Health Hazards" (ASTM D 4236). 



rnethod was associated with efforts towards "professionalization" in conservation and to 

some extent in paintmaking. Metaphors borrowed corn the sciences permeate artistic 

practices at mid-century as well, in discussions of artistic "experiments". Synthetic 

painting media being products of science and had the "aura" of scientific progress about 

them. In some accounts they becarne associated with innovative, modern practices in 

both laboratones and artists' studios. Artists used commercial (or industrial) synthetic 

coatings or becarne alchemists concocting their own pigmented paints fiom chemical 

products before the production of synthetic media made specificaliy for them. 

Paintmakers began to adopt new chemical produas later than conservators and artists. 

Not incidentaliy one of the earliest pioneers in synthetic paintmaking for artists, Henry 

Levison. was an avid researcher who had advocated the systematic use of scientific 

techniques in paint manufacture since the 1930s and who pushed for the developrnent of 

standards throughout his life. The impact of his early efforis at deveIoping standards for 

artists' paints on the actual manufacture of materials is however debatable. Although 

initially promoted by bureaucrats and administrators the first standards served no 

purpose as an administrative device for controlling artistic production or paintmaking, 

and as applications of scientific methods illustrated the difficulty of translating theory 

into practice. They did however have a serendipitous effect of prornoting 

interdisciplinary communication on issues relevant to artistic practice. 

uicreasing interest in art-technical issues became apparent in publications for 

artists. Guidelines for normative practices 

appeared in art magazines and handbooks, 

standards for xtists' paints largely ignored 

in the artistic use of the new media soon 

but coordinated efforts at developing 

the new media, in part because of the 

difficulty of arriving at consensus about even reiatively simple formulations of traditional 

paints. The inception of labeling for health hazards made systematic disclosure of 

product ingredients mandatory and provided irnpetus for renewed efforts at developing 

other standards. Discussions about standards beginning in the 1960s were marked with 



disillusionment about science and technology which was symptornatic of anti- 

authoritarian, counter-cultural trends. Ambivalent attitudes were also grounded in 

empirical observation of the negative effects of modem chernicals on health and the 

environment. Suspicions about high technology and the limits of scientific method 

combined with concerns about the durability of art rnateriais as art became an 

investment commodity. 

Work-on standards for artists' paints and related studio practices took a 

variety of forms and was an on-going activity which involved many different interest 

groups, illustrating the importance of voiuntary associations in innovative cultural 

production. Collaborative efforts cut across occupational boundaries but also 

reinforced differences, as conservatorial interests, artistic goals, writers' agendas and 

paintmakers' preoccupations found points of consensus and contention. Artists 

were held responsible for the quality of their works by collectors, conservators 

charged with preserving it, and paintmakers increasingly called upon to divulge the 

very secrets which had allowed them to distinguish themselves. This transition fkom 

relatively individualized creative entrepreneurs to members of a responsible 

"profession" took place within a relatively small universe of paintmakers. to which 

we wilI now turn. 
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CHAPTER 7 - The Universe of Artists' Colour Manufacturers and Innovation: 
Stones of Other Paintmakers 

How do the pioneers in synthetic paintmaking fit into the universe of artists' 

colour manufacturers in general? What other paintmaken becarne involved in the 

development of new media? Do any social patterns emerge? This section will briefly 

present the reference population of art materials manufacturers, focussing on 

entrepreneurs and individuais producing synthetic paints for artists in North Arnerica. 

As we have seen, the first synthetic paints for artists were produced by small 

entrepreneurs who had been active in the U.S. in the 1930s. Larger art supply 

manufacnirers only produced synthetic paint after the early innovative efforts of smaller 

companies. The itineraries of the best known of the pioneers in the developrnent of new 

media in the ans have been presented in detail in preceding chapters. They were : 

Leonard Bocour and Sam Golden (makers of "Magna", the first commercial brand of 

spirit-soluble acrylic artists' colon), Henry Levison (who produced "Liquitex". the first 

t Ü U  line of water-borne acrylics) and, of course, José Gutiérrez (recognized particularly 

for his diffusion of formulas for mural paints). 

Others were working on new media at the same time. Some developed only a 

few products but did not produce a full line of artists' colours. Soon however a second 

generation of pioneers introduced their formulations based on new media. Water-borne 

synthetic paints, especially acrylics, proved very popular in the 1960s, when they also 

started to be more widely available intemationally. With few exceptions by 1980 most 

major manufacturers of fine artists' colours appear to have produced at Ieast one line of 

water-borne synthetic paints. Thus the paintmakers who created early lines of 

synthetic paints may be considered an avant-garde indicative of an emerging trend in the 

I -  A few cornpanies s t i i i  specialized in fine quality traditional colours, unially oils. in the U.S. (J. H. 
Hatfield's Color Shop in Boston during the 1930s and early 1940s. and Gamblin of Portland Oregon). 
in Europe (notably, Oudt Hoilandse Oliwemen Makerij known as Old Holland in the U.S.. Semelier. 
Blocku. and J.P. Stephenson) and in Japan (Turner). 



context of artias' paintmaking. 

Defininn the Reference Po~ulation of Artists' Paintmakers 

By al1 accounts, the population of manufacturers of artists' paints is small 

world-wide but no census of art materials manufacturers has been found. Govements 

do not publish statistics about them, in part because many of the businesses are small 

and rather ephemeral thus difficult to track. 

Sources of Information About Paintmakers and Omissions 

Records of advertisernents, mentions in handbooks, in magazine articles, in 

documents from voluntary associations and archives allow for a rough reconstruction of 

key figures in the recent history of artists' paintmaking, but the list obtained is 

necessarily incomplete.2 Using these sources there are systernatic omissions. notably of 

small paintmakers not mentioned in widely-distributed publications.) Since the 

company names were located in publications available in North American enterprises 

there is also a strong emphasis on North America, which is the focus of the study. 

Companies which concentrate their activities on other geographic locations are almost 

certainiy underestimated in the list of companies outside of North America which was 

2- n e  papers of Zora Sweet Pinney. an art supplies dealer. researcher and consumer advocate provide 
information of selected manufacturers active in the 1980s. Partial archives of two other companies 
(Bocour and Weber) are also in collections which should eventually be open to researchets: Zora Pinne)' 
Papers. National Gallery of  Washington; Leonard Bocow Papen. AAA; and F. Weber Papen. Gerty 
Conservation Institute. In addition some relevant information may be found in the following 
cok t ions :  Leonard Bocour Papers, 1953-1964. George Arents Research Library, Syracuse University, 
Syracuse. New York and "Romaine CoUecîion: Trade Catalogues of Artists' Materials and Supplies. 
1896-1927". Department of Special CoUections, Library, University of California, Santa Barbara. 
3. Companies were not included ifwritten confirmation of their existence was not found. This 
eliminated several firms and painunakers mentioned in intewiews which could not be traced such as 
Onyx (a paint company reputedly in Western Canada), Williamstown Paints (a brand purpartedly soId 
in New York). paintmakers Max Plansky and Milton Resnick, and Pottinger (a California-based 
product apparently used by students at Chouinard School where Siqueiros taught in 1932). 



compiled for cornparison purposes.J Sirnilarly the importance of small. short-lived 

companies who happened to appear in wrîtten sources may be over-estimated. since 

they are given the same weight in the tally as established firms which have been in 

existence for decades. Thus there are distortions introduced by relying solely on these 

written sources, because it is difficult to assess factors which rnay be crucial for 

undentanding the place of these paintrnakers within paintmaking and artmaking 

contexts. The role of a company certainly varies according to some combination of 

historie, economic and socio-political variables such as length of time in business. extent 

of distribution of produas, charisma of company representatives, leadership in the 

introduction of successfÙ1 new products, market share. perception of the quality of the 

products by artists, reputation and so on. 

The Cateaorv of "Artistsf Paintmakers": Criteria for Inclusion and Exclusion 

Above and beyond the omissions and biases introduced by the sources of 

information, the question of which companies to include in an inventory of artists' 

paintmakers raises issues regarding how to define the category and who to include in the 

reference population. The 6rst criterion for inclusion is that the paints manufactured 

must have been expressly made for use by artists. Maken of paints intended for 

industrial or commercial applications were excluded regardless of how popular their 

products might have been with artists. Here other distinctions between types of paints 

according to intended uses become crucial, notably the differences between paints for 

the fine arts, craft, design and school children? Companies that only made paints for 

4. CIearIy there are pmbably manufacturers of artists' quality rynthetic paints in South America. India 
and China dthough none have been Iocated in the sources used (except for student-grade and crafts 
paint manufacturers). 

Ani- pain& are traditiodly the mon permanent craft or design pain& l e s  so and children's 
pain& the l em permanent, although expectations in this regard have changed. Most design work used 
to be considered ephernerai, for exampIe, posters, theater sets. various itlustrations to be reproduced 
(like advertisements and cartoons). and architectural drawings. However, as many of these items came 



crafts and design use or for school children have not been included. Such manufacturers 

are fairly easy to distinguish because they usually clearly identie the intended uses of 

their produas to avoid later cornplaints about irnperrnanen~e.~ Sorne of these crafts and 

designers paints were certainly also used by artists but again their makers are excluded 

from the list unless they made fine artists' paints as well. (Of course. some 

manufacturers of artist-quality paints also produced student-grade colours or paints for 

other uses, as was the case with Bocour and Golden's fabrication of colors for paint-by- 

number crafl kits which were made for other people's labels.) 

The major criterion for inclusion in this study was that the paintmakers must 

have produced a line of pigmented synthetic paints specifically for artists. This stricture 

was initially based on the assumption that paintmakers who made synthetic artists' 

colours would represent a distinct and small fraction of a much larger body of artists' 

paintmakers overail, which proved incorrect. Instead they were in the majority. Most 

artists' paintmaking firms located have marketed a line of synthetic paints. (although it 

should be noted here that only companies active after the end of World War CI figure in 

this tally) . Forty-eight manufacturers of synt hetic artists' paints meeting the cntena 

have been found in the written sources (28 in Canada, the U.S. and Mexico, and 20 

outside North Arnenca). Only a half a dozen additional artists' paintmakers making 

traditional oïl paints @ut not synthetic paints) have been found.8 There are also a few 

companies which have manufactured non-pigmented synthetic painting products. such 

- - - -- - - - - - - - - 

to be corisidered "coiiectable". designers began to seek more permanent media. Another difference is 
that non-toxicity requirements are much more stnngent for chilhn's art materials 
6. Although as previously noted not al1 of MA or design paints are iderior to Mis&' grade paints. 
especially in ment years when more attention has been given to Iongevity and safety. 
'. Thus companies like Manini Ani& Color Laboratories of Long Island City belonging to artist and 
magazine writer H. E. Martini and Permia Colors (of New York City, represented on the Standing 
Cornmittee of the 1942 First Recommended Commercial Standard for Artists' Oil Paints by David 
Gander) have been omitted. 
8- See footnote two above. 



as varnishes. which have been e~cluded.~ Similady, manufacturers of specialty products 

which may have contained synthetic resins (such as wax mediums for encaustic painting) 

and m-&ers of casein paints (a serni-synthetic product made from rnilk known from 

ancient times) have been elirninated unless they made other artists' paints based on 

modem synthetic media as well. 

The focus in this section will be on a bnef account of selected early 

manufacturers of synthetic paints for artists based in Nonh Arnenca. The discussion 

will concentrate on companies which produced these new paints by 1965. This cut-aff 

date has been established because by about 1970 most artists' colour manufacturers 

began to develop paints based on the new media, whereas up untii the mid- 1960s 

synthetic paints for artists were still not well-known or widely distnbuted and therefore 

their manufacturers may be considered innovators in some respects. l l 

Tables 3 through 8 in Appendix B dso include complementary information 

about companies bringing out the new produas later and about paintmakers based 

outside of Canada, the U.S. and Mexico to dlow for a more general impression of the 

characteristics of the reference population across time and in diffierent places. 

9. Brwklyn-based anist and tacher Charles Seide's Museurn Artists Materiais company is not listed 
since it oniy advertised acrylic gessos, medium and varnishes. but apparently did not produce paints. 
Trade litcrature on the company dating from the 1950s was found in the papers of Leonard Bocour. 
Longo, Vincent. "Plastics in New Art Materials: Interview with Charles Seide". Arts, Volume 30. May 
L956, p. 62-3; Seckler 1952, pp. 67-69, 89-9 1; and B m u r  Papers, National Gallery of Art, 
Washington. 
Io- Two well-publicized manufacturers of wax medium during the 1950s were Dorland's and 
Torche's, In the late 1940s several companies producing casein advertised for one or two issues of an 
art magazine such as Robert Rosenthai Artists' Colors (makers of Luminall Casein Colors) and Ruvton 
Casein Colors. 

. Dates of introduction of producrs have k e n  ascemin using a variety of sources. notably two 
artists' hancibooks which reporteci on recent manufàcturers of synthetic paints for artists appeared in 
late 1965 and early 1966. They gave names of manufacturers which had not yet appeared in the art 
press and therefore are considered sources of up-to-date information about available products. Woody 
( 1965) and Gutiérrez and Roukes (1 966). 



Eadv Svnthetic Paints in North America (Bv 1965) 

By 1965 there were at least nine companies producing water-borne acrylics or 

similar types of synthetic paints in North Amenca which advertised in national art 

magazines or were featured in handbooks (see Table 3, Appendk B). In addition to 

Levison's Company Permanent Pigments, Bocour and Politec, the foliowing firms appear 

to have begun production of synthetic paints by 1965: California Produas. 

Grumbacher, Shiva, Utrecht, Weber (in the U.S.) and, in Mexico, Evo-Art. A ninth 

Company. Polymer Tempera, had begun and stopped production before the mid- 1950s. 

A tenth manufacturer, Amencan Artists' Color Works, may also have produced a water- 

borne acrylic in the mid-sixties (or slightly later). As well, spirit-soluble pyroxylin paints 

for artists, made with a similar base to the nitrocellulose automotive lacquer Duco. were 

produced and widely-distributed by at least one manufacturer: Devoe and Raynolds. l 2  

Most of these companies had close ties with artistic cornmunities and were active in 

voluntary associations like the National Art Materials Trade Association. Five of the 

U.S. companies sent representatives whose narnes appear on the lists of participants in 

meetings about the recommended commercial standards for artists' colours. The U. S. 

companies that did not attend (California Products, Polymer Tempera and Utrecht) had 

not been formed at that time. The S~O+S of the companies and the innovators behind 

them provide ches about the ways in which paintmakers are related to art worlds or to 

cornmunities involved with applied science. 

The Occu~ation of Artist-Paintmaker and the Introduction of New Paints 

Many of the early manufacturers of synthetic paints for artists had an aspiring 

artist at the company's helm or Ui a key position, notably: Bocour Artist Colors. Politec. 

Polymer Tempera, Shiva, California Products and Utrecht (See Appendix B. Table 5). 

12. The produa was known as Dev-0-Lac. 



An early company, perhaps the first, founded with the specific goal of producing 

a line of water-borne synthetic paints (although they were not acrylics) was begun by a 

Boston-based artist and art educator, Alfred Duca (b. 1920). l 3  In about 1945 he set up 

a short-lived company called Polymer Tempera, a generic name which he also adopted 

as the brand name of his produa. Duca was a student of German-bom Karl Zerbe. an 

influentid teacher known for his avid interest in materiais. Zerbe had studied at the 

Munich Academy in Germany (where the renowned artists' handbook writer Max 

Doemer taught) and spawned at least two generations of artists' handbook authors. l4 

With help from chemists at the Borden Chernical Company Duca developed a process to 

make a water-borne medium for painting which dried clear.15 He did not manufacture 

paints for long and by 1952 had begun to freely share his formula with any artists who 

were interested. l6 Duca's formula was basically a modification of a medium used in a 

comrnon white glue used in schools making it clearer and less acidic to prevent 

interfering with pigments. Duca's interest in new media and willingness to share his 

technicd knowledge are reminiscent of José Gutiérrez. Like Gutiérrez, Duca had 

studied at the Pratt Institute in Brooklyn and like Gutiérrez, Duca released his formula 

for use by artists and aliowed it to be published in artists' handbooks. l 7  Sometimes 

however aitists just used Duca's basic idea dispensing with the technical refinements and 

simply substituting a proprietary brand of white glue. I 8  Other manufacturers of tempera 

at the time may also have been using similar formulas for tempera, in particular Shiva 

3. Chatt. Bernard. "P.V. A. Emulsion Tempera: ALfred Duca". in Chact ( 1960). pp. 3 1-36: and 
Woody (1965). pp. 109- 1 12. 
14. He taught R a d  Kay (1% 1) who in turn îaught Mark Gottsegen (1993). 
IS. It was a polyrnerized polyvinyl acetate. Chaet (1960). p. 36 
16. Wight Frederick. "Zerbe Paints a Picture". Art News. Volume 5 1. 1952 pp.26-29. 53-54. 
1 7 .  Woody (1965): Gilbert. Domthy (editor) "Duca. Alfred Miltonn. Who's Who in Americon Art. New 
York: RRBowker, 1966, p. 12 1. 
1 8 .  ARist Ken Noland mentions mixing dry pigments with Elmer's glue in about 1955 or 1956. 
Moffett, Kenworth. Kenneth Noland, New York: Abrams, 1977, p. 10 1, n. 3. 



which produced a brand called NuTemp. 

Shiva Artist's Colors was founded in Chicago in 19 19 by Ramon Shiva, a 

Spanish-bom artist and inventor. 1 He began his career as a commercial artist but also 

exhibited his paintings, notably at the Art Institute of Chicago, where he had studied. 

His company was a leader in the deveiopment of casein paints for artists. which were 

very popular just d e r  the war. Shiva participated in matten of concem for 

paintmakers, for example by attendhg meetings on the recommended commercial 

standards although he does not appear to have been a central figure in national 

organizati~ns.~~ He sold the company, moved to New Mexico and died in 1963 just 

before the introduction of the company's line of artists' acrylics (around 1964). The 

company changed hands several times subsequently, increasingly concentrating on crafls 

products.2' However, Shiva's successful innovation with the introduction of an artists' 

quality line of casein paints had made an impact on other rnanufacturers in a variety of 

ways. Many other paintmakers were inspired to produce lines of casein artists' colors in 

the 1940s. Furthemore, Shiva's experience with casein showed that an innovative fine 

art paint could open new business opportunities. 

The link between casein and acrylic is not merely a via psychological or 

metaphoric associations with commercial success. Casein resembles some features of 

9. Although some biographical information about Shiva ( 1  893- 1963) was found noone in the 
company which purchased the Shiva name could be located with knowledge of the history. The 
founding date was located in a 50th year actvertisement in Arnerican Artist. Anonymous. "Shiva 
Golden Year Painting Prize Awards for W i m e n  in Leading American Art Showst'. Rmerican .-Irrist. 
Volume 33, Number 5, Issue 325, pp. 35-36; Sparks, Esther. A Biographical Dictionaty of Painters 
and Sculptors in Illinois, 1808-1945, Volume II. Ph.D. Dissertation in Art History. Northwestem 
University, 1971, p. 606; Falk, Peter Hastings (editor). Who W a  Who in American Art, Madison 
Conn: Sound View Press? 1985, p.566; and Dawdy, ~ o n s  Ostrander. .-irtists ofthe Arnerican West. 
Chicago: Swallow Press, 198 1, p. 264. 
lo. He was however present a the 1940 meeting on the standard held in New York City at the 
Museum of Modern Art. "Condensai Record of General conference on Artists' Oil Paints" in Mayer 
Papen, AAA reel D2 13: 33-37 

. The Shiva Company and name was sold by Delta Technical Coatings to the art materials distributor 
Dick Blick in about 1993. 



modem synthetic paints because of its handling properties and its aesthetic appeal (since 

it could be used with water. was relatively flat and had a matte appearance). Indeed the 

similarities in characteristic of acrylics and casein were noted by the National Society of 

Painters in Casein which changed its name to include acrylics in order to reflect the 

interest of members in fast-drying aqueous media? In addition, at least in Britain. 

social politics made have played a role in the decline in popularity of casein in favour of 

modem synthetic aqueous painting media. According to conservator Paula Volent. 

stories by paintmaken indicate that water-borne acrylics were adopted by British artists 

largely to replace casein colors which had been boycotted on moral grounds after Worid 

War II. (Casein is a milk by-product and social activists believed at the time that rnilk 

products should be used to feed hungry children, not for making art.)23 

Lirnits in the availability of art supplies after World War II were at the ongins of 

the founding of another innovative paintmaking company. Artist Norman Gulamerian 

could not find any Belgian linen in New York City and began to import it in 1949, 

selling at discounted prices.24 Soon he and his brother Harold were also making paint in 

the basement of their Brooklyn home. Like partners Len Bocour and Sam Golden, or 

Henry Levison and his brother, the Gularnerian brothers settled on a division of labour 

with Norman handling marketing and public relations while Harold ran the plant. The 

Gulamerians began selling primed canvas which they first prepared with slow-drying oil- 

based gessoes. Seeking a quicker alternative they developed a faster-drying acrylic 

The society was founded in 1952 and was renamed the National Society of Painters in Casein and 
Acry lic in 197 1. Handbook author Ralph Fabri was Honorap Life President. National Society of 
Painters in Casein and Acrylic Records. 1952- 1977, AAA. unmicrofilmed: Anonymous. "Casein. 
Acplic Show at Museum". Wausau Daily Record-Herald-MerriIl Doily Herald, Wednesday. January 
5 .  1972. p. 30. 
23. Volent refemd to r&h reported orally to her by Sally Woodcock who was woking on company 
hinory at C. Roberson and Company, a prominent manufacturer of artists pigments in London. 
England. InteMews with conservator and researcher Paula Volent, National Gallery of Art, 
Washington, D.C., May 1995. Tape 1 .  
24. Conversation with Iennifer Pagano (daughter of Nomian Gulamerian). May 1994. 



gessos with the help of chemists.25 Their company, Utrecht Linens (later known as 

Utrecht Art and Drafting Supplies) dates its first line of water-borne acrylic paints to 

1957,$hough advertisements located which announce the new paints do not appear 

until later. 

Another early brand of water-borne synthetic paints developed by an artist was 

the h i t  of research conducted for a Master's thesis.26 Ron Hayes studied the potential 

for use by artists of different types of synthetic media during the early 1960s while a 

student at Massachusetts College of Art in B0ston.2~ There was an active interest in 

new media in Boston at the time, inspired in part by teachers at the Boston Museum 

School. where paintmaker Alfred Duca and teacher Karl Zerbe had pursued experiments 

since the 1940s. Hayes worked in consultation with technical representatives from the 

Rohm and Haas chernical company and chemists knowledgeable about commercial 

paintmaking.28 After completing his thesis he took his basic formulas to a commercial 

paintmaking company in the Boston area called California Products which helped him 

refine his formulas for a brand of paints called New M a ~ t e r s . ~ ~  The paints, which were 

made between 1963 and 1968, were a combination of two synthetic media. They were 

very distinctive since they were thick colors sold in clear plastic tubes which showed the 

intense hues of the paint inside? This was the first water-borne acrylic for artists 

available in tubes on the market. Hayes toured art schools lechiring to classes and 

25. Conversation with N o m  Gulamerian May 1994 
26. Hayes (1962). He also wrote an anis&' handbook, Hayes (1968). 
27. The art college was Miated with Tufts University which granted the degree. Intewiew with Ron 
Hayes by Jan Marontate, Apd 1994. 
28. Hayes rnentioned speciiïicaly the assistance of Ed Lamy. a technicd sales representative of Rohm 
and Haas Chernical Company and a polymer chemist named John Gillis. Hayes Interview. 1984. 
29. -4ccording to Hayes the company name was coined because the owners wanted to associate their 
paints with their ideal of bright. sunny colours popular in West Coast cuiture at the tirne. Hayes 
interview, 1984. 
30. The paints were a copolymer (a combination of aclylic and polyvinyl polymers). The formulas 
were sold to Hunt h4anufacturing Company. 



giving demonstrations of the new paints in much the same way Russ Woody and Len 

Bocour were doing. He became an art professor in the Design Department at the 

Massachusetts CoUege of Art. 

Amencan Artists' Color Works was aiso directed by an a r t i ~ t . ~ ~  German- 

trained artist and art educator Herbert Aach headed the company for 15 y e a r ~ . ~ ~  Like 

Gutiérrez and Duca, Aach had studied at the Pratt Institute of Design in New York. His 

biography also States that he studied in Mexico. although no details have been found on 

possible connections with technicd imovators there. Aach was a university art 

professor and conducted research on colour theory in the 1960s through the 1980s. 

joining the Inter-Society Color Council.33 He represented the company at meetings on 

paint standards in the early 1960s and later was active in the American Society for 

Testing and Matends. He also was close to handbook author Ralph Mayer and directed 

the Artists' Technical Research Institute founded by Mayer after Mayer becarne ill. The 

company made an acrylic paint called Vanguard which does not appear in 

advertisements until the early 1970s by which t h e  the brand narne and formulas had 

been sold to another manufacturer but no early records of the cornpany have been 

found." It is likely that some Vanguard paints were produced for sale in the New York 

City area earlier but dating is uncertain. 

Finally, among the proprietary brands of synthetic paints for artists developed by 

an artist which appear to have been made before 1965 is the line produced by Evo-Art 

in Mexico. The company was set up by artist José Luis Gurdubay who had 

l .  Records on the company have not been found. In Standing Cornmirtee for the 1942 Recommended 
Commercial Standard for Artists' Oils the representative of the company was Dam Johnson and it was 
based in Brooklyn. In the 1962 Standing Cornmittee Herb Aach represented the company and the 
address was Hazleton, Pennsyivania. 
32. Aach studied in Cologne. G i l b e ~  Dorothy. "Aach, Herbert". Who's Who in American Art. New 
York: Rowker. 1966. p. 1. 
33. He taught at Queen's College, City University of New York. 
34. The brand name was sold to Hunt Manufacturing Company. No company records were found in 
Aach's papes. Herbert Aach Papers. AAA. 



experirnented with vinylites and other media since the late 1940s. Gurdubay knew 

Gutiérrez and had participated in the experirnental workshop on modem painting 

materiais at the Polytechnic Institute in Mexico City? Gurdubay worked for Gutiérrez' 

company Politec and then set up his own paintmaking cornpany which was not 

financially success~l. Later he was a partner in the manufacture of primed irnported 

canvases with fellow artist Luis Filcir, and he subsequently established another 

manufacturing fim to produce artists' acrylics called ND-Art which also ceased 

production due to financial problern~.~~ 

Thus many of the early rnanufacturers of synthetic paints for artists were guided 

in their innovations by artists clrm paintmakers. More established companies began to 

make the new paints, too and in these cases trained chemists appear to have played 

central roles. 

More Established Com~anies with Trained Chemists Launch New Lines 

As a general rule companies which launched lines of synthetic paints for artists 

were relatively new. An exception was Devoe and Raynolds, a New York-based fim 

which made a spirit-soluble pyroxylin lacquer similar to Duco but made with artists' 

grade pigments and widely available in the 1950s.3~ As far as water-borne paints were 

concemed ~o other relatively established companies produced early acrylics for artists: 

Gmmbacher and Weber. 

3s. Conversation with ksé Luis Gurdubay. June 1994. 
36- Products made by Gurdubay's companies wen used by prominent Mexican muralis& like Arnold 
Belkin and seen in Belkin's former studio by the author. Conversation with Luis Filcir. June 1994; 
Interview with artist Patricia Quijana Femr (widow of Arnold BeW). June 1994. 
37- , mmpany be, in 1848 as Butler and Raynolds, It stopped making aiusts' paints in 1962, 
selling the fine arts' part of the company to Craftint. Bulletin of the American Group. International 
Institute for the conservation of Historic and Artistic Works. Volume 3. No. 1, October 1962. p. 6.. See 
aiso Heckel, George B. The Paint Industry, Reminiscences and Comments. St. Louis, ~Wssouri: 
American Paint Journal Company, 193 1. 



The F. Weber Company also dates fiom the 19th century? The technical 

director of the Philadelphia manufactunng beginning in about 1920 was Fred W. Weber. 

a watercolourist, art critic, and author of an artists' h a n d b ~ o k . ~ ~  He lectured on art 

techniques and materials at various art schools in New York Washington and 

Philadelphia.40 In the 1950s the company made an synthetic resin medium for painting 

called Res-N-Gel which was a jelly-like substance to increase transparency41 In 1964 

the company began to produce water-borne latex polymer paints.l2 Little infornation 

about the company's history was accessible at the time of writing. 

Another paintmaker producing synthetic artists' colors before 1965 was also an 

older art supply manufacturer bearing the name of its Austnan-immigrant founder M(ax) 

Grumbacher? Gmmbacher is one of the rare artists' colour manufacturers to have had 

38. 1t was established in 1853 as a successor to Janentzlq and Weber Maoufactures and Importers and 
incorporated in 1920. The early company papes are in the possession of the Getty Conservation 
Institute in California "F. Weber and Company, Inc. Collection". unpubtished inventory, F e b w  22. 
1996. Getty Center for the History of Art and the Hurnanities Library. p. 1 
39. Weber. P. W. Artisrr" Pigments. Tneir Chernicol and Physical Properties. New York: Van 
Nostrand. 1923. 
40. He lectured on the chernical and physical properties of artists colors. oils and vehicles and on 
general art historical ideas about craftsmanship in painting. One of his lectures indicated that he had 
spoken at the Art Students' League and the Nationai Academy of Design in New York City. the 
Corcoran School of art in Washington And the University of Pennsylvania School of Fine Arts. Weber. 
F. W. "The Craftsmaaship of Fine Arts Paintingn. typescript with handwritten dates From Decernber 3 1. 
1 9 3 4 - J a n ~  10, 1935, h m  the F.W. Weber Papers, Getty Center for the History of An and the 
Humanities. Santa Monica. California. 

l .  It was one of the few products made with synthetic media named in Mayef s second edi tion of his 
artists' handbook. Mayer ( 1957). p. 66 1. 
42. Guîierrez and Roukes (1964). Formulas and paint simples are in the possession of the Ge@ 
Conservation Institute. "F. Weber and Company, Inc. Collection. Paint Formula Books: Box 12. 
Folder II and Sample Books, 1925-195 1 Series III, Box 34". unpublished inventory, Febnrary 22, 1996. 
Getty Center for the Kistory of Art and the Hurnanities Libtary, p. 5-6 
43. Anist George Stegmeier who has worked for pgintmakers since the 1950s when he was a mil1 
hand for Len Bocour and Sam Golden began working €gr Grumbacher as a consultant on handling 
properties in 1979 and at the time of his interviews was the longest-standing company ernployee. 
Stegmeier wrote a brief company history based on inteMews with retired staff. Although a very useful 
source for information, case should be taken with the dates given since several have proven inaccurate 
when checked against other sources. Some of these are noted in the discussion which folIows. 
Interviews with George Stegmeier by Jan Marontate, March and April 1994. Stegmeier. George. 
Untitled typescript of Gnrmbacher Company Kistory. n.d. 7 pages. M. Gnrmbacher Inc. Cranbury. 
New Jersey. 



apparentiy neither a personal connection with artists (and artistic aspirations), nor any 

training in chemistry. Grumbacher started a bnishmaking Company in 1903 in New 

Yorkand sold his-brushes to artists in the thriving art ~omrnunity .~  He began 

importing fine quality Geman paints and in the 1930s- when the New Deal art projects 

started he began to make artists' paints using formulae from the Schmincke Company in 

Gem~any.~s 

The Schmincke company agreed to allow the use of their formulas by 

Gmmbacher because they needed hard currency to help Jewish family members escape 

Nazi persecution. The German company sent a team of chemists to help Gmmbacher 

set up the paintmaking operation in 1934?6 The team was headed by Ernst Oswald 

Hesse, heir apparent to the Schrnincke family business, who had completed studies in 

chernistry in Zürich and Münich. Most of the team returned to Germany in 1937 when 

Hesse's father died to help keep the business going and be near family mernbers given 

the increasingly tense political situation surrounding Gemany at that tirne. One team 

member, a chernist named Willy Nusinoff who was Jewish, stayed in the U.S. to avoid 

internment and worked for the Gmmbacher company directing the paintmaking 

operations until his retirement in 1 9 6 8 . ~ ~  Thus during the period of innovation in the 

development of synthetic painting media the Gmmbacher companyts paintrnaking 

". Chae~ Be&. "Studio Talk: A Tour of the Giumbacher Factory: The Production of Oil Paints 
and Bmhesn. A m ,  Volume 33, 1958, p. 64. 
45. According to Stegmeier Max died in 193 9. passing owncrship of the Company to his nephews. 
Walter, Stanley and Joseph. The date of what appears to be Max's obituary was however 1933. Sew 
York Times Persona1 Nme'lndex, 1 163, O 24, 22:2. 
46. Peter Hesse. who kcame the fouxth generation to head the family fm was h m  in the U. S. during 
this sojourn. Anonymous. Chronik eines Familienunternehmens, Düsseldorf: H. Sc hrnincke 
Künstlerfarben. 95 100 8/92. 1992, pp. 3-4; and InteMew with Peter Hesse by Jan Marontate. June 
1994. 
47. Willy Nusinoff represented the company on the Standing Cornmittee for the 1962 Recommended 
Commercial Standard for Artists' Oil Paints. During this period several mernbers of the Gnimbacher 
family managed the business but in the mid seventies the company was sold to a large corporation. It 
was sold !O Times Mirror in 1978, at which point many employees left. It was subsequently resold at 
lest twice. Stegmeier 1994 and Luke 1994. 



operations were largely mn by a European-trained paintrnaker with a background in 

chemiary. 

In 1930s the Gnxmbacher company (aided by the chernists from Schmincke) 

developed a speciai line of paints (of undisclosed composition) for use on celluloid 

which they sold to the Walt Disney company for cartoon films (Cel-Tested col or^).^^ 

Here was another case in which new media proved remunerative for a paintmaker, 

though it was for design use. During the war the company furnished the govemment 

and armed forces with a~ supplies and participated in experimental work on camouflage 

colors for warships at the Brooklyn Navy yard where contact would probably have been 

made with synthetic media for military coatings.49 Although the Company managed to 

continue operations during al1 of the war it was deeply afEected by the deaths of several 

family members. Even so the company was relatively early in producing a line of 

modem synthetic paint.50 Gmmbacher introduced a CO-polyrner paint called Hyplar in 

about 1962 which it reformulated completely severai times, and which was not widely 

available untiI later in the 1960s. 

Other North American Paintmakers and Trends Elsewhere 

By the late 1960s other companies had begun to make synthetic colors for artists 

in North Arnerica. Stories about the history of some of them are presented to help give 

48. Severai h o u s  feature-length cartoons were apparently done with the new paints. notabley Snow 
White and the Seven Lhvarfs and Fantasia. Stegmeier n-d., p. 1. 

". Stegmeier. a.&, p. 1. Some of the eartiest applications of polymer coatings were developed during 
the first world war for marine purposes. (Moravetz, Herbert. Polymer: The Origins of a Science. New 
York: Wiley, 1985 .) Recall also that the Passive Defense Project for the developrnent of camouflage 
was sufFed by some participants in the experimentai work done by consemator Rutherford Gettens at 
the Paint Testing and Research Laboratory in Boston during the 1930s. Gettens had pubtished some of 
the earliest papers on the use of methacrylates (acrylics) in the early 1930s as mentioned in Chapter 3. 
50. The obiniary of the first bereditaxy successor to the founder. Walter, indicates he committed suicide 
in 1947, although Stegmeier gives the date as 1943. New York Times Persona1 Name Index, 936. Je 27. 
2 3 9 ;  the second successor, Stanley died in 196 1 New York Times Personal Name Index, 293 D 30. 
19:4. 



a picnire of the body of artists' color manufacturers in North Arnerica. As well, a few 

profiles of selected paintmakers fiom elsewhere ernphasinng in particular cornpanies 

which- had a presence in North American markets. 

Other North American Paintmakers: Two Canadian Examples 

Information about the dates of introduction, the types of products and artistic or 

scientific affiliations of various other North American paintmaking companies are 

presented in Tables 3, 5 and 7. Although dating of produas is uncertain in some cases. 

rnost of these companies assuredly began making synthetic paints after the 1965 cut-off 

date. and many were formed much later. Nonetheless sirnilar the company histones 

show patterns similar to those observed in earlier manufacturers. An emphasis on 

artistic connections predorninates although a few cases of companies founded by 

individuals with a background in the sciences, usually chernistry, come to light. One of 

the more recent companies, Golden Artist Colors, has been discussed in a previous 

section since it continued and built upon the pioneering work of Sam Golden and Len 

Bocour. Two other companies were researched in some detail, in part due to cunosity 

about the paintmaking experience in Canada: Stevenson's of Scarborough, Ontario 

(part of the Greater Metropolitan Toronto area) and Chromatech of Montreal. 

David Stevenson started his making paint in his garage as a part-time activity in 

about 1965 and began his company when he was sixty years old in 1970.~~ At first he 

only made oil paints but around 1973 he began to produce acrylics. He soon retired 

fiom his job as an inspector of electronics to make paint hll-time. Stevenson was born 

in British Columbia and ran a gas station with his brother before seMng in the military 

in World War II. He then studied art at the Ontario College of Art, graduating when he 

l .  Stevenson's children Robert and Charlotte continued to run the Company after his deaih. Interview 
with Robert and Charlotte Stevenson. August 1972; and Hunter, Lorraine. "Scarborough Finn Adds 
Colot to Art World". The Toronto Star, Friday July 1977, p. B 1. 



was about 40 years old. Thereafter, although unable to make a living as an artist. he 

kept up his contacts with local painters. Stevenson learned about paintmaking from an 

art professor who was in Ontario on a teachef s exchange from Holland. He had 

contacts with Toronto art conservator Albert Franck who was farniliar with new 

synthetic American products in the 1950s and is known to have supplied artist-fiends 

with rna ter ia l~ .~~ Stevenson belonged to the National Art Materials Trade Association 

briefly but found the commercial, profit-centered orientation of the association 

disconsonant with his own Marxist ~ i e w s . ~ ~  In a manner reminiscent of the Mexican 

socialists rnany years earlier, Stevenson focussed his efforts on producing fine artists' 

paints at prices which art students and aspinng painters could fiord, a tradition camed 

on by his children after his death, but his paints were also used by prominent Toronto- 

based artists. 

Michael Towe, Montreal-based maker of Chromatech acrylics, also initially 

worked at another career before studying art? Towe was employed as a counsellor at 

a federal penitentiary in the Winnipeg area before moving to Montreal in the rnid- 1970s 

to snidy painting. He decided that he wanted to make his own paints because in his 

words: 
"1 decided that there were certain things 1 should be doing as an artist and one of 
t ho se was making materials. "55 

He began trying to learn about how to make acrylic paints by phoning commercial paint 

manufacturers to ask for advice. By his account the chernists at Shenvin Williams Paint 

Company, a manufacturer of housepaints, were very helpful although they thought that 

his idea of making artists' paints was humorous. Towe also contacted other artists' 

j2. Franck has b a n  mentioned by conservator Marion Barclay in connection with the diffusion of 
information about Lucite 44. popuiar medium for paints made by avant-garde artists in the 1950s. 
BarcIay (1  992), p. 2 10. 
53. Charlotte and Robert Stevenson InteMew. 
j4. Interview with Michael Towe by Jan Marontate, Apnl 16. 1993. 
55 .  Towe InteMew ( 1993). 



paintmakers like Len Bocour and Sam Golden for advice. He credits suppliers of 

materials for many creative technical ideas which helped him become an important for 

proment Montreal artists, where supplies of major Arnerican brands were ditficult to 

obtain in the large quantities used by Quebec versions of post-painterly abstraction 

because of poor distributi~n.~~ Like Sam Golden, he made his own equipment. He 

had close relations with many well-known artists. making custom paints for them.j7 He 

continued to punue his career as an artist while making paint. 

Tradition and New Trends in Bntain and Continental Europe 

European art materials rnanufacturers were severely affeaed by World War 11 

and many were still recovering at the time when new media were being introduced in 

North Arnerica. Primo Levi, a writer, chemist and concentraticn camp suMvor 

provides 2 deeply moving personal account of the resumption of activities in a 

paintmaking finn in Italy where he worked just after the war?8 This was his first job 

f i e r  his reIease fiom Auschwitz but he recalled: 
"Nobody was much concerned with me: colleagues, the director. and workers 
had other things to think about -- the son who wasn't retuming from Russia, the 
stove without wood, the shoes without soles, the warehouses without supplies, 
the windows without panes, the freezing cold which split the pipes, inflation. 
famine, and the virulent local feuds. "59 

Levi describes the relief offered fiom traumatic memories and the painfùl present by the 

56. Several artists UiteMewed meotioned the con and poor distribution of Permanent Pigments' 
Liquitex acrytic paints, (in particular the unavailability of gailon-sized containers) as crucial to their 
decision to se& other brands. Interview with Yves Gaucher by Jan Marontate, 1993; and InteMew 
with Ciaude Tousignant by Jan Marontate, 1 993. 
j7. He was meotioned by Montreal-based artists Guido Molinari. Yves Gaucher and Claude 
Tousignant in indepth interviews. See Chapter 8. 
58. Although written about expenences in ~ommercial~ainunaking this account provides an evocative 
account with an unusually detailed description of specific chernicals and processes using in 
paintmaking at the time. Among other things he worked on a reformdation of alkyd m i n  paints to 
solve a problem caused by a bad shipment of chromium oxide, whence the title of the chapter. Levi, 
Primo (translated by Raymond Rosenthal). "Chromium". The Periüdic Table. New York : Schocken 
1984, pp. 147-159. 
59. Levi (1984). p. 15 1. 



investigation of new materials using procedures which were in his words "half chernistry 

and half police w~rk".~O Raw materials were in short supply and paint chemists in 

industy were called upon to make adjustments to formulations to adapt to penunous 

circumstances. However, in the h e  arts. conformity to custorns in the trade and 

desperate economic situations rneant that most paintmakers concentrated on resuming 

production of traditional artists' colours at first, rather than experimenting with new 

matenals. (A surnrnary of findings about artists' manufacturers outside of North 

America which eventually made synthetic paints is presented in Appendix B. Tables 4. 6 

and 8.) A few stories of company history will be presented here to illustrate sirnilarities 

and differences with North American-based companies. 

The first producer of modem synthetic paints for artists in continental Europe 

appears to have been the French cornpany, Bourgeois (later Lefranc et Bourgeois) 

located in Paris, France?' According to company history the Lefranc fim's roots go 

back to 1720, when a pigment and spice trader began making paints for the mist I.B.S. 

Chardin.62 The Lefranc Company was also known for technical changes reiated to 

artistic trends, having developed the first screw-cap tubes for transporting paint during 

the mid-19th century, an innovation which was closely reiated to the vogue for open-air 

painting which ushered in the Iinpressionia movement .63 

In 1955 the chemist, professor of art conservation and handbook author Marc 

Havel who was employed by the Bourgeois company formulated a water-borne 

60. Levi (1984). p. 153. . 

l .  Anonyrnous Trade Catalogue. me Book of Colour. no place: Lefranc and Bourgeois suppliai by 
ColArt Arnericas. New York City in 1994. 
62. The famed ancestor. Charles Lacref reputedly ~ppiied paints to the Château de Versailles for the 
decoration of the Petit Trianon and participatecf in the restoration of the Chapelle Royale 225 yean 
later. The name was changed in about 1840 by Alphonse and Jules Lefranc who had inherited the 
company. The company was undergoing extensive re-reorganization at the tirne of the fietdwork for 
this project since it had mently been purchased by Col-Art, a multinational company. Dates were 
difficult to establish because older employees were unavailable. 
63. Cailen. Anthea. Techniaues of the Imoressionists, London: Orbis. 1982. 



synthetic paint called Flashe although the paint does not appear to have been diaributed 

until later? At about the same time artists in Paris were experimenting with synthetic 

medi~formuias of their own.65 For exarnple, around 1954-55, artist Yves Klein met the 

&oguiste Édouard Adam who supplied him with a colorIess synthetic resin for use with 

a particular ultramarine blue pigment which Klein f a ~ o u r e d . ~ ~  Klein began calling the 

paint I.K.B. (International Klein Blue) and obtained an official patent for it?' The 

Bourgeois company's success with vinyl artists' colors proved extrernely profitable and 

in 1965 it merged with its long-standing cornpetitor, the Lefranc firm. 

It was however a British manufacturer, Rowney, which is credited with 

introducing the first water-borne acrylic paints for artists to Europe in 1963 .68 (This 

primacy relies on distinguishing Rowney's acrylics from the vinyl paints produced by 

Bourgeois, but such "firsts" are important in paintmakers' discourse). Rowney was also 

a very old Company. It had been founded in 1789 by two brothers, Thomas and Richard 

Rowney who had been trained in chemistry but manufachired pefimes and powders as 

well as artistst paints.69 Extensive damage was incurred during Geman bombing raids 

64. It was apparently based on vinylites. like the early version of Politec. Later an acrylic-Mnyl 
formula was adopted in the brand name lines called Polyfiashe and Polyfiashe Vasarely. These were 
copolymer paints, like Grumbacher's first version of Hyplar and the New Master's paints made by 
California Products. Danion (c. 1990- 1992). pp. 7943. 
65. Pre-war examples of experimentation with modem media (possibly synthetic) by anists based in 
France can be found but go beyond the sape of this study. 
66. The synthetic medium has been identified as a polyvinyl acetate formulated by Rhône-Poulenc 
industries wbich was distributed under the name Rhodopas M. He later used Rhodopas MA. Mancusi- 
Ungaro, Carol C. "A Technicd Note on m." Yves Klein 1938- 1962. .4 Re~ospective. Houston: 
Instihite for the Arts, R i c e  University, 1982, pp. 258-259. 
67. He began ushg the term I.K.B. in around 1957 and obtained a patent for the paint formula (not the 
name of the colour) in May of 1960 (Patent no. 6347i). Mancusi-Ungaro points out that the patent 
contains an technicd e m r  in the description of the medium, misidenwng a key ingredient. Stick 
Sidra. Yves Klein, London: Hayward Gallery. 1995, especially p. 259, n. 95; and Mancusi-Ungaro 
(1982). p. 258 
68. Danion (c. 1990- 1992). p. 86 and Anonymous. "Brief History of George Rowney and Company 
Limited". n.d. in Ralph Mayer Papers, AFLk reel2 1 1 : 1288- 1294. 
69. Anonymous. "Art Supplies Since 1789. Shon History of the House of Rowney". Art ,Material 
Trade News. September, 1952. pp. 18-20; and Wraight, Robert. "Artists' Colomen 2. Rowney & Co. 
". The Studio. Infernational Art. November 1962. vol. 164, No. 835, pp. 200-20 1. 



of London in 1940 was not repaired until 1952 but the farnily-run business continued to 

prosper relying on a craftsman-like system of apprenticeship. even for farnily members. 

- -  Two other major British manufacturers of artists' color introduced synthetic 

artists' paints slightly later. Reeves, also an English farnily business founded in the 1 8th 

century (1 766), was selling a line of water-based acrylics by 1 966.70 Winsor and 

Newton was later in its introduction of synthetic artists' paints but eventually offered 

several different lines of alkyds. acryiics and ~ i n y l s . ~ ~  

Another relatively early manufacturer of synthetic colors was the Dutch 

cornpany Royal Talens BV of Apeldoorn Holiand, known simply as Talens in English. 

Talens was founded at the very end of the 19th century (1899) by a retired banker and 

amateur artist, Martin Ta1ens.R It grew into a huge multinational company with offices 

in 80 countries. The North Amencan office was established by the founder's son in the 

New York area in 1906 and the company had such an important presence in the U.S. 

that it was representzd on the standing cornmittees of the reconunended commercial 

standards for artists' oil paints in the 1940s- 1960s. Talens was one of the earliest 

European-based companies to produce acrylics, if in fact it can be considered European 

at ail. It brought out a line of water-borne acrylics using its brand name Rembrandt in 

late 1966 or early 1967.~3 

70. Anonymous. " A r t i ~ '  Colormen 1.  Reevesn. Ine Studio. International Art. October 1962. vol. 
164. No. 834, pp. 146-7; Gutiérrez and Roukes ( 1966)+ p. 102-103. 
'l. Dates were difncult to establish on these prducu duc to organizational changes in the company at 
the time of the field work which meant that older employees were unavaiiable. The company had been 
purchased by a multi-national company called Col-Art which also purchased Lefranc and Bourgeois. 
Interview with Wendeii Upchurch artistansultant at Winsor and Newton's New York offices. May 17. 
1994; Wraight Robert. "Artists' Colormen 3. Winsor and Newton. ". The Shcdio. International Art. 
December 1962. vol. 164. No. 836. pp. 240-243 ; and Anonymous. The International Catalogue. 
London: Winsar and Newton in Pinney Papers. Department of Conservation. National Gallel of Art 
Washington. D.C.. 
72. Anonymous (marked with an iiiegible handwritten name followed by the words "Chief Chemin"). 
"History of Taiens" single cyped page, n.d. "Talens Correspondence File". Pimey Papers. National 
Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. 
73. Gutiérrez and Roukes (1966). p. i 10. 



Iust after the war British Intelligence investigated Geman mists' color 

manufacturers and visited seven companies collecting information about available 

supplies, manufacturing techniques, produas and war d m ~ a g e . ~ ~  Only two made high- 

quality artists' colours: H. Schmincke and Co. and the Dr. Fr. Schoenfeld Company 

(usually called Lukas, the first part of the company name). Both companies were 

established in the Düsseldorf area in the 19th-century but their premises had basically 

been destroyed dunng the war. Both had been founded by trained chemists and both 

began to distribute lines of water-borne acrylics in the late 1960s and early 1970s. 

Lukas, named after the patron saint of painters, was founded in 1862 by Franz 

Schoenfeld. Schoenfeld had learned about artists and art materials fiom his father 

Step han who ran a small art supply shop across from the academy of art in 

Dü~seldorf .~~ Following the German tradition of travelling to different universities to 

study with experts Schoenfeld shidied chemistry with some of the best known 

laboratory scientists of his time.76 He eamed a doctorate in chemistry and eventuaily 

returned home where he began to manufacture artists' colors, combinuig his long- 

standing interests in art and chemistry. The company later became known for graphics 

art supplies but continued to produce fine art colors. 

Schmincke and Company has aiready been discussed in co~ect ion  with its 

direct contributions to North Amencan paintmaking when it sent a team of chemists to 

74. The companies included mident-grade color manufachuen and are identifieci in the report as 
follows: "Schoenfeid of Dilsseldorf, Schmincke of Düsseldorf. Redeker & Hennis of Nuremberg. G.  
Stotz of Nuremberg, Gunther Wagner, G. Siegle of Stuttgart and Marubwerke of Wurtenburg". British 
Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee (reported by RD.B. Woods, N.S.M. Atkinson and RH. 
Harrison), Gennan Artists' Colour Manufiacturers, BIOS trip 2089, Final Report No. 7 1 2. Item No. 22, 
London: H.M. Stationary û£iïce. n.d. (stamped "received/answered December 3 1 1946"). 9 page 
mimeograph in F. Weber and Company, (nc. Collection. Getty Centerfor the Histoty of Art and the 
Humanitres, Los Angeles. California. 

Anonymous. " 125 Iahre Lukas Künsterf'n" c. 1987 n.p. in Pinney Papen. Deparunent of 
Conservation, National Gallery of Art, Washington. D.C. 
76. He studied with Justus Liebig in Giessen. Robert Bunsen in Heidelberg, and A.W. Williamson at 
the University of London. 



help set up Gnimbachefs New York-based paintmaking operation. The cornpany was 

founded by two chemists who were brothers-in-law. Josef Horadarn and Hermann 

S ~ h m i c k e . ~ ~  They initially manufactured ultramarine blue and made their name through 

production of a resin oil paint based on formulas which had been developed by Cesare 

Mussini, a professor at the Academy of Fine Arts in Florence, Italy. 

In addition to these older weli-established companies, there were smaller 

paintmakers who had set up businesses in the 20th century. For example the Italian 

company Fratelii Maimeri (Maimeri Brothers) which was established in 1927 by 

painter Gianni Maimeri and his chemist brother Carlo. It was completely destroyed 

dunng the war but subsequently rebuilt and by the early 1980s was exporting acrylics to 

the U. S.78 A few years later, in 1933, a distributor of pigments and oils in Barcelona, 

Felipe Jaurena [sic] Setoain set up his company, MIR. The Spanish Civil War put an 

end to al1 activity but the company resumed paintmaking after the second world war and 

began expanding their products in the 1 9 7 0 s . ~ ~  

Also in the 1980s, a small Swiss company began North American distribution of 

high quality artists' acryiics called Lascaux. Lascaux is the name of a cave in the 

Dordogne embellished with what were considered some of the finest Ice Age paintings 

in Europe. The symbolism of the brand name was double-barrelled, conveying the 

notion of permanence and refemng to wall painting. The company founder Alois K. 

Diethelrn was the son of a decurative housepainter who wanted to become an artist but 

had to leam a trade.S0 Diethelm learned to make housepaints and then made fine-quality 

". inteniew with Peter Hesse. a family member and the fourîh generation to head the company by Jan 
Marontate. June 1994; and Hesse, Peter. "Portrait of Our Firm of Artists' Colormen." Schrnincke 
Artists' Colours. 95001 I2.93/8e. Düsseldorf: Schmindce. 1993, pp. 3-6. 
78. They were distributed by Chamoz. Chamoz (Cotc~Iogue) . P ~ t e d  in Itaiy. Studio Giovanna. 
1982. Pimey Papers, National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.. 
79. Anonyrnous. A Company Dedicated Entirel' to the Fine Arts (brochure). Barcelona: MIR 
Jaurena. Copy of literahire obtained courtesy Steve Steinberg, New York Central Art Supply, May 
1995. 

*O. InteMew with Barbara Diethelm. daughter of the founder and head of the cornpany at the time of 



wdpaints for murd decorations. In the 1950s he sold his recipes for wallpaints to a 

larger company and founded a new company devoted to the manufacture of fine artists 

colors and paints for art conservation developed in collaboration with conservators.81 

Diethelm had begun to experiment with formulas for wthetic artists' paints in the 1950s 

in consultation with fiiends who were mural pain ter^.*^ He apparently began 

developing custom acrylic paints for artists by about 1955 but did not make a full line 

until over a decade later. 

New Paints in the Context of Non-Western Culture 

World-wide there is a concentration of artists' color manufacturers in Europe 

because the type of paints used in so-called "international" an is in fact based on 

western European painting traditions. However, other paintmakers producing such 

media exist in Asia and Australia. Here an example fiom Australia will be considered 

because it illustrates the far-reaching implications of the manufacture and diffusion of 

synthetic media. 

Australian paintrnaker Jim Cobb, founder of Chroma Acrylics tested his 

expenmental water-borne acrylics on a former engineer-tumed-art instructor at the 

National Art School in Sydney in the early 1960s who promoted use of the new paints 

in art education.83 Cobb's pauits were soon used in abstract art made by Abongines 

w.hich was sold in high culture galleries in major cities throughout the world and 

writing, by Jan Marontate, J d y  14, 1994. 
l .  The new compaay aras established in about 196 1 and the hrll cornpany name is Alois K. Diethelm 

AG. Lascaux Fartiedhbrik and it was situated in Brüttissellen, a suburb of Zurich at the time of the 
research. 
82. Anonymous. "Lascaux Keeps Abreast of the Time". BrüRisellen: Alois K. Diethelm n .d  an 
enctosure to a letter dated 10 November 1986 to Zora Pinney frorn Alois K. Diethelm. in "Lascaux- 
Diethelm ~orrespondencë." Pimey Papers. National W e r y  of An. Washington. 

The aitin was Tom Gleghom who befame a pmminent painter and a professor of art education. 
Anonymous. "The SeifiTaught Artist Who Loves Paint as Much as Painting", Reprint from the 
A us~rafian Artist Magazine. n. p. n.d. (c. 1 %S?) h m  "Chroma Acry lis". Pinney Papers, National 
Gallery of Art Washington, D.C. 



exhibited in museums. 

In Austraiia the appropriation of synthetic media in the arts has been both 

controversial and rather unique because of its use in this Abonginal art. The paintings 

are based on images which corne out of traditional communal works of ephemeral art 

drawn in sand (and body painting). The designs used are abstract images passed fiom 

generation to generation. In about 197 1, a white (non-Aboriginal) ex-art student frorn 

Sydney began to encourage members of an Aboriginal community in the Western 

Australian desert to make paintings with acrylic paints and canvas which he provided? 

The large acrylic paintings produced were comrnonly calied Dremzngs (with reference 

to the traditional images and the rites associated with them). 

The works were very successful in the art market, but raised far-ranging ethical 

and aesthetic issues. The designs camed with them intricate rules regarding who could 

see them, who could make them and who could comment on them. Some images could 

only be seen by a select group of adult men. others could be seen by any adult but their 

interpretation was reserved for elders and a final category of designs could be seen and 

understood by a11.g5 (Thus Aboriginal traditions impinged even on the hailowed dornain 

of Western customs of art criticisrn and art historicai analysis). Some traditionalists 

viewed the production and subsequent sale of acrylic paintings of Dreamings as a 

sacrilege or at least as a distortion of a "primitive" cultural ritual, an inauthentic 

bastardization.86 Not only were the images sold as lasting images to Westemers, they 

were in acrylics, a product of modem industnahed societies produced far from the 

remote regions inhabited by Aboriginals and the bnght hues were unlike the traditional 

earth colours of the sand and body paints. 

Eüs name was Geoff Bardon. The works were pmduced by two panidar Aboriginal groups. the 
Yuendurnu and Papunya. Rubinstein, Meyer RaphaeI. "Outstations of the Postmodern. Aboriginal 
Acrylic Painting of the Western Australian Desert", Rrîsmagruine. volume 63. March 1989, pp. 40-47. 
85. Rubinstein (1989), p. 43 .. Rubinstein (1989). p. 13.  
86. Michaels (1994). p. 49. 



The fact that the long-subjugated Aboriginal people, whose oppression had been 

justified in part by their lack of material culture, could win national art pnzes and 

produce pahtings which commanded high prices enraged white suprernaci~ts.8~ Art 

critics debated the place of the paintings, endeavo~g  to interpret the phenomenal 

popularity of the works in international art circles. The works were often painted 

following the collective process of the original sand-painting and defied the European 

mode1 of a single unique artist-creator. Defenders saw the Aboriginal painters' attempts 

to have their works acknowledged in the contemporary market as an authentic 

postmodern constniction.88 The enthusiastic reception of the acrylic paints by the 

Aboriginal artists and the subsequent reception of the paintings made with the paints 

raises cornplex issues about relations between art foms and new materiais. This case 

does however indicate that by the 1970s acrylic paints were associated by gallery 

dealers and art collectors with high-culture art, not craft or folk cultures, since the 

Aboriginal paintings were controversial because of their positive reception by arbiters of 

elite tastes. Interestingly here the appropriation of synthetic media served as an 

instrument for the liberation of subjeaed native people. This recalls efforts half a 

century earlier by Mexican muralists and art educators to bring art to the people by 

developing new painting media in the first place. Here the presence of an Australian 

manufacturer of artists' quality synthetic paints was crucial, since cost and availability 

were key to this artistic phenomenon. 

*'. In 19 19 Australian Aborigines were consider so bereft of culrurai interest that they apparently were 
excluded from an exhibition of primitive art in Paris. qualifieci as "a people without art". Rubinstein. 
1989, p. 44. 
**. Michaels. Eric (foreword by Dick Hebdige and Introduction by Marcia Langton). "Western Desen 
Sandpainting and Postmodemism(l987)" and "Bad Aboriginal Art (1988)". Bad Aboriginal .Art. 
Tradition. Medio. and Technological Horizons. ïleoieory Out of Bounds 3.  Minneapolis: University of 
M i ~ e ~ ~ t a ,  1994, pp. 48-78 and 143-162. 



Concludinn Remarks: Com~anv Histories, Social Identities and the Place of 
Paintmakinn in Art 

These short profiles of selected companies, though superficial, reveal certain 

general patterns regarding sources of inspiration and information as well as motivation. 

The importance of German connections to many early Nonh American innovaton with 

synthetic media is noteworthy and may in no small part be due to the presence of a large 

refugee population in the U.S. prïor to World War LI. Surprisingiy, given the 

prevalence of the English Ianguage in North Amenca, British paintmakers seem to have 

had less impact on paintmaken across the Atlantic in the 20th century. Perhaps the . 

craft or guild rnentality of English " coloumen" wit h t heir apprenticeship traditions lead 

them to greater secrecy and less sharing of technical information. No significant French 

connection has been found either. Several North American centers played prominent 

roles in the difision of knowledge and enthusiasm for new materials in North Amenca: 

New York City, Boston and Mexico City. Contacts with sympathetic chemists and 

technical salespeople in chernical companies or in commercial painting firms was also 

fiequently cited by artists' paintrnakers as crucial for their work with synthetic media. 

As regards motivation, the profiles of paintmakers show that accounts of 

company history by members of the company and in trade literanire emphasize interests 

in art and chernicai training as key feanires in their founders' decisions to undertake 

paintmaking. 

Many of the paintrnakers appear to have endeavored to develop artistic careers 

prior to beginning to make artists' colours, and may be at least considered amateur 

artists (or perhaps more pessimistically "failed pain ter^").^^ Most of the eariiest 

innovators in the development of synthetic painting media for artists were connected to 

art cornrnunities through fiendships, activities, and interests prior to beginning to make 

89. In a discussion of various fonns of artistic failure Heinich has classified as most serious the lack of 
recognition as an artist, which she terms the "scanda1 of silence". Heinich, Nathalie. "La faute. 
l'erreur, l'échec". in Sociologie de f :4rt. No. 7, 1994, pp. 1 1-26. 



artists' colors, a pattern obsewed already in the life stones of pioneer paintmakers Len 

Bocour and José Gutiérrez. Even paintmakers reluctant to share their artistic 

inclinations publicly often express an dmost mystical attraction to making paint for 

artists, as Luis Miro revealed. Miro has directed operations at the Politec firm in 

Mexico City since 1960, when he becarne Gutiérrez' partner. In i n t e ~ e w  he resoiutely 

insisted that he was oniy a businessman, not an artist. Asked at the end of the interview 

why had he had financed artists' paintmaking and not invested in some other sort of 

business Miro smiled and said with quiet reverence: 
"Me gusta la zdéo [I love the idea] 

Thus by their own accounts artias' paintmaking firms are not just commercial 

enterprises but ofien are founded by individuals with complex motivations involving a 

speciai persona1 cornmitment to art. 

However a second type of paintmaker emerges, particularly in the stories about 

companies founded before the 20th century (such as the Weber, Schmincke, Lukas, and 

Rowney firms). These paintmakers have backgrounds which resemble Henry Levison's 

itinerary: that of trained chernists with a love of science and a bit of entrepreneunal 

spirit yeanllng for technical challenges. Ot her shared characteristics emerge, for 

example, several companies flourished under the direction of two-person teams of 

relatives (notably Uncle Bocc:ir and nephew Golden, the Levison Brothers, the Rowney 

Brothers, the Maimeri brothers, and brothers-in-law Schmincke and Horadam). 

As weil a clear distinction appears between companies still run by founders (or 

their families), and companies which have become part of larger corporations govemed 

by profit motives alone. This impression that large art materials rnanufacturers-are 

different may in part be a by-product of lack of.inforrnation. Nonetheless, companies 

owned by large corporations Frequently had trouble fielding questions about the 

90. Interview with Luis Mirb by Jan Marontate. June 1994. 



Company history, and one suspects that this inaccessibility might also affect interaction 

with artists with technical queries, thus having an impact on the place of the 

paintmaking Company in artmaking. 

The general patterns observed suggest that the paintmakers who created early 

lines of synthetic paints may be considered an avant-garde indicative of an ernerging 

trend in the context of artists' paintmaking, yet not exceptional people in the sense of 

being totaliy outside the usual range of types of paintmakers. Though special by virtue 

of early innovations, and because of particular individual talents, pioneer paintmakers 

do not appear to have been unusual within the occupational group. indeed, a 

combination of entrepreneurship, an enthusiasm for instmmental knowledge. 

unconventional tastes and distinctive individual characteristics are as rnuch marks of 

"typical" modem paintmakers as they are of successfil modem artists. As Heinich has 

pointed out, the notion of an artistic career in the 20th century is a study in 

contradictions since artistic success does not imply conformity to niles of the trade but 

rather success is linked to the recognition of the artists for a new approach which 

becomes a mode1 for others.91 Similarly many of the stories of paintmakers tell of 

colofil lives and creative urges which transcend the ordinary and provide inspirations 

for others in the occupation. 

Al1 in ail, it seems that the manufachire of artists' paints is almost as dependent 

on a charismatic leader (or related team) as is the creation of art itself Yet, profiles of 

companies tend to depia paintmakers as facilitators for artmaking. There a sense of 

cautious distance, and workmanlike practicality in discourse about the place of 

paintmakers in art. Few go so far as to assen themselves as having a direct influence on 

particular artists. Rather stories emphasize that mists have inspired paintmakers. 1s 

I ,  Heinich. Nathalie. "Peut-on parler de carrières d'artistes? Un btrf historique des formes de la 
réussite artistique", Cahiers de recherche sociologique, no. 16. Printemps, 199 1, pp. 43-54. 



this submissive stance before the artist merely a form of subservient flattery of a 

customer? Perhaps not. Although the habit of listing the narnes of well-known artists 

who have used products rnay be viewed as pure sdesrnanship. the proud sense of 

accomplishment expressed by paintmakers in the use of their products by artists often 

appears to go beyond simple commercialism. Many paintmakers appear to express 

almost a sense of indebtedness to artists for completing the creative process which they. 

as manufacturers of artias' paints, engage in when they mix colors. Stones indicate 

that for many paintmakers, their appropriation of technical skills to make media for 

artists is embedded in a deeper desire to participate in artmaking, a desire which is 

intrinsic to their presentation of self and their sense of social identity. From this 

perspective artists can be seen both as an audience (for the paints) and as participants in 

the process of validation of the paintmaker's contribution to culture. By creating works 

of art, painters launch a new process of reception of the h i t s  of the paintmakef s 

labours. 



CHAPTER 8 - Art in the Hieh Culture Mode1 and Svnthetic Media: Earlv Users 
of Acrvlic Paints on the Place o f  Materials in Artistic Practice 

- -  Acrylic paints for artins were used by many highly successful artists 

consecrated by the international art market.' In this contea the new media took on 

profoundly different symbolic associations than in the socialist interpretations of 

Mexican muralists or the populist discourse of Arnerican regionalists during the New 

Deal art projects. This section presents the views of selected a i s t s  on the subject of 

materials and techniques, especially synthetic media. Here the focus is on highly 

visible artists who were early users of acryiic paints made especially for artists and 

who had early successes with paintings made with the new media in the 1950s and 

early 1960s. Other artists have been considered elsewhere but this section presents 

testimony by key figures who reached a wide audience due to their recognition in high 

culture circles (and by the art market) in the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s. The mists 

were chosen fiom a list of painters named by paintmakers as prominent users of 

acrylics during this time.2 

The artists' views were solicited in oral history interviews conducted for this 

project. The interviews took the fom of "life stories", focussing on chronological 

accounts of the artists' studio practices, use of materials and attitudes towards matenals 

and techniques. First the artists were asked to give an account of their artistic 

I .  As we have rnentioned elsewhere Len Bocour and Sam Golden of the New York-based cornpan!. 
Bmur Artist Colors apparently developed the first line of acrylic resin paints (which were compatible 
with oüs and turpentine) in the late 1940s and gave them to setected artists to try. They were called 
Magna and appear to have been distributed by 1953. in 1954 Henry Levison of Permanent Pigments in 
Cincinnati brought out the first fui1 line of water-borne artists' acrylics (alsa commonly referred to by 
artists as polymer or acrylic emulsion paints). José Gutiérrez who Iater founded the paintmaking 
Company Politec and Norman and Harold Gularnerian of Utrecht Canvas Company were involved with 
developing water-borne synthetic paints in the 1950s. Ron Hayes developed the New Masters line in 
the early 1960s. Some larger established manufactures began to produce acrylic products (like gessos) 
but none appear to have brought out h i 1  lines of acrylic emulsion paints until after the innovative 
efforts of srnall cntrepreneurial paintmakers. 
2.  The criteria used for the wlection of the artists have been presented in more detail in the 
rnethodological section. 



practices, tracing their use of various media from their earliest recollections in childhood 

to the present. They were asked for detailed information on what materials they had 

used (including brand names, dates and sources), and how they had leanied about them. 

They were asked to comment on their relationships with teachers, colleagues. 

paintmakers and suppliers of materials. A second level of questions dealt with the 

relationship between materials and their art. They were encouraged to discuss the 

characteristics and choice of materials in their work at specific moments in the past. 

Finally, the artists were asked to comment on their views about more general relations 

between technique and art, in particular on the tension between technical innovation and 

artistic tradition. They were also asked their views on the relations between painting as 

a creative/intelIectud activity and the notion of craftsmanship (or of painting as a 

manual activity). 

Each artist's testimony took a different form, depending on their pmicular 

itinerary and views. Since the artists are al1 well-known figures they were al1 

experienced interviewees with certain set notions about their own presentation of self 

and way of tatking about their work. In many cases they repeated ideas that they had 

expressed elsewhere to give a picture of their history.3 The interviews conducted for 

this project fulfill the finaion of prompting discussion about the particular topic of 

synthetic painting media and related technical matters at a specific moment in history. 

filling in gaps about what is known about the artists' practices and beliefs. However the 

artists often referred to past interviews or publications for amplifications of their ideas. 

3. Sometimes the artists would point out that they had were referrùig to statements they had made 
before. but not always. It was at first somewhat disconcerthg to reatize after uanscribing the 
intewiews and selecting quotes that the moSt eloquently stated remarks were often almost verbatim 
tenditions of staternents made in previously published interviews. A question then arises : Does the 
fact that the artists had thought about these matters before and formed a view on them Iessen their 
authenticity? Does it matter whether these statements are taken as public pronouncements rather than 
intimate refiections? In the case of well-known artists separating the public and private spheres rnay be 
artificid. The accounts given in the i n t e ~ e w s  are seen here as indicators of the way the artist 
presented concerns about materiais and techniques in a specific socio-historic context. 



Therefore written sources have been consulted and used too in the analytic summary 

which foiiows. 

The analysis presented here treats the principal themes raised by the artias about 

their thoughts on materials at the time of the interview. It does not report the complete 

detailed history of each artist's use of materials because the point here is to try to 

understand the use of synthetic media in the context of artistic discourse more generally. 

Cntics and curators were actively engaged in establishing the reputations of these 

painters. in particular the first painten treated: Kenneth Noland, Jules Olitski, and Lany 

Poons. These three painters were associated with the reaction to abstract expressionisrn 

which came to be known as "post-painterly abstra~tion".~ Hence, the critic Clement 

Greenberg, who coined the term and who was a central figure in the recognition of 

these painters, will be considered in this co~ect ion  as wiii his possible contributions to 

the diffusion of information about synthetic painting media? Next. pop artist Roy 

Lichtenstein, who developed a signature style exploiting the characteristics of the acrylic 

resin paint Magna will be presented. Three Quebec painten who were engaged in 

" hard-edget' abstraction will be considered: Yves Gaucher, and two "nouveaux 

J- This t e n  refen specincaily to Swiss rholar Heinrich WBLnlinls idea of a " painterly' (malerisch in 
German) and a contrasting linear style in art. In his view these styles refer to two different conceptions 
of the wodd. He proposeci that the evoiution of artistic styles could be partIy characterized as an 
oscillation between these two opposing mades. According to him painterly pictures are tactile and 
visual, whereas hear art uses draugfitmanship and boundaries to obtain the impression of plasticity. 
Clement Greenberg categorized the work of abstract expresionists, in particular Pollock as painterly. 
Afkr PoUock's rise to prominence, Louis, Frankenthaler. Noland and others abstract artists eschewed 
the pronounced gestural effects of Pollock for flat areas of relativety unmodulateci colour whence 
Greenberg's clever moniker. 

Greenberg -te an intmductory essay on the term for the catalogue of a 1964 group show of 
painters working in this vein. Aithough by no means e.wustive. the Iist of Canadian and Amencan 
artists chosen included: Waiter Darby Bannar6 George Bireiine. Jack Bush, Gene Davis. Ernest 
Dieringer, Thomas Downing Ralph DuCasse. Friedel Dmbas. Paul Feeley. John Ferren, Sam Francis. 
Helen Frankenthaler. Frank Hamilton, Ai Hel& A M  Jensen. Ellsworth Kelly, Nicholas Kmhenick 
Alexander Liberman, Kenneth Lochhead, Moms Louis, A.F. McKay. Howard MeIuing. Kenneth 
Noland Jules Olitski, Raymond Parker, Ludwig Sander, David Simpson, Albert S u e r ,  Frank Stella 
Mason Wells, and Emerson WoeMer. Post Painterly Abstraction. Los Angeles: Los Angeles C o u n ~  
Museum of Art and Conternporary Art Council. 1964. 



plas~zciem " , Guido Molinari and Claude Tou~signant.~ Findy Canadian realist Alex 

Colville provides another perspective on the new media and the place of matenals in 

artistic practice. Taken together their testimony provides insights into artistic discourse 

and practices relevant to the appropriation of synthetic media by "advanced" artists in 

North American in the late 1950s and 1960s.' 

Whatever the interpretation of the conditions and meanings of their success. the 

artists included in this section attained widespread recognition as members of an elite in 

the high-culture model. They also were early innovators in their use of synthetic 

materials. Inadvertently, their use of the new media became a sort of endorsement of 

synthetic paints, at lest  in the representations of paintmakers. As indicated in 

discussions of paintmakers, some prominent avant-garde artists had direct input into the 

development of specific new materials (such as Frankenthaler, Louis, and Noland) and 

the matenals themselves becarne intimately c o ~ e c t e d  to discourse about some of the 

artists' work. This section will not focus on the relations between artists and 

paintmakers.8 Instead it emphasizes more general issues raised by the artists about the 

place of materials, particularly synthetic paints, in their work. 

Critical Discourse as a Context for the New Media 

In order to understand the symbolic associations of the new media in context, 

the meanings and metaphors of the art created with them must be considered. Most of 

the artias considered in this section are associated with the emergence of American 

6 .  Other members of the p u p  of Montreai painters formai in L 959 known as "nouveau plasticiens" 
include Jean Goguen (19280). and Denis Juneau (19250). 
'. Critics working in the Gmnber@an optic Iike Michael Fricd ofkn used the term "advanceci" to refer 
to practitionea or supporters of modernist aesthetics in painting. See for example : F r i a  Michael. 
Three American Painfers. Kenneth Noland, Jules Olitski. Frank Stella. Boston: Fogg Art Museum 
and Garland Publishing, 1965, p. 33. 
8. For example. specific instances of quests for custom-made art materials mentioned in the 
interviews will not al1 be repeated. 



post-painterly abstraction (Kenneth Noland, Jules Otitski and Lany Poons) and 

concomitant Canadian forrns of painting (Yves Gaucher, Guido Molinan and Claude 

Toussignant). Their work during the late 1950s and early 1960s was seen by critics as a 

reaction against the attitudes of "painterly" abstraction (evident in abstract 

expressionism and automatisme). They have in common the use of high-keyed, clear 

colours and anonymous execution (which eliminated gesturd paint handling), ofien with 

geornetric foms. 

The emergence of abstract painting in the two decades after the war as a 

powerful force in North Amencan art coincided with the development of acrylic paints 

for artists. The materials and techniques used in abstract painting came under much 

scmtiny. particularly by opponents of non-representational art who sometimes accused 

abstraa artists of technical incornpetence. The defence of Amencan abstract painting 

and its techniques took varied courses. Two imponant lines of reasoning for artistic 

discourse were developed by critics Harold Rosenberg and Clement Greenberg.9 One 

reading, spearheaded by Harold Rosenberg, ponrayed the new art as a manifestation of 

creative self-discovery by artist-visionaries. I o  Another approach, articulated by 

Greenberg, interpreted modern art as following an inner artistic logic decipherable with 

the aid of formalist aesthetics. Greenberg's formalism assumed a "transpersonal. 

transcultural and transhistorical consistency in communication and expression through 

visual forrns". l 1 Greenberg built on the Hegelian conception of art history using 

9. The two critics had very dinerent tastes in art and artists. They both provided lively insighthil 
analysis of absirad expressionism fiom different points of view. In assessments of subsequent avant- 
garde art their ciifferences became more pronound- Rosenberg dfew upon psychological and 
existentialist notions, whereas Greenberg focussed on what has been termed "design" elements. For a 
cornparison of the two in the context of the critical reception of Pop Art see Dubreuil-BIondia Nicole. 
"Le Conte.xte Critique". La fonction critique dans le Pop Art américain, Montreal: Presses de 
l'université de Montréal. 1980. pp. 17-50. 
Io. See for example Rosenberg. Harold. The ANNOUS Objct. Art Today and ifs Audience. New York: 
Horizon Press. 1964; and Rosenberg, Haroid. Arworks and Packages. New York: Horizon Press. 
1969. 

l .  Leja Michael. RejFaming A bsfruct Expressionism. New Haven: Yale University Press. 1 993. 



elements for the fornial analysis of stylistic evolution proposed by Swiss scholar 

Heinrich Wolfflin. 12 He also drew on the work of Engiish critics Clive Bell and Roger 

Fry. qeenberg worked to establish the position of Amencan (and to some extent 

Canadian) abstraction in the canons ofwestern axt history on the basis of what might be 

described as positivist assumptions about progress and measures of quality. 13 

Greenberg's work wilI be discussed further below in connection with his relations to 

artists and attitudes to new media since he was very close to several of the artists 

inte~ewed.  Subsequent scholarship has widely criticized the hegemonic. positivist 

aspect of his approach since the reception of any art form is now widely seen to be 

historically and socially contingent on the context of its production and reception. l4 

Scholars now generally agree that aesthetics alone c m o t  account for the rise to 

prominence of a New York-centered elite of North Amencan artists in the 1950s and 

1960s. Yet, there is no consensus on the basis for the succeu of any of the various 

types of herican avant-garde painting in international art circles a e r  World War II. 

In one highly controversial interpretation, cultural historian Serge Guilbaut sees New 

York abstract and pop painting as an embodiment of liberal-democratic ideology used in 

especiaily "Jackson Pollock and the Unconscious" p. 3 17. 
12. Woifllin had developed five pain of concepts for using in studying and cornparhg what he called 
"units of style" in history. They were: Linear and painterly (in the path of vision folowing in reading 
the painting), plane and recession (having to do with the illusion of depth or flatness), ciosed and open 
form (in the composition), multiplicity and unity (in the composition), cleamess and uncteamess (of the 
subject). WtiüZh, Heinrich (tram. M.D. Hottinger). Principles of Art Histov. The Problem of the 
Development ofStyle in Later .4rt. New York: Dover, 1950 reprint of 1932 translation. The English 
translation was based on the 7th edition of the work. The first edition appeared in 1915. ' 3. A metidously-prepared collation of Greenberg's writings has recently been published: O'B nan. 
John (editor). Clement Greenberg. The Collected Essays and Criticism. Vo turnes 14. Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press. 1993. 
14. Akrîch has shows how variations in the reception of an art object ment occur with the same 
culhual framework in a short period of time in the study of an altarpiece. However, more far-reaching 
implications of relativism are explored within the Mar?cist hamework by Woolf and in specific 
applications by Clark. See for example: Akrich, Madeleine. "'Le jugement dernier'; Une sociologie 
de ia beauté". Année sociologique, volume 36. 1986, pp. 239-277; Woiff, Janet. The Social Production 
ofArt. London; MacMillan Education. 1981; Clark. Timothy J. The Painting o/Modern Life. New 
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1984. 



Cold War propaganda abroad by U. S. irnperialists. l 5  An alternative but complernentary 

reading by art historian Michael Leja sees the production and reception of the New 

York School as embedded in ideas about subjectivi~ and consciousness in American 

society which were grounded in discourse about the power of the irrationality and 

primitive instincts for "the Modem Man". l6 

Regardless of formalism's disrepute in the field of contemporary art history and 

cultural studies, sociologically and historically formalist discourse cannot be ignored in 

the study of the reception of synthetic paints since much of the highly successful art 

whichased the new paints was consecrated by partisans of formalist aesthetics. notably 

Greenberg himself 

Critical Rece~tion of the New Media: the Case o f  Clement Greenbern's 
Modernism 

Although critic Clement Greenberg's (1 909- 1994) assumptions and value- 

judgements have been called into question, his ideas had a central place in high culture 

discourse about American painting during the early 1960s. 17 Numerous painters who 

were early users of acrylic paints were close to Greenberg, an important spokesman for 

abstract painting in the 1960s. 18 Greenberg's intimacy with artists led them to discuss a 

' '. Guilbaut. Serge. (m. Arthur Goldhammer). How New York Stde the Idea of,tfodent Art. 
;Ibstract fipressionism, Freedorn. and the Cold War. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1983: and 
Guilbaut. Serge (editor). Reconstructing Modemism. Art in New York. Paris and .Llontreal. 1945- 
1964. Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press. 199 1. 
16. Leja has pointed to a fascination with primitivism and irrationaiity in dominant pst-war culture in 
the U.S. as inUrnately co~ec ted  to the rise of Abstract E.upcessionists as the first highiy successFiil 
group of nonfigurative painters in the U.S.. Leja 1993. 
17. For selected thmies in the debates about Greenbergian modemisrn see: Clark T.J. "Clentent 
Greenberg's Theory of Art", Critical Inpiry. September 1982. vol. 9. no. L. pp. 139-156; Fried. 
Michael. " "How Modernism Works: A Response to T.J. Clark", Critical Inqui?. September 1982. 
vol. 9. no. 1. pp. 2 17-234; and "Clark. T. J. "Arguments about Modernism: A Reply to Michael Fried" 
in Mitchell. W.J.T.(editor). The Politics of Interpretation. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 
1983, pp. 239-238. 
18 .  Udomuiately Greenberg died during the research for this project before the author was able to 
arrange an interview. He had given written permission for consultation of his papers for prelirninary 
research for this project in November 1993. Postcard from Clement Greenberg to Jan Marontate, 



wide range of issues with him from highly abstract conceptual notions to very visceral 

aspects of studio practices. There is some circumstantial evidence to indicate that he 

may hive discussed the early acrylic paints for artists with some painters. He was 

certainly a social catalyst, prornoting contacts between artists who he felt would find 

each other's work stimulating and exchange ideas, for exarnple by taking Louis and 

Noland to visit Frankenthaler in her studio. He had important contacts with dealers and 

curated numerous exhibitions. 

Many artists found in Greenberg not just a gatekeeper or a mediator in the 

reception of their work but a mentor. Noland described Greenberg as a deeply thought- 

provoking participant in the development of his an, commenting that : 
"he's not always telling you something that makes you comfortable to hear. If 
for whatever reason you're vague about sornething you're doing, or are not being 
relevant or something iike that, he'll point that out . . . He's been accused of 
telling people how to paint. But of course his record itselfcancels that out for 
the very simple reason that the kind of art that he's though to be the best art is 
not necessarily a&e. . . Each artia is somehow uniquely dBerent. . . So it's not 
as if he tells anybody the way they should paint or anything that they should do . 
He doesn't do that. He has the ability to look at the work in its own terms"I9 

Greenbere's Im~act  on Artistic Discourse Related to Painting Materials 

Greenberg placed an "imer artistic logic" at the center of the historical 

development of a.&* He introduced aesthetic judgement emanating fiom the 

experience of artists and viewers into a Mancist frarnework of historical change 

associated with the struggle for transformation and renewal within ail disciplines in 

modem society. In Greenberg's view of modernism, aesthetic judgements were 

Novernber 29, 1993. 
19. Interview with Kenneth Noland by Paul Cummings. Deamber 9. 197 1. AAA. ~ a n x r i p t  pp. . p. 
37. 

20- This was used in a somewhat disparaging way by Kramer in a review of a collection of Greenberg's 
essays cailed Art and Culhtre. Kramer, Hilton. " A  Critic on the Side of History: Notes on CIement 
Greenberg" Arts, XXXVII, no. 1, -pp. 611-63; and Greenberg Clement. Art and Culîure. Critical 
Essqvs. Boston: Bacon Press. 1965. 



"objective". art was autonomous and "substantive change is seen as technical change 

with respect to other art."21 His adaptation of Wolfflinian formaht notions to abstract 

painting had a profound effect on the construction of discourse about modem Amencan 

painting especiaily for color field pain ter^.^ 

A striking aspect of Greenberg's influence was his break from New World 

parochialkm and his insistence on the central place of modem Arnerican painting in the 

canons of art history. He saw modern Amencan painting as equal to what he 

considered the best in the history of Western art. This had far-ranging consequences 

for how artisrs began to talk about their work. For exarnple, building on Greenberg's 

ideas and other theories, American artists re-interpreted their own work with reference 

to centuries-old debates in the arts. One debate which had been very actively pursued 

in 18th-century France concemed the characteristics and relative merits of different art 

forms (painting, sculpture, architecture). In the past French painters had defended their 

'place in the French Academy by arguing that painting was an inherently intellectual 

pursuit due to the technical complexity of depicting three-dimensional space in two 

dimensions, therefore worthy for inclusion in the "liberal professionsfl.23 The issue of 

disciplinarity had been raised by Cubism, surrealism and dada. By the middle of the 

20th century the question of disciplinary boundaries was an important topic in American 

art criticism and scholarship. Greenberg depicted the modem tendency within the arts 

being towards increasing speciaiization of each discipline within its own area of 

cornpetence. One argument regarding the purview of painting, supported by Greenberg, 

'. Harrisoa Charles. "Modemism and the Transatlantic dialogue'". in Franc- Francis (editor). 
Pollock and ,-Ifter: The Critical Debate. New York: Harper and Row, 1985, pp. 
22. For a defense of Groenberg's position and an elquent example of the application of formalist 
cfiticism in the constnic~on of artistic reputations see the catalogue of a ground-breaking exhibition: 
Fned. Michael. Three Americon Painters. Kenneth Aloland, Jules Olitski. Frank Stella. Boston: Fogg 
Art Museum and Garland Publishing, 1 965. 
23. Heinich. Nathdie. "Aw et Sciences à l'âge classiquen. Actes de la recherche en sciences sociales. 
No. 67/68, mars 1987. p. 50 and Heinich, Nathdie. Du Peintre à l'artiste. Artisans et académiciens à 
I'âge classique. Paris: Minuit, 1993. 



proposed that rather than compete with sculpture and architecture in depicting or 

creating three-dimensional space. painting should affm the two-dimensionality of the 

picture plane by avoiding the illusion of depth. In other words. what painting shares 

with no other art form is its flatness, therefore modem painting could be judged on the 

basis of how it carne to tems with the issues of depth and flatness. This was a 

particular theme in approaches to post-painterly abstraction which emerged in the 

1950s. For example. discussing his paintings of that time. Frank Stella who was at that 

tirne a very young artist championed by Greenberg, rnaintained 
"1 felt that flatness was just an absolute necessity for modem painting at the time 
. . .I already had an idea of the kind of paint I wanted to use . . . metaflic paint . . 
. these are hard paintings to penetrate - al1 of the action is on the surface. They 
are not so much an invitation as a presentation. . . One of the things that you can 
Say about my painting- and 1 suppose that it's a good thing-- is that it's not 
imrnediately apparent how they're done . . . the first thing you do is see it. and 
not see how it's done"Z4 

The defence of "flatness" is socially significant because it illustrates the transformation 

of artistic concerns fiom the socially-oriented communitarian discourse of the 1930s. 

Here formal, physical qualities of art objects take on philosophical connotation in a 

conception of artmaking that COnneds modern artists to al1 of western art hktory. 

In this Greenbergian perspective, materiais matter. since the fomal qualities of 

the work are determined by the suitability of artists' techniques and materiais for 

rendering artistic visions. Lndeed this interest in the process of painting rather than 

narratives about content and iconography was one of the complaints of anti-formalists in 

the mid- 1970s: 
"the formalists were bashed for writing mere description- pruning the process of 
painting to an account of how it was done. . . but failing to tell us what the 
picture is about"25 

24. Frank Stella in Pointers Painting: The New York Art Scene. 1940-70. bw and colour. dir. and 
Prod. Ernile de Antonio with Mary Lampson. Turin Film Corp.. 116 minutes. 
25. Robbins. Daniel. "Larry Poons;: Creation of the Complex Surface". in Lamy Poons. Paintingr 
1963- 1990. New York: Salander'O'Reilly Galleries, pp. 9- 19. esp. p. 1 1. For a cnticism of formalism 
see: Bowling. Frank. "Problems of Criticism 1-iI-III-IV-V-VI", Arts Muguzine. May 1972. p. 35 ff. 



Greenberg's approach to ways of thinking about painting was so wide-ranging 

that to speak of his possible influence on materials and technique may appear to border 

on reductionism because materials are so concrete compared to the conceptual notions 

which abound in his work. Yet Greenberg sometimes included a critical appraisal of 

the actual manipulation of materials in his analysis of art. His cornrnents about the use 

of materials (in particular acrylic paints) for the visual effects achieved in color field 

painting have been mentioned in comection with the work of Noland and Louis.26 

Greenberg. - the Difision of Information about Acrvlics in the Arts and Critical 
Receotion of Eariv Acqlic Paintinns 

Circumstantiai evidence indicates the possibility that Greenberg may also have 

contnbuted to the difision of technicai information amongst artists, in particular 

information about new acrytic paints for mists. A number of artists appeared to have 

adopted acrylics as their principle medium after visiting with Greenberg, notably Moms 

Louis and Jack Bush. Questioned forty years later on whether Greenberg rnight have 

discussed their actual choice of media with them in the 1950s, NoIand and his 

contemporary Jules Olitski did not recail any specific instances but remarked that it was 

plausible that they might have discussed the new ~aints .2~ 

Certainly many of the artists Greenberg championed in the late 1950s and early 

1960s were early users of acrylic paints. This may be coincidental. Greenberg rnay 

have simply responded favourably to the lively colours and handling properties of the 

new media. Or the artists involved might have discussed materials and techniques 

independent of Greenberg. 

However, the case of Greenberg's relations with Canadian painter Jack Bush 

( 1909- 1977) gives some indication that critical reactions to effects achieved using new 

26- See for example. Greenkrg. Clement 1960. pp. 26-29. 
27- Interviews with Jules Olitski and Kenneth Noland by Jan Marontate. 1994. 



synthetic paints may have b e n  a factor in their use. At his first meeting with the critic 

Clement Greenberg in 1956, Greenberg advised Bush to paint flatter, with thinner 

paint.28 Shortly after this meeting, Bush started using Bocouf s "soupy" acrylic resin 

paints (Magna) producing large areas of lively color in thick l a y e r ~ ~ ~  in the 7hmst 

series. This was seen as a breakthrough in his work: 
"When after 1957 he increasingly opted for the thinner paint surfaces and more 
open layouts typical of Post-painterly Abstraction, Bush was able to make a very 
personal and richly varied contribution to what in retrospect seerns the best art 
done anywhere since the rnid 1950s". 30 

Some critics were suspicious about the intensity of the acrylic colors and the impact of 

the new media: 
"In many Thrust pictures Jack used Magna paint and it seerns that he couldn't 
quite control the color at Ieast in the brighter range. . . . Somewhat later Bush 
started toning down and soflening the pictures by using thinner color and earth 

11 31 tones. . . . 

While it may be coincidental that Bush (as well as Moms Louis) adopted Magna 

after meeting with Greenberg, it is important to note that some of the properties of the 

new media were noticed by cntics and appraisals of the new media appeared in 

publications about art. As a rule, this attention to concrete aspects of paintings was 

embedded in broader discussions about art making and aesthetics, notably in debating 

formalist issues raised by the new color field painters. 

Kenneth Noland: Materials as the Subiect of Abstract Painting 

Acrylic paints were widely used in the color field painting of Morris Louis and 

Kenneth Noland (b. 1924) beg i~ ing  in earnest about 1954. Louis' and Noland's early 

work with acrylic resin paints (Magna) has been discussed in conneaion with Bocour 

28. Wiikin. Karen. "Chmnologyn in Jock Bush. New York: Hudson Hills Press. 1984. p.203. 
29. Bush was a client of Bocour htin Colors. Golden 199 1 and Goilia lane. "New Media Inspire 
Artists", .4rf Voices Volume 4, Number 3. Summer 1965, pp. 18-50. 
30. Carpenter. Ken. "Triumph over Advenity", in Wilkih Karen(editor) "Chronology". Jock Bush. 
New York: Hudson Hills Press, 1984, p. 84. 

Moffen Kenworth. "Jack Bush in Retrospen" in Wilkin, Karen, 1984.p. 34. 



and Golden's introduction of the new paints. They were associated with a grouping of 

artists that came to be known as the "Washington Color Painters," an important 

contingent of coiour field painters in the late 1950s and early 1960s.j2 Other prominent 

color field painters working elsewhere in the 1950s included Helen Frankenthaler, 

Freidel Dzubas. Jules Olitski and Larry Poons. 

Noland's background was quite different from Louis'. Raised in North Carolina, 

he served in the armed forces during World War II. Then, taking advantage of the G.I. 

Bill. he enrolled as an art student at Black Mountain College in 1946. There he came 

into contact with many visiting artists and critics, including critic Clement Greenberg, 

and painter Helen Fras~kenthaler.~~ Among his professors were two influentid 

practitioners and theoreticians of abstract art and colour: the constnictivist Ilya 

Bolotowsky and Joseph Albers? He aiso studied in Paris with sculptor Ossip Zadkine. 

In Washington d u ~ g  the 1950s he worked closely with Moms Louis, formulating what 

they believed to be central issues for the course of abstract painting.35 M e r  they began 

to produced large coloufil canvases using artists' acrylic resin paints in the mid-fifiies 

the look of their work changed dramatically. Clement Greenberg. who became a close 

&end of both painters, saw in this work a crucial revelation that " had to do with 

facture", that is with the materials and means of making paintings which engulfed the 

32. î h e  title originated h m  an exhibition of the same name at the Washington Gallery of Modem Art 
in 1965. In addition to Louis and Noland. other painters included in the grouping were Howard 
Mehtring. Gene Davis, and Thomas Downing. A later exIiibition expanded the list of artists involved 
with tbis appmch to painting, adding the following: Leon Berkowitz, Enid Cafritz, William 
Christenberry, William Dutterer, Sam Gilliam, Ed McGowin Robert W. Newmann, V.V. Rankine. 
Paul Reed. Carroll Sockweli, Alma Thomas, Elliott Thompson, Michael Vinson-Clark and Ken Wade. 
The Washington Painters. Sarasota. Florida: Ringiing Museum of Art, 1969. 

3. Other prominent figures who he met there were Elaine and Willem de Kooning, ïheodoms 
Stamos, architect-visionary Buckminster Fuller and expérimental musician and composer John Cage. 
Moffett 1977, pp. 2 
34. The degree to which Albers' theoies of colow may have influenced Noland is conirovenial. 
Noland studied Albers' theories but dropped his course after one term because of mutual animosity. 
MoEen 1977. p. 15. 

As we have commented eariier their collaboration was especially intense d e r  Clement Greenberg 
took them to visit Helen Frankenthaiefs studio in 1953 and see her new stain paintings. 



viewer's visual field.36 Noland moved north to teach at Bennington College in Vemont 

and set up a New York studio. 

-. Noland's views on materials and painting provide insights into ways of thinking 

about relationships between artistic discourse and the new media. Yet, in his case the 

connection between his art and his use of synthetic media more complex than in Louis' 

case, in part because of Louis' untimely death, in part because of Noland's complex 

psychoanalytical approach to cognitive aspects of his artrnal~ing.'~ Yet, Noland has 

proposed a strong relationship between the emergence of color field painting and the 

properties of synthetic media. 

"Materialitv" and the New Abstraction 

Overall, Noland has maintained that an enthusiasm for what he calls the "stuff' 

of painting was essential for the development of new abstraction in the 1950s. Noland 

cited two principal sources for the new approach to painting he began to develop in the 

1950s: the surrealists and the action painters (particularly Jackson Pollock). In his view 

the surrealists contributed an open, experimental approach associated with accident or 

chance and the suspension of received notions about tastes. He credited Jackson 

Pollock (19 12- 1956) with opening up a new approach to painting by pioneering a direct 

physical approach to the materials of painting and to the relationships which formed 

working with materiais: 
"Pollock made al1 things about the pichire, al1 the stuf/: actual. Taking the 
canvas off the stretcher, putting it on the floor, made it more real. Mixing up 
different kinds of paint, getting it to stain in, was getting at a kind of 
materiality. " 38 

36. Graenberg. ~lernent. "Louis and Noland", Art International. Vol. IV& May 25, 1960. pp. 26-29. 
37. He started psychoanalytic therapy with Wilhelm Reich in Washington. He had switched fiom 
Reichian to SuHivanian psychoanalysis by the early 1970s. Noland and Cummings inteniew, pp. 18- 
21. 
38- Noland cited in Wiken Karen. Kenneth Noland. New York: Rizzoli. 1990. p. 14. 



This "materialityt' makes actual tools and paints central to the expenence of the new 

way of painting which Noland charnpioned, seeing himself as a successor to Pollock and 

Matisse: 
"The allusions began to be more towards what the painting was made of, how it 

was made . . . Morris Louis and 1 were interested in how Pollock and Helen 
Frankenthaler were using paint. Of necessity we had to get more interested in 
the stuff of painting. "39 

In the late 1940s Pollock had emerged as a leading figure in abstract 

expressionisrn or action painting? Pollock advocated the use of new techniques to 

create new an but emphasized that "technique is simply a way to arrive at a 

declaration". 41 Pollock was a former student of Thomas Hart Benton. His 

participation in Siqueiros' New York Experimental Workshop in 1937 has been 

discussed earlier. Pollock was, like Siqueiros, an ardent user of automotive-type 

Iacquers like the pyroxylin paint Duco and wildly experimental techniques of 

application. He placed large canvases on the floor or propped them on a wal1, rather 

than on an easel. Pollock dripped and splashed and spread paint with various 

implements in what came to be called an "dl-over" or gestural way of painting which 

was emulated by many younger artists beginning in the late forties and early fifties (See 

Figure 10). As they had done with the farnous artist Pablo Picasso, filmrnakers tned to 

capture the energy of creativity by filming Pollock actively, viscerally engaged in the 

process of painting. His image as the personification of the tormented, visionary artiste 

maudit made him almost a cult figure for younger painten of Noland's generation. 

39. ibid. 

40. For two very dineremt accounts of reception of Pollock's work and its relation ro the socio-historical 
conteda one emphasizing its place in the iiberaldemocratic discourse surrounding U.S. Cold War 
propaganda the other pinting to its embeddedness in discourse about the "Modern Man". see: 
Guilbaut 1983; and Leja 1993, especially "Jackson Pollock and the Unmnscious" pp. 12 1-202. 

A staternent by Jackson Pollock nom the narration by the artists for the film Jackson Pollock 
(195 1) by Ham Namuth and Paul Falkenberg, quoted in Chipp, Herschel B. with Peter Selz and Joshua 
C. Taylor (editors). Theorres ofModen Art: .4 Source Book by Artists and Critics, Berkeley : 
University of California 1968, p. 548. 



Noland's beliefthat art cornes from the process of working with materials goes 

to the very core of his sense of artistic identity. In his words: "artists are involved with 

the meons of creativity, the nature of skill, the revelation of making" ." For him, 

experimenting with new media, like state-of-the-art acrylic paint is a celebration of the 

stuff of art, central to the experience of artistic expression. 

Pro~erties of the New Paints and Central Issues in Color Field Painting 

Furthemore, for Noland the physical properties of the new media were related 

to forma1 issues in abstract painting because the new paints provided material means to 

solve problems. According to him: 
"color field cunously enough or perhaps not, became a viable way of painting 
about exactly the time that acrylic paint -- the new plastic paint- came Uito 
being. Oil paint would always leave a slick of oil, a puddle of oïl, around the 
edge of the color, whereas acrylic paint stops at its own edge. . . .Color field 
painting came in at the same tirne as the invention of this new kind of paint.. . . 
One thing that people dont generally talk about is the Fda that the expenence of 
color is tactile. . ."43 

Even Noland's idea of the "tactility" of color had to do physical properties of his 

materials, with variations in consistency and texture of the paint. In his view color was 

not just about hue, saturation and tone, the three components in conventional color 

t heory : 
"You can only describe colors in tactile terms actually -- thimess. thickness 
which are visually touchable tactile factors -- transparency. opacity, matteness, 
dryness, sheens, those are al1 tactile terms. "44 

The new acrylic paints considerably expanded the range of possible etiects 

related to Noland's ideas of tacîility, notably by allowing admixture of many new inen 

42- op cil. p. 9. 
J3- This quote was transcribed directly from the vidm version of îhe filmed inteniew. Ken Noland in 
Painters Painting: The N m  York Art Scene, l9JO- 70. bw and coiour. dir. and Prod. Emile de Antonio 
with Mary Lampson, Turin FiIm Corp.. L 16 minutes. A similar version appean in an edited transcript 
published in De Antonio. Emile and Mitch Tuchman. Painters Painting. New York: Abbeville Press. 
1985 (baseci on interviews conducted in 1972)- pp. 8 1-82. 
44- Noland and Cummings inteniew 197 1. p. 43. 



materials while retaining the intensity of the colour even when very dilute. Noland 

expenmented with many different new materials to achieve variations in opacity, 

absorption and surface qualities.Js (Although it is almost a travesty to reproduce this 

work in black and white, Figure 12 gives some impression of the varied tactile qualities 

NoIan thus achieved.) The new acrylic resin paints dried more quickly than oils and 

when used as stains on raw or lightly prirned grounds were not conducive to reworking. 

This suited Noland's purposes in his studio practices, where he went through a stage of 

creating "one shot" paintings, (paintings which he purposely did not r e ~ o r k ) . ~ ~  

Other Factors in the Choice of Media: Novelty. Safetv and Simolicity 

Noland's eariy experimentation with media was not just about the aesthetics of 

the art object but about the process of painting. Furthemore, the urge to experiment 

was multidimensional, prompted by other concems such as cost and sirnplicity: 
"[The shift in my use in materials] started to take place in Washington. Already 
Moms had gotten hold of Magna plastic paint fiom Bocour because he was a 
fiiend of Bocour's. At that time Pollock was doing a lot of experimenting with 
materials. Part of it was out of necessity because artists couldn't &ord to buy 
proper materials. It was just too d a m  expensive. That was the econornic side 
of it. And I think it's probably also because there's another urge . . in artists to 
want to use simple matenals. This is an historical fact. Artists have always used 
very modest means of technology to produce art. . . Very simple means and very 
simple materials. . . The best artists always just use fairly simple stuff and use 
t hem we11. "47 

Here Noland raises a point which is easy to forget when reading lengthy descriptions of 

what could be done with synthetic media. The new media were in some respects much 

simpler to use than traditional oils (or tempera or casein) because they could support a 

45. "For example. some pigments were rnixed with varnish or gel or pearlescent powder so that the 
bands would lie opaquely on the surface, and others, usually those in the large center area. were mixed 
with detergent, making them more vansparent and letting color stain through the canvas. Noland cal! s 
this kind of differentiation the "tactility" of color". Monet 1977. p. 73 
46. Interview with Kenneth Noland by Avis Berman. July 1. 1987. AAA. vaoscript, p. 24. 
". Noland and Cummings interview. 197 1. p. 23. 



wider range of grounds and application techniques. Noland also mentioned other 

appeals of synthetic materials. Novelty was in vogue and experimenting with materials 

was one route taken in artistic investigations. Another hope was that new media might 

offer some relief fiom the health hazards of traditional artists' colours. He cornmented 

t hat 
"there were other things going on and other experimenting going on with 
materials. Pollock was using enamel. There was some other painter -- I can't 
think of his name -- who got lead poisoning and had started to make up a kind of 
plastic paint that we heard about. I've experimented some with it using dry 
pigments and making my own color. So the need for a new kind of material was 
always there. "48 

Noland stopped using Magna in part because he found the fumes from the acrylic resin 

and the turpentine insupportable.49 He became increasingly womed about the possible 

health hazards of using these products after the death of Louis? Noland apparently 

used Magna extensively until about his Chevron series of 1963 and then ody 

sporadicaily thereafter. 

Noland's Contacts with Paintmakers 

Like Morris Louis, Noland's first extensive use of synthetic paints in his work 

was with Bocour's acrylic resin paint Magna. He also made his own pigmented painting 

mixtures with matenals purchased from a Washington art supply store and used some 

48. Noland and Cummings interview, 1971. p. 21. Noland may be refemng here to Abed Duca who 
developed a formula for polyvinyl acetate which was deemed safe enough for use by school children. It 
was called by the generic name "Polymer Temperan and he released to public domain in about 1945. 
See WooCty 1965, p. 109. 

49. m e r  fàcton in his decision to abandon  magna had to do with a change his methods of working 
and a belief that the quality of the paints had deciined. particdarly noticeable in diluted washes when 
coarsely ground pigments that would float to the surface before the paint could W.  Noland 1994. 
50. Louis died of lung cancer. Although he was a heavy smoker. infonnants expressed suspicions 
about the possible carcinogenic effects of the acrylic min used in Magna, particularly if ingested 
unintentionally. His e.xact working methods are not known and some conservators have speculated that 
he may have warmed the thimed paint mixture to achieve more rapid absorption which could have 
generated noxious h e s  as well. Noland commented that he himself stopped using Magna because of 
the fumes and his supicions that using the paint rnay have hasteneci his fkiend Louis' death. Telephone 
interview with Kenneth Noland by Jan Marontate, January 3, 1994. 



hou~epaint.~' With Louis. Noland began to place custom orden of thin acrylic paints 

with Bocour and Golden after the Company adopted a thicker standard formula around 

1960, He used to visit the shop and recalled talking a great deal with Golden about 

paint, discussing "what it was we liked and how it was we wînted itM.s2 Subsequently 

Noland tried many brands of acrylics but remained in contact with the paintmakers who 

solicited his opinions about paints they were developing.53 He continues to be in 

contact with Golden Artists Colors and, along with L a n y  Poons and Jules Olitski. 

sometimes agrees to try out experimental products like thick gels and metallic colours 

developed by the paintmakers. 

David Smith's Ins~iration and Ex~enmentation with Materials 

Noland attributed his enthusiasm about technical experhentation in part to 

contacts with ot her artists interested in innovative use of rnaterials, notably sculptor 

David Smith (1906-1965). Smith, who had worked as a skilled labourer. had insisted on 

the use of industrial materials in his artmaking as a matter of vocational aptitude and as 

"part of a search for vital new expressive foms" .s4 With Englishrnan Tony Caro's 

work Smith's work was seen by critics and historians as a parallel in the field of 

l .  In about 1 955 he recalls using a glue whch was made with a polyviny 1 acefate. Moffen confounds 
this with the medium for Bocour Artist Colors acrylic emulsion paints Aqua-Tec and daims 
incorrectiy :"This was the beginning of the use of water-soluble acrylic paint. Three or four years later. 
it could be bought commercially from Bocour." Moffett 1977, p. 10 1. Henry Levison of Permanent 
Pigments beginaing to distribute the water-borne acrylic Liquitex by this t h e .  Both Liquitex and 
Aqua-Tec were based on a Rohm and Haas acrylic polymet emulsion (AC-33) in the beginning. 
52. He was stüi raaiving samples for comments from Golden at the tirne of the inteMeW. Noland and 
Marontate interview, 1 994.- 
53. in the 1960s he speciocally recalled using the following brands of acrylic emulsion paints: Aqua- 
tec. Liquitex (which he felt dried chalkier) and Shiva (which had a brilliance he mistrusteci). Noland 
and Marontate interview 1994. 
54. Smith had been employed on the assembly line of an automotive plant as a riveter and welder 
before he became an artist. Although his working-class origins were stresseci in analysis of his 
technique. Smith's innovative work with techniques also had connections to Eurupean-based high 
culture circles. Smith credited his artistic liberation in part to the influence of Julio Gonzalez (1876- 
1942). a Spanish sculptor who was a dose collaborator of Pablo Picasso in the last two decades of his 
life and is considered a pioneer of twentiethlçentury sculpture in rnetal. 



sculpture to Noland and Louis' post-pahterly abstraction. Smith had comected his use 

of metal and industrial techniques to a break with art history and an affirmation of the 

qualit-ies of his times: 
"The metal itself possesses little art history. What associations it possesses are 
those of this century: power, structure. movement, progress, suspension* 
destmction, brutality. "55  

Smith also had very practical, workmanlike habits towards his studio practices. Noland 

said Smith had profoundly aEected his way of making art: 
"When I first met David, I didn't know how to set myself up so that I could 
work. In those days, you'd buy a paintbox and an easel, take a couple of 
canvases, work on them and then put the paints away and fold up the easel. that 
was the basic way of trying to be a painter while you did other things, like 
having jobs to support yourself David advised 'Buy materials when you can and 
in quantity. Don't just get one stretcher or one tube of paint."IS6 

According to Noland, Smith inspired hirn to try modem materials, equip his studio with 

lots of materials and to work every day keeping regular hours like a tradesman. 

Technical Skills as an Afinrmation of Workina Class Affiliations and Artists as an Elite 

Noland also cited the importance of his farnily background for the developrnent 

of his interest in materials and techniques: 
"When 1 grew up in the '20s and '30s . . .one of my grandfathers was a 
blacksmith. During that tirne ali of the craftsrnen -- the plumbers, electncians. 
carpenters, the workers -- considered themselves artists. They really did and 
they were considered artists because they were very adept at doing things. 
People used to have to do a lot with their hands and they had to have knowledge 
of the craft that they were doing. So wherever you looked around, you could 
see people that were proud in terms of their mechanical skills. It was wonderfùl 
to see that?' 

The criticai and financial success of Noland and other artists associated with the 

new abstraction made them an artistic elite in the powemil circles of the international art 

market. Noiand denied his art stemmed from elitism. He expressed annoyance that his 

js. "David Smith Dies; Metal Sdptor." New York Times. Tuesday. May 25. 1965. n.p. clipping h m  
Bocour Papes, courtesy Mrs. Ruth Bocour. 
56. Noland in Wiiken 1990. p. 9. 
j7. Noland and Berman interview 1987. p. 8. 



success associated him with a powerful elite in upper class society or in political circles: 
"there was some art cnticism about myself, in which 1 was accused of being an 
elitist. Leo Steinberg said that I was making art that appealed to the industrial- 
military [c~mpIex].~* Now. 1 minded that, you know, being called an elitist. It 

-- was not just myself It was also Clem Greenberg and Our general group of 
artists: Tony [Caro] and Jules [Olitski] and Moms Louis and so forth. And that 
our art really appealed to this kind of upper-class t a ~ t e . " ~ ~  

Like Smith and reminiscent of Siqueiros, Noland saw his interest in trying new materials 

partly as an affirmation of his commitment to skilled manual labour although he did 

admit that artists were in some respects an elite within the working class: 
"Then 1 had to figure out that if artists are elitist, they're not elitists in the sense 

of privileged people or upper-class people. Since artists are rnechanics too -- we 
work with our hands, we make things - if we're elitists, we're elitists of the 
working class, not elitists of the upper class. Our aspiration is not that. 
Therefore artists are involved in the nature of creativity, the nature of skills and 
the processes of the making of things. the revelations or making things. actually 
executing things. Artists are not people that corne by this as intellectuals. 
necessarily, or upper class people. but as workers. "60 

Concluding Remarks about Noland's View on Materials 

Noland places materials at the center of the artistic expenence of creation, 

emphasizing the centrality of the process of manipulating tools and materials in the 

practice of painting. The recognition of this centrality of materials and their 

manipulation in artistic practice was, according to h m ,  essential for the emergence of 

autonomous abstraction in the generation of action painters to preceded him. This 

recognition allowed what Noland cals the szuff of painting (the manipulation of the 

materiais, tools working with relations between them) to become the subject of painting, 

making it a truly abstract enterprise. Contacts with other artists opened him up to 

58. Note the= appears to be a transcription enor here since this reads "context" rather than "cornplex" 
in the transcript. 
59- Noland and Berman interview. 1987. pp. 8-9 
60- Noland and Berman interview. 1987. pp. 8-9 



expenmentation with new media. The characteristics of synthetic media, in particular 

acrylic paints. provided new sources of stimulation in the process of artistic discovery 

essenfial for the early development of colour field painting. The "materiality" of abstract 

painting had social and political implications as well for him. According to Noland the 

artist's actual manipulation of tools and materials is an essentid part of artmaking. This 

physical aspect of the artist's work identifies artists with the working class and 

differentiates them from oppressors, regardless of the reception of the art they create by 

dominant forces in society. 

Jules Olitski :Capturinn Vision in Paint 

Associated with post-painterly abstraction dong with Louis and Noland, Jules 

Olitski (b. 1922) came to the attention of critic Clement Greenberg after his first solo 

show in the U.S. was held in 1958 and thereafter became a prominent figure in 

American painting. 

Olitski had immigrated to the U.S. as a very young child with his widowed 

mother and grandmother who lived with him dunng his early y e a d l  He studied art in 

New York City and, like Noland, used the G.I. Bill to take classes in Pans with the 

sculptor Ossip Zadkine. In France in 1949- 1% 1 he began to concentrate on painting 

and met some artists, notably Michel Tapié, who showed him what he later described as 

"dl-over impasto" paintings by Jean Dubuffet. There too he began painting blindfolded 

to break fiee of habits. Retuming to the U.S. he studied art education at university and 

began teachhg at Long Island University ( 1956- 1963). 

. H i s  birth name was Demikovsky. His father was executed by the Soviet govemment in 19 2 1. a few 
rnonths before Olitski's birtfi. His mother and grandmother emigrated to the U.S. in 1923 and his 
mother manied Hyman Olitsky in 1926. The catalogue for his first one-man show in the United States 
in 1958 spelled his last narne with an "in and Olitski adopted this spelling because he liked it. Woron. 
EIinor L. and Kenworth Moffett, "Chronology", in Moffett, Kenworth. Jules Olitski. New York: 
Abrarns. 198 1. pp. 202-2 13. 



Olitski and Noland tau@ together at Bennington College in Vermont in the 

rnid- 1960s dong with other artists interested in what critics at the time were calling 

"advagedt' an. (In 1967 Olitski began to paint full time, taking a studio in New York 

where he kept a studio for decades. At the time of the i n t e ~ e w  he had two principal 

studios in the North Eastern U.S. and one in Florida.) 

Olitski and Noland were close colleagues for a tirne and soon became well- 

known in both the U.S. and in English-speaking Canada due to their involvement with a 

summer art school in Saskatchewan, the Emma Lake workshop, and to subsequent 

shows in Toronto.62 In 1963, Greenberg organized an exhibition of the work of 

Olitski, Noland and Louis Greenberg presented the paintings in the show as 

challenging, "difficult" works and counselled visitors to evaluate them as "vehicles and 

expressions of feeling", not as images to be read? Two years later, aspinng art 

histonan Michael Fried took up the theme again calling Noland and Olitski "painters of 

feeling" and, with Frank Stella, designated them a "critic's choice" of young painters." 

Olitski himself also ofien referred to feelings and emotions in discussing his experience 

of painting and of the visions which he tries to capture in paint. 

Artistic Vision and Choice of Materials 

According to Olitski, describing how he paints in terms of tools and materials 

62. OLitski wnducted the workshop in 1964. The Emma Lake Workshop. organized by the Art 
Department of the University of Saskatchewan. Regina invited many Amencan avant-garde artists and 
critics over the years. among them: Lawrence Alloway. Clement Greenberg, Kenneth Noland Barnen 
Newman, Frank Steiia and Donald Judd. The David Mirvish Gallery in Toronto showed many of the 
Emma Lake artists. 
63. The exhibition was called Three New American ~c&ers: Louis, Noland. Olitski . It was held at 
the Norman Mackenzie Art Gallery in Regina Saskatchewan in January-Febniary 1 963. His 
intmducto~ essay appeared in the exhibition catalogue and in Cunudian Art, May-June 1963 and is 
reproduced in his coIlected works. O'Brian 1993 IV, pp. 149- 153. 

Fried. Mic hael. Three Americm Pointers. finneth 1Voland, Jules Olitski. Frank Stello. Bsoton: 
Fogg Art Museum and Garland Publishing, 1965. The exhibition was also held at the Pasadena Art 
Museum that year. 



gives a distorted view of the experience of painting because it "leaves out the passion 

i n ~ o l v e d " . ~ ~  For him making art is "always exciting" but the choice of materials is 

pureiy instnimental, almost a matter of common sense. The kind of paint. the use of 

rollers. bmshes, sprayguns, thin paint or thick paint "are not for their own sake, but 

simply to get the look you wantM.66 He insisted that 
"My feelings about materiais . . . are simply that the matenals are to suit the 
vision. . .you find the materials . . . which are just cornmon sense alrnost. 
There's no mystery in it. . . .I don't have any. . . kind of mystical or historical 
acaderkc kind of attitudes or ideological attitudes to materials. It's what will 
suit my needs, my vision. . . I use different things at different tirnes?' 

In the early and rnid- 1950s, Olitski made wgst of his own painting materials, first 

out of financial necessity then because he wanted special effectsmb8 By then he was 

combining dry pigment, spacWe and a synthetic medium to create sculptural abstractions 

which were likened to European a r ~  infomel.69 He continued to experiment with 

unusual materials seeking a different involvement with the surface of the canvas by 

using dyes in the early 1960s- but had technical problems fixing the dyesV7O 

Aithough he himself was once considered radical for his use of unconventional 

materiais, Olitski expressed wariness at using unusual materials just because they were 

different : 
"What 1 mind very much and 1 think it's bad for art is the idea that you will be 
original by finding out way-outish kind of matenais. And that doesn't guarantee 
anything. It just guarantees a kind of . . self-indulgence. But it doesn't 
guarantee quality. . . Materials for the sake of materials. . . doesn't make for 
anything in ternis of quality. It just makes for some kind of pretense that's 

65. InteMew with Jules 0 k k i  by Jan Mamntate. September 22. 1994. 
66. Olitski in De Antonio and Tuchman 1984. p. 147. 
67. Olitski and Marontate interview 1994. 
68. He had earlier used artists' hancibooks on techniques and materials by W x  Doemer and Ralph 
Mayer. He claimed the chapters in Doerner's book on Oid Master's techniques were vew important to 
him. Olitski and Marontate 1994. 
69. He did not recall whether he obtained the medium h m  Du Pont or Rohm and Haas. He tecalleci it 
was a polymer, perhaps Rhoplex. -0iitski and Marontate interview, 1994. 
'O. Only a few of these paintings stiii ex&. He did use some proprietary colours during this pfiod. 



shockmg. But 1 dont care what you use as long as you make good art."71 

During the mid- 1960s when he began to use acrylic paint, Olitski created optical 

tields of atmosphenc colour by combining staining techniques with spraying. He 

recalled the conditions for beginning this way of painting: 
"I'd had this kind of a vision. We'd been over at Ken's studio. I'd taken rny 
students over there . . .He lived a few miles away from the college. . . and Tony 
Caro came dong too. The students were sitting around in Ken's studio and 
being very silent. 1 had thought they'd just be bubbling with questions to ask 
Ken . . . but they sat sort of mute . . . so the three of us were talking together 
and Tony said something about what he would like for his sculpture and he 
referred tu kind of a dense materiality. . And 1 said well what I would like for 
my painting. . .was that if 1 couid have just a spray of colour that would 
remained suspended and not lose its shape. And everyone laughed and 1 did too. 
But then that evening as 1 was fdling asleep 1 thought "well maybe it was fumy 
but it was more than that". And 1 could see a painting made with a spray gun. 
And 1 got a professional spray gun and 1 did my first painting on a large 
canvas. " 72 

In about 1964 he began using turpentine compatible acrylic resin artists' colors (Magna) 

for large spray paintings but switched to water-borne acrylics because he found the 

hmes insufferabfe: 
"But the Magna paint, the spraying of the paint and the thinning of it with 
turpentine was ghastly. 1 dmost died fiom the fumes and 1 remember rushing 
out of the studio in the rniddle of the Nght. . . to get some air in rny lungs and 
not faint. '173 

Most of his subsequent painting has been done in water-borne acrylics using vanous 

gels and mediums which add texture and body. However, he has tended to add new 

methods without abandoning earlier ones. 

Olitski's art is so difficult to describe in words and aimost impossible to 

reproduce because of its heavy reliance on subtle variations in colour and texture. 

Critics and curators ofien ailude to his working technique when discussing his painting, 

in part simply to try to evoke the look of the work. For example, curator Terry Fenton 

71. Olitski and Marontate i n t e ~ e w  1994. 
". Olitski and Marontate inteMew 1994. A very similar account appears in the transcript of a filrned 
interview: De Antonio and Tuchman 1984, pp. 80-8 1 
73. Olitski and Marontate interview 1994. 



distinguished three principle phases in the chronology of 0litsk.i'~ painting technique in a 

twenty-year penod, each characterized by a different rnethod of paint application: stain 

painting (1 960-64), spray painting ( 1965-7 1) and what he terms "matenal painting1' 

(1 972-79) which refers to works done with very thick paint, oflen applied using trowels 

and scraping to01s .~~ (No reproductions of his work have been included here because 

his early works in acryiic are impossible to see in black and white reproductions.) 

Although Olitski denies the importance of the choice of materials for the 

ultirnate effect of the work, he pointed out that the process of painting itself and 

observing the way the materials behave engenders new ideas and new artistic visions. 

For exarnple: 
"1 used paint rollers when 1 was trying to get one colour . . . to just [give] the 

naked illustration of what happened . . . to get one colour fiowing into another. . 
. And sometimes with rollers the paint gets a little thick in places and that stmck 
my eye. . . so my painting became thicker then. . . One thing leads to another but 
it's essentially that the hone comes before rhe cart. You get the materials that 
will suit your vision. First comes the vision then comes the materials.. ."75 

In his discussions of choice of art materials, his emphasis is always on the effectiveness 

of the resulting art and the suitability of the materials for conveying mistic visions. 

Olitski on the Insianificance of Theories for Artistic Practice 

Olitski was adamant about the insignificance of theory for his artistic practice. 

In his words: 
"For an artist, at least speaking for myself, the theory always came after the act. 
And it always came doing certain things in painting. And afterwards t wouldn't 
know why 1 had done it. So 1 would make up a theory which 1 believed. . . The 
insecunty of an artist is answered by his theones . . . "'6 

". Even into the 1990s Olitski's painting continued to explore very thick impasto effects using speciai 
gels and interference colours produced by Golden Artists Colors. For a summary of the chronology of 
Olitski's technique see Fenton, Terry. Jules Olitski and the Tradition ofOil Painting. Edmonton. 
Albert: Edmonton Art Gallery, 1979, especially pp. 15- 18. 
75. Olitski and Marontate interview 1994. 
76. Olitski and Marontate interview 1994. 



He went on to give an example of a theory about his way of painting which he 

develo ped ex posi facto: 
"when the paintings I was doing had no drawing in them except on the edge I 

- -  came up with a theory that I think was brilliant. Which was . . . that the edge, 
the very edge of the canvas was a line and drawing is Lines so drawing belongs 
dong on the edge, right? So 1 mean that this is nonsense. It's just polemics of a 
sort. Thatts as much theory as I get into. 1 just try to get something that I'm 
envisioning, frequently as Fm falling asleep, that excites me. And so 1 go and 
paint out of curiosity or restlessness to see what will happen when I do this. 
Will it look as 1 see this radiant wonderful thing? . . . Frequently 1 go and do it 
and it doesn't do that, but something else happens and I pursue that. So I'rn not 
much for theory. "17 

Indeed he expressed ahos t  an aversion to talking about his painting in terms of theory: 
"1 don't get at al1 involved in any kind of theories. I find them rather repelling. . 

8' 78 

Furthemore Olitski expressed a lack of interest in theoretical issues raised by critics and 

acadernics, in particular in formalist discourse about his work: 
"I've never cared one way or the other about flatness, picture plane or any of 
these things that [the academics] get going about and talking about."79 

However, he was very close to Clement Greenberg, claiming that although Greenberg 

was considered "the apostle of flatness" the cntic had "great eye for an" which 

transcended the narrow strictures of formalist theory.80 Olitski developed a wide range 

of other contacts interested in the arts during his New York days. among them 

paintmakers Len Bocour and Sam Golden. 

Relations with Paintmakers Bocour and Golden 

Olitski was a client of paintmakers Bocour and Golden. He recalled that his 

relations with the paintmakers began in the 1950s because they: 
"would give me paint in exchange for paintings which was very, very generous 

because at the time . . . no one would have dreamed especially that I would have 

77. Olitski and Marontate intewiew 1994. 
78. Olitski and Marontate interview 1994. 
79. Olitski and Marontate interview 1994. 
80. Greenberg coniinued to visit Olitski's studio regularly until shonly before his death. 



a future as an artist. I was very happy to give the paintings and get paint in 
return. 

Oiitski soon becarne fiiends with Len Bocour. They socialized together and Bocour 

attended the openings of Olitski's shows and corresponded with him about his work. 

Olitski knew Golden too. and often gave hirn opinions about the new products that the 

paintmakers were developing. Later Sam and Mark Golden were able to finance their 

new paintmaking company partially with the sale of some of the paintings traded for 

paints. Olitski became an important early customer for Sam and Mark Golden in their 

company. 

Concludine Remarks on Olitski's View on Materials 

Olitski's testimony puts feelings of passion and excitement at the core of his 

experience of painting. In his accounts, materials and artmaking tools are simply a 

means to an end, although artistic visions and ideas about new images occur while 

working with materials. Above d l ,  Olitski stresses the importance of his own feelings 

about his work and his believe that ody he determines the direction of his art, not 

theories or materials. His cornmitment to setting his own course is related to 

fundamentai views on the nature and meaning of life. His hstration at discussing 

painting techniques and materials appears to grow out of deep convictions which might 

be almost considered transcendental were he not so modest in his statement of his goals. 

Olitski sumrnarized his views on painting by placing his decision to paint in the context 

of a personai event in his youth: 
"1 decided to be a painter when my grandrnother died. There was something 
about that that made a number of things clear to me. You known, I was kid . . . 
and 1 had loved her very much. . . And I got nonetheless a sense of an absolutely 
wasted. thrown-away life, iike a dead cat on a garbage heap. And it made me 
get a very clear look at dl the people around me, you know, family, their fnends. 
The one thing that got through to me was the notion of, if there's anything that 
you want to do that's meaningful, and in my case it was painting, . . if there's one 

--- - - 

* l .  Olitski and Marontate interview. 1994. 



thing that you want to do, do it, do it, do it."82 

L a m  Poons: You Can't Think a Great Painting 

-. Lany Poons (1937-) is another artist associated with color field painting, but t h e  

optical qualities of his work, in particular the strange hallucinatory der-images he 

achieved were also linked to Op Art in the 1960s.83 Younger than Olitski and Noland. 

his fiïst ambition was to become a composer. He studied music in New England and 

with minimali~t composer John Cage at the New School for Social Research. He 

attended art classes at the Boston Museum School for about six months d e r  which he 

set up a studio in New York City. His discourse about the place of materials in his 

painting refers to his interests in other art forms and a preoccupation with the field of 

painting. 

Materials as Intrinsic to Art 

Poons insisted on piacing the discussion of painting media in the broader context 

of his ideas about the nature of painting and the visual arts in general. Interestingly, in 

his discussion of the purview of painting he referred to St. Thomas Aquinas, the 

medieval Artistotetian scholar who had emphasized that each discipline has its own 

subject. Poons took pains to expiain what painting "is about" stating: 
"Painting in itseif is . . .not metaphysical. . . When you become a scholar. . . 
what you are doing is you are talking about what you can only talk about 
because ifyou don't do it there is no possible way to even begin to experience 
the experience. It. cornes out of language. . . Painting exists on a visual level 
first. Fust and last it's visual."" 

Furthemore he contended that "the art Itm talking about doesn't exist other than in the 

rnaterials", though he acknowledged that not everyone would agree that art necessanly 

had a material presence: 

82. Olitski in a 1972 interview quoted in De Antonio and Tuchman 1984. p. 1 5 4  
83. He was born in Japan but moved to the New York City area as an infant. 

Interview with Lmy Poons by Jan Marontate. February 10. 1994. Tape 2. 



"This is al1 about materials This relates very much to the misinterpretations of 
what materials are in art. What place do they have in art? It's quite elementary 
that without materials there is no art, because art is made out of materiais. . 
.conceptualists won? like it but conceptualists, whether they like it or not have 
already defined what they are doing. It's conceptual. It's not art. It's not art in 
the sense that art is material things. . . "85 

Art Materials and the Unexuected "That's What's Called Workinn" 

Like Olitski and Noland, Poons downplayed the importance of theory and 

stressed the empirical dimensions of the practice of painting. According to Poons 

because materials behave in unanticipated ways, artists use them to generate new ideas. 

He expiained the process of painting as follows: 
"The reason for doing it is to see what is going to happen. 1 mean it's not that 
simple. It's not that clear-cut. . . You always kind of feel what you want but the 
materials will always kind of - not get in the way-but suggest things that you 
didn't even thuik of didn't expect. "86 

The unexpected, unpremeditated aspect of the experience of painting is fundamental to 

artmaking in Poons' view: 
"1 think that's the more important thing- [materials suggest] what you didn't 
expect. What you do expect, when it happens, that's nice too. But [if what you 
expect always happened] then that would mean that we could thznk great 
paintings. . . 

Great paintings are painted. That's why they're paintings. . . . If they're 
not painted then they're sornething else. They could stiIi be great but they're not 
paintings. They might be sculptures. They might be theater. They might be 
movies. . 

Yet unexpected effects are not always serendipitous and Poons talked about going back 

to things he did not Iike and trying them over. According to him: 
"that's what's called working. If  you liked it you wouldn't have any work to do. 
. . . If you liked it your work would be finished. . ."88 

Indeed, for him, one of the reasons for trying new materials is to find new stimuli for 

8s. Pwns and Mamntate i n t e ~ e w .  Febniary 10. 1994. Tape 2. 
86. InteMew with Larry Poons by Jan Marontate. Febniary 1. 1994, Tape 1. 
87. Poons and Marontate interview, Feb- 1. 1994. Tape 1. 
88. Poons and Mamntate interview. Feb- 10. 1994. Tape 2. 



generating new directions in his art: 
"Matenais give you something that you don't expect. . . . After a while it 
becomes too expected for you to react to. A new material that you donlt know 
what to expect is what propels you to do something-- which is in essence what 

.- working is . . . an introduction of [a new] matenal is sirnply a means to see . . . 
something that you didn't expect because you haven't worked with it yet. . . This 
is the rote of rnaterials. . ."89 

The Choice of Matenals and the Oualitv of Art 

Anti-formalist criticism in the past questioned Poons' discussion of his way of 

working and the physical characteristics of the works, cnticizing him for putting too 

much emphasis on facture in his discussion of his work, but Poons has insisted for years 

that "the means should never be confused with the end."90 For him, ultimately the 

quality of the artwork is ail that matters. Asked what the criteria for quality he uses, he 

replied : "good art is convincing. . . Bad art needs a lot of explanations to make it seem 

con~incing."~l He explained that. for example, quality in painting could be recognized 

immediately by people with suitable aesthetic sensibilities. 

Mthough Poons sees matenais as intrinsic to painting by definition, he 

emphatically repeated the belief in the importance of the quality of the art produced. not 

what media were used to create it: 
"What's important is "1s it any good?". . . not that it's acrylic . . . That isn't 
good or bad. Not whether it's charcoal or whatever the cave painters painted 
with. It doesn't matter. . ."92 

He claimed that the choice of materials are important for the artist but has little effect on 

the reception of the work of art, at least as far as his aesthetic expenence of art is 

concerned: 

89. Poons and Marontate intenim.  Febniaiy 10. 1994. Tape 2 
90. Zinaer. John. "Larry Poons. An InteMewn reprinted fiom Journal ofContempora>y .4ri 
FalWinter 1989, vol. 22. pp. 28-38 in Lany Poons. Paintings 1963-1 990. New York: 
SalandefO'Reilly Galleries, pp. 20-24, esp. p. 23. 

Poons and Marontate interview. February 10. 1994. Tape 2. 
92. Pmns and Marontate intenim. Febniary 10. 1994. Tape 2 



"1 think that whether it's material a or material b or materid c. - that's like 
saying the piece of music is being wrinen in this key and not that key, or the 
instrumentation is different for this piece than that piece. . . . I have to hear the 
piece. I camot care for or not care for the piece depending on your 
instmmentation. The instrumentation is not what's going to decide my like or 
dislike or enthusiasm or reaction to the piece. 1 am not going to react 
differently because I know it's painted this way or it's painted that way or it's 
painted with this or it's painted with that. That is not what's important? 

According to Poons the artist focuses on the visual and tactile properties of the 

materials when deciding which ones to use: 
"the artist choses to use this thing because it's rough. Or to use this thing 
because it's bright, or to use this thing because it's dull. Or to use this thing 
because it's dark or because it's flat or because it's round. 

I'm the one --or you're the one if you're the one if you are rnaking the 
piece- that [choice of materials] is meaningful to. To somebody looking at the 
piece, if they had to ask what it's made of before they know what to think of it 
they should be doing something else but looking at paintings. Because paintings 
are not for them. Just like me looking at a stamp collection. Starnp collections 
are not for me. I do not see what many people see in ~tarnps."~4 

In his view the talent of the artist to find a way to make materials into art is the 

necessary catalyst in the process of artistic creation. There are no pre-established lirnits 

or ready-made choices which will guarantee success. In his words: 
"If we ail knew the material that would allow us to be great artists then we'd al1 
use that material. And we'd al1 be geat artists, right? And we'd al1 make great 
art. It's never just material. . . it depends on the person. . . How many times has 
somebody picked up the same thing and done nothing with it? . . . You don't 
known until it's done. Until it happens. It isn't the materials that makes Pollock 
any good. It isn't the materials that make Miro good. 1s it? "9S 

On the Popularitv of Water-borne Acrvlics durinn the 1960s and Relations with 
Paintmakers 

Like Olitski, Noland, Frankenthaler, and Stella, Poons was working with 

staining and very thin applications of colour during the late 1950s and early 1960s. 

Around 1960 Poons had begun to use a spray-on fabric dye he found in a hardware 

93. Poons and Marontate inteniew. Febniary 10. 1994. Tape 2 
". Poons and Marontate inteniew. Febniary 10. 1994. Tape 2. 
95.  Poons and Marontate inteniew. Febniary 10. 1994. Tape 2. 



store to attain an even sain on raw canvasg6 He found the fumes unpleasant. the 

packaging cumbersome and one of his neighbours, Canadian-bom painter Agnes Martin, 

suggested water-borne acrylic paints could be used to give the same effect (see Figure 

13). He has used water-borne acrylics ever since. Over the next few years Poons also 

began using other products made by paintmakers for use with synthetic paints like the 

water tension breaker marketed by Bocour Artia Colors to enhance the 80w and gels. 

He also has continued to use materials not intended for artists' use in his work.97 

Poons maintained that the widespread use of acrylics in the 1960s had a great 

deal to do with practical concems, in particular the fact that the water-borne acrylics 

were safer and more pleasant to use because many artists were using very dilute 

mixtures in painting at that time: 
'The whole thing with the acrylic paint and . . . [the reason] not use oil paints to 
do the same things [is that with oils] the trouble is you'd have to use tanker 
truckloads full of solvents. Everyone would have blown themselves up a long 
time ago if you painted with oil païnts and thimed them d o m  the way we were 
able to thin down the acrylics and paint very watery with them. . . . I  mean the 
studio would be a foot deep. Not in water the way it sometimes used to get. It 
would be a foot deep in like bad stuff. which you'd be breathing and smoking 
and you know everybody would have been blowing themselves up or not 
painting the way they were painting, i.e. you know like very thinned down 
stuff "98 

Although he began to make custom orders of paints (notably special colours and heavy 

gels) later, Poons did not have paintmakers do much custom work for him in the 1960s 

because 
"1 never had anything 1 wanted them to make. 1 was perfectly happy just to use 
the paint the way it came. . .What could they do that you can't do in the studio 
really. That's pretty rnuch the way 1 feel about it."g9 

96. Called Fabspray. it intended for household use on items like upholstered fümitwe. 
97. For example. he learned hom a n i s  Helen Frankenthaler that a cornmon dishwashing detergent 
would attain the same eEect as Bocour's water tension breaker at a Iower cost and uses that instead 
when he wants a thin even acrylic stain. The detergent was marketed under the brand name 'Joy'. 
98. Poons and Marontate interview. Febnüiry 1. 1994. Tape 1. 
99. Poons and Marontate interview. Febnÿiry 1. 1994. Tape 1.  



Nor did he became involved in making his own paints. intimating that this type of 

activity is outside of what he believes to be the work of the artist: "1 know people who 

have and it becomes another life". 'O0 

Concluding Remarks about Poons on Materials 

Poons emphasized the physical, material nature of painting and the elementary 

importance of materials for the practice of painting because 'art is made out of 

materials". Unexpected results which come nom working with materials provide 

inspiration and new directions. New media, like acrylics, may be adopted fiom their 

particular visual or tactile properties, or because they are safer and more pleasant to use. 

He maintains that: 
"real artists don't respect their materials.. . Manufacturers do [because] that's 
their bread and butter. They're just doing commerce."lOl 

Thus, for Poons materials are naturally part of artmaking but artmaking transcends the 

simple definitions of its materials to become something else - art. 

Roy Lichtenstein Romantic Gesture Takes a Comic Turn (or Flatness Made 
Funnv) 

Amencan painter and sculptor Roy Lichtenstein (b. 1923) gained notoriety in the 

early 1960s for his iiovel depiction of images fiom popular culture, many of which were 

derived fiom comic strips and advertisements for consumer products.lo2 Pop art, as the 

an of Lichtenstein and contemporaries working in a similar vein came to be known, 

developed in the wake of abstract expressionism at about the sarne time as Color Field 

painting although its rise to prorninence in high culture circles and its consecration by 

'Oo. Poons and Marontate interview. February 1. 1994. Tape 1. 
Io'. Poons and Marontate interview. Febnmy 10. 1994. Tape 2. 
lo2. An extensive bibliography appean in the exhibition catalogue for a large retrospeaive shown at 
the Solornon R Guggenheim Museum in New York. the Museum of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles 
and the Montreai Museum of Fine Arts in 1 993- 1993. Waldeman. Diane. Roy Lichtensfein. New 
York: Guggenheim, 1993. 



the international art market came slightly later. 103 These artists presented images of 

artifacts from everyday mass culture sources (or sornetirnes even the artifacts 

thernselves) in a hiph culture setting. Often they exalted kitsch, cultural objects 

considered to be in poor taste by dominant aesthetic systems. By the early 1960s, the 

word kirsch had become a commoniy used antithesis to high cultural art foms 

particularly after republication of Clement Greenberg's explanation of the term in a cal1 

to arms against the mechanically-produced "debased and academicized simulacra of 

genuine culturet1 which used mechanical formulas to elicit "vicarious experience and 

faked sensations". *O4 According to Greenberg's statement which had been first 

published in 1939: 
"Kitsch is the epitorne of al1 that is spurious in the life of our tirnes. Kitsch 
pretends to demand nothing of its custorners except their money -- not even 
their time. 

The pre-condition for kitsch, a condition without which kitsch would be 
impossible, is the availability close at hand of a fully matured cultural tradition, 
whose discovenes, acquisitions, and perfected self-consciousness kitsch can take 
advantage of for its own ends. It borrows fiom it devices, tricks, stratagems. 
rules of thumb. themes. converts them into a system and discards the rest. It 
draws its life blood so to speak fiom this reservoir of accumulated 
experience." los 

Lichtenstein and other pop artists deliberately drew on the techniques and iconography 

associated with kitsch to produce art and aesthetic events which stood in outrageous 

opposition to the 20 year-old dictum of Greenberg. 

Yet. pop art was not without references to art history or theories of art, which 

the renegade mists ofien mocked openly. Lichtenstein mentioned cubism as an 

IO3. During the 1950s rnany of Lichtenstein's contemporaries were also working with images from 
mass media and popular culture. arnong them Jim Dine. Jasper Johns, Claes Oldenburg. Robert 
Rauschenberg, James Rosenquist. George Segal and Andy Warhol. Pop art was not exclusively 
American. In England Eduardo PaolozU and Richard Hamilton had been using images from American 
advertising in collages beginning in the late 1940s. 
104. Greenberg's paper. fim published in 1939 was reprinted in a collection of papes which appeared 
in 196 1 entitled Art and Culture. Greenberg, Clement. " Avant-Garde and Kitsch," Partisan Review, 
Vol. 6, Number 5,  1939, pp. 34-49. 
IO5. Greenberg 1939. p. 40. 



influence on his notions of c o m p o ~ i t i o n . ~ ~ ~  The comection of Pop art with surrealism 

and dada was obvious as well. In the 1950s and early 1960s the playfùlness of Pop 

artists stood in harsh counterpoint to the extreme senousness of metaphysical 

interpretations of the epistemological dimensions of randornness which had become pan 

of the surrealist legacy in the hands of abstract expressionists. By contrat pop artists 

did manifestly silly things and managed to make them cornmerciaily successful thereby 

challenging received notions: for example Rauschenberg erased a drawing by Willem De 

Kooning and sold it as a work of art. He also cast two aluminum beer cans in bronze in 

wbat might be seen as a parody of Marcel Duchamp's ready-mades, works of art made 

using mas-produced objects. '07 Pop artists used both traditional and unusual matenals 

and techniques to create art which was often seen as disturbingly iconoclastie. breaking 

with conventions in subject-matter, technique and even division between art foms. log 

Sometimes cornic, often acerbic, these various artists developed quite different ways of 

working with popular images which nonetheless later came to be seen as coruiected. 

through attitude as much as subject matter. Lichtenstein, like many other Pop artists. 

developed his own distinctive approach initially in relative isolation, although he had 

some important contacts with members of avant-garde groups beginning in the late 

1950s. 

Roy Lichtenstein was bom in New York City. In his youth he took classes at 

Parsons School of Design and the Art Student's League (with Reginald Marsh). He 

began university studies in fine ans at Ohio State in 1940. In 1943 he was drafted. 

'O6- Waldeman 1993. pp.3-16. 
IO7. One of the m o n  famous examples of this was a 19 17 work by Marcel Duchamps entitled 
Fountain, which was a ready-made porcelain urinai signed with the pseudonym "R Mutt" and dated 
and exhibiteci in New York as a work of art. 
lo8. Sometimes critics simply found the inclusion of Americana and mas media images simply 
annoying when presented as high culture art. See for example: R[obert] R[osenblum]. "Roy F. 
Lichtenstein", Art Digest 29, number 10, February 15. 1954, p. 22. [Author's firll name from 
Waideman 1993. p. 16.1 



Dunng his army senice Lichtenstein took classes in mathematics and science as part of 

a pre-engineering program, then was put into pilot training ptior to being sent overseas 

to do combat duty. His duties in the U S  included making large copies of cartoons for 

his commanding officer.109 In Paris in the fa11 of 1945 he enrolled in history and 

language classes but retumed home on furlough to visit his dying father in the U.S.. 

After the war he completed a Bachelor's and Master's degree in Fine Arts at Ohio State, 

and taught art there until 195 1 when he was denied tenure. l I o  During the next six 

years, he continued to paint and worked at various odd jobs (such as making project 

models for an architecture firm). In 1957 Lichtenstein again found full-time 

employment as a university art professor and taught for a few years in New York State 

and at Rutgers University in New Jersey. l l 

Lichtenstein recalled that contacts at Rutgers were important for encouraging 

him to pursue his interests in popular imagery. l2 While teaching there he met Alan 

Kaprow who introduced him to artias working in the Pop vein (notably three- 

dimensional artists Oldenburg, Dine and Segal). At this time another colleague, Robert 

Watts also introduced him to members of the growing Fluxus movement: George 

Maciunas, Dick Higgins and Alison Knowles. Fluxus was an international group of 

anists who opposed artistic tradition and the "arts establishment", organizing artmaking 

activities and events like happrnings (a term coined by Alan Kaprow in 1959). 

Kaprow's Happenhrgs built on the ideas of composer John Cage about the place of 

chance in artistic creation, setting up situations which incited "audience" participation. 

In practice and in theory this sort of "performance art" was linked to a wide range of 

IO9. Waideman 1993. p. 7. 
lo. Bell. Clare. "Chronology" in Waldeman 1993. pp. 363-375. ' '. He taught tint at Statc University of New York at Oswego and then at Douglass College. Rutgen 

University in New Jersey. 
12. Glaser. Bmce. "Oldenburg. Lichtenstein. Warhol: A discussion" Artfîjrum 4. no. 6 .  Februaq 

1966, p. 21. 



aesthetic and political preoccupations, from aesthetic moments of poetic reflection 

controlled by the artist to confrontational politicized demonstrations of human instinct 

and reflexes. 

Lichtenstein stated that he did not want to create introspective art but instead he 

wanted his art to look out into the worid. In his words he was 
" anti-contemplative, anti-nuance, anti-getting-away-fiom-t he-tyranny-of-t he 
rectangle, anti-movement and -Iight, anti-mystery, anti-paint-quality, anti-Zen. 
and anti-al1 of those briIliant ideas of preceding movements which everyone 
understands so thoroughly. "' 13 

Lichtenstein's rebelIiousness was not, however, strident. Instead it used monumental 

formats and impersonal, almost mechanical rendering techniques to cornmunicate a cold 

aesthetic sensibility which made cultural icons out of clichés of American life. 

Materials. Techniaues and Subiects: Having Fun with the Look of Mass Culture and 
Pokinp: Fun at Hinh Culture 

References to matenais and techniques abound in Lichtenstein's art and can be 

read in a variety of ways: as devices establishing a distance between his art and 

expressionistic work, as rneans of making connections with popular culture, and even at 

times as the subject matter of his art. 

In the spnng of 196 1 Lichtenstein began boldly painting drarnatic scenes copied 

fiom comics and soon was using a screen technique employed in advertising which 

emulated the look of mas-produced comic book art. l l4 He selected images corn 

sources like the cartoons printed on bubble-gum wrappers to create hand-painted works 

on canvas which mimicked the appearance of images fiom mass media. His paintings 

deliberately emphasized the visual effects of commercial art and cartoons made for 

1 3 .  Swensen. G.R "What is Pop Art?: Answen fmm Eight Painters. Part 1." ARTnews 62. no. 7. 
November 1963, pp. 25. 62-63. ' 4. The technique is referred to as the "Bendaydot screen technique". This is from a process of 
photoengraving invented in 1879 and "named after Benjamin Day, a New York newspaper engraver 
who utilized a series of celluloid screens with raised images of dot and line patterns to produce halftone 
images for printing." Waldeman 1993. n. 13, p. 16. 



reproduction- notably the dots and lines that had to be used to accommodate 

mechanical printing techniques. The painting are very tidily done. Asked about the 

meticulous execution of his work he disavowed any particular concem with 

craftsmanship in an artisanal sense, claiming: 
"1 guess it's gotten more refined as i went. . . 1 dont know why, you just get 
better at it. Doing it for thirty years 1 guess. And you can't then make it 
purposely rugged because that looks silly you know if you can do it the other 
way. And there's no- Because you want it to look mechanical you know as 
though it was done by a machine, or not a person or something like that you 
want it to look accurate and more . . . mathematicai than aesthetic." 

During the same period he was also working on three dimensional pieces, using 

shapes derived fiom real mass-produced mannequin heads and machine-made cup molds 

in his compositions. By the mid- 1960s he had developed a signature style of painting in 

flat. even areas of unmodulated colour with cnsp edges which has remained relatively 

unchanged. This impersonal technique has been grouped with other reactions to 

abstract expressionism commonly referred to in French as la manièrefroide ("the cold 

marner") in contradistinction to l'abstraction chaude ("hot abstraction") of the 

expressionists. 1 ' 5  

Lichtenstein's work focussed on different subjects over time. sometimes drawing 

on popular culture sources for the subjects (for example. in paintings of comic strips and 

advertising images of war and girls) or for conventions in representation. For example 

he did a series of works depicting mirrors using a few slanted parallel lines to indicate a 

reflecting surface in "a commercial art shorthand" for a mirror. l l 6  He also liberally 

included references to other artists and to aesthetic debates. 

One witty series begun in 1965 had as its subject painting techniques.. embodied 

in brushstrokes. Bmshstrokes were a symbol of gestural painting associated with the 

15. See for example: Dubreuil-Blondin, Nicole. "La Manière Froide". La Fonction critique dons le 
Pop Rrr américain, Montreal: Université de Montréai, 1980. pp. 1 19-158. 

16. I n t e ~ e w  with Roy Lichtenstein by Jan Marontate. Mach 3. 1994. 



heroic introspective deliberations of abçtract expressionists. As well. discussions of 

bmshwork was a comrnon component in fomalist art historical analysis of stylistic 

categories. Lichtenstein depicted what were supposedly bmshstrokes of lush, heavy 

impasto paint, oozing dnps and splashes (which could be read as reference to Pollock or 

perhaps De Kooning), but he did this by carefiilly applying thin, smooth areas of colour 

to a linear schematic depiction of the gushing paint and motion (see Figure 14). Later 

he made sculptures of brushstrokes. He even made bronze female nudes based on his 

paintings of bmshstrokes, putting campy eyes on twisted shapes reminiscent of standard 

poses taken by nude models as a send-up of artistic practices which promoted a 

simplistic view of mimesis. i 7  

Above d l  the images of bnishstrokes provided an impersonal. irreverent 

perspective on the fomalist debates then raging. They depicted painterly artwork corn 

a very linear point of view, juxtaposing two opposing poles of Wolfflin's theories of 

styles (the linear and the painterly). They exhibited an awareness of Greenberg's use of 

formalist notions in his analysis of abstract expressionism and its successors. An added 

dimension providing a sense of distance (and for sorne a sense of hilarity) was the fact 

that Lichtenstein rendered the bmshstrokes using conventions from commercial art and 

cartoons. In other words Lichtenstein's art drew upon just the sort of kitsch that 

constituted the antithesis of the avant-garde aest hetics in Greenberg's definition.. The 

idea of the bmshstrokes still made Lichtenstein chuckle thirty years after he began the 

series. The cornrnents which follow were interspersed with laughter: 
"it's a romantic gesture done in a very tedious way. You know, like a picture of 
a romantic gesture once removed. . .I  love that idea. And then the sculptures of 
the bnishstrokes get even more goofjc I mean there's no such thing as a 
bmshstroke anyway. In the imagination if you took a bmsh with red and did that 
it wouldn't look anymore like my bnishstrokes than anything else . . ." l 8  

* 17. He took this a aep fûriher making chairs out of female brushsvoke nudes. The chairs were 
exquisitely-crafted fiom 3 1 laminates of wood al1 with grain going in the same direction. 
I l a .  Lichtenstein and Marontate interview 1994. 



Actually developing a way of depicting the image of a bmshstroke to be recognùable as 

such and yet be also recognizable as a parody of comic strip posed technical problems: 
"1 had trouble at the beginning making it look like a bnishstroke . . . 1 got it 
from a cartoon. It was somebody who was just starting to paint a fence or 
something. 1 mean it was really a cartoon, and it wasntt really a bnishstroke . . 
.Then they looked Like strips of bacon. They looked like anything but a 
brushstroke. . . And then 1 had this idea. 1 took the piece of the acetate and 
India ink and brushed it on. And you know how [the ink] kind of curls up [on 
acetate], and it made a much more interesting brushstroke, that's how 1 invented 
the bmshstroke. And then 1 projected that on the first canvases I did. . .and 
made it a little more stylized than that but used al1 of the accidents and 
everything that happens in it, that looked like a pretty good bmshstroke" l9 

Although Lichtenstein exhibits a sense of humour about his involvement with 

formal questions in art, his work seriously engages central issues in modernist debates 

about painting. In particular his work proposes a novel approach to interpretations of 

the two-dimensionality of painting: 
"Since my subject matter is always two dimensional, I'm not depicting a three- 
dimensional world. . . . it isn't a view of a comic strip as though it's iying on the 
table and you're painting a pictwe of it. It's the comic stnp . . . . And in that 
way 1 thirk there's a little extension of cubism that . . . gets depicted: flatness -- 
the realization that it's really being done on a two-dimensional surface and that 
the relationship is two dimensional even if the illusion is three-dimensional . . . 

1 think it's not that hard to paint two-dimensional but it's hard to paint to 
symbolize two dimensions . . . But there's oniy one thing that makes you think 
it's [three] dimensions and that's that you recognized the subject matter. . . 
There's nothing in the picture that makes you think it's three dimensions but 
that's hard to get across and I don't think that this has been understood 
particularly . . . 

So al1 of the devices to make the illusion depend on your recognizing a 
thing or assurning you recognize even if it isn't right . . . -- so 1 think that cubism 
and subsequent things have really been syrnbolic of where the problem is. The 
two-dimensional problem. 1 could be mistaken but anyway that's the way I think 
of it." '20 

Part of the amusing quality of Lichtenstein's art comes fiom his very nuanced references 

to artistic debates of his time. 

- - 

9. Lichtenstein and Marontate interview 1994. 
20. Lichtenstein and Marontate interview 1994. 



The "gooQ" humour of Lichtenstein's work relies on complex multi-dimensional 

references to different levels of cultural discourse in Amencan society &er World War 

II ranging fiom highly intellectual to patently materialistic in their sentiments. 

Lichtenstein's art draws on post-war sensibilities with what might seem almost 

postmodern detachment, often treating serious subjeas supeficially, like war for 

instance. He produced iasting depictions of ephemeral events, mimicking techniques for 

cultural artifacts that are ephemeral as well (such as the printed ephemera he used as his 

sources). He also favoured depictions of irnmaterial events and likened the 

brushstrokes to his many depictions of explosions, done particularly in the context of 

war comics: 
"An explosion doesn't really have any shape, and probably not much colour. 
And this thing gets to be a beautfil thing . . . 1 love it because it isn't anything 
really. 1 mean you can make it into something and you can even make it in 
porcelain enamel on steel and rnake it more concrete. . . . 1 like to show how far 
things really are from real and yet we just take them as reality." I 2 l  

Techniques and materials are thus an imponant component of the messages in 

Lichtenstein's art, juxtaposing high and iow-brow taste cultures in deceptively simple 

works which offer myriad opportunities for different readings. 

Fine Arts MateriaIs as Inconseauential for 'Art Values' 

Generally Lichtenstein's work is done in high-quality artists' matenals, often 

rnimicking aspects of cheaper mass-production techniques, for exarnple using hand- 

painted dots to imitate screen-printed dots. Sometimes industnal manufacturing 

techniques are used in his sculpture which are finely-crafted works in cerarnic, porcelain 

enamel, bronze and wood using the sarne iconography and trade-mark palette as in his 

paintings. 122 Often the works are done by specialists and technicians who foliow his 

l 2  l .  Lichtenstein and Marontate i n t e ~ e w  1994. 
122. For example. he lias had porcelain enamel baked on steel by a cornpany that dso does coatings for 
household appliances. 



specifïcations. in painting, his materials have not varied in decades. He and his 

assistants paint with acrylic resin paints (like Magna), and artists' oil colours on a 

ground of acrylic emulsion gesso.123 In order to understand the full impact of his 

parodies of cheaper reproduction techniques it is important to understand that his work 

is very carefuliy crafted and often made of very expensive materials. This fine artisanal 

quality contrats with cheap techniques used to produced the images from m a s  media 

and popular culture which he empioys. 

Lichtenstein began using Magna acrylic resin paints made by Bocour Artist 

Colors in the early 1960s because he liked the way the synthetic medium looked. In his 

words 
"Whether it will last a century I don? know but there seems to be less change 
than in oil painting with Magna. 1 like it . . . because the medium doesn't cloud 
it at d l .  1 find it quite luminous and you know from the side it has less reflecting 
qudity. They dont make it anyrnore but 1 can get it made." 1 2 j  

Although he adopted the water-borne acrylic mediums for his grounds he continued 

using the oil-compatible acrylic resins because the way it handled suited his working 

techniques: 
"1 just loved Magna. 1 used it first -- you could get it off easily too that was the 
other thing . . . it was reversible. It was easy to take the whole painting apart 
too but that's (chuckle) and you could move your bmshes around and it doesn't 
tend to dry out in the tube and there's a lot of things that it does but it's mostly 
the colour qudity. . . . . . you could also mix it with oil if there was another 
colour you wanted. . ." 

In discussing his choice of materials, Lichtenstein emphasized visual qualities, handling 

123. "People ask me every once in a while and 1 tell them I've k e n  doing this since 1970 or maybe '7 1 .  
I've been doing e.uactly the same thing. 1 take store-hught Cotton canvas and it gets a couple coats of 
Liquitex gesso and then it gets underpainting white and then Magna varnish and then more 
underpainting white and then whatever colors go over that. 1 leave the underpainting white just white 
usually. And the other colors go over it and . . then they get vamish and subsequent coats with vamish 
in between. And that's it. 1 don? put anything on the surface of it." In the 1960s he used 
commercially-prepared canvases and sometimes oil-based grounds. Lichtenstein and Marontate 
interview 1994. 
124. Since Magna has betn discontinueci he has a similar prociun custom-made by Golden Artists 
Colors. 



and a more general sense of what he felt was appropriate for the type of image he was 

trying to create.IZ5 He also expressed an interest in using durable materials although he 

was careful to point out that he did not feel permanence was a prerequisite in the field of 

art: 
"1 try to use something that 1 think won't fa11 apart although 1 think that if it fell 
apart the next day it would have been art when 1 did it. 1 mean I dont think art 
is art because it's permanent. . . . 1 think it may be permanent as a value but not 
permanent as a medium any more than the dance is permanent. It simply doesn't 
have to be but ifyou're doing something that takes an effort and you think it has 
beauty or whatever you think it has, you dont want to throw it away necessarily. 
So . . -1 try to make permanent [works of art]. 

But . . . there have also been many ariists that because permanent [art] is 
commercially viable try to make it impermanent just so that isn't a commodity. 
That brings sort of economic theory into the art. . . . . 

I think art is in the unifjmg of the elements and whether it lasts or 
doesn't last is not material to that. It could be important for other reasons but 
not for art values. " 126 

Conciuding Remarks about Lichtenstein on Materials 

Lichtenstein's approach to techniques and materials appears superficially simple: 

he uses fine quality art materials and modem materials to portray images fiom (not of) 

post-war life in Arnerica. He claims to have adopted synthetic painting media for their 

visual, tactile and handling properties. In his work the new paints became associated 

with art which looked upon contemporary life in North America with amusement fiom a 

distance. 

There are some interesting syrnbolic twists in the interpretation of the place of 

synthetic media in his work. For one thing, in Lichtenstein's art synthetic paints function 

as symbols of high culture vis-à-vis the crass newsprint-based artforms of comics and 

newspaper advertisements. In some readings his works are simply re-statements of 

12'. As regards general appropriateness he mentioned choosing materials that had shiny surfaces for 
his sculpture inspireci by Art Deco motifs. 
IZ6. Lichtenstein and Marontate interview. 1994. 



images fiom popular culture presented as hi& culture in large formats and expensive 

materials. Yet, Lichtenstein's work takes up issues related to materials and techniques 

on many levels, some involving complex historical arguments about aesthetics and 

disciplinarity in the fine arts. Sometirnes he even parodied painting techniques 

themselves, as in his bmshstroke series, making materials and techniques the nominal 

subjea of deliberately polysemous works marked by a lively comic sensibility. 

Formalism in Quebec: Guido Molinari, Claude Tousienant and Yves Gaucher 

M e r  World War II in the Province of Québec, French-speaking cultwati 

developed modemist critical discourses about painting that exhibit remarkable 

similarities to debates about aesthetics and other ideologies in Pans and New Y0rk .1~~  

In the 1940s. ~aul-Émile Borduas and the group of painters known as the artornatistes 

had appropnated surrealist notions of spontaneity in a new approach to abstract 

painting. 12s The gestural, painterly qualities of much of mtomatiste painting was not 

unreminiscent of abstract expressionism and some Pansian "hot abstraction" 

(absfraction chmtde). Yet, t hese French-Canadian artists appear to have had Iittle 

exposure to contemporary Amencan avant-garde abstraction and not much interest in it 

either. n9 The mrtomatistes were only active as a group for a short time. Borduas, the 

leader of the group, was fired from his position as art professor due to the strong anti- 

12'. The debates regarding the similarities of stylistic trends in Quebec to those elsewhere will not be 
considered in detail herc. For key elements in discussions reiated to priori- disputes and possible 
influences on abstraction in Quebec see Gagnon, Francois-Marc. "L'origine de l'art abstrait au Québec". 
Conferences. Quebec City: Ministère des anaires culturelles. 1979; Gagnon, François-Marc. 
"Mimétisme en peinture contemporaine au Québec". Peinture Canadienne-Pançazse (débats). 
ConPrences J . 4 .  Sèvre . Presses de l'Université de Montréai. 1971; and Hébert. Marie-Sylvie. "La 
réception de la peinture formaliste montréalaise (1965-1970): art et identité nationale" in Couture. 
Francine (editor). Les arts visuels au Québec dans les années soixante. La reconnaissance de la 
modernité . Montreal: W B .  1993. 
128. The nucleus of the group around Borduas consisteci of Marcel Baheau. Roger Fauteaux, Pierre 
Gauweau, F e m d  Leduc. Jean-Paul Mousseau and Jean-Paul Riopelle. 
129. Gagnon. François-Marc. "New York as Seen hom Montreal by Paul-Emile Borduas and the 
Autornatists. 1933-1953". in Guilbaut. S. (editor).Reconstructing Modernim: Art in New York, Paris 
and Monfreal l9-I5-/96-l, Cambridge. Mass. : MIT Press. 1992 pp. 130- 143. 



clerical stance of the airtr~matistc. manifesto entitled Lr Rrfrrs Global ("The Global 

Rehsal") published in 1948. 130 Several artists associated with uzrlomatisme gained 

international recognition, and at home in Québec their controversial statements linked 

modemist aesthetics to larger issues in cultural politics. 13 

The azitornatzstes had a profound impact on discourse about modem art and 

society in Québec. 132 They are prominent figures in Québec cultural history, associated 

with the so-called "Quiet Revolution" (la révolzrtion tratqziille), a penod of rapid 

modemization accompanying the secularization of  the ovenvhelmingly Roman Catholic 

educational system and the assertion of the rights of French-speaking citizens in 

govemment and the economy. Due in part to the aufomatistes' vociferous rebellion 

against Church and State, al1 forms of abstract an were reviled by champions of public 

morality and social order during the decade following the war. Some of the mainstrearn 

press went so far as to prohibit the reproduction of abstract works or even the 

description of them in articles. 133 Efforts to suppress the new art fueled controversy 

and cnrtomatismr came to represent "more than a style or formal innovation, rather it 

was an ethic, a social philosophy. a faith".134 The number of rebellious artists eager to 

ljO. Signatories of tlie group's controversial anti-authorihan mulifesto, Le Refus Global. were: 
Madeleine A.rbour. Marcel Barbeau. Bruno Cormier. CIaude Gauvreau. Pierre Gauvreau, Muriel 
Guilbault. MarcdIe Ferron-Hamelin, Femand Leduc, Thérèse Leduc, Jean-Paul Mousseau. Maurice 
perron. Louis Renaud, François Riopelle, Jean-Paul Riopelle, and Françoise Sullivan. For a 
reproduction of key tests related to the movement see: Borduas et Les Automatistes. Xrlontréal 1942- 
1955. Montrai: Musée d'art contemporain, 197 1. On B o r d w  see: Gagnon. François-Marc. Paul- 
~ n i i f e  Borduas. Montrai: Montreal Museum of Fine Arts. 1988 and Gagnon. François-Marc (editor). 
 nul-~niile Borduas: É c r i t s ~ l r ~ t i n ~ s ,  Haiifas: Nova Scotia College of Art and Design. 1978. 
l 3  l. Among them Bordwr;. Riopelle and Fernand Leduc. al1 of whom moved away from Quebec. 
Borduas for esample lived in a state of quasi-exile in Provincetown and Ncw York (1953-1955) and 
then Paris until his death in 1960. 
132. Fournier. blarcel. "Borduas et les paradoxes de l'art vivant", L'entrée dons lo modernité. 
Sciences. culture et société au Québec. Montréal: Éditions Saint-Martin. 1986. pp. 198-234. 
133. Anists and journnlists resorted to trickery. nich as having people pose in front of absinct a n  in 
order to sneak images into publications. Even words like "non-objective" and "abstnct" uscd in 
conncction with art wcrc censured by the ncwspapcr La Presse. Canni, Marie. L'oeuvre cririque et 
plastique de Rodolphe de Repenti@-v. Mastcr's Thesis. Universitk du Québcc a Montrbl. 1982. p. 8 1 
citcd in Lcclcrc 1992. p. 59 and 55.  
Iw. Arbour. Rose Mnric. "L'apport dcs fcmmcs peintres au courant post-autornatiste: unc 



espouse various readings of "advanced" art grew and by 1956 non-figurative painters 

had formed an association. 135 

Yet by the mid- 1950s. quarrels had arisen amongst supporters of the 

contemporary trends in art known as l'mi vivant or "living One new tendency 

which developed in opposition to the subjectivity and exaggerated spontaneity of 

au~omatime was sometimes described generally as a form of abstractionjrode or 

"cold ab~traction".')~ Know. as theplasticiens, the first wave of this new approach to 

abstract art drew heavily on existentialist thought to anive at fomalist conclusions 

stressing the "plastic aspects" of painting : "tone, texture, form, Iine, the overall effect 

of the painting, and the relations among its elements". n8 Soon a second group of artists 

began to articulate a new theoretical framework for abstract painting influenced by 

stmcturalist ideas as interpreted by Femande Saint-Martin, then a young scholar of 

semiotics. 3g This second wave of artists working in a formalist vein, known as the 

n o u v e m  plasticiens, included Guido Molinari and Claude Tousignant . 140 Ot her 

artists working with fomalist notions independently of these groups emerged in the 

1960s. among them Yves Gaucher. The art of Molinari. Tousignant and Gaucher 

représentation critque (1955- 1965)" in Couture 1993. p. 27. 
35. It was called I'ilssociation des artistes non-&rat(fi. 

136. For a concise account of the debates see LecIerc. Denise. The Crisis oj4bstraction in Cunada: 
The 1950s. Ottawa: National Gaflery of Canada. 1992, especially pp. 33-56. 

137. This term was used in France in particular to highlight the contrast of the new approach with 
respect to the "hot" abstraction of the gestural painting styles of like that of the tachistes and 
automatistes. 
138. Jauran, Mani/ste des plasiiciens, 1954 cited in Leclerc 1992. p. 50. The fim w a x  ofplacticiens 
consisted of Louis Belzile. Jean-Paul Jérôme, Femand Toupin and Jauran (Rodolphe de Repentigny). 
who launched the manifest0 on the occasion of a group show. 
139. The new framework was baseci on a re-interpretation of themes from Piei Mondrian's work and 
notions about non-Euclidean space developed by Femande Saint-Martin in her work on the psychoiogy 
of Ianguage, non-verbal communication and Iiterature. A version of her 1952 mater's thesis was 
published in 1958: Saint-Martin, Fernande. La Littérature et le non-verbal. Montreal: Orphée, 1958. 
140. The group also included Denis Juneau and Jean Gojpen. Other abstract artistes sometimes 
worked in this mode as wel1. For a historical survey of the approach see Carani, Marie. "Le forntaiisrne 
géométrique: positions des peintres formaIistes québécois" in Couture, 1993, pp.7 1 - 130. 



eventually came to be associated with geometric abstraction similar in formal 

characteristics to some works done in American-based color field painting and op an.141 

Like their Amencan counterparts, the three were relatively early users of synthetic 

media in works which gained widespread recognition. I J 2  

Guido Molinari: Verbal and Visual Structures in Artistic Practice 

Guido Molinari (b. 1933) studied art at the ~ c o k  des Bemx-Arts de MutitrL;ni 

and at the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts. He has been a prominent figure in Montreal 

art circles since at least 1955. In that year (with the collaboration of artist Claude 

Tousignant and Fernande Saint-Martin) he opened what he has called the first gallery in 

Canada devoted exclusively to abstract art.IU A prolific artist, he is also an outspoken 

critic. writer and a university art professor (at Concordia University). 

Formal and Perceotual Dimensions in Painting 

Molinari developed an elaborate discourse about the formal and perceptual 

dimensions of his works related to stmcturalist thought in aesthetics and social 

p hilosophy. l-" In his words: 

141. Tlicy \vert ûlso al1 clicnts of the same Monmal-bascd ai-tist-paintmakcr Miclinel Totvc. wlio madc 
Ciiromatcch tvater-borne acqlics for the Montreal-bascd avant-garde. 
Iq2 .  Tlie paintcrs nppcar to have liad more carly success in English-spcaking Canada and 
intcrnationally in the bcginning. Tlie rcception of their works in thc province of Qucbec was. tionc\.er. 
dccidcl? rniscd in tlic 1960s according to Hébcn. Hébert in Couture 1993. pp. 13 1 - 169. 
. Hc Iind bcen orgniiiizing shows of abstrnct an at tlic Cafc ~'Éclioucnc froni 1 953- 1955. 
l u .  It tvas callcd Gaierie L ~ J c ~ I ~ ~ I L ' .  16 Peintres du Qutibec clans leur .\lilieir.. Collection 
l1Iii~~cntairc dcs crcatcurs. Montrcal: La Vie dcs Arts. 1978. p. 126. S o m  tcsts mention tlic 
colIabontion of Tousignant and Saint-Martin in thc opcning of thc gal1cry:Girido .\lolinari 1951-1961. 
The Black and IVhite Painrings. Vancouver: Vancouvcr Art Gallcry. 1989. p. 63: and Naubcn-Riser. 
Constancc. "Marginality as a Political Siancc: Tlic Canadian Paintcr Jcan McEwan". in GuiIbaut 
1992. p. 120. n. 26. 
1 4 j .  In intcmicw Iic crcdiicd tlic strong infiucncc of Iiis partncr Fcmandc Saint Manin on liis cari! 
intcllcctual dcvclopiiicxit. A coinputcr disk of rclctmt piiblicntions was crcatcd in coriju~iction uitli Iiis 
1905 rctropcctivc at tlic Montrcal bluseum of Contcrnpomry Art and is availablc tliroiigh tlic 
dociiriicnintion ccntcr of tlic iiiiiscuiii. Scc also: Tlicbcrgc. Picrrc (cditor). Giridu .\ldinnrr: f?c'crir.s srr 
I'm-t. f1ocirnicwr.v ~i'ilrsrorrc tlc I'nrr cnnndien .t'o. 2. Ottawa: Natiorinl Gallcn of Canada, 1976. 



"the language of painting rests on  the same structural problems as verbal 
languase. " 

He ofien refers to the history of western art in his accounts. citing famous artists 

as historical precedents and he draws heavily on his reading of American critical 

discourse about trends in post-painterly abstraction. Fluent in both French and English. 

Molinari's appropriation of untranslated English-language terms for use in discussions 

conducted in French has placed additional emphasis on his farniliarity with international 

avant-garde art cnticism. notably the work of Clement Greenberg. lq7 Molinari's 

statements, both verbal (his published stûtements) and visual (his an), are resolutely 

abstract. Many of his paintings present flat, frontal images of geometric foms rendered 

in black and white or in highly-saturated unmodulated colour (see Figure 15). His 

attention t O non-hierarchical arrangements reinforces the two-dimensionality of the 

picture-plane. Although his work addresses concems of Amencan formalist thought, 

his version of fomalism is remarkably distinctive. in particular by virtue of its references 

to European structuralism. 

Molinan's discussion of technique emphasized the issue of relations. or what he 

termed "relationism" in the construction and perception of He insisted on the 

power of perceived relations (having to do with forms. colours and scale) to the overall 

stmcture of artworks. He gave an illustration of the importance of relations for his way 

of painting by talking about doing a painting which was composed of a series of vertical 

stripes. By his account the painting evolved out of a: 

1ntcn.icw \\.itli Guido Molinan by Jan Marontate. Junc 9. 1993. 
I J G .  "Mcs réflcsions scroni inspirées par mon cqéncncc  dc peintre. c'est-à-dirc dc quelqu'un qui. dans 
uric trcs grande mcsurc. s'est intércssl au langagc tout court. puisquc Ic langagc dc Ia pcinturc repose 
siir Ics itièincs problcrtics dc stnicturcs quc lc langagc vcrbal." Mofinan. Guido. "L'Ccn\.ain a des 
antcnncs [ I369)" in Thfbcrgc 1976. p. 6 1. 

Iq7. h.lilriy t c m s  drm-II froin Aincrican art appcar in Iiis discoursc. for csample. "pusli/pull" tvitli 
rcfcrcncc to Hans Hofiitinn's tlicorics rcgarding dcptli relations. "allovcr" and "dripping" frorti abstract 
csprcssionism gcncrniiy and Pollock in particuhr. "liard cdgc" and "l'nftcr irnagc" froin Ariicrican 
discoiirsc on Op Art. 

Iqx. Moliiiriri and Mnrontaic intcnicw. Junc 9. 1993. 



"rype of interrelation with exactly what 1 cal1 the structure of the enunciation 
which is the subject. and the variation on the theme. . . The enunciation implies a 
certain level of intentionality. Thus . . .the enunciation creates its [own] 
reaction. In other words it is l i e  complernentarity. . . . if 1 create a senes 1 set 
forth a colour. This wlour creates a response for me. . . thus in some respects 
it's voluntary and in others involuntary. . . [and then] the other colour is created 
by the reaction to the potential of the first enunciation. So 1 create a series in 
this way." 149 

Molinari has repeatedly expressed his concem for perception of the total 

structure of the completed work of art. However his preoccupation with structuralist 

notions, visual relationships and perceptual dynamics extends to his interpretation of his 

studio practices. 

Structural Methodoloav in Studio Practices 

According to Molinari. his working methods endeavour to operationalize 

principles fiom structuralist thought about artistic creation. He has developed 

numerous specific technical devices to attain his goals, such as covenng painted 

portions of the canvas until the entire work has been produced, and never using exactly 

the same colour twice. This use of such devices for setting restrictions reaalls the 

controlled expenments of surrealists, yet Molinari insisted that his practices are 

grounded in fundamental notions about non-Euclidean space. He gave an example of 

how one of his studio techniques reflects his conceptual framework: 
"1 always hide the colours while working. . . .I cover the colours with paper and 
work only on one colour at a time. . . [and] in my painting 1 change the colour 
for each coat. 1 never put the same colour back on twice. It always changes 
according to how I see it physically once it is dry. And then, I put on another 
coat. Usually 1 give it about five or six coats. . . and sometimes 1 corne back 
after the work is finished to rework one or two colours to give them a couple of 

149. "C'est toujours cet espèce d'interrelation avec justement ce que j'appelle la structure d'enonciation. 
qui est le sujet. et la variation sur le thème. . . . L'énonciation implique un certain niveau 
d'intentionalité. Donc. . . l'énonciation crée sa réaction. Autrement dit c'est comme la 
complémentanté. Alors . .si je crée une série j'énonce une couleur. Cette couleur me crée une 
response . . . donc d'un côté c'est volontaire et d'un autre côté c'est involontaire. . .[et ensuite) l'autre 
couleur est créée par la réaction a la potentialité de fa première énonciation. Donc je crée une série 
comme ça. . .". Molinari and Marontate interview 1993. Tape # l .  



coats for adjustrnent. . . 
You understand why I put paper over the colours (while 1 am working)? 

Because I do not want to see the relations before they are defined. . .[before the 
coioun are al1 set down] there is no real relationship-- 1 could cal1 it a 
circumstantial relationship-- ." lj0 

Early in his career, Molinari began to use synthetic painting media. His 

descriptions portray the adoption of the new media simply as a means to fulfill aesthetic 

preoccupations. In 1955 he began to use Duco automotive lacquers, the same brand of 

lacquers used earlier by Siqueiros and Pollock. He recalled choosing the nitrocellulose 

lacquers because "1 wanted to translate the fluidity of the lines in my drawings."ljl He 

also pointed out that there were other characteristics about the synthetic lacquers which 

appealed to him for his work at the rime: 
"Duco isn't like oil, doesn't make marks, doesn't leave rings. . . and thus dnes 
really like ink. But necessanly it's a black which is much deeper, very black and 
which is probably blacker than oil [ p a i n t ~ ] " ~ ~ ~  

He rnentioned particularly appreciating the fast-drying quality of the paints, since he was 

at that time running his art gallery and trying to paint as well. Duco dned quickly 

enough and hard enough that it could support the application of rnasking tape for "hard 

edge" abstractions in a very short time by cornpanson with oils. He had read about the 

use of Duco by Mexican artists and the abstract expressionists in he r i can  

magazines. '53 

I j o .  "dans mon travail je caclic toujours les couleurs. . . Je rccouvre les couleurs de papier et je 
travaille justcrncnt sur une coulcur a la fois. . .[ctl dans ma peinture je change i cliaquc fois la couche 
dc coulcur, .Je nc rcriicts jamais dcus fois la r n h c  couleur. Ça tmnsfoniic toujours commc jc la vois 
pli~siquciiicnt unc fois qiic c'est sec. Et I l  j c  donne une autre couclic. Alors gériéralcrncnt jc dannc 
cinq ou sis couclics. . . et quelqucs fois jc rcvicns après Ic tableau est fini pour reprendre une ou dcus 
coulcun pour l'en donner d'autres couctics pour I'ajusterncnt. . . . Voiis comprenez pourquoi je 
mets du papier sur les tabteaus? Parcc que . . . jc nc vcus pas voir Ics relations avant qu'cllcs soient 
dcfinics . . . . . [avant dc poser tous les coulcursl . . . cc rapport-la ce n'est pas un rapport rccl --je peus 
dirc c'cst un rapport circonstnnticl-. . ." Molinari and Mnrontatc intcmicw 199:. Tape if 1. 

I 5  l .  "Jc voiilais traduire la fluidité des lignes dans mes dcsscins" 
l j 2 ,  "Diicn ii'cst pas coiiiitic I'liuilc. nc fait pas dc traces. nc laissc pas dc cernes. . .et donc il sklic 
vciiiticnt coininc dc l'encre. Mais ncccssnircrncnt c'cst tin noir trcs profond. ircs noir ct qui cst pcut- 
C m  pliis noir qiic I'liuilc. . . ". Molinari and Marontaic intcwicw 1093. Tapc * 1. 
1 5 ?  Mo1in;iri ;,rici Mxonrntc intcnicw 1993. 



Molinari may have been inspired by reading about Pollock's use of lacquers 

(although this is not certain) but he emphasized that his subsequent discovery of 

masking tape for use in his "hard edge" paintings was a purely spontaneous idea he had 

on his own while buying Duco at an auto-body supply shop near his studio where he 

saw the tape for sale. By 1956 he was using the lacquer on canvas and he began to 

use the tape to produce "hard edge" abstract paintings. In 1957 he also expenmented 

on canvas using aniline dyes made for leather. 155 By late 1958 Molinan had begun to 

use Liquitex water-borne acrylics made for artists. The water-borne acrylics were well- 

suited to his studio techniques, accepting multiple coats of paint more easily and 

allowing him to work with transparency by applyïng thin semi-transparent coats. 156 

Overall, Molinari portrayed his adoption of synthetic media as a way of trying to 

simplie his use of materials and tools in order to concentrate on the more abstract 

dimensions of his studio methods. 

Concluding Remarks on Molinan's Approach to Technique 

Molinari stressed the notion of the work of art as a perceptual event, rather than 

a matenai object, and it is perhaps this insistence on the non-material aspects of the 

process of perceiving art that most strongly marks his discussion of materials and 

techniques. He repeatedly linked his ideas about perception to the piocess of creation in 

his critical analysis. During long years of teaching studio art Molinari bas developed an 

154. "11 y avait un magasin de matériel pour les autos, de debosselage. près de mon atelier. . Et c'est la 
aussi ou j'ai découvert le masking tap. En fait le masking tape, c'était pour moi une innovation 
technique purement spontanée. . . qui est découlée de i'utilisation du Duco." 
155. At about this time Olitski. Noland and Lichtenstein also were experimenting with dyes in the 
U.S.. 
156. The principie of "fat over lean" in oil paints (which placed slower d ~ n g  thick layers on top) did 
not need to be respected with acqlics and additional mats of thin paint couid be added without 
jeopardizing the painting. 



account of his approach to technique which is elaborately tinked with his aesthetic 

preoccupations and cntical writing. For him modem materials in themselves are 

apparently unremarkable symbolically, since the material aspects of the work of art are 

s u b s e ~ e n t  to the total structure of perceived properties of the formal relationships 

evoked by shapes. hues and scale. As far as discussing materials and specific techniques 

with other artists, although his use of modem media has been cited as a source of 

information by Tousignant, Molinari said 
"personally I have never been very interested in talking about technique."lj7 

In Molinari's discourse about his work specific art materials are barely acknowledged. 

yet his adoption of synthetic materials was very early by Canadian standards and 

exhibited an awareness of avant-garde usages in Arnerican abstract painting at the time. 

This knowledge of international art trends in the 1950s and 1960s. communicated both 

through his many verbal statements and through his art helped to establish his 

recognition with his contemporaries, among them Claude Tousignant. a close colleague 

during the 1950s and early 1960s. 

Claude Tousimant: "We Were in a H u m  to Paint" 

Claude Tousignant (b. 1932) studied at the School of Art and Design of 

Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, where he met Molinari. Tousignant then travelled to 

Park where he studied briefly at the Académie Ranson. Back in Montreal he worked in 

close consultation with Molinari dunng the 1950s on shared preoccupations with space 

and colour. Tousignant's powerful canvases presented zones or stipes of intensely 

saturated colour. breaking with the muted earth tones favoured by the early plasticiens. 

He insisted on treating colour as content. His firm cornmitment to the two- 

dimensionality of picture-plane led to his adoption of large-scale shaped canvases, as in 

15'. "Personnellement je n'ai jamais été trés intéressé à parler technique" 



a series of "targets" composed of concentric bands of colour much like the work of the 

Washington Color School in its visual effects (see Figure 16). Yet he disapproved of 

many color field paintings, disparaging what he termed the unstructured. haphazard "tie 

and dye" approach (referring to the stained effects in works by Jack Bush and Moms 

Louis favoured by Greenberg). lS8 Tousignant's work. like that of Molinari, was show 

in international exhibitions of Op Art in the 1960s.159 Tousignant also resisted labelling 

his work "Op Art" because he felt the multiple optical effects produced by his paintings 

were secondary in importance to total effect of a vibrating colour field. 

Less theory-laden that of Molinari's discourse, Tousignant's discussion of the 

place of materials and techniques in his work nonetheless stressed similar preoccupation 

with aesthetic goals and studio practices, but in more down-to-earth terms. His 

account provides graphic illustrations of practical and fonnal concems leading to the 

adoption of synthetic media. 

Hard Edge Painting Techniques and the Search for New Media 

Tousignant's accounts of his early experiments with synthetic media emphasize 

the importance of rapid drying for the working methods he began to develop in his 

youth. His "hard edge" painting technique made it necessary to avoid any bleeding or 

wet-in-wet blending of adjacent colours. By 1958 he was relying on masking tape laid 

over adjacent areas to define the edges of each coloured area. Eventually he adopted 

water-borne acrylics but, before they were available he used solvent-borne synthetics. 

He recalled using the nitrocellulose automotive lacquer, Duco: 
"1 had tried Duco, which dries rapidly. 1 was Iooking for a paint that dries 
quickly because - if you do "hard edge" painting with oil you have to wait for it 

158. InteMew with Claude Tousignant by Jan Maronrate. June 10. 1993. Tape #2. 
15'. They were both represented in the ground-breaking show of international Op Ah "The 
Responsive Eye" held in 1965 at the Museum of Modem Art in New York. 
160. Lamy. Laurent. "Tousignant'. in 6 Peintres du Québec dam leur Milieu.. Collection l'Inventaire 
des créateurs. Montreal: La Vie des Arts, 1978, pp. 157-158. 



to dry and then if you put on a second coat or sometimes a third coat -- the 
inspiration mns out! " l 6  

Like Molinan, Tousiçnant purchased his paints at an auto-body shop. At that 

time the shop mixed paints to order for clients. He recounted that this gave him 

considerable latitude with his choice of hues and levels of intensity: 
"What was good was that at that time you could buy pure pigments. At that 
tirne [the shop made up paints to order]. If you had a Ford, I don't know Say a 
'54. color such-and-such a number, you went with the number and they made 
[the paint] up there with the pigments. So I bought the pure pigments and I 
made mixtures with the mediums and al1 that. " 

At around this time he and some other young painters also did some experiments 

with a mixture of plastic and acetone.i63 He abandoned the experiments afier one of his 

fnends almost Llled himself breathing acetone in a closed space. In the mid- 1950s he 

and his fnends also heard about experiments that the Mexicans had been conductinç 

with plastics. This was at about the time of Gutiérrez' 1955 lecture tour. However, as 

he put it: 
"We found [the Mexican research] interesting but it seemed fairly cornplicated to 
start experimenting on one's own with plastics. 

We were in a huny to paint and not to conduct research. That's why 1 
staned with the enamel. Then it satisfied me up to a certain point. It  was a little 
fastidious but, hey. it worked." '6-1 

l 6  [. "Moi j'alais fait des tablcaus a I'f mail d'autornobilc. Et j'avais essayé du Duco qui seclic 
mpidciticnt. Je chercriis unc pcinturc qui sèche npidcment parcc que de I'liuilc - si l'on fait du hard 
e d q  avcc I'liuilc i l  faut attcndrc que ça seclic. Et puis la en donner une deusièmc couchc ou une 
troisèmc couclic parfois. Et l'inspiration s'épuise!" Tousignant and Marontate intenicw 1993. 

le. "klnis cc qui  était bon c'est qu'en cc moment-18 on pouvait acheter des pigments ptires. A cc 
iiioincrit-li ils Ics fabriqunicnt [Ics couicursl. Si vous avicz unc Ford jc nc sais pas '54. coulcur tel 
nuiiicro. vous arrt\kz ri\.cc Ie nurnéro ils la fabriquaient sur place avcc Ics pigiiicnts. Alors moi 
j'ncfictais Ics pignicnts purs. Et jc faisais des mflangcs avcc dcs mcdiurns ct tout ça." Tousignmt and 
Mrirontatc intcnricw 1993. 

I b 3 .  Hc rccnlled doing tliis \vit fi lacqucs Hurtubisc and Hcnn Sax.  
164J. "Lcs Mcsicains avaient fait dcs espéricnccs. lc  pcnsc quc Liquitcs prcnd sa sourcc dans Ics 
cspcricnccs quc Ics ri1ésic;iins at-aictit faitcs. On avait cntcndu parlcr dc ça au inilicu dcs nnnccs 
ciriqtinritc pcut-Circ. . . . 0 1 1  troiivait quc c'Citait intcrcssant niais ça scitiblnit asscz coinpliqul dc 
coimticnccr ii cspcriiiicriicr soi-rnèiiic avcc dcs plastiqircs. On Eiait prcssc dc pcindrc ct non pris dc 
friirc dcs rcclicrc1ics. Alors c'est potir ça quc moi j'atrnis coiiiiiicncc hirc des clioscs nt.cc I'eriiail. Puis 
ç:i iiic satisfaisait jirsqti1;i un ccrtnin point. C'ctait un pcii fastidiciis niais -- ça niarcliait quoi?" 
Toiisigriniit niid blnroiiintc iritcn-icw 1 903. 



Workine Conditions and the Switch to Water-Borne Acqlics 

Tousignant found the fumes from the automotive lacquers extremely noxious. as 

did his neiçhbours. He recalled that representatives of the natural gas Company were 

called to inspect the premises where he was painting because they thought that there 

was a gas leak and were womed about the possibility of an explosion. 1 6 j  Subsequently, 

he began to use less smelly products designed for home use instead of the professional 

line of lacquers intended for auto body specialists. '66 Although the product made for 

household use dried a bit more slowly he still found it much better than traditional 

artists' oil paints. 

Tousienant kept Iooking for paints which were better suited to his working 

methods and less unpleasant to use when he finally discovered water-borne acrylics: 
"1 was looking for something that dried quickly and had colour. In fact from 
1956 I had started doing hard edge paintings. . . and 1 wanted smooth surfaces. 
And there it was. As soon as it came out I began using L i q ~ i t e x . " ~ ~ ~  

At this time Tousignant was beginning to emphasize colour in his work and he 

rnaintained that the new acrylics were ideal "because the colour stayed fresh and was 

permanent, much more permanent than with oils". 

He first learned of the water-borne acrylics from Molinan, who had purchased a 

set of the colours on a trip to New York. Both Tousignant and Molinan travelled 

I 6 j .  "Ça émet des gaz. . . Je travaillais dans la cave de chez mes parents alors. Même le Gaz Naturel 
était vcnu parcc qu'ils pensaient qu'il y avait une fiiitc dc gaz." Tousignant and Marontate intemielv 
1993. 

I o 6 .  He nvitchcd froni Diico. a piroqline (nitrocclluse-bascd) lacqucr to Dulus an enamel b:ised on 
alkyd rcsiiis. Barcle~. hktrion. "Matcrials Uscd in Certain Canadian Abstract paintings of the 1950s" 
in Lcclcrc. Dcnis. Thc (Tisis of .-lbstraction in Cauacla. The 1950s. Ottawa: National Gallery of 
Canada. 1992. p. 209. 

I h 7 .  Altliougli Lcvison Iiad bcgun producing Liquitcs in 1954 he Iiad problcms witli the first batches 
(for csainplc. Iic nccdcd to add frcczc-thaw stabiiizers) and tlicreforc it took a fcw yecîrs bcforc the 
acrylic was availablc. "Jc clierchais quclquc chosc qui sccliait vit ct qui avait une couleur - En fait dès 
'56 j'ai cotnrncncc a fairc dcs tableaux hard edge . Alors il slagiss(?it d'avoir un mcdiurn qui correspond 
i qu'cst-cc qric jc vcus. Et jc voulais avoir dcs surfaccs plmcs ct voila. Alors aussitôt qiic c'est amvé jc 
iiic suis senti dc Liqiiitcs." Tousignant and ~Mnrontntc intcnticw 1993. 
lm". "Et qiiiiiid Ic Liqititcs csi arrikek c'ctait idCaI. sunoiit q i ~  la coulcur restait fnicl~c. Et c'est ires 
pcrinnric~it. C'cst bcnircoiip plus pcnnancnt quc l'liuile." Tousignant and Mriroiitntc intcn-icw. 1993. 



frequently to New York at this time to visit museurns and gallenes, and sornetimes to 

buy art supplies. 

Tousignant continues to work with water-borne acrylics although he switched 

brands. Difficulties in dealing with wholesalers to obtain gallon-sized containers of the 

American-made product were a factor in his change of brands. Also, Michael Towe, a 

small entrepreneurial paintmaker began producing acrylic paints locally in 1979. 

Tousignant started buying acrylic paints €tom Towe's Montreal-based Company 

Chromatech, consulting with Towe on the qualities and colours of the paints. 

Concluding Remarks on Tousignant's View of Matenals 

Tousignant emphasized that his choices of materials have always been made 

primanly in response to his aesthetic needs and to his studio practices. I7O He wanted a 

quick-drying paint that he could use safely and he wanted something that would give 

him intensely saturated colours which could be applied in thin, smooth coats with 

adjustable shine depending on his requirements. Above ail, colour is central in h i s  work 

and he found acrylic paints preferable to older techniques because they do not yellow 

like oil paints : 
"1 don't understand people retuming to [artist's oil paints]. The new fad is to go 
back to oil paints. But you know oil today isn't like it was in the old days. In 
the old days there were fantastic manufactures of oil paints who took different 
oils to mix with different pigments. . . You can tell that the paintings of Gauguin 
and the impressionists are still just as fresh as when they were painted or almost. 
. . In this respect acrylic paints are ideal. "l7[  

t69. Hc also mct a fcw artists tliere. although he felt that the only Amencan artist he met whosc work 
stmck a ciiord with lus interests was Barnett Neumann. Tousignant recalled purchasing paints from 
New York Centrai Art SuppIy. wliich was one of the first art supply stores to stock tlie new paints- 
Interview witli Steve Stcinbcrg (owner of New York Central Art Supply) by Jan Marontate 1995. 

"Pour le bcsoin estliétique." Tousignant and Marontate intcniew 1993. 

I7l - "Je nc comprends pas que les gcns retournent à I'liuilc. La novvcllc mode clicz les gcns c'est de 
retourner a I'liuile. Et l'huile vous savez aujourd'hui cc n'est pas comme autrefois. Autrefois il y avait 
. . dcs fabricants dc pcinturc a I'liiiile formidables qui prcnaicnt diffihitcs huilcs pour . . . diffcrcnts 
pig~ncnts . . . On voit dcs tableaux dc Gauguin ct dcs iniprcssionistcs qui sont cncorc aussi frais quc 
quand ils ctaicnt peints ou prcsquc. . . Alors I'acryliquc c'est idbl dans cc scns-là." Tousignant and 



Tousignant believes that technical issues are less important to painters today 

than they used to be. In his view, new paints and various reiated products (like gels and 

pastes) liberate the artist fiom the type of laborious experiences he went through when 

he was searching for appropriate media before the emergence of water-borne acrylic 

paints for artists. 

Yves Gaucher: Technical Research and the Freedom to Act 

Yves Gaucher (b. 1934) followed an independent course in his artistic 

development in music, printmaking and painting.ln While still a teenager he quit school 

to devote his energies to music. playing in jazz bands and working at an daytime office 

job. In 1954 he resumed his studies, enroiling at the Montreal École des Beaux-Arts 

(School of Fine Arts). At that time the first two years of the five-year programme there 

were rigidly defined and Gaucher was expelled for insubordination in 1956. Although 

he began to gain serious recognition in the early 1960s. his extremely precarious 

existence in the early stages of his artistic apprenticeship make km almost the 

personification of the extraordinary artistic outsider. However, eventually he became a 

university art professor. He also remained involved with music, and has participated in 

the programme in electronic music at McGill University. Gaucher's trajectory made 

him acutely aware of matenais and tools. in part because had to expend a great deal of 

effort to gain access to them. His struggles to leam techniques and get his hands on 

materials provide a glimpse of the obstacles facing artists working outside large centers 

of international art. Concurrently with these efforts, he developed a deep awareness of 

Marontate i n t e ~ e w  1993. 
172- For analyses of Gaucher's pre-1980 work see in partidar: Nasgaard Roald. Yves Gaucher. A 
Filieen- Year Perspective/ 196.3- 19 78. Toronto: Art Gallery of Ontario. t 979; and Gagnon François- 
Marc."Gaucher" in 16 Peintres du Québec dans leur Milieu.. Collection l'Inventaire des créateurs. 
Montreal: La Vie des Arts. 1978, pp. 47-56. 



the complex interplay between materials, techniques and conceptual issues in art. 

Access to Matenals. Expet-imentation and the Place of Techni ue in Artmaking 

M e r  his expulsion fiom art school, Gaucher worked on his own, purchasing a 

copy of Ralph Mayer's Artist's Handbook of MaterzaIs and Techniques, which proved 

to be an important resource to him in the upcoming years.173 He recalled that: 
"In fact with Ralph Mayer 1 discovered that in art it is necessary to use your own 
research. . . And. . . that sometimes conceptual probiems were related to 
problems of execution. Sometirnes the problems of execution . . . were because 
the conceptualization was perhaps not very good either." 174 

In 1957 he began studying with master printmaker Albert Dumouchel and 

remained with Dumouchel until 1960 when Gaucher set up his own printmaking studio. 

During his first years at the École des Beaux-Arts he had little exposure to matenals 

since the bulk of his assignments were done in gouache, although he had experïmented 

with other matenals on his own. When he retumed to study printmaking, al1 of the 

printmaking materials were supplied by the school free of charge to students under the 

tutelage of the traditionalist Dumouche1.175 Students were given fine quality papers, 

inks and beautifully polished etching plates fiom the very beginning. But eventually 

Gaucher felt he had to leave his teacher because he wanted to explore possibilities with 

the media which went beyond the conventional lirnits of printrnaking: 
"With Dumouchel you had to stick with tradition. And 1 was interested in 
letting my curiosity go -- in having a look at what you could do with pnnting 

173. He used (and continues to use) the 1957 edition whicli lie had purcliased in 1957. This is a 
rcvision of the 1910 original but contains veiy little information on syntheiic media. none on the m e r -  
bornc acrylic paints which had only been manufactured for a few years at that time. Mayer. Ralph. 
.-frtist 3 ffandbook of ,Lfaterials and Techniques. New York: Viking, 1 9 57. 
17'. "Avec Ralpli Mqcr en fait j'ai découvert qu'en art il fallait se servir de ces propres recherches. Et 
qiic la sculc façon quand on avait ccrtains problèmcs -des fois les problémcs conceptuels étaient reliés 
avcc Ics problèmcs dc réalisation. Des fois des problèmcs de réalisation . . . étaient a causc du fait quc 
la conception n'ctait pcut-étrc pas très bien non plus." Interview with Yvcs Gauclicr by lan Mavontate. 
Jiinc 15, 1993. 
175. Gauclicr rccallcd Iiis shock at somc of the abuses Iic Iiad scen, sucii as witncssing a studcnt use a 
piccc of Arctics papcr to dry thcir bands. Gauchcr and Marontate interview 1993. 



media. " 176 

Setting up his own printmalcing studio in 1960 was not merely costly, it was 

extremely dificult. Many materials were simply unavailable in Montreal outside of the 

art school circles. As he recded: 
"If you were a disciple of Dumouchel you could get things, but if you weren't a 
disciple of Dumouchel you got nothing." lT7 

He purchased a press, made arrangements locally to get copper plates, and started 

making his own vamishes using recipes fiom Ralph Mayer's Artisl's Handbook of 

Muterials ami Techniques : 
"1 bought my own press and 1 experimented on it. Here the book of Mayer was 
very important too because it had al1 the recipes for vamishes for engraving. . .I 
started to make my varnishes myself I didn't have money to buy them, to bring 
them in from Europe. . 

1 went to New York regularly to buy paper. . . and 1 did the gallery 
circuit and al1 that, and came back on the retum bus. That saved me a lot of 
money because paper was a lot cheaper in New York than here. 

So 1 got myself organized to do al1 these things, which after a while also 
allowed me to begin to question many things about the language of engraving . . 
. and to develop new techniques. It's thanks to Mayer in a way-- to hk book- 
which opened me up to going out and seeking t h i n g ~ . " ~ ~ ~  

176. "Parcc que. avec Dumouchel il fallait rester sur la tradition. Et moi qa m'intéressait d'aller voir- 
de laisser ma curiosité alIer - sur qu'est-ce qu'on pouvait faire les médiums d'imprimerie." Gaucher 
and Marontate inteniew 1993. 

ln. "Si l'on était un disciple de Dumouchel on pouvait avoir des choses mais si on n'était pas un 
disciple de Dumouchel on n'avait rien," Gaucher and Marontate interview 1993. 
78. "Je me suis acheté ma propre presse et j'ai fait des expériences dessus. Et II le livre de Mayer était 

très important aussi parce qu'il y avait toutes les recettes de vernis pour la g n w e .  . . j'ai cornmcncé à 
faire mes propres vernis moi-même. Je n'avais pas d'argent pour en acheter pour les faire venir 
d'Europe. A l'École des Beaux-Ans les vernis venaient d'Europe directement. Moi je n'avais pas cet 
argent-la. . . 

Et moi j'ai commence a faire mes vernis moi-même. Je me suis tr0ux.é mes propres 
debouchécs ici pour avoir les cuivres . . . j'allais à New York régulièrement pour d!er acheter mon 
papier chez Nelson Wliitehcad parce qu'ils étaient les grossistes pour l'Amérique du nord. Alors j'allais 
à New York. J'allais m'acheter du papier et je faisais le circuit des gaIeries et tout ça pour revenir par 
l'autobus qui s'en venait. Et ça m'économisait beaucoup d'argent parce que lc papier était beaucoup 
moins clicr i New York qu'il était ici. 

Alors je m'y suis arrangé pour prendre tous ccs moyens-la. ce quc m'a permis aussi après un 
certain rnonîcnt dc remettre en question beaucoup de clioscs du langage dc gravure. techniqucs dc la 
gravure. puis dc dcvclopper dcs nouvellcs techniqucs. C'cst gxâce à Maycr d'une certaine façon. de cc 
Iivrc-li qui m'a ouvert I'csprit moi dc venir chcrchcr des cIioscs." Gaucher and Marontate intcmiew 
1993. 



Dunng the period with Dumouchel and after Gaucher continued to do some 

experimentation with making his own paints as well, including trying out synthetic 

formulas: 1'9 

"From 1958 to 196 1 1 did a lot of experirnents with glazing, varnishes, 
Rembrandt's techniques . . . to see the different lights that they could give. . . and 
CI experirnented] with heavy impasto, with stand oils and al1 those things. The 
only thing 1 didn't try back then was encaustic. I made gessos myself at that 
tirne. Al1 according to Mayer. And following Mayer too CI made] varnishes and 
different painting vehicles to see the different eflects. 

Thus 1 tried everything to see --. . . 1 tried a little casein. I didn't do egg 
tempera -- to see a bit what [effects] al1 those things produced before choosing 
the mediurns that were rnost compatible with what you were looking for. " Ig0 

Philoso~hy. Visions and the Choice of Medium: Sources of Information and Inspiration 

Gaucher's expenmentation with different matenals was followed by a period of 

time during which he decided to focus his energies on intensive investigation of a 

narrower range of techniques, dl the while developing a broad range of intellectual 

interests. He concentrated entirely on printmaking between 196 1 and 1963 and 

retumed to painting around 1964. But, in his view, the lessons he learned about the 

relations between materials and art while h e  was doing printmaking led to insights 

relevant to art generally: 
"It's an attitude that I've carried with me . . . of taking materials and trying to 
make [things with them]. . . [the idea] that the materials are at rny disposition 
rather than me being in their service." 1 8 1  

i79. He rcullcd that Henry Sase \vas working with plastics. Gaucher tried it too but found them 
"extremely tosic". He statcd that acrq.lics weren't availabk in Montreal until the Iate 1950s at les t .  
rcmembcring t h .  in about 1956 or 1957. Suzanne Meloche (the first person he knew who used water- 
bomc acrylics) askcd everybody making a trip to New York to bring her back some Liquites. 
Igo.  "de '58 à '6 1 j'ai fait beaucoup d'expériences avec des glazing, vamishes. techniques de 
Rembrandt. . . pour voir les différentes lumières que ça peut donner. . . puis la grosse pâte puis avec 
des stand oils toutes ces choses-là. . . la seule chose que je n'ai pas essayé c'est l'encaustique. J'ai fait 
moi-mf me les gessos en ce moment-là. Toujours d'après Maycr. Et d'après Mayer aussi les vernis et 
Ics différcntcs veliiculcs pour pcindrc pour avoir les effcts différents. Donc j'ai tout essayé tout ça pour 
voir --. . . j'ai cssayé un pcu la casein. Je n'ai pas fait I'cgg tempera. - Pour voir un peu ce que ça 
donnait toutes ces choscs-là avant de choisir, ch? - les mcdiums qui étaient Ics plus compatibles avec 
cc qu'on rccherciic." Gauclier and Marontate interview 1993. 

I 8 l  - "c'est unc nttitudc que j'avais apportée avec moi. . . de prendre les mniénnus et d'essayer de faire . 
. quc Ics rnatériaus étaient à mon scrvicc plutôt que dc moi d'etrc au scrvicc d'cus." Gauchcr and 



Gaucher's research was not limited to technical matters, but extended to ot her 

areas of profound consequence for his anistic direction. By the early 1960s, he had not 

only acquired technical knowledge about the mechanics of artmaking but he had 

developed a deep interests in philosophy and music, particularly in East Asian and 

Indian music and thought. During the 1950s and 1960s, he travelled to Mexico, 

Europe and New York. According to km, his expulsion fiom art school spiirred him 

on, making it possible to corne in contact with philosophical writings which were 

bamed in Québec: 
"1 didn't have any difficulty leaving the School of Fine Arts. I said to rnyself 
"OK, that's fine. I'm going to teach myself" 

So I went on a discovery trip about painting. It was at that point 1 
discovered Ralph Mayer. Then 1 went to New York. Then 1 discovered 
rnuseums. Then fiom the museums 1 discovered art gallenes. [1 discovered] a 
whole lot of things that weren't even discussed at the School of Fine Arts 

So the whole problem-- be it on the philosophical, technical, aesthetic or 
social level- 1 discovered al1 by myself. It was better that way. 

Because Jean-Paul Sartre was on the Index [of bamed books in 
Quebec]. 1 discovered Oriental philosophy in New York. 1 couldn't discover it 
here [in Quebec]. The books were banned."ls2 

In fact. Gaucher had also corne in contact with some of the ideas important for his 

subsequent work in the library of the School of Fine A r t s .  He recalled a helpful libranan 

who guided him in his readings and introduced him to many international art magazines. 

in particular Art News, II ïs, Cimaise, and a Japanese art magazine devoted to abstract 

Marontate. interview 1993. 
lg2.  "Alors pour moi il n'y avait pas aucune dificulté de partir de l'École des Beaus-Arts. Mot je me 
suis dit "OK c'est correct. Je vais m'enseigner moi-même." 

Mors la je suis parti a la découverte de la peinture. C'est là ou j'ai découvert Ralph Mayer. 
Puis je étais allé a New York. Puis j'ai découvert les musées. Puis dans les musées les galeries. Puis 
dans les galeries bien. un tas de choses. Que l'École des Beau-Arts ne parlait mCme pas. 

Alors tout le problème. que ça soit sur lc plan pliilosophiquc. que ça soit sur le plan technique 
quc ça soit sur le plan esthétique. que ça soit sur Ic plan social -je l'ai tout dEcouvert par moi. C'était 
beaucoup mieux comme ça. 

Parcc quc Jan-Paul Sartre était a 1'Indc.u. Moi j'ai decouvert les pliilosophies orientaIcs à New 
York. Jc nc pouvais pas les découvrir ici. Lcs livrcs Etaicnt intcrdits." Gaucher and Marontatc 
intcwicw 1993. 



~ a l l i g r a p h y . ~ ~ ~  He went regularly to the library to look at new issues, especially the 

latest editions of Art Novs which camed reproductions fiom the recent shows at 

galleries. In his view: 
"That's what led me to go to New York - the reproductions of the art galleries 
[in international art magazines]. So 1 went to educate myself in New York."ls4 

He Iater beçan to travel fùnher afield. On his first trip to Europe in 1962 he was 

able to make arrangements for direct purchases fiom a Parisian supplier of fine quality 

printmaking matenals, which he had been told by Québec contacts would be impossible. 

In Europe he combined practical arrangements related to technical requirements 

with other activities. There Gaucher attended a concert of conternporary music 

including work by Anton Webern which challenged his ideas about art to the core. In 

his words "the music seemed to send linle cells of sound into space, where they 

expanded and took on a whole new quality and dimension of their own".lS5 9 y  1964 

his art increasingly focussed on reduced formal elements in an elegant, ascetic approach 

to perception and optical effects in large-scale acrylic paintings. (The black and white 

reproduction in Figure 17 fails to convey the effects of the colour but gives an example 

of the reduction of formal elements characteristic of Gaucher's work during this penod.) 

Gaucher maintained that his decision to go back to painting in 1964 after several 

years of printmaking was prompted by an overall attitude about the place of materials in 

art. He felt that painting offered the technical means which best corresponded to his 

conceptual goals at that time. He stated that his attitude towards matenals was formed 

18). Her name wvas Miss Ouimet [plionetic spelling] according to Gaucher. Tlic callignphy magazine 
prompted him to seek out a gallery in New York which sliowed Chinese and Japanese callignphy and 
also Iiad books on phitosophy. From these first contacts with Zen and Taoist pliilosophy he movcd to 
Indian philosophy . 

"C'est ce que m'a amené à aller à New York-. . . les reproductions dcs galeries. Alon je suis allé 
faire mon éducation a New York." Gaucher and Marontate interview 1993. 

' 85. Quoted in David Silcos. "Yves Gaucher". in Townscnd. Wm. (editor). Canadian Art Todqv. 
Studio International. citcd in Nasgaard 1979. p. 21). Works in Gaucher's subsequent scrics of prints 
cntitlcd En honimage à Webern. featurc lines. squares and daslies amngcd in a grid pattern on a white 
surface. 



in part by the difficult circumstances he had worked in afier leaving art school, which 

prompted him to improvise with materials, rather than being dependent on rigid ideas 

about traditional methods and expensive art materials alone : 
"1 was even able to print on toilet paper- . . That leads to a different mental 
attitude as well . . . in engraving I realized that the materials you use must be 
related to the vision you want to make. And it's not the materials that will make 
us discover new visions. It is the visions that must make us discover new ways 
of using materials." 186 

In his view technical choices are entirely subse~en t  to the overall artistic goals in each 

work: 
" When 1 went from engraving to painting, it was because engraving no longer 
allowed me to develop this plastic vision any further. It was simpler to go back 
to painting. . .When 1 have something to Say specifically with a medium 1 do 
it-" 187 

Oualities of Acrvlics and the Philosophv of the Picture 

Gaucher chose water-borne acrylics for their working properties at first, in 

particular the speedy drying time: 
"When 1 went back to painting, it was natural for me to take up acrylic rather 
than oil paints because acrylic dned quickly and 1 had to go back over colours to 
change proportions and all that, and to work with masking tape. This wasn't 
practical to do with oil paint because my picture would have taken almost six 
months or a year to do. Whereas with acrylic, in one day you can do a lot of 
things. So it was [a question ofl using the medium which allowed the greatest 
freedom to act. It was that medium. It is still that medium."ts8 

lg6.  "J'etais même capable d'imprimer sur du papier de toilette. . .ça donne des choses différentes. Ça 
donne une attitude mentale très diffërente aussi . . .là mëme en gravure c'est que je me suis rendu 
compte avcc des matériau. c'est que les matériaux qu'on utilisent doivent être en relation avec les 
visions qu'on veut produire. Et ce n'est pas les matériaux qui vont nous faire découvrir des noukreiles 
visions. C'est les visions qui doivent nous faire découvrir des nouvelles façons d'utiliser les matériau." 
Gaucher and Marontate interview 1993. 

18'- "Quand je suis passé de la gravure Q la peinture. c'est parce que la gravure ne me permettait plus 
d'aller dcveloppcr cette vision plastique dorénavant, C'était beaucoup plus simple de retourner a la 
peinture. . . Quand j'ai quelque chose à dire spécifiquement avec un medium je le fais." Gaucher and 
Marontate. 1993. 
I g 8 -  "Quand je suis rctournc à la peinture. c'était naturel pour moi de prcndre I'acnlique plutôt que la 
pcinturc a I'huilc parce que l'acrylique séchait très rapidement, j'avais besoin de revenir souvent sur les 
coulcurs. clianger Ics proportions dc ceci ct ça. travailIcr avcc Ic masking tape. Alors cc n'fiait pas 
pratique dc fairc ça avec une peinture a I'liuilc, parcc quc mon tableau aurait pris prcsque six mois un 



Asked whether there were any symbolic associations for hirn in his choice of synthetic 

media, he explained that his choice of acrylics was based entirely on practical 

considerations and said that as far as he was concemed he could be using ancient 

materials fiom Egypt. 

Acrylic paints were not without challenges however. Gaucher found them far 

colder and far Iess resonant visually than oils. He tned Barnett Neuman's technique of 

underpainting with acrylics and then finishing with oils but did not find this way of 

working interesting. 189 

Gaucher remarked that he discovered parallels in the behaviour of various media 

in painting and printmaking. In particular he comrnented that the difference between oil 

and acrylic paints was similar to the difference which he had observed in printmaking 

between lithography and the more recent technique of silk-screen pnnting. In oil and 

lithography there was a sense of depth and a richness in colour which is lacking in 

acrylics and silk-screen printing. The new media produced a relatively flat superficial 

effect. In Gaucher's view this forces the artist to work with colour rnixing, in order to 

attain complex harmonies through variations in saturation, hue and tone. 

Since delicately nuanced harmonies are at the core of much of his work, colour 

is important to Gaucher. In this regard he commented on a feature of working witli al1 

anists' paints, but which he felt is particularly noteworthy in the case of acrylics : the 

fact that each brand offers a charactenstic palette and that the manufactured colours 

behave differently in combination. For this reason he has tended not to chanse brands 

ofien. As he put it: 

an a faire. Tandis qu'a l'acrylique dans une journée on peut faire beacoup de choses. Alors c'était 
d'utiliser le médium qui me permettait la plus grande liberté d'action. C'était celui-là. C'est encore 
cclui-la." Gaucher and Marontate 1993. 
ls9.  Similarly with encaustic. he found the technique too cumbenomc. In Iiis words "L'encaustique 
avcc Ic circ d'abcillc. le trouvais que c'était interessant comme surface que ça peut donner, mais il y 
avait trop dc cuisine technique pour que çq m'intdrcsse. C'est trop compliqué techniquement." 
Gaucher and Marontatc interview 1993. 



"The problem is that, anyhow, it takes a certain amount of time to understand 
the structure [of the mixtures of pigments] of one brand of paint or another. . . 
And when I'm in a penod of intense work 1 dont much like unpleasant surprises. 
Because you get to a point where you know exactly that if you take that 
[colour] and that [colour] youll get that [colour]. Whereas to aart with a new 
brand of paint you don't know. " 

He began with Liquitex, but like other Québec painters, started looking for other brands 

when the company aopped selling gallon-sized containers in the province. He was 

approached by a diaributor from Selectone, a Toronto-based commercial paintmaking 

company that produced a Iine of artistst paints. Lured by a good discount he used some 

of their paints although he did not find al1 of the colours acceptable. The Montreai 

distributor stopped canying these paints and Gaucher began purchasing Chromatech 

paints from Michael Towe. The locally-produced paints were conveniently available at 

reasonable pnces and Towe was willing to produce custom-made mixtures which suited 

Gaucher's requirements. Although Gaucher always mixed his own colours, T owe was 

amenable to making paints "to measure" for Gaucher, adjusting the reflective qualities 

of the media to arrive at the very matte appearance which Gaucher s ~ u g h t . ~ ~ ~  

General Societal Attitudes towards Technical Training 

Overall, Gaucher maintained t hat the values of the socio-historic context in 

which he was raised are to some extent responsible for his strong-minded independent 

struggle to learn about technical skills and to study philosophical approaches which 

were forbidden or inaccessible in Québec. On the matter of technical skills, Gaucher 

cornmented that there was little ernphasis on leaming about techniques and materials of 

Ig0. "le problème c'est que ça prend quand-même un certain temps de comprendre la structure [des 
mélanges de pigment] d'une marque de peinture plutôt qu'une autre. . . .Et quand je suis dans une 
période de travail très fort je n'aime pas beaucoup avoir des mauvaises surprises. Parce qu'on amve à 
un certain moment où on sait e.uactement- je sais que si je prends ça plus ça je vais avoir ça. Tandis 
que commencer avec une nouvelle marque de peinture on ne sait pas." Gaucher and Marontate 
interview 1993. 
l 9  l. Gaucher and Mamntate interview 1993. fnteniew with Michael Towe by Jan Marontate. April 
16. 1993. 



painting in art school. But in his view this Iack of interest in technique was a 

widespread phenornenon in society at the time he was growing up: 
"It wasn't only in the arts. 1 recall that when I was about 14 or 15 1 wanted to 
leam to play tennis. So 1 was given a racquet, my grandfather's old tennis 
racquet . . . and three old balls and . . . a pair of mnning shoes. Then 1 was told. 
"you have two serves. . . Here are the limits of play. Here's how you score." 
That's it! Today . . . I see 5 year-old kids beginning with lessons on racquet 
technique . . . 

But the whole society was Iike that. So it was a society that shaped us. 
Society raised us to be independent unto ourselves in a way. It forced us to 
be- " 192 

Concluding Remarks about Gaucher on Matenals 

Gaucher's stones provide rich testimony about the obstacles he faced and his 

detemination to overcome the isolation he experienced. Pnnted media, Iike handbooks 

and art magazines provided crucial information and inspiration. His technical research 

led him to realize that it was important for artists to conduct their own research on a 

vanety of levels, ranging from philosophical and aesthetic through technical. He 

experimented widely with both traditional and modern techniques and enthusiastically 

embraced new matenals, including synthetic painting media when their charactenstics 

suited his needs. However, in his discourse about artmaking, techniques and matenals 

are always subservient to conceptual goals. His articulate and elegantly simple view of 

the place of matenals in his an  is grounded in his struggle to access and master the 

technical means for rendering his visions : 
"What I want to do is to develop the image. What 1 want to develop is the 

lg2. "Ce n'était pas seulement dans les W. Je me rappelle qu'à l'âge de 14 ou 15 ans je voulais jouer 
au tennis. Alors on m'a donné la raquette de tennis de mon grand-père - lui il ne s'en servait plus 
puiquliI en avait une autre - ces trois vieitIes balles et -vous savez -une paire de running shoes. Puis 
on m'a dit. voila. t'as deus services -iI faut servir I a  et là- puis repondre ici - ça. ceux sont les limites 
pour jouer. C'est la façon qu'on va pointer. Paff. Ça y était. . . 11 n'y en avait pas de technique. 
Aujourd'hui -moi je joue au tennis. moi. Je regarde les jeunes a l'âge de cinq ans qui comrnençent à 
avoir des cours - comment manipuler la raquette et puis . . . Mais c'était toute la société qui était 
commc ça. Alors c'était une société qui nous formait. La socilte nous formait d'être indépendants nous 
mëmcs en quclquc sortc. Ils nous forçaient dc I'ètrc d'une ccrtainc façon." Gaucher and Marontate 
intcwicw 1993. 



philosophy of the picture and the medium must follow." 193 

Alex Colville: Modern Technolow and the Ethos of Our Aee 

At the same time that various avant-garde movements were gaining recognition 

in New York City and Montreal, artists continued to create works in other modes and 

other places. Even though representational painting was associated with retrograde 

taste cultures and amateurs by dominant voices in art criticism during the two decades 

after the war, a small contingent of figurative artists assured a continuous presence of 

alternative voices on the international art market and Pop art prompted a reassessment 

of some forms of representational work. Beginning in the early 1970s various 

approaches to representational painting came to be reconsidered as part of a new wave 

of "avant-gardes" focussing on narratives, notably figurative painting, photorealism and 

neo-expressionism. lg4 The re-appraisal of the position of contemporary 

representational work heralded a new acceptance of some realist painters in high-brow 

taste cultures. In fact, numerous realist painten had been quietly pursuing international 

careers in the intervening years, among them Canadian painter Alex Colville. 

Alex Colville (b. 1 920) creates precise, ambiguous, neo-realist paintings and 

prints (see Figure 18). M e r  completing a bachelor's degree in fine art he served as an 

official war artist in the Canadian rnilitary during World War II. He taught art at his 

alma muter Mount Allison University in Sackville New Brunswick fiom 1946 until 

1963 when he resigned to paint full-time. His austere, often sensual images won early 

93. T e  que je veux faire c'est développer l'image. Ce que je veux développer c'est la philosophie du 
tableau et le médium doit suivre." Gaucher and Marontate intewiew 1993. 
194. In an analysis of the social and economic institutional framework for vanous artistic styles. Crane 
points to the importance of increased opportunities for fiinding. Alternative markets for artworks in 
regional rnuseums and corporate collections ailowed for a decentrdization of art management and 
greater heterogeneity in art forms. due to a more diverse set of publics. Yet even in the rnid-1980s New 
York d l  "retained its position at the center of the gatekeeping system." Crane. Diana. The 
Transfirmation of the Avant-Garde. The New York Art World, 19 JO- 1985.. Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press. 1987. p. 136. 



favour in international markets, particularly in the U.S. (notably in New York) and in 

Gemany where his work was sometimes seen as a contemporary version of "magic 

realism" or "hi& realism".lg5 Dawing on scenes f?om his own surroundings, Coiville's 

images fiequently portray one or two figures or animals in arrested motion or in 

contemplation in an ambiguous natural setting. His oeuvre is somewhat reminiscent of 

the work of Amencan realist Andrew Wyeth by virtue of its independent development, 

its subject matter, its rneticulous technique and srnail scale.196 Sirnilarities can also be 

drawn between his images and the intimate nudes of Philip Pearlstein. However, 

Colville cannot easily be seen as a member of any group since has always worked in 

relative isolation, living in small toms  in the Maritime provinces, although he has 

travelled extensively. 

Conservative in style and choice of subject, Colville is an innovative technician, 

re-interpreting classical painting techniques using new materials. Like al1 of the painters 

considered in this section he was a relatively early user of acrylic paints. Colville's 

discourse on materials treats his practices in the context of his own aesthetic 

preoccupations and provides insights into ways he gained access to information despite 

his geographic remoteness. 

The Search for New Materials: Sources of Information and Ins~iration 

In part because of his relative isolation, the history of Colville's use of various 

painting media and sources of information about new materials is easier to pinpoint than 

that of anists in active art centers. Dunng his early years, as a student and war artist, 

lg5. Burnett. David and Schiff Mariiyn. Contemprary Canadian Art.. Toronto: The Art Gallery of 
Ontario. 1983. pp. 16 1- 166. See also Reid. Dennis. A Concise Hisrory of Canadian Painfing, 
Toronto: O.dord University Press. 1973, p. 266 and Buniett. David. Colville. Toronto: Art Gallery of 
Ontario. 1984; and Duval. Paul. High Realism in Canada. Toronto: Clarke. Invin and Co. 1974. pp. 
62-74. 

196. He met Wyeth during the early 1950s through contacts at the Hewitt Gallery in New York which 
represented Colville. InteMew with Aiex Colville by Jan Marontate, November 1992. 



Colville had used oils and watercoloun "because that was the conventional thing to 

do".lg7 Aware of his lack of technical training and desirous to Iearn more, he avidly 

read artists' handbooks which began to appear in increasing numbers in the 1940s. 

consulting works by art technician Ralph Mayer, Max Doemer and treatises on 

historical techniques. lg8 

By his account, his interest in new materials originated in a dissatisfaction with 

the materials and techniques he was using, and a desire for different working qualities 

and visual properties. By the late 1940s he was actively seeking new materials for his 

painting. He remembered how much he had enjoyed working with watercolours as a 

war artist in the field as he becarne increasingly dissatisfied with oils : 
"For one thing 1 never liked working on canvas. 1 aiways liked working on a 
solid thing. So irnrnediately this suggests tempera painting . . . You've got the 
solid board to paint on. You've got the fast-drying pigment. You've got the 
possibility of some kind of transparency either with sornething like egg tempera 
which of course 1 did use too on a few occasions. Or the possibility of glazed 
tempera and al1 that kind of thing so that 1 guess that's what drew me to it."199 

Another possible source of inspiration for him to try tempera techniques may have been 

exposure to other anists' work through contacts with his New York gallery.2°0 On 

visits to New York he had admired the work of George Tooker and Andrew Wyeth 

who both worked in egg tempera. Colville experimented with egg tempera, relying on 

artists' handbooks and adapting medieval techniques. Yet generally Colville depicts his 

expenmentation with new materials as independent of other artists: 
"none of the artists 1 knew used casein tempera or, for that matter later, 

I 97- Colville and Marontate interview 1992. 
I g 8 .  He phcularly recalled using Mayer's book and a works by Yale professor Daniel Thompson who 
had studied artists' techniques and worked with British conservators while at the Courtauid Institute in 
England : Mayer. Ralph. The Artist 's Handbook of Muterials and Techniques. New York: Viking 
Press. 1 950; Thompson. Daniel V. The Practice of Tempera Painting. Materials and Methodr. New 
York: Dover 1962 (reprint of 1936 original publication); and Thompson, D.V. (with foreword by 
Bernard Berenson). The Materials and Techniques of hdedieval Painiing, New York: Dover ( 1956 
reprint of 1936 original publication). 
99. Colville and Marontate i n t e ~ e w  1992. 

200- In the early 1950s he was represented by the Hewin Gallery. 



Unexplained creative impulses are cited in Colville's story of his renewed search 

for diKerent materials. He recalled that "for some reason which is not quite clear to me 

1 began to want to use glues" which prompted him to try difFerent recipes for 

emulsions. Slightly later he began to use casein emulsion paints made by Shiva, which 

were very popular in the late 1940s and early 1950s. By the mid-1950s he was also 

painting with an early oil-compatible synthetic medium manufachired by the F. Weber 

company in combination with artists' oil ~olours.2~2 

Colville leamed about water-borne acrylic paints made for artists in 1962 from a 

part-tirne student who had a Ph. D. in physics and worked for an aircraft ~ornpany.~*~ 

Colville recalled : 
"he told me that they had done experiments in the aircraft business where of 
course there are tremendous degrees of temperature fluctuation - ice. snow and 
everything you can imagine, gasoline and oil. . and they had found that . . 
.acrylic paints were the most durable, more so than what used to be called 
enamels. And he was using this Liquitex Acrylic Polymer Emulsion. So I 
thought, well, this sounds good because 1 would have al1 the advantages of rapid 
drying, and so on. "2M 

Colville was attracted by the qualities of the new paints on a number of Ievels, 

aesthetic and pragmatic. He Iiked their Rat qualities and the fact that they could be used 

on board with water. Aiso they were relatively simple to use compared to tempera and 

20 Colville and Marontate i n t e ~ e w  1992. 
202. At this time he used Weber's Permalba White and a medium called Res-N-Gel which was 
described by Mayer as a "gelatinized synthetic min". Pennaiba is a brand name used for both 
conventional oil coIours and v t h e t i c  paints by the company. The Weber company was based in 
Philadelphia. aisa the home of the Rohm and Haas company which had patented and manufactureci 
many of the acrylic resins and emulsions used by other artists' paintrnakers at the time. The Weber 
company papes, including formulas. were purchased by the Getty Institute in the early 1990s and may 
eventuaHy be made accessible to scholars. Unfortunately most records of the Weber Company for this 
period were unavailabIe at the time of research for this project because of administrative problems at 
the Getty Conservation Institute. See also Mayer, Ralph. The Artist's Handbook of Mczterials and 
Techniques, 2nd Edition. 1957, p. 660. 

203- The student. who Colville described as a "serious amateur painter" was Glen Adams and at the 
time he worked for Canadair. 
204. Coiville and Marontate interview 1992. 



emulsions which he had been rnixing himself: 
"1 can paint with egg tempem But I think, why go al1 through that business of 
holding the egg, and you know drainhg a yoke and al1 that stuc and mixing the 
dry pigments . . . "20S 

But first he was concerned about the advisability of their use for art and decided to seek 

the advice of experts on the permanence of the new media. 

By this time. Colville had begun to consult conservators about materials and 

techniques. a practice he continued.206 In his words: 
"1 had read more or less everything 1 could get my hands on about painting 
media. " 

Interested by artias' acryiics, Colville was making a trip to New York and decided to 

approach an Amencan authority on artists' materials, Raiph Mayer: 
"It happened that 1 had an inquiry - a new dealer in New York had written me 

saying that they wanted to see me and think of handling my work. . . So 1 went 
to New York in the late autumn of '62 . . .[and] 

At the s m e  tirne 1 went to see Ralph Mayer. I phoned Mayer. . . and 1 
said that 1 was a serious professional painter and that I was very interested in 
materials and techniques, and that. . . I  had used his book for years. Really 1 had, 
1 had almost wom the thing out. 

You see there was no-one around with whom 1 could talk about this 
stuff and almost nobody except the conservator at the National Gallery knew 
anything about his kind of thing at d l .  Most artists know absolutely nothing 
about the stuff they work with."2O7 

Colville paid Mayer an hourly rate for their conversation about synthetic media.lo8 

Surprisingly, given Mayer's ongoing doubts about synthetic media and his disputes with 

paintmaker Henry Levison (who manufactured the water-borne acrylic emulsion paint 

205. Colville and Marontate interview 1992. 

206. He mentioned comlting several conservators. in panicular MeMn Ruggles at the National 
Gallery of Canada and Ian Hodkinson, former professor of painting conservation at Queen's University 
in Kingston. Ontario. 
207. Colville and Marontate intewiew 1992 
208. "First of al1 1 remember 1 talked with Mayer about this Res-N-Gel and my use of it. And what 
Mayer assured me - I was relieved to hear this - he said as long as you - if you are using a gel-like 
medium the important thing is aiways have the pigment dorninating - you know try to have the 
proportions two to one, two parts pigment to one part of whatever the medium is. and you are likely to 
get a reliable paint film. So 1 was relieved about that and in fact the painting fiom that period have 
stood up vexy well. . . ". Colville and Marontate interview 1992. 



Liquitex), Mayer endorsed acrylic emulsion paints in his pnvate conversation with the 

artist. Colville recalled: 
"Mayer and 1 gat onto the subject of Liquitex. Now he knew, and 1 think was 
quite a close fiiend of penry Levison] the guy who had developed Liquitex. . . 
So what Mayer told me was, to boil the thing down, Mayer said, "every 
evidence that 1 have and that it is possible to get without actually waiting for a 
hundred or two hundred years, every device we have done to accelerate the 
effeas of aging and al1 of the things we have done with light and with 
temperature fluctuations and al1 that, indicate that acrylic polymer emulsion is 
the most permanent artist's medium that has ever been u ~ e d . " ~ ~ ~  

Colville purchased acrylics at once and began to use them the next month which was 

January 1963. He continued to use synthetic media (primarily acrylics, but also 

sometimes alkyds in printmaking) although he changed brands several times.21° 

Modem Materials. Traditions and Professionalism 

In Colville's view, using synthetic media changed the reception of his work for 

some of his public. He felt that both esthetes and less-informed members of his 

audience found his departure from established traditions and conventional materials 

difficult to understand: 
"1 think some people are kind of shocked at my use of acrylic. You know the 
ordinary. so-called man in the street thinks a genuine oil painting is pretty hard 
to beat. 

And then among tempera painters, purists of course think only egg 
tempera is OK." 

However. for him, the very modemity of new techniques and materials was a powefil 

element in their appeal. Speaking of acrylics he recounted that: 
"1 first heard of it being used on airplanes, and 1 thought -- this is great you 

209. Mayer also gave the min specific instmctions about application techniques. One guiideline bas 
to "always have the pigment dominant" when using gel or medium. Another picce of advice offered by 
Mayer was to use the same type of medium throughout the work. Colville and Marontate interview 
1992. 
210. In about 1980 he aopped using Liquitex because he felt that the quality of the paints had gone 
doun. Subsequently he used Winsor and Newton acrylics but poor service and dmculty assuring 
reliabte supplies prompted him to change to Golden and Lascaux products. Colville and Marontate 
interview 1992, and Conversation with Alex Colville and Jan Marontate, September 1994. 



know. here 1 am using something that has been created in this second half of the 
century and 1 just liked this idea, the same way 1 used the silk screen printing 
technique rather that the more kind of classic ones you know- engraving and 
that kind of thing. l' 

Colville placed his interest in technical maners and his drive to fûrther his 

knowledge about new options in the context of his own views of professionalism: his 

cornmitment to craftsmanship, and disgust with artists who do not make an effort to 

leam about materiais and techniques in order to produce lasting works. On the matter 

of permanence he recalled a disagreement he had had with a professor of art 

conservation when he had been invited to taik to a class of students in painting 

conservation21 : 
"1 was emphasizing to them my feeling that artists should work in permanent 
materials. . . .I have always been very careful, aithough 1 had made mistakes, 
they were never conscious or deliberate minakes. They were the result of 
ignorance or whatever. . . rnisjudgement . . . 1 was emphasizing my very strong 
feeling that art should be permanent. Hodkinson [the professor of 
conservation], somewhat to my surprise-this was a very casual serninar thing 
you know- said that in his opinion . . . the creativity of an artist should not be 
inhibited by concems with permanence. . . He felt that the creative impulse 
should as it were. leap over these possible impediments. 

[That was] something that 1 simply dont agree with. 1 mean. 1 haven't 
found it inhibiting. . . 1 haven't found my concem with permanence. with what 
you might cal1 'proper technique', any kind of an impediment." 

For Colville thea technical concems about durability and permanence are not an 

impediment but rather one of the challenges which distinguishes what he refers to as the 

"professional" artist from amateurs. 

He also related his interest in "proper technique" to a modernist aesthetic 

goveming both the practice of painting, and the art object: 
"1 suppose this [preoccupation with proper technique] is related to the 
conviction 1 have that most amateur painters use too many pigments. 1 think the 
less you use - you know it's the old Mies Van der Rohe idea of "less is more" 
kind of thing, which 1 would apply in a number of different ways. But I think it's 
one of the challenges." 

For him the development of simple, elegant techniques to create enduring work is an 

21 l .  This was at Queen's University in a class given by lan Hodkinson. 



integral part of the professional artia's job. 

Yet Colville's focus on modem materials has symbolic and ideological 

connotations as well. He expressed his desire to make art within the context of his own 

time. Colville's confidence in the potential of positive change through knowledge and 

technologicd innovation can been seen as a manifestation of the postwar trust in 

scientific knowledge and ngorous experimentation. To him, using modem techniques 

makes sense because they represent beneficial advances for artist's media and tools. 

According to Colville, his own enthusiasm for synthetic media is grounded in his belief 

in the positive, cumulative evolution of technical knowledge. He combined this 

reasoning with a sensibility about behaving in a way that is appropriate for one's time. 

In his words: 
"Why live in the modem age? . . . would 1 actually write with a qui11 pen? . . 

.The answer is no. 1 think it's ridiculous. 
So you know, you kind of accept, at least 1 think one should accept the 

age in which you live. As it were you buy the ethos of the age, it seems to me. 
Unless of course you think that there's something tembly wrong with it . . . and 
there I things that 1 think are tembly wrong with the ethos of Our age, but they 
aren't these technical things, these son of engineering kind of things." 

Colville thus linked his experimentation with new materials and techniques to more 

generai beliefs about the evolution of knowledge and culture in society. From this 

perspective modem materials may be seen as improvements over older ones, provided 

they are carefùlly chosen, properly used and appropriate. 

The Reiationshi~ between Crafkmanshi~ and Intellect in Artistic Practice and Traditions 

In spite of a deeply held cornmitment to modemist aesthetics and modem 

ways of working, Colville also placed his interest in techniques in the context of 

historical precedents and broader issues in artistic practice. He discussed the 

example of Palladio, who started out as a Stone mason and was given a good 

education with the son of an upper class benefactor. Both artisanal and intellectual 

training had prepared Palladio to make a contribution to the arts, allowing him to 



cross social boundaries. 

Reflecting on the place of artisanal skills and intellectual pursuits in artistic 

practice, Colville thus came to the subject of the relative social status of art forms. 

Colville recailed his reading of Sir Joshua Reynolds' views that a writer would tend 

to have a higher social position than a painter, and painters a higher position than 

sculptors due to the perceived laboriousness of the work involved with each 

respective art fom: 
"Because a sculptor was very much a workman, you know- a kind of, not a 
serf, but certainly someone who worked and got dirty and so on. 1 think in 
Cennino Cennini's thhg, or somewhere in the 14th century, there is something in 
which the writer says how you could paint in tempera with velvet on your back - 
- in other words you can Wear expensive clothes and paint in tempera -- unfike 
the fresco technique where you are a workman, you know, basically working in 
coveralls because the stuff is lime, water and plaster. "212 

However in Colville's opinion, technical skills and knowledge (associated with artisanal 

labour) are important components of the artist's responsibilities. He proposed that. like 

Palladio. the artist must find an equilibrium between craftsmanship and intellect : 
"to me the ideal thing is the combination of artisan and intellectual. . . So that 1 
think if you're too much of the intellectual and you lose that side I consider this 
bad. If you're too much of an artisan and have basically no brains you are 
simply an artisan, a tool really . . . 

One of the . . . University mottoes that 1 like . . . is the Massachusetts 
lnstitute of Technology motto which is "Mens et manus". minds and hands." 

Concludine Remarks about Colville on Materials 

Colville's discourse on materials and techniques combines concems about artistic 

tradition with a cornmitment to innovation. Based on carefùl study and systematic 

212. Here Colville refen to II libm dell'orie. a technical treaiise on painting baseci on manuscript 
copies of a work purportedly written in Padua by Cennino Cennini da Colle Vaidelsa. The original 
dates fiom about 1437 and contains detailed information about painting materials and techniques. 
notably tempera techniques. An English-language translation was done in Iight of 20th-century 
knowledge of painting technology by Daniel V. Thornpson in 1933 and published as The CruJtsmun's 
Handbook. Thompson's work was re-issued by Dover press in 1954 and widely distributeci. For a 
discussion of various translations w: Mayer, Ralph. The Artist 's Handbook ofMaterials and 
Techniques. New York: Viking. 3 rd Edition. IWO, pp. 689-690. See also footnote 13 I above. 



application, his studio practices reflea both pragmatic and aesthetic preoccupations. He 

has adapted historical techniques to modem media., consulting art conservators and 

technical experts in search of advice about state-of-the art scientific knowledge. His 

quest for new media and techniques was spurred by a dissatisfaction with traditional oil 

paints, both the way they looked and the way they handled. But the appeal of synthetic 

media goes beyond visual and t a d e  properties, taking on symbolic connotations in his 

testimony. For him, modem materials represent the potential of technology and science 

for making positive contributions to iife and culture. The new media hold the promise 

of providing simple, more elegant and lasting means of artmaking. In Colville's view it 

is the duty of the professional artist to endeavour to make enduring art through a 

combination of craftsrnanship and intellect. The search for new materials to provide 

solutions for artistic problems becomes, by extension, professional obligation as well as 

an expression of aesthetic impulses. 

Some Themes in H k h  Culture Discourse Related to Materiais in the 1950s and 
1960s: Overview of Reflections bv Earlv Users of Acrvlics 

In-depth interviews with artists whose work was recognized by cntics, other art 

professionals, comoisseurs and collectors as high culture art in the late 1950s and early 

1960s provide a different perspective for the study of artistic practices and the 

appropriation of synthetic media. Certainly the new paints, especially the water-borne 

acrylics were also used by lesser known artists and by students and amateurs as welL213 

Yet it was the use of the new media in art intended for elite audiences and institutions 

(such as museums and galleries, forms of organization with articulated ideologies) 

which legitimated synthetic paints for use in art. 

The life stones sumrnarized in this section focus on artists' accounts of the 

1 3 .  This was in paninilar the case of water-borne acqlics because they provided relatively 
inespensive. odor-free alternatives to oil and turpentine painting systems and were easy to clean up by 
corn parison. 



history of their practices and on their ideas about the place of materials and techniques 

in their work. The use of the iife aory approach for soliciting the information 

encouraged the artists to structure their accounts around events related to their own 

biography and socio-historic context.214 In telling their stories the artists did not 

strictly adhere to chronological presentations, yet their discussions remained grounded 

in their own experiences, in their own histories as it were. 

Many of the artists appeared not to have discussed technical issues before in 

exactly this way, yet in most cases they were accustomed to presenting themselves and 

their artistic trajectones in interviews. All of the artists had also talked about 

themselves with art students in classroom situations. During these experiences they had 

developed ways of discussing themselves as artists and their art which emphasized 

themes important to them. In some instances their stories could certainly be considered 

a 'crystallization' of discourse, since they sometimes repeated statements they had made 

previously in other connections. The accounts tended not to follow a linear temporal 

development, but rather to associate events and issues in different ways. often according 

to themes the artists wished to emphasize (see table ). 

Table 9 in Appendix B summarizes sorne of the main themes raised. Before 

discussing the themes a few general cornrnents about the similarities and differences in 

the biographical matters and socio-historic context of the anists will be considered. 

Generational Effects and Social Conditions For the Practice of Art 

The artists presented in this section achieved recognition by an international elite 

while producing art in dramatically different micro-contexts (working in New York 

City, Washington. Montreal and the Maritime provinces) yet their itineraries share some 

surprising features. The period from the late 1950s through the mid-1960s was an 

214. This was panicularly helpful for establishing dates. 



important one in the itineraries of al1 of the mists interviewed. Coincidentally perhaps, 

this is the period when artists were making the transition to synthetic painting media 

which were becoming more readily available.2l5 It was also a tirne of transformation in 

the reward systems for living artists with increasing oppominities in an expanding an 

market and a growing job market for art professors. although growth dropped off 

thereafker.2i6 Yet, by this time cornmunitarian ideals from the Depression had given 

way to a penod of socio-political retrenchment in the U.S. marked by McCarthyist anti- 

cornmunist purges and psychological Angst associated with an increasingly anxious 

society and embodied in new discourse about the nature of ~ubjec t iv i ty .~~~ In Québec, 

rapid social changes produced what has been described as a 'Quiet Revolution' in 

persona1 and collective life experiences.218 The Maritime provinces were ais0 

confionted by modernization and massive ernigration. lncreased emphasis on the 

uprooted individual thus marked al1 of the social contexts, though in different ways, and 

5.  In fact as we have noted earlier. a 1963 m e y  of 195 Canadian aitists by conservator Nathan 
StoIow chose 1958 as a reference point for his study of the use of traditional and "newer" techniques. 
The statistical results published show drops in ail traditional techniques. the highest king oils (-27%) 
and watercolours (-18%). Incfeases in the use of synthetic media including media not intended for 
artists' use were also noted. The methodology for reporting the results makes the changes difficult to 
assess in part because 14 categories of new techniques are compared to 7 categories of old ones. The 
resuits are published in co~ection with curator Marion Barclay's technical essay for an eshibition 
catalogue. Leclerc. Denise (with a technical essay by Marian Barclay). "Technical Appendis A: 
Techniques of Canadian Painters before and afier 1958 by Nathan Stolow," Crisis o/iibstraction in 
Canada, Ottawa: National Gallery of Canada. 1992, p.228. 
216- Crane. Diana. "Avant-garde Art and Social Change : the New York Art World and the 
Transformation of the Reward System 1940-80" in Moulin. Rayrnonde. SocioIofcie de l'art. Paris: 
Documentation Française. 1986. pp. 69-82 and Crane. Diana. The Transformation of the Avant-Garde, 
Chicago: U. of Chicago Press. 1987, pp. 19-42. 
'- In this regard. Michael Leja has developed a theory of the new nibjectivity which emerged after 

the war in cultural discourse which he calls the 'modem man discourse' and relates to the construction 
and reception of the modem artist in the New York SchooI. Leja, Michael. Refrarning Abstract 
Expressionism Subjectivity and Painting in the 1 9 40s. New Haven: Yale University Press. 1 993. 
218. In a remarkable series of studies conducted about the uansformation of Quebec society during this 
period researchers found that even oral discourse gave evidence of profound socio-psyc hological 
changes. Respondants recounting their lived experiences suddenly and independently referred to 
earlier events using "we" and then suddenly began using the first person singular, indicating a trend to 
individdization in Quebec society. Gagnon, Nicole and Jean. Bruno, "Les histoires de vie et les 
transformations du Québec contemporain", Sound Heritage, vol. 4. n. 1, 1975. pp. 56-63. 



this emphasis is associated with increasingly individualistic discourse about practices in 

the arts. During this time too new approaches to subjectivity marked strongly 

individualistic depictions of the artistic career. The histories of the artists' 

expenmentation with new techniques and adoption of synthetic painting media are 

therefore intertwined with a relatively stressful, if exciting epoch in each of their lives as 

the reception of their work became increasuigly favorable and rewarding. 

In some respects, the similarities in the timing of the painters' experimentation 

with new media may be simple rnatters of the coincidence of commercial availability of 

products and periods of intense work by the artists during the same decade. All of the 

painters except Colville @. 1920) and Gaucher completed (or stopped) their studies in 

art in the early to mid- 1950s in spite of almoa 20 year difference in age between the 

youngest in te~ewee  (Poons) and oldest (C~lvi l le) .~ '~ Noland @. 1924). Olitski (b. 

1922) and Lichtenstein (b. 1923) served in the U.S. rnilitary during World War II and 

completed their schooling &er the war, benefining from the G.I. bill. Colville served in 

the Canadian forces during the war but he had completed his studies prior to his rnilitary 

service. Two of the younger painters, Poons and Gaucher (b. 1934), did not complete 

formal studies in painting. These two were also very invoived with music, Poons as an 

aspinng composer and Gaucher as a performing musician. Noland Olitski and 

Lichtenstein had dso significant contacts with musicians, composers and perfonning 

artists (in Lichtenstein's case he was literally a performance anist). 

Contact with other art forms, transformations in dominant stylistic trends within 

painting and changing ideas in society about the place of art also form and inform the 

artists' hi~tories.2~~ 

2i  9. Gaucher was expellecl from the School of Fine Ans in 1956. He did however r e m  the following 
year to study printmaking and remained ùiere untiI 1960. 
120. See Crane 1986 and more generally Wright, David K. "Style in the Vinial Arts as Material for 
Social Research". Social Research, 45. 1978. pp. 130-152. 



Practical Issues and Access to Information 

One common set of themes related to the choice of materials and techniques 

raised by a11 the artias revolved arcund practical issues. Working qualities of media, 

cost, health, cornfort, availability and reliability were issues that influenced decisions. 

Periods of penury were common, in the eariy stages of careers in particular and 

synthetic media were often cheaper than artists' oils. 

The formal properties of work by prominent painters in the 1960s use the 

qudities of synthetic artists colors to great advantage. Nonetheless it should be noted 

that many of the eEects possible with synthetic paints may be obtained, in pnnciple, with 

traditional oil colors. In many cases, artists continued to work in traditional media when 

they started working with synthetics. The distinction between the new media and older 

ones sometimes can be reduced to the ease with which a particular effect cm be 

obtained. For example, the rapid drying of water-borne acrylics allowed painters to 

create large paintings in thick impasto which dried in a fraction of the time of oils. This 

rapid drying facilitated the application of distinct zones or marks in a limited time 

period, penitting the rapid execution of works which conserved a cenain type of 

gestural spontaneity depending on the grounds. Yet this "practical" feature may have 

had an impact on the aesthetic evolution of the artists' work, since the rapid drying of 

the new media allowed the artist to produce more works. Further, by allowing painters 

to work through ideas more quickly they allow for a rapid evolution in painting styles. 

The capacity of synthetic paints to adhere to diverse surfaces and to accept admixtures 

of varied substances for textural and visual variation was of interest for some artists too, 

allowing them to extend the possibilities in their use of grounds.. 

But information about techniques and matenals was difficult to access (see Table 

10 in Appendix B). The artists al1 depicted periods of considerable effort in searching 

for matenals suited to their perceived needs, particularly in the early stages of their 

careers. By far the most common source of inspiration and information came from 



looking at artwork done by others. None of the inteniewees recalled receiving much 

training about materials or techniques at school. Rather they had reiied on trial and 

error in assessing materiais purchased in art supply shops. hardware stores. and auto- 

body shops. Sometimes salespeople provided technical advice as well. Mass art 

magazines and artists' handbooks (notably by Ralph Mayer) constituted important 

sources for techniques as well. Eventually, of course, al1 of the artists inte~ewed had 

direct contacts with paintmakers (which was how they were chosen). but mention was 

also made of obtaining technical advice or information about matenals on occasion fiom 

art conservators and even art gallery owners. Discussions with other artists on technical 

matters seems to have been more common in the 1950s than later. Whether this has to 

do with the stages in the artists' life cycles or with changes in cornrnunity practices is 

unclear. For more general sources of ideas about the place of matenals and studio 

practices in art, the artists referred to experiences with other art forms (like music) and 

to readings in philosophy. art history and art criticism. 

Theorv and Artmaking Practices 

Regarding the relations between conceptual notions and materiai practices, 

different patterns of attitudes emerged, ranging fiom almost doctrinaire insistence on the 

discussion of al1 aspects of artmaking solely in terms of theoretical precepts (as with 

Molinan's discourse on the incorporation of stmcturdist pnnciples in his work) through 

an insistence on the dialectical nature of theories about art and studio practices (the 

majority of cases) to a grounded approach couched pnmanly in pragrnatic terms (as in 

Tousignant's account). 

Broad questions about the nature of art and the aesthetic rights and 

responsibilities of the artist were raised in connection with technical issues. Theoretical 

or conceptual issues ranged widely involving questions on many different levels. On a 

quite abstract level, talking about materials raised questions in some artists' rninds about 



the definition of art, such as whether art has to be objectified to be considered art. 

Lichtenstein and Gaucher challenged the conventional Iirnits of "fine art materials" 

raising questions about whether art materials determine what is art and what isn't. 

Others. including Colville, Lichtenstein and Gaucher brought up the issue of whether art 

objects should be made of permanent matenal. An ovemding concem in the discussion 

of aesthetic theories was the question of a causai relationship between technical issues 

on one hand and artistic vision and the creative process on the other. Artists tended 

either to in& that the vision c m e  first or, like Olitski and Poons, to describe alrnost a 

dialecticai relationship between material or viscerai aspects of artmaking and conceptual 

ones. 

Em~iricai Dimensions of Aesthetic Concems 

The empirical dimensions of aesthetic concems emerged strongly in the anists' 

accounts. Studio practices were related to aesthetics not only through the objects 

produced but also through the aesthetics of the process itself Visual and tactile 

characteristics of media connected in discourse to the aesthetic expenence of artmaking. 

not just the finished work. (For example. cleanliness and simplicity of use were not 

presented mereiy as practical considerations, but also as aesthetic ones.) 

Indeed. artmaking as process had become a major area of artistic research earlier 

in the century. Surrealists and dadaists had raised questions about the relation between 

techniques and thought (for example with staged accidents o r j r o t t ~ ~ g e ) . ~ ~ ~  During the 

1940s and 1950s various groups such as the Québec-based uzitomatzstes and New York 

action painters like Jackson Pollock were interested in what could be tenned a search 

221. Such as when Duchamp purponedly shot lit matches f h m  a toy cannon to determine where to put 
holes in The Bride Stripped Bar by Her Bachelors, Even (Ze grand verre1 de 1 9 1 5-23. A typology of 
such techniques cm be found in Barr. Alfred and Huguet. Georges. Fantnsric Art, Dada. Surrealism. 
New York : MOMA. 1968. 



for a union between the act of painting and the action of thinking (or feeling). This 

search or research was associated with technical or stylistic innovation in the 

representation of spontaneity and gesture as well as an emphasis on the process rather 

than the produa of painting. AU of the artias except Colville made allusions to the 

techniques of artists working in these expressionistic modes. 

The new synthetic media tended to have characteristics which correspond to 

certain forma1 preoccupations of the 1950s and 1960s arnong them, flatness. the 

possibility of capturing gestural spontaneity and intense colors. For example, Pollock's 

"al1 over" technique used the capacity of the new automotive lacquers to run fieely 

following his gesture, a practice mentioned by Molinari as a factor in his choice of Duco 

lacquers for his drawings in the rnid- 1950s. With regard to Duco, Tousignant brought 

up a point never mentioned in any of the literature encountered about artiaic 

appropriation of automotive lacquers: the fan that auto body shops prepared them to 

order by custom-rnixing pigments and therefore artists could either order specific 

colours or buy the ingredients and rnix their own colours. This was a significant 

advantage due to the artistic emphasis on intense colour. Another alluring quality of the 

iacquers was that they were designed to dry flat (that is, not to hold the mark of the 

bmsh like pastier artists' oils). a feature particularly exploited by artists in some forms of 

abstraction. In particular, the development in formalist discourse of a preoccupation 

with two-dimensionality of painting was translated by Molinari, Tousignant and 

Gaucher (in different ways), into the search for flatness which refused any trace of 

illusory depth in even zones of color. The problem of the integrity of the picture-plane 

was confionted in different ways through efforts to reach a symbiosis between color and 

ground, in for example the staining techniques of Louis. Noland, Olitski and Poons 

using various types of synthetic media. The water-borne acrylic paints did however 

resist wet-in-wet fixing, making traditional modeling techniques difficult without 

additives and dilution, though this quality was ideal for the definition of distinct 



contours.222 The difficulty of wet-in-wet blending of different water-bom acrylic 

colours is also associated with the developrnent of approaches favounng the meticulous 

application of small zones of color (characteristic of both some op art and the realist 

work of Colville). The various finishes (glossy or matte as desired) developed in the 

1960s offered a large range of optical effects. The water-borne acrylic rnediums, milky 

when wet, dried transparent; this permitted, perhaps even provoked the use of intense 

colors. The range of colors available also included novelties, like phosphorescent and 

metallic paints which extended visual and tactile qualities of the paints. 

tt is important to note that painting media do not constitute an efficient cause as 

regards the "style" either in the artists' views or in the observable effects (due to the 

huge variation in the artworks themselves). The artists represented here had strongly 

divergent aesthetic goals and their work covers a variety of stylistic categories, 

including various foms of post-painterly abstraction (such as colour field painting 

geometric abstraction, hard edge painting and op art), pop art and high realism. 

Position in the Artistic Network as a Factor in Attitudes and Choices of Techniques 

Connections with other artists, both historical and current , were Eequently 

rnentioned in discussions about matenals and techniques, since many of the artists were 

aware of the possibility of being associated with other artists or art foms by virtue of 

their technique or choice of materials. 

Although the artists emphasize their own individuality, some accounts portray a 

sense of community with other artists when discussing sharing information about 

techniques, even in cases where they didn't share aesthetic approaches of the artists they 

mention. Two artists talked about close collaborations with colleagues on technical and 

more general aesthetic matters during the period of their appropriation of synthetic 

- - .  

222. Acrylic artists' coloun did not  blced into each other or blcnd as rcadily as oils uniess dilutcd. 



media : Noland (who worked with Morris Louis on the use of acrylic resin paints in 

color field painting) and Tousignant (who worked with Moiinan on the use of 

automotive lacquers and, later. water-borne acrylics in connections with their readings 

of forrn Jist aesthetics). 

The contacts between living artists sometimes took place via artworks alone, as 

artists describe leaming from looking at paintings in galleries and museums. Frequently 

artists referred to the practices of figures from hiaory (Mondrian, Rembrandt, Palladio 

and so forth) as sources of inspiration and information about studio methods and 

attitudes towards artmaking, either through artworks themselves or through published 

writings on or by the historical figures. 

Social Svmbolism and Ideolomcal Issues 

By and large. the choice of medium per se was depicted as relatively "value- 

free" as far as social and political cornmitments in the artists' accounts (in stark contrast 

to the statements by Mexican muralists of the socio-syrnbolic implications of technical 

choices). Of course in some instances, choices of materials and techniques can be 

interpreted as quasi-political statements. such as in Lichtenstein's flamboyant, 

polysemous confrontations of references to high culture, popular culture and mass 

media techniques. 

Considering the issue of the status of the artist, Noland and Colville expressed 

strong feelings about the relations between materials or technique and society, fiaming 

their preoccupations in very different ways. For Noland the question of materials 

brought to mind his concems about being treated as an elitist because of the favorable 

reception of his art by a socio-economic politically-powerfùl elite. For him the issue of 

the socio-political status of the artist as a member of the working class was established 

by the very fact that artists make matenal objects. In Colville's account the social status 

of the anist (as a professional) camied with it certain responsibilities, notably of 



combining intellectual and artisanal skills. 

On another level, Colvilie expressed the beiief that art matenals and tools are 

related to the social histonc context more generally, explaining that his choice of 

modem materials was an expression of confidence in science, technological advances 

and the "ethos of our age". Colville, superficially the mon socially-isolated artist 

interviewed. was the only artist to closely link his choice of modem materials in his art 

to an explicit socio-political stance. 

Socio-Psychological Preoccu~ations: Artistic Vision and Material Matters 

The accounts emphasized the highiy subjective nature of the creative experience 

and the close identification of the artist with the objects they rnake. Certainly the 

appropriateness of media and techniques for rendering artistic visions, their ability to 

respond to creative urges and the sense of distance or immediacy that they conveyed 

were imbued with strong emotional connotation in portions of the testimony. But the 

choice of matenals and techniques becomes in many instances an extension of the 

persona1 identity of the artist. Technical matters became at times for some artists deeply 

intertwined with issues related to the social presentation of self As noted above. 

association with other artists and art forms conveyed by use of a technique was 

considered a factor in estabiishing the artistts position in the field. Thus. even those 

artists with a sense of emotional distance fiom technical matters stressed that it was 

important for them to feel that the techniques they adopted were appropriate for their 

own self-image. Thus socio-psychological issues related to the place of techniques and 

materials in art were linked to deep-seated feelings about subjectivity and social 

relations, both intimate and global. 

Overall, the various themes raised by the artists in their discussions provide 

insights into ways technical knowledge is embedded in high culture discourse about 



artistic practice and life histories, and thereby appropnated for the conaruction of 

personal and group identities? 

223. For a discussion of how individuai biographies provide insights into socio-historic conditions and 
changes which they both transform and are vansfonned by see: Fournier. Marcel. L'entrée dans la 
modernité : Science. culture et société au Ouébec. Editions Saint-Martin: Montréai. 1987; Houle, 
Gilles. "Le bon sens des sociologues", Sociologie du Sud-Est. Revue des Sciences Sociales. 
"Connaissance de I'alterité. Méthode, méthodologies et concepts". no. 59-62.lanm.q-Decernber 
1989. pp. 47-68. 



CHAPTER 9 - Concludiw Remarks: The Circulation of Art-Technical 
Knowledee and the Studv of Artmakine as a Social Process 

The circulation of technical knowledge and materials is a central facet of 

artmaking which is ofien hidden fiom view in representations of art and artists. We 

have argued that this situation may be largely accidental, a consequence of the 

acceptance of conventional wisdoms embedded in discourse reflecting historical 

struggles by artists to abandon their status as artisans and attain recognition as members 

of a cultural elite. Indeed, more generally, insistence on the transcendental nature of art 

and the singularity of artists has tended to obscure the social character of art worlds. 

Afier al1 even the study of mediation and reception as cnicial processes for 

understanding art is relatively recent. Our research has revealed other support 

structures for artists and artmaking in the context of painting in mid-20th century North 

America- organizational fiameworks and informa1 networks of paintmakers. 

conservators, chemists and other technical experts. 

The Place of Artists in hformal Networks and Organizational Frameworks for Art- 
TechnicaI Work 

Prominent artists hold a special place in these structures, but here Sunday 

painters and unrecognized artists have a voice as well. Artias are both an audience for 

art-technical work and participants in the process of validation of art-technical work as 

a contribution to culture. By creating works of art, painters 1ar;;ïch the process of 

reception of the h i t s  of the paintmakers' labours and produce objects for the 

conservator's attentions. Through the agency of the artist, the techniques and 

processes disserninated by art-technical writers enter the domain of artistic practice. 

The relations between artists and the different networks involved with the 

development and difision of materials and techniques has varied over the penod of 

time covered by our investigation. Contacts between conservators and artists altered 

significantly when art by living artists increased in market value and began to be 



collected and restored. The process of professionalization of the activities of 

conservator-restorers and the emergence of conservation scientists has served to 

enhance their authority in art-technical disputes related to the treatment of works and 

the establishment of standards for art materials. 

As for contacts between smd entrepreneurial paintmakers and artists, patterns 

of collaboration recur over time and can be observed in other contexts, hearkening back 

to stories of artists and their "colourmen" in European traditions. Accounts of close 

associations between prominent innovative artists and pioneers in new art materials are 

key eiements in Company lïistories, although a close examination reveals much 

interaction between painters and lesser-known artists as well. Many innovative 

paintmakers appear have had complex motivations for founding their companies 

involving a special persona1 commitment to art which made them responsive to trends in 

aesthetic and pragmatic preoccupations of painters. Furthermore, the history of 

relations between paintmakers and artists in North America, although founded on 

commercial exchange, is reiatively unmarked by confiict in part because of early 

involvement of paintmakers in efforts to improve art materials by developing 

manufaauring standards. Changes observed over time in relations between specific 

paintmakers and artists seem attributable primarily to growth and transfer of ownership 

in companies. Smaller enterprises with more intimate connections to the arts appear 

better able to adapt to changing orientations and are the site of most innovations in 

artists' paints. 

Another main category of participants in art-technical matten are the writers of 

technical advice columns and artists' handbooks who disseminate information and 

promote normative practices. Widely-distributed art magazines and handbooks appear 

to be especially important for artists working outside major centers for artistic activity. 

as would be expected. The proliferation of these various technical writings after World 

War U not only attests to an increased interest in artmaking processes by a growing 



public of amateurs and aspiring artists but also shows a new emphasis on technical 

innovation in critical discourse about avant-garde Amencan art at rnid-century. 

Materials and the Meaning of Thin@ 

In order to observe these various relationships we have focussed on a particular 

case -- the development, diffusion and appropriation of a group of new art materials in 

twentieth century North Arnenca. To what extent can this case yield more general 

insights into social processes related to cultural production? Of course, on a superficial 

level the widespread adoption of synthetic painting media made early innovators with 

them into models for later trends. Yet more generally our observations also show that 

techniques and materials have cultural meanings which serve both to create boundaries 

between participants in art worlds and to enhance communication amongst them. 

Accounts by artists, paintmakers and conservators indicate that techniques and 

materials used in artmaking have multiple socially-generated meanings which change 

over time. In particular, at given times and places, in given social contexts, materials 

and techniques carry meanings which play a part in the production and reception of 

artworks and artists. For example, according to representations by Mexican muralists, 

the adoption of Native Amencan materials (like nopal cactus juice) or modem ones (like 

automotive lacquers) showed solidarity with peasants, with workers and the 

dispossessed. As we have seen in the case of Abonginal acrylic Dreamings , an 

materials sometimes act as powerful signals even to the point of infiuencing decisions 

over whether something is or is not art in high culture circles. Yet there is no single 

prevailing interpretation of the symbolism of synthetic paints. 

Indeed. the polysemous nature of al1 materials used to make art or other things 

has perplexed observers trying to mode1 connections between culture and technology. 

The simple postdate of a parallelism or dependent relationship between society (and its 

art) and technology has been largely discredited in favour of more complex 



fomu1ations.l In an effort to emphasize that, despite their multiple meanings, materials 

do matter in the constitution of cultural representations, historian Robefi Friedel drew 

up a list of prinaples about the relationship of things to the stuff of which they are 

made. There is humor in the bue-boned list because the simplicity of the statements 

masks the complexity of their implications for theories of material culture. Friedel's set 

of pnnciples is as follows: 
"-Everything is made of something; 
-There are reasons for using particular matenals in a thing (such as function, 
availability, economy, style, tradition); 
-These reasons are subject to change as circumstances change (to take into 
account factors Like geography and technology); 
-Different values are attached to different stuffs (depending on scarcity, 
aesthetics, fùnctional considerations and associations); 
-These values are not inherent in the materiai but are determined by 
circumstances; 
-The values attached to materials affect the values attached to things but they are 
not the same."2 

Our study has offered a specific illustration of how matenals and techniques do matter 

for the social life of things.3 Even more importantly, by focussing on art matenals and 

art-technical practices, this research has revealed new dimensions for understanding 

how artwork and other objects corne to be endowed with cultural meanings. 

Svnthetic Media and Modem Painting The Protean Nature of Synthetic Media and the 
Potential for Infinite Innovation 

The specific case has a special interest too. The social symbolism of synthetic 

I .  The transition h m  a thesis of social determinism by iechnology to one of mutual interdependence 
in the analysis of Lewis Mumford was radical for its time (1934) but like Francastel's later reflections 
on the revolutionary social function of technique in modem art displays a confidence in the notion of 
progress which is untenable in more recent styles of observation. Mumford 1963 (1934); Francastel. 
Pierre. Art et Technique aux XYe et XXe Siècles. Paris: Gallimard, 1956. 
2. R e f l d n g  on early discussions about the fim principle. Friedel recalled: "No one could put a hole in 
this statement . . . 1 detected. however. the lingering (if unspoken) thought that no one knew what it 
meant". Friedel. Robert. "Some Matters of Substance". Lubar. Steven and Kingery, W. David Histop 
/rom Things. Essa-vs on Material Culture, Washington: Srnithsonian Institution. 1 993, pp. 1 1 -50. 

). Appandurai. Aqm. The Social Li/e of Thingsr Commodities in Cultural Perspective. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press. 1986. 



media is inextncably bound up with the historical conditions of its appropriation for use 

in modem art. In the words of Pierre Francastel: 
"Technique does not create the values of a society, it serves thern and makes 
them material. "4 

As we have discussed technical innovation assumed great importance for the 

recognition of the modem artist in the 20th century. Not incidentdy in out view, 

representations of synthetic painting media depict them as having a protean ability to 

assume different properties and fiil different needs. offering in theory at least lirnitless 

possibilities for in~ovation. Indeed discourse about the new media in the a r t s  parallels 

to some extent discourse about the relationship between plastics and U.S. culture. In 

the words of histonan Jefiey Meikle : 
"As far back as 1927, publicists for the industry proclaimed a "Plastic Age" 
equal in histoncal significance to earlier ages of bronze. iron, gunpowder. or 
steel. . . 

Plastics themselves, by their very nature, complicate the problem of 
determining their cultural significance. Able to assume virtually any shape. 
texture, hardness density, degree of resilience, or color. the myriad varieties are 
united only by a word, "plastic," . . . 1s it a material tnily capable of shaphg the 
course of history, or is it merely an amorphous substance, receptive to virtually 
any psychological or cultural projection?"s 

Tentatively at first semi-synthetic plastics were introduced as imitations of so- 

called natural products, as cheaper. more available substitutes for luxury materiak6 

They were a miraculous new discovery at a time when lirnits of natural resources were 

beginnincj to be sensed. By the beginning of the twentieth century new categories of 

totally synthetic plastics began to be produced. Early promoters presented them as 

4. "La technique ne crée pas les valeurs d'une société. elle les sert et les matérialise." Francastel. 1956. 
p. 267. 

Meikle. Je-. "Materials and Metaphors: Plastics in American C u i m " ,  in Sinclair. Bruce. New 
Perspectives on Technology and Culture, Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society. 1986. pp. 3 1 -  
48. especiaily p. 32. 
6 .  On the culturai history of plastics see Sparke. Penny (editor) The Plastics Age. F m  Bokelite tu 
Beanbags and Be-wnd. Woodstock. New York: Overlook Press, 1 992 especially : Barthes. Roland. 
"Plastic" in Sparke 1992, p. 110-1 1; Baudrillard. Jean. "Natural Wood. Cultural Wood". in Sparke 
1992, pp. 1 12-1 13; Friedel. Robert Douglas. Men, Materials and ldeas: A History of Celluloid. Ph. 
Dissertation. Johns Hopkins University. 1977. 



utopian materials even before they were widely available: they were "cheap, 

inexhaustible, versatile, durable, and somehow exotic" promising "to usher in an age of 

material abundance and democratic lu~ury" .~  The properties of different synthetic 

media began to be exalted for themselves as representations of hope and confidence in 

the power of human endeavor (manifested through technology) which functioned as an 

antidote to the chaos of the depression-marked 1930s and war years. 

In art this coincides with the early discovery of synthetic lacquers by Siqueiros 

and his enthusiastic promotion of modem synthetic painting materials for their potential 

to Liberate artistic practice fiom the s e ~ t u d e  of complicity with old orders. The search 

for new painting materials in the context of public art projects in Mexico and the U.S. is 

another manifestation of the eagemess to put science in the s e ~ c e  of art for the 

expression of modemist social goals. 

Until the end of World War II the public had only limited expenence of plastics 

but after the war the growing availability of the new mas-market consumer products 

made with plastics erased associations with iumry and quality. To gain acceptance with 

a growing body of rniddle-class consurners, designers began once again to have plastics 

masquerade as other materials for example "vinyl floor tiles and upholstery 

masqueraded as marble and leather" in easy-care products.8 Some applications were 

hasty and plastics came to be depicted as inauthentic, cheap, low quality and in poor 

taste. Early effons to develop synthetic media for proprietary artists' paints at rnid- 

century also focussed on the imitation of traditional handling prope&es of artists' oil 

paints, casein or tempera Soon, paintmakers abandoned the use of the term "plastic" 

to describe them, adopting other words with less pe rjorative symbolic pedigrees (such 

as "synthetic polyrners"). Yet the drive for innovation in the arts prevailed and by the 

-- - 

7. Meikle 1986. p. 35. 
8. Meikle 1986. p. 38. 
'- Sparke. Penny. "On the Meanings of Plastics in the Twentieîh Century" in Sparke 1992. pp. 6-12. 



late 1950s the multiplicity of visual and tactile effects possible with synthetic artists 

media was evident in the work of avant-garde artists which deliberately emphasized the 

characteristics of the new paints. 

In the late 1960s and 1970s hostile criticisrn of plastics in society once again 

erupted, this time focussing on environmental implications. However within the 

ecology of the health-conscious artist's studio the water-borne acrylics were felt to offer 

relatively safe alternatives to many older materials Artists, paintmakers, conservators 

and chemists developed standards to improve the durability and safety of the new paints. 

Overall, a strong faith in the value of technical expertise in North American 

culture was a component in much discourse about the emergence of synthetic materials 

in art, but the malleability of the materials and their conduciveness to multiple 

interpretations was an important factor in their adoption. The properties of the 

materials themselves fit with the interest in technical change in art and in the Iarger 

social context as well. The ncw materials provided a way to circumvent the limitations 

of older media for the aesthetic and tactile goals of artists in their quest for innovative 

solutions in their painting. Synthetic paints were cheap and associated with modemity 

at a time when confidence in social benefits of applied science was soaring. 

The changes in American painting materials dunng the 20th century evinced by 

the rapid adoption of synthetic painting media by artists at rnid-century could easily be 

described as an incremental evolutionary process, a case of parallelism in developments 

in technology and culture. M e r  d l ,  the basic elements -- industrial chemical products 

suitable for use as coatings -- had been available in some forms for decades in general 

society and had sometimes been used in art. Yet in a decade or so synthetic media 

became irnrnensely popular with painters for creating art which was widely heralded as 

profoundly innovative. Unquestionably there was a paradigm shifi in paintmaking 



technology. and in artmaking techniques as well. I o  Painters recalled the importance of 

access to new materials and information about it at criticai moments in the history of 

their artistic evolution and careen. Ability to produce the new media became an 

important skill for paintmakers and knowledge of how to preserve art made with 

synthetic materials (and improve the materials themselves) emerged as a preoccupation 

for conservators of modem art. 

The Power of Aesthetic Considerations in Technical Practices 

The relations between art and society often appear ovenvhelmingly skewed in 

favour of extra-aesthetic considerations. There is a sense that the powefil forces 

embodied in modem enterprises and new technologies subvert or contaminate aesthetic 

practices and creations. Yet, the insistence on oppositions between instrumental 

activities embodied in technology and the arts has tended to obscure the authority that 

artistic values have at times exercised in relations between these different areas of 

cultural practice. 

The development of a group of new art materials in twentieth-century North 

Arnerica provides a new perspective for o b s e ~ n g  the interface between an. technology 

and society. These new materials -- synthetic painting media (such as acry1ics)-- use 

commercial products of the industrial age originating primarily in chernical research 

laboratones of large corporations. Yet the emergence of these paints in art does not 

appear to have been an extemally-generated imposition of technology on the artistic 

Io. Although anthropologists and archeologists have often depicted changes occurring in technology 
and culture over time as an evolutionary process, d o g o u s  to Daminian natural selection. 
tec hnological discon tinui ties may be seen as revolutionary changes caused by confrontations in worid 
views. Here conflicts force choices and a mode1 achievement produces a paradigm which is stiared for 
a time by a cornrnunity of believers. Kuhn, Thomas S .  The Stmcture ofScientific Revolutions. 
Chicago: U .  of Chicago Press. 1962: and Kingery, W. David "Technological Systems and Some 
lrnplications with Regard to Continuity and Change," in Lubar, Steven and Kingery, W. David. Histov 

f i r n  Things. Essays on Ilfaterial Culture, Washington: Smithsonian Institution. 1993, pp. 2 15-230. 



field by commercial forces; on the contrary, accounts by paintmakers and artists portray 

the introduction of the new paints as an act of appropriation on their part which was not 

aiways welcomed by corporate representatives although collaborations did occur. The 

development and diffusion of synthetic paints for artists was made possible by 

communications among several 'fields' , and reveals a collective process which cuts 

across disciplinary boundaries. Participants from the chernical industry, university 

research centers, museums and govemment agencies (in the United States. Mexico and 

Canada) played significant roles in the development, spread and eventual regdation of 

these new materials. Nonetheless, synthetic painting media specifically produced for 

anists appear to have emerged primady due to the collaborative efforts participants in 

art worlds. Artists and small entrepreneurid paintmakers used new chernical products 

to create materials which satisfied aesthetic, political and economic preoccupations of 

artists, critics and patrons. The paints are deeply bound up in the dominant 

representations of artistic identity and practice in North Arnerica, beginning at least in 

the 1930s. Although the discourse about these new materials represents them as having 

multiple meanings (within several different aesthetic fiameworks), it firmly situates 

synthetic paints within artistic priorities for the groups concerned. 

The case of synthetic painting media in 20th-century North Amencan painting 

provides an example of the power and potential of artistic interests both to subvert (as 

in the case of Siqueiros' appropriation of commercial paints against the will of the 

manufacturer) and to inspire (as seen, for example, in the collaborative work of 

entrepreneurial paintmakers like Gutiérrez, Bocour and Golden with artists). Above all. 

stones by paintmakers and artists highlight the complex interplay of theories of an, 

other ideologies, economics and more general historical processes in the mamage of 

technology and the arts which the new synthetic paints came to represent. In 

particular we see how diferent sons of knowledge combined to favour the 

appropriation of technical skills for the constitution of persona1 and group identities in 



the collective enterprise of cultural production- cultural production of both a material 

and a symbolic nature. 
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Figure la: Keyser's Schema for the Diffusion 
of Art-Technical Knowledge 

INTERDISCIPLINARY RELATIONSHlPS 

( Apprenticeship ) 

MEDEVAL PERIOD 
Painting as Craft 

NINETEENTH CENTURY 

Figure 1 a -- Keyser 's Schema for the Dr@(siot~ of Art- Technical h o  wledge. From 
Keyser, Barbara (Queen's University, Kingston). Encyclopedias of lgnoratice: A 
Criticai Look ar Twenrieth-Cri>twy Arfists' MarmaIs , unpublished manuscn p t of 
paper given at the International Symposium on the Conservation of Contemporary 
Art. Ottawa: National Gallery of Canada, 7- 12 July 1 980. 



Figure I b: Keyser's Schema for the Diffusion 
of Art-Technical Knowledge 

Twentieth Century - As It 1s 

Art Materials 

Twentieth Century - As It Could Be 

Figure 1 b -- Keyser 's Schema for the Difision of Art- Gchi~ical ffiowiedge. From 
Key ser, B arbara (Queen's University, Kingston). Encyclopedias of lprarzce: A Criticai 
Look at Twentieth-Centzwy Artists' MmuaIs , unpublished manuscnpt of paper given at 
the International Symposium on the Conservation of Contemporary Art. Ottawa: National 
Gallery of Canada, 7- 12 July 1980. 



Figure 2 -- Pazntmakers and the New York Ari Scene. : Lije Drawing Cfass with Lerz 
Bocour (seated in centre-lep in conversation with w o m )  und S m  Golden 
(extreme le#) in Iheir Paintmaking Studio in New York City. c ,1940- 1 945. 
Courtesy Ruth Bocour, New York City. 



Figure 3 -- Institutions and the Development of Stanùùrh Dicring the New Deal. Photo 
of Rutherford J. Gettens (Iej), Frank Stemer (centre) and on Unidentifed 
Third Person Presenting a Report of the Federal Art Projecl in Boston, 1938 . 
Courtesy Freer Conservation Department (Gettens Collection), Freer Gallery of 
Art, Srnithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 



Figure 4 - Advertising the New Painis. Let's Talk New Mapu. The Fzrst N m  Painting 
Medium in 500 Years. cc. 1954. Leonard Bocour, advertisement for Magna 
Paints (spirit-soluble acrylics). Courtesy Ruth Bocour. New York City. 
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Figure 5 -- Conservation Science and Research on S'thetic Media. Robert Feller 
with Dzstzlling C o l m  for Methacrylates, National Gallery of Art Project, 
Mellon Institute, Pittsburgh, cc. 195 S .  Courtesy Freer Conservation Department 
(Gettens Collection), Freer Gallery of Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, 
D.C. 



Figure 6 -- Conservation Science and Research on S'thetzc Media. Robert Felfer, 
Nationai Gallery of Art Fellow, ln his Laboratory at the Meilon Insîitute, 
Pittsburgh, c.  1 9 5 5 .  Courtesy Freer Conservation Department (Gett ens 
Collection), Freer Gallery of Art, Srnithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 



Figure 7 - Science in the Service of Art. Conrenatur Louis Pommerantz Exurninzng a 
Painting with a Zeiss "Opticon" Mic~oscope ai the Art hstziule ojChicago, 
195 8. Courtesy Freer Conservation Department (Gettens CoUection), Freer 
Gallery of Ari, Srnithsonian Institution., Washington, D.C. 



Figure 8 -- The Practice of Paintmaking (Sturting a N m  Business). Sam Golden 
fsecondj?om right). FmiIy (Mizrk. fm lefi, Barbaru fm ri@ and wife Adele 
ut his side) und Associales (I-r Brett Smw, Chuck Kelly) Mixing Paint. in their 
&ëw Compony in the B m  in UpSate New York. c.1980. Courtesy Golden 
Artists' Colors, New Berlin, N.Y. 



Figure 1 -- Siqueiros, David Nfaro. Proletariun Victim. 1933, Enamel (Duco) on 
burlap, 8 1" x 47 W .  The Museum of Modem Art, New York. Gifi of the 
Estate of George Gershwin. Photograph Q 1996 The Museum of Modem Art, 
New York. Reproduced by Permission of the Museum of Modem Art, New 
York. 



Figure I O -- Pollock, Jackson. Composition wiih Pouring In II. 1943. Formerly- 
thought to be Duco on canvas (recent investigations by conservator Susan Lake 
indicate that it is probably oil on canvas), 25 1/8 x 22 1 /8" (55.7 x 55.6 cm) . 
Hirshhom Museum and Sculpture Garden, Smithsonian Institution, Gifl of the 
Joseph H. Hirshhom Foundation, 1966. Photograph by Lee Stdsworth. 



Figure 1 1 -- Louis, Moms. Point of Trmquility, 1959- 1960. Magna (spirit-soluble 
synthetic resin) on canvas. 258.2 x 344.9 cm. Hirshhom Museum and 
Sculpture Garden, Srnithsonian Institution, Gift of  Joseph H. Hirshhom, 1966. 
Photograph by Lee Stalsworth. Reproduced with Permission o f  the Hirshhom 
Museum and Sculpture Garden, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 
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Figure 12 -- Noland, Kenneth. Beginning, 1958. Magna on canvas. 228.5 x 243.5 cm. 
Hirshhom Museum and Sculpture Garden, Smithsonian Institution, Gift of 
Joseph H. Hirshhom, 1966. Photograph by Lee Stalsworth. Reproduced with 
Permission of the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, Smithsonian 
Institution, Washington, D.C. 



Figure 13 -- Poons, Larry. Szcilian Chance. 1964. Acrylic on canvas. 6' x 12'. 
Hirshhom Museum and Sculpture Garden, Smithsonian Institution, Gift of 
Joseph H. Hirshhom, 1966. Photograph by Lee Stalsworth. Reproduced with 
Permission of the Hirshhom Museum and Sculpture Garden, Smithsonian 
Institution, Washington, D.C. 



Figure 14 - Lichtenstein, Roy. Little Big Painting, 1965. Oil and Magna on Canvas. 
172.7 x 203.2 cm. Whitney Museum of Amencan Art, New York. Purchase 
with funds from the Friends of the Whitney Museum of Amencan Art. 
Photograph copyright (c) 1996: Whitney Museum of Amencan Art, New York. 
Reproduced with permission of the Whitney Museum of Amencan Art. 



Figure 1 5 - Molinari, Guido. Multinozr, 1962. Acrylic on Canvas. 1 13.8 x 124.8 cm. 
Art Gallery of Ontario, Toronto. Gift fiom the McLean Foundation, 1967. 
Reproduced with Permission of the Art Galiery of Ontario. 



Figure 16 -- Tousignant, Claude. Gong 88, 1967. Liquitex on Canvas. 223.5 cm in 
diameter. Art Gallery of Ontario, Toronto. Gift fiom the McLean Foundation, 
1967. Reproduced with Permission of the Art Gallery of Ontario and the mist. 



Figure 1 7 -- Gaucher, Yves. Le Cercle de Grande Réserve, 1 965. Acrylic on Canvas. 
2 15.9 cm diagonally ( 1  52.4 x 1 52.4 cm). Art Gallery of Ontario, Toronto. Gift 
fiom the McLean Foundation, 1966. Reproduced with Permission of the Art 
Gallery of Ontario and the artist. 



Figure 18: Colville, Alexander David. Skaier. 1964, Synthetic polymer on panel, 44 %" 
x 27 1/2 " (1 13 x 69.8 cm). Synthetic polymer paint on composition board. The 
Museurn.of Modem Art, New York. Gifi of R. H. D o ~ e i l y  Erdman @y 
exchange). Photograph O 1996 The Museum of Modem Art, New York. 
Reproduced with Pemiission of the Museum of Modern Art, New York. 
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Table 1: Selected Earlv Ornanizations for the Conservation of Histone and Artistic Works Involved 
with the Difision of Research on Modem Painting Media 

Acron-vm 
Art Technical 
Section - 
M I  

nc. 
IIC-AG 
a d  IIC-CG 

AIC 

I 

ICC-ICOM 

Art Technical %&on 
of the Arnerican 
Association of 
Museums 

International Institute 
for the Conservation of 
Hïstoric and Artistic 
Works - 
Arnerican Group and 
Canadian Group 

American Instltute for 
the Consemation of 
Historic and Artistic 
Works 

International 
Cornmittee for 
Conservation of the 
Internationai Council 
for Museums 

Participants 
-mostiy conservaton 
(uicluding private 
restorers) conservation 
scientists. some other 
museum professionals 
(U.S., Canada. Mexico) 

-art conservators. 
conservation scientists 
and interested museum 
professionals world-wide 

-an conservators. 
conservation scientists 
and interested museum 
professionals (North 
America) 

. . - - -- . . - - .. 

-as in IIC but more 
policy-oriented with focus 
on cultural and 
rnuseologid issues in 
institutional. political and 
economic context 

- 

History and Activities 
-begun in 1935. ceased c. 
1967 
-Papen on technical issues. 
sometimes pubiished in 
Museum News 

-begun c. 1950 (in England) 
to promote standards in art 
conservation and diniise 
information in scholarly 
journais (.4rt and 
Archaeologv Technical 
Abstracts. and Studies in 
Conservation). 
- A h  publishes preprints of 
talks. 
-Regional groups begun later 
(AG in 1958 originaily 
included Canadians) to meet 
more oAen and focus on 
specid interests 

-kgun c. 1970. sirnilar goals 
to IIC-AG plus certification 
of members. Publishes 
Journal of American 
Institute for Conservation 
and preprint of conference 
pal'ers 

-begun in 1967, based in 
Rome 
-26 working groups produce 
triennial papers 



Table 2: Some Kev American Oreanizations lnvolved with Development of Standards Related CO 

Artists' Svnthetic Paints CExcludine Adsts' Owanizationsl 

Acron_vm 
Standing 
Cornmittee 
CS98 42/62 
(now defunct) 

ASTM- 
DO 1.57 

ISCC 

FSCM 

Name 
Standing Cornmittees 
of the Recommended 
Commercial Standard 
for Artists' Oil Paint 

Sub-Cornmittee on 
Artists' Paints and 
Refated Materials 
@O 1 -5 7) American 
Society for Testing and 
Materials 

National Art Matenais 
Trade Association 

Art and Cr& Materials 
Instîtute (now Art and 
Creative Materials 
Institute) 
Inter-Society Color 
Council 

Federation of Societies 
for Coatings 
Technology (formerly 
Federation of Paint and 
Varnish Clubs) 

Participants 
- lu comrnittee (for 1932 
CS): 22 total: 10 
representatives of artists' 
organizations and 10 
manufacturers plus 
conservator (chair). National 
Bureau of Standards rep. 
-2* cornmittee (for 1962 
CS): 18 members (including 
chair), 10 h m  art trade. 2 
Artists' Equity reps and six 
researchers or conservators 

- ASTM about 35,000 
members. rnostly engineers, 
scientists, some academics 
and consumers, reps of firrns, 
government agencies, 
laboxatories 
-in Sub-Cornrnittee: artists. 
paint-makers, conservators. 
hanclbook authors, academics 

-about 1800 rnernbers : art 
materials manufachuers. 
wholesalers and reîailers 
(including small shop 
owners). others may join 

-ahut 175 manufacturers of 
school and professional art 
products 

-about 900 mernbers 
-formerly representatives of 
~ l d e  range of national 
organizations concernai with 
colour and testing (industry. 
heaith artists. etc.) 
-now private rnembers 
allowed 
-about 7,300 chemists. 
engineers. coatings 
manufacturers (comxnercid 
and industrial mostly) 

Histoq and Activities 
-begun by New Deal arts 
administrator Frank 
Sterner and conservator 
Rutherford J. Genens 
with U.S. National 
Bureau of Standards c. 
1939 
developed a v o l u n w  
standard (not enforced) 
for oils but could not 
agree on expanding 
coverage or irnproving 
testing 
-ASTM founded in 1898 
-Sub-Cornittee begun c. 
1978 with work by 
consumer advocate Joy 
Turner Luke. paintmaker 
Henry Levison and others 
-establis hes standards for 
testing and materials 
regarding label ling, 
composition. properties 
-founded in 1950 
-forum for cornpetition 
and diffiision of 
idormation on products 
-bas trade shows, 
training sessions for 
salespeop!e. Hall of F m e  
mpresents intcrests of art 
materials trade elsewhere 
-founded in 1934 
certification program re: 
nontoxicity and hazard 
labelling 
-research and diffusion of 
information about colour 
physiology. testing 
rnethods, and socio- 
cultural trends 
-test rnethods developed 
by rnembers influentid in 
standards for paint 
-founded 1922 
-publishes practical and 
technical papers 
-influentid in ASTM 



Table 3: Summarv of Kev Entre~renwrs  and Comoanies Making Svnthetic Paints for Attists i3 
the U.S., Canada and Mexico with Brand Names and Dates of Introduction k. 1940s-19941 

Company Name and 
Location 

Arnerican Artist Color 
Works 
(Brooklva N.Y.) 
Bocour Artist Colors, 
Inc. 
(New York City then 
Garnersville, N.Y.) 

California Products 
(Boston Mass. ) 
Cal-Western Paints hc. 
(Santa Fe Springs, 
Califo mi a) 
Chromatech 
(Montreal. Quebec) 
Craftint Manufacturing 
Co. (Cleveland) 
Dana Colors, Inc. 
(San Francisco. Calif.) 
DaVinci Paint Company 
(California) 
Devoe and Raynolds 
(later Craft.int Devoe) 
( 1* in Cleveland. Ohio) 
EVO-ART 
(Mexico) 
Cibson Paint Company 
(Oakland. Calif.) 
Golden Artist Colors 
(New Berlin. N.Y.) 
Heinz-Jordan 
(Toronto. Ontario) 
Hunt 
(Philadelphia. PA.) 
IND-ART 
(Mexico Ci-) 
M. Grumbacber Inc. 
(New York City) 

Cuerra Paints and 
Pigments 
Wew York City) 

Key Brand Names of 
Eariiest Syatbetic Paints 

Vanguard 

Magna, 
Aqua-Tec 

New Masters 

water-borne acryiic 

Cbromatech 
(acry lic) 
Un-Art-Co (Universal 
Colors) later Dev-O-Lac 
Acrycolor 

ArCists' A c ~ l i c  

Dev-O-Lac 

EVO-ART 

Polyart 

Golden 

Acrilex 

Vanguard 
Speedball 
acrylics, vinylites and 
pol-winvl acetate paints ? 
HypIar 
Cel-tested Colors 
Zec 
SeIIs binders and pigment 
dispersions ready to mix 

Key Figures in 
Development of 
New Media 

Herb Aach 

Len Bocour 
Sam Golden 

Ronald Wesley 
Haye5 

MichaelTowe 

Rudolp h 
Dworzak 

José Luis 
Gurdubav 

Sam.Markand 
Barbara Golden 
Peter Pfenning 

José Luis 
Gurdubav 

Art and Tara 
Guerra 

Date Pmduct 
ïntroduced 

&er 1965 (?) 

-Magna 
c. 1937. 
a& c. 1953 
-Aqua-Tec 
c. 19634? 
s. 1963 

after 1965 

1979.Mont.mil 
area mostlv 

-West coast mostly. 
c. 1966 
after 1975 

-available by 1956 

before 1965 

-available by 1966 

1980 

after 1965 

after 1965 

-c1962. Zec 
available by late 
1950s 
1980s 

. 
continued. . . 



Table 3 (continued): Summarv lKey Entre~reneurs and Com~anies  in the U.S.. Canada and 
Mexico with Brand Names and Dates1 

. . .page 2 of table 
Company Name and 1 Key Brand Nimes of 1 Key Figures in 1 Date Product 
Location Eariiest Synthetic Paints 

1 1 1 

PDQ (Paints Dry Quick) 1 allryds 1 1 after 1965 

Development of 
New Media 

Introduced 

(San  ose. Calif.) 
Nova Color 

inc. 
(Cincinnati. Ohio later 
Kansas) 

(Cuiver City. 
Permanent Pigments, 

1954-5. 
ads c. 1958 

I 
Artists' Acrylic Paint 

Politec intemacional, I -Politec 
S.A. -Luzit ron 

by 1994 in 

-Liquitex 

I José Gutiérrez formulated c. 1955. 1 some. c. 1957. 

Henry Levison 
California 
-introduced 

(Mexico City) 
Polymer Tempera, Inc. 
(SomeMlle. Mas )  
Selectone 

Polymer Tempera 

(Canada) 
Shiva 

Selectone 

(began in Chicago. Ill.) 
Standard Brands (The 

* Stevenson's of Toronto is not to be confiised with J.P. Stephenson of England (York. U.K.) a rnaker 
of artists' oil paints. 

Alfred Duca 

available in 

Shiva Acrylic Colors 

Calif.) 
Stevenson's * 
(Toronto. On tao )  
Utrecht Linen 
(Brooklyn plant) 

F. Weber and Co. 
(later Martin/Weber) 
(Philadelphia. Pa.) 

Note : The above table excludes: 
- paints for crafts and design use (children's supplies. poster paints. etc.) by such companies as 

Iddings Paini Company, Dr. Ph. Martin's, Shinhan, Floquil, Rich Art and Artone. 
- manufacturers non-pigmented artists' products such as varnishes or grounds. 

Thus Brooklyn-based artist Charles Seide's Company Museum Artist Materials is not Iisted 
since it only advertised acrylic gessos, medium and vaniishes, but not paints in the 1950s. 
Similarly artist and paintmaker Robert Gamblin of Oregon is excluded since he makes oil 
paints in spite of his use of qnthetic resin in varnish. 

d g .  1960 
1945 

s igna- ex- 
(acrylics) 

- makers of casein paints based on an historic semi-qnthetic product made from rnilk. unless they also 
produced paints based on modem synthetic resins. 

- maicers of specialty products which may have contained synthetic resins such as the wax medium 
for encaustic painting which were made by Dorland's and Torche beginning in the 1950s. 

(Ramon Shiva: 

Artist Acrylic Colors 

New Temp Acrylic 
colors 

Res-N-Gel, Artist's 
Latex Polymer Paints, 
Permalba Acrylics 

Montreal in 1970s 
c. 1964-5 

case in) 
after 1980? 

David Stevenson 

Norman and 
Harold 
Gulamerian 
F. Weber 

c. 1973 

1957? ads later 

c. 1957 (Res-N-Gel 
c. 1964-66 (latex 
polymers). 
acrvlics Iater 



Table 4: Summarv of Kev Entrerireneun and Com~anies Mak in~  Svnthetic Paints for 
Atiists Outside of North Amencan with Brand Names and Dates (c. 19409-1994) 

- 

Date P d u c t  
Introduced 

Company Name and 
Location 

Key Brand Names 
of Eartiest 
S-ynthetic Paiats 
acrylics 

Key Figures in 
Development of 
New Media 

1 

Calder Colours Ltd. 
(England) 
Chroma Acrylics 
( Australia) 
Derivan 
(V_MOI Paints m.) 
( Australia) 
Ferrario Belle Arti 
(Italv) 

Atelier, 
Chromacryl 
Matisse 

Jùn Cobb 1960s ? in Austraiia 
c. 1980s in U.S. 
c. 1976 in AustraIia 

acrylics available by 1980s 

. - - -- - - - -- - 

Holbein (Japan) 
Lascaux 
(Switzerland) 
Lefranc and 
Bourgeois 
France) 

1 Lukas 
(Dr. Friedrich 
Scboenfeld & Co.) 
(Germany 
(Fratelli) Maimeri 
m l v )  
Reeves and Sons, 
Ltd. (England) 
Rowney & Co. 
(later Daler- 
Rowncv)England) 
Jaurena S A  
(Spain) 
J.M. Paillard 
(France) 
Pebeo 
(France) 
Pelikan (G.H. 
Smith) (England) 
Schmicke 
(Gerrnanv) 
Talens 
(Holland) 

- - - - - -- - - -- 

Acryla Color 
Lascaux Acryl 

available by late 1970s 
c. 196142 Mois K. 

Diethelm 
Marc Hame1 
(Bourgeois) 

Flasbe, 
Pol yFlasbe 

c. 1955? For 
formulation dinirsion 
later 
196.1 in Europe 

Pol ycolor 
Ai r-Pro 
Reeves Polymer 
Colors 
Cryla 

available by 1980s 

1963 in U.K. and 
Europe 

Mir (acrylics) 

Louvre 
(Lambertye) 
(acrylics) after 1965 

PRIMacryl 
(acrylics) 
Rembrandt 
Acrylic Color 
tacrvlics) 

not yet in 1965 

after 1966 in US. 

Vallejo (Spain) 
Winsor & Newton 

available by 1980s 
not before mid- 1960s 

- - -  

Artists' Acrylic 
(England) 
Yasutomo 
(Japan) 
: The above table exclu 

Niji ads in U.S. in 1969 

:s various manufac&ers who produced synlhetic pain& for ans and crafi 
use. wipigmented media. casein and specialty items unless they alro made synthetic fine arts colon. 



Table 5: Selected Artistic and Scientific Aniliations of Kev Entre~reneurs and Cornnanies 
Making Svnthetic Paints for Artists in the U.S., Canada and Mexico (C 1940s-t99-Q 

Company Name 
and Location 

American Artist 
Color Works 
(Brooklyn. N.Y.) 

Bocour Artist 
Colors, hc. 
was Bocour 
Hand Ground 
Artist Colors 
(New York City 
then 
Garnersville. 
N.Y.) 

California 
Products 
(Boston Mass.) 

Paints Inc, 
(Santa Fe 
Springs. 
Cal ifornia) 
Chromatech 
(Montreal, 

Craftint 
Manufachi ring 

Kleve land) 

Key Brand 
Names 

First fiill line 
of oil- 
compatible 
acrylics in 
u-S. (Magna) 

Key Figures 
in 
Development 
of New Media 

Vanguard Herb Aach 

New 
Masters 

Mama, 
Aqua-Tec 

Ronaid Wesley 
&Y= 

Len Bocour 
Sam Golden 

- 

- -- 

water-borne 
acry lic 

Un-Art-Co 
(Universal 
Colors)? 

Michael Towe 

Comments/Histo NI 
Connections with the Fine Arts or the 
Sciences 
(or source of Listing) 

Aach was an artisg art ~rofessor, and active 
in research on paints in groups Iike the 
Inter-Society CoIor Council and Ralph 
Mayer's Arùst Technicd Research 
Institute. His cornpany was founded by 
1953. 
Founded by amirine: artists Len Bogdanoff 
and Irwin Lefmurt in 1932. Lefcourt left to 
becorne curator and art  galle^ owner. Sam 
Golden joined in late 1930s and later 
(1 980) sîarted another company. 
Bogdanoff changed name to Bocour. 
Bocour sold the company in 1982 to 
Zipatone and c. 1993 Duro Art Industries 
(Chicago) bought the formulas and name. 
Bocour and Golden accumulated collections 
of avant-garde axt which they traded for 
paint. (Bocour Papers at Archives of 
Arnerican Art and National Gallery of Art. 
Washington). 
Hayes was an artist who did an M.F.A. 
thesis on synthetic painting media. He 
worked with ~olvmer chemist John Gillis 
and other techid  advisors to develop the 
artists' paint for the company and later 
became a college art ~rofessor. 
Listed in Hebblewhite (1 987) 

Towe is an artist and a psychologist by 
training who briefly attended art school 
before beginning to make acrylic paints, 
mostly custom orders with technical advice 
h m  chemists notably in painunaking 
comgany Shenvin Williams. 
Colors rnixable with plastic base or other 
media. Bought Devoe artists' Iine 
(pyroxiins) 

continued. . . 



Table 5 (continued) : Selected Artistic and Scieatific Affiliations of Kev Entre~reneurs and 
- - - - -- - - - - - -  - 

Com~anies Makinn Svnthetic Paints for Artists in the UA. Canada and Mexico (c. 1940s-1994) 

>le 
Key Brand 
Names 

Company Name 
and Location 

Key Figures 
in 
Development 
of New Media 

Comments(History/ 
Connections with the Fine Arts or the 
Sciences 
(or source of listing) 

Dana Colors, 
uic. (San 
Francisco. 

Pinney Papers, National Gaileq of Art 
(Washington D.C.) 

Acrycolor 

DaVinci Paint t-"- Artists' 
Acry lic 

Rudolp h 
morzak 

Painter with connections to artists' paint 
rnanufacturing in ItaIy 

1 (California) 
Devoe and 
Raynolds (Iater 
Craftint Devoe) 
(Cleveland, 
Ohio) 
EVO-ART 

Dev-O-Lac 
(pyro.qlin 
laquer) 

Devoe and Raynolds was founded in 1848. 
It stopped making artists' paints in 1962 
selling that part of company to Craftint. 

Gurdubay is a painter who knew Gutiérrez 
(Politec) and started making his own 
synthetic paints in the 1950s. Later started 
two paintmaking companies. (first ND- 
ART) but each time ran into financial 
dficulties. Prepared artists* canvas with 
5 
Pinney Papers, Nationai GalIev of Art 
(Washington D.C.) 

acrylics, 
vinylites and 
pal WnyI 
acetate paints 

José Luis 
Gurdubay (Mexico) 

Company 

Golden Artist 
Colors 
(New Berlin. 

Golden Sam. Mark 
and Barbara 
Golden 

Sam Golden did some ~aintine; and \vas a 
partner of Len Bocour but retired briefiy in 
1970s and then set up business with his son 
and daughter-in-law. Mark did graduate 
studies in the sciences and then worked in 
desim. The company has an active 
research program with. close contacts to 
conservation scientists and toxicologists. 
Employs scien tists. consuits artists. 
Formerly importers of Bocour products. 1 Heinz-Jordan Acrilex Peter Pfenning 

(Toronto. Ont.) 
Hunt (Fïunt- 
S peed ball) 

Vanguard 
Speedbail 

Hunt purchased formulas fiom American 
Artists' Color Works. 

(Mexico Citv) E acrylics, 
vinvlites. etc. 

José Luis 
Gurdubav 

see Evo-Art above. 

continued . . . 



Table Skontinued) : Selected Artistic and Scientific Affiliations of Kev Entre~reneurs and 
- - -  

~or&ania  ~ n k i n r  ~ k t h e t i c  Paints for Artists in the U.S.. Canada and Mexico (c 1940s-1994) 

page 3 of 
Company Name 
and Location 

M. 
Grumbacher 
Inc. 
(New York City) 

Guerra Paints 
and Pigments 
(New York Ci&) 
PDQ (Pslints 
Dry Quick) 
(San José. Calif.) 
Nova Color 
(Culver City. 
Calif.) 
Permanent 
Pigments, Inc. 
(-Nowood 
adjacent to 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
later plant 
rnoved to 
WinfieId 
Ka=) 

Politec 
Internacional, 
S.A. 
(Mexico City) 

Pol ymer 
Tempera, Inc 
(Somerville, 
M a s )  

ble 
Key Brand 
Names 

binders and 
pigment 
dispersions 

Artists' 
Acrylic 
Paint 
-Liquiter 
( a w W  
First M l  Iine 
of water- 
borne 
acrylics in 
U.S. 

-Politec 
-Luzit ron 

Pol ymer 
Tempera 
First brand of 
synihetic 
artists colors 
in U.S. 

Key Figutes 
in 
Development 
of  New Media 

Art and Tara 
Guerra 

Henry Levison 

Jose Gutiérrez 

Alfred Duca 

Connections witb the Fine Arts or the 
Sciences 
(or source of listing) 

- - 

Company founded in 1903 by Mas 
Gnrmbacher, a brushrnaker who imported 
Schmincke artists' paints h m  Germany. A 
team of chemists was sent by Schmincke to 
set up paintmaking operation c. 1932-33. 
Company sold in 1970s and resold several 
times. Ernpioys artists as consultants and 
publicists. 
Art is an artist and Tara studied chernistrv. 

In Hebblewhite (1987) and Gottsegen 
(1993) I 
Price list in Pinney Papen. National 
Gallery of Art (Washington D.C.) 

Levison had an Master's degree in 
chemistrv (1928) and fkiends who were 
artists in youth. Worked in family lacquer 
business. Starteci artists' paint company in 
1932. Brother David also rnanaged 
company. Levison active in research on 
paint testing and standards. Sold to Binney 
and Smith. makers of Crayola crayons then 
both resold to Hallmark Cards. Em~lovs 
a r t i ~  as consultants and publicists. 
Founded by artis-researcher-~rofessor José 
Gutiérrez (rvho studied art in New York 
City) and businessman Luis Miro in 1960 
but G. Contacts with rnuralists. Gutiérrez' 
formulas for synthetic painting media were 
widely ciiflùsed in handbooks. lectures and 
by manv students internationailv. 
Duca was an artist. art educator. and 
children's art teacher who made his 
formula available to artists in the 1950s 
after ceasing to sel1 his artists' colors. The 
formula was developed with assistance 
bom a chemist from the Bordern Chetnical 

continued . . . 



Table S(continued) : Selected Artistic and Scientific Affiliations of Kev Entre~reneurs and 
Com~anies M a k i n ~  Svnthetic Paints for Ain'sts in the U.S., Canada and Mexico Ic 1940s-1991) 

Company Name 
and Location 

Selectone 
, (Canada) 
Shiva 
(began in 
Chicago. 111.) 

Standard 
B m d s  (The 
Art Store) 
(Calif.) 
Stevenson's * 
(was D.L. 
Stevenson and 
Son) 
(Toronto. 

(Brookiyn plant) 

F. Weber and 
Co. (later 
Martinf'eber) 
(PhiIadelphia. 
Pa.) 

bte 
Key Brand 
Names 

Selectone 

Shiva 
Acrylic 
Colors, 
S igna-Tes 

Artist 
Acrylic 
CoIors 

New Temp 
Acqlic 
colots 

Res-N-Gel, 
Latex 
Polymer 
Paints, 
Permalba 
Acrylics 

Key Figures 
in 
Development 
of New Media 

Comments/History/ 
Connections with the Fine A m  or the 
Sciences 
(or source of listing) 

David 
S tatenson 

(Ramon Shiva: 
casein) 

Norman and 
Harold 
Gulamerian 

A commercial houe paint manufacturer 
but did not produce artists' paints regularly 
Spanis h-born artist Shiva (d. 1 96 3) uained 
and taught at the Art Institute of Chicago 
kfore setting up his paintmaking business 
in 1919. A leader in casein artists' paints. 
a semi-svnthetic. Sold several times. 
Listed in Gottsegen (1993) 

Founded in 1970 by David Stevenson a 
war veteran and graduate of the Ontario 
Colle~e of Art who worked as a 
govemment electronics i-tor. Made oil 
paints in house in 1960s. Children Robert 
and Charlotte ran company after his death. 
Started around 1949 by brothers Norman 
and Harold Gulamerian as a linen 
importing company. Norman was an artist. 
Harold rnakes the paint, 
Established in 1853 as successors to 
Janentzky and Weber Manufacturing and 
Importing Co.. 

(Company papers at Getty Conservation 
Institute but limited access.) 

Note : The above table excludes various manufacturers who produceci synthetic paints for arts and craft 
use. unpigmented media casein. and specialty items uniess they also made synthetic fine arts colors. 



Table 6 : Selected Artistic and Scientific Afïiliations of Kev Entre~reneurs and Cornnanies 
Makinn Svnthetic Paints for Artists Outside of North America (c. 1940s-1994) 

- - 

c o r n p G  Name 
and Location 

Calder Colours 
Ltd. (England) 
Chroma Acrylics 
( Australia) 
Derivan (Vynol 
Paints) 
( Australia) 
Ferrario Belle 
Arti (Italv) 
Holbein (Japan) 

Lefranc and 
Bourgeois 
(France) 

Lukas 
(ûr. Friedrich 
Schoenfeld & 
Co.) (Germany) 

(Fratelli) 
Maimeri 
WY 

Reeves and Sons, 
Ltd. 
(En gland) 

Kee:rand "Figures 

Development 
of New Media 

acrylics 

acrylics I 

i 
Acryla Color I 
Lascaux Alois K. 

Diethelm 

Vasarely 

Flasbe, 
Pol_?rF'lasbe, 
Fïasbe 

Lu kasc ryl 
(actylic) 

Marc Harnel 
('Bourgeois) 

- - 

Polycolor, 
Ai r-P ro 

Reeves 
Polymer 

Comments/History/ 
Connections with the Fine Arts or the 
Sciences 
(or source of listing) 
Listed in Hebblewhite (1987) 

Cobb used artist Tom Gleghorn to test his 
pauits. 
File h m  Pimey Papers. National Gallery 
of Art (Washington) 

Listed in Hebblewhite (1987) 

F i e  fiorn Pinney Papers, National Gallery 
of Art (Washington) 
DietheIn son of a decorative housepainter 
wanted to be an artist but had to leam a 
trade. He was trained to make house~aints 
and sold his commercial paint business ta 
dwote his time to artists' colour 
manufacture. 
Two cornpanies joined c. 1965. Lefranc 
descendeci fiom 1720 company of pigment 
trader and colourman Charles Laclef. 
renamed in 1840 by Lefranc brothers. 
inventon of tube paints. Bourgeois a 19* c. 
Firm and innovators in synthetic. Synthetic 
media developed by hancibook author 
Harnel(l975) a chemist and professor of 
paintinm conservation. Sold to 
multinational company Col-Art (which also 
bought Winsor and Newton) in 1990s. 
Founded by Franz Schoenfeld in 1862 who 
Iearned to make paints from his father, 
Stephan who was an artist. Company 
n&ed after S t  Luke. patron saint of 
artists. 
Founded in 1923 by brothers Gianni and 
Car10 Maimeri. Gianni was a painter and 
Car10 a chemist. Primarily made artists' 
o i k  Company destroyed in WWII. then 
rebuil t. 
Founded in 1766 by William Reeves, 
inventor of cake watercolour. Still a 
familv-run business 

continued. . . 



Table 6 kontinued) : Selected Artistic and Scientific Affiliations of Kev Entrepreneurs and 
Cornnanies M a k i n ~  Svnthetic Paints for  Artists Outside of North America (c. 1940s-19912 

Daee 2 of table 
Company N l m e  1 Key Brand ( Key Figures 1 Comments/Historyl 
and Louition 1 Names 1 in 1 Connections with the Fine  art^ or  the ~ 1 1 Development 1 Scienca 

(later Daier- 1 1 1 Rowney in 1789 who were vaineci in 
Rowaey & Co. Cqla  

Rowney ) 
England) 

Jaureaa S.A. 
(Spain) 

J.M. Paillard 
(France) 
Pebeo (France) 
Pelikan (G.H. 

of Art (Washington) 
Founded in 188 L chemists (and brothers-in- 
law) Josef Horadam and Hermann 
Schmincke. Dr. Julius Hesse mamed into 
family. worked for company and became 
head. Chemists from Schmincke set up 

of New Media 

Mir 

Louvre 

Smith) (England) 
Schmicke 
( a m a n y )  

(or source of listing) 
Founded by brothers Thomas and Richard 

chemistw who made perfumes and powders 
too. Tradition on apprenticeship for family 
memkrs in firm. 
Began in piement and oil business in 
BarceIona in 1933 but stopped production 
during Spanish Civil War. Resumed in 
1939 bv Felipe Jaurena Setoain. 
In Danion (1990-2) 

(Lani bertye) 
(acylics) 
Acrylcolor 

PRlMacryl 
(ac~lics)  

Hebblewhite (1 987) 
File fiom Pinney Papers. National Gallery 

Talens 

1 1 1 Bourgeois) in 1990s. 

(Royal Talens) 
(Holland) 
Vallejo 
(Spain) 
Winsor & 
Newton 
(Eng [and) 

Yasutorno 1 Niji (acrylics) 1 1 Adveriisements appear in U.S. magazines 

Rembrandt 

Note : The above table excludes various manufacturers who produced synthetic paints for arts and craft 
use. unpigmented media casein. and specialty items unless they also made synthetic fine arts colors. 

Grurnbacher's paintmaking operation in 
the 1930s in the U.S. where President Peter 
Hesse was born. 
Founded in 1899 by Marten Talens, a 

Acrylic 
Color, alkvds 
(acrylics) 

Artists' 
Acrylic 
Alkyds 

retired banker and amateur artist. 

Listed in Hebbiewhite (1 987) 

Founded in 1832 by painterlchemist 
William Winsor and painter Henry Charles 
Newton. Sold to multinational company 
Col-Art (which also bought Lefranc and 



Table 7: Product Identification of Svnthetic Paints for Artists Made bv Kev Entre~reneurs and 
Companies in the US., Canada and Mexico (1940s-1994) 

I Company Name and Location Key Brand Names of Earliest Synthetic Paints & Product 
Information (acrylimter-borne acxylic) 

American Arlist Color Works Vanguard (acrylic) 
(Brooklvn N.Y.) 
Bocour Artist Colors, Inc. -Magna (spirit soluble. oil-compatbile synthetic 
(New York City then Garnersville. resin paints). Magna varnisb (vinylite min) 
N.Y.) 
California Products 

1 (Santa Fe Springs. California) 1 

-Aqua-Tec (acrvlic) 
New Masters (acrytic vinyl co-polymer) 

Boston Mass.) 
CabWestern Paints hc 

two grades: anis& and illustrators colon 
water-borne acrytic 

1 Dana Colon, hc 1 Aclycolor (acrylic latex p o l p e n )  

Cbromatecb 
(Montreal. Quebec) 
Craftiot Manufacturing Co. 
(Cleveland) 

Chromatech 
(ac-lic) 
Un-Art-Co (Universal Colors)? 

1 Devoe and Raynolds (later 1 Dev-O-Lac (pyroxylin laquer) 

(San Francisco. Calif.) 
DaVinci Paint Company 

1 Crafl.int Devoe) (Cleveland. OH.) 1 

Artîsts' Acrylic 

EVO-ART (Mexico) 
Gibson Paiat Company 
(Oakland. Calif.) 
Colden Artist Colors 

I 
- - 

(Toronto. Ontario) 
Hunt (Hunt-Speedball) 1 Vaguard (acrylics) 

aqlics.  vinylites and polyvinyl acetate paints ? 
Pol yart (water-borne copolymer poI p i n  y 1 acetate) 

Golden (acrylics, spirit-soluble acrylics and custom wthetic 
(New Berlin N.Y.) 
Heinz-Jordan 

paints for artists and conservators) 
Acriler (acrylics) 

(Philadelphia. PA.) 
IND-ART (Mexico City) 
M. Grumbacher Inc. 
(New York City) 

PDQ 
(Paints Dry Quick) 
(San José. Calif.) 

~peedball (ac&iu) 
acrylics. vinylites and poiyvinyl acetate paints ? 
H yplar (acrylic-viny 1 copolymer) 
Cel-tested Colon (?for cartoons on celluloid) 

Guerra Paints and Pigments 
New York Citv) 

Nova Color (Culver City. Calit) 1 Artists' Acrylic Paiot 

Zec (synthetic medium) 
Sells binders and pigment dispersions ready to rnix 

continueci. . . 



Table 7 {continuedl : Product Identification of Svnthetic Painîs for Artists Made bv Kev 
Entre~reneurs and Com~anies in the U.S.. Canada and Mexico (1940s-1991) 

Permanent Pigments, Inc. 
(Cincinnati, Ohio later plant 

Company Name and Location 

moved to Winfield Kansas) 

Key Brand Names of Eariiest S-mthetic Paints & Product 
Information (acry licwater-borne acry tic) 

Politec Internacional, S.A. 
(Mexico City) 
Polymer Tempera, Inc 
(Somerville. Mm) 
Selectone 

-Politec (acrylic now. first version was a synthetic tempera) 
-Luzitron (spirit-soluble acrylic resin lacquer) 
Pol-vmer Tempera 
(pol-merized po Iwiny 1 acetate) 
Selectone (acrylics) 

Note : The above table exchdes various rnanufacturers who produced qnthetic paints for arts and craft 
use. unpigmented media casein. and specialty items unless they aiso made synthetic fine arts coIors. 

Shiva 
(began in Chicago. Ill.) 
Standard Brands (The Art 
Store) (Torrance. Caiif.) 
Stevenson's * 
(Toronto. Ontario) 
Utrecht Linea 
(B rookl-yn plant) 
F. Weber and Co. 
(later MartinNIletKr) 
Philadelphia. P a )  

Shiva Acrylic Colors (acrylics) 
S igna-Tex 
(acry tics) 

Artist Acrylic Colors 

New Temp Acrylic colors 

Res-N-Gel (colloidai synthetic resin gel) 
-Artkit's Latex Polymer Paints 
-Permalba Acrylics 



Table 8: Product Identification of Svathetic Paints for Artists Made bv Kev Entrepreneurs and 
Cornnanies Outside of North Amenca(1940s-19941 

Company Name and k a t i o n  

Calder Coloun Ltd. (England) 
Chroma Acrylics 
(Ausualia) 
Denvan 
(Vyno! Paints m.) (Ausualia) 
Ferrario Belle Arti fltalv) 

-- -- - 

Holbein (Japan) 

Key Brand Names of EarlieJt Syntbetic Paints & Product 
Information 
acry tics 
Atelier (Impasto acryiics for artists) 
Chromacryl (student grade acrvlics) 
Matisse 
Iacrvlics and vinvl?l 
acry lics 
Acryla Color 

Lascaus 
(Switzerland) 

Lefranc and Bourgeois 
(France) 
Lukas (Dr. Friedrich Schoenfeld 
& Co.) (Germanv) 
(Fratelli) Maimeri (Italy) 

L-ux Acryl (acrylics, several types) 
-Aise makes spirit-soluble acqdics (like Magna) for 
restoration. 
Flashe (synthetic polymer) Pol y Flashe (ac- lic-viny 1) 
Flashe Vasarely (acrviic-vinvl) 
Lukascryl 
(acrylic) 
Pol ycolor 

, 

Reeves and Sons, Ltd. (England) 

1 J.M. Paillard (France) 1 Louvre (Lambertye) 1 

(ac&Iia) and Air-Pro (Liquid acwlics) 
l 

Reeves Polvmer Colors (ac-/lics) 
Rowney & Co. (later Daler- 
Rowney) (England) 
Jaurena S.A. (Spain) 

Pebeo (France) 
Pelikan GEX. Smith) (England) 

Cryla 
(acry l ia) 
Mir (acrylics) 

1 Schmicke (Germanvl 

(acry lics) 
Acrylcolor (acrylics) 
PRiMac NI (acrylics) 
Rembrandt A C N ~  Color plus akyds 
( a m  lia) 
Artists' Acrylics. Alkvds 
Niji (acrytics) 1 

Note : The above table excludes various manufacturers who produced synthetic painis for arts and craft 
use. unpigmented media casein. and speciaity items unless they also made synthetic fine arts colors. 



Table 9: Th 
Interview F 

emes in Einh Culture Discourse related to Materials (Life Storv 
ndin~s)  

Theme 1 issue 1 Descriptors (examples) 
, Practical Issues 

h d t h  and comf'ort 

Social, Economic, Political and Other Idedopi 
position in the artistic field 
(relationship with other artists 
and art f o m .  current and 
historical) 

simplicity of use 
-versatility 

-as a function of artists' resources 

i 

.. -as a constra.int on creative potential 
-long-term health eEects 

availability 

reliabiIity 

cal Concerus 
- peers (who eise uses or has used the medium 
or technique?) - relations with mediators and gatekeepers 
(cntics. museum curators, dealers, markets) 
- publics (association with highbrow or 
lowbrow taste cultures) 
- statu of the artist (socio-economic factors. 
interaction of artisanal and 
conceptuaUintellectual activities) 
- position of art and the artist in more general 
ideological and cultural debates 

working qualities 
(see also aesthetic 
dimensions) 
cost 

-short-term issues (ex. noxious fumes, 
neibbours cornplaints) 
mpid access 
-relations with suppliers 
consistency in quality 
-permanence 

socio-symbolic, politicaf and 
ideological issues in the 
specific socio-historic context 

Socio-Aesthetic Dimensions 
theoretical issues 

ernpirical issues 
(relations with studio 

practices, working qualities) 

I 1 

Socio-Psvchological Concerns 

-the nature of art (Does it have to be 
o b j d e d ?  Do materials determine what is 
art and what isn't art? PIace of reception in 
the construction of artistic values) 
-aesttietic rights or responsibilities of the 
artist, ideas about the nature of artistic 
expressiodcreation 
-vi sual appearance 
(gloss or matte finish colour. acceptable 
grounds) 
-tactile qualities 
(speed of dryina. viscosity. etc.) 

personal identity and social 
presentation of seif 
emotional. eqxessive 
concerns 

-appropriateness of choice for sense of self 

-sense of distance or immediacy offered by 
medium or technique 
oability of medium or technique to respond to 
creative wgeshisions 



xxxvii 

Table 10: Sources o f  Information about Materials and Techniaues (Life Storv 

I traditional media commonly 
used in academic programs 
(oil. gouache. drawing media 
etc.) 

I histone techniques (fiesco, 
egg tempera. encaustic. etc.) 

uncowentional modern 
media available ready-tcwise 
or almost (automotive laquers, 
cornmerciai paints, Spackle. 

I etc.) 

qynthetic media which had to 
be prepared from chernical 
products 
(polyvinyl acetate formulas, 

made for artists 
(casein. oil-compatible acrylic 
resin paints. water-borne 

generai ideas about the place 
of materials and technique in 
artistic practice 

Contents 

-straighrforward information 
about proprietary brands and 
simple ways of using them 

-idormation on how to prepare 
them from raw materials and 
about & a n d  techn.ïques 
-finding out about them 

-use and ~reuaration 
-finding out about them 

-use and speciai techniques of 
application 

-finding out about t h e n  
preparation. use and special 
techniques of application 

-fincihg out about them and 
leaming techniques for using 
hem 

-finding out about them 

- - -- 

-applying id& to own work 

Source (add "trial and emi' 
9 
-art school or art courses in 
other programs 
-art supply stores 

-ah=' handbooks 
-art magazines 
-artists' handbooks 
-articles in the generai press 
about artists. in art magazines 
-other artists 
-visits to hardware stores and 
s hops selling speciaiized paints 
(e-g. autebody s hops) 
-observations during art 
gailev and museurn visits 
-other artists 
deaiers in shops and technical 
sales representatives of 
suppliers 
-other artists 
deaiers in shops and technical 
sdes representatives of 
suppliers 
-art magazines 
-art magazines 
-other artists 
- conservators and technicd 
e.xpcrts (Le. Ra1 p h Mayer) 
-art suppIy stores 
-observations during art 
gallery and rnuseum visits 
- at art school (fiorn mdents) 
-art school teachers 
-generai reading in 
philosophy. art history, 
aesthetics. cri ticism 
-other artists 
-life experiences 
-artists' handbooks 
-gcneral reading in 
philosophy. art history, 
aesthetics, cri ticism 
-other artists 
-Me experiences 
-artists' handbooks 



xxxviii 

Tahlc 11: Sclcctcd Monopranhs on Ssnthetic Painting Mcdiw (in chronolovical ordcr of iwblicationl 

background & 
Socio- 
professiorial 
identification of 
author 

- - 

conncction 
wit 11 
paintrtiakcr'l 

intcndcd 
use or 
audience 
(Explici t=E 
Iriiplicit=l) 

forniulas 
Io makc 
own 
paints 3 

use of 
indusi rial/ 
comiiicrcial 
paints? 

Mentions 
brands of 
syntlietic paints 
for artists? 

Slio\vs 
subjects IO 

paint? 

rankiiig 
b~ 
Keyscr 
(sce kcy 
bclow ) 

SG =2D 
BM=lD 
V =2D 
ST= ID 
C =2D 
F =2D 
P =2D 
TS=2D 

Gutitrrez, José L. Froni 
Fresco tu Plnstics: New 
A lnterials for Easel and 
A lurd  Paintings, Nat ional 
Gallery of Canada, 
Ottawa, 1956. 89pp. 
(based on 1949 
manuscript) 

-artist, 
researcher, 
professor 
(Polytechnic 
Institute, Mcxico) 
-Mexican-born, 
New York art 
studies, contacts 
with muratists 
-artist, art 
tcachcr, autlior 
-British-born and 
raised in Canada, 
WWll \var artist, 
riiovcd to Mcxico 
in 1947 

- bcconics a 
pairitmakcr 
in late 1950s 

-working 
artists (E), 
students (1) 
designers & 
arcliitecïs 
(1) 

yes, niost 
of book 

yes 
py roxylins 
(Duco) 

Brooks, Leonard. 011 
Pniniing: Traditional and 
New. New York : 
Reinliold, 1959. 160pp. 

-mentions 
Gutidrrez 
but beforc he 
began Iiis 
paintmaking 
busiricss 
(Politec) 

begiriners, 
studcnts (E) 
amateurs (1) 
but 
advanced 
i nforrnat ion 
about 
formulas 
dk 

yes niany 
hi short 
but dense 
technical 
section 

yes, ?4 of 
book 
(includes 
abstract) 

dk 

not 
ranked 

y CS 

pyroxyli ns 
(Duco and 

Cilco in 
Canada) 

Magna 
(Bocou r), 
Liquitex 
(Pennancnt 
Pigments), 
Poly nier 
Tempera, 
Shiva, Utrcclit 
dk Anon. Po!vrner ï'enrpera 

/lnndhook, Sotnerville, 
Mass. : Poly mer Tempera 
lnc.. n.d. (before 1959). 

-âcveloped by 
Alfrcd Duca, 
artist, art 
educator 

not 
rankcd 

continucd . . . 
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Tahlc 1 1 (continuedl : Sclected Monovrcii~hs on Svnt hct ic Pwintinv hledia (in chroirolo~iciil order of iwblication) 
page 2 of table 

book intended 
use or 
audience 
(Explicit=E 
lrnplicit=l) 

formulas 
to make 
own 
paints 7 

use of 
industrial/ 
coriirnercial 
paints? 

Mentions 
brands of 
synihetic paints 
for artists? 

Shows 
subjects to 
paint? 

ranking 
b~ 
Keyscr 
(sec key 
bclo\v) 

background & 
Socio- 
profcssiond 
identification of 
aut hor 

- - - - . - . . . . 

connectioii 
wi t li 
paintinakcr? 

Jensen, Lawrence. 
Svntheric Paintirtg Media. 
Englcwood Clif&, N,J.: 
Prentice-Hall, 1964. 

-WWII \var 
artist, art 
professor at 
Caslieton S tatc 
College, 
Vermont, book 
based on P1i.D. 
tliesis in art 
education ai 
Columbia 
-artist, teaclier 
and lccturer on 
art techniques, 
studied art in the 
U.S. and Mexico, 
consultant to 
paintniaker 
Levisoii 
-reviscd version 
of his Master's 
tlicsis 

-tlianks 
paintniaker 
in preface 
but no 
employn~ent 
afllliation 
-borro\vs 

heavily frorn 
Gutidrrez 

-collegc- 
level art 
studcnts, 
artists (1) 
but 
advanced 
information 
about 
formulas 

w, 
rnany of 
the saine 
ones as 
Gutiérrez 

y es 
pyroxylins 
(Duco) 

Magna 
(Bocour) 
Liquitcx 
(Pennanent 
Pigincnis) 
Palitec, 
Polymer 
Tempera. 

Woody Jr., Russell O. 
(with a technical appendix 
by Henry W. Levison). 
Painfing with Synthetic 
hledin, New York : Van 
Nostrand Reintiold Co., 
1965, 160pp. 
(Woody wrote anotlicr in 
197 4) 

-attended 
Gutitrrez' 
workshop, 
worked for 
Levison, 
kncw 
Bocour and 
in contacl 
wiih othcrs 

-arîists (E), 
arî sludents 
& amateurs 
(1) 

SOMC, 
opposes 
ethyl 
silicate 

Magna, Aqua- 
Tec (Bocour), 
Hyplar 
(Grurnbaclicr), 
Liquitex 
(Permanent 
Pigincnts), 
New Mastcrs 
(California 
Colors) 
Politec, 
Polpiiier 
Tcriipçra, 
Shiva 

coritiniicd . . . 



Table 11 (cantinued) : Selected Manourai~hs on S~nthctic Paintinp Media lin chronoloeical order of ~ublication) 

Mills, John FitzMaurice. 
A crylic P~inting. Foreword 
by Tom Rowneg. London: 
Sir Isaac Pitman and 
Sons, 1965. 125+pp. 
Fabri, Ralpli. The Arl of 
Poiynter Painting. New 1 York: Reinliold, 1966, 88 

Gutiérrez, José and 
Nicholas Roukes (preface 
by David Alfaro 
Siqueiros) Painting with 
Ilcrylics. New York: 
Watson-Guptill 
Publications, 1966, 19 1 pp. 

background & 
Socio- 
professional 
identification of 
aut Iior 
-artist, presideni 
Royal Drawing 
Society, author of 
JO+ art books, 
T.V. scriptwriter 
-grapliic artist & 
water-colourist, 
aut hor of other 
manuals, 
professor, editor, 
Hungarian-born 
-sec above for 
Gutiérrez 
-Roukes: artist, 
art professor 
(U.S. and 
Canada), sojourn 
in Mexico & 
participant in 
Gutiérrez' 
workshop 

conncction 
wiîh 
paint makcr? 

-Rowney a 
paintmaker 

No 

- Gutidrrez a 
paintmaker 
at lime of 
publication 
(Poli tec) 

intcndcd 
use or 
audience 
(Explicit=E 
Implicit=l) 
-art& & 
advanced 
art students 
(1) 

-amateur 
artists, set 
dcsign (E) 
illust rators, 
grapliic arts 
students (1), 
-artists 
(niuralists, 
easel 
painters 
illuslrators) 
(El, art 
educaîiors, 
"se rious 
Sunday 
paintcrs" 
(El 

formulas 
10 make 
own 
paints ? 

-y s, 
seven 
diffcrent 
basic 

ilse of 
indusirial1 
commercial 
paints? 

I 

l 

- 

- 

- 
contiiiued . . . 

noTcleas, 
no specific 
discussion 
commercial 
or artisîs' 
paints 
pes 
pyro.xyli~is 

Mentions 
brands of 
qnîtietic painis 
for artists? 

no, brief 
general 
introduction to 
materials 

Magna, Aqua- 
Tec (Bocour), 
Cryla(Rowney), 
Hyrplar 
(Gnimbachcr), 
Liquitex 
(Permanent 
Pignients), 
New Masters 
(California 
Colors),Poli tec, 
Polyart(Gibso1i) 
Reeves, Shiva, 
Weber etc, 

Shows 
subjccts to 
paint? 

no but 
profiles on 
15 artists 

yes, step- 
by -siep 
projects, 
none 
abstract 

yes, about 
113 of book 
deals with 
projects, 
some 
abstract 

ranking 
b~ 
Keyser 
(sec kcy 
bclaw) 
not 
ranked 

not 
ranked 



Table 1 I (continued) : Selectcd Mono~rnahs on Svnthetic Painting Mcdiu (in chronolo~ical order of nublication) 

r" 

xli 

nage J of table 

Taubes, F. .-t cyl ic  -artisi, autlior of - forniulas 
Pointirigjiir the Beginner. niany Iiandbooks, uscd by 
New York: Watson- technical advice Peniiancnt 
Gu till, 1970, 1.14 coluinnist Pi iiients L 

book 

Cliavatel, George. 
Exploring with Polymer. 
A Guide to New hledia for 
ïoung i l  duits. New York: 
Rcinhold Publisliing Corp. 
1966. 104pp. 
Hayes, Ronald. The Art of 
Polynrer Painting. n.p. 
Fine Arts Division. Hunt 
Manufacturing Division, 
1968,86 pp. 

Pellew, John. .4crylic 
Lnndscape Painting. New 
York: Watson- Guptill, 
1968, 160 pp. 
Raynes, John. Stnrting to 
Pairtt with ;lcrylics. New 
York: Watson-Gup~ill, 

iiitcndcd 
use or 
audience 
(Explicit=E 
Irnplicit=l) 
-school 
tcaclicrs 
(elementa~y 
and high 
scliool) 

foriiiulas 
to iiiake 
o\vn 
paints 1 

background & 
Socio- 
professional 
identification of 
autlior 
-art teachcr (high 
school) 

-artkt "mitli a 
chemical 
background, art 
professor ai 
Mass. College of 
Art, pai ntmaker, 
M.F.A. thcsis on 
synthetic media 
-artist, magazine 
wriier, autlior of 
otlier artists' 
nianuals 
-"professional 
painter", art 
tcacher 

-not 
paints but 
in niixed 
media 

conncction 
\vit h 
paint ii~aker'l 

-not 
inentioncd 
but Liquite'c 
(Permanent 
Pigments) 
illustrated 
developed 
New 
Masters 
paints niade 
by 
California 
Colors (part 
of Hunt Co.) 

use of 
industrial/ 
coniinercial 
paints? 

-amateur, 
"iintrained" 
paintcrs (E) 

- beginners 
or 
experienced 
painters (E) 
-short 
introduction 
for amateur 
artists (1) 
-beginners, 
amateurs (1) 

Meniioiis S hows ranking 
brands of 1 subjecis io 1 by 
synthetic paints painil 
for artists? 

no 

dk 

in lis! at end gcncral 
orily 1 ideas, 

no 

dk 

illustrated 

New (Cali fornia Master= I 
Colors) 

yes, niany 
step-by-step 
projçcis 
(figures, 
still lifc, 
abstract 

Kcyscr 
(see kcy 
bclow) 
not 
rankcd 

no( 
rankcd 

no t 
ranked 

dk 

no not 
ranked 

y=, 
techniques 
for 
landscapc 
no, own 
work 
illus~ratcs 
techniques 
yes, (siill 
Life, figure 
painting, 
clc.) 

not 
rinkcd 



xlii 

Tablc II (continuedl : Selcctcd Monoprai~hs on S~nthctic Puintine Media (in chronolo~ical order of oublication1 

Blake, Wendon. .-4cylic 
II atercolor Painting. 
New York: Watson- 
Gupiill, before summer 
1970. 
Geltings, Fred. Polynrer 
Painting hlanunl. 
London: Studio Vista. 
197 1. 127pp. 
Sheaks, Barclay. Paintirtg 
wjth .4ctylicfiotti Stnrt IO 

Finish. Worceslcr, Mass. : 

1 Painting with ;Icrylics. 

I Cincinnati: Van Nostrand 
Reinhold, Art-in-Practice 

1 Series. 1973. 16Opp. 
Blake, Wendon. 
Cornplete Guide to .-f cplic 
Pninting. New York: 
Watson- Guptill, before 
sunimer 19751 

background & 
Socio- 
professianal 
idcniificaiion of 
author 
-arîist, niagazinc 
writer, autlior of 
otlier ariists' 
iiianuals 

conncction 
wit h 
pairitinakcr? 

-art&, editor, 
British 1 

-rirtist, inagazinc 
writcr, aiitlior of 
other artists' 
nianuals 

intcndcd 
usc or 
audience 
(Esplicit=E 
Iniplicil=l) 
-amateur 
arîisis, 
beginners 

formulas 
IO rnakc 
own 
painis ? 

use of 
i ndust rial/ 
corniiiercial 
painis? 

Mentions 
brands of 
synîhetic painis 
for arîists? 

S ho\tts 
siibjects to 
paint? 

ycs, step- 
by-siep 
techniques 
illustraicd 

ranking 
by 
Key ser 
(sec kcp 
bclaw) 
not 
rankcd 

not 
ranked 

not 
ranked 

not 
ranked 

SG =2B 
BM=2B 
Pi = 2C 
v=2c 
ST= l A 
P = 2 B  

--- - 

continucd . . 
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Tliblc 11 (continuedl : Selectcd Monograi~hs on Swthctic Paintine Media (in chronoloeiclil order of ouhliclition~ 

conncction 
witli 
paiiii~iiakcr? 

page 6 of table 
intcnded 
use or 
audience 
(Esplicit=E 
Implicit=I) 
- college 
level coursc 
outlinc (E) 
-ako higli 
scliool (E), 
amateur & 
professional 
use (E) 

book 

Wody Jr., Russell O. 
Po!ynrer Paintirtg and 
Related 7'echrii yues, I ~ J ~ I I  
course otrrline and works 
of proniinerit artists. Ncw 
York: Van Nostrand 
Reinhold Co., 1974. 
109pp. 

foririulas 
ta riiake 
own 
paiiits ? 

background & 
Socio- 
professional 
identification of 
auilior 
-sce above ( 1966) 

usc of 
indusi rial/ 
comr~icrcial 
paints? 

Mcriiions 
brands of 
synilictic painis 
for arîists? 

subjccts to 
paiiit? 

ri~nking 
b~ 
K e p r  
(sec kcg 
bclow) 
SG =2D 
BM-2B 
Pi = l A  
v =2C 
ST=IC 
C =2C 
F =2C 
P =2B 
TS=2D 
SG =2B 
BM=2C 
Pi =lB 
v =2C 
F =2C 
P =2B 

-consullanl 
at 
Pcrtnanerit 
Pigments at 
the time 
-sce above 

Magna, Aqua- 
Tec (Bocour), 
Liquitex 
(Pennanent 
Pigments), 
New Masters 
(California 
Colors), Poliicc 

no but 
techniques 
illustraied 
with work 
by known 
arists 

Liquitex 
(Pcnnanent 
Pigtnents) 

Anonynious. Enduring 
COIorsfor the ..Jrtist, .-l 
treatise on perninrience in 

-probably partly 
written by 
paintiiiaker 
Henry Levison, 
incliides mucli of 
his research on 
testing 

-paintiiiaker 
(Liquitex) 

-artists, 
dealers (1) 
-technical 
introduc~ion 
to chcinistry 
& tcsting of 
products 

painting. Cincinnati, 
Ohio: Perniancnt 
Pigments, 1975. 49 pp. 
(coinpletely revised 
version in series wiih 
sarne titlc) 
Mills, John FitzMaurice. (forinerly 

associated 
witlr 
Rowney s) 

-unclear, 
possibly for 
tcachcrs of 
child and 
crafts 
courses 

no specific 
projecfs but 
idcas for 
trpes 

A faterials nnd Techniqires 
ofAcrylic Painting. 
London:Frcdrick Warne, 
198 1 . 4 8 ~ ~ .  

contiiiued . . 
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Table 11 (continued) : Selected Monoerailhs on Svnthetic Paintinp Media (in chronological order of nublicritian) 

background & 
Socio- 
professional 
identificaiion of 
aullior 
-artist. handbook 
autlior, collcge 
art professor, 
T.V. show 
( Acvlic 
Painting) 
-post liumous, sec 
1956 & 1966 
abovc 
-Belkin, arîist 
bom in Canada, 
Siqueiros' 
student 

conneciion 
with 
piiiniriiaker'? 

inieiidcd 
use or 
audience 
(Explicit=E 
Iiiiplicii=l) 
-T.V. show 
audience & 
bcginners 

fonnulas 
to iiiakç 
own 
pnints ? 

use of 
indiisi rial/ 
coiiiniercial 
pai nis? 

Mcntions Shows 
braiids of subjccts to 
gntlictic paints paint? 
for arlists? 

ranking 
by 
Kcyser 
(SCC kcy 
below) 
no1 
rankcd 

Sheaks, Barclay. A c ~ v l i c  
Pninfing Techrtiques. 
Huntington Beach, 
Califomia: KOCE-TV/ 
Grumbachcr. 1985. 

-endorscs 
Hyplar by 
Gminbaclicr 
(spanso r) 

Hyplar V s ,  
(Grunibriclier) discussion 

of projccts 
& finishcd 
paintings 

Gutiérrez, José. (preface 
by Arnold Belkin). Del 
fresco a los niaterinles 
pl&sticos. Mexico City: 
Insiiiuto Politécnico 
Nacional, 1986 , 79+pp. 

Politcc yes 
pyro.yliiis 
(Duco) 

- Spanisli 
versionof 
1956 above, 

no1 
ranked 

ST= 1 D 

yes, niost 
ofbook 

a few pages 1 
added on 1 

aints 
Dcwiiz, Arden von. A 
Fun Book on A ctylic 
Painting Po!)mer. Walter 
Foster Art Library, n.d. 
(before 198 1) 
Danion, Patrick. La 
peiniirve acryliqire. 
PhPnoni Pne rrrtis fique. 
Paris: Fleurons. n.d. 
(c. 1990- 1992) 

-artist, French ycs  CS, iiiany 
European 
brands plus 
Liquikx 
(Periiiancni 

pociic 
discussion 
witli 
auilior's 
works 

not 
rariked 
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Tahlc 12: Selcctcd BoOks on Svnthetic Media for Various Art Forms lncludinp Somc Information about Paintinp to 1980 

book 

Neunian, Thelma R. 
Plastics as an .-Ir$ Fornr. 
Philadelphia: Chilton 
Book Co. 1964, 1969 
(revised). 3 7 1 pp. 

Hollandcr, Harry B. 
Plastics for A rfists nrid 
CraJsnien, New York: 
Watson- Guptill, 1972. 
2 2 1 ~ ~  

fonnulas 
to niake 
own 
pairits ? 

background & 
Socio- 
professional 
ideiitificationof 
aut hor 
- sculptor , 
Ph.D. in ari 
education, 
Society of 
Plastics 
Enplineers 
-stained-glass 
arlist, industrial 
cliemist, coating 
manufacturer & 
consultant in 
Montreal 
(plastics in 
architecture), 
US. studics 

yes, 
most of 
book 
fortnulas 
(molds 
& 
casting) 
but not 
rnuch on 

, painting 

others in suppliers 

connection 
wiî h 
paint~ti~akcr 
? 

iist 

iritended 
use or 
audience 
(Explicit=E 
lniplicit=l) 
-arlists, 
craftspeoplc 
art 
educators 
(El, jw 
tcclinical 
-artists, 
craftspcople 
(E) , ver), 
teclinical 
applications 
of clieinistry 
and 
engiiicering 

1 
formulas 

SIrows 
subjects to 
paint? 

techniques 
illuslratcd 

ranking 
by 
Keyser 
(see kcy 
bclo\,,) 
BM=2D 
ST= 1 B 
C =2D 
F =2C 
P =2D 
TS= 1 D 
not 
ranked 
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Table 13: Sclcctcd Artists' Handhooks with Some Information on Svnthetic Media hlnhabetical order) 

book 

Doemer, Max. The Afnterials 
ofthe ..lrtist and their Use in 
Painting with Notes on rhe 
Techniqtres oJthe Old 
I\ hasters. (Eugen Neu haus, 
trans.). New York: Harcourt, 
Brace & World. 1962 revision 
of 1934 trans. 435 pp. 
Gettens, Rutherford J. And 
George L. Stout. Painting 
Marerinls. .al Short 
Encyclopedia. 2 "  ed., Ncrv 
York: Dover , 1966, 333pp. 

Goitsegen, Mark David. 7'he 
Painter's Handbook. New 
York: Watson-Guptill. 1993. 
320 pp. 

background & Socio- 
professional 
identification of 
author 

-artist, rescarcher, 
professor of art 
techniques, iiieinber 
of society for rational 
painting, Gcrman 

-art consen,ators, 
rescarchcrs, 
professors of art 
conservation 

-artist, art professor 
(U.N.C. at 
Greensboro), work 
on standards for 
artists paiiits 

Intcndcd Use or Audience, Coiiinicnts 

-postliuinous reviscd translation bascd on 5' revision of Doemer's book which was 
first published in 192 1 
-for ariists, consemators, and collectors (E) 
-contains very littlc material on syntlietic media but brief treatnient in the section on 
binding media for oil painting touches on nitroccllulose lacquers (witli a 
recornniendation of Duco lacquers in a translaior's note), polyvinyl resin and 
admonitions for caution due to obsewed discoloration. 

-muscum curators, conservators (E) 
-use bg practicing artists also inentioned 
-a compilation of tcchnical information from inanufacturers and scliolarly 
publicaiions, revised to expand coverage of synthetic niedia 

-fonncr studeni of handbook author Reed Kay (below), niany contacts witli 
paintrnakers, researcliers and consenfators through work on standards. Chairmaii of 
Siib-Coimittee on Artists' Paints and Related Materials of Ariierican Society for 
Testing and Materials 
-coiiiprchcnsive up-to-date liandbook on conteinporary inaterials and rriçthods for 
arîists (E), ad\~aiiccd university levcl or professional 
-accessible but detailed technical information including foriiiulas and testing 
tecliniques 

coiilinucd . . . 

ranking 

Kcyser 
(sce key 
below) 
No 
rnodeni 
ratings 

SG =2C 
BM=2C 
v =2C 
C =2A 
F = 2 B  
P =  2C 
TS=2C 
not 
ranked 
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Table 13 (continued): Sclcctcd Artists' Handbooks nith Same Information on Svnthetic Media [al~)hahctical ordcrl 

mge 2 of table 
book 

Haniel, Marc. La technique 
du tnbleau 2nd edition. Paris: 
Dcssain et Tolra. 1975. 
296pp. 

Hebblewhite, lan. 7he North 
Light Hondbook of .4rtists' 
A faterials. Cincinnati: North 
Light, 1986, 288pp. 
Hiler, Hilaire. 11ie Pni~~îerk 
Pockeî Book (,/AIerliods and 
Ahîerials. New York: 
Watson Guptill, 1970. 
Kay, Reed. The Painter's 
Contpariiort. .-t Basic Guide to 
Studio Il fethods and 
A laterials, Cambridge: 
Webb, 1961 
Lainb, Lynton. Ahterials arid 

A\ leîltods of Paitttiug. New 
York: Oxrord U. Press. 1970. 

background & Socio- 
professional 
identification of 
aiitlior 

Iiitcndcd Use or Audience, Corniiients 

-clicmical enginccr, 
rcscarcher, 
paintniaker, professor 
of ari conscn.ation, 
French 

-worked for paintiiiaking h i  Lefranc et Bourgeois and dewlopcd Flaslie synthçtic 
paint dcscribed as a tcinpcra based on vinyl 
-texi probably intended for introductoy college-lewl course in paintings 
consenlaiion and niay be based on the auihor's lecture noies given discursive style 
-cliaotic anialgam of teclmical information including Iiistorical and contcmporary 
practices 
-short chaptcr on vinyl and acylic rcsin ariists' paints plus scattered mentions of 
the new material throuahout the book 
-artisis (E), art materials inanufacturers, distributors and dealers (1) 

-artist, art inslruclor 
(Slade School), 
British 

consultant iri ad  
rnaterials trade, 
British 
-British autlior 

-artist, art professor 
(Boston U.) 

ranking 
by 
Kcy sc r 
(see kcy 

-combines itirorrnation from artists' manuals like Doemer, Mayer and Hiler wiih 
literature from manufacturers and test results on tools and tnaterials giving very 
detailcd information on brands and manufacturers 
-"trade" pocketbook for the painter's "craft" (E), for artists and students 
-updated and condensed version of a 1937 British text.includes an appciidix "Notes 
on New Materials, Etc." which mentions P.V.A. (polyvinyl acetate) aiid acqlic 
eiriulsions in brief literary style 
dedicated to painter and teticlier Karl Zcrbe, knowii for his expcriiiiciital use of 
synthetic iiiedia 
-short cliapier on "synthctic resin paints" 
-givcs polyrner tciiipcra fonnula frorn Alfred Ducn (polyiriyl acçtaiç ciiiulsion) 

not 
ranked 

-liaiidbook for art siudeiiis and adists (E) 
-short cliapicr on syiitlietic painting iiicdia iiientions paiiitiiiakcr Lcn Bocour and 
Tom Row ney 

TS =2B 
not 
rankcd 
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Table 13 (continued): Sclected Art ists' Handhooks wit h Sume Information on Svnt hctic Media (alphabctical order1 

Langlais, Xavier de. Ln 
technique de In peinture 0 
I 'huile. Paris: Flammarion. 
1973 (1 959 original). 493pp. 
McCann, Michael. ..lriist 
Bewnre. New York: Watson- 
Guptill, 1975. 
Masses, Robert. Fornr ulas for 
Painfers. New York: 

page 3 of table 

Watson-Gupiill, 1967. 
Mayer, Ralph. The clrtist 's 
~n>idbook &Mnterials and 
Techniques. Ediiions 2-3. 
New York: Viking. 1957, 
1970. (last edition l982), 
749pp. (1 973). 
Mayer, Ralph. The Pointer S 
Crafl. New York: Van 
Nostrand. 1948. 2 18pp. 

Intcndcd Usc or Audience, Coiiiinents book 

-art profcssor, French 

background & Socio- 
profcssional 
identification of 
aut hor 

-art isi 

-ariist,art professor 1 ai U. of Texas (El 
Pasol 

rcstorer, author, 
professor of 
techniques, work on 
standards 

-for advanced ari students, artists, conscnlators and conoisseurs (1) 
- Icrigtliy supplement on vinyl and acrylic painting inedia provides the author's 
assessments of the cliarackrisiics of the new media (onen repeaied by oiher French 
authors) but tcclinical information whicli has been disputed by consenrators 
-for arîists and art student (E) 
-specialized book on liealth hazards ireating ûoih materials and technques 

- reference for serious painters (E) 
-a few formulas using qnilietic media for grounds, paints, varnishes etc. 

-ver), compreliensive reference for scrious artists, students, consenfators (1) 
-brief mentions of syntlietic media in 1957edition (in sections on oil and mural 
painting, cliemistry of synthetic resins & "special ready-made" materials like 
Magna). In the 3" third edition, expanded coverage of synttieiic resins in paints in 
the oil painting section plus a short new chaper called "the new materials". 

-text for class or workshop and guide for pmcticing painters (E) 
-sonic mention of qntlietic inedia but prior to introduction of proprietary brands of 
synthetic artists' colours. 

ranking 
by 
Key ser 
(see key) 
not 
ranked 

Smilli, Ray. The Artisr S 
Ilnndbook. New York: 
Knopf, 1987. 352pp. 
Stephenson, Jonathan. The 1 
A laterials and Teclu~iques of 
Painting. London: Thanics 
and Hiidson. 1989. 192 pp. 

TS = lA  

Not 
ranked 

noi 
ranked 

-artist, arl insirucior, 
British 

-painter, painîinaker 
(ciistom paints), 
British 

contiiiucd . . . 

-proTuscly illusirated, "practical" handbook for artist (E) and colleg~-lc\~el art 
studeiit (1) eniphasizing look and îcchniques of execution (an inlemediate level 
"ho\if-to-book") - S O I ~ C  trcament of synthctic media througliout text 
-for paintcrs (E), arriatcurs and conoisscurs (1) many illustrations of historic works 
-ver), pcrliinctory seciion on acrylics and sotiie scctticred nientions of synthctic 
inedia throiighoui 
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Tahle 13 (continued): Sclccted Artists' Handhooks with Some liiformation on Svnthctic Mcdiri (ali~hshetical orderl 

page J of table 
book 

Taubes, Fredcric. The 
Pain fer's Dictionnqv of 
~\hteria/s nnd Alefhods. New 
York: Watson-Guptill, 197 1. 

Watson, Dori. The 
Techniques of Painting. New 
York: Galahad. 1970. 160 

PP. 
Wehlte, Kurt. (Ursus Dix, 
trans.). Iïte Ahtterinls attd 
Techniques of Painting. New 
York: Van Nostrand 
Reinhold, 1975 (of 1967 
Gennan original). 647pp. 

background & Socio- 
professional 
identificatioii of 
aullior 

lntendcd Use or Audience, Cornincnts ranking 
bs 
Kcyscr 
(see kcy 

-painter, author, art 
teacher, Polish-boni, 
U.S. citizen 

-book-illustrator, 
painter, teacher at 
Chouinard Scliool 

-dictionaq for artists, conoisscurs, students 
-one of rnany books on painting by thc auttior 
-sliglitly disorganized witli tendcricy toward non-tcchnical inierpreiaiions 

-for beginners and amateurs 
-veq brief non-technical section introducing polymer painting and suggesting 
Woody 's 1974 book for more inforniation 

SG=2C 
BM=ZB 
Pi =2B 
v =2C 
ST =2B 
C=2D 
P =2C 
TS =2D 

, not 
ranked 

-professor, 
consenrator, editor of 
scholarly rcviews, 
German 

Sources : Tlie above tables represent an analysis by the author except for the inforriiation prescntcd in the last coluiiiii wlicre soine rankings of coveragc in 
manuals of modern materials and techniques frorn a 1980 papa by conscwator Barbara Kcyscr have bccn indicated. (Kcyscr also rankcd coveragc of 
traditional iiiaterials and tecliniqucs.) Note tliat Keyser evaluatcs tlicsc books froiii ilic perspective of a 1980 ari corisenlator in liglit of tlicn-ciirrent wisdorii, 
not in the Iiistoric contcxt but this providcs a sociologically iniercsiing assessment by a pariicipant at ihc end of tlic pcriod uiidcr corisidcraiioii. Her rankirig 
systcm follows. 

cencyclopedic reference book for artists, serious advanced art students and 
consen'ators (E) 
-a vcry tcchnical approacli witli copious irifoniiation about sythetic painting media 
in mcticuously organized, systeriiatic text w i ~ h  recipes and dciailed instructions 



Key to Kevser's Rankine Svstem 

(froni Keyser, Barbara. EnqdopeJins ojlg~rorn~icr.  .-I C'riricnl Look nt ïii.r~itietli-Cè~itr~y~~ .-Irtists ' Alnnaals. Unpublislied ii~anuscript of paper givcn ai tlic 
Symposium on Consemation of Conieiiiporary A n  Iicld at the National Gallery of Canada in 1910.) 

Topics are ranked by Keyser according to two variablcs: aiiioiint of infontiation and quality as followvs: 
-amount of information 1. Extensive 

2. suffident for soiiie understanding of topic 

-quaMy of information A = excellent 
B = g d  
C = fair 
D = poor. 

Abbre~iations used for selected topics related to tnodern media and tecliiiiques ranked by Keyser are: 
SG = supports and grourids 
BM = binding niedia 
P = pigments 
V = varnislies 
ST = studio techniques 
F = fonnulalion 
P = pcrnianence 
TS = toxicologylsafeiy (for al1 iiiedia conibincd) 
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